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BENEDICTION

The Brahma-sutra is one of the three principal canonical works of the Vedantic
tradition, the other two being the Upanisads and the Bhagavad-glta. On the
basis of the Sanskrit Commentaries of Sri Sankaracarya, Pujya Gurudev
Swami Chinmayanandaji has already written detailed commentaries in
English on most of the principal Upanisads as well as the Bhagavad-glta.
I am very happy to see this exhaustive and student-friendly commentary
on the Brahmasutra-catuhsutn that the Chinmaya International Foundation
(CIF) has brought out as an offering of devotion to Pujya Gurudev Swami
Chinmayanandaji on the occasion of the Chinmaya Birth Centenary
celebrations.
The Bhasyas of Sri Sankaracarya on the Upanisads, Bhagavad-glta and
the Brahma-sutra are invaluable treasures of wisdom. Sri Sahkaracarya’s
exposition of the first four aphorisms of the Brahmasutra, the Catuhsutrl,
is renowned for its depth and comprehensive coverage of the Vedantic
thoughts and concepts. We find here an exemplary and lucid summary of the
entire philosophy of Advaita-vedanta. Any one who carefully studies this
exposition of Sri Sankaracarya is sure to gain a crystal clear comprehension
of Advaita-vedanta. The present work is an attempt to make the profound
teachings of Sr! Sankaracarya on the Brahmasutra-catuhsutn easily accessible
to the modern student of Advaita-vedanta. I am sure that this lucid exposition
will fulfill the long-felt need of the students.
The author of this work, the Late Dr. S. Sankaranarayanan, deserves our
gratitude for his labour of love. He has thoroughly researched and presented all
the salient thoughts and explanations offered by the numerous commentaries
and sub-commentaries on the Sahkarabhdsya of the Brahmasutra-catuhsutn.
My hearty congratulations with deep gratitude to Dr. Kanshi Ram who took
upon himself the onerous task of thoroughly revising and emending the
initial draft that was prepared by Dr. S. Sankaranarayanan. This work has
been verily his offering of devotion to the venerable Sankaracarya.

Obliviousness of our true identity is the cause of all suffering and it is the
Knowledge of the Self alone that can extricate us from this woeful plight. May
this Knowledge of the Self shed by the effulgent Lamp of the Brahma-sutra
dispel the darkness of ignorance in our hearts and put an end to samsara.
The Advaita-darsana expounded by great masters of yore like Bhagavan
Veda-vyasa, and Sri Sankaracarya and modern masters like Pujya Swami
Chinmayanandaji is the panacea for the pathetic plight, specially in our
present time of strife and discord globally fuelled by a brazen materialism.
I invoke the Grace of the Lord and the Blessings of Sri Sankaracarya
and Pujya Gurudev Swami Chinmayanandaji on all the seekers of Selfknowledge.

With Prem and Om,

Swami Tejomayananda
Head, Chinmaya Mission

May 8, 2015, Chinmaya Jayanti
Launch of Chinmaya Birth Centenary Celebrations
Ernakulam
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PREFACE

The detailed English commentary on the Sankara-bhasya of the Brahmasutra-

catiihsutn and its preamble, the Adhyasa-bhasya, has been written keeping
in mind primarily the modem student of Advaita-vedanta. Although it is
prepared in a style easy to comprehend yet a working knowledge of Sanskrit,
also accompaniedby an acquaintance with the basic tenets of Advaita-vedanta,
is a prerequisite for a fruitful perusal of the present work. Nevertheless the
detailed exposition of the £ankara-bhfisya is so comprehensive that it would
not only benefit the student but also a reader who is fairly conversant with
the philosophy of Advaita-vedanta.
The Sanskrit text of the Bhasya and other references in Sanskrit are mostly
kept in non-sandhi form for two reasons: (1) The footnote indicators for
variant readings and other elucidatory notes may be marked in a manner
that they are easily comprehended. (2) Even the reader with a modicum of
familiarity with Sanskrit may also be able to understand the exposition.
The credit for nourishing the Indian Philosophical literature goes to
the vast and rich commentarial literature comprising of commentaries
(Bhasya), glosses (Tlka) and notes (TippanI). The detailed explanations
in the present work are based on the renowned traditional commentaries
and sub-commentaries on the Brahmasutra-sanlairabhasya. Some of the
important treatises that have been the bedrock for preparing the explanatory
notes include the following: Pancapsdiks by Padmapadacarya, Bhdmati by
Vacaspati-misra, Bhasyaratnaprabha by Govindananda, Paiicapadika-vivarana
by Prakasatman, Nydyanirnaya by Anandagiri, Bhasyabhavaprakasika by
Citsukhacarya, Prakatarthavwarana by Anubhutisvarupacarya, Tattvadipana
by Akhandananda (disciple of Anandagiri), Vartika by Narayana-sarasvatl,

Rjuprakasika by Akhandananda, Brahmavidyabharana by Advaitananda and
Pradlpa by Anantakrishna Shastri. The explanations in the text have been
substantiated with copious relevant citations from the above-mentioned
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commentaries. Consequently, it is hoped that these will provide the reader
with definite pointers for further study and also ground for deliberation
leading to contemplation, the main purpose of this kind of work.
Another distinctive feature that has enriched this text is the variant
readings of the Bhasya text that have been included as footnotes marked
with numerals in Devanagarl. A total of sixteen manuscripts and books have
been used in the preparation of these variant readings.
In order to facilitate the student who is not fully conversant with
Sanskrit, an earnest effort has been made to provide within the text itself,
in parentheses, translations of all the Sanskrit philosophical terms even
though these may occur many times on a single page. Of course, there is also
repetition of important ideas, concepts and citations (with their translations)
throughout the text. This has been purposely done to make each sectional
note as complete as possible. Needless to say, in such works as this, the
repetition helps the reader comprehend the abstruse thoughts and subtle
concepts of the text which is a sine quo non on the Vedantic path of Selfrealisation.
Structurally the Bhasya text has been divided into sub-sections based on the
thought-flow of the Bhasya. Thereafter, there is a transliteration into Roman
English (A), followed by a word-to-word meaning (B), this is accompanied
by a translation marked (C) which is as close, and as literal as possible to the
Acarya's original text. Finally, the Bhasya sentences have been expounded
in detail (D) in an effort to elucidate the Advaita concepts and bring out the
import of the Acarya's profound thoughts on the Brahmasutra-catuhsutri.
An extensive and in-depth content index of all the important concepts has
been appended at the end of the book which will serve as a ready-reckoner and
facilitate the reader revisit and easily refer to any portion of the commentary.
A work of this nature and presentation on the Brahmasutracatuhsutri-

gankarabhasya is not currently available for the students of Vedanta and is
sure to fill a long felt need. The present exposition will be a valuable guide
for comprehending the thought and spirit of the venerable Badarayana,
the author of the Brahma-sutra, and Sankaracarya, the revered Bhasyakara.
10

The one who gains adequate familiarity with the thoughts expounded in the
present work will be able to tread the spiritual path and surely come to gain
a firm conviction on the nature of the non-dual Self, which alone is the chief
purport of such a Vedantic work.
If the students of philosophy and the seekers of Self-knowledge find this
exposition useful in their pursuit, this labour of love offered with reverential
devotion unto the Acarya would be deemed to have found its fulfilment.

Dr. Kanshi Ram and Swami Advayananda

May 8, 2015, Chinmaya Jayantl
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Introduction to Brahmasutra-catuhsutri
Darsana
The term 'darsana', derived from the Sanskrit verbal root 'drs', literally means
'vision' or 'perspective'. In Indian philosophy the term refers to a sastra, that
is the means for the knowledge of truth.1 Essentially, every DarSana broadly
analyses the following six topics: (1) Jiva - Individual (e.g. Who am I?), (2)
Jagat - World (e.g. What constitutes this world?), (3) Isvara - God or Lord
(e.g. Who created the individual and the world?), (4) Bandha - Bondage
(e.g. What is the cause of sorrow?), (5) Moksa - Liberation (e.g. What is the
nature of freedom from sorrow?) and finally (6) Sadhana - Means (e.g. How
can I become liberated from sorrow?).
Astika- and Nastika-darsanas
Traditional Indian philosophy is broadly classified into two: Astika and
Nastika. The difference between Astika- and Nastika-darsanas lies not in
their belief or disbelief in the existence of God (Isvara) but the touchstone
is whether the Veda is, or is not, an authoritative means of knowledge
(pramana). This very classification of the Darsanas being Astika or Nastika
based on the acceptance of the Veda as pramana reveals the importance with
which the Veda is held in the context of the Indian philosophical tradition.
The Astika-darsanas are six in number and so too are the Nastikadarsanas. The six Astika-darsanas are: Sankhya, Yoga, Nyaya, Vaisesika,
Purva-mlmamsa and Uttara-mlmamsa. The six Nastika-darsanas are:
Carvaka, Sautrantika, Vaibhasika, Yogacara, Madhyamika and Arhata
(Jaina). Of these six Nastika-darsanas, the Sautrantika, Vaibhasika, Yogacara
and Madhyamika are all various sub-schools of Buddhism.
Thus, generally speaking, there are a total of twelve Darsanas or schools
of philosophy in the Indian tradition.
1 Vide “tattvajmnasadlianam idstram dar£anam." (Nyayakosa)
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The Six Nastika-darsanas
The Carvaka school of Indian philosophy is completely materialistic in
nature. The Carvaka school does not believe in Atman (soul), punya or papa,
rebirth, other worlds (heaven or hell) or God (Isvara). Their philosophy is
captured well in this verse: "yavajjmam sukham jived rnam krtva ghrtam pibet,
bhasmibhutasya dehasya punaragamanam kutah - One ought to live life happily.
It matters not if one runs even into debt if one can drink ghee (i.e. have
delicacies dripping with ghee)! Indeed, where is the question of rebirth
when the body (at death) has been burnt to ashes." Badarayana, the author
of Brahma-sutra, identified in the Indian philosophical tradition with Krsna
Dvaipayana Veda-vyasa,2 does not dwell at all upon the Carvaka school in
the Brahma-sutra, for he holds the Carvaka thesis to be unworthy of even
refutation! Such is the repugnance with which the Carvaka-darsana is held
by all right thinking persons (sista).
As mentioned before, the Sautrantika-, the Vaibhasika-, the Yogacara- and
the Madhyamika-darsanas are all different sub-schools of Buddhism. After
the death of Buddha, his teachings were collected by a council established
for this purpose and three treatises reflecting the Buddha’s thought were
brought out: (1) Sutta-pitaka, which contains the statements of Buddha in an
aphoristic form, (2) Abhidhamma-pitaka, which endeavours to encapsulate the
philosophical position of Buddha and (3) Vinaya-pitaka, which deals with the
code of conduct envisaged by Buddha. In course of time, divergent opinions
crystalized as to what exactly is the true and the original teaching of Buddha.
Four independent schools of Buddhism rose, each claiming to embody
the actual spirit of Buddha's teachings: (1) the Sautrantika school that lays
emphasis on Sutta-pitaka, (2) the Vaibhasika school that lays emphasis on
Abhidhamma-pitaka, (3) the Yogacara school (Ksanikavijnana-vada) which lays
2 Veda-vyasa is a well-known personage of the Indian tradition. He compiled and classified
the Veda and authored the epic Mahabharata and the various Puranas. He was born to Sage
Parasara and Satyavati and is considered to be an incarnation of Lord Visnu. That the author
of the Brahma-sutra, in Indian tradition, is held as being identical with Veda-vyasa is evidenced
by such statements as "brahmasutrakrte tasmai vedavyasaya vedhase, jnanasaklyavataraya namo
bhagavato hareh." (Bh&matl)
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emphasis on Vinaya-pitaka and (4) Madhyamika school (Sunya-vada) which
claims to follow the middle path encompassing all the essential teachings
of all the Pitakas.3 Badarayana analyses and refutes all these four schools of
Buddhism in his Brahma-sutra.
The Axhata-darsana was established by the Tlrthankaras. They were
altogether 24 in number, the first Tlrthankara being Rsabhadeva and the
last one was Mahavlra. The Tlrthankaras are also called 'Jinas', that is those
who have conquered the senses and the mind. Hence, their philosophy is
also called the 'Jaina-darsana'. The Jaina-darsana has also been refuted by
Badarayana in the Brahma-sutra.
Thus except for the Carvaka-darsana, the Brahma-sutra brings up for
deliberation the various Nastika schools for refutation.
The Six Astika-darsanas
All the six Astika-darsanas are founded on their respective aphoristic texts,
the 'Sutras', which have, in turn, been elaborately commented upon by their
respective 'Bhasyakaras' (commentators). The following tabulation will give
the reader an overview of all the six Astika-darsanas:
Sutrakara

Bhasyakafa

i

Sankhya

Kapila

Isvarakrsna (the author of Sankhya-kiirika)

2

Yoga

Patafijali

Vy5sa

3

Nyaya

Gautama

Vatsyayana

4

Vaisesika

Kariada

Prasastapada

5

Purv a-mlmamsa

Jaimini

Sabarasvamin

Badarayana

Sahkaracarya (with respect to Advaita-vedanta)

;;6. Ai-A Uttara-mlmarhsa

Notwithstanding the fact that all the above-mentioned six Astika-darsanas
give credence to the Veda as being a pramana (means of knowledge), the first
four Astika-darsanas - that is the Sahkhya, Yoga, Nyaya, Vaisesika schools give only a secondary importance to the Veda as being pramana. These four
schools use mainly tarka (reasoning) as the means to arrive at conclusions. It
is for this reason that Sahkaracarya terms these Darsanas as 'tarkika'.
3 The word 'pitaka' means T>ox' or 'basket'. It refers to a collection of writings.
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As compared to these four Astika-darsanas, the Purvamlmarhsa- and
Uttaramimamsa-darsanas are strictly scriptural in nature; they keep the
Veda as their primary source of authority and use reasoning only as a
subsidiary means of knowledge.4 Hence, these two - the Purvamimamsaand the Uttaramimamsa-darsanas - are 'vaidika' in the truest sense of
the term.
The Purvamlmamsa-darsana is based on the karma-kanda, the ritual
section of the Veda, while the Uttaramlmamsa-darsana bases itself on
the jnana-kanda, the philosophical section of the Veda. The jnana-kanda
comprises of the Upanisads, which are termed 'Vedanta'.5 Hence the
Uttaramlmamsa-darsana is also called the Vedanta-darsana. Badarayana, the
Sutrakara of the Uttaramlmamsa-darsana (i.e. the Vedanta-darsana), takes
up for analysis the philosophical doctrines of the other Astika-darsanas and
refutes them too in the Brahma-sutra.
The term 'Sutra'
The Sanskrit term 'Sutra', translated as 'aphorism' in English, literally
means 'thread' or a 'string'. The Sutra strings together the important
ideas and manifold thoughts pertaining to a particular topic.6 Also, being
aphoristic in structure, the Sutra has to be pithy and concise. The Indian
philosophical tradition defines the Sutra thus: "alpaksaram asandigdham
saravad visvatomukham, astobham anavadyam ca sutram sutravido vidiih.”
Accordingly, the Sutra has the following six characteristics: (1) alpaksaram made of few words, (2) asandigdham - clear and unambiguous, (3) saravat
- contains the essence of the topic under deliberation, (4) visvatomukham having multiple facets, meaning it can be interpreted in more than one way,
enabling thus more than one valid interpretation, (5) astobham - devoid of
4 Vide "srutimatastarko'nusandhiyatUin." (Sadhana-pahcakam of Sarikaracarya)
5 The 'Upanisads' are termed the 'Vedanta', for they are found in the concluding or end
portion (antima-bhaga) of the Veda. The term 'Vedanta' also means the essence (antah antarah - sarah) of the Vedas.
6 Thus the Bhasyakara Sahkaracarya’s statement on the Brahma-sutra: "vedantavdkyakusumagrathanarthatvat sutranam - because the aphorisms have the purpose of stringing together the
flowers of the Upanisadic passages." (Janmadyadhikarana, Section 8)
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redundant words (usually added for eulogy) that do not particularly add to
the meaning of the sentence and (6) anavadyam - faultless (devoid of errors
in grammar etc.) in the construction of the sentence or its meaning.7
The term 'Bhasya'
Bhasya is a term that is used in the Indian philosophical tradition to refer to
a commentary. The term 'Bhasya' has been defined thus: "sutrdrtho varnyate
yatra vSkyaih sutranukaribhih, svapadani ca varnyante bhasyam bhasyavido viduh
- Bhasya is a treatise that explains the meaning of the Sutra (i.e. source text)8
by statements compatible with the very words of the Sutra and which also
further elaborates its own words (i.e. the words used to explain the Sutra)."
Bhasyas on the Brahma-sutra
The Brahma-sutra has been commented upon by Sahkaracarya as explicating
the doctrine of Advaita. Ramanujacarya has explained the Brahma-sutra
as explaining the doctrine of Visistadvaita (qualified monism) while
Madhvacarya has commented upon the Brahma-sutra as explaining the
doctrine of Dvaita (dualism). Ramanujacarya's and Madhvacarya's Bhasyas
are known as Sribhasya and Purnaprajha-bhasya respectively.
Commentators of the various other schools of Vedanta like Bhaskara
(Bhedabheda), Nimbarka (Dvaitadvaita) have also written commentaries on
the Brahma-sutra to explicate their respective views on the Vedanta-darsana.
The following tabulation will give an overview of the important schools
of Vedanta-darsana, their commentators (Bhasyakara) and the names of
their respective commentaries:
7 Vide "alpaksaram - mitaprayam vacanam; asandigdham - samsayarahityena arthapraMsanam;
saravat - saravattvena arthabhidhanam; visvatomukham - ekena vacasa bahunam arthanam
samsiiccinam; astobham - vyarthaparthakaSabdarahityam; anavadyam - vakye vcllcyarthe ca
dosarahityam." (Bhakticandrika of Sacchidanandendra Saraswati). For a similar brief on 'Sutra',
refer to Sastrayonitvadhikarana, Section 2 D.
8 The term 'Sutra' here is indicative of all the source texts. Thus there can be Bhasyas on the
Upanisads, the Bhagavad-glta and other texts too.
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S.No.

VedSntic schools

Bhasyakara

Name of the BhiSsya

1

Advaita

Sankara

Sarlrakamimamsabhasya

2

Bhedabheda

Bhaskara

Bhaskarabhasya

■

3

Visistadvaita

Ramanuja

Srlbhasya

4

Dvaita

Madhva

Pumaprajnabhasya

5

Dvaitadvaita

Nimbarka

V edantaparijatasaurabha

6

Saivavisistadvaita

Srlkantha

Saivabhasya

Sripati

SrTkarabhasya

W Saktivisistadvaita
8

'

Suddhadvaita

Hip
§lll§§ Acintyabhedabheda
Avibhagadvaita

11

Saktyadvaita

Vallabha

Anubhasya

Vijfianabhiksu

Vijnanamrtabhasya

Baladeva

Govindabhasya

Pancananatarkaratna

Saktibhasya

Aphorisms in Brahma-sutra - Total Number
The commentators differ in their opinion regarding the total number of
aphorisms in the Brahma-sutra. For example, according to Sankaracarya,
the number of aphorisms in Brahma-sutra is a total of 555, while according
to Ramanujacarya, it is 562; and according to Madhvacarya it is 545.
Ramanujacarya, Madhvacarya and the other commentators are later in
period to Sankaracarya and they have arrived at the Brahma-sutra as having
a particular number of Sutras by construing a Sutra as more than one (by
breaking it into shorter Sutras) or by joining more than one Sutra into a
single Sutra in order to delineate their respective theses.
The Brahma-sutra - its Various Appellations
The term Brahma-sutra indicates that the aphorisms of the treatise are
meant to deliberate upon the true nature of Brahman. The Brahma-sutra is
known variously as the Vedanta-sutra (for the text contains the aphorisms
of the Vedanta-darsana), the Uttaramimamsa-sutra (as it deals with the
Uttaramlmamsa-darsana),

Vedantamlmamsa-gastra

(as

it

inquires

into

Vedanta, the Upanisads) the Badarayana-sutra (since Badarayana is the
author), the Sariraka-sutra (as it delineates the nature of the 'sariraka - the
embodied soul') and as the Bhiksu-sutra (for the dispassionate monks are
qualified to delve into its thoughts).
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Brahma-sutra - the Nyaya-prasthana
Of the three foundational or canonical texts of the Uttaramlmamsa-darsana,
that is the Vedanta-darsana, the Brahma-sutra is one, the other two being
the Upanisads and the Bhagavad-glta. All these three - the Upanisads, the
Bhagavad-glta and the Brahma-sutra - are together referred to in the Vedantic
tradition as the 'Prasthana-traya'.
The Upanisads constitute the Sruti-prasthana (by 'sruti - heard' is meant
the 'revealed' primary source); the Bhagavad-glta constitutes the Smrtiprasthana (by 'smrti - remembered' is meant the authored secondary text);
and the Brahma-sutra constitutes the Nyaya-prasthana, for it presents the
teachings of Vedanta-darsana found in the Sruti- and Smrti-prasthana in a
logical manner.
That the Brahma-sutra is the Nyaya-prasthana of the Vedanta-darsana is
evident, for Badarayana uses anumana, the syllogism, while presenting the
Sutras. Often he merely states the hetu (probans), and by anuvrtti, that is the
process of bringing in the required information from a preceding Sutra, the
other aspects of the syllogistic statement like paksa (minor term or subject)
and sadhya (probandum) are brought in to complete the sense of the Sutra.9
Purpose Served by the Brahma-sutra
Badarayana has penned the Brahma-stttra for the following reasons: (1)
to resolve the apparent contradictions that are seen within the corpus of
the Upanisadic literature, (2) to give clarity on the Upanisadic thought
where the sentences of the Upanisads seem ambiguous, (3) to defend the
Uttaramlmamsa-darsana from the criticisms of the other schools - both
Astika and Nastika, and also (4) to bring to our attention the errors, fallacies
and defects of the other Darsanas.
Structure of the Brahma-sutra
The Brahma-sutra is divided into four adhyayas (chapters). Each adhyaya
is in turn divided into four padas (quarters) and each pada is further sub9 The Nyaya terms such as 'hetu’, 'sadhya' and so on have been explained in the course of
the text. One may refer to Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 12, for an elaboration of these terms. For a
detailed explanation of these terms one may refer to the Tarkasangraha of Annambhatta.
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divided into many adhikaranas (topical section),10 There are altogether 191
adhikaranas in the Brahma-sutra. It should be noted that there is no hard
and fast rule about the number of Sutras that an adhikarana should contain.
The following tabulation will help the reader grasp the arrangement of the
Brahma-stltra:
First Pada
AdhySya

Sutra

Adhi¬
karana

Second Pada
Sutra Adhi-

Third Pada
Sutra Adhi¬

kararia

karana

31

11

32

7

43

13

mmm

37

13

45

8

53

17

1^9

27

6

41

8

66

36

Fourth

19

14

21

11

16

6

jj ■. fj

1111181

vj

178

72-

First

4

Fourth Pada

Total

S!m

SQtra Adhi¬
karana
28

8

■a
El

17

22

7

9

mm | sip*

mts
mkMmm
1Mb

b7

(IKS mm.
i

The First Four Adhyayas of the Brahma-sutra
The four chapters of the Brahma-sutra are the Samanvaya-, Avirodha-,
Sadhana- and Phala-adhyayas.
In the first Samanvaya-adhyaya, which consists of 39 adhikaranas and
134 Sutras, Badarayana establishes that there is absolute harmony existing
within the Upanisadic passages in concordantly revealing as their purport
Brahman, the abhinna-nimittopadana-karana (efficient cum material
cause) of the world. By establishing this, the Sutrakara also thus proves
that the Astika-darsanas such as the Purva-mlmamsa, Sankhya, NyayaVaisesika that respectively posit karma (sacrificial act) as the purport of
the Veda, and Pradhana, or Paramanu as the cause of the world are all
built on faulty premises.
In the second Avirodha-adhyaya, which consists of 47 adhikaranas and
157 Sutras, Badarayana establishes that the Upanisads which explicate the
Brahmatmaikya-vidya (knowledge of the oneness of the Self and Brahman)
is free of the three virodhas (i.e. inconsistencies): (1) paraspara-virodha
- contradiction between the Upanisadic passages themselves, (2) smrtivirodha - contradiction between the Upanisadic passages and the Smrti texts
10 An 'adhikarana' is a thematic exposition with five limbs. For a detailed explanation on the
term 'adhikarana', refer to Jijnasadhikarana, Section 1.
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and (3) yukti-virodha - contradiction between the Upanisads and reasoning.
It is in the second Avirodha-adhyaya that the Sutrakara takes up for critical
analysis all the Astika- and Nastika-darsanas and refutes them.
The third SacLhana-adhyaya consists of 67 adhikaranas and 186 Sutras.
Herein the Sutrakara discusses the various sadhanas (means), both
antaranga-sadhana (sravana, manana and nididhyasana) and bahirangasadhana (karma and upasana).
The fourth and the last Phala-adhyaya consists of 38 adhikaranas and
altogether 78 Sutras. In this chapter, Mukti (Jlvan-mukti, Videha-mukti and
Krama-mukti), the result, is deliberated upon.
The Brahmasutra-catuhsutri and Its Importance
The first four adhikaranas of the first Samanvayadhyaya are the
Jijnasadhikarana,

Janmadyadhikarana,

Sastrayonitvadhikarana

and

Samanvayadhikarana. Each of these four adhikaranas contains only
one Sutra: the first Jijnasadhikarana consists of the first Sutra "athato
brahmajijnfisS''; the second Janmadyadhikarana consists of the second Sutra
"janmadyasya yatah"; the third Sastrayonitvadhikarana consists of the third
Sutra "sastrayonitvatand the fourth Samanvayadhikarana consists of the
fourth Sutra “tattu samanvayizt." These four Sutras are together termed the
Brahmasutra-catuhsutri.
The entire treatise of the Brahma-sutra truly speaking is only an
amplification of these first four Sutras. And, along with the detailed,
analytical and lucid commentary of the Bhasyakara Sahkaracarya on
them, the Brahmasutra-catuhsutri forms the best compendium and the most
comprehensive treatment on the Advaita-vedanta ever.
Any sincere student who makes a thorough and careful perusal of the
Brahmasutra-catuhsutri is sure to get clarity of all the important concepts of the
Advaitavedanta-darsana and is certain to attain the summum bonum of life.

Brahmasutracatuhsutri-sankarabhasyam
<§>

Sri Sankaracarya’s Commentary
on the Catuhsutri of Brahmasutra

Upodghdtah - Adhydsabhasyatn
#•

Preamble:
Commentary on Superimposition

Section 1 (Text in Devanagari)
[#IW,-

PWMWTf:1

TiWIW'HI FT«7I]

wMl:2

cW:5r^^N

^cTwn^rgqw3 fwi,4 d^Wrfq
^RT:5

H N4l:
—

WIFI6 T^lcR% ^Rc^WTiW^ MWT7

cTgTRfuTT ^ Wlv citwi8 f^WI: d^Wlt ^ TTO

Section 1 A (Text Transliterated)
[aksepabhAsyam - AtmAnAtmanoh parasparAdhyAso mithyA]

yusmadasmatpratyayagocarayoh

visayavisayinoh

tamahprakasavadviruddha-

svabhavayoh itaretarabhavdnupapattau siddhayam, taddharmanamapi sutaram
itaretarabhavanupapattih — ityatah asmatpratyayagocare visayini cidatmake
yusmatpratyayagocarasya visayasya taddharmanam ca adhyasah, tadviparyayena
visayinah taddharmanam ca visaye adhyaso mithya iti bhavitum yuktam.

■4*4 41 Id Hlid'MHj - ^ll'Hdl
4*414 d*(IMl(d *iWlt I sdufcii

Wttl ^uirni
qRAKHI^Wftl P)h4: I
2
3HERT m#,

*n%ri -^^raRok

^
TW4T: I ^ H NfflW fe&Rfcl atCdVlftf,

#1

M^OTN J^rUld ^r^rlj - MfHdl

JWJ: - TO, f^TdtfckN m, 5RkRT:WIT^I

W4M4.IAWH ■H'ddflK Wd<ld4d
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- ^rre
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I - EfOTI

8 df^H’Hdu(id ddR-f a^WEEl: $c4dd d-K^ddI H4J4 ^IlcHI 3TPOTR d'dd 'd'ilskyH ;

9 i^rbWld dtt>oq 3J% dld^fnfd

d*-HI=Md J^5/ dT=f 4
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Section 1

Section 1 B (Word Meaning)
yusmadasmatprgtyayagocarayoh - (between) the contents of
the two notions 'thou' and T;
the subject;

visayavisayinoh - the object and
tamahprakasavadviruddhasvabhavayoh - that

are by nature opposed to each other like darkness and light; ^ckcK'HNI^hstTi
W^Wiitaretarabhavanupapattau siddhayam - (when) the impossibility of (their)
mutual identity is certain; cRfRFTF?,3TR ^d<IH

taddharmanam

api sutaram itaretarabhavanupapattih - the mutual transfer of their (respective)
attributes is all the more impossible;

3TH: iti atah - due to this reason;

WMplril NdlrM^i asmatpratyayagocare visayini cidatmake - on the
subject, the conscious Self, the content of T-notion;
yusmatpratyayagocarasya visayasya - of the object, the content of 'thou'notion; ct'Wmi ^ taddharmanam ca - and of its attributes; 3TbMlh: adhyasah superimposition;

tadviparyayena - conversely by implication;

cPShTOT ^ visayinah taddharmanam ca - of the subject and its attributes;
visaye - on the object; 3P3TR3: adhyasah - superimposition;

ffci

mithya iti bhavitum yuktam - cannot be logically there
Section 1 C (Translation)
[the objection: the mutual superimposition of the self
AND THE NOT-SELF IS AN IMPOSSIBILITY]

The contents of the two notions 'thou' and T, the object and the subject,
are by nature opposed to each other like darkness and light.1 Hence, it
is certain that these two cannot be identified mutually;2 accordingly it is
all the more impossible3 that their respective attributes too are mutually
transferred.4 Due to this reason, it must follow logically that there cannot
be5 any superimposition of the object, the content of 'thou'-notion, and
the superimposition of its attributes on the subject, the conscious Self,
the content of T-notion; and conversely by implication,6 there cannot be
logically any superimposition of the subject and its attributes on the object.
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Section 1 D (Notes)
Brahma-sutra adopts the method of logical inquiry and critical analysis to
demonstrate the sole purpose of all the Upanisads (Vedanta) as the unity of
Self with Brahman. At the beginning of his commentary on the Brahma-sutra,
Acarya Sankara takes up for exposition the fundamental topic of adhyasa.
Hence this introductory section is generally called 'Adhyasa-bhasya'. The
term 'adhyasa' denotes 'cognitional error'. It is generally translated as
'superimposition'. Erroneous cognition of taking something to be something
else is superimposition. Vedanta aims at the Realisation of the unity of the
Self with Brahman by destroying itaretara-adhyasa, that is, the mutual
superimposition of the Self and the not-Self. Hence a discussion on adhyasa is
a prerequisite. Thus it is apt that Sri Sankara takes up adhyasa for discussion
at the very outset. He commences the discussion by challenging the very
concept of adhyasa itself through the words of the opponent (Purvapaksin).10

1. like darkness and light: The mutual superimposition of the Self and the
not-Self is destroyed by the Realisation of the Self as being one with Brahman.
But the opponent declares that the superimposition of the Self and the not10 It is a time-honoured tradition among Indian writers to perform mahgala (invocation) at
the commencement of their works. But Acarya Sankara starts his Bmhmasutra-bhasya without
any invocation. The commentators of the Bhasya however clarify the point: The very first
sentence of the Bhasya begins with “the notions of thou and I" and ends as “these two
cannot be mutually identified and their attributes cannot be mutually transferred." (Vide
“yusmadasmatpratyayagocarayoh visayavisayinoh tamahprakagavadviruddhasvabhavayoh itaretarabhdvanupapattau siddhayam, taddharmanclmapi sutaram itaretarabhavanupapattih") Hence this
sentence should actually be viewed as a proper invocation of the supreme Reality. This
should certainly be so, because the ultimate purport (parama-tatparya) of the sentence is: The
entity which is free from all evils and of the nature of homogeneous Consciousness is none
other than the Self, the supreme Reality.
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Self to be a logical impossibility. The reason is that the Self and the not-Self
are absolutely dissimilar, and by nature are mutually opposed to each other,
and as such cannot be mutually superimposed. In this context the analogy
of darkness and light is given here to explain that the superimposition of
the Self and the not-Self is a logical impossibility.11 This analogy helps us to
appreciate:
(1) the total dissimilarity between the object and the subject, and
(2) the utter impossibility of their reciprocal superimposition.
Indeed, never can darkness and light be mistaken for each other. They
are dissimilar12 by nature. It is well-known that the similarity (like glittering)
between two given entities (shell and silver) accounts for the superimposition
of one upon the other. In the present case the object (visaya) is not-Self which
is jada (inert). The subject (visayin) is Self, the pure Consciousness which
is svayam-prakasa (self-luminous). They are as opposed to each other as
darkness and light. How can these two dissimilar entities be mistaken for
each other?
<§>

The terms 'yusmad' and 'asmad' are used as words indicative of the 'object'
and the 'subject' respectively. While it is clear that the term 'asmad' (I) is
indicative of the subject, a doubt arises as to how the term 'yusmad' (thou)
could be indicative of the object. Being a personal pronoun, 'yusmad' stands
for a person rather than for an object. It appears that 'idam' (this) is a better
word to indicate an object. But the Acarya obviously prefers the word
'yusmad' to 'idam'. On careful examination we will realise that the word
'yusmad' is indeed better suited to bring out the contrast between the subject
and the object. 'Idam', we observe, is often used in combination with 'asmad'

Also, cf. 3T^
12 Cf.

fe'-ieM 3k)<Kv I
RtVffAWWh _rfSJTS^Irfqt:
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as in the usages like "aham idam" (I am this) and "ete vayam" (these we
are).13 But the word 'yusmad' is never combined with 'asmad'.
Apart from similarity being the basis, yet another basis for the
superimposition of one thing on the other is the 'non-discrimination between
those two things' (viveka-agraha). To emphasise that this is also missing in
the mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self, the opponent uses the
expressions 'visaya' (object) and 'visayin' (subject). The opponent’s point is:
In the case of superimposition like that of shell-silver, both the shell and
the silver are only objects and neither of them is the subject, that is the
superimposing person. Therefore, superimposition is very much possible.
But in the case of the 'Self and not-Self error', since the Self is the subject and
the not-Self falls under the category of object - how is superimposition ever
possible? For the Self and the not-Self are dissimilar and their distinctiveness,
too, is evident. However, the Acarya will show later that in the case of
mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self, the content of T-notion
is reduced to the status of an object14 and therefore superimposition is very
much possible.
2. cannot be identified mutually: "dharminoh itaretarabhavah itaretaratvam
tadatmyam." Mutual identity is possible only between two similar substances.
3. all the more impossible: When two loci of given attributes are absolutely
distinct and unrelated, like darkness and light, it automatically follows that
their respective attributes should be much more unrelated. Hence, how can
such attributes be mutually transferred by mistake? This is suggested by 'all
the more impossible' ("sutaram anupapattih").15

Also, cf.

Also, cf. aaft

fit

cTWl

a’-il'-NRd: I SciHWwyJliS
(3T.3.C.?.?.?) ^ AlR4.fl 1-HM!fc a*iT Midi a

aufaUTflR'a
a^aWaft ataroaa^a fafaaaicaar aRraai,

15 Cf.
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4. mutually transferred: "dharmanam itaretarabhavah itarasya itaratra bhdvah
vinimayah,"16
5. there cannot be: "mithyasabdah apahnavavacanah - the word 'mithya'
denotes denial." (Vide Bhdmatl) Thus according to the opponent, there is no
possibility of any mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self and of
their attributes because the factors necessary for generating superimposition
do not exist at all.17
6. conversely by implication: The expression 'tadviparyayena' is a 'tatpurusa'
compound: 'tasya (visayasya) viparyayena', which means 'the converse of the
object', that is the 'visayin' (subject). The term 'viparyaya' generally means
'illusion' or 'error'. But 'viparyaya' here is used in the sense of 'converse'.
The third case-ending denotes implication (itthambhutalaksana-trtlya). Thus
the compound comes to mean 'converse of the object by implication', that is
'conversely by implication'.

awlbrsn: gah
Also, cf. *15

aft

s<i'mci(T)5a

sqwaa fjiqaanaj - qwat
a faduta. aR:q3>rejq%q?q dKicHW

hwi f^Fft gtfrnt f^Rqlsreai -r?nwi

Also, cf. q? fhra
-q^qiR+i
Also, cf. cT5HI«IW(H ^dflfadidiMIdl-fiMIrl: IcRcRRRf: W^tTaRTO,dg«irai^nf%: I
yrtMWtHltqQlmVta'51flfilWqpRI+<'i|l4tI.I -SllfeRRai
16 Cf.sa^v^plfogqkraiq: f^prq.'i
17 Cf. ft’iifct, RRdlfci aftg fsq, aMifwwwwidid.1 -rswu
Also, cf.
Also, cf. ft®71 -

Piq-qdNd I«=»-=l*1^fcT I
q^(4w'*b4:1 -

Also, cf. foarreKi gw—aiq^dd-qdisi^q^qdr^d^ 1

fq: ifqu: 1 - wnl^T
Also,cf. fcpqih^fRMifd 1
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tathapi

anyo'nyasmin

itaretaravivekena
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atyantaviviktayoh
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dharmadharminoh,

adhyasya

mithyajnananimittah,
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Section 2

satyanrte mithumkrtya, 'aham idam’, 'mama idam' iti naisargikah ayam
lokavyavaharah.
2B
cf^TTFf tathapi - yet;

anyo'nyasmin - on each one of them;

3i*-4]Sr<iirH+dlHam/o 'nyatmakatam - the nature of being the other; SFdfSH^RH
"d anyo'nyadharman ca - and the attributes of the other; STddFd adhyasya - after
superimposing; dcKcKlidddH itaretaravivekena - on account of mutual non¬
discrimination; -STc^FcfM^r^tl: atyantaviviktayoh - of those that are absolutely
distinct; dddfnuii: dharmadharminoh - the attributes and the loci of attributes;
mithyajhananimittah - as a result of the illusory cognition;
ftp'llsatyanrte mithumkrtya - through the coupling of the real and
the unreal;

'aham idam’, 'mama idam' - 'I am this', 'this is

mine'; ffcf iti - in this manner; ddRhb: naisargikah - natural; 3R
ayam lokavyavaharah - (is) this usage by men of the world
2C
[superimposition established]

Yet, there is1 this natural usage2 by men of the world3 - 'I am this',4
'this is mine'5 as a result of the illusory cognition,6 (which is born)
after superimposing on each the nature of being the other, and after
superimposing on each the attributes of the other, on account of nondiscrimination7 of (their) attributes and the loci of attributes that are
absolutely distinct,8 through the coupling of the real and the unreal.
2D
1. Yet, there is: This section consists of one single compound sentence. It is
construed variously by different commentaries. Following Bhamati, it can be
construed as follows:
cPqTN

WIRUR,

R^4)$cd, skKcHIM^H,

(2) (did drfdddR)

dRTR TF^I^RRFTd:

HWWlSd ^R^ddfR: (RdTrf) I
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tathapi

atyantaviviktayoh

dharmadharminoh,

satyanrte

mithumkrtya,

itaretaravivekena,
(1) anyo'nyasmin anyo’nyatmakatam adhyasya mithyajnananimittah 'aham
idam' iti
(2)

(tathaiva

avivekena)

anyo’nyasmin

anyo’nyadharmamsca

adhyasya

mithyajnananimittah 'mama idam' iti ca naisargiko’yam lokavyavaharah
(ibhavati).9
2. this natural usage: The description of the usage (vyavahara) as 'natural'
(naisargika) indicates that the usage is beginningless (i.e. it has continued since
eternity) and hence its cause superimposition is also naturally beginningless.^10
3. usage by men of the world: Here the term 'usage' signifies the verbal usage
- lokanam jananam vyavaharah, lokavyavaharah.11 For details see Section 9 D, n.4.
4. 'I am this' refers to the usages like 'I am a man', 'I am so and so' and such
others. In all these cases we find that the Self and the body are mutually
superimposed.12
5. 'this is mine' stands for expressions such as 'I am dark', 'I am tall' and
so on. In all such instances the colour, the height and so on of the body are
superimposed on the Self.13
6. illusory cognition is the same as superimposition (adhyasa) and is the
cause of the usages like 'I am this' and 'this is mine' because the existence and
9 The construal given by the Pradvpa commentary is as follows:

10 Cf.
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non-existence of superimposition decide the existence and non-existence of
these usages.14 The same causal nature of superimposition is also indicated
by the next expression 'adhyasya' (after superimposing).
7. non-discrimination is the cause of superimposition which, in turn,
becomes the cause of the worldly usages - 1 am this' and 'this is mine'.
8. absolutely distinct: The distinctness in the case of the loci of attributes is
their non-identity (atadatmya), and in the case of attributes, the distinctness
signifies their non-confusion (asahklrnata).15
<§>

The objection to the mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self that
is presented by the opponent in Section 1 proceeds from the assumption that
the not-Self (body, mind, intellect, etc.) is the object (or content) of the 'thou'notion (yusmatpratyayagocara), and is hence diametrically opposed to the
Self, the object of the T-notion (asmatpratyayagocara). The present section
establishes the existence of adhyasa by elaborating its nature (svarupa),
cause (nimitta) and effect (phala):
(1) The nature of adhyasa is described as 'superimposing on each the
nature of being the other and on each the attributes of the other'.
(2) The cause of adhyasa is the non-discrimination of the attributes and
the loci of attributes that are absolutely distinct.
(3) The result of adhyasa is the verbal usage 'I am this' and 'this is mine'
made by men of the world.
Thus the passage under study establishes that the mutual superimposition
of the Self and the not-Self is not an untenable one; but it is a fact, indisputable.

4
The fundamental question in the present context is: How could this Adhyasabhasya serve as a relevant introduction to (Brahma-sutra, 1.1.1) "athato
brahmajijnasa"? Why, in this introduction, should the Acarya establish that
^

i -'nwal
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empirical experiences such as T, 1 am a man', etc., are due to the mutual
superimposition of the Self and the not-Self? The answer is: The author of the
Brahma-sutra begins his treatise by introducing the desire to know Brahman
(brahma-jijnasa) in the first aphorism. This desire naturally generates an
inquiry into brahmatmaikya (Brahman-Atman identity) the subject desired
to be known - and it is this inquiry that is being presented by the author
from the second aphorism onwards. But men of intelligence desire to know
a given thing and conduct an inquiry for gaining knowledge about that thing
only under two conditions:
(1) When they have a doubt about the subject.
(2) When they are sure that the knowledge gained through the inquiry
would be purposeful.
Indeed, we do not entertain a desire to know about a pot existing in broad
day light and which can easily be seen, for we do not have any doubt about
it; or about the number of teeth of a crow since an inquiry in this case is
purposeless.16 This being the case, brahma-jijnasa presupposes the above
two conditions: (1) doubt or misconception about Brahman, and (2) a definite
purpose to be served by the knowledge obtained through the inquiry.
The Purvapaksin (opponent) claims that both these conditions are absent
in the present context as we shall see below.
(1) The final conclusion of Advaita-darsana is that the individual Self is the
same as the supreme Brahman. The Self is well ascertained by one and all
without an iota of doubt or misconception. Indeed, no one entertains a doubt
about the existence of his own Self as 'I am' or 'I am not'. Neither does any
one have a misconception about the Self as 'this is not me at all'. Thus, as
there is no doubt or misconception about one's own Self, and since Advaitadarsana postulates the Self as being one with Brahman, no brahma-jijnasa is
called for.17
16 Cf. 3f«T

^ a
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(2) The Upanisads claim that the purpose of the Knowledge of Brahman is
Liberation, that is termination of the cycle of transmigration (samsara-nivrtti).
But, because Brahman is none other than the Self and since we all clearly
experience our Self as T, it must be accepted that all of us have had BrahmanAtman experience since eternity. At the same time, the transmigration has also
continued to be with us since eternity. Because Brahman-Atman experience
and transmigration have co-existed since eternity there is no evident
opposition between Brahman-Atman experience and transmigration. Thus
Liberation cannot be the result of inquiry into Brahman.
The opponent contests the Siddhantin's (exponent) claim that the
experienced 1-notion' is based on superimposition. He asserts that it is
futile to argue that our T-experience is illusory as it is contradicted by the
Upanisads that describe the Self as the supreme Brahman, free from the
notions of doership and enjoyership. For, our experience of T am a man, a
doer, an enjoyer and so on' is a well-established fact and is never sublated
by any of our subsequent experiences. Even thousands of Upanisadic
utterances cannot falsify our experience of doership and enjoyership of
the Self. Hence, the opponent argues that the Upanisadic utterances that
contradict our direct experience have to be understood figuratively as in
the case of Vedic utterances like "adityo yupah, yajamanah pasuh - Sim is the
sacrificial stake, the individual sacrificer is the sacrificial animal." Thus,
though we have the right experience of Atman-Brahman, yet we continue to
transmigrate. Consequently the Knowledge of Brahman cannot be deemed
to have Liberation as the purpose. Hence brahma-jijnasa (inquiry into
Brahman) is purposeless and, therefore, it need not be undertaken - so avers
the opponent.18
18
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In order to show the necessity and the purpose of brahma-jijnasa (inquiry
into Brahman), the Acarya proceeds to dismantle the opponent's argument
by establishing that it is based on the erroneous assumption that the real
nature of the Self is manifest in our T-experience. The true nature of the
Self is revealed in Upanisads as being devoid of all limiting adjuncts,
never-changing, infinite, bliss, consciousness, indifferent, unattached, and
is one without a second. It is this Self that is the purport (tatparya) of the
Scriptures because they repeatedly and consistently declare the Self to
be so in many contexts. Consistent repetition precludes figurativeness
(upacara) and always enhances the eminence of the character repeatedly
acclaimed. A repetition like 'How beautiful! How beautiful!' indicates that
the aim of the speaker is to present the given entity as exquisitely beautiful.
Our perceptive experience of the Self undoubtedly contradicts the above
Scriptural revelations by presenting the Self as finite and overwhelmed by
grief and sorrow. But, wherever the purport (tatparya) of the Scriptures and
the worldly perception are found at variance with each other, particularly in
non-empirical matters, the Scriptures carry more weight (tatparyavatl srutih
prabala) and supercede the worldly perception. Hence, it is to be concluded
that our T-perception is a result of the mutual superimposition of the Self
and the not-Self.19
However, the opponent is not prepared to allow the Advaitin to use the
above argument. He argues with force that such mutual superimposition of
the Self and the not-Self is absolutely impossible because neither similarity
(sadrsya) nor non-discrimination (bhedagraha) exists between the Self and
the not-Self. When the cause is absent how can the effect be admitted to exist?
(Vide Section 1.) Refuting the opponent, the Acarya convincingly establishes
sfci
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the undeniability of such a superimposition because it has a definite nature,
has a clearly identifiable cause, and its effect is universally experienced.
(Vide Section 2.)
Once the mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self is established
it would follow that the real nature of the Self, revealed in the Upanisads as
being one with Brahman, constitutes the subject matter of brahma-jijnasa.
Because this pure Self is taught in the Upanisads alone and is not known by
our worldly experiences, an investigation into the Upanisadic utterances is
being instituted in the Brahma-sutra by aptly prefacing it with the desire to
know Brahman, in the form of the aphorism (1.1.1) "athato brahmajijfiasa."
Thus the detailed discussion on superimposition establishes the existence of
a subject matter - the brahmatmaikya (identity of Brahman-Atman).
The mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self is natural and has
been with us since eternity as a perennial source of all miseries. Therefore,
every prudent man after acquiring the fourfold means (sadhana-catustaya)
becomes a mumuksu (seeker of Liberation) and undertakes the inquiry into
Brahman. Since the oneness of the Self with Brahman seems to go counter
to our worldly experience, the aspirant (mumuksu) must have a sustained
strong desire (tlvra-jijnasa) for Brahman-Atman knowledge that could, by
overcoming the influences of the superimposition, culminate in the BrahmanAtman Realisation. The word 'atha' in the aphorism on brahmajijfiasa (1.1.1)
suggests the necessity and the attainability of sadhana-catustaya that alone
could generate this jijnasa. The Brahman-Atman knowledge, the content of the
above desire of the aspirant, culminates in the Brahman-Atman Realisation
if he passes through the stages of manana (inquiry) and nididhyasana (deep
constant meditation) on the Upanisadic truth he has learnt (sravana) from
his master. The word 'atah' in the aphorism on brahmajijfiasa (1.1.1) contains
a reference to this important fact also. The Brahma-sutra helps the aspirant, by
leading him step by step, through inquiries into several Upanisadic teachings
so that his brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman) could culminate in the
Brahman-Atman Realisation.
This Realisation is the supreme fruit (parama-purusartha), for this alone
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is capable of rooting out and destroying completely the beginningless
natural mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self, the root cause
of all evils. Since eternity man has continued to remain in the grip of mutual
superimposition. As a result he has assumed a false identity. He is just like
a log of wood that has been buried deep for years in the salt mine and hence
has assumed the salt-identity!
As superimposition is the root of all miseries, it is imperative to investigate
it in all aspects - its cause, its nature and its result - so that its remedy of
Brahman-Atman knowledge could be attained. Hence the Adhyasa-bhasya
serves as a highly purposeful and necessary prologue to the Brahma-sutra
in general and the jijnasa aphorism (1.1.1) in particular. A conscientious
physician after first identifying the causative virus existing in the body of
his patient and investigating it in all its aspects then prescribes the right
medicine. Similarly, the Acarya identifies adhyasa (superimposition) as
the root cause of all our maladies, investigates it and then prescribes the
medicine of Brahman-Atman Knowledge. It is precisely these two jobs that is proving the existence of superimposition (the cause of malady) and
investigating its nature - that are being undertaken in a systematic way by
the Acarya in this section on superimposition, the Adhyasa-bhasya.
Many Darsanas, like the Sahkhya, Yoga, Nyaya and so on, take for granted
the mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self and embark upon
teaching in their own respective ways what they consider to be the right
knowledge of the Self. They too aver that a proper discrimination of the Self and
the not-Self would put an end to samsara. But no Bhasyakara (commentator)
of any of the above Darsanas has ever undertaken the responsibility of
questioning the very possibility of such a fundamental superimposition,
and establishing its existence firmly, as Acarya Sankara does in the Adhyasabhasya. Hence one could, without any fear of exaggeration, evaluate the
Adhyasa-bhasya as a sort of an effective introduction to many other Darsanas
because it formulates the very doctrine of superimposition that constitutes
what the ancient Naiyayika would call 'sarvatantra-siddhanta' (a tenet
postulated and established in one Darsana but acceptable to all).
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<§>

The first two sections of the Adhyasa-bhasya seek to lay a firm foundation
for the doctrine of superimposition, the fulcrum on which balances the
Vedanta-darsana.
The first section makes it clear that the opponent believes that the two
basic causes of every error are:
(1) similarity (sadrsya) between the object and the substratum of error, and
(2) the non-apprehension (bhedagraha) of the mutual distinction between
the object and the substratum of error.
For example, we mistake the shell for silver because of their similarity
of brightness and we do not mistake a black potsherd for silver because of
their dissimilarity. Likewise, the shell-silver error cannot occur when the
distinct nature of the shell and the silver is apprehended. The contention
of the opponent is that the mutual superimposition of the Self and the notSelf is impossible because the said twin causes are absent. The opponent's
words "tamahprakasavad viruddhasvabhavayoh yusmadasmatpratyayagocarayoh
itaretarabhavanupapattih" clearly indicate the above line of argument.
While replying, the Acarya points out that in spite of the absence
of the said twin causes (vide "atyantaviviktayoh itaretaravivekena”), the
mutual superimposition is substantiated by its result, the natural worldly
usage T am this', 'this is mine' ('"aham idam' 'mama idam’ iti naisargiko'yam
lokavyavaharah"). Certain errors do happen even without the two causes
cited by the opponent. For example, there is no marked similarity between
the hot sun-rays and the cold water, and we recognise their distinction too.
Yet, we mistake the former for the latter and have the mirage illusion.
It is seen that an impression (samskara) born of a prior cognition
(purvadrsta) of the object persists invariably as a cause in every subsequent
case of superimposition. Indeed, the shell-silver error does not happen in
the case of the one who has not cognised the silver earlier and the one who
has no mental impression bom of silver-cognition.
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Basing on this factor of prior cognition (purvadrsta), the Acarya himself
builds up a definition of error and the theory of anirvacanlya-khyati in the
next section. It is also to be noted that this prior cognition need not always be
a true cognition. People are often found attributing to, or superimposing on,
a person or a place what is known to them only through some unfounded
rumours or traditions.20 In the present case of mutual superimposition of the
Self and the not-Self, the prior cognition of the superimposed object does
exist in the form of an identical mutual superimposition of the Self and the
not-Self experienced before. This prior superimposition too has its cause in a
still earlier error, that too again in a still earlier one and so on. In this way, the
mutual cause-effect chain of the reciprocal superimposition of the Self and
the not-Self (atmanatmanoh itaretaradhyasah) and its resultant empirical
usage (loka-vyavahara) have continued to exist since eternity. Indeed, it is a
perfect case of seed-sprout analogy (bijahkuravad anadih).21

20 Cf.
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3A
[adhyasalaksana bhasyam]

aha - ko'yam adhyaso nama iti. ucyate - smrtirupah paratra purvadrstavabhasah.
3B
3TH aha - (one) asks;

WF{ kah ayam - what is it; WiW: JTFT ?TrI adhyasah

nama iti - that is termed 'superi proposition';

ucyate - (we) reply; t+jiciVn:

smrtirupah - having a nature similar to that of recollection;
different locus;

paratra - on a

purvadrstavabhasah - a cognition of what has been

experienced earlier
3C
[SUPERIMPOSITION DEFINED]1

(One) asks - What is it that is termed ‘'superimposition'?2 We reply:
(Superimposition) is a cognition, on a different locus, having a nature
similar to that of recollection, and cognising what has been experienced
earlier.3
3D
1. Superimposition defined: All philosophical treatises are expected to
consist of three parts:
' ASS (fn.) omits

1
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(1) uddesa - the enunciation in clear terms of the subject matter of the
treatise,
(2) laksana - the definition of what has been enunciated and
(3) pariksa - the examination of (a) the correctness of the definition,
(b) the feasibility of the subject, and (c) the necessary proof (pramana)
for establishing the subject.
These divisions help the students to grasp clearly the theme (visaya) of the
treatise. Hence the teachers of the Darsanas in general and the Logicians in
particular declare - 'trividM ca sastrasya pravrttih uddeso laksanam pariksa ceti'.
The Adhyasa-bhasya is a very brief but effective treatise on superimposition.
Having enunciated the theme of superimposition in the previous sections,
the Acarya takes up herein the definition of superimposition.
2. (One) asks - What is it that is termed 'superimposition'? Instead of
offering the intended definition straight away, the Acarya prefers to present
the matter in the form of question and answer dramatisation. The question
about superimposition (ko’yamadhyaso nama) can be considered either from
the learner's point of view or from that of a determined opponent.4
After learning the cause of superimposition and how its effects are
universally experienced, a student of Vedanta naturally seeks to know what
the term 'superimposition' precisely means. Hence in all humility he asks:
"What is it that is termed superimposition?"5
Further, while examining the concept of superimposition, it was
postulated that the expressions like 'aham idam - I am so and so', 'mama
* Cf. zm. ftteaaw# amft fefara w
a
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idam - this is mine/ etc. are fundamentally the results of coupling the real
(the Self) and the unreal (the not-Self, i.e. the body, mind, senses and so on).
To this postulation the opponent raises an objection and argues: It is to be
accepted that an entity is real if it manifests; for there is no other logical way
of explaining reality. The hare's horn (sasa-srnga) is unreal because it can
never manifest. The conscious Self manifests and hence is real.
Likewise, being manifest like the Self, the physical body, mind, senses and
the rest are also real. So, in the notion 'aham idam -1 am so and so', how can
there be a coupling of the real and the unreal when both the Self and the notSelf (body, mind, etc.) are real? How then can there be any superimposition
at all? Having this in mind, the opponent questions: “ko'yamadhyaso nama what is it that you call superimposition?" In this question the interrogative
pronoun 'kah' implies the denial of superimposition.
In Section 4, the Acarya will address himself to the concept of
superimposition as conceived by other schools of philosophy and establish
how the core point of their definitions does not go beyond that of the definition
now being offered by him. If viewed from that angle, the present question
may as well represent the common objection raised by different philosophers
against the Vedantic position of adhyasa involving the 'coupling of the real
and the unreal' (satyanrtamithunikarana).6
3. We reply: (Superimposition) is a cognition, on a different locus, having
a nature similar to that of recollection, and cognising what has been
experienced earlier: The Acarya directly answers the humble student by
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giving a general definition of superimposition. While doing so, he does not
however ignore the opponents since this definition offered by the Acarya
takes into account all their possible objections.
The great commentaries, like Bhamatx, take the word 'avabhasa' by itself
as a definition of superimposition because, the word could signify a cognition
that is 'sublated' or 'disregarded';7 and view the rest of the definition as
its elucidation (upavyakhyana).8 But if we take into account the whole
definition - smrtirupah paratra piirvadrstavabhasah - the word 'avabhasa'
denotes 'cognition' in general. 'Avabhasa' (cognition) becomes adhyasa
(superimposition) when it has the following three attributes:
(1) On a different locus (paratra): This word signifies that the cognition here
occurs on a locus which is different from the one in which the content of the
cognition actually exists.9
(2) Having the nature similar to that of recollection (smrtirupa): The nature of
this cognition is similar to the nature of recollection - 'smrteh riipam iva rupam
yasya sah smrtirupah avabhasah'. The fundamental nature of recollection (smrti)
is that it cognises an object which is not present. Likewise the present cognition
(avabhasa) also cognises the non-present object (asannihitavisayatvam or
avidyamanavisayatvam).10 The superimposing cognition has also another
equally important similarity with recollection. It is also born as a result of an
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earlier experience of the object. But, that feature is separately indicated by the
third adjective 'purvadrsta'. Hence, in the context of this second adjective,
this feature need not be taken into account.
(3) What has been experienced earlier (purvadrsta): Something which has been
cognised somewhere else is now being cognised here, on the present locus.11
We shall see how the above comprehensive definition of adhyasa
(superimposition) illustrates the well-known shell-silver superimposition:
(1) It is a cognition (avabhasa) occurring on a locus (shell) which is different
from silver (a different locus-paratra). (2) It cognises silver that has been
experienced earlier (purvadrsta) somewhere else. (3) Like recollection
(smrtirupa) the cognition also has a non-present silver as its object.
The same definition without the adjective 'smrtirupa' would be faulty.
Suppose one recognises (pratyabhijna)12 at Varanasi (paratra) someone
whom one has seen earlier (purvadrsta) in Mathura, his cognition is a valid
one and it is not a superimposition. Besides 'purvadrsta', the inclusion of the
term 'smrtirupa' in the definition of adhyasa is to exclude all such cases of
pratyabhijna.13
The expression 'purvadrstavabhasa' (cognition of what has been
experienced earlier) signifies that the entity, like silver, that constitutes the
object of the superimposition which does not really exist in its locus and
hence it is unreal (anrta). The word 'drsta' (experienced) indicates that in the
case of superimposition, the superimposed object, like silver, is needed only
as an entity experienced earlier and not as a real thing actually existing.14 In
fact, if that entity (silver) were to exist really in its locus, it cannot at all be

11
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i

12 Vide "tattedantavagahinl pratitih pratyabhijna - 'Pratyabhijna' consists in the cognition which
has 'thatness' and 'thisness' as its content." E.g. This is that person whom I saw at Mathura.

13 Cf.
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superimposed. Thus, what is superimposed, though real (satya) in its own
nature, is unreal (anrta) as a superimposed entity.15
The other adjective 'paratra' (on a different locus) indicates that the locus
(adhisthana) of the superimposition is real. If the locus too were to be unreal,
nothing could be superimposed on it at all.
The Purvapaksin (opponent) had argued that there cannot be any
coupling of the real and the unreal (satyanrtamithunlkarana) as the body,
mind, senses and the rest are also real since they manifest. The Acarya has
with the above definition of adhyasa (superimposition) established that
mere manifestation cannot constitute reality (satyatva). If manifestation
alone could be counted as reality then one could quench one’s thirst with
the mirage water! Therefore, one has to accept that the superimposed entity,
even though it is capable of being experienced, is not absolutely real.

While discussing the nature and status of the superimposed entity, Bhamatl
has defined reality (satyatva or sattva) in terms of both manifestation
(pratlyamanatva) and non-sublation (abadhyatva). But in the case of a
superimposed entity, like shell-silver, we cannot say that it is entirely unreal
(asat) since it is manifest as it is being experienced. For an unreal thing (asat)
like hare's horn (sasa-srnga) never becomes an object of experience (asat cet
na pratiyeta). Being manifest, the shell-silver also cannot be described as
real (sat) since it is sublated and ceases to be experienced when the locus
(adhisthana) of the superimposed silver, that is the shell, is rightly cognised
(sat cet naiva badhyeta). As such the shell-silver can neither be described as
real (sat) nor unreal (asat); and to describe it as real and unreal (sad-asat) at
the same time would be logically untenable since it involves contradiction.
As the superimposed entity defies being classified either as real (sat) or as
unreal (asat), it has been rightly described as anirvacanlya (indescribable) in
Advaita-vedanta (sadasad-vilaksanam anirvacarayam).
v.
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In the context of mutual superimposition of the Self and not-Self
(atmanatmadhyasa) the physical body, sense organs and the rest that are
superimposed on the Self, cannot be classified as unreal (asat) because
they are manifest (pratlyamanatvat). Nor can they be classified as real (sat)
because they are negated (badhyamanatvat) on attaining the BrahmanAtman Realisation.
<§>

The above definition of adhyasa given by the Acarya has been the subject of
intensive research for various commentators.
The silver which had become the content of our previous cognition
(purvadrsta) is not the same silver which has now become an object of our
illusory cognition (adhyasa). In other words, the content of our illusory
cognition was not actually experienced earlier. It may consequently be
concluded that the nature and status of the illusory shell-silver is novel
(apurva). Though it is novel, yet it is 'like' the real silver which was
experienced before.16 The definition "adhyaso nama paratra purvadrstavabhasah"
therefore comes to mean that 'superimposition is a cognition on a different
locus of what looks like something experienced earlier (purvadrstasya iva
avabhasah)'. In fact, the above analysis of the definition would indicate that
the adjective 'smrtirupah' (having the nature similar to that of recollection)
may be only of explanatory nature. For, its purpose of excluding recollection
(smrti) has been well served by the expression 'purvadrstavabhasah' - as
explained now afresh. That is why the Acarya himself later redefines adhyasa
in its concise form as "atasmimstadbuddhih - cognition of that which is not
that," by dropping the expression 'smrtirupah'.17
/is

The word 'paratra' (on a different locus) may be better construed with the
immediately preceding 'smrtirupah' that signifies 'avidyamana-visayaka'
“ Cf.
Also, cf.

:
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17 Refer Section 14.
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(cognising a thing not present) rather than with 'avabhasa'. The definition of
adhyasa would now be: Superimposition is a cognition with two adjectives
namely:
(1) Smrtirupah: Having as its object an entity that does not exist in the
locus (paratra-adhisthane avidyamanavisayakah) and
(2) Purvadrstah: Cognising the same as if it belongs to the class of the
entity seen earlier (purvadrstasajatiyavisayakah avabhasah).
Since these two adjectives qualify one and the same cognition (avabhasa)
and because the essential import of these two adjectives is not basically
different we may conclude that the earlier seen entity (purvadrsta) is
the same as the entity which does not exist in the locus (smrtirupahavidyamanavisayakah paratra-adhisthane) of the superimposition. Thus
the underlying idea of the definition of superimposition given by the Acarya
would be:
WTWT BIB

(3TWSR)

(31*N)

1

adhyaso nama paratra (adhisthane) avidyamanasya piirvadrstasajatlyasya
(arthasya) avabhasah.
"Superimposition is a cognition which has as its object an entity which
looks as if it belongs to the class of the thing seen earlier and which does
not exist on the locus where it is being cognised."18
The main purpose of this second interpretation of the definition of
adhyasa (superimposition) is to establish that where a superimposed entity
is experienced, its negation also exists there in that very substratum. That is
to say, when silver is being cognised in the shell, the negation of silver exists
in the same shell. Likewise, when the body, mind and the rest are being
experienced in the Self, their negation also exists in the Self alone.
Both Padmapada and Vacaspati-misra19 describe the Brahmasutra-bhasya
18 cf.

n.
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19 Padmapada was the direct disciple of the Acarya. He wrote Pancapadika on Brahmasutrabhasya which became the basis for the Vivarana school of Advaita-vedanta. Vacaspati-misra,
the author of the Bhamatl commentary on the Brahmasutra-bhasya, was the founder of the
Bhamatl school of Advaita-vedanta.
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of Sri Sankara as 'simple, yet profound' (bhasyam prasannagambhiram) and
this definition of adhyasa is a classic illustration of the same.
Great masters of Advaita logic like Citsukhacarya, Madhusudana
Sarasvatl and so on of later times conducted extensive deliberations
on the illusoriness of the phenomenal world (jaganmithyatvavicara).
Their inspiration must have been the Acarya's above definition of
superimposition.
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tarn kecid anyatra anyadharmadhyasah iti vadanti. kecit tu yatra yadadhyasah
tadvivekagrahanibandhano
tasyaiva

bhrama

iti.

vipantadharmatvakalpanam

anye

acaksate.

tu

yatra

sarvathapi

yadadhyasah
tu

anyasya

anyadharmavabhasatam na vyabhicarati.
4B
cR, tam - that;

kecit - some;

anyatra - on some other (locus);

anyadharmadhyasah - the superimposition of the attributes of
something else;

dc;Pd iti vadanti - define as; %Nr((J kecit tu - but others (say);

^ yatra - where (on a given substratum);
the superimposition of an entity;

yadadhyasah - (there is)
tadvivekagrahanibandhanah

- based on the non-apprehension of their distinction;
- illusion (confusion); 3h=q ^ anye tu - still others;
substratum);

ifrf bhramah iti
yatra - where (on a

yadadhyasah - (there is) superimposition of an entity;

cIF7 ^ tasya eva - in respect of that very (substratum);
vipantadharmatvakalpanam - the assumption of opposite attributes; STP^cl
acaksate - declare;
' AL
, All editions
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|q*icticli^L anyasya anyadharmavabhasatam - the nature of a cognition of
one thing as having the attribute of another; 3 oMi+wld na vyabhicarati - (the
superimposition) does not transgress
4C
[list of definitions of suferimposition offered by
OTHER PHILOSOPHICAL SCHOOLS]1

Some speak of that as superimposition of the attribute of one thing on
the other (thing).2 But others (say): That the superimposition of an entity
on a given substratum is (only) an illusion (confusion) resulting from
the non-apprehension of the distinction between those two.3 Still others
declare: The superimposition of an entity on a given substratum is (only)
a misapprehension ascribing a contrary attribute to that very substratum.4
But, in any case (superimposition) does not fail to be of the nature of an
erroneous cognition of one thing as having the attribute of another.5
4D
1. List of definitions of superimposition offered by other philosophical
schools: The goal of every Indian philosophy (Darsana) is Emancipation
(Moksa), the total Liberation from samsara. Samsara will disappear
only when its root cause, namely avidya (adhyasa-superimposition),2 is
destroyed, just as a disease is completely cured only when its basic cause is
removed. Every school of Indian philosophy conducts a detailed analysis of
all aspects of avidya so that this root cause and its innumerable effects could
be eradicated effectively.
Acarya Sankara too commences his commentary on the Brahma-sutra
with such an investigation into avidya. He has established the existence of
avidya (adhyasa-superimposition) and has defined it as: "smrtirupah paratra
purvadrstavabhasah." As an impartial investigator, the Acarya compares in the
present section his definition of avidya with those offered by philosophers of
2 The Acarya terms 'adhyasa' as 'avidya'. Vide ‘'tametamevamlaksanamadhydsarh pandita avidyeti
many ante.” (Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 8)
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other schools. He does this in order to highlight their basic agreement with
his own definition of avidya (adhyasa as anirvacanlya).3
The theory of error (illusion or superimposition) in the Darsanas is known
as 'khyati-vada'. A traditional verse lists five khyati-vadas:
(1) Atma-khyati (Vijnana-vada)
(2) Asat-khyati (6unya-vada)
(3) Akhyati (Prabhakara-mimamsa)
(4) Anyatha-khyati (Nyaya)
(5) Anirvacaruya-khyati (Advaita-vedanta)
(pMlIcRPWII

dtmakhyatirasatkhyatirakhyatih khyatiranyatha,
tathd 'nirvacanlyakhyatirityetat khyatipancakam.
The term 'khyati' literally means 'cognition' (darsana).4 Philosophers like
Mandana-misra, Vacaspati-misra and others of the post-Sankara age, use the
term 'khyati-vada' to refer to the 'theory of error'. The Acarya calls this error
'adhyasa' (superimposition).
2. Some speak of that as superimposition of the attribute of one thing on
the other (thing): The first definition given by the Acarya covers Atma-khyati
(erroneous cognition of consciousness as external) of the Buddhist Vijnanavadins. The following is a delineation of the same based on the Bhamatl, a
commentary on the Sankara-bhasya by Vacaspati-misra.
The Vijnana-vadin holds atman (i.e. consciousness or cognition) as the
only metaphysical reality (paramarthika-sat) and discounts the existence
—a
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Also, cf.
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4 That the term 'khyati' refers to a 'cognition' is evidenced in the following aphorism of
Patanjala-yogasutra (2.5): "anityHsuciduhkhanatmasu nityasucisukhatmakhyatiravidya."
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of arty external reality which he terms 'allka' (non-existent). He views that
the external reality, having the attribute of 'idanta - thisness', is projected
by the latent tendencies (vasana) of the beginningless nescience (avidya).
The projected external object (i.e. allkam bahyam vastu with 'idanta' as its
attribute) becomes the locus (adhisthana) upon which the cognitive silver, in
the particular instance of shell-silver illusion, is superimposed. The illusion
of silver consists in the absence of accordance with the function of the object
(arthakriyasamvadabhava) .5
This interpretation of Atma-khyati by Vacaspati in the BMmatl renders
it consonant with the Acarya’s construal and intent when he concludes his
5 This comes to mean that perceiving an object that has accordance with the function of the
object empirically perceived (arthakriyasamvada) does not constitute an illusion. To explain:
When there is a correspondence between the cognitive object, to wit, the silver in this instance
with the external silver (allkam bahyavastu) that has been projected by the latent tendencies
(vasana), the cognised silver can be said to have an accordance with the function of silver
(arthakriyakaritva), that is it can be sold in the market or it can be used for making ornaments
and so on.
Except in the Atma-khyati, the theory of error of the Vijnana-vadin, almost in every
other theory of error, the cognition of the superimposed object is sublated by the perceptual
cognition of the real nature of the presented object lying in front of the perceiver. This means
that the object which is not there, yet superimposed, is sublated. But in Atma-khyati, the
superimposed cognitive object (i.e. the consciousness or atman), which is real, according to
Vijnana-vadin, is not sublated. This unusual sublating phenomenon has been elucidated by
Vacaspati-misra in his BMmatl as follows: It is a general principle that whatever becomes
the object of experience in a specific form should be accepted in that form since its being
in a form other than that which has been experienced ensues owing to a stronger cognition
which sublates it. In the sublating cognition 'this is not silver', the sublation of 'thisness'
(idanta) suffices to explain the fact of correcting the illusory cognition. As such, the sublation
of the superimposed silver is not needed since the sublation of the silver would warrant the
sublation of 'thisness' also which is the silver’s attribute (dharma). Consequently, it should be
preferable to sublate 'thisness' as it alone is the projection of nescience. After the sublation of
'thisness', that is the externality of the cognitive silver, the real silver settles down in the form
of cognition, which was superimposed on the projected external object (which is represented
by 'idanta - thisness').
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view on adhyasa saying that illusion, in general, does not in any way deviate
from the appearance of the attributes or properties of one object in the other
("sarvathapi tu anyasya anyadharmavabhasatam na vyabhicarati").6
3. But others (say): That the superimposition of an entity on a given
substratum is (only) an illusion (confusion) resulting from the non¬
apprehension of the distinction between those two: This is the second
definition and pertains to the Prabhakara's Akhyati-vada (the theory of no¬
superimposition). The proponents of the Prabhakara's school of thought
hold that all cognitions are self-luminous and valid. There is no place for an
illusory cognition in this system. However, the empirical behaviour due to
the illusion, as conceived by other systems, is explained by them as follows:
In the shell-silver illustration, there are two cognitions, to wit, the immediate
awareness (pratyaksa) of 'something presented' and the memory-awareness
(smrti) of the 'unpresented' silver which jointly bring about the perceiver's
desire with reference to the desired piece of silver when accompanied by the
non-apprehension of the distinction (bhedagraha or vivekagraha) between
these two valid cognitions.7
To explain: According to Prabhakara, the erroneous usage such as "This
is silver' is said to occur not because reality (shell) is misapprehended but
because we fail to apprehend the distinction between two valid cognitions
- perceptual cognition (pratyaksa) and recollection (smrti). In the case of
shell-silver confusion, the shell is cognised generically (samanyatah) and its
specific features (visesa-dharma), which render it distinct from silver, are
not apprehended because of being suppressed due to some defect (defective
sense organ or environmental conditions). The memory image of silver
(rajata-smrti) is then suggested to the mind because of similarity (sadrsya),
while the character of its being a memory image is forgotten (pramustatattaka) on account of some mental weakness (greed, anxiety and so on).
6 Cf. sprer
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In this way, the object of recollection, that is the silver, is not distinguished
(vivekagraha or bhedagraha) from the object of perception, that is the shell
that is cognised generically.
To explain: The silver is a memory image (smrtyatmaka) while the shell
that is cognised generically is a perceptual content (pratyaksatmaka) - both
are valid - but they are not differentiated from each other and give rise to
the verbal usage 'This is silver' and the corresponding empirical activity. The
object of recollection belongs to the past. It is always referred to as 'that' in
contrast with the object of perceptual cognition which is referred to as 'this'.
But when it is stripped of 'thatness' (pramusta-tattaka), the memory becomes
obscured (smrti-pramosa) and due to non-apprehension of distinction
between the recollective and perceptual cognitions, the appositional usage
regarding 'this' and 'silver' (i.e. 'This is silver') ensues and the empirical
behaviour to pick up the silver takes place.
Thus according to the Prabhakaras the so called illusion is only a case of
non-apprehension of two valid cognitions and not that of superimposing one
on the other. Hence their theory is called the doctrine of no-superimposition
- 'Akhyati-vada'.8 Since the Prabhakaras hold that the empirical behaviour
to pick up the wrong object comes into being by virtue of the absence of
discrimination (vivekagraha or bhedagraha), their theory of error is also
called 'Vivekakhyati'.9
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9 As explained above, the Prabhakaras hold the view that the non-apprehension between
'what is presented' (upasthita) and 'what is desired' (ista) is the causal condition for the rise of
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Although the Prabhakaras orvly speak of the lack of distinction on the
part of the perceiver in causing the erroneous empirical behaviour, the
Advaitin ascribes the phenomenon of the illusory cognition (adhyasa) to the
Prabhakaras saying that the evident empirical behavior to pick the piece of
silver proves beyond any doubt (i.e. arthapatti) the incidence of the illusory
cognition of silver. Otherwise, how could the perceiver be prompted to
pick up silver if he did not see silver in front of him.10 This attribution of
illusory cognition (adhyasa) paves the way to justify the Acarya's common
characteristic of adhyasa. ("sarvathapi tu anyasya anyadharmavabhilsatam na
vyabhicarati”)
4. Still others declare: The superimposition of an entity on a given
substratum is (only) a misapprehension ascribing a contrary attribute
to that very substratum: The third definition of the Acarya illustrates the
Nyaya theory of illusion. The Naiyayikas are known as 'Viparitakhyativadins' or 'Anyathakhyati-vadins'. According to them, illusion consists in
the cognition of a property in something which does not have that property.
In other words, where there is superimposition of one on another, there
is assumption in the latter of an attribute which does not belong to it. To
illustrate, in the case of the shell-silver illusion, there is assumption in the
shell of an opposite attribute (viparltadharmatva-kalpana) of its being silver.11
the desire to possess the piece of silver. Thus, actually speaking there are three causal factors
- smarana, pratyaksa and aviveka - involved in the theory of Akhyati to explain the empirical
behaviour of the perceiver to pick up the piece of silver, which fact evidently incurs the defect
of prolixity (gaurava-dosa). This theory thus disregards the law of parsimony (laghava) when
a single complex illusory cognition can satisfactorily account for such an empirical behaviour.
Moreover, the protagonist of the Prabhakara school fails to explain why the two cognitions
of perception and recollection cannot be treated as one complex cognition for bringing about
one’s volition to make an attempt to possess silver when the valid cognition (silver as silver) which is also complex - is admitted to prompt a person to pick up the piece of silver. The law
of parsimony demands that instead of having two or three causal factors for bringing about
the said empirical activity with reference to silver in this case, it is preferable to postulate a
single complex cognition, that is an illusory cognition to account for the empirical behaviour.
10 Cf. an°Mildnamd—:frfafelc) i
^ atwirai
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The Naiyayikas say that the person who sees silver in the shell commits
the mistake on account of the similarity (sadrsya) of brightness between the
silver and the shell. The brightness of the shell arouses the impression of the
silver (rajata-smrti) which he had perceived before. This impression becomes
a contact (jnanalaksana-sannikarsa) between his visual sense organ and the
external silver wherever it may be (in the shop or house and so on). As a
result he erroneously perceives silver in place of the shell. In other words he
sees the shell lying in front of him as having the opposite property of silver
which he is seeing at present (in the shop or house and so on).12
The Bhatta theory of error can be accommodated here as it does not differ
much from the Nyaya theory of illusion except in the case of the postulation
of extraordinary contact (alaukika-sannikarsa).
5. But, in any case (superimposition) does not fail to be of the nature of
an erroneous cognition of one thing as having the attribute of another:
Having enumerated the different theories of error, as advocated by the
philosophers of other schools, the Acarya in the present sentence draws our
attention to one important point: The common characteristic found in all
these theories happens to be the core part of the Acarya's own definition of
superimposition as 'a cognition assuming the attribute of one thing as the
attribute of another'.13
This points to the feature of anrtata (falsehood) which has been interpreted
by Vacaspati, the author of the Bhamati, as 'anirvacanlyata' (indeterminability).
In one way or the other this anirvacanlyata (indeterminability) of
super imposition is accepted by all the systems of Indian philosophy. Thus,
this Anirvacanlya-khyati is 'sarvatantra-siddhanta' (a tenet postulated and
established in a Darsana but acceptable to all).1*
12 It is the compulsion of the Naiyayikas that they have to postulate the extraordinary
contact (alaukika-sannikarsa) in order to establish the perceptual status of the content of
the illusory perception. Vide "drstam ca dustanam karananamautsargikakaryapratibandhena
kfiryantaropajanamsamarthyam, yatha ddvagnidagdhanam vetrabljdnftm kadalikdndajanakatvam,
bhasmakadustasya caudaryasya tejaso bahvannapacanamiti.” (Bhamati)
13
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How could this Advaitic position of indeterminability of error be accepted
by the Prabhakaras who advocate Akhyati-vada, the 'no-error' theory? The
Acarya's intention in the present context is that even these advocates of the
theory of 'no-error' do accept this indeterminability of error (anirvacaniyata),
for while observing the shell-silver, the observer declares - 'this is silver'
by putting 'this' (i.e. the shell) and 'silver' in an appositional statement
(samanadhikaranya-vyapadesa) - and acts accordingly by bending to pick
up 'this silver'. This is not possible unless the person has been, in his mind,
connecting the shell (real) with the silver (unreal) in the appositional relation
(samanadhikaranya-sambandha).15 This verily is what the Advaitins call
superimposition which cognises one as the other through the coupling of
the real and the unreal (satyanrta-mithunlkarana).

The above delineation is a brief exposition according to the Bhamatl of the
different theories of error that has been encapsulated in the Bhasya sentences
of this section. The chart overleaf tabulates how the various traditional
nr r ^rdlRdlydfRywi^RiKd hr
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commentaries have construed the Bhasya sentences of this section in
delineating various theories of error (khyati-vada).
■

"""

Commentary
flcf 'tqH

PattcapndikS

Akhyati

Anyathakhyati
(ekadesirnata) & Asatkhyati

Atmakhyati

Akhyati

Anyathakhyati

Anyathakhyati

Akhyati

Asatkhyati

Akhyati

Anyathakhyati

Anyathakhyati
& Atmakhyati

Bhamati
&attiaprabha

■''

'

'

& Atmakhyati

■Nyayanirnaya

Anyathakhyati

(ekadesirnata) & Asatkhyati

& Atmakhyati

Bhasyabhavaprakasika

Akhyati

Anyathakhyati

Akhyati

Asatkhyati

Anyathakhyati

Akhyati

Atmakhyati & Asatkhyati

Atmakhyati

Akhyati

Anirvacaniyakhyati

Anyathakhyati

Akhyati

Anirvacaniyakhyati

Anyathakhyati

(ekadesirnata) & Asatkhyati

& Atmakhyati

Prakatarthavivarana

Anyathakhyati
& Atmakhyati

Vartika

ansi
Pradipa

It may be noted that the Bhamati does not construe any of the Bhasya
sentences in this section as delineating the Asatkhyati-vada of the Sunyavadin while certain commentaries such as the Pancapadika and the
Ratnaprabha have taken the Bhasya sentence "anye tu yatra yadadhydsah
tasyaiva viparttadharmatvakalpanam acaksate" as explaining the Sunya-vadin's
Asatkhyati-vada.
The Sunya-vadins (Madhyamika Buddhist) advocate the emptiness or
voidness (sunyata) of all existence. Accordingly/ they explain illusion as
the cognition of dharma (attributes) of one non-existent object in another
non-existent object. As such, in the illusory cognition 'This is silver', 'this' is
non-existent (asat), 'silver' is also non-existent (asat) and their relation too
is absolutely non-existent (asat). Hence, the theory of illusion of the Sunyavadin is termed 'Asatkhyati-vada'.
To clarify, the upholders of Anyathakhyati-vada negate only the relation
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between the illusory object and the locus (because the illusory object is real
in a different place and time) whereas the Sunya-vadins negate all the three
- both the relata (i.e. the locus and the superimposed object) and the relation
between them.16.
Then, how can an absolutely non-existent object become the cause of
perceptual cognition? Everybody knows that a sky-flower is absolutely non¬
existent (asat or sunya) and it can never become the object of our cognition.
Hence, the silver, though misapprehended, cannot be absolutely non-existent
like a sky-flower.17
As such, the definition of error given by the Sunya-vadin does not deviate
from the tenor of the concluding observation of the Acarya that error consists
in the apprehension of the attributes of one entity (although asat) in another
("sarvathapi tn anyasya anyadharmavabhasatam na vyabhicarati”). However,
the absurdity of Asatkhyati-vadin's explanation of illusion can never be
overemphasised!
<§>

As indicated earlier the Acarya's intention in citing the different theories of
error in the present context is to highlight the all-comprehensiveness of the
Advaitin's Anirvacamya-khyati. Thus the core part of his theory runs as a
common thread through all the other well-known theories of error (illusion).
The commentators on the Acarya's Bhasya go further and take extra pains in
establishing the superiority of the Acarya's Anirvacaniya-khyati over all the
other theories of error.

16 Vide "asatkhyativadinastu samsargino'pyapalapanttti visesah." (Sastmdipika of Parthasarathimisra)
,7 Vide "nirupakhyamsydparoksdbMsagocaratvdnupapatteh." (Siddhantacandrika of Ramakr$na)
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cfSTT ^

f| ^fc^l1

*T%#q^

-#3I
5A
[adhyasasvarupe lokanubhavah]

tatha ca loke anubhavah - suktika hi rajatavad avabhasate, ekascandrah sadvitiyavad
- iti.
5B
cI«TT ^ tatha ca - and that is why; <?(%
experience in the world;

loke anubhavah - (is) the

ft suktika hi - the shell indeed; «A-ici=trt

rajatavat - as if silver; STTHI'Hd avabhasate - appears;

ekah candrah

- the single moon; WSi&d^ sadvitTyavat - as if with a double (as if having
a second); 5Tcl iti - thus
5C
[worldly experience corroborates this nature of superimposition]

That is why the worldly experience is:1 The shell indeed appears as if
silver;2 and the single moon appears as if with a double.3
5D
1. That is why the worldly experience is: The Acarya concluded the last
section by showing logically that the various theories of error upheld by
different philosophical schools uniformly point to the unreal nature of the
' ASS (fn.)

2 a ^RT tddPKfafcl 3TC: I - ^TTR^t
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content of superimposition. In this section the Acarya establishes that our
experience also corroborates the same fact.4
2. The shell indeed appears as if silver: The commentators of the
Bhasya differ on the exact context of these experiences. Some commentators
identify them as arising after the superimposed object is negated (badhantarakallna) by realising the substratum - 'this is not silver' (nedam rajatam).5
Other commentators hold that the experiences cited are with reference to
the error itself (bhrantyapeksaya).6 Both these views have their respective
difficulties. If the latter alternative were to be accepted, then the erroneous
experience would be of the form 'this is silver' (idam rajatam) and not of
the form 'the shell appears as if silver' (suktika hi rajatavad avabhasate).
In fact, neither 'the shell' (suktika) nor 'as if' (vat) could figure in the shellsilver error. If the former alternative were to be accepted, the experience
after negation of the silver will be of the form 'the shell appeared as if silver'
(suktika hi rajatavad avabhasista). In such an experience the present tense
'appears' (avabhasate) cannot figure. Hence the former alternative too may
not be totally free from difficulty.
In view of all this, one could as well suggest this: The Acarya's sentences
may better represent the observation of a knowledgeable bystander on
hearing the gleeful shout 'this is silver' of an erring, greedy man and on
hearing the statement 'the moon has a double' of a wonderstruck person
affected by the timira-dosa (cataract sort of blindness). These observations
show that the intelligent bystander clearly observes the unreal nature
(anrtata) and inexplicability (anirvacanlyata) of the superimposed content
‘ Cf. a
Also, cf.
Also, cf.

saawiawicaTaais a i

Minimi tftg, srft g rflfeanawwi
a grfqqsir, aw
swrs—aar
M a WjjRwivzf

i - wwi
a*n a

aar=a-

i-

Also, cf. aar ^
spfRKTfl wa=!<fd*raa #1 -mmhiR+i
Also, cf. a
aiKamaiwaro: waa=, a# g

Anjia,

awaia—

aar afai - wiaPma
5 Cf. aiuiaaK^i^aisaagaa:, aa^
ii^
^-^ci i -wvrt
6 Cf.
gfeaa fe ^aaa^aaroa ifei am raadfefa
^iwi a ^aaatfa
ataar^ raaiwidaNr-iM^a ifa aia: i
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in the above two errors. Hence the Acarya adds these observations as
corroborative evidences to his Anirvacanlya-khyati.7
3. and the single moon appears as if with a double: The citation of the first
experience - 'the shell appears as if silver' - is itself quite enough to illustrate
Anirvacanlya-khyati. Yet, the Acarya gives one more experience of a different
nature - 'one moon having a double' - to illustrate how due to certain defect
of a person, the single entity appears as if many. This example illustrates how
due to our ignorance of Reality, one consciousness-Self (cidatma) that has
no second (ekam evadvitlyam) appears as many individual selves (asankhya
jivah), even though jivas are not different from one Cidatma.8
The Advaitic tradition classifies adhyasa (superimposition) under two heads:9
(1) Sopadhika-adhyasa: A superimposition (adhyasa) that arises as a
result of adjuncts or external factors (upadhi) is termed 'sopadhikaadhyasa'. The classic illustration of this adhyasa is the superimposition
of the red colour of the japa-kusuma (Hibiscus) on the sphatika (crystal).
In this example the Hibiscus plays the role of an external factor or adjunct
(upadhi). It is because of the Hibiscus that its red colour is superimposed
on the crystal and the crystal appears red. Sopadhika-adhyasa is also
called 'dharmadhyasa' (superimposition of property). The Acarya uses the
illustration of 'one moon having a double' to explain this adhyasa. In the
above illustration of the Hibiscus and crystal, the property of the Hibiscus
is superimposed on the crystal. But the property that is superimposed in
’ Cf.

HlcWteci,

HlcWItW, Ha

<vrld<<Rfcl atHa HN’Wd,

10
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sopadhika-adhyasa need not necessarily be that of the upadhi (adjunct);
what is necessary is that the superimposed property is occasioned by the
upadhi. In the illustration of 'one moon having a double', the illusory
dual nature of the moon is a consequence of timira-dosa (cataract) or a
finger pressing the eyeball. The experiences 'mama idam' - 'I am stout',
'I am deaf' and so on - that are occasioned by the superimpostion of the
properties of the upadhis such as body, senses and so on fall under the
category of sopadhika-adhyasa.
(2) Nirupadhika-adhyasa: A superimposition which is not caused by
an external adjunct (upadhi) is called 'nirupadhika-adhyasa'. In this
superimpostion an entity appears as another. The rope-snake and shell-silver
are the classic examples to illustrate this adhyasa. The rope itself appears
as snake and the shell itself appears as silver. Since one propertied entity
(dharmin) appears as another propertied entity, this type of adhyasa is also
termed 'dharmi-adhyasa'. The experience of 'aham idam' - 'I am the body',
'I am the mind' and so on - are all the result of this adhyasa. The error of
'ahankaradhyasa', that is 'the superimposition of ego, the object of 'I'-notion
on the Self' is brought under this nirupadhikadhyasa.10 Of course, in the
ahankaradhyasa even though ignorance (avidya - ajfiana) plays the important
role of upadhi, yet because ignorance is the common factor in all errors and
because it is included in the substratum itself, it is not regarded as an upadhi.11
For further elaboration on 'aham idam' and 'mama idam' refer to Section
2 D, n.4 & 5.
The verb 'avabhasate' (appears) is supplied here from the previous
sentence. In these illusory experiences cited by the Acarya, the element 'as if
(vat-pratyaya) signifies the unreality of the content of the superimposition.
That is, its content does not exist in, or is unconnected with the substratum
(adhisthana). For details see Section 9 D, n.2.
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6

^

3PM MtWdWniHJ wft ft

TW2

^Uf^^Ntffq3 ^ MrM^ilrHH:
6A
[prakArAntarena adhyAsAksepabhAsyam]

katham punah pratyagatmani avisaye adhyaso visayataddharmanam. sarvo
hi puro'vasthite visaye visayantaram adhyasyati, yusmatpratyayapetasya ca
pratyagatmanah avisayatvam bravisi.
6B
katham punah

-

how again (can there be); Mc^iicHPi pratyagatmani

- on the inner Self; ajM'td avisaye - the non-object;

adhyasah -

superimposition; TcfWFSflFTH visayataddharmanam - of the object and its
attributes;

sarvah - all; % hi - for; ^

TWJ purah avasthite visaye -

on an object that is present in front; fWTRRif visayantaram - another object;
adhyasyati

-

superimposes;

falls beyond the 'thou'-notion; ^ ca
inner Self;

yusmatpratyayapetasya - that
-

but; iHcquicHd: pratyagatmanah - for the

Wiavisayatvam - to be a non-object; stdIRf bravisi - you declare
6C
[another objection to soterimfosition]

Again, how can there be superimposition of the object and of its attributes
on the inner Self, the non-object?1 For, all superimpose one object on
another object that exists in front.2 But, you declare the inner Self,3 falling
outside the 'thou'-notion, to be a non-object.

1 firscrikH-3m$i -

2T^ra-UWI'-UlrH<ll’Jlt;3l -SlflfejPWJT
3

UrW:,

^TO.1 cJS[^cf:——I 82
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6D
1. Again, how can there be superimposition of the obj ect and of its attributes
on the inner Self, the non-object? In the earlier sections the opponent has
objected twice to the possibility of the mutual superimposition of the Self
and the not-Self. The first time, he objected because he found the causes
of superimposition absent. According to him the causes are: (1) similarity
(sadrsya) between the substratum (like shell) and the superimposed object
(like silver), and (2) non-apprehension (bhedagraha) of the distinction
between them. The second time, he raised objection on the ground that there
cannot be any coupling of the real and the unreal (satyanrta-mithunikarana)
- a factor considered by the Vedantin as the root cause of superimposition.
These objections have been successfully answered by the Acarya by showing
the nature, cause and effect of the mutual superimposition of the Self and the
not-Self in section two, and by offering an all comprehensive definition of
error (anirvacaniya-khyati) in section three.
In the present section the opponent (Purvapaksin) objects for the third
and final time against the possibility of mutual superimposition of the Self
and the not-Self.4 He opines that in every error (like the shell-silver error),
the substratum (shell) along with the superimposed object (silver) should
be an object of cognition generated by a sense organ. Since the Vedantin
declares the inner Self to be effulgence (prakasa), seer (drk), self-manifest
(svayam-prakasa) and consciousness (cit), the opponent questions - how
can such a self-manifesting, seer-consciousness, inner-Self be an object of
cognition? For the perceiver (visayin - drk) is diametrically opposed to the
object perceived (visaya - drsya) and the perceiver cannot be the perceived
object simultaneously.5
It may be observed that the shell - which is the substratum of the shellsilver error - consists of two parts, that is this-ness (idantva) and the shell-ness
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(suktitva). In the shell-silver error the former part alone shows up and
not the latter part. Hence we experience the error as 'this is silver' (idam
rajatam). The opponent argues that the same cannot be said of the inner Self,
the pure Consciousness because the Self consists of no parts (niramsa) and
is one only (ekam eva). Hence the Self cannot be the substratum on which
the not-Self (the body, senses, etc.) and its attributes can be superimposed.
Conversely, the Self also cannot be superimposed on the not-Self. In this way
the opponent argues that the mutual superimposition of the Self and the notSelf is impossible.6
2. on another object that exists in front: This expression signifies 'on a thing
contacted by sense organ' (indriyasamyukte vastuni).7 The point here is: The
silver is superimposed on the shell because the latter is in contact with the
senses. When the shell itself is not contacted by the sense organs it cannot be
the substratum of the shell-silver error.8
3. the inner Self: In contrast to the indeterminable assemblage of the body,
sense organs and so on, the inner Self is called 'pratyagatman' because It is
6 Cf. h

www 3#rr:, afttraundi tawii,

rjrri

aifEtswzro
i
?Rra zm.—rrt ft grfsRipRR
i <335$ RRft—
RAWI$RR4ditm51R,*l RcRWI'Rftlift WKIWIN MOTlift 3F=RRT MdWId I RcRRIcHI g STOIufaRPRIRRl R
PRflTR wRMhSIR, RR RRISpl^ftf^IRl R RrIRM, RR RjfftRPRRTt T^JR,
'JSJd I R ft cicd dRldlHR iiRR
R PRRRRtTR R PRRRW3IRTO WZRFI: 1 - RlRtft
Also, cf. RRcRURR:
aRFRft g R PRRRft ltd 3flftnfR-—RR RRtftfdl RR ^pvilRIWaiRAi m
ftRRR! R
RR^RTcRRlftn RRfiR <p?

5R#:

€5?, RR tRlRWIRI^ PRRRtsftBTRPR R PRRRfa SIR a#ftcR 3M—
WRRfq SI^RK: d^bli R -RWR: RJ«|fRcRR:| -PRRRT

Also, cf.

c5^0TT5Tt R PTORdti-RR:1 -

Also, cf. ?RTRf WWI TRbiRR WttsfRWRft R PTCRRHffR 3WR ppqR—^
SlftjJIdfR

?dir<iU41W|R«:i<4IRId.l R PWlcR^ RIRRHd, R RT nRTcRRRTRTHRTRcRR.1
R PTORIRI

3TRRRIR:—

STTO^TR TOI^Rlipd R ^HWd'HJ

CddH.

R Rc4RlcHPl 3RJ:<R<J||W|l*t

RPR ft PIRIPR fJRFRHRl R^RR R1R RPR 3RW^RRR1R R>{<R^R«I TR5TRRIpRJ#fR5R

PlfcT PITRRRiWRP ^RJT fTR SRRR #

RcRRIcRT ^ ftp?!: Rift 3RR ?TR RfgRRHJ RR RR RPR

PRRRRRTRRT {WP-M^dR fRAfflRdR RIRF«jqPtRTR.I

3IRt ftpRfIRPR RiptfftftRRIIR. UlRI^RiRHIRWRrftd

ftRfthllRRRlfecRftft dlRgf R RTRRRI -RffftPRP'R

7 Cf. f&SRftRRPRR—- PRRRT
8 Cf. PIRF<ftSUIM+IRt gPTSaftRRPRPR ^R^cRPRIRNIvIIUIlR: | R ft ^ apy:^RIRi PRRRURPRft p
ffdl dPRIRcR'diftSIcRRfuftRRIVRlPt?IcIfosflj -RIRdl
Also, cf.
PH ^PRftlRillfMRfaBMPR im, If RRRlRIR!«Prfl ??RR: I -RRIRftnk
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the innermost (pratyak) Self (Atman) and is aware of Itself (pratipam ancati
janati).9 Thus the very term 'pratyagatman' by denoting the innermost Self,
ipso facto, makes it clear that the Self cannot be an object of any cognition,
much less a substratum of the not-Self error.10

One of the fundamental causes of superimposition is the non-apprehension
of the distinction between the substratum and the object superimposed
(adhisthanaropyayoh bhedagrahah). In the very first section the opponent
had objected that being the seer and the pure Consciousness, the Self cannot
be mistaken for the not-Self.11 Now, in the present section the same point is
elaborated from the point of view that the inner Self defies being an object of
any cognition.

9Cf WWpl<5-+$l$KI:

10 Cf.

STR# 5^ 9^*5 H

fl

ai^nra;,
ft

g
^$5.1 a«fT ^ 4

aflcRfrT

arfsi
^

I

saw an?—
HHTS^qr

a*n ^ aiwn ??*w: i arcmqai

*wfa aiwiitwlaa

^fciRKwq): aiu:

WTP,cq4:1 - WRT

Also, cf.

ar i - wtwst

Also, cf.
11 Cf. 3iwpwi^ fqqwfoi

Owi wm ^ », artvwi fiwii
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- R

3TRRR:,2

3TOWTR3

?M^llrHMTO: I R ^NRRd T^TR: - ^S3T*«JR ^ $m T^RRR
^Wd^lR. - WU

3WFR$STR T|4 zm&\ RTcR:5

^q^MWI R3R(3TT^g: M^RIrH^iR *3MlcHMI<H: I
7A
[AksepanirAkaranabhAsyam]

ucyate - na tavadayamekantena avisayah, asmatpratyayavisayatvad aparoksatvacca
pratyagatmaprasiddheh. na cdyam asti niyamah - puro'vasthita eva visaye
visayantaram adhyasitavyam - iti. apratyakse’pi hi akase bdldh talamalinatadi
adhyasyanti. evam aviruddhah pratyagatmanyapi anatmddhyasah.
7B
'i’^d ucyate - (we) reply; WPlayam - this (inner Self); d did^ y'hi'dd na tavad
ekdntena - not absolutely; 3TTWL avisayah - non-object;
asmatpratyayavisayatvat - because of Its being the object of T-notion;
^ aparoksatvat ca - and because of Its immediacy of experience; Mc4MirdMlt-t£:
pratyagatmaprasiddheh - since this inner Self is a well-established fact; d ^ 3fq*j[
fddd: na ca ay am asti niyamah - nor is it necessary;

^

pur ah

avasthite eva visaye - only on an object that is in front; RmiTHH, visayantaram
- another object; W^^t^H adhyasitavyam - should be superimposed; 3Jd iti ' AL
3 AL
1ifcll
2
I T33JF^1-PPWRI qrf=(^R: -

I -

3 ^ 51^: 5IftFRraW: I 4fe4«l<$l
M«Rld<RH: t I -

6 mn-

i - craqtf^i
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that;

ft apratyakse api hi - since even though not perceptible;

akase - on the space; ^Tc5I: balah - the credulous;
- surface, impurities and so on;
evam - thus;

talamalinatcldi

adhyasyanti - superimpose;

aviruddhah - (it is) not contrary to logic; McTIIcHM 3JF?

pratyagatmani api - (that) even on the inner Self; 3HicHMIfk anatmadhydsah (there is) the superimposition of the not-Self
7C
[objection answered]

We reply - In fact this (inner Self) is not absolutely (i.e. in every respect)
a non-object since this inner Self is a well-established fact because of
Its being an object of T-notion1 and (also) because of Its immediacy of
experience.2 Nor is it necessary3 that it is only on an object in front4 that
another object should be superimposed. For the credulous superimpose
on the space, though it is not perceptible, the surface, impurity and so
on.5 Thus, even the superimposition of not-Self on the inner Self is not
contrary to logic.
7D
1. We reply - In fact this (inner Self) is not absolutely (i.e. in every respect)
a non-object since this inner Self is a well-established fact because of Its
being an object of T-notion: The underlying idea is: The inner Self is not an
object at all because being the self-manifest partless pure Consciousness it is
the innermost Self. In this form it is not an object of any cognition whatsoever.
Yet, on account of its being conditioned by the upadhis (conditioning factors
or adjuncts) - the intellect, mind, sense organs, body and so on - the pure
Self attains the status of jlva (individual Self) and becomes an object of
knowledge. It is to be noted that the upadhis being contrived (parikalpita) by
the inexplicable nescience are illusory. Hence the perceived jivabhava of the
Self is also illusory. Thus, though the pure Self is unconditioned, non-agent,
non-enjoyer and non-object, yet as a jiva, the Self is seemingly conditioned.
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becomes an apparent agent and enjoyer and appears as the object of T-notion
(asmatpratyaya-visaya). The idea of the unconditioned appearing as though
conditioned can be well-illustrated by the example of unconditioned total
space (mahakasa) appearing conditioned as pot space (ghatakasa), room
space (mathakasa) and so on because of the external adjuncts (upadhis)7 like
pot, room and so on.
But for the inner conscious-Self (conditioned by the said adjuncts) figuring
as object of T'-notion, we cannot have the most common experience of 1
know', since the adjuncts like the mind, body and so on being inert (jada)
cannot be the subject for the verb 'to know'. This experience 'I know' (aham
janami) may be compared with another well-known illustration - 'Iron
scorches' (ayo dahati). Here too the subject (the agent) of the verb 'scorches'
(dahati) can only be fire and not the adjunct iron - though iron alone is
expressed herein as the agent of scorching.
2. and (also) because of Its immediacy of experience: Everyone is sure that
in his 'I'-notion (as in his experience 1 know') he is aware of his own knowing
7

Cf.
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Self. That is why no one doubts his own existence. The conscious-Self
(Cidatma) is admitted to be directly perceived (aparoksa) as T am'. In fact, in
all our experiences, with no exception, Cidatma is invariably manifesting. In
other words, it is this Cidatma that forms the basis in all our experiences. But
for this experience of the inner Self (pratyagatma), the factor that illumines
the objects of the world, the entire universe would not become an object of
our experiences and hence would remain utterly unknown.8 That is why the
Upanisad affirms: "When the Self shines, then following It everything else
shines; by Its light all this (universe) is illumined."9
Thus, by Scripture (Sruti), logic (yukti) and experience (anubhava) it is
established that the inner Self is perceived and hence to superimpose the
not-Self on the Self is not an impossibility.
3. Nor is it necessary: Even assuming the imperceptibility of the Self, the
Acarya invokes the illustration of space in order to drive home the point
that imperceptible entities also become the locus of superimposition just as
perceptible ones do. Just as the space which is admitted to be imperceptible
to the senses10 by all the schools of Indian philosophy becomes the locus
for superimposing the properties of surfacehood, impurities and so on, the
Self though imperceptible, yet can be accepted to be the locus of the act of
superimposition.11
The present section shows that the opposition has proceeded under the
assumption that only those entities can serve as substratum and object of
Also, Cf.

I fWW
J?r#lfdl
I SIS: WW»l*MdMKWMdil?ifcl dT3:1

-rataPrag (rash)
10 The Advaitins hold that though space is atindriya (not perceived by senses), yet it is
saksibhasya (illumined by the witness-Self).

Cf. ftwddvrfh?pf-rfwm
Also, cf. 3FWRils^T^:,
11 Cf.
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dlft ITRH, wtsediw dT® SWPb

^ rP SJI55I 3tlWdH:
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i^jWHRlW,

Hjjiewq d'HWeM art HRGW dlWI TO
MU
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superimposition which are objects of perception produced by one and the
same sense organ (samanendriyajanya-pratyaksa-yogyatvam). The space
analogy exposes the illogical nature of such an assumption.12
4. in front: As in Section 6, here too the expression 'puro ’vasthita’, signifies 'that
which is perceivable' (pratyaksa-yogya).13 The phrase 'apratyakse'pyakase' in
the next sentence makes this point clearer.
5. surface, impurity and so on: We too experience 'the surface of the sky'
(nabhas-tala) and talk about the 'sky as blue' (nilam nabhah).14

rrora oumfrfa era
aradsjEMwPrn tra

13 Cf. ^ds;#£R "ra,
14 cf. ^ tI Jwt
•TORT, 3)wfa>d!, elertH.

atPHimr a sura: i

ifeti tra

wfidiHwh

- ^rweft
sifawtsirafftsft
dfoddl ^WellH*-^ 4le1ltl>*)ettl*-d I eJ^IJ

Jfl<5Wl?WfdRld ^T: I
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SpraT]

tfficR,

qtefT:2 '3Tta' #

trfg^3 ^

c|^^L||c(MKUj4 'f^TTR^ 3^.6 |
8A
[adhyasah avidya]

tametam evamlaksanam adhyasam panditah 'avidya' iti manyante. tadvivekena ca
vastusvarupavadharanam 'vidyam' ahuh.
8B
lam etam evamlaksanam - this (thing) of the said character;
SMmadhyasam - superimposition; Mphscll: panditah - the learned persons;
ffd avidya iti - to be 'nescience';

manyante - hold; clteW+H

^ tadvivekena ca - and by discriminating therefrom;
vastusvarupavadharanam - the determination of the true nature of a thing;
3TTf: vidyam ahuh - they call 'knowledge'
8C
[superimposition is nescience]

The learned persons1 hold this superimposition2 of the said character3 to
be 'nescience';4 and the determination of the true nature of the thing by
discrimination, they call, 'knowledge'.

1
2 ■qten: 3

i (towri*

an, w, 'toswfa&t Mwr;to:)-wirmuw

I - TOlP^l
§*ii<v, fd'I'E) fteilHH, cR

t —

6 toRf: qfefl: I

fsnf^rniftprai
?R tofrat

aiUt'!flmiMIcH+

°HSki&d sjr-l^: I - RMdi
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8D
1. The learned persons: The term 'panditah' is derived from the word
'panda' which means 'the intellect (buddhi) that inquires into the Self'.7
It was clearly established in Section 4 that the doctrine of adhyasa
(superimposition) is a tenet accepted in general by all schools of Indian
philosophy (sarvatantra-siddhanta) even though they sharply differ from
one another with regard to the details. Not only the Vedantins, but also
Patanjali and the exponents of other schools of Indian philosophy, who
inquire into the nature of the Self, identify this adhyasa (superimposition)
as the source of all afflictions (klesah). But they call this adhyasa as 'avidya'
(nescience).8 The term 'avidya' in the present Bhasya passage denotes by
implication (upalaksana-vidhaya) also the terms 'mithyajnanam' (illusory
cognition), 'viparyayajnanam' (contrary cognition), and so on which have
been used by Gautama, the author of the Nyaya-sutra and by Vatsyayana, the
author of Nyaya-bhasya, to denote error.
The word 'panditah' (learned) in the Bhasya passage refers to these great
Acaryas of various Darsanas.
2. this superimposition: The word 'adhyasa' which is usually translated as
'superimposition' is derived from the root 'as' - 'to throw' with the prefix 'adhi'.
3. of the said character: No one would deny the common superimpositions
of shell-silver (sukti-rajata-bhrama), rope-snake (rajju-sarpa-bhrama), post¬
thief (stambhe cora-bhrama) and so on. They need not be discussed - except
by way of illustration - in a philosophical work like the Brahmasutra-bhasya.
The Acarya is concerned here only with the mutual superimposition of the
Self and the not-Self (atmanatmanoh parasparadhyasah), for it is this error
alone that is the source of all miseries. This nature of adhyasa as the source of
all evils is indicated by the expression 'evarhlaksanam' (of the said character)

"panda atmavisaya hi buddhiryesdm te hi panditah.' (Sankara-bhasya on Bhagavad-gltcl, 2.11)
1511:1
WWlicK^t I (R.
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in the present Bhasya passage.9 The whole of Upanisads (Vedanta) aims at
rooting out this evil of Self-not-Self superimposition.10
4. nescience: 'avidya', generally translated as 'ignorance' or 'nescience', is
'nan-tatpurusa' (na vidya) and means the opposite of 'vidya'. This nescience
is a positive entity and not mere 'absence of knowledge'.
<§>

The Upanisads (Vedanta) are taught to impart vidya (knowledge) of
the oneness of the Self (atmaikatva) so that avidya (ignorance) could be
eradicated. Instead of starting his commentary on the Brahma-sutra with
avidya (nescience), why should the Acarya start with adhyasa and then take
the additional trouble of equating this adhyasa with avidya?11
Why should the Acarya make the statement that the words 'adhyasa'
and 'avidya' are synonyms? Is he introducing the term 'adhyasa' in place of
'avidya' when the learned prefer the latter term to indicate nescience?12
Padmapada, the author otPancapadikd gives the answer; The word 'avidya'
(nescience) denotes the function of concealing (acchadakatvam) the inner
Self. This function by itself is not a source of any misery. For, during the deep
sleep state (susupti) this avidya persists by concealing the inner Self, without
causing any affliction.13 The word 'adhyasa' (superimposition) on the other
hand - from the derivation point of view - denotes the function of projecting
(aropanam or atadrupavabhasitvam) the unreal not-Self on the concealed
inner Self (acchadite sadrupe). It is this projecting aspect (adhyasa) which is

qfeat aTfrefaft*n4d44l'dMci
dfflT l[fcl

^ Hdld^: d gdT tddlfdfdUd!

rnntfnvt d

5TP2TOROT,) sra ^ ‘ww

10 Cf. 3RdTd4fdf: MfFTFt ^IrH+^fdilNicfM-d^
11 Cf. dg
Also, cf. dq

qraaidEmr

qyfns,
d MdlldUr, dcWM
sR^dlihii

aTRKFdl - 3IW7RWM

i
aAdftfd i
MicTHIdd'IsfNjTSd^: qPfdT, dd: dd

ddSTd, 3dJRI#JI5—d4tfd4A$)<J!dWllWfJ - WI%3
11 Cf. dddd'SlWd lid W ^HfdWlR-yrPwH^RSMH
fd:l - TOI^t
13 Cf. %ilpltj|d|: tjpff 3Td4dtT35rHld.'t!l<4cHd! dddT 3fd4<?15114*114 d^ldfald did: i - teWd
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the direct cause (saksat-karana) of all miseries. So, had the Acarya also begun
his commentary with avidya - as others have done - then the student would
have missed here the projecting aspect (adhyasa) which is the direct cause
of miseries. It is to root out this source that the Upanisads (Vedanta) are
actually taught. The Acarya himself says (in Section 15) - "asya (adhyasasya)
anarthahetoh pmhanaya atmaikatvavidyapratipattaye sarve vedanta arabhyante - It
is for the eradication of this source of evils - to attain the Realisation of the
oneness of the Self that all the Upanisads (Vedanta) are commenced."
The learned (panditah) rightly feel concerned about rooting out avidya
because it is this avidya (nescience) which by concealing Reality, prepares the
ground for adhyasa (superimposition). This rooting out of avidya has been
indicated by the Acarya's statement: "tadvivekena vastusvarupavadharanam
vidyamahuh." The common man suffering from countless miseries is more
concerned with eradicating them by destroying their immediate cause
adhyasa. Looking at the problem of miseries, the Acarya has preferred to begin
his Bhasya with adhyasa.14 He, later on, is careful to undertake the additional
effort of asserting that this adhyasa is verily what the learned call 'avidya'.15
<§>

There arises a question: How can these two, that is avidya and adhyasa, be
identical when their functions - concealment and projection respectively are different?
Though there is functional difference between the two, yet adhyasa
(superimposition) can be certainly equated with avidya (nescience) for:
(1) Adhyasa is born of and is also sustained by avidya.16
(2) No adhyasa takes place when the reality is not concealed by avidya.17

15 Cf.

^ •aidsjHNdiRid'ti

-

16Cf.
i -sgfa
Also, cf.
eHlfijdH.-3T<2JTTR,STRUT ?fcf rPRl ScMSJ: I Also, cf. ^iw,ui'hi4d(i^'am'(riew'yi W3I -
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(3) Both avidya and adhyasa disappear the moment the reality, the
substratum of adhyasa is recognised.
(4) The functional difference mentioned above does not stand in the
way of the identification between avidya and adhyasa, for avidya is
bi-functional. It has both the power of concealing the real (avaranasakti) and the power of projecting the unreal (viksepa-sakti). Because
concealing is the cause of projection, the concealing avidya is termed
'karanavidya' (the causal nescience) and the projecting avidya
(adhyasa) is termed 'kary avidya'. (Vide Ratnaprabha of Govindananda
& Nyayanirnaya of Anandagiri.)
In this way Padmapada logically substantiates the Acarya equating
adhyasa and avidya.

9
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9A
[siddhantabhAsyam]

tatraivam sati yatra yadadhyasah, tatkrtena dosena gunena va anumatrenapi sa na
sambadhyate.
tametam avidyakhyam atmanalmanoh itaretaradhyasam puraskrtya sarve
pramanaprameyavyavaharah laukikah vaidikasca pravrttah, sarvani ca s (1st rani
vidhipratisedhamoksaparani.
9B
m ^3

tatra evam sati - such being the case; ^ yatra - where (on a

substratum);

yadadhyasah - (there is) superimposition of an entity;

’ Vartika, W and ASS omit
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dc£cH

R spgUPN 3tT9 tatkrtena dosena gunena va anumatrena api - even

by an iota of the bad or good property brought about by that (superimposed
entity); 'Fb sah - it (substratum); d

na sambadhyate - is not associated

rFf HdM. tarn etam - this above-mentioned;

avidyakhyam

- that which is designated as nescience; ^ilrHidlcHdl: atmanatmanoh
- of the Self and the not-Self; ScHcKiwtlflH itaretaradhyasam - mutual
superimposition;

puraskrtya - presupposing;

same

pramanaprameyavyavaharah - all transactions (centring around) the means
and the objects of valid cognitions; c^St^RT: laukikah - the empirical (secular);
tf^T: ^ vaidikah ca - as well as those prescribed by the Vedas;

pravrttah

- proceed; t-Wlftl ^ 5TIWFI sarvani ca sastrani - so also all the Scriptures;
vidhipratisedhamoksaparani - concerned with injunctions,
prohibitions and Liberation
9C
[logical conclusion]

Such being the case,1 where there is superimposition of an entity on a
substratum, the latter remains absolutely unassociated2 with the bad or
good property brought about by that (superimposed entity).
Presupposing3 this above-mentioned mutual superimposition of the
Self and the not-Self, designated as 'nescience', proceed all transactions,
empirical (secular) as well as those prescribed by the Vedas,4 centring
around the means and the objects of valid cognitions; so also are all the
Scriptures5 concerned with injunctions, prohibitions and Liberation.6
9D
1. Such being the case: After establishing adhyasa (superimposition) and
avidya (nescience) as identical and showing that it can be negated only by
vidya (knowledge) the Acarya proceeds further.7
7Cf.i
Also, cf.
ufat a«n ^
3WRW: UTOatftsqfraI -5#?
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2. the latter remains absolutely unassociated: The expression 'anumatrena
api’, which literally means 'even without an iota', connotes that there is
no association whatsoever - in all the three periods of time - between the
locus (adhisthana) and the entity which is superimposed (adhyasta). The
substratum (adhisthana) ever remains unaffected by the superimposed
entities and their properties. To illustrate with an example: The illusory
snake has absolutely no association or contact with its substratum-rope, not
to speak of the snake's poisonous nature being transferred to the rope or the
rope being affected by its poison! In the same way Brahman-Atman which
is the locus (adhisthana) of the superimposed illusory world (adhyasta) is
unassociated with the world and its various modifications - such as birth,
death and so on.8
The later teachers of Advaita-vedanta have based their definition of
'jaganmithyatva' (illusoriness of the world) on this expression of the Acarya
-'dnumatrenapi na sambadhyate'. Madhusudana Sarasvati in his Advaita-siddhi
defines 'jaganmithyatva' as “pratipannopadh.au traikalikanisedhapratiyogitvam"
that is, "illusoriness of the world consists in being the pratiyogin9 (correlate
or absentee) of the negation - existing in the known substratum (Brahman)."

From the ultimate point of view (paramartha-drsti), the inner Self, which
is of the nature of Consciousness is unassociated and untouched by the
properties of the not-Self such as hunger, thirst and so on even though the
not-Self and its properties are superimposed on the Self. Conversely, the notSelf too remains unconnected with such good features like Consciousness,
Bliss and so on of the pure Self, even though the Self is superimposed on the
not-Self.10
> Cf.

i -

9 The meaning of 'pratiyogin' in this context is 'virodhin'. If the 'absence of a book' exists on
the table, then the book being the counterpositive (virodhin) of the 'absence of book' is termed
as the pratiyogin of the 'absence of a book'. Similarly 'ghata' is the pratiyogin of the 'absence
of ghata/ 'pata' is the pratiyogin of the 'absence of pata' and so on.
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The T-notion or jiva-bhava is a superimposition on the pure Self. This
notion gives rise to many other wrong notions such as agentship (kartrtva),
enjoyership (bhoktrtva) and so on. By the expression ” anumatrenapi na
sambadhyate,” the Acarya draws our attention to the fact that the pure Self
is not touched in the least by the 'T-notion and its off-shoots since they are
merely superimposed and hence are illusory (mithya).11 They are put to an
end by the knowledge (vidya or jnana)12 of the adhisthana (substratum)
and hence their status is 'jnana-nivartya'. Thus another definition of
'jaganmithyatva' consists in its being eradicated by knowledge of the
substratum - "jhananivartyatvam mithyatvam.” (Advaita-siddhi)
<§>
There is a marked difference between the errors such as rope-snake and that
of the Self-not-Self. In every case of error there are two aspects: locus (asraya)
and object (visaya). In the rope-snake error, the object of ignorance (visaya)
is the rope and the Self is its locus (asraya). In the shell-silver error, though
the object of ignorance is the shell yet the locus of ignorance remains the
Self alone. The Self thus always remains the locus of ignorance in all cases
of error. But in the case of Self-not-Self error - since the ignorance pertains
to the Self - the Self assumes both the objecthood (visayata) and locushood
(asrayata) of ignorance.
How can the Self then preserve Its purity when It has become the locus
of ignorance? It is in this context that the expression "anumatrenapi na
sambadhyate” assumes significance and absolves the Self of this contingency.
For the Self being the locus is merely superimposed (adhyasta) and as such
Its purity remains untainted.

❖
sirrofr aaRara, +wiFkii

ai ata

•iwweju'M aiSSraTS-llrHI 3T

a ■wAhiRi

aa a aa. ^nwaimran^aiTK qftfdfafait--aaa aatia i a

div^frlRc

aai asiMftiri, aa*a

Also, cf.
12 Cf.

aisatra: aa ^iftaisscaai ai

ang: i - aRaiwi*a
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The critics of Advaita-vedanta raise another objection against the doctrine of
pure Self allowing Itself to be both the locus and object of ignorance. They
highlight the fact that if the pure Self lets Itself become the locus of ignorance,
the ignorance about the pure Self cannot be terminated as there remains no
opposition between Self and ignorance. As a consequence the contingency
of the impossibility of Liberation (anirmoksa-prasanga) would be incurred.13
In this context it should be borne in mind that Vedanta asserts that it is
Knowledge (vidya) of the Self alone which puts an end to ignorance (avidya)
and not the pure Self. To explain: It is the 'knowledge' of the rope that puts
an end to the ignorance of rope and not the mere 'rope'. Similarly it is the
Knowledge (vidya) of the Self that puts an end to ignorance (avidya) of the
Self and not the mere Self. It is to emphasise this fact that the Acarya has
defined vidya (knowledge) as "vastusvarupavadMranatn - the determination
of the true nature of a thing by proper discrimination." The significance of
defining 'vidya' in this fashion lies in the fact that it is not the pure Self
which is opposed to ignorance but it is vidya which is opposed to avidya and
eradicates it altogether.14
3. Presupposing: The word 'puraskrtya' literally denotes 'by keeping (a
given thing) in front', that is in point of space and/or time. Indeed the effect
keeps its cause in that way. Hence the word 'puraskrtya' is rendered as
'presupposing (it)'.15 This word could as well signify T>y honouring (it)'. The
Acarya says that all human activities centred around the pramana (means
of knowledge) and prameya (objects of knowledge) are consequent upon
superimposition.16
13 cf.

qah

Pr-r<kRRW[ar§, ffe
14 Cf. aw

^

qy

i

1vhiiga

H T^d=fiq44f%:, ^ 3T

15 Cf. 3

I 3R

lg f?si, slffe, a#5ir#n:, wnreiteoftr

5c#: t -

16 Cf. WTfh g MMTwnPi wwwifoctj
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4. proceed all transactions, empirical (secular) as well as those prescribed
by the Vedas: In the present section all human activities or transactions
(sarvavyavaharah) - both secular and Vedic - are said to be the outcome
of the mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self. No doubt these
activities are meaningful (arthavantah) from the empirical point of view
and they are true cognitions (yatharthajnanani) generated by the means of
knowledge (pramana). Yet, in the ultimate analysis they are found to be the
products of superimposition.
The statement of the Acarya - “sawe pramanaprameyavyavaharah" strikes at the very basis of the concept of validity of pramana. All means
of knowledge, including the Scriptures - as the Acarya is going to show
in the sequel - function by being propelled or influenced by the mutual
superimposition of the Self and the not-Self. All the means of knowledge
(pramana) enjoy validity as long as the mutual superimposition of the Self
and not-Self persists and they lose their validity the moment the Knowledge
of the pure Self dawns. To explain: The rope-snake enjoys reality, as long
as the rope-ignorance and its resultant snake-superimposition exist, but the
superimposed snake loses its reality at once when the rope, the substratum
(adhisthana) of the superimposition, is realised. Thus all these pramanas
carry a superimposed or assumed validity (adhyasta-pramanya) called
otherwise as empirical validity (vyavaharika-pramanya) till one attains
Self-realisation. The Acarya himself tells us at end of the Bhasya on the
Samanvaya-sutra (1.1.4): "laukikam tadvadevedam pramanam tvatmaniscayat.”
5. so also are all the Scriptures: According to Indian tradition, the Vedas
are 'anadi' (existing since eternity) and 'apauruseya' (not the creations of
any human agency) and hence they are infallible and carry absolute and
unquestionable validity.17 The above Bhasya passage asserts that even
the activities that are centred on the Scriptures are consequent upon
superimposition.
6. injunctions, prohibitions and Liberation: The Vedic teachings are broadly
classified into: (1) vidhi (injunctions) like "jyotistomena svargakdmo yajeta,"
17 Cf.

stiwtI
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"kale sandhyamupasita" and so on, (2) nisedha (prohibitions) like “na brdhmano
hantavyah," "na suram pibet" and so on and (3) moksaparani-vakyani like
"ayam atma brahma,” "tat tvam asi" and so on, which are intended to lead
man to Liberation.18
<§>

The present section contains two sentences. The first sentence "tatraivam sati
yatra yadadhyasah tatkrtena dosena gunena va anumatrenapi sa na sambadhyate”
concerns adhyasa which has been the pivotal point for analysis from the very
beginning till now. The rest of the Adhyasa-bhasya is devoted to a detailed
and methodical discussion of the second sentence of the present section.

3<w3HMt4)kt

18 Cf.
Also, cf.

idiH amiHi

HtlPl 'tl'WIWl
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[RT^WI^Rt^R]

WM^\: aiRKIMl&Wlfol1

WfiTTft2 ^JIFI ^ # I
10 A

[siddhAntaksepabhasyam]

katham punah avidyavadvisayani pratyaksadini pramanani sastrani ca iti.
10 B
^ (JR: katham punah - but how is it;
pertain to those who are ignorant;

avidyavadvisayani HhNlPi pratyaksadini pramanani

- perception and other means of valid cognitions; 5nWM ^ ffcf sastrani ca iti
- and also the Scriptures
10C
[rationale of the conclusion questioned]

But, how is it1 that perception and other means of valid cognitions and
also the Scriptures2 pertain to those who are ignorant?
10 D
1. But, how is it: The Acarya uses the question answer method to put in
proper perspective the illusory nature of pramanaprameya-vyavahara
(epistemology). Every epistemological domain consists of four entities:
(1) pramata (knower),
(2) pramana (means of knowledge),
(3) prameya (object of knowledge) and
(4) prama (knowledge).
The Acarya has made it clear in Section 9 that all human activities
sptot, B faro: aiwt w;
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centring around the above four entities are consequent upon the mutual
superimposition of the Self and not-Self.
The problem is: How does a person under the influence of 'avidya' have
'knowledge' (prama). Two contradictory entities - prama and avidya cannot inhere in one and the same pramata (knower). If this fact is not taken
into consideration, the distinction between valid and invalid cognitions
would cease to exist.3
Nonetheless the Acarya is going to establish in the following sections that
the validity of the epistemological system (pramanaprameya-vyavahara) is
only empirical (vyavaharika) and not absolute (paramarthika).
2. also the Scriptures: Cognitions having a human origin can turn faulty.
Mirage, misunderstanding due to wrong perception or faulty inference are
quite common. The opponent claims that the Vedas not being of human origin
(apauruseya), ipso facto, are free from human errors. Also their purpose is to
teach the highest good. How then could Scriptural teachings be summarily
included in the gamut of ignorance?4
Thus in this section the opponent questions the rationale of the doctrine
established in the last section.

3 Cf.
Rtaiai
Also, cf.

ft aar fejT, armaria wifi wtftuiaftaarmi

aam^rwafH
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asRi'a^cdfHcMraMiicJi w—^ swdtiiidfeaaptlfai - atta
4 Cf. spg ar acasa#i w‘<jrniN m a*n,
g g^fengsiRRmifiii a#aTafaq$aar aif^rraft^nki
siwsiif&i ifcti -arof
Also, cf. ag—a^Rnat: kwiaa? pgaahprai sfj^arfai aaf afa *<uww»i«tid.Mcagi^al HiHiaaafafa:
a;a, ^ ar
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mrnSTfr^nTd: I d % ffe^TM4 ^KR5 R^TT^q^R:6 W*m\ d

^ 3TfyyW^^q ff^PTt ^qqfR: ^W^Tdl d ^ 3Td^WIrHdHd7
^

wi*h< 3r# 9-3r^8 3tritr:

sqrf^Tdi d ^

ITRT^ ^=mdl d ^ W^c^TR 3RrRq MHI'JIM'^Pd: 3#dl ^
3T%J[qrfeW^

MHt*J|IM ^ll^lfal ^1
11A
[siddhantasAdhakatarkabhasyam]

ucyate - dehendriyadisu ahammamabhimdnarahitasya pramatrtvanupapattau
pramanapravrttyanupapatteh. na hi indriyani anupadaya pratyaksadivyavaharah
sambhavati. na ca adhisthanamantarena indriyanam vyavaharah sambhavati.
na ca anadhyastatmabhavena dehena kascid vyapriyate. na ca etasmin sarvasmin
asati asahgasya atmanah pramatrtvam upapadyate. na ca pramatrtvam antarena
pramanapravrttih asti. tasmad avidycivadvisayanyeva pratyaksadini pramanani
sastrani ca.
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11 B
ucyate - (we) reply;

dehendriyadisu - on (the substrata like) the

body, sense organs and so on;

ahammamabhimanarahitasya -

(in the case) of one who is free from the notions of T and 'mine'; dWIrhdFfRrfr
pramatrtvanupapattau - (when) the state of being an agent of knowledge is
incongruous; MHI^iM<j-r4ri44Ti: pramanapravrttyanupapatteh - (because) the
functioning of the means of knowledge becomes incongruous; % hi - indeed;
3^41^1-4 indriyani anupadaya - without employing the sense organs;
d STcd^iid°44£K: <H*-44ld na pratyaksadivyavaharah sambhavati - activity like
perception is not possible; ^ ca - and; stftisJMH.

adhisthanam antarena

- without a locus (the physical body where one experiences pleasure
and pain); IT^PTT

d dMdfd indriyanam vyavaharah na sambhavati -

functioning of sense organs is not possible; ^ ca - and; 3FM''-cllrH4!4*i
anadhyastatmabhavena dehena - with the physical body on which the Self
is not superimposed; »T

°4tlM4d na kascid vyapriyate - no one acts;

ca

- and;

wR+h afFlfd etasmin sarvasmin asati - when this is all absent;

■3T^FR

asahgasya atmanah - of the unattached Self; 4HIcjcdHjpramUtrtvam

- the knowership; d dMMdci na upapadyate - (is) not intelligible; ^ ca - and;
wicjcdH.

pramatrtvam antarena - without the knowership; MHl'JlM'-ifd:

pramanapravrttih - the functioning of the means of knowledge; d
- is not (there); nenicf tasmat - hence;

na asti

yd avidyavadvisayani eva -

pertain only to those who are ignorant; drd^i<lPl MHMlPi dTTMM ^ pratyaksadlni
pramanani sastrilm ca - perception and other means of knowledge as well as
the Scriptures
11C
[rationale of the conclusion explained]

We reply:1 In the case of one who is free from the notions of T and
'mine' in the body, sense organs and so on2 the agent of knowledge
being incongruous, the functioning of the means of knowledge becomes
incongruous3 as well. Indeed, no activity like perception ensues without
employing the sense organs. In the absence of a locus4 (the physical body),
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the functioning of sense organs is not possible. With the physical body
on which the Self is not superimposed, no one engages himself in any
activity.5 When this is all absent,6 the knowership of the unattached Self
is not intelligible7 and without knowership the functioning of the means
of knowledge is not there.8 Hence it follows that perception and other
means of knowledge as well as the Scriptures pertain only to those who
are ignorant.
11 D
1. We reply: In this section the Siddhantin (exponent) explains the logic
behind his assertion9 "tametam avidyakhyam atmanatmanoh itaretaradhyasam
puraskrtya sarve pramanaprameyavyavaharah laukikah vaidikasca pravrttah presupposing this above-mentioned mutual superimposition of the Self and
the not-Self, designated as 'nescience', proceed all transactions, secular as
well as those prescribed by the Vedas."10
The present section forms the crux of the answer to the objection raised by
the opponent in Section 10.
2. In the case of one who is free from the notions of T and 'mine' in the
body, sense organs and so on:11 That is, if one does not superimpose the Self
on one's body, sense organs and so on and vice versa, no epistemological
behaviour (pramanaprameya-vyavahara) is possible.12 The Acarya is
elaborating this concept in the sequel.
3. the agent of knowledge being incongruous, the functioning of the
means of knowledge becomes incongruous: The logic of this sentence is
as follows: The functioning of an inert karana (instrument) depends on a
sentient karta (agent). An axe does not cut wood by itself and presupposes
the existence of a sentient woodcutter. Using the logic, the Acarya establishes

10 Vide Section 9.
Also, cf. aar a
a

i agr, arft

^ “waft 5® stgarar
at *1^10 n afa #aan
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that the instruments of knowledge (pramana) like sense organs, mind and
so on cannot function without a sentient cogniser (pramata) wielding them.
That the instruments13 (karana) produce cognition only when they are
employed by the agent can be explained by invoking the illustration of
deep sleep state.14 During this state the sense organs are inactive, for in the
absence of superimposition, there is no agent during that state and hence the
senses are not used to bring about any cognition whatsoever. This leads us
to the conclusion that without the superimposition of the nature of 'I am this'
(aham idam) and 'this is mine' (mama idam), there is no employment of the
sense organs by the agent of knowledge (pramata).15

The

present

sentence

pramatrtvanupapattau

" dehendriyadisu

ahammamabhimanarahitasya

pramanapravrttyanupapatteh”

constitutes

the

'vastusangraha-vakya' (summary sentence).16 Compare the wording of the
Bhasya passage "pramatrtvanupapattau pramanapravrttyanupapatteh" with the
wording in the concluding portion of this section "na ca pramatrtvam antarena
pramanapravrttih asti."
4. In the absence of a locus: The word 'adhisthanam' (locus) is interpreted
as 'sarlra' (physical body).17 This is made amply evident in the next Bhasya
sentence18 as well as in the Chandogya-upanisad.19
[,- Being an instrument consists in its being employed
by an agent and in its being a specific cause of the result.

14Cf. ifisfq-AiqiAR^iRfai
ci^ twFRnf wi

a ^

^1

FfdT

oifNIid-ddl

^
MNIuwfMBlfHidlfcl

5TO:—d^K^ro^KN^: I - WTliyfcl
17 Bhamatx has interpreted the term 'adhisthana' as 'adhisthata' (pramata) whereas Ratnaprabha
takes it to mean the 'physical body'.
Cf. a ^
VPm anfipr-d, W
qdrMRwtrai

wra
Also, Cf.
13 q dldVaMirdlrH-Hl^d ^=i

3m: b

i -wqat
i - leWH
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5. With the physical body on which the Self is not superimposed, no one
engages himself in any activity: The principle used to explain the Acarya's
present statement: "na ca anadhyastatmabhavena dehena kascid vyapriyate" is
'vyatireka-sahacara7. This term often used by the Naiyayikas (Logicians)
means 'concomitance (sahacara or vyapti) of the absence (vyatireka) of cause
(karana) and effect (karya)7. If the cause is absent, the effect is invariably
absent. With the physical body on which the Self is not superimposed
(karana) the sense organs do not function (karya).
The opposite of 'vyatireka-sahacara7 is 'anvaya-sahacara7 - 'the con¬
comitance (sahacara) of the presence (anvaya) of cause (karana) and effect
(karya)7. If the cause is present, the effect too is present. The waking and
dream states illustrate this principle of anvaya-sahacara. During these two
states when there is 'superimposition of the Self on the senses' (karana), the
superimposed Self acts as an agent, employs the sense organs and thereby
generates cognition (karya).20
6. When this is all absent: By 'all7 is meant the above-mentioned
superimpositions of the Self on the body, senses, mind and so on and
the superimposition of the body, senses, mind and so on on the Self
(itaretaradhyasa) .21
7. the knowership of the unattached Self is not intelligible: The Acarya's
description of the Self as 'asanga' (unattached) aims at drawing a distinction
between the object of analogy (drstanta-woodcutter and woodcutting) and
the subject of analogy (darstantika-the inner Self and the means of knowledge
like the sense organs, mind and so on). The woodcutter operates without
superimposing himself on his tools but such is not the case with the inner
Self which is absolutely unattached. An absolutely unattached entity cannot
20 CL
ir#T: I

aw, W jp{55i uz

m STAR'S SF&rict—^[fcl I
a StS: I 3MH

WZTOWia °MdfSRI>W
<fcKU|ctq|

1

'

Also, cf. m
a aiaim w ^Hifara oqrrfh: i ^rrw
ar4asqfakiawrwnik+wskmara:i -waftok
2) Cf.
=ai -aiaal
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at all operate until and unless it has entered into some kind of association
(sahga) with something which it operates (pravrtti). In other words without
mutual superimposition of the Self and the means of knowledge (pramana)
the inner Self can never be a pramata (agent of knowledge).22 It is this pramata
who has been defined by Vatsyayana (author of Nyaya-bhasya) as "one who
engages himself in an activity when propelled by a desire to obtain or to
relinquish."23 This desire to obtain or relinquish, as explained herein by the
Acarya, is produced by mutual superimposition (itaretaradhyasa).
8. without knowership the functioning of the means of knowledge is not
there: Without a pramata (knower) no pramana (means of knowledge) can
generate prama (knowledge).24 This sentence is a reiteration of the point
contained in the vastusangraha-vakya (summary sentence) occurring at the
beginning of the section - "pramatrtvanupapattau pramanapravrttyanupapatteh."
The repetition is to emphasise the idea that ignorance (adhyasa-avidya) is
the cause of our epistemological behaviour (pramanaprameya-vyavahara).

22 Cf.

% jfiKKii WKMRrara
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icchati' iti palayitum arabhante, haritatrnapurn.aps.nim upalabhya tarn prati
abhimukhibhavanti. evam purusS api vyutpannacittah kruradrstln akrosatah
khadgodyatakaran balavatah upalabhya tato nivartante,

tadvipantan prati

pravartante. atah samanah pasvadibhih purusSnarh pramanaprameyavyavaharah.
pasvadlnam

ca

prasiddhah

tatsSmanyadarsanad

avivekapurahsarah

vyutpattimatamapi

pratyaksadivyavaharah.

purusanam

pratyaksadivyavaharah

tatkalah samanah iti nisclyate.
12 B
WrftRb ^ ^ ft 3 i 11 d. pasvadibhih

from animals etc.;

ca avisesat - also because there is no distinction

yatha - just as;

animals etc.; ^KtftRh

hi - indeed;

pasvadayah -

^ifcT sabdadibhih srotradlnam sambandhe sati

- when (their) ear etc. come in contact with sound etc.;
'did sabdadivijhane pratikule jate - if the cognition of sound etc. becomes
unfavourable; cTcf: Mdd»h tat ah nivartante - go away from there;

^

anukitle ca - when favourable (cognition arises); Mddni pravartante - they
approach;

yatha - for example;

dandodyatakararh purusam

- a person with a stick held aloft in his hand;
upalabhya - (on) seeing in front; hi

abhimukham
mam hantum ay am icchati

- he intends to hurt me; ?Tcf iti - thinking thus; Mtfltdd+l

palayitum

arabhante - they start running away; ^Rd^i^UHifttH. haritatrnapilrnapanim
- a person with hands full of green grass;
hfcf

tarn prati abhimukhibhavanti - approach him; u,dH evam - in

the same way;

srfh

cultivated mind also;
shouting persons;
hands;

upalabhya - on seeing; <1

purusah api vyutpannacittah - persons of
3TPRT5H: kruradrstln akrosatah - fierce-looking
khadgodyatakaran - with swords raised in their

balavatah - mighty;

upalabhya - on observing; deb Mdd^d

tatah nivartante - go away from them; dftM<lctHSITel tadvipantan prati - towards
C1

\

those of opposite character; 9dcFrf pravartante - approach; 3RT: atah - therefore;
tWM: samanah - similar;

WlftRb pasvadibhih - with animals etc.; TJdWJTFI.

purusanam - of human beings; WFWhWdlH: pramanaprameyavyavaharah the empirical affairs concerning the means and objects of knowledge; Wl^di
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^ pasvadinam ca - and of the animals etc.; STTOFS; prasiddhah - well-known;
avivekapurahsarah - due to non-discrimination;
pratyaksadivyavaharah - the affairs related to perception etc.; dcdlhl«-M<vfMkt
tatsamanyadarsanat - because (we) observe a similarity (of behaviour) in them
(animals);

y ^ Iu 11H, vyu tpattima tam api purusandm - even in the

case of men of learning;

pratyaksadivyavaharah - the affairs

concerning perception etc.; dc+lk: tatkdlah - during that time; HUM: samanah
- of the same nature; fR) iti - in this way; FWldtl nisdyate - ascertained
12 C
[additional logic in defence of the doctrine]1

(We say so) also because there is no distinction from animals etc.2 Indeed,
just as the animals (like cows) etc. when their ears etc. come in contact
with sound etc. if the sensation of sound etc. is unfavourable,3 (they)
go away from there; and if favourable, they approach. For example, on
seeing a person approach with a raised stick in hand, they begin to run
away thinking ‘‘he intends to hurt me';4 (but) on seeing a person with
hands full of green grass, they approach him. In the same way, persons
of cultivated mind also, on observing fierce-looking shouting strong men,
carrying raised swords in their hands, run away from them, while they
approach those of opposite character.5 Therefore, (it is established that)
the empirical affairs concerning the means and objects of knowledge of
men are similar with those of the animals etc. It is certainly well-known
that the affairs of the animals concerning perception etc. are due to non¬
discrimination.6 Because we observe similarity in the nature (of men and
animals), it is ascertained that even in the case of men of learning, the
affairs concerning perception etc. are of the same nature7 during that
period (of non-discrimination).8
12 D
1. Additional logic in defence of the doctrine: In the last section the Acarya
established by arthapatti (postulation) that the inert senses cannot function
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unless they are wielded by the sentient Self and that this operation of wielding
the senses (pramanaprameya-vyavahara) and the experience of knowership
(pramatrtva) in the Self cannot occur without postulating the superimposition
of the Self on the not-Self. In arthapatti (postulation) an apparent incongruity
leads to the knowledge of a fact that does away with the incongruity. To
explain: Devadatta is fat but he is not seen eating during the day. The fact
that Devadatta is fat without eating is incongruous. This incongruity leads
to the 'postulation' that since Devadatta does not eat during the day, he
must be eating during the night. The knowledge that Devadatta eats during
the night is arrived at through arthapatti. The Acarya has taken recourse
to arthapatti (postulation) to prove that our epistemological behaviour
(pramanaprameya-vyavahara) owes its incidence to superimposition. But
arthapatti (postulation) as a means of knowledge (pramana) does not enjoy
universal acceptance across the Indian philosophical systems.8 In this section
the Acarya uses the universally accepted inferential argument (anumana) to
prove that it is superimposition which is at the root of all epistemological
behaviour (pramanaprameya-vyavahara).
<§>

While using arthapatti to establish that epistemological behaviour is rooted
in superimposition, the illustration of the 'woodcutter and woodcutting'
is generally invoked9 in order to prove that woodcutting comes into
existence only when the axe is used by the sentient woodcutter. But in this
illustration the woodcutter does not superimpose himself on the axe, the
means of woodcutting. Therefore this illustration (drstanta) does not accord
fully well with the inner Self (darstantika) since in this case there exists the
superimposition of the Self on the instruments of knowledge. The inferential
argument (anumana) provided in this section removes this anomaly.

#
8 Arthapatti (postulation) is accepted as a valid means of knowledge (pramana) by the
Mxmamsakas and Advaitins alone.
9 Refer to Section 11 D, n.3 & 7.
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Except Carvaka philosophy, every system of Indian philosophy (Darsana)
subscribes to inference (anumana) as a valid means of knowledge. Inference
centres on the knowledge of invariable concomitance (vyaptijnana). To
explain: Many instances of smoke where fire is invaribly present give the
knowledge that smoke is invariably related to fire. When we see smoke on
a distant hill, the knowledge of the invariable concomitance (vyaptijnana)
between smoke and fire helps us arrive at the knowledge of fire from the
perception of smoke even when the fire is beyond the perceptual sense organ
(pratyaksa). The Nyaya system of philosophy uses a five-membered syllogism
(pancavayavam vakyam) to explain the process of inferential knowledge:
(1) Hypothesis (pratijna) - The hill has fire (parvato vahniman).
(2) Reason (hetu) - Because it has smoke (dhumavattvat).
(3) Illustration (udaharana) - Where there is smoke there is fire
e.g. kitchen (yatra yatra dhumah tatra tatra vahnih yatha mahanase).
(4) Reiteration (upanaya) - This hill has the smoke which is invariably
concomitant with fire (vahnivyapyadhumavan ay am parvatah).
(5) Conclusion (nigamana) - Therefore this hill has fire (tasmad vahniman
ay am parvatah).
Unlike the Naiyayikas, the Mlmarhsakas and the Advaitins use a threemembered syllogism (tryavayavam vakyam) for inference.10
<$>

The Advaitin's syllogism for establishing that all human transactions
(pramanaprameya-vyavahara) are based on superimposition can be
demonstrated as follows:
(1) Hypothesis (pratijna) - All human transactions are based on
superimposition (sakalah manusyavyavaharah adhyasamulah).
(2) Reason (hetu) - Because their presence and absence are regulated by those
of superimposition (tadanvayavyatirekanuvidhayi-anvayavyatirekitvat).
10 The three-membered syllogism of the Mimamsakas and Advaitins is derived from the fivemembered syllogism used by the Naiyayikas. They use either the first three or the last three
members of the Nyaya syllogism to arrive at the inferential knowledge. In this section we
have used the first three members of the Nyaya syllogism to explain the inferential process.
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(3) Illustration (udaharana) - In all instances where the presence (anvaya)
and absence (vyatireka) of one thing is regulated by the presence and
absence of another thing, the former is the effect (karya) and the latter is the
cause (karana). The presence and the absence of the pot being regulated
by the presence and absence of clay, the pot is the effect and the clay
is the cause (yad yadanvayavyatirekanuvidhayyanvaya-vyatirekavat tat
tat karyam yatha mrdanvayavyatirekanuvidhayyanvayavyatirekavan
ghatah mrtkaryam).
<§>

An opponent may try to impress the point that the ordinary people (pamara)
alone are ignorant and are under the spell of superimposition, but not those
learned in the Scriptures despite the presence of their epistemological
behaviour (pramanaprameya-vyavahara).11 This opponent's syllogism can
be expressed as follows:
(1) Hypothesis (pratijna) - The transactions of the learned are not rooted
in superimposition (vidvadvyavaharah nadhyasamulah).
(2) Reason (hetu) - Because they co-exist with a person having knowledge
which destroys superimposition (adhyasanasakavidyavatpurusasrayatvat).
(3) Illustration (udaharana) - A thing which co-exists with another entity
which is opposed to the third cannot be rooted in the third one. For
instance, the light which co-exists with a lamp which is opposed to
darkness can never be rooted in darkness.
In this way the opponent argues that the Siddhantin's (exponent) argument
of inference suffers from inconstancy (vyabhicara-dosa).12
All these points mentioned above cumulatively suggest the necessity for
additional reasoning to substantiate the tenet of adhyasa being the root cause
of epistemological behaviour of humans (pramanaprameya-vyavahara).
11 Cf.

sifwI'sgpraHmft gnt otiuiwwiri
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2. because there is no distinction from animals etc.: This is a vastusangrahavakya (summary sentence). The expression "vyutpattimatamapi purusanUm"
(of the learned)13 needs to be added to the present sentence to bring out
the intended meaning. The similarity of the epistemological behaviour
(pramanaprameya-vyavahara) of the learned with that of animals suggests
the following syllogism:
(1) Hypothesis (pratijna) - The learned persons are ignorant (vyutpannah
purusah avidyavantah).
(2) Reason (hetu) - Because they are the agents of epistemological
behaviour (vyavaharakartrtvat).
(3) Illustration (udaharana) - Where there is epistemological behaviour
there is ignorance as in the case of animals (yatra vyavaharakartrtvam
tatra avidyavattvam yatha pasvadisu).
The rest of the section is devoted to demonstrate in detail tire authenticity
of this inference.14
3. Indeed, just as the animals (like cows) etc. when their ears etc. come
in contact with sound etc. if the sensation of sound etc. is unfavourable:
This sentence demonstrates the invariable concomitance (vyapti) between
epistemological behaviour-pramanaprameya-vyavahara (hetu-reason or

13 Refer to the last sentence of this section.
14 Cf. ft folvi d&lRa 5f<l HlSflrER:, 3d 4lRh+R
^
i5$$—'‘RftfFiFi amrsraRafadqqnftfa:
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mi -pi
Also. cf.
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probans) and ignorance-avidya/adhyasa (sadhya-probandum)15 which exists
respectively as cause and effect in animals: This is expressed as - 'yo yo
vyavaharakarta sah sah avidyavan iti hetusadhyayoh vyaptih'.

Further in the present sentence, the expression "when their ears etc. come
in contact with sound etc.' indicates that the instruments of perception
(pratyaksa-pramana) are in action. The words 'if the sensation of sound etc.
becomes unfavourable' prove that the perceptual cognition (pratyaksa-jnana)
has resulted. There, too, the term 'unfavourable' is meant to demonstrate
that the above perception has led to inferential knowledge (anumiti). To
explain: After cognising by perceptual process (pratyaksa) the nature of the
sound (sabdasvarupa) heard, the unfavourable nature of some other sound
of the same class earlier experienced is recalled and the animal infers the
unfavourbleness of the present sound.16 Thus, besides perception, inference
also has a role in the animal behaviour.
4. For example, on seeing a person approach with a raised stick in hand,
they begin to run away thinking 'he intends to hurt me': This sentence
also demonstrates like the earlier sentence (vide Section n.3) the invariable
concomitance between epistemological behaviour (hetu-probans) and
ignorance (sadhya-probandum) by another illustration. In the present
example, the eye (caksurindriya) is found to be at work while in the earlier
case it was the ear (srotrendriya). The second example is provided to indicate
that not only the ear but all the other sense organs also play their respective
roles in the animal's behaviour as and when the occasion arises.
15 The term 'sadhya' or 'probandum' denotes the 'entity to be established'. In the 'smoke-fire
illustration/ fire is the sadhya and smoke is the hetu (reason or probans). In the present context,
ignorance is the sadhya and the agency of epistemological behaviour (vyavaharakartrtva) is the hetu.
16 Cf. 3^ =3 5Rl1|fh
nfcl ffa

# ^
Also, cf.

II—floral Wl
Wia

ifa
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In the present sentence the phrase 'thinking he intends to hurt me' is more
explicit in demonstrating the parts played by inference in the behaviour of
the animals.
5. In the same way, persons of cultivated mind also, on observing fiercelooking shouting strong men, carrying raised swords in their hands, run
away from them, while they approach those of opposite character: In the
above account detailed by the Acarya, we can notice the four common stages
in the epistemological behaviour of both animals and learned men:
(1) means of knowledge (pramana) operate,
(2) knowledge (prama) of the object is born,
(3) desire to obtain (Ipsa) or to give up (jihasa) the object arises and
(4) this leads to action (pravrtti) or withdrawal (nivrtti).
While delineating the behaviour of animals and the learned men, the
Acarya's exposition resembles the Nyaya-bhasya of Vatsyayana.17

#
The Naiyayikas (Logicians) give importance to the validity of knowledge
(pramanya) and relegate the cogniser (pramata) to an insignificant status.
However, the Acarya in the present section clearly establishes the pivotal
role played by the pramata (cogniser) even while according due importance
to the means of knoweldge (pramana) and its validity (pramanya).
6. It is certainly well-known that the affairs of the animals concerning
perception etc. are due to non-discrimination: This statement reiterates
the invariable concomitance (vyapti), the probans (vyavaharakartrtva)
has with the probandum (avidya) in the illustration (udaharana): 'avidyavyapyavyavaharakartrtvavattvad vidvamsah avidyavantah.'

This,

the

Logicians call 'nigamana' (conclusion), and this is the fifth limb in their
inferential syllogism.18
17 Cf. WW! SraUTcR# ^frWIlWlS

SIWUI

HP-WW'-IM:, aTOfavfrWHiui

18 The present section can be used to construct a full-fledged syllogism with all the five limbs
of inferential proposition of Nyaya (pancavayavah anumanaprayogah):
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7. even in the case of men of learning, the affairs concerning perception
etc. are of the same nature: By the ''learned' the Acarya does not mean men
of direct Realisation (aparoksajnanavantah) but those who have a mere
intellectual comprehension. Hence their nescience remains intact. In all their
epistemological behaviour (pramanaprameya-vyavahara) they are in no
way better than other ordinary living beings (pranabhrnmatradharmanah).
8. during that period (of non-discrimination): Here 'tatkalah' means
'existing only during the time of superimposition.' The analysis (vigraha) of
this compound word is: tasya adhyasasya kala eva kalah yasya sah tatkalah
vyavaharah. This adjective signifies that all activities of living beings learned, ordinary persons and animals - exist till superimposition exists.19

(1) Hypothesis (pratijna) - The learned persons are ignorant (vyutpannapurusah
avidyavantah).
(2) Probans (hetu) - Since they are agents of worldly transactions (vyavaharakartrtvat).
(3) Illustration (udaharana) - Just as the animals etc. are (pasvadivat).
The explanation of concomitance (vyaptipradarsanam): Whosoever is the agent of the
wordly transactions, he is ignorant (yo yo vyavaharakarta sah sah avidyavan).
(4) Reiteration (upanaya) - These learned persons are also agents of the worldy transactions
(avidyavyapyavyavaharakartrtvavantah ime vyutpannah purusah).
(5) Conclusion (nigamana) - Therefore the learned have nescience (tasmadavidyavantah
vyutpannah purusah).

Also, cf. d:

3T3dj
33 3>T55t 3*3 SRfRFT, H rtrhlrt: 3313: I - •313ft'43
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13
[Rf'Sl*THHNd>d'fc3ltt:]
W'l1

a##^,

Wf ire^Rf ^ a#f^T 3flrTR:
d«ITN

3

^RiWi.

a^wiK afl^d^arfa^ a^TO, ai^WTTc* artedMdRl
^

^d^TTd ^nWia^^iOTcd d a^l^ddl d«TTft-

"dTpaTT

^T#R ^TWRl ^affdRM

13 A
[siddhAntasAdhakatarkasesah]

sdstnye

tu

vyavahare

yadyapi

buddhipurvakarl

na

aviditva

atmanah

paralokasambandham adhikriyate, tathapi na vedantavedyam asanayadyatitam
apetabrahmaksatradibhedam asamsari atmatattvam adhikare apeksyate, anupayogad
adhikaravirodhacca. prak ca tathabhutatmavijhanat pravartamanam sastram
avidyavadvisayatvam na ativartate. tatha hi - ‘brahmano yajeta" ityadlni sastrani
atmani varnasramavayo'vasthadioisesMhyasam asritya pravartante.
13 B
silted

°Mdia.H. sastrlye tu vyavahare - but (in case of) the Scriptural injunctions;

SRJR yadyapi - even though;

buddhipurvakan- the one who habitually

acts with forethought; B na - not;
atmanah - of the Self;

aviditva - without knowing; 3flcHd:
paralokasambandham - the relation with

the other world; 3#jfo<4d adhikriyate - becomes eligible for it; d*HR tathapi
- yet; d na - not;

vedantavedyam - capable of being known from

the Upanisads (Vedanta); ^WRiddidH,asanayadyatitam - as being free from
' ASS (fn.) SW cRI; Bhasyabhavaprakasika

g cRT

■ CSS (fn.) Pancapadika STTmft
1 ASS a&a
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hunger etc.;

apetabrahmaksatradibhedam - as devoid of the

distinctions like brahmana, ksatriya, etc.; SffWnft asamsari - (and) as non¬
transmigrating; $\hMdvii{atmatattvam - of the nature of the Self; STfa'bK 3RSFFT
adhikare apeksyate - is required for eligibility; ^T-fH II<ianupayogat - for it is of
no use;

adhikaravirodhat ca - and also because it is opposed to

the eligibility;

^ ^TTHdlcHW^Hiqprak ca tathabhutdtmavijnanat - and prior

to the Realisation of the above-described Self; WPTR 5TR3R pravartamanarh
sastram - the ensuing Scripture;

^ ^Eclddd avidyavadvisayatvam

na ativartate - does not transgress its being concerned with the ignorant; cf^TT
ft tatha hi - that is to say; WlWf:

brahmanah yajeta - A brahmana shall

perform sacrifice; scdiqlld 5TTWT&T ityadini sastrani - Scriptural injunctions like;
atmani - on the Self; eFPW\SWImwi^n^varnasramavayo 'vasthadivisesadhyasam - the superimposition of the differentiating factors like caste,
stage of life, age, etc.;

asrilya - depending on; M^d*rj pravartante - operate
13 C

[the remaining part of the logic in support of the doctrine]1

But in the case of Scriptural injunctions,2 even though the one who
habitually acts with forethought3 and who has the definite knowledge of
the Self's relation with the other world becomes eligible for carrying out
the Scriptural injunctions, yet (the Knowledge of) the real nature of the
Self, capable of being known from the Upanisads (Vedanta)4 as being free
from hunger etc., as devoid of the distinctions like brahmana, ksatriya,
etc. and as non-transmigrating is not required for the eligibility (to
perform Scriptural acts). For such knowledge is of no use (in performing
those Scriptural acts) and also because it is opposed to the eligibility (to
perform them).5 And prior to the Realisation of the above-described Self,
the ensuing Scripture does not transgress its being concerned with the
ignorant.6 That is to say the Scriptural injunctions like "A brahmana shall
perform sacrifice" etc. operate depending on the superimposition of the
differentiating factors like caste, stage of life, age, etc. on the Self.7
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13 D
1. The remaining part of the logic in support of the doctrine: In the last
section it has been established by inference (anumana) that all human
transactions - secular and Vedic - are on a par with those of animals as far as
superimposition, their cause, is concerned.
The opponent might argue that the Vedas being of non-human origin
(apauruseya) are free from all human deficiencies and errors and hence it is
not logically possible to bring activities based on them within the jurisdiction
of nescience. By excluding Vedic activities, the opponent's argument aims at
pointing out the defect of inconstancy (vyabhicara-dosa) in the Vedantin's
original inference that all human activities are rooted in nescience.
It is this part of the opponent's argument that the Acarya refutes in the
present section.
2. But in the case of Scriptural injunctions: Before answering the opponent's
argument, the Acarya structures the opponent’s argument in a more logical form.
The karma-kanda (the ritual portion of the Vedas) prescribes acts
presupposing the distinction between the Self and the physical body. To
explain: The Vedic injunction - "jyotistomena svargakamo yajeta - One who is
desirous of heaven should perform the Jyotistoma sacrifice" is not based on
the notion of the identity between the Self and the body since the performer
is well aware that at death the physical body is reduced to ashes and ceases
to exist much less enjoy any pleasure in heaven. So it is logically entailed that
the injunction for Jyotistoma sacrifice is based on the distinction between the
body and the Self. Thus the eligibility conferred by all Vedic injunctions on
the performers pre-supposes a clear knowledge (vidya) of the distinction
between the Self and the body. The opponent thus tries to point out the
defect of inconstancy (vyabhicara-dosa) in the Siddhantin's doctrine that all
human transactions including those of the Vedas are rooted in nescience.2

2 Cf.
flcti

i sirei 3
^ 3©^ qnfrp

ferai, ©ci
Also, cf. ^

i
5R1 <©<iRiRt}>

sirsi,

ferfci i - qroft
STMlfk^Asfq

a

cfPt ^©faRthM-IsjlH-
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(Vide Adhyasa-bhasya Section 9:

"tametam avidyakhyam atmanatmanoh

itaretaradhyasam puraskrtya sarve pramanaprameyavyavahardh laukikdh vaidikasca
pravrttah sarvdni ca sastrani vidhipratisedhamoksaparani.")
The opponent's argument can be presented in the following inferential
syllogism:
(1) Hypothesis (pratijna): The human activities based on the Scriptures
are not rooted in nescience (sastriyah vyavaharah na avidyamulah).
(2) Reason (hetuh): Because they are undertaken by those who are
definite about the distinction between the Self and the body (dehatmabhedaniscayapurvakatvat).
(3) Example-positive (udaharanam-anvayi):3 Like the spiritual practices
of those learned in the Vedic lore (yadevam tadevam yatha mahatam
adhyatmikavyavaharah).
Example-negative (udaharanam-vyatireki):4 Unlike the activities of
men of worldly pursuit and those of animals (yad naivam tad naivam
yatha laukikanam pasvadlnam ca vyavaharah).5

The opponent's ultimate aim is to assert: Because the Vedic rituals are thus
found to be based on vidya (the knowledge of the distinction between the
body and inner Self), one could as well follow the path of karma to get rid of
avidya. Hence no one needs to forsake karma-mlmamsa and take to Vedanta.
Consequently there is no need of brahma-jijnasa and the whole Vedantadarsana is purposeless and redundant.
3 Example-positive (udaharanam-anvayi) is the illustration of invariable concomitance
(vyapti) in terms of the presence of the probans (hetu) and the probaridum (sadhya) - 'where
there is smoke (probans), there is fire (probandum)' - yatra yatra dhumah (hetu) tatra tatra
vahnih (sadhya).
1 Example-negative (udaharanam-vyatireki) is the illustration of invariable concomitance
(vyapti) in terms of the absence of the probandum (sadhya) and the probans (hetu) - 'where
there is the 'absence of fire' (vyapya), there is the 'absence of smoke' (vyapaka)' - yatra yatra
'vahnyabhavah' (vyapya) tatra tatra 'dhumabhavah' (vyapaka).
5 Cf.
q,
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3. one who habitually acts with forethought: 'Buddhipurvakarin' is one who
undertakes important actions after planning and after thorough analysis of
the pros and cons. The dissolution (vigrahavakya) of this compound word
(samasa) is: 'niscayatmikam buddhim purvam purvatah prathamatah krtva
sviyam karyam kartum sllam asyeti buddhipurvakarl'. Here the suffix 'nini'
signifies 'habit' (tacchilya).6
4. (the Knowledge of) the real nature of the Self, capable of being known
from the Upanisads (Vedanta): The Self as an entity distinct from the
body is not directly dealt with in the karma-kanda of the Veda. Therefore
the Purvamimamsa-sutra of Jaimini also does not deal with this point.
By postulation they take the Self to be distinct from the body. Sabarasvamin, in his Purvannmamsci-bhasya, discusses the topic of the Self in
detail and establishes the existence of a permanent Self as distinct from the
impermanent body and describes it as transmigratory in character and as
the enjoyer of fruits of the sacrifices in another world. In doing so, his main
aim has been to refute logically the contrary stand maintained by the atheists
like the Carvaka. Kumarila-bhatta, the author of the Mimarnsa-vartika (§lokavartika) draws our attention to this limited purpose of the £abara-bhasya and
recommends a study of the Vedanta (Upanisads) for those who are interested
in understanding the true nature of the Self.7

Whenever occasion arises in his Prasthanatraya-bhasyas, the Acarya refutes
the following theories:
(1) Karma

is

an

independent

means

for

Liberation

(karmano

moksakaranatvavadah),
(2) Karma and jnana as jointmeans of Liberation (jnanakarma-samuccayavadah) and
(3) Karma-mlmamsa

(Purvamlmamsa-darSana)

and

the

brahma-

irumamsa (Uttara-mlmamsa or Vedanta-darsana) constitute one
composite Darsana (purvottaramlmamsayoh ekasastratvavadah).
7 Cf. Srsrif

I

Msifd <LjTiPwu'('1 II -
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The substance of his refutation is: Karma is rooted in avidya (nescience)
and hence it cannot be the means for Liberation. Karma cannot also join
jnana to bring about Liberation because the latter invalidates the former and
consequently the two mimamsas (Purva-mimamsa and Uttara-mlmamsa)
also cannot make one homogeneous Darsana.
5. For such knowledge is of no use (in performing those Scriptural acts)
and also because it is opposed to the eligibility (to perform them): The
eligibility (adhikara) consisting in the enjoyership with regard to the fruit
(phalasvamya)8 postulates by implication a necessary conviction on the part
of the sacrificer about the transmigratory nature of the Self. But the real nature
of Self as taught in the Vedanta (Upanisads) is devoid of transmigration
(asamsari) and free from the notions of doership and enjoyership (akarta
and abhokta). This nature of the Self, the injunction (vidhi) does not, and
cannot postulate by implication. The reason is: Such a nature of the Self
serves no purpose (anupayogat) for the injunction, either for maintaining
its own validity or for enforcing the eligibility contained in it. In truth, the
real nature of the Self as mentioned above is diametrically opposed to the
eligibility and therefore nullifies it.9
Doership (kartrtva), enjoyership (bhoktrtva) and transmigratory nature
(samsaritva) are the attributes of the not-Self and they are superimposed
on the inner Self through the agency of ignorance making him eligible for
performing the sacrificial rites. Thus the very eligibility contained in the
injunction cannot but presuppose the said superimposition on the part of
the sacrificer. This presupposition of superimposition is applicable to both
the karma-kanda and the jnana-kanda uniformly.10
8 The above cited sentence "jyoti$tomem svargakamo yajeta" is technically called 'adhikaravidhi'
which is defined as an injunction explaining the enjoyership of the sacrificer with regard to
the fruit of the rite (phalasvamyabodhako vidhih adhikaravidhih).
rrarffiri i ^ fefm s?qTf—r

rwift sfa hr +4UJ-iMl%ri, a

i

1

10 Jnana-kanda addresses itself to an individual who longs for Liberation. The longing for
Liberation presupposes the superimposition of transmigration on the inner Self. Further, no
one becomes eligible for the study of Upanisads unless he superimposes knowership on the
Self. Hence jnana-kanda (Vedanta or Uttara-mlmamsa) also addresses itself to the ignorant.
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6. And prior to the Realisation of the above-described Self, the ensuing
Scripture does not transgress its being concerned with the ignorant: This
sentence is meant to clear a doubt: If the real nature of the Self as taught in
the Upanisads, that is jnana-kanda, is opposed to the eligibility prescribed
in the karma-kanda, then the former would entirely cancel the authority
(pramanya) of the latter. Likewise, in view of the eligibility conferred by the
karma-kanda on the sacrificer, the jnana-kanda too would lose its validity.
Thus, as a result of this mutual annulment of validity, will not both the
kandas, that is the entire Veda, become apramanya (invalid)?11
The Acarya's reply to this question is: The Realisation of the true nature of
the Self is indeed entirely opposed to the eligibility and annuls ultimately the
validity of the Scriptural injunctions. But, prior to the rise of such Realisation,
those injunctions have empirical authenticity and bestow eligibility on those
who desire fruits. Hence the question of mutual annulment of the validity of
the karma- and jnana-kandas does not arise at all.
While concluding his detailed discussion under the Samanvaya-sutra
(1.1.4), the Acarya avers that, besides the Scriptural injunctions, the other
worldly means of cognition also like perception, inference and so on do
enjoy empirical validity till the Self is realised (pramanam tu a atmaniscayat).
The

difference

between

karma-kanda

and

jnana-kanda

is:

The

karmakanda-injunctions have relevance and validity with regard to the
persons characterised by avidya (nescience). On the other hand the Upanisads
(jnana-kanda) have relevance to the persons distinguished by their desire for
vidya (knowledge).12
Cf. sriteTOte ft

tei q fMija

*ai4l teat aa aw>t>di terbi, te ^ arten
ai?
teftercte steal ^ teai tetetat
iiFiiwpHiMir-r

ftea: i awiateiacg^tetea sirwte fesa.i - atel
11 cf.

tete, aai^yPm^ te aiwaaia.- tetetett tegyi

aai a qwni^gaitea fear ^tei awi»q»w<interci are—a aaiyaite i - ate
12 There are some parallel instances for a better appreciation of the present point: The
prohibitory injunction - "atmanam na hanyat - One should not commit suicide" pertains to
the persons of normal physical health, whereas the statement - "apratisamadheyavyadhlnam
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7. That is to say the Scriptural injunctions like "A brahmana shall
perform sacrifice" etc. operate depending on the superimposition of the
differentiating factors like caste, stage of life, age, etc. on the Self: In the
earlier part of this section it has been affirmed that the Scriptural injunctions
are applicable invariably to men of nescience, that is the applicability of the
injunctions has an invariable concomitance with superimposition. This point
is illustrated by the present sentence: "brahmano yajeta - A brahmana shall
perform sacrifice." It pertains to one who superimposes the caste-brahmanya
(varna) of the not-Self on the Self. The teaching: "grhasthah sadrstm bharyam
upeyat - A house-holder shall approach a wife of equal status" presupposes
a superimposition of a garhasthya (asrama or stage of life) of the not-Self
on the Self. The command: "astavarsam brahmanam upanaylta - A brahmana
of eight years shall be initiated into Vedic study by the upanayana rite" is
meant for the one who superimposes age on the Self. Examples could be
multiplied indeed.13

jaladipravesena pranatyagah - One who is suffering from an incurable disease may give up his
life by entering waters" is meant for men suffering from an incurable ailment. There is no
mutual annulment of the validity of these prescriptions as they are meant for two different
sets of persons. In the same manner, the karma- and the jnana-kandas of the Veda pertain
individually to two different sets of persons, the first set comprising persons with avidya and
the second set consisting of those who have desire for vidya.
13 Cf.
^
*$23#—rWT
ffcll dufeltb TFHT
I
feqifc I
|

whim:'
Also, cf.
3im ymnwlri—fife I qvi
'diudt Tdd', 'd f I
Nrt,
*nw*j<w4id',

>

Also, cf. d %'iAqTf.MHiaRdlWiluRife:, f%WWTSft
—d*n slid I cR
a^WIVEtra:—^sqhtpcrqpft
ffct,

3Tf3|rpzn*t:—-d 5 ^ ^llvu
I [wf^Kd]
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S'c^RW I rR7^fT

'Srl&H't M+c^: 'H'bcil 3T' ?fcf <sU^M^I*l^ll<r+iH 3^'^id, cf^TT <^?it|HI«t—
^tSt, f^ftst, 4fTSt TcMTFT, TT^fR, «3fq(ft ^ ffcT, cT^TT ffeqtwk
-^:, ^T:, WR\ 3^R:, ^T^TTS^fk cf«CT ^RTr^WHKWfl^c^W5ic#R
SlWq 3 ^ ^llcRT«1 TOUT^T clfeM^P

a^3TC*#l

14 A
[adhyasalaksanasamanvayah]
adhyaso nama atasmimstadbuddhih ityavocama. tadyatha putrabhaiyadisu vikalesu
sakalesu va 'ahameva vikalah sakalo va' iti bahyadharman atmani adhyasyati,
tatha dehadharman - sthulo'ham, krso'ham, gauro'harii, tisthami, gacchami,
langhayami ca iti, tatha indriyadharman - mukah, kanah, klibah, badhirah,
andho'ham iti, tatha antahkaranadharman kamasahkalpavicikitsadhyavasayadin.
evamahampratyayinam asesasvapracarasaksini pratyagatmani adhyasya tam ca
pratyagatmanam sarvasaksinam tadviparyayena antahkaranadisu adhyasyati.
14 B
STWJI'H: adhyasah - superimposition;

nama - is indeed; SRTf&R.atasmin - in

what it is not; d&fe tadbuddhih - cognition of that thing; ?fcl iti - thus; ^4nIh
avocama - we defined;
W'hci^

tad yatha - as (in the following case);

3T putrabharyadisu vikalesu sakalesu va - when one’s son, wife,

etc. are sound or unsound;

^3 M'twi:

3T aham eva vikalah sakalah

va - I am myself sound or unsound; ?frf iti - thus; WHWFTR, bahyadharman
- attributes of the external objects; <HicHPi atmani - on the Self;
adhyasyati - superimposes; M tatha - so;
1 srfct—Mlfcrat^M

?rcq WWW sffsf? Rm44)sffer8i^,

dehadharman - attributes

«mcq<airH'+irH &N&—H^lstld 5fcT

^ d^isR^f feraftrfa *rra3j -tusmi
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of the body;

sthiilah aham - I am fat;

krsah aham - I

am thin; 3ffc: $W{gaurah aham - I am fair; IdHliM tisthami - I stand; Jr^lH4
gacchami - I go;

lahghayami - I jump; ^ ca - and; ?fcf iti - thus; cTOT

tatha - likewise;

indriyadharman - the attributes of the organs;

mukah - dumb; 35FT: kanah - one-eyed;
- deaf;

klibah - impotent; 5P71: badhirah

andhah - blind; ^Raham -1 (am); ?fcl iti - thus;

tatha - likewise;

W^'^v^HRantahkaranadharman - the attributes of the internal organ;
kamasankalpavicikitsadhyavasayadln - desire, resolve, doubt,
determination, etc.; 'hiRevam - in this way;
locus of 'I'-notion;

RMHahampratyayinam - the

asesasvapracarasaksini - on the Witness

of all the activities (of the internal organ); MrMhlcHPi pratyagatmani - on the
inner Self;

adhyasya - having superimposed; cl R MrfJllrHMh tam ca

pratyagatmanam - and that inner Self; WtRtfWTRsarvasaksinajn - the Witness
of all;

tadviparyayena - conversely by implication; 3RT:<Myilfc^,

antahkaranadisu - on the internal organ etc.;

adhyasyati - (one)

superimposes
14 C
[demonstration of the definition of superimposition]

We have already defined superimposition as a cognition of one thing in
what is not that thing.1 For instance:2
(1) When (one's) son, wife, etc. are sound or unsound, one superimposes
on the Self the attributes of the external objects, as 'I am myself
sound or unsound'.3
(2) In the same way, one superimposes on the Self, the attributes of
the body as 'I am fat', 'I am thin', 'I am fair', 'I stand', 'I go' and 'I
jump'.4
(3) Likewise one superimposes on the Self the attributes of the organs
as 'I am dumb', 'I am one-eyed', 'I am impotent', 'I am deaf' (and)
'I am blind'.5
(4) Similarly one superimposes on the Self the attributes of the internal
organ such as desire, resolve, doubt, determination, etc.6
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(5) In this way, one superimposes the internal organ etc. (the locus
of T-notion) on the 'Witness of all the activities of the internal
organ' (namely, the inner Self);7 and conversely by implication one
superimposes that inner Self, the Witness of all, on the internal
organ etc.8
14 D
1. We have already defined superimposition as a cognition of one thing in
what is not that thing: The Acarya’s exposition of the theory of the mutual
superimposition of the Self and the not-Self in the earlier sections included:
(1) objection against the possibility of superimposition,
(2) defence in support of superimposition,
(3) a comprehensive definition of superimposition accompanied by
illustrations and
(4) demonstration of how superimposition lies at the root of all human
transactions - both secular and Vedic.
In the next section the Acarya is going to point out that this superimposition
is the cause of all evils (anarthahetu). By way of preparing the ground for
elucidating this point (anarthahetuta), the Acarya, in this section reiterates
the definition of superimposition as "atasmimstadbuddhih - the cognition
of one thing in what is not that thing." While doing so the Acarya has
dropped the term 'smrtirupah' (having the nature of recollection) from the
earlier definition - "smrtirupah paratra pttrvadrstavabhdsah" - as it is merely
descriptive in nature.3 Hence the definition of superimposition presented in
this section does not essentially differ from the earlier one.4
Commentators such as Padmapada and Anandagiri have justified this
reiteration of the definition by explaining that it prepares the background
and builds the context to answer the specific query about the exact objects of
mutual superimposition (yusmadartha and asmadartha).5
3 Refer to Section 3.
FIR^fcf—^ITR
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2. For instance: In this section the Acarya gives five instances of
superimposition. The first four fall under the category of dharma-adhyasa
(sopadhika-adhyasa) and the last one under dharmi-adhyasa (nirupadhikaadhyasa).6 Though dharmi-adhyasa alone is the cause of dharma-adhyasa, yet
the Acarya first gives many instances of dharma-adhyasa and shows that it is
dharma-adhyasa which is directly the source of all evils (sarva-anarthahetu).7

Before we proceed to analyse various instances of adhyasa given by the
Acarya in this section, it would be of value to take note of the levels of
dharmi-adhyasa:
(1) superimposition of antahkarana on the inner Self (which is
conditioned by nescience),
(2) superimposition of the senses on the conglomerate of inner Self and
antahkarana,
(3) superimposition of the body on the conglomerate of the inner Self,
antahkarana and senses and
(4) superimposition of external objects owned (svamya) on the
conglomerate of inner Self, antahkarana, senses and the body.
For each of the succeeding superimpositions the preceding conglomerate
becomes the Atman (inner Self).8 In the act of superimposition of the
preceding conglomerate on the succeeding one, the Self stands out and other
members of the conglomerate recede to the background.9
Also, cf.

fh&'ziKTO 3*3

31#33.

vaHi-ifct i
Also, cf. 3*3 ^3^*3

cri&wm 3isa?ra

fcsraa:

aw

were#—3rczn#3i3fc?i -3M3T3sffit^fst
6 For details of dharma-adhyasa and dharmi-adhyasa refer to Section 5.
7 Cf. 33 arptffci
33 <31^1^3331^13
yfsiiiw
Also, cf. *1
wwi

fcrvrf*5^riMI3133tg:,

8 Cf. 313 33333^113f^lK:

<}hl -W4tf^lft333T

9 333:3*3 3f3icR>33 3F331MR 33
IrKt^id Wtllrl,

*331

^3T3ir<ffeuci i - s#i
3T333: W33*c33TO3 3133T^t3F#t3

?3cl: 3t3l 3T 3

I - H*14l(<*'f>l
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The above-mentioned dharmi-acLhyasas are explained by the Bhasyakara
with corresponding illustrations of dharma-adhyasa (albeit in the reverse
order). The Bhasyakara starts with the superimposition of the most external
object (son, wife, etc.) on one's Self and proceeds to different stages of
superimposition upto the innermost superimposition of antahkarana on the
inner Self. This technique of taking the student from the gross to the subtle
enables the student to comprehend the intricate structure of superimposition.
3. When (one's) son, wife, etc. are sound or unsound, one superimposes on the
Self the attributes of the external objects, as '1 am myself sound or unsound':
The expression "atmani adhyasyati" (superimposes on the Self) occurring in this
illustration is intended to be read with the other subsequent illustrations also.
The term 'Self' in the present sentence connotes the conglomerate of the
inner Self, antahkarana, senses and the body. The father through the relation
of ownership (svamya) superimposes the son on himself. The ownership is
complete when the owned thing is complete. The father feels honoured or
dishonoured when his child is honoured or dishonoured. Thus the attributes
of health, honour and so on are transferred to the father through the channel
or adjunct (upadhidvara) of ownership.10
The father is aware of being different from the child even when he
superimposes the child's attributes on himself. In all the instances of
superimposition mentioned here, the difference between the substratum
(adhisthana) and the object of superimposition (adhyasta) is recognised even
during the time of superimposition unlike the case of primary superimposition
(mukhya-adhyasa) such as rope-snake wherein such difference is blurred
and not felt at all. Hence the instances of superimposition mentioned
by the Acarya in this sentence are to be considered as cases of secondary
superimposition (gauna-adhyasa) .n
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4. In the same way, one superimposes on the Self the attributes of the body
as 1 am fat', 'I am thin', 'I am fair', 'I stand', 'I go' and 'I jump': The Self here
connotes the conglomerate of the inner Self, antahkarana and senses. Just as
one superimposes on the Self the external attributes of the child (health, illhealth, etc.) so also one superimposes on the Self the attributes, like leanness,
fatness and so on of one's own body. The suggestion is: If through the notion
of ownership (svamya) one could superimpose the attributes of even an
external entity like the child, what need be said about the attributes of one's
own body, which is more intimate than the child’s body?12
5. Likewise one superimposes on the Self the attributes of the organs
as 'I am dumb', 'I am one-eyed', 'I am impotent', 'I am deaf' (and) 'I am
blind': Here the term 'Self' denotes the conglomerate of the inner Self and
antahkarana (internal organ). The organs are more intimate than the physical
body and hence their attributes are readily superimposed on the Self. Among
the attributes cited, dumbness and impotence are the attributes of the organs
of action (karmendriyas) and the rest, like deafness, blindness and so on are
those of the organs of cognition (jnanendriyas).
6. Similarly one superimposes on the Self the attributes of the internal
organ such as desire, resolve, doubt, determination, etc.: Here the term 'Self'
stands for the inner Self conditioned by nescience (avidyopahitacaitanya).
Because antahkarana (inner equipment or internal organ) is proximate, its
attributes like desire, hatred and so on are much more readily superimposed
on the Self.
<§>

The concept of mind as delineated in Advaita-vedanta goes against the
Nyaya conception of the mind. The attributes (desire, resolve, etc.) which
12 cf. ^ ^ qh’trvzwu

awimiii+y,

aro

l — 'MlHdl

Also, cf.

jpa?

SB:,

—'JHfjM"4 father!): W'bAl 4%

arRsf—1fWrtfefcI
I -

Also, cf.
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are ascribed to the mind in Brhadaranyaka-upanisad are postulated to inhere
in the Self by the Naiyayikas through the instrumentality of the mind.
By ascribing such qualities to the mind, the Sruti absolves the Self of any
modification that might occur because of the inherence of these qualities in
it. The Acarya's description of desire, resolve and the rest as attributes of the
mind (antahkarana) is based on the Upanisad declaring these qualities as the
mind itself.13
7. In this way, one superimposes the internal organ etc. (the locus of Tnotion) on the 'Witness of all the activities of the internal organ' (namely,
the inner Self):14 This sentence throws light on the mutual superimposition
of the substrata (dharmi-adhyasa) which alone enables the above-mentioned
mutual superimposition of the attributes (dharma-adhyasa).15
The term 'ahampratyayl' denotes all that in which there is the notion
of 'I-ness'. Hence it includes in its gamut the antahkarana, senses, body as
well as the external entities on which one has the sense of ownership (child,
wife, etc.).16
8. and conversely by implication one superimposes that inner Self, the
Witness of all, on the internal organ etc.: The organs and the body are inert;
it is the superimposition of the inner Self that makes them appear to be
infused with consciousness.
The 'superimposition of the Self' on the antahkarana (antahkarane
atmadhyasah) differs from the 'superimposition of the antahkarana on
the Self' (atmani antahkaranadhyasah). In the former case it is not the Self
which is superimposed on the antahkarana but rather it is the inner Self's
'contact' with the antahkarana that is superimposed on the antahkarana.
13 3OT:

3FSJ5ST3J

4 rra ^I

14 'asesasvapracarasaksini': asesa - all; sva - antahkarana (internal organ); pracara - vrttayah
(modifications); saksin - Witness. This compound word thus means 'on the inner Self which
witnesses all the activities of the internal organ (antahkarana)'.
15 Cf.
Also, cf.
Also, cf.

- vrro)
?frl T3RS?
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The superimposition of contact (samsarga) is termed 'samsarga-adhyasa'.
If we were to posit that it is the inner Self alone (and not Its contact) that is
superimposed on the antahkarana, the inner Self would be rendered illusory.
For all that is superimposed (adhyasta) is illusory in nature as the cases of
superimposed silver and snake. It is to avoid this undesirable contingency
that the 'contact' (samsarga) of the inner Self with (antahkarana) has been
postulated as being superimposed (adhyasta) and not the pure inner Self.17
On the other hand, the latter case of 'the superimposition of antahkarana
on the inner Self is in terms of both its nature (svarupa-adhyasa) and its
contact (samsarga-adhyasa). Superimposition of the nature (svarupa) of
one entity on the other is termed 'svarupa-adhyasa'. Such a superimposed
entity alone (like silver, snake, etc.) becomes an object of illusory perception
(bhrama-jnana). By positing 'the superimposition of antahkarana on the
inner Self' in terms of not only contact (samsargatah) but also in terms of its
nature (svarupatah), the Advaitins clearly establish the illusory nature of the
superimposed antahkarana.

17 Cf.
P^lcHd: did
3d3flcRd: WFW4W
I -rURI

I d

dl-wftd1 df-HI^

Also, cf. dd 3l5lW didtflcHd: titPT:,
dd-dSliicltd ffc?
1=4 arcdi^wrddd^'w # did: 1 Also, cf. df&HMM«l—'Jl'Stdl'TV'bt'JKd

I 't'WlcHld
d*1|WlldlS4:tf;R

dddtdfcfl
dd, dg dd--Mddt«dda 5R! duMdftkl
afeqwiw g gdidwrrj'iidui d froi -ngh
Also, cf. dfftTddFdMld*d:d/Wi^Td]
dlRtaidcd, edHtkdd dddMIclJ d

I ddrcHdTcl dldcl.1 d d ddWfdBMcdAd, digsmwi
dltMrl^l Aifddl, fSdtSVZj?dldIcdd-- fWdT dTdsfd ?RJS-

WVliidlfglcI did: I - -dwftuk
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15 A
[adhyasavicAranigamanabhasyam]

evamayam anadirananto naisargikah adhyaso mithyapratyayarupah kartrtvabhoktrtvapravartakah

sarvalokapratyaksah.

asyanarthahetoh

prahanaya

atmaikatvavidyapratipattaye same vedanta arabhyante.
15 B
'Wlevam - in this manner; W^kayam - this (the above-mentioned); 3WIK
anadih - having no beginning; 3RRf: anantah - (and) no end;
naisargikah - natural; SfWIuH: adhyasah - superimposition;
mithyapratyayarupah - of the nature of illusory cognition;
kartrtvabhoktrtvapravartakah - which brings about doership and enjoyership
1 CSS Pancapadika

1 3P?H-! -ST^q
2 Swia+tti’l
-RTO$
3
cditlrHHId—^RU|[W4Kil ft SMqfwwq ^RciJWffPI
c5$WcRa*tT
a qalaa ffcf WJS'iRI 3W3T ftpsaiMrtWHi
qaq a aa'rMMahaaj aHaat
agr
5?aai a +nun<a wi «aRai -sipiM<i
ftsaracawi
^w°i aasrorcaai ^^aa, a aaliaa # sFsffagqt sraai fosara=aarai
cs^oth:, aatafoRw-aaN
i -1
-jqrqiaaTq
^jtqiRta^v a?a Iffgafogro:, a^i wfa fia qfqigiaw faffo, aaarafa areat -^aiaf^k
aiMa-aMai
3n~<aareia«feq a^aa amm
araaia:, aftaar fasn wsnaErd
ataftfeaiaa.i -*aw(5w
8 waaawiaifTa: a&K: i - -awPiuk
93tR»irftaR:l -eijRiPiafq
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(in the Self);

sarvalokapratyaksah - is experienced by one and all;

aTR asya - (of) this;

anarthahetoh - source of evils; HS.i’did prahanaya

- for eradicating;

atmaikatvavidyapratipattaye - for gaining

Realisation of the oneness of the Self; Tlf

sarve vedantah - all Upanisads

(Vedanta); STTW’ri arabhyante - are commenced (revealed)
15 C
[discussion on superimposition concludes]

In this manner1 this beginningless2 and endless3 natural superimposition,
which is of the nature of illusory cognition,4 which brings about doership
and enjoyership (in the Self),5 is experienced by one and all.6 It is for the
eradication of this source of evils - to attain the Realisation of the oneness
of the Self that all the Upanisads (Vedanta) are commenced (revealed).7
15 D
1. In this manner: Having established the theory of mutual superimposition
of the Self and the not-Self (itaretaradhyasa) by adducing arguments, proofs
and illustrations, the Acarya now concludes his essay on adhyasa.
2. beginningless: Adhyasa is beginningless.10 Both adhyasa (superimposition)
and the individual (jlva) flow eternally as a series of cause and effect
(pravahanitya). Hence there is no 'defect of reciprocal dependence'
(anyo'nyasrayadosa) .n
3. endless: Adhyasa is not to be construed as being absolutely indestructible.
If it had meant so, the inquiry into the nature of Brahman would have been
rendered fruitless. Hence the term 'ananta' (endless) means that it is not
destructible in the absence of the Knowledge of the Self.12
10 The following six are considered to be begiruningless in Advaita-vedanta: (1) Jlva, (2) Ifivara,
(3) Brahman, (4) Jvvesvara-bheda (the difference between jlva and Kvara), (5) Avidya/adhyasa
and (6) Avidyacaitanya-sambandha (the relation between avidya and Caitanya).
11 Cf. dtelrR
dafai -TUBd)
Also, cf.
Also, cf.

I

I
IK:, rhdq ^ JtdTiSd WdNA-fei
HRTOWnTh, ddWteq^f^raaiTn

dTSdlf^dhJ - JqihTWI

12 Cf. dTd5lMB*dl«lfi(l'Wd‘i-^Jd; I - BWd)
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4. of the nature of illusory cognition: The fundamental nature of illusory
cognition (mithyapratyaya) is its illusoriness (mithyatva), which in Advaitavedanta is described as indeterminablity (anirvacaniyatva). Indeterminablity
of illusory cognition lies in being neither existent (sat) nor non-existent (asat)
- 'sadasadbhyamanirvacamyam' P
5. which brings about doership and enjoyership (in the Self): Notions of
doer ship and enjoyership are caused in the inner Self by adhyasa. These are
in turn responsible for the cycle of vasana, cinta and kriya, which fuels the
evil cycle of transmigration (samsara).14
By stating that doership (kartrtva) and enjoyership (bhoktrtva) are
products of ignorance, the Acarya refutes indirectly the thesis of Self being
essentially a doer and enjoyer (kartrtvabhoktrtva-saktiman) as posited by
the Naiyayikas, Mlmamsakas and others.
6. is experienced by one and all: In Section 2, inference (anumana) is used
to establish the existence of adhyasa. The Acarya therein invokes the natural
usages such as T am this' and 'this is mine' to imply adhyasa as their causative
factor. In the present section he says that adhyasa is experienced perceptually
by one and all and therefore perception (pratyaksa) is used in this section to
prove adhyasa. Thus both pramanas (means of knowledge) - pratyaksa and
anumana - have been used to establish the existence of adhyasa.15
7. It is for the eradication of this source of evils - to attain the Realisation
of the oneness of the Self that all the Upanisads (Vedanta) are commenced
(revealed): Adhyasa, the source of all evils can be eradicated by its direct
opponent alone - the Knowledge of the oneness of the Self. Ignorance is
overcome by knowledge just as darkness is destroyed by light alone.

Also, cf. iwi frt waTwai
Also, cf.
w cf.
Also, cf.
14 Cf.
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The expression “atmaikatvavidyapratipattaye sarve vedanta arabhyante"'16
affirms that the Upanisads are the sole means of gaining the aforesaid
Knowledge. Also it implies that the Upanisads are not intended to be used
as Mantra for Vaidika-karma or for mere japa.17
The present sentence indicates:
(1) visaya of Vedanta as the Realisation of the Self as being one with
Brahman (atmaikatvavidya-pratipatti) and
(2) prayojana (or phala) of Vedanta as destruction of avidya and its
effects (sarva-anartha-hetuprahana) .18
The 'oneness of the Self (atmaikatva) is the 'total dissociation from the
entire phenomena' (vigalitasamasta-prapahcatva) and remaining as the
blissful Brahman.19 The Upanisads affirm that there can be no delusion and
misery to the one who has realised this oneness of the Self.20

16Cf.

3#wrr##5ta:i -qrii$

Also, cf. 'Kl'dl:
ScMdd
17 Cf. SifrRfrt: St#: H*q,
1S Cf. qqquro
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19 Cf. ancA+cs

aiPPq^JRq >33:, cnxfdHro

qifa: H'Mq^qd: I -fqnqiFTtq^ («)
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PtiqrqlAicei aiqqan A<xi«rtl:

^SfT=E|TWl: *m\ 3<T«rlRli H«{T WHm 5lrik+4lHWNi ST^IN^W: II
16 A
[SArIrakamImAmsAbhAsyArambhapratijnA]

yaths cayamarthah sarvesfim. vedantanam tatha vayamasyam sanrakamlmamsayam
pradarsayisyamah.
16 B
^ yatha ca - and how;

ay am arthah - this purport; TIW

sa.rves3.rh vedantanam - of all the Upanisads (Vedanta); cf^TT tatha - that; Wf
vayam - we;
mlmdmsa;

sanrakamlmamsayam - in this Saftrakapradarsayisyamah - we shall show
16 C
[commencement of the SArIrakabhAsya announced]

And how this is the purport of all the Upanisads (Vedanta),1 that we shall
explain in the (ensuing) Sanraka-mlmathsa?
16 D
1. And how this is the purport of all the Upanisads (Vedanta): The expression
'all the Upanisads (Vedanta)' suggests that all the Upanisads are to be treated
as 'one homogeneous unit' (ekavakyataya) and that their purport is to be
understood accordingly in a harmonious way (samanvaya). The Bhasyakara
establishes this in the Samanvayadhyaya1 (the Chapter on Harmony) of
the Brahma-sutra. One should not understand the different passages of the
Upanisads in a mutually unrelated manner as if they are independent units.
In that case one is sure to get lost often in their superficial contradictions. The
1 The four adhyayas (chapters) of Brahma-sutra are as follows: (1) Samarivaya-adhyaya (2)
Avirodha-adhyaya (3) Sadhana-adhyaya and (4) Phala-adhyaya.
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contradictions expressed in the passages are only apparent since they have
been occasioned by the different angles from which the same truth has been
expounded. These contradictions have been reconciled by the Sutrakara
and the Bhasyakara in the second chapter Avirodhadhyaya (Chapter on
Reconciliation).
<§>

In the Upanisads we come across many passages that prescribe various
contemplations (upasanas) such as pranopasana, omkaropasana, vaisvanaraatmopasana and so on. Each of these upasanas is also pointed out as having
specific fruits. Yet none of these upasanas are capable of bestowing the
Knowledge of the Self - the explicit 'fruit' (phala) of the Upanisads. Indeed,
contemplation on the rope has never been known to have destroyed the
ignorance about the rope! Rather it is the direct knowledge (jnana) of the rope
alone that can remove the ignorance about the rope.2 The Upanisads being
replete with descriptions of various upasanas, how does the Bhasyakara declare
that all the Upanisads have the single fruit of the Knowledge of the Self?3
The reply to this question is: The Upanisads declare that the Self is to be
known through sravana (listening), manana (reflection) and nididhyasana
(meditation).4 All these require mental concentration (cittaikagrata) which
is augmented by the various upasanas. Hence the importance of upasanas
and therefore their explicit mention even in the Upanisad portions of the
Vedas. Since the upasanas also help in the attainment of Self-knowledge
through generating mental concentration, the Bhasyakara asserts that all
the Upanisads (Vedanta) have the single purpose of Knowledge of the
Self as their goal.5 These ideas are explained in detail in the third chapter
Sadhanadhyaya (Chapter on the Means for Attaining Liberation).

2 Cf. a
3 Cf. Mi'JiiqMifMi
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Also there is no contradiction between the Upanisadic passages that
posit Brahman as the Creator and those which deny the same. Creatorship
is not a real characteristic of Brahman, as the world is mithya (illusory) in
nature because of its 'drstanasta-svabhava' (which disappears as it appears).
Hence the passages that delineate Brahman as a Creator are merely meant as
adhyaropa (deliberate superimposition) and those passages which describe
Brahman as being free from qualities like creatorship are from the angle of
apavada (negation).6 Therefore there is no mutual contradiction whatsoever.7
Thus the Bhasyakara is perfectly justified in asserting that all the
Upanisads are to be treated as one homogenous whole and that the purport
(tatparya or visaya) of all the Upanisads is the attainment of the Realisation
of oneness of the Self.
2. Sariraka-mimamsa: The Brahma-sutra has been termed ‘Sariraka-mimamsa’
by the Acarya. The word 'sarirakamlmamsa' literally means 'inquiry
(mlmamsa) into the one who dwells in the contemptible physical body
(sariraka or jlva)'. In short the compound 'sariraka-mimamsa' means 'an
inquiry into the real nature of jlva'. The jlva is the denotation of 'tvam-pada'
and Isvara is the denotation of 'tat-pada'. An inquiry into their real nature
shows their identity as evidenced by Mahavakyas like “tat tvam asi."s
Adhikarin, visaya, prayojana and sambandha are the members of 'the
group of four related preliminary considerations' (anubandha-catustaya)
ifeqfo

i w^qwidHi,
lElglHUglCgglBSUEIEHttCniGIKrHEaiEIKEUmEEKLIgECIKemiKI
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that are expected to be specified at the commencement of every treatise
of philosophical inquiry. The 'adhikarin' is elucidated by the Acarya as
'the individual endowed with sadhana-catustaya'9 while analysing the
word 'atha' (anantarya - immediately after) in the first Sutra - "athato
brahmajijnasa". The visaya being atmaikatva (oneness of the Self with
Brahman) and the prayojana being the destruction of ajnana and its effectsamsara (anarthahetuprahana) have been already indicated in Section 15.
The present sentence indicates the sambandha (relation between the
expounder and expounded - pratipadya-pratipadaka-sambandha) of the
subject matter of atmaikatva (visaya or pratipadya) as being revealed by the
Sariraka-mlmamsa, that is the Brahma-sutra (pratipadaka).

1

\
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Adhyasa-bhasya: A Recapitulation
Purpose of Adhyasa-bhasya
Acarya Sankara's preamble to the Brahma-sutra and its commentary is
well-known as 'Adhyasa-bhasya' or the 'commentary on superimposition'.
Contrary to the expectation that an introduction to Brahma-sutra would
focus on Brahman, the Acarya chooses to delineate the nature of adhyasa
(superimposition). Why does he do so?
The Brahma-sutra begins with the aphorism on inquiry - "athato
brahmajiihasa - now, therefore, begins the inquiry into Brahman." Indeed all
inquiries presuppose two grounds:
(1) existence of doubt (i.e. the absence of clarity about the object of
inquiry) in the inquirer and
(2) conviction that the inquiry would lead to a fruitful result.
The Adhyasa-bhasya seeks to establish the existence of these two grounds
of all inquiries without which the Brahma-sutra itself would be rendered a
meaningless deliberation. Herein the Acarya shows that the T-experience is
erroneous by demonstrating that it is based on the mutual superimposition
(itaretara-adhyasa) of the Self and the not-Self. Hence the doubt about the
essential nature of 'T-experience and the need for clarity about the same.
Also, this adhyasa is shown by the Acarya as being the cause of samsara
and its consequent evils (sarva-anartha-hetu). Since the Knowledge of the
identity of the inner Self with Brahman (atmaikatvavidyapratipatti) alone
can put an end to samsara, the inquiry into Atman-Brahman (brahmajijnasa) is very purposeful and fruitful. Thus the Adhyasa-bhasya establishes
the twin prerequisites of inquiry - doubt and usefulness.
Further, the Upanisads declare Brahman as one and indivisible through
statements such as (Cha.U.6.2.1) "ekamevadvitiyam." If the Reality was one
alone, how

then do we account for the perceived plurality? Advaitins

postulate adhyasa-ignorance (also termed 'maya') to explain the phenomenon
of plurality. The Acarya’s Adhyasa-bhasya renders doubtful the status of
plurality in the world vis-a-vis the Upanisadic non-dualism of the Reality.
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Establishing Adhyasa
In order to explain the nature of adhyasa and to situate it in its proper
perspective, the Acarya at the very beginning questions the existence of
mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self through the words of the
opponent (Purvapaksin). He compares the opposed nature of the Self and
not-Self with the dissimilar and contradictory nature of light and darkness.
Light cannot be mistaken for darkness and vice versa. So, too, the Self and the
not-Self cannot be mistaken for each other. In spite of their mutually opposed
nature, the experience of mutual superimposition between the Self and the
not-Self is a matter of universal experience as evidenced by the common
experiences - 'I am this' (aham idam) and 'this is mine' (mama idam).
Thus using direct experience (pratyaksa) the Acarya brings to attention the
undeniable presence of adhyasa.
Defining and Corroborating Adhyasa
After making a strong case for the existence of adhyasa, the Acarya
proceeds to the next logical step of defining adhyasa: "smrtirupah paratra
purvadrstavabhasah - superimposition is a cognition on a different locus,
having a nature similar to that of recollection, and cognising what has been
experienced earlier." Paraphrasing this definition of adhyasa, the Acarya
presents three variants which cover the khyati-vadas (theories of illusion):
(1) Atma-khyati of Vijnana-vada, (2) Akhyati of Prabhakara-mlmamsa and
(3) Anyatha-khyati or Viparita-khyati of Nyaya. The Acarya avers that the
common characteristic found in all these khyati-vadas happens to be the
very core part of his definition - “anyasya anyadharmavabhasata," that is "the
nature of one thing having the attribute of another." Thus the Advaitin's
doctrine of anirvacarayata is 'sarvatantrasiddhanta' (a tenet postulated and
established in one Darsana but acceptable to all). The Acarya corroborates
adhyasa by bringing to our attention two well-known instances of error: (1)
The shell appears as if silver and (2) the single moon appears as if having
a double. These two illustrations are respectively classical examples of the two
types of superimposition - dharmi-adhyasa (nirupadhika-adhyasa) and dharma-
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adhyasa (sopadhika-adhyasa). Dharmi-adhyasa accounts for the experience
of 'aham-idam -1 am the body, mind, etc/ while dharma-adhyasa accounts
for the experiences 'mama idam -1 am stout, deaf, etc/
Defending Adhyasa
At this juncture the Acarya raises a poignant question: The event of mutual
superimposition occurs between observable entities alone. But in the case of
mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self, even though the notSelf is an object of knowledge, yet the Self does not fall under the category
of observable or experienceable entities. How then could superimposition
instantiate itself to be a valid phenomenon? The answer given to this
philosophical quagmire is this: Though the pure Self does not become an
object of cognition, yet in the proximity of avidya or its effects (mind etc.), the
Self does assume observability and seems to become the content of T-notion
(asmatpratyayavisaya). Moreover, it is immediately given in everybody's
experience (aparoksa). Even assuming the imperceptibility of the Self, the
Acarya invokes the illustration of space in order to drive home the point
that imperceptible entities also become the locus of superimposition just as
perceptible ones do. The laymen superimpose attributes such as surfacehood,
impurities on the space inspite of it not being cognised by the senses. Hence
the superimposition of not-Self on the Self is not contrary to logic.
Importance of Adhyasa in Advaita-vedanta
After proving the incidence of mutual superimposition of the Self
and not-Self, the Acarya shows that the doctrine of adhyasa is a tenet
accepted in general by all schools of Indian philosophy. He says that
the learned (Patahjali, Gautama, etc.) hold this very same adhyasa as
avidya (nescience) - "tametam evamlaksanam adhyasam pandit ah. avidya iti
manyante." Avidya is destroyed by the knowledge (vidya) of the true nature
of the locus (adhisthana). He further avers that the locus of superimposition
remains absolutely unassociated and unaffected by the superimposed entity
(adhyasta). Therefore, the act of superimposition ascribes plurality to the
non-dual Reality, Brahman, without affecting It in the least bit and the
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notions such as kartrtva (doership) and bhoktrtva (enjoyership) do not taint
the Self at aE. This in essence becomes the pivotal point of the philosophy of
Advaita-vedanta.
Adhyasa - the Basis of Epistemological Behaviour
The Acarya then goes on to show that adhyasa runs as an under-current
through pramanaprameya-vyavahara (epistemological behaviour) - be it
secular or Vedic. He raises a query on behalf of the opponent: Why is it
that perception and other means of valid knowledge and also the Scriptures
pertain to the ignorant? By way of answering the query, the Acarya gives
the rationale that all the means of knowledge (pramana) including the
Vedas relate to the knower (pramata) whose status is consequent upon the
superimposition of internal organ, senses and body on the Self. Without the
mutual superimposition of the Self and not-Self, neither epistemological
behaviour nor Scriptural activity is possible. Hence it follows that perception
and other means of knowledge (as well as the Vedas) pertain to the individual
who is under the spell of adhyasa. The Acarya endorses this state of affairs
by drawing effectively a parallel between the well trained and cultivated
human beings and animals so far as the worldly epistemological behaviour
is concerned.
The Vedas are of non-human origin and hence are free from all human
deficiencies and error. Such being the case, one would naturally suppose that
it is implausible to bring the acts enjoined by them within the jurisdiction
of nescience. For instance, the injunction for Jyotistoma sacrifice is based
on the distinction between the body and the Self, which is vidya. Thus, the
eligibility conferred by all Vedic injunctions on the performers presupposes
vidya. In such a situation how can all human transactions be said to be rooted
in nescience (avidya)? Is there the defect of inconstancy (vyabhicara-dosa) in
the Advaitin's argument?
The Acarya answers this query: Even though Vedic injunctions
presuppose the distinction between the body and the Self, yet they still
superimpose notions such as kartrtva (doership), bhoktrtva (enjoyership)
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and saiiisaritva (transmigratory nature) on the inner Self and are hence still
within the purview of ignorance. The applicability of Vedic injunctions,
thus, has an invariable concomitance with superimposition and, therefore,
there is no defect of inconstancy.
Vedanta - the Remedy for Adhyasa
After thus demonstrating that adhyasa lies at the root of all human
transactions (secular as well as Vedic) the Acarya reiterates the definition
of superimposition as "atasmimstadbuddhih - cognition of one thing in what
is not that thing," and goes on to bring to our attention the exact objects of
mutual superimposition. He provides five instances of superimposition - the
first four being dharma-adhyasas and the last one being dharmi-adhyasa.
(1) Superimposition of the attributes of external objects (like son, wife,
etc.) on the Self.
(2) Superimposition of the attributes of the body (fatness, thinness, etc.)
on the Self.
(3) Superimposition of the attributes of the senses (dumbness, deafness,
etc.) on the Self.
(4) Superimposition of the attributes of the internal organ (desire, resolve,
etc.) on the Self and, finally
(5) Superimposition of the body, senses, internal organ and so on on the
Self and vice versa.
All these illustrations effectively drive home the point that mutual
superimposition of the Self and the not-Self lies at the heart of all human
sufferings (sarva-anartha-hetu). He concludes by declaring that it is to end
this natural beginningless superimposition that the Upanisads (Vedanta)
have been commenced (revealed).
In this way the Acarya gives a meaningful and enlightening introduction
for undertaking the deliberation on Brahman initiated by the Brahma-sutra.

wmrs\
iti adhyasabhasyam samdptam
<§>

Thus Concludes the Commentary
on Superimposition.

Jijnasadhikaranam
<§>

Topical Section:
Desire to Know

Section 1

[NwRp]
37^TI WRfWTI (?.?.?)
Section 1 A
[jijnasasutram]

athato brahmajijnasa. (1.1.1)
Section 1 B
compound word

3TSJ atha - then; 3Tci: at ah - therefore;

brahmajijMsd. - the desire to

know Brahman
Section 1 C
[aphorism on the desire to know]

Then, therefore, the desire to know Brahman. (1.1.1)
Section 1 D
The Brahma-sUtra has been composed by the venerable sage Badarayana who
is identified with Veda-vyasa in the Vedantic tradition. The Brahma-sutra is
also termed Vedanta-darsana, Sanraka-mimamsa, Brahma-mimamsa, Uttaramimamsa and so on. The text consists of four chapters or adhyayas and each
of these has four padas or quarters which in turn are further sub-divided
into adhikaranas or topical sections. The first chapter aims to establish that
all the Upanisadic enunciations unequivocally teach the oneness of the
Self (brahmatmaikya). Hence, this chapter is rightly given the appellation
'Samanvaya-adhyaya', or 'Chapter on Harmony'.
The first adhikarana is the Jijnasa-adhikarana. An adhikarana is a thematic
exposition with five limbs. The following verse aptly describes what an
interconnectedness

doubt clearing

adhikarana is: “visayah samsayascaiva purvapaksastathottaram, sahgatisceti
pancahgath sastre'dhikaranam smrtam."
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(1) Visaya or Subject: The Upanisadic enunciation to be taken up for
deliberation.
(2) Samsaya or Doubt: This arises out of the Upanisadic enunciations which
admit of conflicting or contradictory interpretations.
(3) Purvapaksa or Prima Facie View: This refers to the opponent's position
and the arguments in its support.
(4) Siddhanta or the Established View: This refers to the conclusive view
arrived at after incisive deliberation.
(5) Sangati or Connectedness: This pertains to the relevance of topics
under deliberation in the entire scheme of the text. It also dwells upon the
connectedness with the preceding and following topics.
An adhikarana could be analysed under one or several aphorisms. The
present adhikarana, the Jijnasa-adhikarana is covered in a single Sutra "athato brahmajijnasa."

Jijnasadhikarana

2

anNipqiftfd'W

SITTER

i

2A
[avataranikAbhAsyam]

Sought to be expounded because purva-mimamsa hasn't covered it.

vedantamlmamsasastrasya vyacikhyasitasya idam adimam sutram.

Desires to be expounded: Why Because hasn't been inquired into before,
hasn't been addressed so far. Why? Because of Purva-mimamsa.

26

Upanisads enquiry (complete enquiry into Upanisads)

=KI*rl4lHi’Hli>lt<sK^ vedantamlmamsasastrasya - pertaining to the deliberation
that which is sought to be expounded

on the Vedanta-treatise;
elucidated;

vyacikhyasitasya - proposed to be

idam - this; aiTT^R ^Aadimam sutram - is the first aphorism
2C
[the prefatory commentary]

This is the first aphorism/ pertaining to the deliberation on the Vedantatreatise, which is proposed to be elucidated/
2D
1. This is the first aphorism: In the last section of the Adhyasa-bhasya it has
been stated that the purport of the Upanisads is to teach the Knowledge of
the oneness of Self (atmaikatvavidya). This Knowledge alone is capable of
destroying the mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self and leads
the aspirant to Liberation.
Logical propriety demands that a philosophical treatise should at the
very outset specify: (1) visaya or the subject matter of the treatise, (2)
prayojana or the benefit that accrues from its study, (3) sambandha or
the relation between the subject matter of the text (visaya) and the benefit
(prayojana)2 and (4) adhikarl or the qualified aspirant who alone can reap
2 The term 'sambandha' in the context of anubandha-catustaya, according to those wellversed in the Vedantic tradition, could refer to these varied relations. For example - between
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the full benefit by the perusal of the treatise. These four aspects - visaya,
prayojana, sambandha, and adhikari - are collectively known in the
Indian philosophical tradition as the 'anubandha-catustaya' or the 'four
preambulatory factors'.
The Purvapaksin (opponent) raises an objection that the very first
aphorism of the Brahma-sutra is defective inasmuch as it does not specify the
anubandha-catustaya. Rather it simply states the desire to know Brahman
(brahma-jijnasa). Hence, the Purvapaksin declares that the author of the
Brahma-sutra does not intend in anyway to teach the oneness of the Self
(visaya), as the Siddhantin (proponent) avers.
The Purvapaksin further states that the author does not explicitly state
the prayojana, that is the benefit of Liberation through the destruction of the
mutual superimposition of the Self and the not-Self, as being effected by the
perusal of the treatise. Therefore, the Purvapaksin asserts that the Acarya's
detailed discussion on superimposition, the Adhyasa-bhasya, does not serve
as a suitable introduction to the first aphorism and to the treatise and hence
remains utterly unwarranted and unjustified.
In the Adhyasa-bhasya we have seen that the Purvapaksin had declared
that the mutual superimposition of the Self and not-Self is an impossible
proposition. But he was effectively silenced by the Bhasyakara who
established that this mutual superimposition is actually an undeniable fact
of life. We see that the opponent has now changed his strategy when he
raises the objection that the aphorism does not touch upon the anubandhacatustaya. Hence it needs to be shown that the first aphorism does contain
suggestions about the said four preambulatory factors.
It is true that the visaya (subject) and prayojana (fruit) of the Upanisads
are also those of the Brahma-sutra since the Brahma-sutra thoroughly inquires
the grantha (text) and its visaya, the sambandha is that of the pratipadaka or bodhaka
(expounder) and the pratipadya or bodhya (to be expounded); between the adhikarin
(qualified aspirant) and the vicara (inquiry) it is that of kartr (performer) and kartavya (to be
performed); between the visaya (subject matter of the treatise) and the prayojana (benefit) it
is that of hetu (cause) and phala (effect); between the adhikarin (qualified aspirant) and the
phala (result of Liberation) that of prapaka (attainer) and prapya (to be attained).
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into the Upanisadic enunciations alone. Yet it still remains to be demonstrated
whether the first aphorism of the Brahma-sutra contains ample suggestions
about the said anubandha-catustaya or the preambulatory factors.
The object of brahma-jijnasa or the 'desire to know Brahman' is evidently
the Knowledge of Brahman. But such a Knowledge is not intended to be a mere
intellectual understanding (paroksa-jnana) of Brahman at which an individual
who studies the Brahma-sutra could arrive. It is rather the direct Realisation of
Brahman (Brahmavagati or Aparoksa-jnana). This, therefore, constitutes the
object of brahma-jijnasa, of which the aphorism speaks. Thus the visaya or the
subject matter of the treatise Brahma-sutra, as being the Realisation of the Self,
is certainly suggested by the expression 'brahma-jijnasa'.
When such a direct Realisation of Brahman happens, that very Knowledge
annihilates the ignorance (avidya) about the Self and the sorrowful
transmigratory existence (avidyamaya-samsaraduhkharrt sakalam) caused
by ignorance. This is verily the prayojana (purpose or fruit) of the Brahmasutra. Thus the expression brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman)
occurring in the very first Sutra suggests not only the visaya (subject matter)
but also the prayojana (result) of the treatise.3
Further, the expression 'brahma-jijnasa' also suggests the causal relation4
that exists between the visaya (Knowledge of Brahman) and the result
(destruction of ignorance and its effect samsara). Thus, the third of the four
preambulatory factors, that is the sambandha or relation between the visaya
and the prayojana is also suggested by the expression 'brahma-jijnasa'
occurring in the first aphorism.
The Acarya will establish in the sequel that the word 'atha' (meaning
'then') in the aphorism, is expressive of the sadhana-catustaya or the
3 Cf. M5IUWI ^

srataagi q s?

d^iaitW-4M rahr#?,
di»45lHhd

1d>l4fofrt

whpita i
Also, cf.

Jwhtf =^i«ira.5tsjiR^tu

^ sir#

rprcq

# ntciqi^iai - wnf^i

4 It is well-known that the jfiana or the right cognition of a thing exterminates the ajflana or the
nescience about that thing along with its results - jftanam ajnSnanasanam.
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fourfold means, which constitute the adhikara or eligibility for undertaking
the study of the Brahma-sutra. Thus the anubandha-catustaya or the four
preambulatory factors are all indicated in the very first aphorism itself.
The causal relationship between the subject (Knowledge of the Self) and
the result (destruction of samsara) suggested in the first aphorism would
be intelligible only if samsara is illusory.5 Hence the analysis of the mutual
superimposition of the Self and the not-Self, being the cause of samsara, as
explained by the Aearya in the Adhyasa-bhasya, stands vindicated as truly
meaningful and entirely appropriate. We thus observe the Acarya's depth
of intelligence to take upon himself the onerous responsibility of adding the
preamble in the form of the Adhyasa-bhasya to the entire Brahma-sutra.
An objection as to how a single Sutra (aphorism) could yield such myriad
thoughts is not sustainable since it is the very nature of a Sutra to have the
potency of providing manifold meanings either directly or suggestively.
This, indeed, is the glory of the Sutra literature.6 Further, the present Sutra is
the first in the treatise. It is, therefore, only natural that it has been accorded
the function of connoting the whole of anubandha-catustaya. Having all this
in his mind, the Aearya articulates, 'this is the first aphorism'.7
5 Knowledge has the capability to end ignorance and its resultant false projections or
misapprehensions. For example, in the rope-snake example, the knowledge of the rope
destroys the ignorance of the rope and the resultant superimposed snake. Note that
knowledge can never exterminate a true snake. It is this fact that leads to the postulation
(arthapatti) referred to above.
6 Cf.
- d-d^dd
Also, cf.
^
ddTctl
H<ld: H Kill'd
Also, cf. tjdftfd d W-FhFWWSq

I - dWHTcmiftHI

7 Cf. d^f

d<l-dTdi

ayfdNi

- HSJWlf'Vtil

Also, cf.
Also, cf.

?

^1 Fldd: W

Fpwril

Id I

^ fc—''55^ rffodTdTH

I: II'
SHHRsiutd FTd: I - rtildPfJrt
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2. pertaining to the deliberation on the Vedanta-treatise, which is proposed
to be elucidated: The Bhasyakara describes the present aphorism specifically
as the intial Sutra of the Vedanta-sastra (Brahma-sutra). This description is
particularly meant to strike at the basis of the thesis which views that both
the Purva-mimamsa (karma-kanda) and the Vedanta-mimamsa (jnanakanda i.e. Uttara-mimamsa) make a single Sastra, the Uttara-mimamsa being
just a continuation or an extension of the former.
The investigation into the Upanisadic enunciations is termed 'mimamsa' to
signify its sacredness and also to express the respect it commands8 as it serves
as a means to attain the ultimate goal (parama-purusartha) of Liberation.9 This
implies that this deliberation would be free from any irrelevant digression.
Because such a sublime inquiry into the Upanisads is being taught (sisyate)
to the students by the Brahma-sutra, the Acarya rightfully designates it as a
'Sastra' (refer to the expression 'vedantamimamsasastra').10
The expression Vedantamlmamsasastrasya' is qualified by the past
participle of the desiderative form 'vyacikhyasa' which literally means 'to
desire to elucida te'. The term 'vyacikhyasitasya' thus indicates the irresistible
urge of the Acarya to explicate the Brahma-sutra with a view to inculcating
conviction in the seekers to embark upon the path to Liberation.11
It is of advantage here to have a quick look at how Sabara-svamin,
the illustrious commentator of the Mimamsa-sutra of Jaimini, explains the
strikingly similar aphorism, "athato dharmajijhasa," the very first Sutra of
Mimamsa-sastra, in order to appreciate in contrast the Acarya’s language and
technique of explication. Sabara-svamin construes the aphorism as meaning
8 Mimamsa is derived from the root 'man', which means to worship (pujayam). The
desiderative suffix 'san' is added to it to convey the sense of 'jijnasa' (desire to know) by the
Vartika "manerjijnasayam."
9 Cf.

^ fe-w-q ffiaan

10 Cf.
sire, m
ffe i
Also, cf. denn ^il^l
yfctsiuci
l 11 On the term 'vyacikhyasitasya', Govindananda, the author of Ratnaprabha says this: "yadi
vidhireva vedarthah sydt, tada sarvajho badarSyano brahmajijMsam na briiyad, brahmani m&ndbhcLvat.
ato brahnw.no jijhasyatvoktyH kenapi tantrena anavagatabrahmaparavedantavic&ra arambhanlya iti
sutrakrd darsayati. tacca 'vyacikhyasitasya' iti padena blwsyakSro babhase."
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thus: "Then afterwards, therefore, an inquiry into the dharma (must be
undertaken)."
It is to be noted that the word 'jijnasa' of the aphorism is taken in the
sense of 'mimamsa' (sacred inquiry). The expression 'kartavya' that is
"must be undertaken7 is supplied (adhyahrta) to complete the sense of the
sentence. The Mimamsakas define 'dharma7 occurring in the compound
word 'dharma-jijnasa7 as the purport taught by the Scripture as a means
to attain a desired end.12 It is this dharma that is being comprehensively
inquired into in the entire Mlmamsa-darsana. An inquiry into the purport
of the Scripture cannot be undertaken, until and unless one has learnt the
Scripture thoroughly. Hence, it is logical to conclude that the term 'atha7
meaning 'then7 of the Mimamsa-sutra means 'after having studied the Vedic
text pertaining to the tradition one belongs to and having properly imbibed
the sense contained therein'.13 This Scriptural study is ordained by the Vedic
injunction (TaiA.2.19)

"svadhyayo'dhyetavyah - One's own branch of the

Veda must be studied." It is an accepted fact that the Scripture ordains such
an act alone which is capable of begetting a definite prescribed result. But,
no such specific result or fruit is indicated for the ordained learning of the
Veda. Therefore, it must be accepted that the Vedic learning is meant to yield
its fruit in the form of the correct knowledge of dharma, the purport of the
Veda. Nonetheless, an unambiguous knowledge of dharma can be gained
only by means of a thorough inquiry into the same since even learned men
entertain conflicting notions about dharma.14 Consequently, the term 'atah7
(therefore) indicates 'svadhyayadhyayanasya arthavattvavasyakatvad atah
- because the Scriptural learning must have a definite purpose, therefore'. In
view of all this, the dharma-jijnasa aphorism conveys this stipulated sense:
After learning one’s own branch of the Scripture, because such a learning
must be with a specific purpose of knowing its purport, that is dharma,
therefore an inquiry into dharma is to be undertaken.15
12

SR: I

[

SRl'Nl't:
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Now with this background, we are better equipped to understand how
Sahkaracarya elucidates word by word the initial aphorism of the Brahmasiitra - "athato brahmajijnasa. ”

&

3

3A
[athaSabdarthasiddhAntabhasyam]

tatra athasabda anantaryarthah parigrhyate.
3B
thereafter

cT^ tatra - there;

athasabdah - the word 'atha'; ^TTSRRT^I: anantaryarthah

- having the sense of immediate succession; nR^d parigrhyate - is accepted
3C
[commentary giving the conclusive word meaning of the word 'atha']

There,1 the word 'atha' is accepted in the sense of immediate succession.2
3D
1. There: That is, among the words of the aphorism.2
2. the word 'atha' is accepted in the sense of immediate succession: We
observe that the Bhasya first presents the conclusive view of the Siddhantin
first on the meaning of the word 'atha' and then proceeds to reject the views
of others in the sequel.
The term 'Bhasya' refers to that commentarial literature which explains
systematically the meaning of every term of the aphorism with words
consonant with the tenor of the aphorism and then proceeds to elucidate
these very explanatory words further. The following verse defines the term
'Bhasya': sutrartho varnyate yatra padaih sutranusaribhih, svapadani ca varnyante

1

I — 'HI'Hdl
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bhdsyam bhasyavido viduh? True to this definition of the Bhasya we shall
observe how Bhasyakara Sahkaracarya takes up for elucidation the first
word 'atha' of the Sutra and then goes on to throw further light on his own
explanation.

3 Another reading of this last quarter is: “tadbhasyam kavayo viduh."
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4

^

flHH^I'HIcfliH WrKM^tH ^ U«RI^: ^T

*RRI

tfJo5cl ^IV^qi^kR^lcil
4A
[arthAntaranirAkaranabhAsyam]

mdhikararthah, brahmajijhasaya anadhikaryatvat.

mangalasya ca vakyarthe

samanvayabhavat. arthantaraprayukta eva hyathasabdah srutya martgalaprayojano
bhavati. purvaprakrtapeksayasca phalata anantaryavyatirekat.
4B
artha: some scriptures begin with this word.

B «a - not; 3T?vJ4iKl4: adhikarUrthah - having the sense of commencement;
brahmajijMsayah - of the desire to know Brahman;
anadhikaryatvat - because of it being incapable of being commenced;
mangalasya - of auspiciousness; ^ ca - again;
of the sentence;

vakyarthe - with the sense

samanvayabhavat - no syntactic connection;

arthantaraprayuktah - employed in some other sense; ^ eva - only;
Tf hi - indeed;

athasabdah - the word 'atha';

srutya - by hearing;

mahgalaprayojanah - producer of auspiciousness;

bhavati -

becomes; 4?^dN^TBTf; purvaprakrtapeksayah - with regard to reference to what
has already been said; ^ ca - also; tTic5cT: phalatah - in effect;
anantaryavyatirekat - since it does not differ from immediate succession
4C
[COMMENTARY REFUTING OTHER MEANINGS]

It is not taken in the sense of commencement,1 since the desire to know
* 'rrsppi w # wdiqrc: i
CSS

i

1: TUS:
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Brahman cannot be commenced.2 Nor can the word meaning be taken as
auspiciousness since auspiciousness has no syntactic connection with
the sense of the sentence.3 Indeed, the word 'atha' only when employed
in some other sense begets auspiciousness merely by hearing it.4 And
'reference to what has already been said' does not, in effect, differ from
'immediate succession' in the final analysis.5
4D
1. It is not taken in the sense of commencement: Sanskrit lexicons recognise
the indeclinable particle 'atha' in the following senses: auspiciousness,
immediate succession, commencement, questioning, entirety or option.2
Having taken the word 'atha' in the sense of immediate succession
(anantarya), the Acarya substantiates the untenability of other lexical senses
that could be construed in the present context.
It is worth noting here that many Gastric primers begin with the word 'atha'
in the sense of commencement (adhikara). The great grammarian Patahjali
starts the Mahabhasya with the prefatory statement: "atha sabdanusasamm."
He explains further this enunciation to mean, "The science of grammarinstruction is being commenced." Similarly, the first aphorism of the
Patahjala-yogasutra is "atha yoganusasanam” and the Vyasa-bhasya thereon
construes 'atha' in the sense of 'commencement' and consequently explains
the aphorism, "The science of Yoga-instruction is being commenced."3 Thus
we observe that the Sutra literature, in general, begins with the term 'atha'
and usually in the sense of commencement (adhikara).
Since the Acarya has interpreted the word 'atha' in the Sutra "athato
brahmajijnasa" to mean 'anantarya' or 'immediate succession' he takes upon
himself the task of demonstrating the unsuitability of other meanings for the
present context.
2. since the desire to know Brahman cannot be commenced: The derivative
meaning, conveyed by the members of the compound word (avayavartha)
2

3T*11 -

3
i

OU.W)

to swHsrwpi
- strewn
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'brahma-jijnasa' is: brahma jnatum iccha - the desire to know Brahman. The
word 'atha' essentially conveys the sense of being a syntactically compatible
qualifier with the primary word-sense denoted by another term colocated
with itself (i.e. atha).4 The use of the term 'atha' right at the outset of the
Mahabhasya and the Yoga-sutra illustrates this very sense of 'arambhaniyam' or
'worth commencing' since these texts aim to offer instructions on grammar and
yoga respectively. Thus, in the context of the above-mentioned texts, the word
'atha' does mean 'commencement' (adhikara) and appropriately qualifies the
primary meaning conveyed by the noun 'anusasana' or instruction.
But in the context of the first Brahma-sutra - "athato brahmajijnasa" - the
primary meaning of the colocated compound word 'brahma-jijnasa' (desire
to know Brahman) is beyond the scope of the act of commencing. Desire wells
up by itself and keeps itself beyond the scope of being commanded.5 Also if
the desire to know Brahman were to be commenced, then from the second
Sutra onwards we would notice this desire alone having been commenced.
But this is not the case.6 Rather, we observe these topics being discussed definition of Brahman, sources of the Knowledge of Brahman, harmonious
nature of these sources and so on. This scenario also substantiates beyond
doubt that the word 'atha' cannot perform the function of denoting 'adhikara'
(commencement). Since 'commencement' cannot thus be colocated with the
substantative 'the desire to know', we can realise that the Sutrakara does not
use 'atha' in the sense of 'commencement' (adhikara-artha).
<§>

The

Purvamlmamsa-darsana

commences

with

the

aphorism

"athato

dharmajijnasa." Sabara-svamin, the venerable author of Mlmamsa-bhasya,
interprets the word 'jijnasa' (desire to know) occurring in that aphorism

5 Cf. ag
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in its collective sense (sanghatartha) that is, 'mlmamsa' (deliberation or
investigation or inquiry).7 Following Sabara-svamin, why should we not
take brahma-jijnasa as a synonym of 'bra hma-mlmamsa', that is 'inquiry into
Brahman'? If this is accepted, then the word 'atha' of the aphorism could
very well denote 'commencement', and the same could very well qualify
to be the primary sense of brahma-jijnasa, that is, brahma-mlmamsa or the
inquiry into Brahman.
Also on the perusal of the commentary on the Sutra "athato brahmajijnasa”
we find the following statements of Sartkaracarya testifying to this
interpretation of the term 'atha' as 'commencement':
(1) "tasmadyathoktasadhanasampattyanantaram brahmajijnasa kartavya."
(2) "tasmad brahma jijhasitavyam.”
(3) "vedantamimamsa.. .prastuyate."
From these statements of the commentary it appears that Sahkaracarya
too has taken 'jijnasa' and 'atha' of the present aphorism in the sense of
inquiry and commencement respectively. Thus there seems to be a serious
contradiction in the Bhasya itself.
Modern English translators of the Brahma-sutra by and large and the
Sahkara-bhasya thereon on the first Sutra have translated 'brahma-jijnasa' as
'inquiry into Brahman', or 'deliberation on Brahman', or 'discussion about
Brahman' and so on. But such rendering goes counter to the Bhasya and to
its spirit. Basing ourselves on the traditional commentaries on the Sahkarabhasya let us now investigate into what the Bhasyakara actually means by the
term 'brahma-jijnasa':
(1) We notice that the expression 'brahma-jijnasa' figures as the chief element
in the aphorism "athato brahmajijnasa." This compound word 'brahmajijnasa' consists of three avayavas or components: (1) the noun 'Brahman',
(2) the verbal root 'jna' (to know) and (3) the suffix 'san' (to desire). Thus the
expression 'brahma-jijnasa' signifies 'brahma jnatum iccha - the desire to
know Brahman'. It is amply clear that among these three components of the
7 Vide "dharmam jijnasitumicchet" and "vedavakyani vicarayitavyani" of the Sabara-bMsya on the
Sutra "athato dharmajijmsa."
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derivate 'brahma-jijnasa', it is only 'desire' - expressed by the suffix 'san' that is the principal or chief component, while Brahman and its knowledge
(jnana) are secondary in nature.
It is to be noted that without a subject matter and a significant result in
mind no discriminating person would ever develop a desire to know (jijnasa).
It is these two factors - the subject matter Brahman and the desirable result
of Its Knowledge - that the author, through the secondary components
'Brahman' and the verbal root 'jna' occurring in the expression 'brahmajijnasa', indicates for the purpose of engaging the attention of the discerning
seeker (preksavat-pravrttyangataya). This being the case, it is not prudent to
ignore the primary sense of brahma-jijnasa as desire (iccha) conveyed by its
grammatical components in consonance with the context. Consequently, the
indeclinable particle 'atha' cannot be construed in the sense of adhikara or
commencement.
Why then do the modem translators arbitrarily translate the expression
brahma-jijnasa as inquiry or deliberation on Brahman by invoking the
faculty of indication (laksyartha) with reference to the composite meaning
(sanghatartha)?8
(2) The term 'jijnasa', derived from 'jna' (to know) followed by the suffix 'san'
conveying the sense of desire, means 'desire to know'. The term 'mimamsa'
is derived from the root 'man' (to worship) followed by the suffix 'san' that
imparts to it the specific meaning of 'inquiry'. Indeed, it is jijnasa that begets
mimamsa and hence it is evident that jijnasa and mimamsa have the specific
relationship of cause and effect (hetuphala-bhava). As the modern translators
seem to suggest, if the meanings of jijnasa and mimamsa were identical then
the above relation between them would be impossible.
Mimamsa or inquiry could, therefore, only be the laksyartha, that is an
indirect or secondary sense of the word 'jijnasa'.9 However, when the term
8 When the meanings of the components of the composite word are taken collectively then it
is termed 'sanghatartha'.
9 This is similar to the analogy 'annatii vai praninah pranah - food is verily the life of living beings'.
It is a well-known fact that food (anna) sustains pr&na and hence its cause. Nevertheless anna
is declared to be prana because prana is sustained by anna alone. In exactly the same way
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jijnasa’s direct primary derivative meaning (mukhyartha or avayavartha)
not only suits the context but is also very much necessary here, is it not
illogical to ignore it in preference to its secondary sense simply on the
ground that Sabara-svamin has done so while commenting on the first
Sutra of the Purva-mimamsa?10
(3) While commenting on the Mmamsa-darsana’s first aphorism "athato
dharmajijnasa," Sabara-svamin would have had his own reasons for
understanding 'jijnasa' (desire to know) in the secondary sense of 'mimamsa'
(inquiry). However, it is to be noted that even while doing so Sabara-svamin
has taken 'atha' of the aphorism in the sense of 'immediate succession'
(anantaryartha) alone - Sankaracarya too has done so - and not in the
sense of 'commencement' (adhikarartha). This is so because the dharma¬
jijnasa aphorism can only then presuppose the learning of the Vedas as
the prerequisite (vedadhyayananantaram) for the inquiry into dharma and
stipulate the study of the Vedas as the necessary qualification (adhikara) for
the seeker who undertakes such an inquiry. In just the same way, brahmajijnasa (desire to know Brahman) also presupposes certain qualifications for
the aspirant who seeks to know Brahman. And the Acarya does enumerate
these qualifications in the sequel.
In view of all this, it does not stand to reason to construe 'atha' of the
aphorism "athato brahmajijhdsd'' in the sense of adhikara or commencement,
and then to colocate 'atha' with jijnasa or inquiry following Sabara-svamin,
so that adhikara could serve as a syntactically compatible qualifying term of
the substantive jijnasa in the sense of inquiry.
Further, if we were to follow the Mlmamsaka way and take jijnasa in
the sense of mimamsa (inquiry), then, like the Mlmamsaka, we too will be
forced to supply (adhyahara) the word 'kartavya' (should be undertaken)
here jijnasa is spoken of as mimamsa by dint of the causal relation between them. ("annasadhye
prune annavyavaharah, evameva prakrte jijnasasadhyamlmamsayam jijnasavyavaharah.")
10 cf. ^ ^ fawn tftqfar ihi
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for without the word 'kartavya' the meaning of the aphorism would remain
incomplete. But there is really no valid requirement for taking jijnasa in the
sense of mlmamsa and then burdening oneself with the additional exercise
of supplying an altogether new word 'kartavya'.
On the other hand, if the word 'jijnasa' were to be taken in the usual
sense of 'desire to know' - as its components certainly denote - then there
would simply be no such additional labour of supplying an additional word
'kartavya' because according to the grammarians’ dictum the verb 'asti'
or 'bhavati' (meaning 'is') is invariably implied whenever a substantive
is used unaccompanied by a finite verb.11 By invoking this well-known
grammarians' dictum here we are saved the consequent arduous task of
interpreting jijnasa as mlmamsa and the unnecessary exercise of supplying
the additional word 'kartavya'.
(4) It is quite clear that while interpreting jijnasa in the sense of mlmamsa
(inquiry), even Sabara-svamin has not altogether abandoned the meanings
of the components of the word 'jijnasa'. The word 'jijnasa' does not merely
denote a desire for a plain idea that arises from a simple teaching but rather
denotes a desire for a knowledge which is born as a result of a profound
inquiry (mlmamsa).12 Thus Sabara-svamin, too, has adhered to the derivative
meaning of jijnasa even while construing it as mlmamsa.13 That jijnasa
denotes a specific desire for the kind of knowledge that could ensue only as
a result of systematic inquiry explains why after the present Sutra on jijnasa,
the Sutrakara embarks upon a meticulous and profound inquiry (mlmamsa)
from the very next Sutra onwards.
11

ou.?)

13 It is perhaps due to the special juxtaposition (samabhivyaharavisesabalat) of the stem 'jna'
and the suffix 'san' that the word 'jijnasa' could signify 'the desire for knowledge which is
born as a result of inquiry (mlmamsa)'. Now, if the meaning of the second component, that is,
the suffix 'san', which is iccha (desire) were to be dropped, then it may not be possible at all
to derive from jijnasa the meaning mlmamsa. Perhaps this could have been one of the reasons
why the Acarya prefers not to go by the path shown by the revered predecessor Sabarasvamin but directly takes the primary or derivative meaning of jijnasa as 'desire to know' and
not as 'inquiry'.
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The Upanisads, too, stand evidence to such parallels as is seen in the case
of the Upanisadic seekers, like Bhrgu-Varuni (Tai. U.3.1), Svetaketu, Aruneya
(C'M.li.6.1.3), Indra (Cha.U.8.10.2), Narada (Cha.U.7.1.1) approaching their
teachers for the Knowledge of Brahman. In these Upanisads, we observe
that instead of teaching them straightaway the ultimate knowledge of the
identity between the Self and Brahman, the Seers first took them through a
systematic sacred inquiry (mlmamsa) into Brahman and then alone revealed
for them the knowledge of the identity.
(5) The opponent has cited three statements from the later section of Bhasya
on this Sutra to endorse his view that the Acarya himself takes jijfiasa in
the sense of inquiry (mlmamsa) and hence there is a palpable contradiction
between the Bhasya's earlier and later sections. We shall now see how the
opponent has completely missed the points contained in those statements.
The first of the statements he has referred to is: "tasmadyathoktasadhanasampattyanantaram brahmajijnasa kartavya - Therefore, in the immediate
succession to the acquisition of the above-mentioned means, there should
be the desire to know Brahman." We should note that the Acarya does not
supply (adhyahara) the word 'kartavya' in this sentence to complete the
sense of the Sutra. Rather, he uses it to merely indicate that when all the
four means to brahma-jijnasa, that is the result, are present, then they should
necessarily on their own produce brahma-jijnasa and that there is nothing to
stop them from bringing it about.14
This Bhasya sentence may also be understood from a slightly different
angle. The Bhasya mentions the word 'kartavya' not with the intention to
indicate that the word 'jijnasa' in the Sutra means mlmamsa (inquiry) but
rather adds the word 'kartavya' merely to articulate what the expression
brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman) itself seeks to emphasise: Since
what is desired is the Knowledge of Brahman and because this Knowledge
cannot but be gained through inquiry alone, therefore, the aspirant must
undertake a thorough inquiry (mlmamsa).15 That the inquiry into Brahman
14 Cf. qcT:
15 Cf. 3^

flTafq
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ought to be undertaken is corroborated by the fact that the inquiry into
Brahman starts immediately from the second Sutra onwards.
The second Bhasya sentence - "tasmad brahma jijhasitavyam" - has
been cited by the opponent without situating it in the right context of its
occurrence. The context is this: "jhanena hi pramanenavagantumistam brahma,
brahmavagatirhi

purusarthah,

nihsesasamsarabljavidyadyanarthanibarhanat.

tasmad brahma jijhasitavyam - Indeed, it is by knowledge, the valid means to
know, that Brahman is desired to be realised. The Realisation of Brahman is
verily the human goal because it annihilates the evils of nescience etc., that
are the seeds of the entire transmigration. Therefore, Brahman should be
desired to be known."
And this is what this Bhasya section intends to convey - the aspirant who
desires to attain total identity with Brahman, ought to seek that very means
by which that end can be attained. That definite means is the Knowledge of
Brahman and it arises not just from the Vedantic texts but rather from the
inquiry into their purport. Brahman. Thus, by making primary the desire
for the Knowledge regarding Brahman, the Sutrakara seeks to engage the
aspirant in a thoroughgoing deliberation into Brahman (brahma-mimamsa).16
When we thus situate the Bhasya statement quoted by the opponent "tasmad
brahma jijhasitavyam" in the right context, it does not in any way prompt the
interpretation of jijnasa (desire) occurring in the Sutra as mlmamsa (inquiry).
Coming to the third passage of the Bhasya quoted by the opponent "vedantavakyamlmamsa...prastuyate" - we notice that the opponent has cited
only a part of the statement. The complete sentence reads as - "tasmad
brahmajijhasopanyasamukhena vedantavakyammamsa tadavirodhitarkopakarana
nihsreyasaprayojana prastuyate." This can be translated as: "Consequently, an
inquiry into the Upanisadic enunciations is commenced by the Sutrakara, by
the way of introducing the presentation with the 'desire to know Brahman',
which inquiry is accompanied by logical argumentation not hostile to it and
which has Liberation as its aim." This declaration is the final conclusion of
16 Cf.
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the Bhasya on the first aphorism and it also serves as a link connecting the
present Sutra with the next one.
When we peruse this complete statement of the Acarya in depth, it
becomes crystal clear that the objection of the opponent that the Bhasya
self-contradicts itself is utterly untenable. We observe that the Acarya is not
inclined to drop the desire element contained in the word 'jijnasa' (derived
from the root 'jna' followed by the suffix 'san' denoting desire). Even while
commenting on the passage (Tai. U.3.1)"tad vijijnasasva, tad brahmeti,"17 which
is the basis of the present aphorism, the Acarya does not appear to lose sight
of the desire element in the term 'jijnasa' as is evident from his pertinent
comments on the above-mentioned passage: "visesena jnatum icchasva
- you should desire to know Brahman well." This perfect Knowledge of
Brahman indeed is effected by inquiry. Thus this explanatory paraphrase
on 'vijijnasasva' does make the Acarya’s point on jijnasa in the present Sutra
abundantly clear. The great commentaries like the Pancapadika, Bhamati and
so on also interpret the derivative jijnasa as containing the desire element in
it and this corroborates the Acarya's construal of the word 'jijnasa' as 'desire
to know' and not as 'inquiry'.
Inspite of all this, the modem translators of the Sutra and the Bhasya thereon
erroneously render jijnasa as 'inquiry', 'deliberation', 'discussion' and so on.18
<§>

3. Nor can the word meaning be taken as auspiciousness since
auspiciousness has no syntactic connection with the sense of the sentence:
We have noticed that the Sanskrit lexicons assign 'mahgala' (auspiciousness)
to the word 'atha' as one of its several connotations. If the connotation of 'atha'
as mahgala were to be accepted, the Sutra would then read as “mangalam, ato
v The student Bhrgu-Varuni of the Upanisad has the desire for the Knowledge of Brahman and
consequently he has approached his father Varuna for attaining this Knowledge. The teacher
Varuna here guides and channelises the student's desire and enthusiasm into right inquiry.

18 The non-Advaitic critics of the medieval times misunderstood some of the passages in the
Bhasya, Bhamati, Paftcapadika and Vivarana and hence they attributed inconsistencies to these
authorities. For details see the commentaries like the Brahmavidyabharana, Pradipa and so on.
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brahmajijmsa - auspiciousness, therefore the desire to know Brahman." But
the word 'mangalam' has no syntactic relation with the sentence meaning
because only meanings of words (padartha) - be they vacyartha (direct
meaning) or laksyartha (implied meaning) - can be syntactically related to
the sentence meaning. But the sense of 'mangalam' is neither denoted nor
implied by 'atha' but rather arises merely from its acoustic impression.19 This
will become clearer in the sequel.
If one were to argue that the Sutrakara is offering mangalacarana
(invocation) by the word 'atha' at the beginning of the treatise, here again
the argument is not valid. For even when the word 'atha' indicates another
sense, it can suggest auspiciousness by its mere auditory perception.
Padmapada, the author of Pancapadika and Prakasatman, the author of
Pancapadika-vivarana and well-known as Vivaranakara, discuss this issue
differently. What these authors have said can be broadly presented as
follows: The word 'atha' meaning auspiciousness works fairly well so far
as the colocating syntactic connection (samanadhikaranyena anvayah)
is concerned. But the sense obtained in this manner boils down to eulogy
of brahma-jijnasa which goes against the injunctive sense of performing
mangalam in the beginning as the Purvapaksin points out.
In this situation the Siddhantin makes a suggestion that the word 'atha'
when heard does convey the requisite sense of mangalam, which renders
redundant the effort to assign the meaning of auspiciousness to the
indeclinable particle 'atha'.20
4. Indeed, the word 'atha' only when employed in some other sense begets
auspiciousness merely by hearing it: To better appreciate the significance of
this statement of Acarya Sankara it is necessary to refer to the Purvapaksin’s
view which emanates from this Smrti verse: "omkarascathasabdasca dvavetau
19Cf.
araari? ?FFaaTarara.i
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brahmanah pura, kantham bhittva viniryatau tasmanmangalikavubhau - The
two words 'Om' and 'atha' burst forth in times of yore (at the beginning
of creation) from the throat of the Creator. Hence both these words are
auspicious by nature." On the authority of this verse the Purvapaksin asserts
that the word 'atha' occurring as the first word in the first Sutra "athato
brahmajijhasa” of the Brahma-sutra does indeed represent the Sutrakara's
mahgalacarana (invocation). This rejoinder of the Purvapaksin came when
it was made clear to him that the word 'atha' connoting auspiciousness
does not enter into syntactic relation with the sentence meaning of the Sutra
"athato brahmajiinasa."
As such the contingency of not performing mahgalacarana (invocation)
at the start of the treatise becomes likely to be incurred when the Siddhantin'
explicates 'atha' in the sense of 'anantarya'. In this contingent situation,
when there is the necessity of mahgalacarana, the Siddhantin views that it is
the very nature of the word 'atha' to convey the sense of auspiciousness by
its acoustic impression similar to the case of the notes of the flute (venu) and
lyre (vlna) when played or the sound of the conch when heard.
The word 'atha' only when used in a sense other than that of auspiciousness
in a sentence is purported to express mangala (auspiciousness). To quote a
traditional example to explain: Though a pot full of water is being carried
by a daughter to quench her father's thirst, it also expresses a sense of
auspiciousness for the onlooker.21
21 Cf.
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5. And "reference to what has already been said' does not, in effect,
differ from 'immediate succession' in the final analysis: The expression
'purvaprakrtapeksa' (reference to what has already been said) is not
commonly met with elsewhere.22
This compound expression, with its three constituent words - purva,
prakrta and apeksa - indicates an expectation of or dependence upon what
has been already stated or begun thus establishing a prior context. Thus,
this expression does not in any way indicate any specific sense of 'atha' but
describes the behaviour of the word 'atha' in conveying the existence of a
pre-existing context.23 Thus depending on what has been stated earlier in the
context, the word 'atha' introduces the subject matter of the sentence of which it
is a part.24 We see that Sabara-svamin, the author of the Purvamlmamsa-bhasya,
taking note of this very behaviour of the word 'atha' explaining the aphorism
(Pu.Ml.SuA.1.1) "athatah kratvarthapurusarthajijnasa." This aphorism may be
translated as: "Then, therefore the inquiry into the subsidiaries subserving
the sacrificial purpose and those subserving the sacrificer’s personal
purpose." Herein, Sabara-svamin observes: By referring to the theme that is
being discussed from the beginning of the preceding third chapter, namely
cTcit
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era awK*HKui

aim:
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teRwiai
i' # am ft
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?ra
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(qr.qx ?.?'>'*)
fwram
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22 The Parimala commentary draws our attention to another occurrence of it in the Slokavartika
(2.2.22) in the course of a discussion on the purport of the Vedic injunction "athaisa jyotih,
athaisa visvajyotih, athaisa sarvajyotih - etena sahasradaksinena yajata." Here, by way of reinforcing
the Purvapaksa view found in the Sabara-bhasya, the Vartikakara Kumarila-bhatta points out
that with reference to what has been already stated in the context (purvaprakrtapeksatvat)
the words 'atha' and 'esah' found in the above Vedic injunction must denote something
specific. Here, the contextual Jyotistoma sacrifice has been referred to by 'atha' and goes on to
prescribe some new subsidiary rituals thereof such as Jyoti, Visvajyoti and Sarvajyoti.
23 In a way this behaviour of 'atha' resembles that of the pronouns like 'tad' (that) and
'etad' (this). That is why Kumarila-bhatta dubs together the words 'atha' and 'esah' as
having a similar behaviour. Vide "tadadipadanSm avyavahitapurvavakyamukhyavisesyaparamarsitvamiti niyamah." Also, vide "atheti purvaprakrttlm dharmajijmsamapeksycimntamm
brahmajijMsdprarambharthah." (PancapSdika)
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the application of the different subsidiaries of sacrifices (sesaviniyogalaksana), the word 'atha' presently introduces the topic of the subsidiaries
subserving the sacrificial purpose (kratvartha) and those subserving the
personal purpose (purusartha) which are to be inquired into. In the words
of

Sabara-svamin:

" ...trtlyadhyaye... sesaviniyogalaksanamuktam,

ihedamm

kratvarthapurusarth.au jijnasyete...atheti purvaprakrtam sesalaksanamapeksate.”
The wording of the last portion of this passage (that is, atheti purvaprakrtam
sesalaksanam apeksate) is significant inasmuch as it has led to such usages that
have engendered the coining of the expression 'purvaprakrtapeksa'. We
have many instances, both in the Vedic and classical Sanskrit literature to
illustrate this behaviour of 'atha' as referring to the prior context.25
In

the

context

of

the

Purvamimanisa-sutra

(4.1.1)

quoted

above

purvaprakrtapeksa has relevance as explained in the foregoing paragraph.
But in the context of the Jijnasa-sutra there is no visible relevance of
purvaprakrtapeksa because the present Jijnasa-sutra itself is the first Sutra of
the treatise and therefore there is nothing that has been stated earlier depending
upon which the word 'atha' could refer to a persisting prior context. So, how
does one account for the statement of the Acarya that 'contextual reference to
what has already been said' (purvaprakrtapeksa) does not, in effect (phalatah),
differ from anantarya (immediate succession) in the final analysis?
The Acarya’s statement itself which contains the two terms 'purvaprakrtapeksa' and 'phalatah' - presents the necessary clues for
unravelling what the Acarya wants to convey. 'Purvaprakrtapeksa', as a
mere term, has already been explained. We shall presently embark upon
understanding 'purvaprakrtapeksa' in conjuction with the word 'phalatah'
in order to get at the full purport of the Acarya's statement.
25 Cf. (1) "atha hainam punarrsayah, uttaravedyameva satriyamacinvata...yo’gniih nadketam cinute..."
(2) "atha hainam vayurrddhiMmah, yathanyuptamevopadadhe...yo'gnim nadketam tinute..."
(3) “atha hainam gobalo vtlrsnah pasukamah, pahktameva cikye...yo'gnim nadketam cinute..." (all in
Tfli.Bra.3.11.9). Here the context is that of the Naciketacayana and these statements introduced
different ritualistic techniques in that very sacrifice. In the classical Sanskrit too we have
instances like (1) “atha prajanamadhipah prabhate..." (Raghuvamsa, 2.1), (2) "atha sd punareva
vihvala..." (Kumarasambhava, 4.4) and so on. Mallinatha’s commentaries on these verses make
the above-mentioned significance of 'atha' in the sense of purvaprakrtapeksa abundantly clear.
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The tenor and the content of the Bhasya statement, when examined
closely, suggest that the Acarya is referring to the view of some earlier
commentator of the Brahma-sutra, belonging to a different school of Vedanta,
who viewed both the Purva-mimamsa and the Uttara-mlmamsa as one single
system of thought, that is 'Ekasastratva-vad a', and who therefore accepted
the purvaprakrtapeksa sense of 'atha' in the present Jijnasa-sutra, just as
Sabara-svamin recognised and accepted it in the Purvamlmamsa-sutra (4.1.1).
In the course of arguments and counterarguments under the Samanvayasutra (tattu samanvayat) we observe the Acarya quoting for refutation
extensively26 this theory of an earlier philosopher and commentator of the
Brahma-sutra, identified as the Vrttikara, who probably is Upavarsa, the author
of the Vrtti or gloss on the Brahma-sutra. This Vrtti unfortunately has been lost
totally. Yet, a good many views of this Vrttikara are preserved in the quotations
that abound in the Bhasyas of the Acarya and their early commentaries.
The Vrttikara’s theory is that both the Purva-mimamsa and the Uttaramlmamsa constitute a single system of philosophy. The karma-kanda dwells
upon the nature of karma and prescribes injunctions for the performance of
the same to attain varied fruits like heaven. In a similar way, the Upanisads
enlighten us on the nature of Brahman and prescribe through injunctions
Its contemplation (upasana-vidhi) leading the seeker to Liberation.27 Thus
both the karma-kanda and the Vedanta teach us severally about karma
and Brahman through their respective injunctions alone. Hence these two
should be viewed basically as one discipline (ekasastra) and not different
from one another. Consequently, the karma-mlmamsa (Jaimini-sutra) and
brahma-mimamsa (Brahma-sutra), undertaking in-depth inquiries into these
two parts of the Veda should also be viewed fundamentally as one alone. In
other words the brahma-mimamsa is a mere continuation or an extension of
the karma-mlmamsa. Therefore, the Jijnasa-sutra has to introduce brahmajijnasa, as a natural continuation of the karma-mlmamsa.

26 The lengthy passage commencing with "atm apare pratyavatisthante" (Samanvayadhikarana,
Section 8) and ending with "tasmat pralipattividhivisayatayaiva sSstrapramctnakam brahma
abhyupagantavyam." (Samanvayadhikarana, Section 12)
27 Vide “pratipattividhivisayatayaiva sastrena brahma samarpijate." (Bhasya on Samanvaya-sutra-1.1.4)
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In the ensuing Samanvayadhikarana, the Acarya discusses in detail and
refutes in toto the above theory of the Vrttikara by exposing its manifold
untenability and absurdity. Towards the end of the refutation of the 'single¬
school theory' (Ekasastratva-vada), we find that the Acarya in order to
disarm the opponent draws support from the very same Purvamimamsasutra (4.1.1) quoted above, that is - "athatah kratvarthapurusarthayorjijnasa"
- wherein the word 'atha' is accepted to have the purvaprakrtapeksa
sense thus connecting the fourth chapter of the Purvammamsa-sUtra with
the third. The Vrttikara seems to be of the view that just as the sense of
purvaprakrtapeksa of the word 'atha' in the above Mimamsa aphorism
unites the fourth chapter with the third, so too 'atha' with the denotation of
purvaprakrtapeksa in the present Jijnasa-sutra unites the Sarlraka-mlmamsa
(Brahma-stttra) with karma-mimamsa (Jaimini-sutra). Therefore, it is quite
plausible that in the present context of determining the sense of 'atha' in the
Jijnasa-sutra, the Acarya naturally refers to the way in which the Vrttikara
had interpreted the word.28
The Acarya opines that even if 'atha' is taken in the sense of
purvaprakrtapeksa - as the Ekasastratva-vadin is keen to construe - the
sense of anantarya subsumes the sense of purvaprakrtapeksa of 'atha' and
therefore purvaprakrtapeksa does not in 'effect' (phalatah) differ from
that of anantarya (immediate succession). Purvaprakrtapeksa is, therefore,
merely a subset of anantarya and, therefore, anantarya is inclusive of
purvaprakrtapeksa too.29 Thus the Bhasyakara while arriving at the intended
meaning of 'atha' seems to be tentatively agreeing to the ekasastratvavadin’s view, even though in the sequel, that is in the Samanvayadhikarana,
he will analyse this theory in all its detail and then refute it altogether.

28

Compare " purvapmkrtdpeksdyaSca dnantaryavyatirekat" of the £ahkam-bhdsya with Sabarasvamin's statement (1.1.1) “loke'yamathasabdah vrttadanantarasya prakriyartho drstah - In
common parlance, the word 'atha' is observed to convey the commencement of a certain event
that takes place immediately after what has happened earlier." Vide "atheti purvaprakrtam
karmajijnasamapeksydnantaram brahmajijmsaya api pmmmbharthah." (Pancapadika)
29 It is because of this reason that the Sanskrit lexicons do not enumerate purvaprakrtapeksa
among the denotations of 'atha' like commencement, auspiciousness and so on.
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Purvaprakrtapeksa would be the denotation of 'atha' only when there is
a persisting context and an alternative view or something pertaining to the
same context is going to be indicated. But no such persisting context is there;
neither is there an alternate view to be presented. Such being the case, in
the final analysis, anantarya (immediate succession) is alone the meaning of
word 'atha' in the Jijnasa-sutra - "athato brahmajijnasa. "30

30 Cf. a aaaiaaraMa? ^alaaai thwft i foa-j

aRw i
I clRftfiTti

#I ’-KaTO'Hj

Also, cf. a>J
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^JdWfidiaT? viTHWeM
a^^ftiaa^Scqa^Tif ■^lai s^a: TOhicaa: t adifasriiawi:
afar a#a ^wwwi
vj-otM I aa: ^dfsW.MlnUcsi a3$dl ^ 'W>«4 Hirtldldl^l aftMitffM Id^WIM^lTh^TwRNKe-l

,Mr|{d H'jid a^wr snaa ifci sronratsia.
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aaaaaRt Igqswtainaia aaaaafca srrst arsianaj awi^
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*rar m4m^inhi ^rt ^iwr ftwnro, ^

sl^kkillfllfa 3R3LH?M R^WHITO, ci^,Tb°M^I -'RTW^R’tI^1
5A
[AnantaryapratiyogivicarabhAsyam]

sati

canantaryarthatve,

niyamenapeksate, evam

yatha

action: Vedica-karma what is complete

dharmajijnasa

purvavrttam

brahmajijhasapi yat purvavrttam

vedadkyayanam

niyamenapeksate,

tadvaktavyam. svadhyayanantaryam tu samanam.
5B
Hcf ^ 3^FRRl4c^ sati ca anantaryarthatve - the meaning being immediate
succession; 'W yatha - just as;

dharmajijnasa - the desire to know

f

dharma;

>

purvavrttam - the antecedent;

of the Veda;

Phhb niyamena - necessarily; SRSTci apeksate

- in the same manner;
api - also; ^yat - what;
necessarily;

vedadhyayanam - study
-

demands;

H evam

brahmajijnasa - the desire to know Brahman;
purvavrttam - antecedent;

apeksate - demands; cRftet - that;

Pwhd niyamena -

vaktavyam - ought to

be stated; w\*M\<\\*\*r\m\svadhyayanantaryam - immediate succession to the study
of one's own branch of the Veda; ^ tu - however; tWMH.samanam - is common
5C
[discussion on the prior correlate of immediate succession]

The meaning being immediate succession,1 it ought to be stated as to
what antecedent the desire to know Brahman necessarily demands just as
the desire to know dharma necessarily demands the study of one's own
branch of the Veda as its antecedent.2 Immediate succession to the study
of one's own section of the Veda is however common.3

1 fwwR

- wfa-arw
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5D
1. The meaning being immediate succession: After a thorough analysis
it has been determined that anantarya (immediate succession) is the only
plausible meaning of 'atha' in the present context. Other meanings of
'atha', such as adhikara (commencement), mangala (auspiciousness) and
purvaprakrtapeksa (reference to what has already been stated) in the context
have all been discarded. The lexicons also ascribe to 'atha' other denotations
such as prasna (objection or question) and kartsnya (entirety). However,
these meanings are irrelevant in the present context2 because neither of
these two meanings can possibly indicate the necessary prerequisites for
brahma-jijnasa (the desire to know Brahman). Therefore, by the process of
elimination, it is being concluded that 'atha' in the present context means
'immediate succession' alone.
2. it ought to be stated as to what antecedent the desire to know Brahman
necessarily demands just as the desire to know dharma necessarily demands
the study of one's own branch of the Veda as its antecedent: It has been
concluded that the word 'atha' carries the sense of immediate succession
alone in the present context. But merely determining the meaning of 'atha'
serves no meaningful purpose whatsoever since any event is preceded by
another invariably regardless of our making a statement about it. Therefore,
a statement pertaining to immediate succession would assume significance
provided we specify the exact prior correlate of that immediate succession
(anantarya-pratiyogin). In other words, we have to specify the exact
antecedent in the immediate succession to which, as a natural consequence,
arises brahma-jijnasa (the desire to know Brahman).3
To cite an example, the first aphorism of the Purvamimamsa-sutra reads
"athato dharmajijnasa." In that context Sabara-svamin, the Mimamsa-bhasyakara,
2 That is to say, a declaration, like 'krtsna brahmajijnasa' (the entire desire to know Brahman) is
irrelevant here. And nothing has been stated previously that could be objected to (prasna) here.
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fixes immediate succession as the meaning of 'atha' and then goes on to
clearly specify its exact antecedent (pratiyogin) as svadhyayadhyayana (the
study of one's own branch of the Veda), Thus, he concludes that the inquiry
into dharma begins immediately after the completion of the study of one’s
own branch of the Veda. Likewise, in the context of the Brahmajijnasa-sutra,
it behoves us to state specifically the exact antecedent in the immediate
succession to which the desire to know Brahman arises as a natural
consequence. And it goes without saying that the immediate antecedent
when ascertained will be the invariable cause for the rise of brahma-jijnasa
(the desire to know Brahman).4
3. Immediate succession to the study of one's own section of the Veda is
however common: Obviously the Acarya makes this observation to indicate
his disapproval of a certain suggestion made by some earlier commentator of
the Brahma-sutra. We have already seen that while commenting on the dharmajijnasa aphorism, "athato dharmajijnasa," Sabara-svamin has determined that
the prior study of one’s own branch of the Veda is the necessary preceding
prerequisite of dharma-jijnasa (the inquiry into dharma). The Purvapaksin
argues that the very same study of one's branch of the Veda could be very well
considered as the prerequisite for brahma-jijnasa (the desire to know Brahman).
This is so, he opines, because Brahman too, like dharma, is known from the
Veda alone. Moreover, as in the Dharmamlmdmsa-su.tra, so too each and every
topical section (adhikarana) of the Brahma-sutra, besides the Tarkapada,5 makes
the Vedic sentences alone the pivotal point of discussion thereby expecting a
complete prior knowledge of the Veda on the part of the student.
The Bhasyakara expresses his disapproval of the Purvapaksin's hypothesis
by asserting that the prior Vedic study is but common ("tu samanam").6 The
point at issue is this: The suggestion of the Purvapaksin that the study of
4 Cf.

'iiadj -

5 Tarkapada is the second quarter of the second chapter of the Brahma-sutra in which all nonAdvaitic systems of philosophy have been discussed and refuted.
6 Cf.
d^pNR HWRUI+Rui, d
! - TeftWT
Also, cf. RRMR - HIURoft
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one's section of the Veda as the prerequisite for brahma-jijnasa renders this
prior Vedic study as the sole common prerequisite of both the dharmajijnasa and the brahma-jijnasa. Such a stance will lead to the following
unwelcome scenario: When a student completes his Vedic study, he would
be confronted simultaneously with two jijnasas - the dharma-jijnasa and the
brahma-jijnasa. Since he has already completed his Vedic study, the only
accepted prerequisite for dharma-jijnasa, he could immediately undertake
the inquiry into dharma. There would be nothing specific or unique which
could generate a desire in him to know Brahman. In this manner all those
who have completed their Vedic studies, would undertake dharma-jijnasa
alone and the brahma-jijnasa would be left unsought for and the inquiry into
Brahman is thus rendered unviable.7
So to make 'atha' purportful it must be accepted that besides the above
common prerequisite (sadharana-karana or samanya-karana) in the form of
the prior study of the Veda, some other specific factor needs to be postulated
as an adequate prerequisite (visesa-kararta or puskala-samagrf) to generate
brahma-jijnasa (desire for the Knowledge of Brahman). Otherwise the
present aphorism meant to introduce the Brahmamlmamsa-darsana, would
be rendered redundant. Therefore, the word 'atha' has to signify the exclusive
prerequisite that necessarily precedes brahma-jijnasa. Keeping this in view,
the Acarya remarks "the immediate succession to the study of one’s own
Veda is, however, a common requisite alone."8
7 Alternatively, if every student who has completed the Vedic study were to take up
brahma-jijnasa, there would be no adhikarins to pursue dharma-jijnasa. This too would be
an unwelcome position.
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Having said this, the Acarya now undertakes in the succeeding sections
the task of identifying those exclusive factors in the immediate succession to
which brahma-jijnasa arises as a natural consequence and in the absence of
which there arises no brahma-jijnasa.

Also, cf. a^—hftRI
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6A
[tatra purvapaksabhasyam]

nanu iha karmavabodhanantarynm visesah.
66
^ nanu - is not; ?? iha - here;

karmavabodhanantaryam - the

immediate succession to the knowledge of Vedic rituals; R5N: visesah - the
distinctive feature
6C
[the PR1MA FACIE VIEW]

Is not here (in this context), immediate succession to the knowledge of
Vedic rituals the distinctive feature?
6D
According to the Purvapaksin comprehensive knowledge of Vedic rituals
is the necessary prerequisite for brahma-jijnasa. This comprehensive
knowledge of Vedic rituals also includes in its ambit its causative factor,
which is dharma-jijnasa or deliberation into Vedic rites and the Vedic
injunctions pertaining to them.3
To appreciate the significance of this statement of the opponent, which
is here stated pithily by the Acarya, we need to know the philosophical
' AA(fn.)fr?Nfra%.
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background from which stems this statement. In the last section, the
Siddhantin insisted that besides the common requisite in the form of prior
Vedic study, a distinct and adequate prerequisite for brahma-jijnasa must be
specified. This sentence of the Bhasya presents the prima facie view of the
Purvapaksin regarding the prerequisite.
The Vartika (gloss) on the Bhasya identifies this Purvapaksin as a certain
Ekadesin, that is a teacher belonging to a different school of Vedanta.4
Pancapadika, the commentary on the Bhasya by Padmapadacarya, traces the
source of the present prima facie view to an unspecif ied Vrtti (vrttyantara) and
also adds that this is also the contention of some other glossators who belong
to some other schools of philosophy (anyaih).5 The Bhamati commentary too
includes some more early Vedantins in the list of the opponents who upheld
the present prima facie view. Thus we observe that the Bhasyakara has taken
for analysis the view of some earlier Vedanta-acaryas as well as Mlmamsakas
by presenting it as the prima facie view.
The raison d 'etre of the prima facie view is as follows: It has been established
that the prior correlate of the immediate succession (anantarya-pratiyogin),
should be an adequate and exclusive cause capable of generating brahmajijnasa. The Purvapaksin opines that such a cause can be none other than the
comprehensive knowledge of Vedic rituals (karma).

How can the Purvapaksin make such an assertion when the knowledge of
the Vedic rites cannot beget the Knowledge of Brahman? Indeed, we do
not see any invariable concomitance (vyapti) - such as that which exists
between smoke and fire - existing between the knowledge of Vedic rites
and that of Brahman.6
However, the Purvapaksin avers that by engaging oneself sincerely in
4 Cf.
I
5 Vide “tatha ca vrttyantare varnitam...anyairapi svavrtiau varnitam." (Pancapadika) The word
'anyaih' seems to suggest that the authors of these other glosses were not Vedantins, but are
obviously the Mlmarhsakas.
? vqrcf aswa w.1
6 Cf. a ft sprc*
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the performance of the Vedic rites one attains the necessary mental purity
(cittasuddhi) and equipoise (cittaikagrata) which are required for attaining
the Knowledge of Brahman. Thus, according to the Purvapaksin, karma
itself becomes the means for attaining Liberation, albeit in a gradual manner.
He buttresses his argument with the Sruti declaration (Br.UAA.22):
"tametam vedanuvacanena brahmans. vividisanti yajnena danena tapasanasakena
- The brahmanas desire to know Brahman by the study of the Vedas, by
sacrifice, by charity and by desireless penance." According to the Purvapaksin,
this teaching of the Upanisad clearly enunciates the relation between the
performance of the Vedic rites, upasanas, etc. and the Knowledge of
Brahman to be that of upakaryopakaraka-bhava, that is the relation between
the benefactor (upakaraka) and the beneficiary (upakarya).
At this juncture the Siddhantin raises a pertinent question: The Upanisad
teaches the oneness of the jlva (the individual self) and Brahman (supreme
Self) through such statements like "tat tvam asi - That thou art" and is it
not that one comprehends the teaching of oneness by merely listening to
these Upanisadic declarations? Where then does the necessity for Vedic
sacrifices and upasanas arise? Indeed, we do not depend on Vedic sacrifices
to comprehend the purport of a statement like "ghato'sti - This is a pot." Nor
is there any necessity for the observance of the daily sandhya-upasana (vide
“aharahah sandhyam upasita") to comprehend the meanings of such sentences
like "ghato'sti." Would it then be logical to make an exception and declare
that the Upanisadic sentences like "tat tvam asi," ",aham brahmasmi" alone
need the assistance of Vedic rituals, upasanas and so on for enabling one to
comprehend their import?7
The Purvapaksin then comes up with another defense in justification of
his stance. He pleads that the identity of the jiva, the limited self, with the
infinite Reality, Brahman, as taught in the Upanisads is too sublime and too
subtle to realise for those whose minds are impure and are caught up in the

7 cf. siFim:—■da
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snare of worldly likes and dislikes, on account of the beginningless nescience
(anadyavidya) and its impressions (samskara).
For emphasising the role of karma and upasana in the context of Selfknowledge the Purvapaksin delineates the spiritual pursuit; A sincere
aspirant commences his spiritual practice (sadhana) by first comprehending
the oneness of the Self with Brahman from his Preceptor by listening to
the Upanisadic declarations like "tat tvam asi" (sravana). He then, through
reasoning (manana) that is supported by the Sruti, comes to have an
intellectual clarity about this knowledge of identity. Of course, in these two
stages, the aspirant's comprehension does not depend on his observance of
Vedic rites and upasanas. But then their importance lies in the third stage of
nididhyasana (meditation).8 An aspirant who has gone through the first two
stages of sravana and manana comes to the third stage of deep contemplation
or single-pointed meditation (bhavana or nididhyasana) on the oneness of
the Self, about which he has already heard (sravana) and become convinced
by reasoning (manana). It is this meditation alone that is capable of bestowing
on him the fruit of direct Realisation. This nididhyasana or intense meditation
ought to be practised incessantly for long with total devotion and without
any distraction.9 Such a practice of the contemplation is so arduous that it
is not possible for those whose minds are impure and distracted. Thus, in
the context of nididhyasana, one can clearly see the relevance and necessity
for Vedic rituals and upasanas. A devoted observance of sacrifice, charity
and so on, that are mentioned in the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad's declaration
(4.4.22), if they have been performed earlier, helps in the fruition of such a
contemplation by destroying the impurities that block the aspirant's onward
march towards Liberation by brightening and energising his dull and weak
intellect and by enhancing and intensifying his devotion. In this manner,
supported and buttressed by his earlier performed karma, the aspirant now
8 Following the Upanisadic teaching (Br.U.2.4.5) "atma va are drastavyah Srotavyo mantavyo
nididhyasitavyah - The Self should be realised and for that purpose it should be listened to
(sravana), it should be deliberated upon (manana) and it should be intensely incessantly
meditated upon (nididhyasana)."

(?.?v)
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remains engrossed in the contemplation of Brahman steadfastly and puts an
end to the beginningless nescience and attains Liberation.10
That the Vedic sacrifices and the upasanas assist the emergence of
contemplation and thereby serve the cause of Liberation has been duly
acknowledged even by the Sutrakara himself in the Brahma-sutra (3.4.26)
when he states: "sarvapeksa ca yajnadisruteh, asvavat - In accordance with
Sruti injunctions about the Vedic rites, all sacrificial acts are necessary as in
the case of a horse in matters of its necessity."1 11
Thus the relation of the benefactor and the beneficiary (upakary op akarakabhava) is well-established between the performance of the Vedic rites and
deep contemplative Knowledge of Brahman. Therefore, for gaining that
Knowledge one ought to observe the Vedic rites. But one cannot observe them
until and unless one has a thorough comprehension of the different forms of
Vedic karmas (rites) and their subtle nuances. It is this knowledge of Vedic
karma that is taught in the karma-mimamsa (Purva-mlmamsa). In this way
the relation of the benefactor and the beneficiary (upakaryopakaraka-bhava)
gets established between the karma-mimamsa and brahma-mimamsa also.
10 The argument that both the observance of Vedic rites and intense meditation can jointly beget
Realisation of the oneness of the Self is not tenable for when one is incessantly engrossed in a
single pointed meditation, he cannot be expected to observe these Vedic rites and upasanas.
In the sequel, we will be studying many more reasons given by the Acarya to counter the
above argument (jnanakarmasamuccaya-vada).
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11 The Knowledge of Brahman, to come into existence, depends upon the performance of
Vedic rites and those duties (that are enjoined for the different asramas or orders of life).
However, the performance of these Vedic rites and the duties have no bearing upon the fruit
of Knowledge, that is Liberation. The horse is fit to be yoked to a chariot even though it is of
no use for a plough!
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This being the case, the word 'atha' in the aphorism "athUto brahmajijnasa"
should be taken to signify immediate succession to the correct understanding
of Vaidika-karma expounded in the PurvamTmamsa-sutra. This is how the
early commentators of the Brahma-sutra interpreted the word 'atha'.12
The Pancapadika refers to one of the commentators of the Purvamimamsdsutra who had gone to the extent of affirming that the words 'atha' and 'atah'
occurring in the first aphorism "athato dharmajipiasa' themselves indicate that
there is a relation of the benefactor and the beneficiary (upakaryopakarakabhava) that exists between the karma-mlmamsa and the brahma-mlmamsa.13
The word 'dharma' in the aphorism is taken to be inclusive of the Knowledge
of Brahman for this Knowledge too, according to this commentator, falls
within the ambit of the Vedic injunctions.14 The word 'atha' is construed to
mean 'immediate succession' and it implies that in the immediate succession
to the inquiry of dharma, brahma-jijnasa ensues, when the term 'dharma'
is taken in the inclusive sense of the Knowledge of Brahman too. The word
'atah' (i.e. 'therefore') of the aphorism reaffirms the causal nature of the
prior correlate of the immediate succession, which is the knowledge of
Vedic rituals, thus establishing this very knowledge of Vedic rituals as the
necessary cause or prerequisite (hetu) for brahma-jijnasa. In this fashion, the
commentator declares that Jaimini, the author of the Purvamlmamsa-sutra,
had actually anticipated the Vedanta-darsana as the natural consequence of the
Purvamlmarhsa-darsana in his very first aphorism - "athato dharmajijnasa."15
12 Cf. aw ot 'wot
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15 Vide "atheti purvaprakrtam dharmajijMsamapeksya cmantaram brahmajijMsaya prarambharthah.
ata iti purvam nirdistasya arthasya hetutamScaste brahmajijnasam prati." (Pancapadika)
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Since the Mimamsa-darsana is thus the benefactor (upakaraka), it should
naturally precede the Vedanta-darsana, the beneficiary (upakarya).16
We have so far discussed the Scriptural basis for the prima facie view. The
logical basis of the Purvapaksin’s argument will be taken up for examination
in the following section wherein the Siddhantin analyses and refutes the
view of the Purvapaksin.
We observe that all these premises of the earlier Vrttikaras, that have been
elaborated so far, are presented in an encapsulated form by the Acarya: "nanu
iha karmavabodhanantaryam visesah." In the succeeding sections, the Acarya
will refute these erroneous propositions and establish his standpoint.17
The early Vrttikaras not only presented the above theory of the
relation between karma-mlmamsa and brahma-mlmamsa as that of
upakaryopakarakabhava-sambandha (the relation of the benefactor and the
beneficiary) but also aimed to establish thereby the thesis that both these
These earlier commentators interpreted 'dharma' of the aphorism (Pu.Mi.Su.1.1.1) "athato
dharmajijnasa" in the sense of 'what has been enjoined by the Vedic injunctions', which,
in substance means both karma and the Knowledge of Brahman. Taking into account this
interpretation of the word 'dharma' in this aphorism, they offered two elucidations of the
aphorism as follows: (1) [atha] Immediately after completing the study of one’s own section
of the Veda (vedadhyayananantaram); [dharma-jijnasa] an inquiry into what has been
enjoined by the Vedas (vihitadharmavicarah); ought to be undertaken (kartavya iti sesah);
[atah] because such a study of one’s own section of the Veda is beneficial to the inquiry into
what has been enjoined by the Veda (vedadhyayanasya vihitasya arthavattvavasyakatvat).
(2) The aphorism is to be repeated (avarttih karttavya) for the second elucidation; [atha]
after gaining knowledge about the Vedic rites through inquiry (dharmavicarapraptakarmavabodhanantaram); [dharma-jijnasa] an inquiry for attaining the enjoined
Knowledge of Brahman; ought to be undertaken (kartavya iti sesah); [atah] because the
knowledge of Vedic rites, the specific cause for the Knowledge of Brahman, has been gained
(karmavabodhasya visesakaranasya siddhatvat).

16 Probably this point is taken by the Vrttikaras as one of the factors for explaining why the
karma-mimamsa is termed the 'Purva-mimamsa' (Earlier Inquiry) and the brahma-mlmamsa
the 'Uttara-mimamsa' (Later Inquiry).
17 Some of the commentators on the Brahma-sutra, like Bhaskara, Ramanuja, who were
posterior to Acarya Sankara, are inclined to treat this prima facie view (Purvapaksa) itself
as their Siddhanta (final accepted view). Their arguments against the Bhasyakara’s views
may be looked up in their works. Elaborate counterarguments against, and refutations of
the viewpoints of these post-Sankara commentators are found in the works of the Advaita
Acaryas of the subsequent ages, like Prakasatman’s Pancapadika-vivarana, Appayya-dlksita’s
Parimcda and Piirvottara-mimarhsavada-mksatramald and Advaitananda’s Brahmavidyabharcina.
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mlmarhsas actually constitute one composite Darsana, which is termed
'Ekasastratva-vada' (unitary system of philosophy). Further, they also tried
to develop the theory that the Upanisads are subservient to the karma-kanda
and thus did not accord an independent status for the Upanisads.18
It goes to the credit of the Acarya that he subjected these erroneous
assumptions of these earlier commentators to a thorough examination,
refuted them in toto and then salvaged the Aupanisada-darsana from the
clutches of the proponents of the karma-kanda and established the Vedantadarsana as an absolutely independent and glorious system of philosophy.
Padmapadacarya, the earliest known commentator on the Brahmasutra§ankarabhasya, in his Pancapadika, has devoted a full section (Varnaka 2) for
analysing and refuting the Vrttikara's thesis that Jaimini, the author of the
PurvamTmamsa-sutra, had anticipated right in the first aphorism the entire
Vedanta-darsana. Advaita writers of the later period continued to carry
cudgels against the unacceptable postulation of these audacious erring
thinkers.
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7A
[nirakaranabhasyam]

na, dharmajijnasayah pragapi adhltavedantasya brahmajijnasopapatteh. yatha
ca

hrdayadyavadananam

anantaryaniyamah,

kramasya

vivaksitatvad,

na

tatha iha kramo vivaksitah. sesasesitve adhikrtadhikare va pramanabMvad,
dharmabrahmajijnasayoh.
phalajijnasyabhedttcca. abhyudayaphalam dharmajnanam taccanusthanapeksam.
nihsreyasaphalam tu

brahmajhanam na canusthanantarapeksam.

bhavyasca

dharmo jijhasyo najhanakale asti, purusavyaparatantratvat. iha tu bhutam brahma
tantram: dependent

jijhasyam nityavrttatvad na purusavyaparatantram.
codanapravrttibhedUcca.
niyuhjanaiva

ya hi codana dharmasya laksanam sa svavisaye

purusamavabodhayati.

brahmacodana

tu

purusamabodhayatyeva

kevalam, avabodhasya codanajanyatvad na purusah avabodhe niyujyate. yatha
aksarthasannikarsena arthavabodhe, tadvat.
7B
^ na - no;

dharmajijnasayah - the desire to know dharma; 9FI

SIN prag api - even prior to;

adhltavedantasya - for one who has

studied Vedanta; IfTRffRTFRrf: brahmajijMsopapatteh - because the desire
to know Brahman could arise;

yatha - just as; ^ ca - and;

hrdayadyavadananam - of apportioning the heart and so on;
anantaryaniyamah - there is the rule on the order of succession;
kramasya vivaksitatvat - because an order of succession is intended
to be specified; B na - not; cM tatha - in that manner;
kramah - a sequence;
sesasesitve

-

iha - here;

vivaksitah ~ is intended to be specified;

on the relation of the principal and the subsidiary; ^TM^KTTT^jR

adhikrtadhikare - on the relation of the eligibility of the already eligible; 3T va
- or;

pramdnabhavat - there is no Scriptural sanction; VBBiPTBfTRWf:

dharmabrahmajijnasayoh - between the desire to know dharma and the desire
to know Brahman
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3 phalajijnasyabhedat ca - also because there is difference
between the result and the object of the desire to know;
abhyudayaphalam - brings about prosperity;

dharmajhanam - the

knowledge of dharma; eft\tat - that; 3 ca - and;

anusthanapeksam -

depends on the performance; fa&md^&Hjiihsreyasaphalam - leads to Liberation;
tu - on the other hand;
33

brahmajnanam - the Knowledge of Brahman;

na ca anusthanantarapeksam - and does not depend on any

other observance;
ca - further;

bhavyah - that which is yet to come into existence; 3

dharmah - dharma; RfTfFL jipiasyah - the object of desire;

jfianakale - at the time of its knowledge; 3 3tRrl na asti - does not
exist;

irf purusavyaparatantratvat - because it depends on the

activity of a person; Wf iha - in the present context;

tu - but; ^Hbhulam -

existent; 351 brahma - Brahman; MfUFTB, jijnasyam - the object of the desire
to know; Pft3'jTk3l<t nityavrttatvat - since it always exists; 3

na

purusavyaparatantram - does not depend on the activity of a person
codanapravrttibhedat ca - and since there is also difference
in the operation of the texts; 3T ya - which; % hi - indeed;
text; 3RF1 dharmasya - of dharma;
sa - the same;

codana - the

iaksanam - expounds the nature; W

svavisaye - in its own domain;

- necessarily urging him to perform;

33 niyuhjana eva

purusam - the person; 3T33frRftf

avabodhayati - instructs; 33T3I33T brahmacodana - the text pertaining to
Brahman;

3 tu - on the other hand;

purusam - the person; 3H*i4hwfci 33

^^ avabodhayati eva kevalam - indeed merely teaches; 3^313^4 -4KHI'H«-4c3ld
avabodhasya codanajanyatvat - because knowledge is brought about by the
text; TJ53: purusah - the person; 3

na niyujyate - is not enjoined to

perform; 313313 avabodhe - in the domain of knowledge; 33T yatha - just as;
aksarthasannikarsena - by the contact of the visual organ with the
object;

arthavabodhe - in the case of the knowledge of the object; d&rf.

tadvat - so too
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7C
[the commentary on refutations1]

No, for the desire to know Brahman could arise in a person, who has
studied Vedanta, even prior to the desire to know dharma.2 And, there
exists a rule governing the order of succession in the case of apportioning
the heart and so on, since a sequence is intended to be specified there.
However, no such order of succession is intended to be specified here.3
Also, there is no Scriptural sanction on the relation of the principal and
the subsidiary4 or on the relation of the eligibility of the already eligible
between the desire to know dharma and the desire to know Brahman.5
Also, because there is difference between the result and the object of
the desire to know.6 The result of the knowledge of dharma is prosperity
and its acquisition depends on the performance. On the other hand, the
Knowledge of Brahman leads to Liberation and it is not dependent on any
observance whatsoever.7 Further, dharma, the object of the desire, does
not exist at the time of its knowledge because its incidence depends on
the activity of the person. But, in the present context of brahma-jijnasa,
the already existent Brahman, which is the object of the desire to know,
does not depend upon the activity of the person because it is an eternally
accomplished entity.8
Besides, there is also difference in the operation of the texts. To explain:
The text which expounds the nature of dharma instructs man in its domain
necessarily urging him to perform. On the other hand, the text pertaining
to Brahman merely teaches the person and does not enjoin upon him in
the domain of knowledge because knowledge is brought about by the text.
To illustrate: A person need not be commanded to see the object when the
visual organ is already in contact with it.9
7D
1. The Commentary on Refutations: We saw in the last section that some
commentators of the Brahma-sutra and Mimamsa thinkers of the pre-Sahkara
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age had built up a thesis that the Knowledge of Brahman, the subject matter
of the Vedanta-darsana, is facilitated by the knowledge of karma, that is the
dharma taught in the Mimamsa-darsana. Hence, the Purvapaksin ruled that
the word 'atha' of the aphorism "athato brahmajijMsa" is to be taken to mean
'in the immediate succession to the knowledge of karma'.
The Acarya disapproves the above theory as an illogical prima facie view.
In this section we will see how effectively he refutes it by using their own
terminology and technique. Moreover, being adept in logicial niceties, the
Acarya presses into service some of the standard principles of logic to establish
his viewpoint. Therefore, it will be of advantage if we become familiar with
the relevant principles of Mimamsa and logic pertaining to this context.
It is evident that the prima facie view rests on two major assumptions:
(1) A cause and effect relation, that is the relation of the benefactor and
the beneficiary (upakaryopakarakabhava-sambandha), exists between the
knowledge of karma and that of Brahman. The same is indicated by the
Upanisadic enunciation (Br.U.4.4.22), "tametam vedanuvacanena brahmana
vividisanti yajnena danena tapasanasakena - The brahmanas desire to know
Brahman by the study of the Vedas, by sacrifice, by charity and by desireless
penance" and by the Brahma-sutra (3.4.26), "sarvapeksa cayajMdisruteh, asvavat
- In accordance with Sruti injunctions about the Vedic rites, all sacrificial acts
are necessary as in the case of a horse in matters of its necessity."11 (2) On
account of this upakaryopakarakabhava-sambandha, brahma-jijnasa ensues
immediately after the knowledge of karma that is taught in the Mimamsadarsana thus becoming the unique cause of brahma-jijnasa. Therefore, it is
only logical to assume that the word 'atha' of the aphorism means 'in the
immediate succession to the knowledge of karma'.
The Acarya refutes this thesis of the Purvapaksin (opponent) in toto on
the following grounds.
2. No, for the desire to know Brahman could arise in a person, who has
studied Vedanta, even prior to the desire to know dharma: The Acarya had
concluded his earlier argument saying that svadhyaya (the study of one’s
11 Refer to Section 6 D.
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own branch of the Veda), though a prerequisite, is common to both dharmajijnasa and brahma-jijnasa.12 Hence, the unique cause (visesa-karana) needs
to be identified in the immediate succession to which the desire to know
Brahman arises.
The Purvapaksin explained that when the svadhyaya is completed, it leads
to its natural consequence dharma-jijnasa (the desire to know dharma), which
is expounded in the Purvamimamsa-darsana. Thereupon, dharma-jijnasa
leads to the correct knowledge of karma (karmavabodha). This knowledge of
karma, thus obtained through the study of the Purvamimamsa-darsana, is to
be construed as the unique cause (visesa-karana) of the rise of brahma-jijnasa
(the desire for the knowledge of Brahman). Thus, it is only karmavabodha
(the knowledge of the nature of karma) that is the prior correlate of the
'immediate succession' denoted by the term 'atha' (then) occurring in the
aphorism "athato brakmajijnasa."
The present sentence of the Bhasya is intended to refute entirely the above
contention of the opponent.
But, why should the Bhasyakara declare that there exists the possibility
of the rise of brahma-jijnasa (the desire for knowing Brahman) even prior to
dharma-jijnasa (desire to know dharma)? Should he not instead argue that
even prior to karmavabodha (knowledge of Vedic rituals) brahma-jijnasa
could arise, for only such a statement could contend directly the viewpoint
of the opponent: “nanu iha karmavabodhanantaryam visesah.”13 In other words
should not the Bhasya declare: “karmavabodhat pragapi adhitavedantasya
brahmajijnasopapatteh."
Such a statement undoubtedly stands in direct opposition to the
Purvapaksin’s point of view. However, the Acarya intends to be more
incisive in his criticism of the opponent. The idea is: If svadhyaya or the
study of one’s own branch of the Vedas was the unique cause for the rise
of dharma-jijnasa (desire for knowledge of dharma) and its result, that
is karmavabodha (knowledge of Vaidika-karma), then alone would the
12 Since the svadhyaya is to be undertaken when one is eight years or so.
13 Translated as: "Is not here, in this context, immediate succession to the knowledge of Vedic
rituals the distinctive feature?" (Refer to Section 6 C.)
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proposition of the opponent hold water. But contrary to svadhyaya alone
being the cause for karmavabodha, the hankering for the different results
prescribed to be brought about by the various karmas can undeniably be
taken as a necessary cause for karmavabodha.
It is also plausible that there could be students who during the course of
the study of their section of the Vedas (svadhyaya) are more inclined to the
study of the Upanisads (Vedanta)14 and are convinced of the hollowness and
transiency of all material accomplishments (abhyudaya) promised by the
Vedic rites and enthused by the significant and eternal result of the Realisation
of Brahman, that is the absolute emancipation from all the miseries of the
nescience-constituted samsara as vouchsafed in the Upanisads.15 In the case
of these dispassionate students of the Veda, it is the brahma-jijnasa (desire
for the Knowledge of Brahman) that arises and not dharma-jijnasa which
leads to karmavabodha (or the mastery of the Vedic rituals). In fact, the
Upanisads themselves declare that all are confronted by two desires: one
for Liberation (sreyas) and another for the worldly prosperity (preyas) and
that the discriminating wise man chooses the former while the dull-witted
falls for the latter.16 Thus, the opponent's thesis of karmavabodha as the
prerequisite for brahma-jijnasa fails to have the support of both the Scripture
(Sruti) and experience (anubhuti).17
We also observe that the Acarya has refuted the proposition of the
Purvapaksin by pointing out its logical anomaly. To explain: The Logicians
accept the weaver's shuttle, loom and so on as the cause of cloth because
14 It is this idea that is obviously intended by the compound word 'adhita-vedantasya' of the Bhasya.
15 This point the Bhasyakara himself elaborates later in the context of explaining the significance
of the word 'atah' of the present aphorism.
is
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17 In view of the above discussion, one need not essay to interpret dharma-jijnasa (lit. the desire
to know dharma) of the Bhasya text in the secondary sense of 'karmavabodha' (knowledge
of karma) which is rather the result of dharma-jijnasa. Vide " dharmajijna$apadena tatphalam
karmavabodha laksyate." (Vartika) Besides, it is significant to observe that the Bhamati reads in
the present Bhasya sentence itself "karmavabodhat pragapi" in lieu of the generally accepted
reading "dharmajijnasayah pragapi." Obviously, both these efforts are aimed at making the
Bhasyakara's refutation of the prima facie view tenable.
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the former invariably precede the latter.18 But karmavabodha (knowledge
of karma) and its cause dharma-jijnasa (desire to know dharma) do not
invariably precede the rise of brahma-jijnasa (desire for the Knowledge of
Brahman). We have seen that there is a distinct possibility that a student
of the Vedanta can have a longing for the Knowledge of Brahman even
before the desire to know dharma. Therefore, the proposition of cause and
effect relationship (karyakarana-sambandha) effected by the relation of the
benefactor and the beneficiary (upakaryopakaraka-sambandha) espoused
by the opponent between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa suffers from
the serious defect, which the Logicians term 'vyatireka-vyabhicara', which
means that the absence of one of the relata is not invariably accompanied by
the absence of the other relatum.19 The said causal relation between dharmajijnasa and brahma-jijnasa can be maintained, only if it were possible
to establish their respective instances of absence to have an invariable
concomitance20 with each other, that is wherever there is no dharma-jijnasa
and no karmavabodha, in all such instances there is also the absence of
brahma-jijnasa. But, such is not the case. Therefore, when we consider the
logical aspect (yukti) of the Purvapaksin's proposition, there too we are
bound to reject it in toto.
In order to point out the above vyatireka-vyabhicara or the logical flaw
of inconstancy of the negatives, the Acarya could have very well said
"dharmajijnasaya asattve'pi - even when there is no dharma-jijnasa." However,
the Acarya has rightly preferred the expression “prdgapi dharmajijMsayah - even
prior to dharma-jijnasa" because it directly counters the opponent's assertion
"iha karmavabodhanantaryam visesah - only after karmavabodha (knowledge of
Vedic rituals), the desire for the Knowledge of Brahman arises."
While critically examining the viewpoint of the opponent that brahmajijnasa dawns after the knowledge of Vedic rituals, the Acarya must have
considered statements of the Scripture (Br.UAA.22) such as "tametam
18
19 WJTWiasft
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vedanuvacanena brahmana vividisanti yajnena danena tapasanasakena - The
brahmanas desire to know Brahman by the study of the Vedas, by sacrifice,
by charity and by desireless penance" which touch upon the significance of
means such as sacrifice, charity and desireless penance by observing which
seekers aspire for the Knowledge of Brahman.
In this context, pertaining to the means for the Realisation of Brahman, we
have to examine another very significant Upanisadic declaration (Br. 11.2.4.5):
“citma va are drastavyah sroiavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - The Self should be
seen, should be heard, should be inquired into, should be meditated upon."21
This Upanisadic declaration enlightens us on the threefold direct means
of sravana (listening), manana (reflection) and nididhyasana (meditation)
to the Realisation of the Self leading to Liberation. Hence, this declaration
carries greater importance than the previous sentence (Br.UAA.22) that
merely touches upon the ancillary means. We observe from this Upanisadic
statement dealing with the direct means to Realisation, that the Upanisads do
not ascribe so much significance to the performance of sacrifice, charity and
desireless penance as they do to the direct evolutionary means of sravana,
manana and nididhyasana to the Realisation of the Self.
That the Vedic rituals, charity, penances and so on are merely the ancillary
means becomes evident as we proceed to analyse the tenor of the Upanisadic
statement (Br.U.4.4.22), “tametaih vedanuvacanena brahmana vividisanti yajnena
danena tapasanasakena." We observe that this Upanisadic statement merely
says that the seekers by performing sacrifice, charity and dispassionate
penance become desirous of Self-knowledge (vividisanti), that is as a result
of these observances one develops a desire for such Knowledge.22 Thus, this
Upanisadic sentence does not directly connect karma (Vedic rituals, charity
and so on) as a direct means or as a unique cause for the Knowledge of the
Self. Rather, it renders karma as an ancillary means to the Knowledge of the
Self by making it a causal factor for just the generation of the desire to know
the Self by effecting the purification of the mind.
21 We had seen how the opponent interpreted this enunciation to his advantage in Section 6 D.
22 The desiderative 'vividisanti' in the sentence is significant and it means 'they desire to know'.
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To explain: By performing karma, like sacrifice, charity, desireless
penances and so on, an individual annihilates his sins, then becomes
capable of seeing things in the right perspective (nityanityavastu-viveka),
thereafter develops dispassion for worldly pleasures (vairagya), then
goes on to acquire tranquility, self-control and other such mental qualities
(samadamadisadhana-sampat) and as a consequence of all these, there
arises in him an intense longing for Liberation (mumuksutva). It is these
above-mentioned fourfold qualities which give rise to brahma-jijnasa (the
desire to know Brahman). Thereupon, such an individual seeks refuge in
the Guru (gurupasadana), then learns from him the Upanisadic truth of the
oneness of the Self (sravana) and thereafter progresses to the subsequent
stages of reflection (manana) and intense meditation (nididhyasana) and
thus comes to have the direct Knowledge of the Self. Thus karma helps Jhana
(Knowledge of the Self) in a distant manner (aradupakaraka) by purifying
the mind and then generating the desire to know the Self unlike sravana
(listening), manana (reflection) and nididhyasana (meditation) which
directly aid the generation of Self-knowledge. This is the collective purport
of the Upanisadic sentences (Br.UAA.22 & 2.4.5 respectively), “tametam
vedanuvacanena brahmana vividisanti yajnena danena tapasanasakena - The
brahmanas desire to know Brahman by the study of the Vedas, by sacrifice,
by charity and by desireless penance" and “atma va are drastavyah srotavyo
mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - The Self should be seen, should be heard, should
be inquired into, should be meditated upon" - the former providing the
ancillary means and the latter the direct means to the Realisation of the Self.
The very same Upanisadic idea about karma helping in a distant manner
in the rise of the Knowledge of Brahman is also reflected in the aphorism
Brahma-sutra (3.4.26), "sarvapeksa ca yajnadisruteh, asvavat - In accordance
with Sruti injunctions about the Vedic rites, all sacrificial acts are necessary
as in the case of a horse in matters of its necessity" quoted by the opponent
under a wrong notion that it vouchsafes his theory of karmavabodha being
the unique cause of brahma-jijnasa.
In view of what we have discussed in the foregoing, how can the knowledge
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of karma be taken as the unique cause (visesa-kar ana) of br ahma-jijnasa? And,
how can the word 'atha' occurring in the aphorism “athato brahmajijnasa"
convey the sense of 'in the immediate succession to the knowledge of karma?
It cannot.23 We do come across in the Scriptural literature individuals who
without entering into the stages of grhastha (household life) and vanaprastha
(hermit life) have taken to sannyasa (monastic life) after having renounced
all karmas such as sacrifice, charity and so on and then through the direct
means of Havana, manana and nididhyasana have come to realise the
supreme Brahman. The Puranas inform us about Sages like Suka who were
born Brahmajnanins, and who did not even undergo the upanayana (sacred
thread ceremony) that initiates one into the brahmacarya-asrama (student
life). Therefore, the knowledge or performance of karma can, by no means,
be the direct cause for the rise of brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman).24
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At this juncture, there could arise a doubt: These seekers, mentioned in
the Scriptural sources, must have performed Vedic rituals, charity, desireless
penances and so on in their former incarnations (janmantaresu) and the merit
produced by these observances alone must have generated the brahmajijnasa and the consequent Realisation in the present life. Can the sense of
'atha', therefore, not take into account the observance of the Vedic rituals in
the earlier incarnation as the prior correlate of immediate succession?
This argument is rather self-defeating for the following reason: Before
embarking upon the spiritual pursuit a seeker must satisfy himself that he
possesses the requisite qualifications. But, the karmas of one's past lives and
their resultant merits cannot fall within the ambit of the sense of the word
'atha' for they are beyond one's direct comprehension. Indeed, only those
qualifications that are directly perceived can legitimately be the eligibility
intended by the word 'atha' in the aphorism.25
All these ideas discussed here are very well encapsulated in the seemingly
simple sentence of the Bhasya under study. Thus neither dharma-jijnasa (the
desire to know dharma), nor karmavabodha (the knowledge of Vaidikakarma) taught in the Mimamsa-darsana, nor the observance of karma in this
or the previous life is the visesa-karana (unique cause) of brahma-jijnasa
(desire to know Brahman) and hence none of them can be considered as the
prior correlate of the 'immediate succession' (anantarya-pratiyogi) denoted
by the term 'atha' of the aphorism "athato brahmajijnasa."26
3. And, there exists a rule governing the order of succession in the case of
apportioning the heart and so on, since a sequence is intended to be specified
sTspRtck:,
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there. However, no such order of succession is intended to be specified here:
The opponent contends: There may not be the cause and effect relationship
between dharma-jijnasa (desire to know dharma) and brahma-jijnasa (desire
to know Brahman). Still, the latter should be accepted to rise only in the
immediate succession to the former.27 The point sought to be conveyed by the
Purvapaksin is this: If a person has two or more acts to perform, he executes
them one by one in a specific sequence alone. He does so, not because there is
among these acts always a relation of cause and effect, but because he cannot
perform all of them simultaneously.
The Purvapaksins who raise this objection are the Mimamsakas and they
cite examples from the Vedic sacrificial practices to endorse their stand. An
instance of a sequence is met with in the performance of the Vedic animal
sacrifice named 'Pasubandha'. During the process of this sacrifice, certain
prescribed eleven limbs or parts (angas) - such as the heart, the tongue, the
sides and so on - are first cut from the sacrificial goat. Then, the cooked limbs
are kept on the spread darbha grass. Thereupon, the priest places them one
after another on the sacrificial wooden ladles (termed 'juhu' and 'upabhrt')
for offering them as oblations into the sacrificial fire. This process of taking
a portion of the oblation and placing the same on the ladles for offering is
termed 'avadana', which can roughly be rendered as 'apportioning'. In this
Pasubandha sacrifice there are eleven such avadanas for offering.28 Of these
eleven, the first three are apportioned always in a specific sequence, that is
the heart is apportioned first, then the tongue, and then the sides.29 Here,
it should be noted that the avadana of the portion of the heart is not the
cause of the next avadana of the portion of the tongue, and this too does
not become the cause for the avadana of the sides that follows. Yet, they are
to be apportioned in this prescribed specific sequence alone because of the
Vedic injunction that stipulates so. Likewise, the Purvapaksin here argues

29 That is, eleven portions of the eleven limbs are prepared in this manner "ekadasavadananyavadyati."
29 The sequence of the other eight avadanas is left to the priest's choice (aicchika-krama) but
with a stipulation that he must not miss any of the remaining apportioned limbs.
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that, brahma-jijnasa should come in the immediate succession to dharmajijnasa, even though there is no cause and effect relation between them.
The Acarya rejects this thesis of the opponent by pointing out that the
citation of the avadanas in the Pasubandha sacrifice lacks relevance and
tenability in the present context. To explain: In the case of the sacrificial
avadanas their sequence is clearly stipulated by a rule in the Sruti (Scripture):
"The priest should first apportion the heart, then the tongue, and then
apportion the sides."30 Further, the explanatory passage (arthavada)
pertaining to this rule explains why such a specific sequence is followed.
Therefore, we are bound to follow the prescribed sequence of these avadanas
in consonance with the Scriptural authority. On the other hand, there is
no Scriptural injunction whatsoever in the context of dharma-jijnasa and
brahma-jijnasa prescribing the sequence that brahma-jijnasa should only
follow dharma-jijnasa. And, it is not only untenable but ludicrous too to
argue that the word 'atha' of the present aphorism is itself the rule laying
down such a sequence between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa because
the denotation of the term 'atha' is yet to be determined!
The Purvapaksin raises a seemingly pertinent objection: The contention of
the Acarya that there is no Scriptural prescription that brahma-jijnasa should
be preceded by dharma-jijnasa ignores the well-known Sruti (Scriptural
injunctions) and Smrti (traditional codes). The Jabala-upanisad (4) indeed
enjoins the sequence when it stipulates: “brahmacaryam samapya grht bhaved
grhadvambhutva pravrajet - After completing the student’s life (brahmacarya)
one should become a householder (grhastha), thereafter take up the hermit's
life (varu), and then alone one should renounce." In this Scriptural injunction,
the word 'grhi' (householder) is a synecdoche for the observance of karma
and 'pravrajet' (one should renounce) for that of brahma-jijnasa. There is
also a traditional code (Manusmrti, 6.36) stipulating the same: “adhttya
vidhivad vedan putramscotpadya dharmatah, istva ca saktito yajnairmano mokse
nivesayet - Having studied the Vedas according to rule, having begotten
sons in the manner laid down by the traditional codes, and after performing
X?°)
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Vedic sacrifices to the best of one's ability one should then devote oneself
to the pursuit of Liberation." This is further endorsed (Manusmrti, 6.37) by
the following censure: "anadhltya dvijo vedananutpadya tathatmajdn, anistva
caiva yajnaisca moksamicchan vrajatyadhah - The brahamana who, without
having studied the Veda, and also without begetting children and without
performing sacrifices, desires Liberation is condemned to fall." In this way,
fortifying his arguments with these citations from the Sruti and the Smrti,
the Purvapaksin rejects as baseless and invalid the rebuttal of the Acarya
that there is no Scriptural injunction whatsoever stipulating that dharmajijnasa should precede brahma-jijnasa.
This objection of the Purvapaksin to the Acarya's stand is because of
his non-comprehension of the purport of the Acarya's statement who has
kept in view the import of the entire Scriptural corpus before voicing his
rebuttal. The reasoning of the Acarya is to this effect: Unlike the specific
uncontradicted rule governing the sequence of the avadanas of the heart,
the tongue and the sides in the Pasubandha sacrifice, there is no such
uncontradicted rule governing the sequence of dharma-jijnasa and brahmajijnasa that the Purvapaksin is desirous of establishing. In fact, the Jdbdlaupanisad (4.1) itself contains a declaration in the sequel, right after the very
sentence that has been cited by the Purvapaksin, that contradicts his citation.
It reads: “yadi vetaratha, brahmacaryadeva pravrajet, grhadva, vanadva - If it is
possible to do otherwise, let one renounce even from brahmacarya-asrama
(student life), or from that of grhastha-asrama (householder) or from that of
vanaprastha-asrama (hermit)."31
The contradiction in the case of these two sets of rules is only apparent.
To explain: It is the complete vairagya (dispassioh) alone that constitutes
the essential prerequisite for renunciation and brahma-jijnasa and not such
factors relating to the states of householder, hermit and so on. That is the
reason why the Jabala-upanisad goes on to further stipulate: "yadahareva
virajet tadahareva pravrajet - The moment one becomes dispassionate let him
31 Also refer the Smrti statement: "asadayati suddhatmd moksam vai prathamasrame - The one
who is pure at heart attains Liberation even while in the first brahmacarya-asrama."
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renounce that very day." Therefore, it is crystal clear that the Sruti and the
Smrti statements cited by the Purvapaksin to establish his point are only
concerned with individuals who have not developed the requisite dispassion
and purity of mind that actually urge upon them to renounce and commit
themselves to Self-knowledge. The other set of Scriptural injunctions cited
by the Siddhantin to offset the objection raised by the Purvapaksin pertain to
the individuals who are dispassionate and enjoy the purity of the heart and
are thus qualified to renounce and be eligible for brahma-jijnasa.32
Hence, the Acarya is perfectly justified when he states that like the
uncontradicted rule governing the sequence of the avadanas of the heart, the
tongue and the sides in the context of Pasubandha sacrifice, there is no such
rule governing the sequence of dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa in order
to stipulate dharma-jijnasa as a prior correlate to brahma-jijnasa.33

In the context of the above significant discussion, the statement of the Acarya,
"the desire to know Brahman could arise in a person, who has studied
Vedanta, even prior to the desire to know dharma"34 becomes much clearer.
He has conscientiously avoided stating in a simple way, "The desire to
know Brahman rises prior to dharma-jijnasa" and has carefully worded the
sentence as, "The desire to know Brahman could arise even prior to dharmajijnasa." By hinting at the possibility, what the Acarya intends to convey is
that the rise of brahma-jijnasa earlier to the dharma-jijnasa is possible only in
the case of those who by virtue of their pure minds are totally dispassionate 32 Cf. igararasauft
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which dispassion is indeed a rare commodity! As far as others are concerned,
they have to diligently perform their prescribed duties to gain the necessary
purity of mind and the resultant dispassion which awaken brahma-jijnasa.
We have already seen that this carefully worded statement of the Acarya,
which establishes the possibility of brahma-jijnasa occurring prior to
dharma-jijnasa, logically demolishes the reasoning of the cause and effect
relation (karyakarana-sambandha) and the benefactor and the beneficiary
relation (upakaryopakaraka-sambandha) which the opponent presents
as existing between the dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa. This logical
argument itself could dismiss the present argument of the Purvapaksin
too.35 Yet, the Acarya prefers to deal with this Purvapaksin's argument
in a different manner because, while the previous Purvapaksin based his
argument on logical grounds, the present Purvapaksin has based his analysis
on an analogy he has drawn from the Vedic sacrificial practice and the Vedic
injunction pertaining to it as well as on the basis of a declaration found in the
Jabala-upanisad. Hence, the Acarya rebuts this Purvapaksin too, not merely
on the basis of logic - for logic is ineffective if it goes counter to Scriptural
declaration - but takes direct recourse to $ruti and offers his cogent criticism
of the Purvapaksin's viewpoint.
4. Also, there is no Scriptural sanction on the relation of the principal and
the subsidiary...between the desire to know dhanna and the desire to know
Brahman: The Purvapaksin makes another effort to substantiate his earlier
standpoint that brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman) is necessarily
preceded by dharma-jijnasa (desire for the knowledge of Vaidika-karma)
and karmavabodha (knowledge of Vaidika-karma) by linking brahmajijnasa on the one hand and dharma-jijnasa and karmavabodha on the other
as the principal and the subsidiary (sesa-sesi-bhava).
This relationship of the principal (sesl) and the subsidiary (sesa) can be
exemplified through the well-known Vedic sacrifices, the Darsapurnamasaisti and its subsidiaries.36 This sacrifice consists of six independent rites. Of
35 Refer to Section 7 D, n.3.
36 The Darsapurnamasa-isti consists of two sacrifices which are performed on the new moon
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them, the first set of three rites - Agneya, Aindrarh-dadhi and Aindram-payah
- are observed on the new moon day. Hence, they are collectively known as
'Darsa'. The second set of three - Agneya, Upamsu and Agnisomlya - are
performed on the full moon day. Hence, these three are collectively termed
Turnamasa'. Consequently, the entire sacrificial rite gets the appellation
'Darsapurnamasa-isti'.
Each one of the above six sacrifices is an independent principal (sesi) by
itself. Yet, these independent principal rites are enjoined for achieving one
common purpose, namely the heaven.37 In this way, these six principal rites
(sesi) are mutually related through their common goal of heaven. It is only
natural that since these rites cannot be performed simultaneously by a single
individual, there has to be necessarily a sequence in their observance. And
the sequence of these yagas is decided by the order in which their respective
mantras (chants) invoking the deities and the offering of the oblations appear
in their relevant Vedic section (mantrapathakrama).38
The Purnamasa-yaga and Darsa-yaga which consists of three rites each
have five subsidiary (sesa) rites, collectively known as 'Pancaprayajah' (five
Fore-sacrifices). The Pancaprayajas thus become the sesa (subsidiary) to the
sesi (principal) which constitute the rites of the Darsa and the Purnamasa
- that is Agneya, Aindram-dadhi, Aindram-payah, and Agneya, UpamSu,
Agnisomlya. Each of the Pancaprayajas though recognised as equal to one
another are subsidiaries (sesa) to the six main yagas (sesi) of the Purnamasa
and full moon day. 'Darsa' is called so as on that day the moon stays with the sun and
consequently it is not visible in the sky: "ekatrasthitacandrarkadarsanat darsa iti ucyate." The
term 'darsa' also stands for 'amavasya' because the sun and the moon live together on that day
(amasabdah saharthe, yasmin kale suryacandramasoh sahavasah sa kalah amavasya). 'Purnamasa' is
called so because the moon is full on this day. It would be of advantage to note that the word
'masa' denotes the moon. As such, the compound word 'purnamasa' is analysed as: "piirno
maso yasmin kale sa purnamasah - The time (day) when the moon has attained its full form."
I
'M'ddl
38 Each sacrificial offering of oblation is preceded by the citing of a Mantra or chant technically
termed 'puranuvakya' (introductory chant to be recited for invoking a deity to receive
the offering) and 'yajya' (the chant to be recited at the moment of offering the oblation) puranuvakyamanficya yajyaya juhoti. These two are jointly known as 'yajya-puranuvakye'. These
chants are found arranged in a certain sequence in the relevant portion of the Veda known as
'yajya-puranuvakya-kanda' (portion containing chants pertaining to invocation and oblation).
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and the Dar6a. This is because the Pancaprayajas have a single common
purpose of benefiting (upakara) the main sacrifices (Sesi), that is the Agneya,
Aindram-dadhi and so on, which are the upakarya (beneficiary), and they all
collectively produce the single final result of heaven. Since it is impossible
for a single individual to simultaneously perform the Pancaprayajas, the
brahmana portion of the Veda that deals with injunctions enjoins these
Pancaprayajas in the following order: "samidho yajati, tanunapatam yajati, ido
yajati, barhir yajati, svahakaram yajati
Keeping this concept of sesasesi-bhava and the necessary order of
succession in mind, the Purvapaksin presents his case in the following way:
The dharma-jijnasa and the brahma-jijnasa are together purported to have a
single goal of Liberation.39 Here, dharma-jijnasa is meant to be the benefactor
(upakaraka) and the subsidiary (sesa) for the beneficiary (upakarya) brahmajijnasa and hence the principal (sesi), that is the direct means for Liberation.
This being the case, they are to be observed by a single individual, and the
sequence of their performance - as in the case of the Paficaprayajas is to be
determined, naturally, by the order in which they occur in the Veda. The
earlier part of the Veda is the karma-kanda that deals with dharma-jijnasa
while the later portion is the Vedanta (Upanisads) which expounds brahmajijnasa. Therefore, the latter brahma-jijnasa is to come in the immediate
succession to the former dharma-jijnasa. In this manner, the Purvapaksin
asserts that the sequential occurrence of dharma-jijnasa being followed by
brahma-jijnasa should alone be the true purport of the word 'atha' occurring
in the aphorism "athato brahmajijnasa."
The Acarya refutes the above thesis. He points out that there is no Scriptural
authority that lays down that brahma-jijnasa and dharma-jijnasa are related
as the principal (Sesi) and the subsidiary (sesa) resulting in the single goal
of Liberation, just as the Pancaprayajas are related to the six principal yagas
of the Darsa and the Purnamasa in sesasesi-bhava resulting in the single
goal of heaven. The fact is this: A relation of the principal and the subsidiary
(sesasesi-bhava) between any two or more observances is possible only if
39 Cf. wrtweAa

i -taiwi
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they are related like the Pancaprayajas (sesa) to the six principal rites of the
Darsapurnamasa-yaga (sesl) by contributing to the attainment of a single
goal (ekaphala), by being ordained on and performed by a single individual
(eka-adhikari-kartrka), enjoined by a single Scriptural injunction (ekaprayojana-vacana-grhlta), and by being related to a single specific period
of time (eka-kala-sambandha). But, in no way can brahma-jijnasa and the
dharma-jijnasa enter into such a relation of the principal and the subsidiary
(sesasesi-bhava) since none of these above-stipulated conditions can exist
between them. That the texts pertaining to the dharma-jijnasa are found in
the earlier part of the Veda and those concerned with brahma-jijnasa are
usually found in the later part is not reason enough to pre-suppose the
sesasesi-bhava and construe the consequent sequence between dharmajijnasa and brahma-jijnasa. In this respect they are like the texts pertaining
to the multifarious yagas - Saurya, Vayavya, Prajapatya, Vaisnava and so
on - which are all absolutely independent of one another and which are
to performed separately for their varied results by different individuals,
choosing their own convenient periods of time and not adhering to any
specific sequence in which injunctions concerning them occur in the Veda.
Keeping all these relevant points in mind the Acarya affirms: There is
no Scriptural sanction on the relation of the principal and the subsidiary
between dharma-jijnasa (desire to know dharma) and brahma-jijnasa (desire
to know Brahman).40
5. Also, there is no Scriptural sanetion...on the relation of the eligibility
of the already eligible between the desire to know dharma and the desire
to know Brahman:41 The Purvamlmamsa-darsana delineates a principle
40 Cf.

Also, cf. HII4

writq

*113: I -

41 Here the intended anvaya (syntactical relationship) between the words of the sentence
as shown in the commentaries like the Bhamati is: "dharmabrahmajijnasayoh sesasesitve
■pramanabhavfid, dharmabrahmajijnasayoh adhikrtadhikare va pramanabhavat.”
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having a bearing on the nature of the sequence. The required eligibility
(adhikara) for performing a certain act lies only with the individual who
is already eligible (adhikrta) for undertaking a related Vedic rite. This is
termed 'adhikrtadhikara', that is the 'eligibility of the one already eligible'.
In order to explain this relationship of the eligibility (adhikari) of the
one who is already eligible (adhikrta) - adhikrtadhikara - let us take up the
injunctive Scriptural sentence, “darsapurnamasabhyam istva somena yajeta Having performed the Darsapurnamasa sacrifice, one should perform the
Soma-yaga." Here the person who has already performed (adhikrta) the
Darsapurnamasa-yaga alone becomes eligible, that is has the adhikara to
perform the Soma-yaga.
To elucidate the concept of 'adhikrta-adhikara', most commentators
invoke another example from the context of Vedic rituals. During the course
of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga that is performed to gain heaven, one of the
rituals observed is the Ap-pranayana (fetching and sprinkling water rite).
The Vedic injunction ordains that the water (ap) is to be fetched (pranayana)
using a sacrificial wooden vessel termed 'camasa'. The injunction further
stipulates that if one is however desirous of an additional benefit of cattle in
this present life, apart from that of heaven after death, he is enjoined to use
the godohana-patra (milk-pail) during the course of the Ap-pranayana ritual
for the purpose of fetching and sprinkling water in lieu of the camasa vessel.42
From this it is obvious that only the performer of the Darsapurnamasayaga has the right (adhikara) to use the godohana-patra (milk-pail) for
the Ap-pranayana ritual and not the one who is not the performer of the
Darsapurnamasa-yaga.43 The godohana-patra (milk-pail) thus serves a dual
function of not only being 'kratvartha', that is it serves the purpose of the
rite by being a necessary part of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga but also for
'purusartha', that is it serves the purpose of the performer too by begetting
for him the additional benefit of cattle.44
42 The injunction pertaining to this is: “camasena apafy pranayed godohanena pasukamasya."
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The Purvapaksin is of the view that the same principle of sequence that
arises because of adhikrta-adhikara-bhava - as elucidated in the example of
the Darsapurnamasa-yaga and Soma-yaga as well as in the example of the
Darsapurnamasa-yaga and Ap-pranayana ritual using the godohana-patra45
- is definitely applicable in the present case of dharma-jijnasa and brahmajijnasa too.
To explain: The Vedic injunction (Tai.A.2.19) "svadhyayo ’dhyetavyah"
enjoins that one should learn one's own branch of the Veda along with its full
purport. It is dharma-jijnasa that is the necessary means for karmavabodha
(knowledge of the Vedic rites), which is the purport of the Veda. This
dharma-jijnasa in the illustration is similar to the Ap-pranayana ritual that
is an essential aspect in the performance of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga.
Brahma-jijnasa is also meant for acquiring the knowledge of the purport of
the Veda, albeit that of the Upanisadic section, and is meant for the optional
additional benefit of Liberation for the person who is already engaged in the
enjoined act of karmavabodha (knowledge of the Vedic rites) rising from
dharma-jijnasa.
To further delineate: Just as the use of godohana-patra for the Ap-pranayana
ritual during the course of the performance of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga
is enjoined for the additional benefit of cattle so too the individual can
optionally take recourse to brahma-jijnasa for the additional result of
Liberation even while remaining engaged in dharma-jijnasa for gaining
karmavabodha (knowledge of Vedic rites) and not otherwise. Thus, dharmajijnasa is associated with two benefits: (1) by itself it leads to karmavabodha
(knowledge of the Vedic rituals) and (2) by depending on the brahma-jijnasa
during the course of dharma-jijnasa, it begets for the person the additional
benefit of Liberation too.46
45 This second illustration of the Ap-pranayana ritual with the godohana-patra (milk-pail)
assumes significance, for the Acarya himself has invoked this example to elucidate the concept
of adhikrta-adhikara while commenting on one of the later Sutras.
46 For ease of understanding, we may compare and contrast the drstanta with the darstantika:
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In this way, the Purvapaksin delineates that adhikrtadhikara decides the
sequence of dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa: the dharma-jijnasa being
first, and the brahma-jijnasa later. Thus the individual who had attained
karmavabodha by dharma-jijnasa (i.e. the adhikarin or one who is already
eligible) alone becomes capable (i.e. has the adhikara or the eligibility) for
attaining Liberation through brahma-jijnasa and not the one who is bereft
of dharma-jijnasa (desire for knowing Vedic rituals) and its resultant
karmavabodha (knowledge of Vedic rituals).
The Acary a dismisses the contentious thesis of the Purvapaksin concerning
the sequence that brahma-jijnasa is to be preceded by dharma-jijnasa in
consonance with the principle of adhikrtadhikara, by pointing out that
there is no Scriptural evidence for the application of adhikrtadhikara in the
context of dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa. To explain: In the case of the
Ap-pranayana ritual with the godohana-patra (milk-pail) there is a specific
injunction47 that becomes the basis for the sequence by enjoining the fetching
of water with the godohana-patra (milk-pail) thus investing it with the double
benefit of contributing to the performance of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga
(kratvartha) and the obtainment of cattle (purusartha). Hence, it is a befitting
case for the application of the principle of sequence through the relation of
adhikrtadhikara (the eligibility of the one already eligible). But there is no
such authority48 for applying the principle of adhikrtadhikara in the case of
S.No

Aspects.

Drstanta

• Dar$tantika

1

Performance

Darsapurnamasa-yaga

Svadhyaya

2

Subsidiary act

Ap-pranayana ritual with
camasa-patra

Dharma-jijnasa

Result

Svargaprapti

Karmavabodha

4

Optional subsidiary act

Ap-pranayana ritual with
godohana-patra

Dharma-jijnasa with brahmajijnasa

5

Optional additional result

Pasu-prapti

Moksa-prapti

': 3

47 Vide " camasenapdh pranayet, godohanena pasukamasya - One should fetch water with the
camasa-patra for the water sprinkling ritual, but if the performer has the desire for cattle he is
enjoined to fetch water for the ritual with the milk-pail."
48 That is some specific injunction like "dharmajijnasaya vedartham vijaruydt brahmajijnasaya
moksakamasya - One should have the knowledge of the purport of the Veda through dharma-jijnasa
but if one is desirous of Liberation, then one is enjoined to have the desire to know Brahman."
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dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijhasa. Contrarily, we have observed that there
is the possibility of brahma-jijnasa arising even prior to dharma-jijnasa in
the case of those who have studied the Vedanta.49 This demolishes the thesis
relating to the sequence between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa - the
former being first and the latter being the next - built by the opponent based
on the adhikrtadhikara-bhava. Consequently, brahma-jijnasa does not arise
by virtue of dharma-jijnasa but has its own independent cause.50
<§>

Undoubtedly, many subtle principles of the Purvamlmamsa-darsana have
been applied and discussed in the Vedanta-darsana. However, this feature
does not become the basis for the sequential order between dharmajijnasa (desire to know dharma) and brahma-jijnasa (the desire to know
Brahman). Besides, a great many principles of logic too have found place
in the Vedanta-darsana while discussing its salient tenets. For example,
we observe that the present section commenced with an important logical
principle of cause and effect relation (karyakarana-bhava). Standing on the
firm ground of this logical dictum, the Acarya has succeeded in refuting
all the points put forward by the opponents who presume that they have
the firm backing of the principles of Purva-mlmamsa. Also, the perusal
of the structure of the Brahma-sutras evinces that almost all the aphorisms
are syllogistic propositions (anumana-prayoga) specially expounded in
the Nyaya-darsana. Despite the fact that the Vedantic inquiry teems with
discussions based on the science of logic, one cannot draw a conclusion that
brahma-jijnasa should necessarily follow nyaya-jijnasa.
Also, the Purvapaksins in this section, who are the pre-Sahkara exponents
of the Brahma-sutra, have invoked numerous Mxmamsa principles to establish
that brahma-jijnasa could arise only in the immediate succession to dharmajijnasa which according to them is the legitimate prerequisite for the former.
The Acarya has successfully argued against each of their viewpoints without
49 Refer to Section 7 D, n.2.
50 The fourfold means (sadhana-catustaya) which will be elaborated in the sequel.
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finding fault with any one of their Mlmamsa dicta notwithstanding the fact
that he has convincingly established that dharma-jijnasa is not a prerequisite
of brahma-jijnasa at all.
All these only go to prove the importance the Acarya gives to the principles
of Nyaya (logic) and Mlmamsa, for both of them play an important role in
the Vedantic pursuit. This will become dear from the following analysis.
The desire to know Brahman (brahma-jijnasa) wells up in an individual as
a result of the sadhana-catustaya (fourfold means), like the discrimination
between the Eternal and the ephemeral (nityanityavastu-viveka), strong
dispassion for the worldly pleasures (vairagya) and so on. Thereupon, being
galvanised by the desire for acquiring the Knowledge of Brahman, such an
individual approaches a compassionate Guru and hears and learns from him
the sublime Upanisadic truth of the oneness of the Self. This is the first stage of
'sravana' (listening) in the aspirant's spiritual pursuit. Thereafter, the aspirant
ponders over and analyses what he has heard from the Master so that he can
comprehend the Reality taught by him bereft of doubts. This stage is termed
'manana' (logical deliberation). At this stage he is confronted with mental
blocks of the nature of doubts and misgivings as well as the challenging
points of objections. These seem to shake his unflinching conviction in the
authenticity of what the Master has taught him for the subject is indeed too
subtle to grasp. However, because of his irresistible desire to know Brahman,
he again seeks guidance from the master and requests for greater clarity.
The Guru advises the disciple to avoid all wrong and misleading logic and
follow that discriminatory rationale that is consonant with the Upanisadic
teaching (srutyanusarini yukti)51 which alone can help him tide over the
various mental blocks of the nature of nagging doubts and awful misgivings.
It is at this stage of manana, which is riddled with doubts and confusions,
that the disciple needs the help of the well-tested principles of the Mimamsadarsana which has an advanced hermeneutical science that throws ample
light on the methodology of interpreting the Vedic sentences. The Mimamsasastra helps the aspirant clear his doubts regarding the ultimate purport
51
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(tatparya) of the Upanisadic utterances and enables him to counter the
pseudo-logic (yuktyabhasa) that is taken recourse to by other schools of
philosophy. Besides the principles of the Mimamsa-sastra, the aspirant
addresses himself to the logical principles expounded in the Nyaya-sastra in
order to dispel the cobweb of doubts and misgivings so that his conviction
of the nature of the ultimate Truth becomes steadfast.52 These well-tested
principles of Mlmamsa and Nyaya abundantly figure in the Brahma-sutra.
Since the Purva-mlmamsa principles and the logical tools of the Nyaya-sastra
are thus certainly helpful for the aspirant in the manana stage, the Acarya
neither looks down upon them nor rejects them nor does he make any effort
to minimize their importance or authenticity. All that he does in the present
section is to demonstrate that the Mimamsa and Nyaya principles cited by
the opponents are not relevant to the present context of understanding the
prior correlate of immediate succession with regard to brahma-jijnasa.

In this context, it is worth noticing that the Acarya has taken the compound
word 'brahma-jijnasa' occurring in the aphorism "athato brahmajijMsa" in
its direct derivative sense, that is 'the desire to know Brahman'. We have
observed in our earlier discussions that there is no adequate logical ground
for interpreting that word 'brahma-jijnasa' in an indirect and secondary
sense as 'brahma-mimamsa', that is 'the inquiry into Brahman'.53 The preSankara Vrttikaras had a strong predilection towards the Purva-mlmamsa
doctrines and were under the overpowering influence of the Mimamsa-bhasya
of the illustrious Sabara-svamin who has explained the compound word
52 To illustrate the logical principles used in the stage of manana in the present section:
“ agamamatragamye
dharmabrahmanl paurvaparyakramabh&vavati sastrapramanabhavat
Knowable only by the Scriptural authority, dharma and Brahman do not have the sequence
of precedence and consequence because there is no Scriptural evidence for it." Regarding the
absence of sequence between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa, this is the logical principle
at use; "asatyam dharmajijnasSydm brahmajijfiasaya abhdvah. tanna. tasmad brahmajijnasam prati
dharmajijmsdyah purvavrttitvamapi neti siddham - In the absence of the desire to know dharma,
there exists no desire to know Brahman. Such is not the case. Therefore, dharma-jijnasa is not
slated prior to brahma-jijnasa."
53 Refer to Section 4 D, n.l.
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'dharma-jijnasa' of the Purvamlmamsa-sutra (1.1.1) "athato dharmajijnasa" in
the secondary sense of 'dharma-mimaiiisa', that is 'inquiry into dharma or
Vedic rites'. Treading the same path, the Vrttikaras have also interpreted
'brahma-jijnasa' in the secondary sense alone as 'brahma-mlmamsa', that is
'inquiry into Brahman'.
Having thus taken the expression 'brahma-jijnasa' as a synonym of
'brahma-mlmamsa' (inquiry into Brahman), the Vrttikaras are under the
logical compulsion to declare that brahma-mlmamsa should come only
next to the dharma-mlmamsa because brahma-mlmamsa is benefited by the
many principles that have been analysed in-depth in the Mimamsa-sastra.
This stand taken by the Vrttikaras might have been one of the fundamental
factors that contributed to the rise of the Ekasastratva-vada, the theory of a
single school of philosophy consisting of both the karma-mimamsa and the
brahma-mlmamsa.
6. Also, because there is difference between the result and the object of the
desire to know:54 This Bhasya statement also refutes the argument raised by
the Purvapaksin in favour of the sequential order between dharma-jijnasa
and brahma-jijnasa. Sequential order between varied acts is necessitated
either because of a single prescribed result (phalaikya) or because of a single
intended knowable (jijnasyaikya). As to how these two factors become the
determinant factors for sequential order (krama) will become amply clear
from the following analysis of the various analogies of the Vedic rites cited
by the opponent.
The six main rites constituting the Darsapurnamasa-isti55 are enjoined
individually by different injunctions. Hence, all the six are principal rites
alone and therefore they are neither mutually related as the principal and
the subsidiary (sesasesibhava-sambandha) nor do they have any room for
the application of the principle of the eligibility of the one already eligible
(adhikrtadhikara). Yet, all of these rites have the single goal of heaven
(phalaikya) and thus they are to be necessarily performed by a single
54 phalajijnasyabhedacca dharmabrahmajijnasayoh is the intended anvaya here.
35 That is the three Darsa rites and the three Purnamasa rites. Refer to Section 7 D, n.5.
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individual (ekadhikarin). Because all these rites cannot be performed
simultaneously by a single individual, their performance should necessarily
conform to an order of sequence (krama). How is the sequence between these
six principal rites of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga determined? We do not see
any explicit Vedic injunction like the one we see in the Pasubandha-yaga.56
Yet, there has to be some basis by which we can arrive at the sequential
order. In the absence of an explicit Vedic statement enjoining the order of
sequence, or in the absence the sesasesi-bhava, or the adhikrtadhikara - all of
which could also become the determinants in deciding the order of sequence
- the sequential order is decided based on the order in which the mantras
pertaining to the six rites of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga occur in the related
Vedic section.
Thus, it is the presence of a single fruit (phalaikya) for the varied rites
that become the primary determinant for necessitating the sequential order
of the rites regardless of the different means like a direct Vedic injunction, or
sesasesibhava-sambandha, or the adhikrtadhikara-sambandha, or the order
of the presentation of the rituals in the related Vedic section - albeit all of
which in turn become the determining factors for deciding the exact order of
the performance of the different Vedic rites.
All the varied analogies of Vedic rites cited so far by the opponents in
the sections expounded so far - Ahutis in the Pasubandha sacrifice, the
six principal rites of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga, the five Prayajas and the
rites of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga, the camasa-patra being replaced by the
godohana-patra in the Ap-pranayana ritual of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga
- all of them are in no way compatible analogies that could enable us to
establish the sequence between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa because
there is a fundamental difference that exists between dharma-jijnasa and
brahma-jijnasa and the instances of Vedic rites cited by the opponents. This
will become abundantly clear from the following analysis.
56 "hrdayasyftgre'vadyati atha jihvSya atha vaksasah - One should cut the heart first, then the
tongue, then the sides." This injunction specifies the order of the sequence by virtue of the
words 'agre' (first) and 'atha' (then). (Taittiriya-samhita, 6.3.10)
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In the Pasubandha sacrifice,57 the avadana (apportioning) of the heart,
the tongue and the sides are all intended for a single purpose consisting
in the ahuti (oblation), and thus is to be performed by a single individual.
Hence, there has to be a sequence in their performance. In the absence of the
relation of the principal and the subsidiary (sesasesi-bhava) or the relation
of the eligibility of the one already eligible (adhikrtadhikara) - all of which
could become determinants for the sequential order - we have observed that
the sequence comes to be determined by a specific injunction that prescribes
it.58 But dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa have totally different results
(phalabheda) and hence they cannot be undertaken by a single individual.
So, the question of a sequence between them does not arise at all.
The six independent Darsa and Purnamasa rites of the Darsapurnamasayaga59 are not connected by the relation of the principal and the subsidiary
(sesasesi-bhava) or by the relation of the eligibility of the already eligible
(adhikrtadhikara). Yet, they are enjoined by a single injunction60 to confer
a single common reward of heaven (phalaikya). Thus enjoined for a single
purpose, they are to be observed in a specific sequence by a single adhikarin.
In the absence of any other determinant of the sequence like a specific
injunction giving the sequential order as in the case of the Pasubandha
sacrifice or the relation of sesasesi or adhikrtadhikara, their sequence has to be
determined by the order in which the mantras of their oblations occur in the
related Scriptural text. If dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa were enjoined
for a single reward or if they were ordained by a single injunction or if there
existed the relation of Sesasesi and adhikrtadhikara then, dharma-jijnasa and
brahma-jijnasa too might have to be observed in a specific sequence alone by
a single adhikarin. But, dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa have altogether
different results and they are also not comprehended by a single injunction.
Hence, in the absence of any determinants of the sequence (i.e. single fruit
57 For Pasubandha-yaga, refer to Section 7 D, n.3.
59 For Darsapurnamasa-yaga and the sesa-sesi-bhava, refer to Section 7 D, n.4.
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and the consequent single adhikarin and so on) no fixed sequence whatsoever
can be postulated between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa.
The Ap-pranayana ritual with the sacrificial camasa-patra during the
course of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga is enjoined for the purpose of the sacrifice
proper (kratvartha) while the godohana-patra (milk-pail) is subsequently
enjoined as a substitute for the camasa-patra for the sacrificer's personal
benefit (purusartha), that is the cattle.61 Yet, the godohana-patra (milk-pail)
itself could beget both these benefits - kratvartha and purusartha - provided
it is used by the eligible sacrificer (adhikrta-adhikarin) in the already
enjoined Ap-pranayana ritual. Thus, for the individual who is performing
the Darsapurnamasa-yaga, the principle of adhikrtadhikara (eligibility of
the one already eligible) becomes the determinant of the sequence within
the ambit of the Darsapurnamasa-yaga between the limbs of the said Yaga
and the Ap-pranayana ritual with the godohana-patra. But in the case of
dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa, it is not stated, nay not even hinted at,
in the entire Vedic corpus that brahma-jijnasa (desire for the Knowledge of
Brahman) begets the personal benefit of Liberation (niMreyasa) and also
yields prosperity (abhyudaya) by becoming a part of the already prescribed
dharma-jijnasa (desire for the knowledge of Vedic rituals) imparted in the
Mlmamsa-darsana. Therefore, there is no question of a sequential order
between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa on the basis of the eligibility of
the one already eligible.
The foregoing analysis of different illustrations of the Vedic rites sheds
light on how the sequence becomes a necessity only in those cases in which
two or more acts ordained by single injunction are mutually connected by a
single goal and hence are to be undertaken by a single individual.
Besides the prescribed single fruit (phalaikya) for the varied rites
necessitating a sequence, the sequential order can also arise when there is
a single intended knowable (jijnasyaikya). To illustrate: The four chapters
of the Brahma-sutm deal with four different topics - samanvaya (i.e. the
harmony of the Vedantic doctrines), avirodha (i.e. non-contradiction of the
61 Refer to Section 7 D, n.5.
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Vedanta doctrines with the Smrti and logic), sadhana (means for Brahmavidya) and phala (result of Brahma-vidya).62 These four topical themes are
to be studied by a single individual in a prescribed sequence since all of
them cannot be studied simultaneously. Among these chapters there is no
sesasesibhava-sambandha or adhikrtadhikara-sambandha determining
the sequence. In this context, the determinant of the order of sequence
is a clear and comprehensive understanding of the subject of inquiry. In
such cases, the topical themes are to be carefully arranged in a viable and
logical sequence, then studied and thoroughly analysed one by one, in
the prescribed order, by a person who is interested in gaining an absolute
mastery over the subject. Thus we observe that the topical themes of the four
chapters of the Brahma-sutra are discoursed by the Preceptors in a specific
order of sequence and disciples too master the four chapters in that very
stipulated order alone since all of them are connected by a single topical
theme that is desired to be thoroughly understood (jijnasyaikya), that is the
Realisation of Brahman.63
However, so far as dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa are concerned they
are not so connected by a single intended knowable (jijnasyaikya), that is a
common single subject desired to be known. On the one hand, the subject of
the dharma-jijnasa of the Purva-mlmamsa is karma, the knowledge of which
leads to bondage and does not vouchsafe emancipation. On the other hand,
the subject of the brahma-jijnasa of the $ariraka-rmmamsa is the oneness of the
Self, the Knowledge of which confers Liberation. Thus the topical themes of
these two - dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa - are not only diametrically
opposed but are also mutually incompatible and exclusive, like the darkness
and light (tamah-prakasavat). Therefore, it is not necessary at all that dharmajijnasa and brahma-jijnasa should be undertaken by a single person in a fixed
order of sequence.
62 In this respect these four chapters resemble the six principal rites of the Darsapurnamasa-isti.
63 cf.
i ffeifd i w.ri aresft
ata,

-aroft
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A significant argument still remains to be addressed: The term 'dharma'
the first member of the compound word 'dharma-jijnasa' occurring in the first
aphorism of the Purvamimamsa-sutra, "athato dharmajijnasa," is interpreted to
signify 'vedartha' (the purport of the Veda) in general. It has been accepted
by one and all that both karma and Brahman are the purports of the Veda,
which, to all intents and purposes, has been subscribed to by the Siddhantin
himself when he states that dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa are to be
undertaken after the study of one’s own section of the Veda.64 Therefore, the
desire to know the purport of the Veda - that is dharma-jijnasa - encompasses
both the desire to know karma and Brahman. Thus the Purvamimamsa-sutra
(1.1.1), "athato dharmajijMsa," itself envisages the Vedanta-darsana also.
Consequent upon this, both these dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa become
all the more connected by a single common result (phalaikya) consisting in
knowing the purport of the Veda which is itself the single intended subject
which is desired to be known (jijnasyaikya). Therefore, it becomes all the
more obligatory that dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa are to be undertaken
by a single person in the order of sequence already alluded to. Hence, it is
only proper that the word 'atha' of the aphorism signifies that necessary
sequence of brahma-jijnasa to be preceded by dharma-jijnasa.
The above interpretation of the Purvamimamsa-sutra (1.1.1), "athato
dharmajijnasa," which has become the basis for the Purvapaksin to build up
the thesis of Ekasastratva-vada as described above, is logically untenable
and factually erroneous. For, in the very next aphorism (Pu.MlSu.l.1.2),
Jaimini, the author, himself specifically defines dharma as "codanalaksano 'rtho
dharmah - Dharma is that which is ordained by an injunction to attain a
desired result." Therefore, it is certain that the word 'dharma' in the first
aphorism, "athato dharmajijnasa," is not intended to signify the 'vedartha' or
'the general purport of the Veda' as the opponent construes but rather denotes
what Sabara-svamin, the illustrious Mlmamsa-bhasyakara interprets, that
is the sacred Vedic rites like Jyotistoma, Darsapurnamasa and so on which
64 “svadhyayanantaryarh tu samanam - Immediate succession to the study of one’s own section
of the Veda is however common." Refer to Section 5 D, n.3.
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are enjoined for specific desired results like heaven by the Vedic injunctions
that have employed the conjugated forms of the verbs like 'yaj' (to perform
sacrifice), 'hu' (to offer oblation) and so on.65 Under the Samanvaya-siltra
(B.S.1.1.4), the Acarya himself is going to establish that Brahman is not an
entity that can become an object of an injunction pertaining to contemplation
(pratipattividhi), much less an object of an injunction ordaining a sacrificial
act. For the reasons mentioned above it is impossible to accept the view that
the expression 'dharma-jijnasa' (the desire to know dharma) should also
encompass brahma-jijnasa (the desire to know Brahman).66
In an earlier section67 we have conclusively delineated that Jaimini, the
author of the Purvamlmarhsa-sutra, could not have used in his first aphorism
"athato dharmajijnasa" the word 'dharma' in the sense of 'purport of the
Veda' in general so as to invest the compound word 'dharma-jijnasa' of that
aphorism with the additional signification of including brahma-jijnasa (desire
to know Brahman) also.68 It can reasonably be asserted that Badarayana, the
65 Cf.
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66 Vide “satyam vedarthatvena dharmabrahmanorasti samyam, tatha'pi pravartakavakydrthatvasiddharthavakyarthatvabhyam vailaksanyamaparihamnlyameva - Both karma and Brahman are
one as the purport of the Veda, but this does not imply that their investigations are to be
undertaken in a sequence. They both are divergent because dharma-jijnasa dwells upon
injunctions about the acts to be brought into existence while brahma-jijnasa delineates that
which is eternally existent." (Pradipa)
Further, even considering that both the karma and Brahman are the purport of the Veda,
this fact does not warrant the hypothesis that their respective deliberations are to be conducted
in a particular sequence. For example, the different sacrifices to be offered to different deities
like Surya, Vayu, and so on (i.e. Sauryesti, Vayavyesti, etc.), though are purports of the Veda,
yet, the sacrifices (sistah yajnikah) are not in any way obliged to undertake their deliberation
or perform these rites in any specific sequence.
67 Refer to Section 4 D, n.5.
68 Vide " codanalaksanasya dharmatve 'bhidhiyamane dharmasya vd codanalaksariatve, vedarthastvetav&n
iti na nirnltam bhavati, codanadharmasabdayorvedatadarthabhidhayitvabhavat, yatha yaccaksusam
tadrupamityukte na sarvasya pratyaksasya rupamartham ityuktam bhavati, tadvaditi bhavah - Whether
dharma is defined in terms of codana (injunction) or codana is defined in terms of dharma this does not lead to the implication that the purport of the Veda gets exhausted by such a
definition because the terms codana and dharma do not convey the full sense of the purport of
the Veda. To illustrate, if it is said that the form is an object of visual perception, this does not
mean that form exhausts all the instances of perception - auditory, olfactory, gustatory and so
on." (Pancapadika-vivarana)
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Brahmasutrakara, too does not at all consider the word 'dharma-jijnasa' to
be inclusive of the brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman). Had it been so,
the first aphorism of the Brahma-sutra on the desire to know Brahman would
become irrelevant and redundant because the compound word 'dharmajijnasa' in the first aphorism of the PurvamlmdrhsS-sutra (1.1.1) "athato
dharmajiinasa" would have included this sense within its expansive scope.
Further, Badarayana would not have commenced an independent inquiry
(prthak-sastra) on the Vedanta-darsana. In the event of commencing an
additional inquiry, Badarayana would have constructed the first aphorism
of the Brahma-sutra in such a fashion as to make the Sariraka-mlmaiiisa a
continuation of the dharma-mlmamsa.69
Thus, by no stretch of imagination can one accord dharma-jijnasa and
brahma-jijnasa a single common result (phalaikya) and a single common
intended knowable (jijnasyaikya). In view of all these facts, dharma-jijnasa
cannot in any way become the prior correlate of immediate succession
envisaged by the word 'atha' in the first aphorism of the Brahma-sutra "athato brahmajijhdsa."
7. The result of the knowledge of dharma is prosperity70 and its acquisition
depends on the performance. On the other hand, the Knowledge of Brahman
leads to Liberation and it is not dependent on any observance whatsoever:
What has been indicated in the previous sentence by the compound word
'phalajijnasyabhedat' comprising three members - phala, jijnasya and bheda
- is being elaborated systematically in the ensuing remaining section.
Presently, the Acarya critically analyses the various characteristics that
distinguish the results of dharma-jijnasa from brahma-jijnasa. It has been
already clarified that only if two or more acts have a single result, then alone
do they need to be undertaken in a specific sequence by an individual who
is desirous of that result. But, if the results of these acts are divergent then
69 The Acarya himself makes this point abundantly clear in his commentary of the Samanvayasutra (1.1.4) by proposing a different construction for the first Brahma-sutra aphorism as
"athutah parisistadharmajijnasa.”
70 The word 'abhyudaya' is usually rendered as 'prosperity'. Ratnaprabha explicates the word:
“visaySbhimukhyenodeti ityabhyudayah visayadhtnam sukham svargadikam."
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there arises no necessity of a specific sequence for executing those acts since
they could be performed by distinct individuals seeking different results.
Keeping this in view, the Acarya examines whether dharma-jijnasa and
brahma-jijnasa carry a single fruit, as the opponent is prone to imagine, in
the event of which they would have to be necessarily undertaken only in a
specific sequence by an individual.
The knowledge of dharma constitutes the object of dharma-jijnasa. And
abhyudaya (prosperity) is the fruit or result of this knowledge.71 However,
abhyudaya (prosperity) is actually the result, neither of dharma, nor of the
knowledge of dharma (karmavabodha) that is enjoined in rites like Jyotistoma,
Darsapurnamasa and so on, but it is rather the fruit of 'anusthana', that is the
actual performance of these enjoined rites, as understood from the study of
Mimamsa-darsana .72
But, when we analyse the result of brahma-jijnasa (desire to know
Brahman) we arrive at a diametrically opposite conclusion. The content
of brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman) is the Knowledge of the true
nature of Brahman, which is oneness of the Self that has been obtained by
an aspirant from the Mahavakyas (Scriptural declarations) such as "tat tvam
asi - That thou art." This Knowledge of the oneness of the Self does not
depend on an act of observance (anusthana) or for that matter on anything
other than itself for bringing about its result of Liberation (nihsreyasa).73
What brings about Liberation is only a sustained awareness of that very
knowledge of the oneness of the Self, which the aspirant has acquired from
the Mahavakyas.74 This sustained awareness of the oneness of the Self is
71 Cf.

f^Rrabi ^3^1(^4,, aw

72 Such parallels are not uncommon in day-to-day life. A person afflicted with a malady visits
a doctor. The doctor examines the patient, and prescribes necessary medicines for the cure.
This prescription gives the patient the knowledge about the necessary medicines meant for
him. However, neither the prescription, nor its knowledge, nor the medicines themselves
offer him any succour. But, it is the act of actually taking the prescribed medicine that cures
his malady. In just the same way, it is neither the Vedic injunction, nor the rite prescribed by
it, nor one’s knowledge of the rite that grants the result of abhyudaya (prosperity) but it is
rather the actual and proper performance of the Vedic rite.
73 Cf.
fowl
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not of the form of contemplation (manasl kriya, i.e. upasana)75 much less on
a par with a physical activity like the performance of the Vedic rites. The
knowledge, which is thus consciously sustained by an aspirant, does not fail
to be the content of brahma-jijnasa. On the other hand, the physical activity
of performing the Vedic rites is not at all the content of dharma-jijnasa.
Thus, it is established beyond an iota of doubt that the results of the
dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa are by nature diametrically opposite to
each other because they are brought about differently. Consequently, a fixed
order of sequence between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa is neither
needed nor plausible. This also proves the validity of the proposition made
right at the beginning of this section that the desire to know Brahman may
arise even prior to the desire to know dharma.76 Therefore, the word 'atha'
(then) in the aphorism cannot be taken to mean 'in the immediate succession
to the knowledge of Vedic rites'.
8. Further, dharma, the object of the desire, does not exist at the time
of its knowledge because its incidence depends on the activity of the
person. But, in the present context of brahma-jijnasa, the already existent
Brahman, which is the object of the desire to know, does not depend upon
the activity of the person because it is an eternally accomplished entity:
After having decisively established that there is no possibility of an order of
sequence between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa, since their results are
divergent, the Acarya proceeds to elucidate how their intended knowables
(jijnasya) are also divergent thus establishing again that there cannot be any
sequence between dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa.
Dharma or karma, the intended knowable (jijnasya) of dharma-jijnasa,
is not existent at the time when one comes to know about it from the Vedic
injunction of the Purvamlmamsa-sastra. So also, dharma, the Vedic rite, is
absent even when one ascertains it by investigating (karmavabodha) the
intricate procedures involved in its performance.77 This is so because by
75 This point, the Acarya will establish in detail in the Samanvayadhikarana (1.1.4).
76 Refer to Section 7 D, n.2.
77 Vide "svavidhijanyajnanakale, svamlmamsamatrasadhyasya svanustMnajMnasya kale ca nasti
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nature dharma (i.e. the Vedic rite or karma) is yet to come into existence
(bhavya) and its very emergence depends upon the performance of the
rite by the individual.78 In fact, even after its emergence, karma needs the
performer’s activity to be in continued existence. As a result, karma exists
only during the period of the performer’s activity79 and it ceases to exist the
moment the performer's effort comes to an end.80 This complete dependence
of karma on the effort of the individual is delineated by the pithy expression:
"pur usavyapamtan.tram - wholly dependent on the effort of the person."81
This complete dependence of karma on the individual's vyapara (effort)
distinguishes it from the eternally existing Brahman, the intended knowable
(jijnasya) of brahma-jijnasa.
Again, this feature of karma being utterly dependent for its birth as well as
for its continuation on the person's vyapara (effort or activity) differentiates
it from all the objects of the world like pot, cloth and so on since these depend
for their emergence alone on the vyapara (activity) of their creators like the
potter, weaver and so on but continue to exist even after the cessation of
their respective creators' activities. It is evident from the above analysis that
dharma (i.e. karma or Vedic rites) has a totally dependent and brief existence.
On the other hand. Brahman, the intended knowable (jijnasya) of the desire
to know Brahman (brahma-jijnasa), exists even prior to one’s Knowledge of
it from the Scriptures and the Preceptor since it exists eternally, not being

karma - The Vedic rite does not exist at the time of its knowledge that is brought about by
the injunctive sentence enjoining the Vedic rale and also it does not exist at the time of the
knowledge of how it ought to be performed produced by a comprehensive investigation of
the rite." This fact is also suggested by Sabara-svamin when he declares (Pu.Ml.Bt15.1.1.2):
"codam hi bhutam, bhavantam, bhavisyantam ca...arlham saknotyavabodhayitum - The injunction
has the capacity to instruct on things that are past, on those that are at present, and again also
on those which are yet to come about."
78Cf.^ ^W*°MIMRpi4c4dqi rixm sfrl CRT:
hlwW: I
Also, cf. "acaraprabhavo dharmah - Dharma springs from the performance of an act."
(Mahabharata, Anusasanaparva, 231.156)
79 «l3BM+WRI=RI'dl4> *41 ^
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sublated in all the three periods of time - "trikcllabadhyam brahma.''82 That
is why Brahman is declared as 'Absolute Existence'. Thus, an impassable
chasm exists between karma and Brahman even though they both constitute
the purport of the Veda.
In this way, since the intended knowables (jijnasya) of dharma-jijnasa and
brahma-jijnasa, that is the Vedic rites and Brahman respectively, are totally
different in nature, there cannot be a single intended knowable (jijnasya)
for dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa. In the absence of a single jijnasya,
dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa cannot be considered to have a sequence
between them with regard to their inquiry. Hence the inquiry into dharma
(Vedic rites), that is karmavabodha, cannot be the prior correlate of the
immediate succession indicated by the word 'atha' in the aphorism "athato
brahmajijhasa."
9. Besides, there is also difference in the operation of the texts. To explain:
The text which expounds the nature of dharma instructs man in its domain
necessarily urging him to perform. On the other hand, the text pertaining
to Brahman merely teaches the person and does not enjoin upon him in
the domain of knowledge because knowledge is brought about by the text.
To illustrate: A person need not be commanded to see the object when the
visual organ is already in contact with it: After explaining the difference
between dharma-jijnasa and biahma-jijnasa in terms of their phala (result)
and jijnasya (intended knowable), the Acarya presently explains as to how
they both are different even in the modus operandi of their respective texts.
Unlike the codana (basic text) pertaining to dharma or Vedic rites, the
codana (basic text)83 pertaining to Brahman merely teaches the person the
82 Vide "sve mahimni prat is tint ah - It remains established in its own greatness." {CM II.7.24.1)
83 The term 'codana', pertaining to the Purvamimamsa-darsana, has been technically
defined by Kumarila-bhatta, its renowned glossator, in his well-known work
Slokavartika as "kimadyapeksitaih ptirnah samarthah pratyayo vidhau, tern pravartakam vakyam
sastre'smimscodanocyate - 'Codana' signifies an injunctive sentence which induces in an
individual an urge to perform a Vedic rite explaining the object, the means and the manner
of its performance." This definition comes to mean that 'Codana' is the complete injunctive
sentence that contains the verbal form comprising the injunctive suffix. Examples of codana
are "jyotisthomena svargakamo yajeta" and "darsapurnamasabhyam svargakamo yajeta." In
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knowledge of a given entity. This will become evident from the following
analysis.
The Purvapaksin states that both karma and Brahmart, being expounded
in the Vedic texts, are essentially Vedic subjects and therefore karma and
Brahman are one as the purport of the Veda - that is 'dharma'. Hence,
dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa, having karma and Brahman respectively
as their subject matter, are to be regarded as being connected by a single
intended knowable (jijnasyaikya), that is dharma. They must therefore have
an order of sequence between them, and it is this sequential order between
dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa that is indicated by the word 'atha'.
To refute this, the Acarya has already explained how karma and
Brahman are basically different on account of their respective distinguishing
features of phala (result) and jijnasya (intended knowable). In the Bhasya
statements under consideration, the Acarya sheds further light on their
mutual differences. He establishes that even though karma and Brahman
are taught by the Veda alone, the modus operandi of the Vedic texts that
teach the knowledge of karma is utterly different from those that impart the
Knowledge of Brahman.
The following are some examples of Vedic texts that enjoin rites:
"darsapurnamasabhyam svargakamo yajeta - He who is desirous of heaven
shall perform the Darsapurnamasa rite," “svarajyakamo vajapeyena yajeta - He
who longs for sovereignty should perform the Vajapeya sacrifice," "uparage
snayat - One should bathe at the time of eclipse." All these are in the form
of injunctions. These karma-codanas, that is the basic texts enjoining the
Vedic rites, operate in two distinct modes simultaneously: (1) they teach the
the Purvamimamsa-sastra, Sabara-svamin, the commentator, defines 'codana' as "codaneti
kriyayah pravartakam vacanam fihuh - The learned declare that 'codana' is the Vedic injunctive
statement that urges an individual to perform an act." But, in this Bhasya passage, the word
'codana' is not interpreted in the sense of 'injunction' alone, in the manner of the traditional
Mtmamsakas, but also in the sense of 'upadesa' (teaching) in general, that is a Vedic sentence
that imparts the knowledge of a given thing. Hence, the term 'codana' here stands for 'the
fundamental texts' or hasic texts' that form the primary sources of knowledge. The word
that denotes a particular entity, that is an injunction, is used to imply the class, that is the
Vedic text. Vide "codaneti vaidikam sabdamaha, visesena samanyasya laksanat." (Bhamatl) Also,
vide "ajMtajnapakam vakyamatra codana." (Ratnaprabha)
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person the knowledge about karma, that is the rite and (2) they also urge
the individual to perform the act (vyapara) by creating in him an inclination
or urge (manasi pravrtti) to undertake the enjoined Vedic rite. These two
simultaneous acts of imparting the knowledge of a Vedic rite and urging the
individual to perform the Vedic rite constitute the two inseparable facets of
the modus operandi of an injunctive sentence.
It is the very nature of an injunction pertaining to karma (karma-codana)
to be invested with this kind of bi-functional modus operandi. To explain: A
'codana', that is an injunctive sentence, refers to the 'pravartana' or 'prerana'
(intention to prompt) of the ordainer (preraka) of the injunction (codana).
This is evident because on receiving the codana, the injunctive command
from the ordainer, the individual becomes aware of the pravartana, the
ordainer's (preraka) intention to prompt the act. Unless this pravartana (act
of prompting) of the ordainer - either of a person or of a Vedic injunctive
sentence - generates in the individual the manasi pravrtti (inclination to act)
having the actual performance of the Vedic rite (yajna-vyapara) as its object,
the codana (injunction) cannot urge the individual to perform the Vedic
rite. This codana-generated manasi pravrtti alone brings about the actual
performance of the rite and confers upon the individual a result (phala)
such as the heaven. It is to be noted that the prompted person's (prerya)
inclination or manasi pravrtti does not carry any significance by itself if it
does not lead to the performance of the Vedic rite which alone can confer
on the individual his desired result. Thus, for its very existence, the codanagenerated mental inclination (manasi pravrtti) of the prompted person is in
need of an object in the form of an operational function (vyapara) like cooking
food (paka-vyapara), bringing cow (gavanayana-vyapara), performing a
rite (yaganusthana-vyapara) and so on.84 Hence, in the final analysis, the
codana's operational function pertaining to the dharma (Vedic rite) depends
on the activity (vyapara) of a person for its emergence and existence. In this
way, in its very nature, the codana (injunction) while teaching a Vedic rite
81 This bi-functional modus operandi is common in all the injunctions, be they empirical
or Scriptural.
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has also to urge a person (manasi pravrtti) to an activity with regard to that
Vedic rite (yaga-vyapara). It is thus evident that codana is bi-functional in its
modus operandi in that it generates knowledge as well as urges the individual
to perform the action.
On the other hand, the Upanisadic Mahavakyas (declarations) operate in a
different manner in that they merely impart the Knowledge of oneness of the
Self without urging the individual to act or even without urging upon him to
know. To explain: The Upanisadic Mahavakyas such as: "tat tvam asi - That
thou art," "aharii brahmdsmi -1 am Brahman," "idam sarvam yadayamatma - All
this is Self," ayam atma brahma - This self is Brahman" and so on, unlike the
Vedic sentences that teach dharma and urge the individual to act, are merely
in the form of a statement of fact that the Self is the all-pervasive infinite
supreme Brahman. They do not enjoin upon the individual to act through
any manasi pravrtti (urge to act) whatsoever. The aim of these Upanisadic
declarations is just to reveal to the individual the Knowledge of the Reality neither more, nor less - and with that their purpose comes to a definite end.
When an individual conversant with the language - its grammar, syntax and
so on - hears these sentences from the Master, the Knowledge about the
Reality, that is the oneness of Self that these Upanisadic declarations teach,
ensues from them automatically. Not only do these sentences not prompt the
individual to any activity, they do not even enjoin upon the individual the
Knowledge that they teach in the form of "know the oneness of the Self." On
hearing these Upanisadic declarations, the Knowledge about the oneness of
Self rises of its own accord for the qualified aspirant.85
The above analysis makes it amply clear that there exist vital and
undeniable differences between the modus operandi of the codanas (basic
texts) of the karma-kanda and the Upanisads in the way by which they impart
the knowledge of karma and the Knowledge of Brahman respectively.86
85 Just as on hearing the sentence 'There is a cow', the knowledge about the existence of a cow
in a particular place rises on its own. This is a statement of a fact and not an injunction and
does not also ordain an individual to know the cow.
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This is so, notwithstanding the fact that these two sets of sentences belong
to one common source, the Veda. For this reason too, karma and Brahman
that are the intended knowables (jijnasya) of the karma-kanda and jnanakanda respectively cannot be deemed to be identical or similar subjects
(jijnasyaikya) even though they have been taught by the same Veda.
Thus, the Acarya has established that dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa
differ in their result (phala), differ in their intended knowable (jijnasya)
and also differ with regard to the texts (codana) that pertain to them. Thus,
dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa being utterly distinct from each other, it
cannot be held that dharma-jijnasa leads to brahma-jijnasa. It is therefore
irrational and absurd to opine that karmavabodha (knowledge of Vedic
rites) is the prior correlate of the immediate succession (anantarya) denoted
by the word 'atha' in the aphorism "athato brahmajijnasa."
The opponent unrelentingly substantiates his position by putting
forward another argument: It is wrong to assert that the operational modes
of the Vedic sentences teaching the knowledge of Vedic rituals (dharma
or karma) and the Knowledge of Brahman are different. For instance,
the Darsapurnamasa-yaga has many well-defined subsidiaries (anga),
each enjoined by their respective texts (angavidhi). A person desirous of
performing this Darsapurnamasa-yaga, must have, prior to its performance,
a comprehensive view of the rite. This view cannot be gained by merely
studying the texts dealing with the subsidiary rites of the yaga. For a
comprehensive view of the whole Darsapurnamasa-yaga, one has to rather
understand all the injunctions pertaining to the subsidiary rites in the context
of its main injunction (mukhyavidhi), "darsapurnamdsabhyam svargakSmo
yajeta - One who is desirous of heaven, should perform the Darsapurnamasayaga." That is, an individual can have a thorough understanding of the
entire Darsapurnamasa-yaga only by comprehending the syntactic structure
(samanvaya) of the main injunctive sentence (mukhyavidhi) in proximity
with all the texts pertaining to the subsidiaries (angavidhi).
Keeping in view the same syntactical methodology of interpretation,
the Purvapaksin says that one should not address oneself to merely
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the analysis of the Upanisadic sentences like "tat tvam asi - That thou
art," "ayam atma brahma - This Self is Brahman" and so on, for all
these are subsidiary texts (angavidhi) and they have to be necessarily
studied in conjunction with the purport of the main injunctive text
(mukhyavidhi) keeping in view the proper syntactical relation among
them (vakyaikavakyataya). This main injunctive text (ChS.U.8.7.1) is:
"ya atma...so'nvestavyah sa vijijMsitavyah - The Self...should be inquired
into and should be desired to be known," which is evidently in the form
of an injunction indicated by the presence of the potential primary (krt)
suffix (tavya). And hence it must be accepted that the Upanisadic texts
even while teaching the Knowledge of Brahman urge him also to their
object (niyunjanaiva svavisaye), that is the Knowledge of Brahman. This
is similar to the injunctive sentences (vidhi-vakya) of the karma-kanda
that give the knowledge as well as urge the individual to the performance
of a Vedic rite. In this manner, the Purvapaksin concludes his argument
by asserting that there is no difference in the modus operandi between the
two sets of Vedic texts pertaining to dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa.
The Acarya in his own inimitable style presents his rejoinder precisely
and cogently. He explicates: The Upanisadic declarations that constitute the
fundamental texts (pramarta) are the means for acquiring the Knowledge
of Brahman and they do not in any way urge him on to any activity, just as
the injunctions on the Vedic rituals do.87 This assertion the Acarya makes
is entirely based on logical principles and the nature of the instrument of a
valid cognition (pramana).
To explain: (1) In the case of perceptual knowledge (pratyaksajnana),
the contact of the sense with the object (aksarthasannikarsa) becomes the
instrument of the valid perceptual cognition that it generates. (2) Inferential
cognition (anumiti) is brought about by its instrument which consists of the
cognition of the residence of the probans (hetu) as qualified by the invariable
concomitance (vyapti) of the probans (hetu) with the probandum (sadhya)
87 Cf. ag 'SflrRT mas?:'
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existing in a given locus (paksa).88 (3) The verbal cognition (sabdabodha) is
generated by the instrument which consists of a collection of words having
mutual expectancy.89 In this manner, different valid cognitions (pramiti) are
produced by their respective instruments (karana) and it is of importance to
observe that in none of these instances of cognition does the instrument of
cognition by itself prompt the person, that is the knower, to an activity at the
moment it gives rise to the cognition.90 This same principle must naturally
also apply to the cognition that is generated when one listens to the Master
and hears the Upanisadic statements like "tat tvam asi - That thou art" and
"ayam atma brahma - This self is Brahman," implying that on hearing these
statements Knowledge about the oneness of Self (atmaikatvavidya) alone
ensues and therefore while imparting this Knowledge these statements do
not prompt the person to any activity whatsoever.91
However, the case is quite different with regard to the injunctive sentences
(vidhi-vakya) that enjoin a person to action such as "darsapurnamasabhyam
svargakamo yajeta - One who is desirous of heaven should perform the
Darsapurnamasa-yaga," "gam anaya - Bring the cow" and so on, even
though they too are instruments of cognition (pramana). In these injunctive
sentences (vidhi-vakya), the prompting agent, that is the injunction (vidhi)
itself, constitutes the central or vital part of these sentences. This is indeed
so because these injunctive sentences (vidhi-vakya) cannot urge upon the
individual until and unless they indicate their object consisting of the activity
to which the person is prompted.
88 This 'paramarsa' {"vyaptivisistapaksadharmatajnUnam"), that is the instrument for inferential
knowledge, is also conveyed by the expression "pakse lingaparamarsah.” For further details
on the process of acquiring inferential knowledge, one is advised to refer to Tarkasangraha of
Annambhatta, the basic primer on the Nyaya- Vaisesika system.
89 That is “sakanksapadakadambavadvSkyajnanam."
90 Many times, the cognitions of perception, inference and verbal testimony seem to prompt
their knowers to the activities of acquiring or avoiding the objects cognised through their
respective instruments (pramana). But a close examination would show that these activities
of acquisition (upadana) and avoidance (hana) are generated by the likes and dislikes of
the persons concerned alone and not by their knowledge per se. Therefore, it is to be noted
that these activities of acquisition and avoidance by themselves fall beyond the scope of the
instruments of cognition.
91 Cf.sFrpiisratrerfaPTqfSFrWH—qsjtcri
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No doubt the Upanisadic declarations such as "ya atma...so'nvestavyah sa
vijijnasitavyah - The Self...should be inquired into and should be desired to
be known" and "atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah The Self should be seen, should be heard, should be inquired into, should
be meditated upon" seem like injunctive sentences (vidhicchayani vakyani)
that contain an injunction or command indicated by the potential primary
krt-suffix (tavya). However, we must carefully note that though the object
or purpose of an injunction (vidhi-vakya) is always an activity alone that
depends invariably on the person (purusatantra), the object and purpose of
the Upanisadic declarations quoted is merely Knowledge, which by nature
therefore does not depend on the person, but rather depends on its object
alone (vastutantra) consisting in the awareness of the oneness of the Self
(atmaikatva-pratipatti), And, this awareness is not an activity at all; rather,
this awareness puts an end to activity in its entirety!92
Here, we are confronted with a significant query: Why can't we propose
that injunctions pertaining to Self-knowledge, such as those quoted above,
prompt the person to the Knowledge of the oneness of Self (atmaikatvapratipatti)? This cannot be so because in subscribing to such a view, we
land in the following unsurmountable difficulties: (1) If a cognition were a
prompted one, then one cannot be sure whether the cognised oneness of Self
is a reality, for the prompted cognition can be even without any reference
to the nature of the thing, that is the object cognised. (2) In all instances of
injunctive statements (vidhi-vakya), which by nature prompt a person to
their object, that is an activity, the onus falls squarely upon the individual
who has cognised the object of activity of the injunctive statement (vidhi)
that later generates the activity, the object of the injunctive statement. But,
the established and accepted basic doctrine (siddhanta) of the Advaita
system is that the Brahmasaksatkara, the direct awareness of the oneness of
the Self with Brahman, is of the very nature of Self itself and thus eternal and
therefore it cannot be created or generated at all like an activity.
92 Vide "ksiyante casya karmani tasmin drste par&vare - All activities come to an end the very
moment the supreme Self constituted of the higher and the lower is realised." (Mu.U.2.2.8)
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Because of the aforesaid causes, it stands to reason that Knowledge alone,
free from any element of prompting to an activity, ensues from hearing the
Upanisadic sentences like "tat tvam asi - That thou art," "ayam atma brahma This self is Brahman" and so on.93 This can further be elucidated by invoking
the instance of knowledge that arises when the object and the adequate causal
perceptual apparatus are in place because this knowledge does not depend
on the will of the person and arises effortlessly of its own accord as illustrated
by the Acarya when he states that when the eyes are in contact with a visual
object, say a pot, the knowledge of the pot just effortlessly ensues.94
Even the Upanisadic sentences like "ya atma... so 'nvestaxn/ah sa vijijhasitavyah
- The Self...should be inquired into and should be desired to be known" and
"atma va are drastavyah srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - The Self should be
seen, should be heard, should be inquired into, should be meditated upon" even though they seem like injunctive statements - are no exceptions to this
general principle discussed above.
The great commentaries on the Sahkara-bhasya of the Brahma-sutra,
like the Pahcapadika and the Bhamatl, have dissolved the compound word
'codanajanyatvat' of the Bhasya sentence as 'codana-janyatvat' and interpret
the term 'codana' of the compound word in the sense of 'the basic Scriptural
text' (upadesa). Following these commentaries, we too have translated the
sentence as, "The text pertaining to Brahman merely teaches the person and
does not enjoin upon him in the domain of knowledge because knowledge
(avabodha) is brought about (janya) by the text (codana)." The above discussion
is also based on this rendering.
However, there are a few commentaries, like Pradlpa and Ratnaprabha,
that dissolve the compound word as 'codana-ajanyatvat' and take 'codana'
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as a synonym of vidhi (injunction) or prerana (prompting). Accordingly, the
entire sentence would now mean, "The text pertaining to Brahman merely
teaches the person and does not enjoin upon him in the domain of knowledge
because knowledge (avabodha) is not brought about (ajanya) by an injunctive
statement (codana)."95
The idea envisaged in this second interpretation is as follows: The
injunctive statement has for its object an activity that entirely depends for its
execution on the individual (purusatantra) who is commanded or prompted
by the injunctive statement (codana). For instance, an activity like bringing
a cow is dependent on the will and choice of a person (purusatantra) since
the activity of bringing the cow may be effected, or may not be effected, or
effected in a different way ("kartum akartum anyatha va kartum''). In other
words, he may bring the animal by himself, or he may cause it to be brought
by someone else, or he may not even bring it at all. The injunctive statements
have the kind of object which consists in an activity that is presently non¬
existent and which for its emergence depends on the person who has been
directly enjoined. On the other hand, knowledge (pramiti) of an already
accomplished entity (parinisthita-vastu) does not have an object of that sort
which an injunctive statement has. To explain: Knowledge is born as a result
of an instrument of knowledge (pramana) and that instrument, like the eyes,
ought to have for its content a thing which actually exists (parinisthita-vastu).
Also, the nature of knowledge of an existing object is not something that
depends on the person's effort and will, unlike that of an activity ordained
by an injunctive sentence (vidhi or codana). In other words, knowledge is
not something that may be effected, or not effected, or effected in some other
way - "kartum akartum anyatha va kartum" - by the person's will, but depends
solely on the existence of its object, that is it is 'vastutantra'. Since knowledge
of an existing object cannot be an object of any injunction - either Scriptural
or empirical - the Knowledge of the Self revealed by such statements like
"tat tvam asi" cannot be an object of an injunction. This entails the following
corollary: All statements pertaining to Self-knowledge like those that declare
5 Cf. 3WMW, fRPT,:
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the nature of the Self such as "tat tvam asi - That thou art" and "ayam atma
brahma - This Self is Brahman" or those like "ya atma...$o'nvestavyah sa
vijijnasitavyah - The Self...should be inquired into and should be desired to
be known" and "atma va are drastavydh srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah The Self should be seen, should be heard, should be inquired into, should
be meditated upon" which resemble injunctive statements because of the
presence of the tavya-suffix are not truly injunctive statements (vidhi or
codana) at all.96
From the above elaborate analysis of the Bhasyakara's refutation of the
Purvapaksin's thesis of the necessity of brahma-jijnasa to be preceded by
dharma-jijnasa, it becomes abundantly clear that karmavabodha (knowledge
of Vedic rites) cannot in any way be the prior correlate of immediate
succession (anantarya) denoted by the term 'atha' of the first Sutra - ",athato
brahmajijnasa."

96 Cf.
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d 41^-1 d2 sfcTI
8A
[prakrtopasamharabhasyam]

tasmat kimapi vaktavyam yadanantaram brahmajijnasa upadisyate iti.
8B
civHIdi tasmat - therefore;

Phh

kim api - something;

vaktavyam -

must be stated; ^PvRJlyadanantaram - in immediate succession to which;
brahmajijnasa - the desire to know Brahman;

-cSHlc^lci

upadisyate - is

being taught; 3Jcf iti - thus
8C
[commentary concluding the present topic]

Therefore something must be stated in immediate succession to which the
desire to know Brahman is taught.
8D
The Purvapaksin has steadfastly upheld his view that it is the inquiry into
dharma (dharma-jijnasa) that constitutes the prior correlate of the immediate
succession (anantarya) to the desire to know Brahman (brahma-jijnasa).
Thus, according to him, the word 'atha' in the Sutra "athato brahmajijnasa"
which denotes 'thereafter' comes to mean that the desire to know Brahman
(brahma-jijnasa) should necessarily be preceded by the inquiry into dharma,
the Vedic rites.
This has been analysed by the Bhasyakara from different angles and
rejected completely in the last section. The grounds for rejection were as
’ fe# -
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follows: (1) Dharma-jijnasa and brahma-jijnasa are not interlinked by a cause
and effect relationship so that we can establish such a sequence between
them. (2) There is no Scriptural authority stipulating, either directly or by
implication, such a sequence between the two. (3) These two inquiries are
not interlinked either by a single purpose or by a single subject - a feature
that alone may justify the sequence as suggested by the opponent.
When the Purvapaksin's view is thus dismissed, the issue of identifying
the prior correlate of the immediate succession (anantarya), the meaning
of the word 'atha' (thereafter) still remains to be deciphered. Hence, the
Siddhantin has to specify presently the adequate unique cause (puskalakarana or asadharana-karana),3 which alone could constitute the prior
correlate of immediate succession to brahma-jijnasa.4
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4 Cf.
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9A
[siddhantabhAsyam]

ucyate - nityanityavastuvivekah, ihamutrarthabhogaviragah, samadamadisadhanaindeed when these are there

sampad, mumuksutvam ca. tesu hi satsu, pragapi dharmajijnasaya urdhvam ca,
it is indeed possible to enter into inquiry into brahman

sakyate brahma jijhasitum jhatum ca, na viparyaye. tasmad athasabdena yathoktasadhanasampattyanantaiyamupadisyate.
9B
'■d^d ucyate - it is stated;

nityanityavastuvivekah -

discrimination between the eternal and the ephemeral;
ihamutrarthabhogaviragah - dispassion towards the enjoyment of the objects
here and hereafter; ^*i^*i\^»\^^*^<ysamadamadisadhanasampat - the wealth
of the means such as control of the mind and control of the senses;
mumuksutvam - longing for Liberation; ^ ca - and;
- indeed when these exist; STPf

prag api - even prior to;

dharmajijhasayah - the desire to know dharma;
$14*1 d sakyate - can be;
to know;

15 tHcti tesu hi satsu

brahma - Brahman;

jhatum - to know; ^ ca - and; B

^ urdhvam ca - or after;
jijhasitum - to desire
na viparyaye - not

conversely; dHIld, tasmat - therefore; 3?%i$i«4d athasabdena - by the word 'atha';
■n

c
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succession to the wealth of the aforesaid means;

upadisyate - is

being taught
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9C
[concluding commentary]

The prior correlate is stated:1 The discrimination between the eternal and
the ephemeral,2 the dispassion towards the enjoyment of the objects here
and hereafter,3 the wealth of the means such as control of the mind and
control of the senses4 and the longing for Liberation.5 Having acquired the
fourfold means, the desire to know Brahman and also to know can arise
even prior to the desire to know dharma or after it, but not conversely.6
Therefore, by the word 'atha' is taught the immediate succession to the
wealth of the aforesaid means.7
9D
1. The prior correlate is stated: The four 'sadhanas' (i.e. 'means') listed in
this section of the Bhasya are the prior correlates of the immediate succession
(anantarya) to brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman) and are collectively
given the appellation 'sadhana-catustaya', usually translated as the 'fourfold
means'. Since they effect brahma-jijnasa, they become the prerequisites
for brahma-jijnasa and are hence accorded the status of being the prior
correlates of the immediate succession (anantarya) denoted by term 'atha' in
the aphorism "athato brahmajijnasa."
While refuting the Purvapaksin's view, it was time and again logically
established that the sadhanas (means) which the Purvapaksin proposed as
prior correlates cannot in any way constitute the prerequisites of brahmajijnasa. Moreover, their being the prerequisites for brahma-jijnasa was also
shown to be unsubstantiated by any Scriptural authority. Having been
disarmed by the Siddhantin's incisive analysis, the Purvapaksin concedes
that the word 'atha', denoting 'thereafter', does not mean subsequent to either
(1) the Vedic study (svadhyayadhyayana), or (2) an inquiry into dharma or
karma (dharma-jijnasa), or (3) the knowledge of karma (karmavabodha) or
(4) the observance of karma (karmanusthana).
Now, it behoves the Siddhantin to establish that the prior correlate of the
immediate succession to brahma-jijnasa is, indeed, the aforesaid sadhana247
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catustaya by providing the logical basis that these four means are unique,
adequate and effective (puskala-karana) to bring about brahma-jijnasa.1 The
Siddhantin has also to establish that there are evident pertinent Upanisadic
declarations for designating these four means as the prerequisites of
brahma-jijnasa. We observe that the Acarya takes up and establishes the
first point in the ensuing section. In the present section we shall trace the
necessary Scriptural authorities, that is the Upanisadic declarations, having
a bearing on these four means, the sadhana-catustaya, and appreciate
the logical basis of how the sadhana-catustaya causes the welling up of
brahma-jijnasa in the seeker.
2. The discrimination between the eternal and the ephemeral: As to why
this is designated as the first prerequisite will become evident from the
ensuing discussion. The term 'viveka' (discrimination) certainly cannot
signify the authentic direct Realisation (Brahmavagati) of the difference
between the eternal Self from the ephemeral phenomena constituted by
the non-self (anatman), that is the physical body, senses, mind and so on.
For the term 'discrimination' (viveka) if it were to be construed to mean
the final experience of Brahman (Brahmavagati) then the very brahmajijnasa (desire to know Brahman) will be rendered redundant! If, however,
the viveka (discrimination) in question were an erroneous one (viparyasa)
or if it were to be riddled with doubts (samsaya), then it cannot generate
its result consisting of detachment (vairagya) towards worldly pleasures.
Therefore, the term 'viveka' (discrimination), in the present context, stands
neither for the direct Experience of the Self nor for a discrimination rendered
futile by error or doubt but rather for a firm intellectual understanding
(adhyavasaya) or a logical insight (darsana) into the difference between the
eternal and the ephemeral.2
The clear understanding of the difference between the nature of the
Eternal and the ephemeral will dawn upon a sincere student of the
1 Cf. STfdWIk+Mft
2 Cf. si'ctiMtf: rra
Also, cf.
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Upanisads. He comprehends intellectually that the world of objects
consisting of the physical body, mind, senses and so on is the content of the
'yusmat-pratyaya', the 'thou'-notion, and is transient (anitya) and hence is
unreal (anrta); as against this, the subject, that is the content of the 'asmatpratyaya', the T-notion, is eternal (nitya) and hence is real (satya). And all
worldly transactions (loka-vyavahara), without any exception whatsoever,
endlessly go on without any perceivable beginning or end (anadi and ananta)
only as a result of the inexplicable (anirvacanlya) coupling of the contents of
asmat-pratyaya (subject) and yusmat-pratyaya (object) through the mutual
superimposition ("satyanrte mithunikrtya") of the eternal and the transient
(nitya and anitya) - the real and the unreal3 - even though these two are by
nature diametrically opposed to each other like light and darkness.4
The above-mentioned insight of the form of discrimination (viveka)
begets dispassion (vairagya) towards the worldly objects and their
enjoyment as well as the burning desire and love to know and realise the
Reality, the eternal Self. The former is termed 'vairagya' (dispassion) and
the latter alone is 'brahma-jijnasa'. Thus, it stands to reason that viveka
(discrimination) at its emergence gives rise to both vairagya and brahmajijnasa simultaneously.5 Also, stronger the viveka, deeper will be the
vairagya and efficacious too the brahma-jijnasa.
3 to: !HcWlcHI, 3?toT:
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4 Vide "tamahprakaSavadviruddhasvabMvayoh." (AdhySsa-bhasya) In this context, it is of
advantage to note that the Ac3rya has kept this viveka, that is the intellectual discrimination
between the Real and the unreal, the Eternal and the transient, as the very embarking point to
the study of the Brahma-sutra, by presenting the same in great detail in his Adhyasa-bhasya, his
preamble to the Brahma-sutra.
5 This dual role of the viveka in giving rise to vairagya and brahma-jijnasa is observed in
the cases of the Upanisadic seekers like Narada, Indra, Naciketas and so on. All of them
are depicted in the Upanisads as rejecting the transient (vairagya) and fervently seeking the
knowledge of eternal Self (brahma-jijfiasa).
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The Vedantic seeker endowed with such a strong viveka has an
irresistible urge to tread the path. The credit, therefore, for such an
unimpeded pursuit of Self-realisation goes to the acquisition of the
discrimination between the mundane objects pertaining to the 'thou'notion and the eternal Self belonging to the T-notion. Moreover, a seeker
endowed with viveka, is able to discern that all the worldly objects of
enjoyment - inspite of their enormous variety - belong to a single class
alone: they are all created by human efforts (krtijanya) and are therefore
destined to perish and are thus transient (anitya) and unreal (anrta). He
extends this universal law of invariable concomitance (vyapti)6 to the
pleasures of the other higher worlds too by comprehending that the
pleasures of the higher realm like the heaven, since they are products of
Vedic rites, which are also a human endeavour, must also be transient like
those enjoyed in this world. Thus, he comes to possess a complete logical
and intellectual discrimination of what is Eternal and what is transient.
Viveka (discrimination) is well-illustrated by the Upanisadic statement
(Cha.U.8.1.6), "tadyatheha karmacito lokah ksiyate, evamevamutra punyacito
lokah ksiyate - Just as in this world, the pleasures, obtained by human
endeavours perish, so also do the pleasures of the hereafter (heaven),
gained by the sacrificial rites, perish." This statement of the Chandogyaupanisad occurs in the context where the inquiry into Brahman is
prescribed: (Cha.U.8.1.1) "tadanvestavyam, tadvava vijijnasitavyam - That
(Brahman) should be sought and that alone should be desired to be
inquired into." Therefore, it stands to reason that the Upanisads prescribe
viveka (discrimination) as a subsidiary (ahga) and as a means (sadhana)
for brahma-jijnasa, the desire to know Brahman.
We have already discussed that the first prerequisite, viveka, generates
the second, that is vairagya (dispassion) and in conjunction with it also gives
rise to the desire for the Knowledge of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa). On the
other hand, if Vedic study (svadhyaya), or the desire to know dharma (dharmajijnasa), or the knowledge of karma (karmavabodha), or the observance
6 yat krtakam tad anityam iti vyaptih.
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of karma (karmanustana) were to be the sole prerequisite - instead of the
discrimination, as the opponent would like to maintain - then these factors
would be continuously urging all the Vedic students to the performance of
the sacrifices alone and nothing would be left to stop them from that path
of karma and generate in them brahma-jijnasa (desire for the Knowledge
of Brahman). Consequently, the Vedanta-darsana would be rendered bereft
of any suitable student (adhikarin) desiring to know Brahman and thus the
entire Vedanta-darsana (the Upanisadic section) would become an exercise
in futility. Therefore, it is certain that Badarayana, the author of the Brahmasutra himself, must have intended to teach the inquiry into Brahman through
his Sanraka-mimamsa, that is the Brahma-sutra, in the immediate succession
to the sadhana-catustaya like discrimination (viveka), dispassion (vairagya)
and so on and not in the immediate succession to the inquiry into dharma
(dharma-jijnasa) or the knowledge of karma (karmavabodha) and so on.
Let us now address ourselves to another aspect of viveka. Earlier, it has
been pointed out that viveka is purported to generate dispassion towards
the enjoyment of the ephemeral objects (vairagya) and also to effect the
desire to know Brahman (brahma-jijnasa). However, it does not cease after
generating vairagya and brahma-jijnasa. It continues to nourish and sustain
the seeker throughout his journey on the arduous path to the Realisation of
Brahman (Brahmavagati) - a journey, through the three specific stages of first
listening (sravana) from the teacher the Upanisadic doctrine of the oneness
of the Self, and then his thorough logical analysis (manana) of that Truth
that he has listened to, and finally in his continuous unceasing meditation
(nididhyasana) on that Truth which he has logically imbibed. Thus, ever
remaining with the seeker, viveka (discrimination) goes on augmenting the
other three prerequisites of vairagya, samadisatka-sampat and mumuksutva
as well as the desire for the Knowledge of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa) and
also the Vedantic practices of sravana, manana and nididhyasana. It is
viveka that goes on to blossom into the strong and concrete knowledge
of the Real, the eternal Brahman, as being distinct from all the rest, that is
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the world of names and forms, the transient (jagat).7 Finally this blossom
itself becomes the fruit, that is the Realisation of the oneness of the Self with
Brahman (Brahmatmavagati)8 - the very goal of the inquiry into the purport
of the Upanisads (Vedanta)9 - which itself is the ultimate human end, that
is. Liberation (Moksa).10 Thus, the spiritual pursuit of the aspirant (jijnasu)
commences with viveka, the intellectual recognition of the difference between
the Eternal and the transient, that is the Self and the not-Self and it culminates
in 'Brahmavagati', the actual authentic Experience of the same. This is the
briefest possible account of the aspirant's successful spiritual pursuit, and
this is also in a way the shortest summary of the Vedanta-darsana too.
3. the dispassion towards the enjoyment of the objects here and hereafter:
This is the second prerequisite for brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman).
The word 'viraga' of the Bhasya text and also its secondary derivative,
the word 'vairagya', is the antonym of 'raga', which means 'desire' or
'attachment'. 'Vairagya' therefore denotes 'aversion' or 'revulsion',11 and is
thus a positive mental disposition which does not merely signify only 'the
absence of desire' (ragabhava). However, in Scriptural literature, we observe
that the term 'vairagya' is often translated as 'detachment' or 'dispassion'.12
We have observed how a seeker, as a result of his viveka (discrimination
between the eternal from the transient), develops dispassion towards the
transient pleasures of this world and those of the higher realms too. This
7
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12 'Detachment', that is 'absence of attachment' may be the same as what is conveyed by
'asakti' (or 'anasakti') or 'sangabhava'. Hence, the Bhagavad-gita (13.9-10) mentions 'asakti' or
'detachment' separately from 'vairagya' or 'aversion'. ("asaktiranabhisvangah putradaragrhadisu,
nityam
ca
samacittatvamistanistopapattisu.
mayi
cananyayogena
bhaktiravyabhicdrinl,
viviktadesasevitvam aratirjamsamsadi.")
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cause and effect relation (karyakarana-sambandha) between viveka and
vairagya is indicated by the Mundaka-upanisad passage (1.2.12) when it
states, “pariksya lokan karmacitan brahmano nirvedamayat - Having examined
all the worlds (of enjoyment) that could be gained by human endeavours,
the seeker of the Knowledge of Brahman should acquire dispassion." The
Upanisad goes further to delineate how under the impact of vairagya
the seeker becomes endowed with sama (mind control) and dama (sense
control) and approaches a Guru for the Knowledge of Brahman.13 Thus, the
Upanisad not only recognises the cause-effect relationship between viveka
(discrimination) and vairagya (detachment) but also between vairagya
(detachment) and the acquisition of samadisatka-sampat (control of the
mind, control of the senses, etc.). In the same Upanisad (Mu. U.3.1.9), it is
also asserted that one realises this subtle Self by a purified mind alone.14
In the same context, the Mundaka-upanisad also brings out the importance
of vairagya (the second prerequisite) and sama and so on (the third
prerequisite) in enabling the seeker to realise the Self.15
After producing samadisatka-sampat, the third prerequisite for brahmajijnasa, vairagya continues to exist, augmenting the third and the fourth
prerequisites of samadisatka-sampat and mumuksutva respectively and
intensifies the seeker's longing for the direct experience of Brahman. In fact,
the stronger the vairagya, the quicker is the Realisation of Brahman.
4. the wealth of the means such as control of the mind and control of
the senses: This is the third prerequisite for the desire of the Knowledge
of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa) and is a set of six mental dispositions that are
collectively designated as 'samadisatka-sampat', which literally means 'the
sixfold means, beginning with the control of the mind'.
13 Cf.

i

14 Cf. ’QptS'JjucHI ’ddtll
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The six members of this group are as follows:16
(1) Sama: This is control of the mind from the longing for the external world
of objects.17
(2) Dama: This is the control of the senses from the pleasures of the external
world.18
(3) Uparati:19 This literally means 'turning away' or 'withdrawal', that is
being free from all the likes and dislikes (ragadvesa) as well as renouncing
worldly activities and taking to asceticism (sannyasa).20
(4) Titiksa:21 This is forbearance, or the capacity to endure the pairs of
opposites such as joy and sorrow, heat and cold, prosperity and adversity,
honour and dishonour and so on.22
(5) Samadhana: This is concentration of the mind in the spiritual pursuit
by remaining firm with a single pointed focus and being free from the
fluctuations of the mind and the senses.23
The earlier four disciplines of sama, dama, uparati and titiksa are of the
nature of withdrawing the organs of knowledge (jnanendriya) and action
(karmendriya) from their activities like seeing, touching and so on and also
from those psychoses of the internal organ such as the mind over which
the individual has control. On the other hand, samadhana is in the form
16 \A/e endeavour here to understand these terms in the light of what the Acarya states in
his Prakaranagranthas like Tattvabodha and Vivekiciidamani, where the topic of sadhanacatustaya is discussed in detail.
17 Cf.
Hil: i *355$ Pf33M53T 335F: 513 3^ II - f$3v*pi#T (55)
Also, cf. 513: 35:1 dHlPwg: I is Cf.
951353 53143 W533k&l 33%ftPsWIU|i 51
Also, cf. 33: 35:1
I -353313
19 3353:,
5R3T5ftl 20 Cf. 3lfsJI3WM3 fd$W{35>d3ll
Also, cf. vi 40-1 ■' 3>: I 5333TfS13331 - dT43f3

tft+lldd: I- W+^Rfel (55)

(V.V.55)
(55)

Also, cf. Rt4(ddidi434i 3<J “3d 3f “^fdKTh 1^4413 '34<.4ui*j4<Jd,<.33T idi^dHI 4)4111 jtf&RT sRdllh: I 3fP351K(5?)
21 IcffcT^:,
1 (V.V.55)
22 Cf. 5114 51%:<3T3l4yd!4)K'i%H.( fa*dlMcM4iffid 5Tt irtftsiT
Also, cf. fd!rl^T4iTI v\d IuItJOl'p<aiRolilt'dH.I - 3533|3
23
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(5 V)
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of withdrawing even from those involuntary activities of the senses over
which an individual usually has no control like hearing, smelling and so
on and from those psychoses like sleep, idleness, fanciful thinking. Indeed,
even these involuntary activities of the senses and the mind have the power
to obstruct his true comprehension of the Reality.24
(6) Sraddha: This term is usually translated as 'faith' and is complete trust in
the authenticity of the teachings of the Scripture and that of the Preceptor.25
The group of the six means discussed above,26 which is helpful for the
sadhaka in experiencing the oneness of Self, occurs in the Kanva recension
of the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad (4.4.23): "Santo danta uparatastitiksuh samahito
bhutva atmanyevatmanam pasyati sarvamatmanam pasyati" - One who is
endowed with control of the mind, control of the senses, is withdrawn, has
forbearance, is concentrated (samahitah), sees the Self in himself and sees
24 cf. aa a%: faraaa, aai imai falat a faffo;

sail, aa I waaftfatlftia Ptsweml gat a

WlcM,

(V.VA5)

25 simrw

ad^auK'Jmj ar srej a$iaT afeaai
Also, cf. sinsnsti -ataatw
26 Cf.
mm OTW: 5R:,
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fdfcTCilT, ftsUAHIMHI-fAdtlH
tWWR,
Also, cf.
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all as the Self." In this Upanisadic declaration, we find the mention of sama,
dama, uparati, titiksa and samadhana (indicated by the word 'samahitah').
The mention of 'sraddha' (faith) is found in the Madhyandina recension of
the same Upanisad wherein the expression 'samahito bhutva' of the Kanva
recension is replaced with 'sraddhavitto bhutva': "sSnto danta uparatastitiksuh
sraddhavitto bhutva atmanyev&tmanam pasyati sarvamatmanam pasyati - One
who is endowed with control of the mind and the senses, is withdrawn, has
forbearance, is possessed of faith (sraddhavittah) sees the Self in himself
and sees all as the Self." In the Chandogya-upanisad (6.12.3), in the context of
teaching the oneness of the Self, we find the teacher, exhorting the student to
repose faith in the teaching when he urges: "sraddhattsva somya...tat satyam, sa
atma, tat tvam asi - O Pleasing one! Have faith...that is the Reality, that is the
Self, That thou art." All these Upanisadic declarations clearly indicate that
the group of these six means - the samadisatka-sampat - is essential for the
seeker to realise the oneness of Self.27
It is certain that the Realisation of the oneness of the Self (atmaikatvavidya) will not arise so long as one has not worked hard for it. To toil that
hard, it is essential to have a forceful and keen desire for the Knowledge
of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa). But, this intense yearning will not develop
until and unless one has a burning desire for Liberation, that is the fourth
prerequisite in the sadhana-catustaya, termed 'mumuksutva'; and, this
mumuksutva will not be generated in an individual unless a person has
the third prerequisite consisting of samadisatka-sampat, that is the diligent
cultivation of such virtues as calmness of mind (sama), sense-control (dama),
asceticism (uparati), forbearance (titiksa), concentration (samadhana) and an
absolute faith in the Scripture and the Preceptor (sraddha). Thus, by effecting
a longing for Liberation (mumuksutva), the group of these six mental
dispositions become the causative factor for the desire to know Brahman
(brahma-jijnasa). It is because of this reason that the Mundaka-upanisad
27 The mention of the importance of such qualities as Sama also finds mention in the following
Kathopanisad verse (1.2.24): "navirato duscaritannasanto nasamahitah, naSantamanaso vapi
prajfianenainamSpmiyat."
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relates that a Guru teaches the knowledge of the Self to that disciple alone
who is endowed with sama and other means, and who also has the intense
longing for Liberation and has approached the Guru to gain Brahmavidya.28 Thus, it is based on the Upanisadic declarations that the Bhasyakara
delineates the cause-effect relationship between the samadisatka-sampat
and brahma-jijnasa.
5. the longing for Liberation: 'Mumuksutva'29 translated as the 'burning
desire for Liberation' is the fourth prerequisite for brahma-jijnasa. This
intense yearning is in the form of the strong thought: "I ought to get rid of the
miseries of the cycle of birth and death. I ought to be free, I ought to be free!"30
We have discussed earlier31 that it is the actual direct Realisation of Brahman
alone (Brahmavagati, Brahmanubha va or Aparoksanubhuti) - and not merely
an intellectual understanding of the Reality (paroksa-jnana) - that constitutes
the content or the object of the desire signified by the term 'brahma-jijnasa' in
the Sutra "athato brahmajijnasa.”32 Only if this desire is intense (utkateccha),
could it galvanise the person to tread the highly subtle and arduous path33
of Sravana, manana and nididhyasana, culminating in the aforementioned
Realisation of Brahman (Brahmavagati). This intense brahma-jijnasa can
be generated not by a weak (manda) or moderate (madhyama) desire for
Liberation (mumuksutva), but by a burning longing (tlvratama mumuksa)
alone. This intense longing for Liberation is illustrated in the Chandogyaupanisad (7.1.3) when Narada, the ardent disciple, approaches Sanatkumara,
the noble teacher, to learn Brahma-vidya and beseeches his Guru in the
following manner: “srutam hyeva me bhagavaddrsebhyah 'tarati sokamatmavit'
28 Cf. ahl

i

25 The term 'mumuksutva' is derived from the verbal root 'mud' which means to 'give up'.
When the desiderative suffix 'san' is added, we get the form 'mumuksa' which means 'to
desire to renounce'. The primary suffix 'u' is added to it to arrive at the derivative 'mumuksu'
- one who has the burning desire to free oneself from samsara.
30 Cf.
1
Also, cf.
RarWVWad
|
rjfa: |
IfSpWj 31 Refer to Section 2 D, n.l.

32
33 Cf.

fFi
f^Trn

spiral.- aw a#ctl
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iti so'ham bhagavah socami, tarn ma bhagavan sokasya par am tarayatu - Venerable
Sir, from Godlike persons like you, I have learnt that he who realises the Self
crosses over sorrow. I am afflicted with sorrow; I earnestly implore that your
venerable Self may kindly enable me to go beyond the shore of sorrow."
This moving entreaty from such a disciple as Narada clearly evinces
his intense brahma-jijnasa kindled by his burning yearning for Liberation
(tlvratama mumuksa). Such a strong longing for Liberation is possible only
in a person who is firmly rooted in the samadisatka-sampat consisting of
the virtues sama, dama, uparati, titiksa, sraddha and samadhana delineated
above. Thus, it is substantiated by Scriptural evidence that mumuksutva (a
longing for Liberation) is also an essential prerequisite for brahma-jijnasa
(desire to know Brahman) and is itself brought into existence by the third
prerequisite consisting of samadisatka-sampat.
<§>

It has been established that the prerequisite of brahma-jijnasa (desire to know
Brahman) is actually four and it is collectively termed 'sadhana-catustaya'
(set of four means). Among these four, the third one is not a single factor
but is a group of six inner dispositions such as sama (mind control), dama
(sense control) and so on for which the Bhasyakara has collectively given the
appellation 'samadisatka-sampat'. What is the reasoning for arranging the
group of these six means (samadisatka-sampat) within a group of four means
(sadhana-catustaya)? After all, all of them form the means or prerequisites
of brahma-jijnasa. Cannot all these means - nine in total - be arranged in a
single group and termed as 'sadhana-navaka' (the ninefold means)? In fact,
while speaking about the third prerequisite, the Bhasyakara mentions only
the first two (i.e. sama and dama) and includes the other four under the term
'adi' (meaning 'and so on'). He could have as well included all the other seven
prerequisites also likewise by the same term 'adi'. Why should he arrange
these prerequisite sadhanas for brahma-jijnasa in this odd fashion?
It is not without reason that the Bhasyakara has presented these means in
this sequential order and in this manner. We can observe, in the Upanisadic
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declarations that have been cited specifying the sadhanas, that the Upanisads
usually indicate them in this order alone. That is to say, they club sama, dama
and the rest together, and mention the other sadhanas (means) individually.
The Acarya's genius consists in grouping together all these prerequisites
occurring at different places in the Upanisads and in presenting them in a
logical order that highlights the cause-effect relationship prevailing among
them. We have already discussed how the first prerequisite of viveka begets
the second sadhana of vairagya and how vairagya in turn produces their
third member samadisatka-sampat and how samadisatka-sampat gives rise
to mumuksutva, the fourth of the sadhana-catustaya. This vital cause-effect
relationship among these prerequisites could be missed if all of them were
combined under a single head as 'sadhana-navaka' the way sama, dama and
so on are grouped together as 'samadisatka-sampat'.34

The Purvapaksin raises a pertinent point. The third chapter of the Brahmasutra is 'Sadhana-adhyaya' (Chapter on the Means) which expounds the
primary (antaranga) and auxiliary (bahiranga) means for the Knowledge of
Brahman and the consequent Liberation.35 These means are intended to help
the seeker attain his goal, that is the fruit (phala) consisting in the Knowledge
of Brahman. This is the subject matter of the fourth chapter titled 'Phalaadhyaya' (Chapter on the Fruit). The exposition of the topics on sadhana
(means) in the third chapter suggests what the Mxmamsa tradition terms
34 Like the linear cause-effect relationship that exists amongst viveka, vairagya, Samadisatkasampat and mumuksutva; there exists no such linear causal relation among the six mental
dispositions comprising the group of samadisatka-sampat. Each one amongst them is capable
of begetting the other. The sequence here is not based on the linear causal relation but in the
order in which they have been enumerated in the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad (4.4.23).
35 The term 'antaranga', literally means the 'inner' or 'internal' limb. Antarahga-sadhana refers
to the primary means of sravana (listening), manana (reflection) and nididhyasana (incessant
meditation) that are proximate to the goal of Self-realisation. The term 'bahiranga', literally
means 'the outer' or 'external' limb and refers to such means as the dedicated performance
of one’s duty (karma) and the various contemplations (upasanas) which generate cittasuddhi
(purity of mind) and cittaikagrata (concentration of the mind) respectively. It is cittasuddhi
and cittaikagrata that produce sadhana-catustaya. Karma, upasana and sadhana-catustaya
thus collectively become the bahiranga-sadhana.
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'pathakrama', signifying a sequence of actions that is decided based on the
order in which they are presented in the text. Based on the pathakrama, it is
clear that according to the author of the Brahma-siitra, a seeker is first of all
expected to comprehend the correct purport of the Upanisadic utterances,
and only later acquire the sadhanas (means) for reaching the goal. Therefore,
it lacks logical propriety to assume that in the first aphorism of the treatise
itself, the author has used the word 'atha' (thereafter) for conveying the
meaning 'in the immediate succession' to sadhana-catustaya, which topic he
is planning to teach much later in the third chapter. Hence, the Bhasyakara's
stand on the purport of the word 'atha', according to the Purvapaksin, is
rather untenable.
The point at issue raised by the Purvapaksin, in connection with the
significance the Acarya attaches to the term 'atha', does not stand to reason
when it is scrutinised in the light of the mantras of the Mundaka-upanisad
(1.2.12-13): "panksya lokan karmacitan brahmano nirvedamayannastyakrtah krtena,
tadvijnanUrtharii sa gurumevdbhigacchet samitpanih srotriyam brahmanistham.
tasmai sa vidvanupasannaya samyak prasantacittdya samanvitaya, yenaksaram
purusam veda satyath provaca tarn tattvato brahmavidyam - Having examined
that all the worlds acquired through karma as being transitory by cogitating
that nothing uncreated (i.e. eternal) can be produced by actions, the seekers
would resort to detachment.36 Consequently, to know the Reality the seeker
should duly approach, with sacrificial sticks in hand, a teacher who is
learned in Scriptures and is established in Brahman. To such a seeker, who
has thus approached in the prescribed manner, whose mind is calm, and
who has controlled his senses, that enlightened teacher would duly impart
the knowledge of Brahman by which one realises the imperishable Self,
the Reality."
We shall presently analyse the dispositional traits of the seeker delineated
in the Mundaka-upanisad declarations cited above:
(1) The expression, "panksya lokan karmacitan brahmano nirvedamayad
nastyakrtah krtena - Having examined all the worlds acquired through karma
36 The word 'nirveda' of the text means 'vairagya' (dispassion).
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as being transitory, by cogitating that nothing uncreated (i.e. eternal) can
be produced by actions," indicates that the seeker has acquired the first
means consisting in nityanityavastu-viveka (or simply 'viveka') which is the
discrimination between the eternal and the transient.
(2) The words, “nirvedam ayat - would resort to detachment," connotes
that the nityanityavastu-viveka has generated in the seeker the second
means consisting of ihamutrarthabhoga-viraga (or simply 'vairagya')
which is dispassion towards the enjoyments of the pleasures of this world
and the hereafter.
(3) The phrase, “prasantacittaya samanvitaya - whose mind is calm and who
has controlled his senses," signifies that as a result of vairagya, the second
means, the seeker has attained the third means - samadisatka-sampat (sama,
dama, uparati and so on).
(4) The portion, "tadvijnanOrtham - to know the Reality," indicates the fourth
means consisting in mumuksutva which is the seeker’s intense longing for
Liberation. The passage also signifies the seeker's intense brahma-jijnasa
effected by his earnest yearning for Liberation (mumuksutva).
(5) The extract, "tadvijfianartham sa gurumevabhigacchet samitpanih srotriyam
brahmanistham - To know the Reality the seeker should duly approach, with
sacrificial sticks in hand, a teacher," signifies that propelled by the intense
desire to know Brahman (brahma-jijnasa), the seeker approaches the teacher
(gurupasadana) for gaining Brahma-vidya. His approaching the Guru in a
humble and respectful manner with an attitude of service, evinced by his
carrying the sacrificial sticks for the Guru, also constitutes the means for the
inquiry into Brahman.
(6) The statement, "tasmai sa vidvanupasannaya samyak prasantacittaya
samanvitaya, yenaksaram purusam veda satyam provaca tarn tattvato brahmavidyam
- To such a seeker, who has thus approached in the prescribed manner, whose
mind is calm, and who has controlled his senses, that enlightened teacher
would duly impart the knowledge of Brahman by which one realises the
imperishable Self, the Reality," reveals that for learning the Brahma-vidya,
the seeker ought to have the desire for the Knowledge of Brahman and must
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possess the sadhana-catustaya as the necessary prerequisites for the purpose.
Indeed, it is a well-established norm that the Guru will definitely bestow the
knowledge of Brahman on such a qualified aspirant.
The Brahma-siitras are purported to reflect the true spirit of the Upanisadic
teaching. Hence, it is perfectly in order to arrive at the conclusion that the
author of the Brahma-sutra too regards the fourfold sadhana-catustaya as
the necessary prerequisite for the brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman).
It is precisely the reason that the Sutrakara has employed the word 'atha'
(thereafter) in the very first aphorism itself to bring out the necessary
qualifications of sadhana-catustaya for a seeker who wishes to embark
upon the study of the Brahma-siitra. Therefore, the Acarya’s elucidation of
the purport of the word 'atha' is certainly logically tenable. It beautifully
reflects the spirit of the Upanisadic literature and thus faithfully brings out
the intention of the Sutrakara.
Undoubtedly, the Sutrakara introduces the desire for the Knowledge
of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa) in the first aphorism of the first chapter
(Samanvaya-adhyaya) and dwells upon the sadhanas (the means) thereof
later on in the third chapter (Sadhana-adhyaya). It is but common sense
that the means are meant for their respective results and hence the former
should precede the latter. This sequence is known in philosophical discourse
as 'arthakrama', that is the 'order of sequence based on their purpose'.
The tradition also lays down that in places where this purpose-based
sequence (arthakrama) is found differing from the text-sequence-based one
(pathakrama), the former supersedes the latter.37 Therefore, it is only logical
that one must acquire the fourfold means first so that they may generate in
one the desire to know Brahman.
The feature of introducing the result or purpose first and prescribing its
means subsequently, as we observe in the Brahma-siitra, is not unknown in
the Scriptural and philosophical treatises. For instance, the Agnihotra rite
is enjoined first38 and the preparation of rice gruel (yavagu) is prescribed
37 Vide "parasparavirodhe arthakramah pathakramam badhate.”
38 "agnihotramjuhoti."
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only subsequently,39 but, since the rice gruel is meant for the purpose of the
Agnihotra offering naturally it is to be prepared first and the rite performed
subsequently. Likewise, the Yoga-sutra of Patahjali teaches the samadhi
(cessation of the mental modes) in the very first chapter 'Samadhipada'
itself and then proceeds to prescribe the antaranga (primary) and bahirahga
(auxiliary) sadhanas for attaining the same. Yet, the sadhanas are to precede
the purpose, that is the samadhi.40
We have already observed that after bringing into existence their purpose,
that is the desire for the Knowledge of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa) in the seeker,
the sadhana-catustaya (fourfold means) do not cease to be,41 but rather they
continue to play a vital role in the seeker's onward pursuit of knowledge,
through the stages of sravana, manana and nididhyasana, towards the final
goal that is the Realisation of Brahman (Brahmavagati). In this way, the
nature of the sadhana-catustaya differs vitally from the nature of other means
pertaining to all sorts of empirical and religious activities and their results.
Perhaps this fact is indicated by the Sutrakara's treatment of these means by
initially delineating sadhana-catustaya as the prerequisite for brahma-jijnasa
at the very beginning in the first Sutra itself before embarking upon the
inquiry into Brahman and later on also in the Sadhana-adhyaya, that is the
third chapter, which precedes the discussion about the result of Liberation
which is discussed in the fourth and the final Phala-adhyaya. Earlier, too,
we saw how the first of the four means, that is the discrimination between
the Eternal and the ephemeral continues to help the seeker throughout his
journey to the goal and finally transforms itself to be the direct Realisation of
Brahman and the consequent final goal which is Liberation.
39"yavagurh pacati."
40 Parallel instances are often noticed in our worldly transactions also. For example a father
gives instructions to his son: (1) You ought to come through with flying colours in your final
examinations. (2) Concentrate on your studies. (3) Seek the advice of your esteemed teachers.
On receiving these instructions the son understands that the father intends him to first get
the teacher's advice, then to study as per the advice, and then as a result he could pass the
examinations creditably. Here, the son adheres to the sequence of actions decided by the
purpose and he does not follow the sequence suggested by the order in which the instructions
were given. This is an obvious case of arthakrama superseding the pathakrama.
41 Unlike the gruel and its preparation that do not remain when their purpose, that is the
Agnihotra rite, is accomplished.
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Even after the Knowledge of the Self, the second and the third means,
that is vairagya and samadisatka-sampat continue to embellish the Man
of Realisation as his chief adornments.42 It is these characteristics that
are described in glowing terms in the Scriptural literature, such as in the
Bhagavad-gttd, as the distinctive traits of the person established in Wisdom
(Sthitaprajna).43 Thus, sadhana-catustaya, the fourfold means of the desire
for the Knowledge of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa), stands towering above all
the other means that play a significant role in attaining the results pertaining
to this world and also to the hereafter.
6. Having acquired the fourfold means, the desire to know Brahman
and also to know can arise even prior to the desire to know dharma or
after it, but not conversely: This Bhasya passage sheds ample light on the
indisputable significance of the sadhana-catustaya in effecting brahmajijnasa. The phrase, "tesu hi satsu ~ indeed, when these exist," explains that
the seeker must necessarily be equipped with viveka, vairagya and so on in
order that the desire to know (jijnasitum) Brahman may emerge and in order
that he may come to know It (jnatum) also.44
This portion of the Bhasya delineates the anvaya-vyapti (invariable
concomitance of the existents) between the sadhana-catustaya and the
consequent desire to know Brahman. The raison d'etre of the causal status
of sadhana-catustaya gets also substantiated by the concomitance of the
non-existents (vyatireka-vyapti) between the two which is indicated by
the expression "na viparyaye - not conversely" in the Bhasya passage. This
vyatireka-vyapti has been cogently explained by Govindananda, the author
of Bhasyaratnaprabha and Padmapada, the author of Pahcapddika. They say that
even if a person devoid of the sadhana-catustaya strays into having thoughts
and deliberations about Brahman either out of curiosity or fortuitously or
42 However the fourth means, that is mumuksutva, the longing for Liberation, ceases to have
any relevance for the Man of Realisation since he is already liberated.
43 Vide sthitaprajna-laksana in the Bhagavad-gita (2.54 to 2.72).
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because of other considerations, then he is not going to be blessed with the
Knowledge of Brahman.45 Thus, both anvaya-vyapti and vyatireka-vyapti
prove beyond any doubt the necessity of the prior possession of viveka,
vairagya and so on by the seeker in order to become endowed with the desire
to know Brahman (brahma-jijnasa).46
If the seeker does possess the sadhana-catustaya, then the desire to know
Brahman can well up in the seeker even prior to the desire to know dharma
(dharma-jijnasa), or deliberation upon the Vedic rites (dharma-mimamsa),
or knowledge of Vedic rites (karmavabodha), or the performance of Vedic
rites (karmanusthana), nay even prior to the study of the Veda (svadhyaya).
7. Therefore, by the word 'atha' is taught the immediate succession to
the wealth of the aforesaid means: After the causal nature of the sadhanacatustaya has been logically determined, the prior correlate of the immediate
succession denoted by the word 'atha' becomes crystal clear. The Bhasya,
therefore, conclusively avers that it is the wealth of sadhana-catustaya
possessed by the seeker that necessarily precedes the desire to know Brahman
and nothing else whatsoever.47

10

1 TOT^1 2 3 ^ ^ifl^KMl W^ITOTTO ^c^cMi

"mW_ ^HRdi cfe #^,

-

#^" (3>T.3.£.?.$) ’TOTT^I cT«fT

*qt

#tfcl

- "Sffrf^wfr TO," (t.S.^U) ?^TTT^I TOT^il rbflIM
^PRffM ^TOI4I
10 A
[atahsabdArthanirnayabhasyam]
atahsabdo

hetvarthah.

yasmdd

veda

evagnihotradlnam

sreyahsadhananam

anityaphalaldm darsayati - "tadyatheha karmacito lokah ksiyate, evamevamutra
punyacito lokah ksiyate" (Chd.U.8.1.6) ityadih. tatha brahmavijhdnadapi param
purusartham darsayati - “brahmavidapnoti param" (Tai.U.2.1) ityadih. tasmadyathoktasadhanasampattyanantaram brahmajijhdsd kartavyd.
10 B
atahsabdah - the word 'atah - therefore'; fc^4: hetvarthah - has the
sense of reason; di-Hld yasmal - because;

veda eva - the Veda itself;

agnihotradlnam - of the Agnihotra and so on;
sreyahsadhananam-which are means to prosperity; ^ PicMHirtct Kan ityaphalatdm
- bearing fruits that are transient; c^wfci darsayati - shows; dd M - therefore;
T: qiS:|

' CSS (fn.)'

•ASSlc^
! Vartika
W, SES, CSS I
f CSS (fn.) 'WfCTPl SflcRTct # dlfeifaHd: qtS: I
1 d^ll^ld

I - i'rtMdl

2 The word 'vedah', found in the nominative, is to be construed with the nominative 'ityadih'
occurring twice in the sentence.

3 pRWiWtd^
4
WBAlftFR’d
4)dcdr3.rwilhlTWI

RbW'c^: I - ^dldJraiTfttW
TO SflfPUd MAII*dmTd«nqi'i WdYilkXR^ 2[TOc( IcTOI
TO bcf 3ft TTOI

—dWlI^ldl - UrIMRI
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yatha - just as; 15 iha - here; 'bnRtci: karmacitah - gained by activities;
lokah - pleasure; $dd ksiyate - perishes;
- in the other world;

evam eva - so also;

amutra

punyacitah - gained by means of meritorious

acts; cil'h: lokah - pleasure;

ksiyate - perishes; IrTlf^: ityadih - and so

on; cWI tatha - likewise;

brahmavijhanat - from the Knowledge of

Brahman; sift apt - also; JWiparam - supreme;
goal; 3[5Mc{ darsayati - shows;

purusartham - human

brahmavit - he who knows Brahman;

311Wild apnoti - attains; 'Wl.param - Supreme;
tasmat - therefore;

ityadih - and so on; dthid,

yathoktasadhanasampattyanantaram -

in the immediate succession to the acquisition of the wealth of the means
enumerated above;

brahmajijnasa - the desire to know Brahman;

did^l kartavya - should be there
IOC
{deciding the purport of the word 'therefore']

The word 'atah - therefore' has the sense of reason. For, the Veda itself
shows that the Agnihotra and so on, which are the means to prosperity,
bear fruits that are transient by declarations such as, "As here in this world,
the pleasures gained by means of an activity perish, so too, there in the
other world, the pleasures gained by means of meritorious acts perish."
And, the Veda also shows that the supreme human goal ensues from the
Knowledge of Brahman by statements such as, "The one who realises
Brahman attains the Supreme." Therefore, in the immediate succession to
the acquisition of the above-mentioned means, there should be the desire
to know Brahman.
10 D
The word 'atah', meaning 'therefore', is generally used to indicate that which
is cited in a context as the reason for what ensues in the sequel. But, the
Sutrakara has not stated anything earlier in the present context as this is the
very first Sutra of the treatise. Hence, we have to necessarily postulate for
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the sake of cogency that the reason indicated by the word 'atah' (therefore)
has to be associated only with what is expressed by the previous word
'atha' (thereafter) alone, which implies 'in the immediate succession to the
acquisition of the fourfold means' (sadhanacatustaya-sampattyanantaram).
But, does not the above-mentioned meaning of the word 'atha' (thereafter)
contain inherently within itself the causal force for establishing the logical
tenability of sadhana-catustaya as being the means for generating brahmajijnasa (the desire to know Brahman) which is to ensue thereafter? Indeed,
there seems to be no necessity for repeating the same sense by the term 'atah'
(therefore) once again.
However, the Bhasyakara avers that though the causal nature of the
sadhana-catustaya in generating brahma-jijnasa has been indicated by the
term 'atha' (thereafter), yet it needs to be reiterated and put on a firmer ground
as the Purvapaksin could still challenge it.5 The Purvapaksin’s argument
is as follows: If the aforesaid sadhana-catustaya could be acquired, then it
may possibly lead to the rise of brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman).
But to acquire the sadhana-catustaya is itself an impossibility. To explain:
A vital member of the sadhana-catustaya is the aversion to the enjoyment
of pleasures here in this world and also hereafter in the higher realms such
as heaven - 'ihamutraphalabhoga-viraga'. Pleasures, which are the fruits of
one’s meritorious actions, are always perceived as beneficial and desirable
by the individual.6 It is impossible to have an aversion or even dispassion
towards the pleasure and enjoyment that are derived from such coveted
fruits. Undoubtedly, the worldly enjoyments are impermanent. But, this very
fact by itself does not become the reason for detachment. Rather, because of
5 cf.

Also,

3«K>RhRcMra#jdwif^rKut

cf.

aiwld;

Also, cf. Sfsjfcl

TRrcrRra,

^ <6d>*m<ti'*<i5K<4 ciiS'V'W t
ftR(let 'fcd°4l,

3)1? 'fcf-HIW Rtdd ffel i.eSl'hl^liIWl§.—Sfdt rtl'ti^^Rl'il'^dlRRl I

6 "anukQlavedaniyarh hi phalam ipsitatamalaksamtvat phalasya." (Bhamati) This is based on the
definition of karma (object) given by Panini in his aphorism (1.4.49), “karturlpsitatamam karma."
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the impermanent nature of the objects of this world, diligent persons are
seen to strive hard for gaming more and more in order that their pleasure
may continue forever.
It is evident that besides the element of pleasure, these coveted worldly
enjoyments do contain elements of pain too. But, man possesses the
intelligence whereby he learns to avoid these annoying elements of pain.
Indeed, no one forsakes food for fear of indigestion! To illustrate with another
example: The farmer strives for a good harvest of paddy though it will be
intermingled with the unwanted chaff. He takes what is of use and abandons
the rest. We do not observe any farmer giving up the harvest just because
the paddy comes along with the chaff and the bran! Indeed, aversion to the
enjoyment of the pleasurable objects of the world does not stand to reason.
Granted that we come across some timid persons - they are the exceptions
- who give up even the most obvious pleasures of the world simply on the
ground that these pleasures are perishable in nature. Even so, the pleasures
of the fruits of the hereafter, that is of the higher worlds such as heaven,
are neither diminishing in nature nor perishable in time. The Scriptures
themselves declare clearly that the merit derived from the performance of
Vedic rites like Caturmasya, Somayaga and so on is imperishable and the
pleasure derived therefrom is of an undiminishing nature.7
Therefore, the possibility of the first sadhana-catustaya, viveka or the
discrimination between the Eternal and the ephemeral (nityani ty avastuviveka) itself cannot be established and becomes an utter impossibility.
Consequently, its result, that is vairagya, which is dispassion towards the
enjoyment of the pleasures here and hereafter too becomes improbable. It has
already been established that the doctrine of such an aversion and dispassion
does not stand to reason in the case of the intelligent and the diligent. Thus
when the first two means, viveka and vairagya, become impossible to come
by, the other two means samadisatka-sampat and mumuksutva too become
mere words, having no real substance whatsoever.
7 Vide "apama somamamrta abhuma - We drank the Soma juice in the sacrifice and thereby we
have become immortal," and "aksayyam ha vai caturmasyayajinah sukrtam bhavati - Verily, the
merit of the performer of the Caturmasya rite does not decay."
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Thus when it is not possible to acquire the sadhana-catustaya (fourfold
means), then it follows that there cannot be the desire to know Brahman
also for when the cause ceases to exist, the result too cannot ensue. Thus,
according to the Purvapaksin, the first Sutra ceases to have any authentic
meaning or purpose.8
The Bhasyakara explains that it is for the purpose of meeting the above
contingency that the Sutrakara has used the term 'atah' (therefore).9 What the
Bhasyakara means to say is that, it is indeed possible for an intelligent person
to consume the right kind and an appropriate quantity of food in order to
avoid the pain of indigestion. A farmer certainly knows the art of separating
the grain, like paddy or barley, from the unwanted and undesirable chaff.
But the pain and misery that invariably accompany each and every object
of pleasure (bhogya-vastu) are certainly too innumerable, incomprehensible
and also unavoidable. To elucidate: The objects of enjoyment are like food
mixed with sweet honey and deadly poison. Even the most diligent and
intelligent amongst us would not be able to consume the food with honey

H

MMIdcTSffl,

n mqqrifti
«scAie>iPi

wrfgNaru a ft jpi:
'3mm

n

aissK's ftsadi

snaft aN^,

aRftft

Praatl, w ar
sq gd

aifefcrai sftr =a

^ a^aa-

spfR' ffa,avra 'stsmi ^| ^i^aiw^il^a: ^fa aaft' 5fti -amal

9 The Bhasyaratnaprabha, a lucid commentary on the Sahkara-bhasya on the Brahma sutra by
Govindananda, refers to an interesting and subtle point regarding the purpose served by the
word 'atah' to indicate the feasibility of the sadhana-catustaya. The Purvapaksin makes out
his case that discrimination and total dispassion are not feasible to procure as the fruits of
the Vedic rites are eternal as proclaimed by the Sruti, "The merit attained by the performer
of the Caturmasya rite is not subject to decay." And, also Liberation of the Self, consisting
in the nature of the Brahman, is not plausible as there is difference between the Self and
the Brahman. So, Moksa, being different from the Self and hence being on a par with the
inanimate objects, like a stone, does not deserve to be termed a human end (purusartha).
It is this objection, relating to the impossibility of the desire for Liberation, to set aside
which the term 'atah' has been used. Vide "nanu uktavivekadikam na sambhavati, 'aksayyam
ha vai cdturmdsyaydjinah sukrtam' ityadisrutya karmaphalasya nityatvena tato vaimgyasiddheh.
jivasya brahmasvarUpamoksasca ayuktah, bhedat, tasya lostadivat pumsarthatvayogacca. tato na
mumuksasambhava ityaksepaparihardrthah atah sabdah." (Ratnaprabha)
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alone while separating the poison from the delicious food.10 By carefully
pondering over these facts of life, a wise person discovers the truth of such
statements of the wise like, "Pleasures are transient and instead of our
enjoying them, we have been devoured by them!"11
By such a deep insight into life as a whole the person turns to be a seeker and
develops an aversion or an attitude of dispassion towards worldly pleasure.
Further, by his perceptive cogitation he becomes aware of the universal
law that the end result of every activity is bound to be transient and unreal.
Basing his analysis on the same, he rightly infers that even the pleasures of
the higher realms such as heaven are also of a transitory nature because they
too are products ensuing from the merits gained by the performance of one
or the other Vedic rite, or offering charity (dana) or some other pious acts.
Their transitory nature cannot be belied even by the fact that these pious
acts have been enjoined in the Scriptures. This inference gets corroborated
by the Scriptural declaration (Cha. 11.8.1.6): "tadyatheha karmacito lokah kslyate,
evamevamutra punyacito lokah kslyate - As here in this world, the pleasures,
gained by means of an activity, perish, so too there in the other world, the
pleasures, gained by means of meritorious acts, perish."
By means of the reason that all pleasures - be they enjoyed here or hereafter
- are utterly dependent on their causative acts and are therefore destined to
decay, the seeker decides that the other Scriptural utterances, cited above by
the opponent to establish his thesis that they, being permanently pleasurable,
are merely laudatory or eulogistic in nature (arthavada) indicating merely
that the duration of the enjoyments accrued from the merits born from the
Somayaga and the Caturmasya rites is merely of a longer duration than that
of the other sacrifices.12
The seeker, in his svadhyaya (study of one's own branch of Veda),
also comes to know of Upanisadic passages which state that the knower

W!W’P)T:I

13 cf.

, 'arowf

=4
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of Brahman attains Liberation, which is not a product of any activity.
In this way, the seeker comes to attain the faculty of discrimination that
helps him draw a distinction between the Eternal and ephemeral - the
nityanityavastu-viveka - which constitutes the first member of the group
of the sadhana-catustaya (fourfold means). Thereupon, he acquires, step by
step, the other members of the sadhana-catustaya - vairagya, samadisatkasampat and mumuksutva.
In the immediate succession to the acquirement of these four means
(atha), because such an acquirement is indeed possible (atah),13 these four
means do naturally generate brahma-jijnasa, that is the desire to know
Brahman, the Eternal and the Supreme.14 In this manner, the Acarya explains
the purport, and brings out the efficacy of the word 'atah' (therefore) of the
first aphorism - "athato brahmajijnasa.'n5
irwRRti
SGH^rrl:
14 While discussing the purport of the Bhasya passage "nadhikararthah, brahmajijnasaya
anadhikaryatvat" (vide Section 4 D, n.l & 2) it has been shown, after a detailed investigation,
that the present Bhasya sentence, "tasmSd yathoktasadhanasampattyanantaram brahmajijnasa
lairtavya," should be understood in the above-mentioned sense alone, that is brahmajijnasa
(the desire to know Brahman) should be naturally caused and generated by the aforesaid
means consisting of the sadhana-catustaya.
15 Cf. dW ddTftdt
#Jd,
4>44>Alfdr!RdHJIHI4
WhWI

t:«W<=r d

dW^ptlRdTi WRf—dv'dNdl 55RJ: #Rt
WlldPM'hAdi ^Flfrt, ddt

#RT IRt #w!rM>d SR&d dddRlbd
ffRdl cRT RRI:dR|d
W Mdd4l<Wld4 Idd dI«Rl ffct

*£Rd fRt dR: I SdddRR FtS ftdRdfd
(piTRal
#Td Srdri^fSftfRrR-

qffdc'dR'R.I

qf

#q{ct, dFd^ - ddtdRddd-

#1 SRTiSRqif^dRdRSRT d^dgiddlWf RiRR «§#<!si)fd
ddt
Also, cf.
PirdRI^qJ
d dt4l<d4

%Rdd:
dtSRt 3W 51

tf&f^idRqitRi^dTOR:,

srrt

iwr

=fdR

Wl!
qRRRWtrRR fcRRPt, ddi R qidwisfldi
f)id:
ddfct 3Rfd 4)dd'qdr

bHWdl dtRrRdlfe:, §)WdRSfq <(pldtdrdRRndd?I:

I 3RifS'4l^ddlvtl4Rq!<.c4t',lv

^RTdqT ardfawr 4% ywRwid^fBfci ^rru » q spi
^RM44Wl41sd:5K: I dR, did 1dRlftifRI^di ^:dRdHWplc44>Adi ^Rfrt—cRRI dd(%dl
$tdd, q.qij'titjd ^>qmdi 55Ru $Rd scmf^nil d*J IFRRFRSRRRSR

RdRirUd), d 7RR <

dddrdlRI

I dr^dgg^RTdld IdWd^d), cRT?
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f 'M'AIciI dcf: dft'JdT l^prRTCTd^d diFWPWfl, 3ld:
din?*Rd ^ SSrWflfo?
*n®R5R: I ddt
dfifafrarai, h#rrrot
Raid'd =d ^5<= ■rtd^yunym^^i ^

*PWFTC Md^d^Ad
dAfrfljlWIdl FPWd

'i't'jjTtcWd^l'A'I ‘-jqtrM ^lA'1 M<jt*t>dd I - HsSHII^'hl
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RHJ - d^RKJId^l
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11 A
[brahmajijnAsAyam brahmapadArthanirnayabhAsyam]
brahmano jijMsa brahmajijMsa. brahma ca vaksyamanalaksanarh "janmadyasya
yatah" iti. ata eva na brahmasabdasya jatyadyarthantaramasahkitavyam.

11 B
brahmanah

- of Brahman; Mill'd! jijnasa - desire to know (is the string

or analytic sentence); (that alternates with the compound word)
brahmajijMsa

- 'brahmajijnasa'; slip brahma - Brahman; ^ ca - and; ^Wl-

c^iul-H vaksyamanalaksanam - that which is going to be defined;
WTcT janmadyasya yatah iti - from which the birth etc. of this ensues; 3R? ^
ata eva

- therefore; d na - need not;

'Brahman';

brahmasabdasya -

jatyadyarthantaram

asankitavyam

of the term

- other senses such as caste;

- be imagined
11 C

[establishing the meaning of the term 'brahman'
IN THE COMPOUND WORD 'BRAHMAJIJNASA']

The compound word 'brahma-jijnasa' denotes the desire for the
Knowledge of Brahman.1 And, Brahman is that which is going to be
defined in the following aphorism, as "from which the birth etc. of this
ensues."2 Therefore, the other senses of the term 'Brahman' like caste need
not be imagined.3
11 D
1. The compound word 'brahma-jijnasa' denotes the desire for the
Knowledge of Brahman: We had already observed how under the influence
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of the $abara-bhasya on the Purvamlmdmsa-sutra (1.1.1), "athato dharmajijnasa,"
the pre-Sankara commentators on the Brahma-sutra interpreted the word
'jijnasa' of the present aphorism, "athato brahmajijhasa,” in its secondary
sense of mlmamsa (inquiry).1 Further, it is considered that Sabarasvamin takes the compound word 'dharma-jijnasa' of the Pttrvamlmamsasutra quoted above (1.1.1), as a fourth case-ending tatpurusa compound
(dharmaya jijnasa dharmajijnasa) denoting 'an inquiry for the purpose of
attaining (i.e. accomplishing) dharma'.2 Following that trodden path, the
early commentators of the Brahma-sutra too construed 'brahma-jijnasa' as a
fourth case-ending tatpurusa compound dissolving it as 'brahmane jijnasa',
meaning 'an inquiry for the purpose of attaining Brahman'. They were also
of the opinion that an analysis of the compound word 'brahma-jijnasa' in this
manner could bring out the very purpose of the Vedantic inquiry as being
the attainment of Brahman and make it the central message of the aphorism.
As a result of this kind of elucidation of the Sutra, the first aphorism being the preamble to the entire treatise - could in its ambit envisage all
the multifarious inquiries such as inquiry into the means (pramana) for
the Knowledge of Brahman, inquiry into the means for attaining (sadhana)
Brahman, inquiry into the non-contradiction (avirodha) of the Vedantic
theories with the traditional code, logic and so on, and inquiry into the result
(phala) of the Knowledge of Brahman - all of which will be deliberated upon
in the treatise. But this sort of interpretation would relegate the inquiry into
Brahman per se to a secondary status, for these additional inquiries do not
constitute the primary inquiry into Brahman, though they are all conducted
for the purpose of ultimately attaining Brahman.
This interpretation of the compound word 'brahma-jijnasa' taking it to be
a fourth case-ending tatpurusa compound (brahmane jijnasa brahmajijnasa)
has been criticised and rejected by the Acarya. The various commentaries on
the Bhasya like Bhamatl, Pahcapadika and Ratnaprabha adduce the reasons as
to why the Acarya rejects the fourth case-ending tatpurusa interpretation.3
1 Refer to Section 2 D, n.2 and 4 D, n.2.
2 This caturthl is construed in the tense of tadarthya (for the sake of that) as laid down by
Paniniinhis aphorism (2.1.36) - “caturthl tadarthathabalihitasukharaksitaih."

3 Cf. ^ wN ftWrai sfcRs

ra ^ wiRIri

=% 3*®^—ft
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The fourth case-ending compound is untenable because the rule of grammar
stipulates that for conveying the idea of purpose, the fourth case-ending
compound is possible only in respect of the basic material (prakrti) and its
modification (vikrti),4 as in the case of a lump of gold (prakrti) and the golden
ear-ring (vikrti).5 But this is not the case here as Brahman and its inquiry
are not mutually related as the basic material (prakrti) and its modification
(vikrti). Only the sixth case-ending tatpurusa compound, as espoused by the
Acarya, enjoys the sanction of grammar.6
In fact, while commenting on the compound word 'dharma-jijnasa' in
the Purvamimamsa-sutra (1.1.1), “athato dharmajijnasa," Sabara-svamin clearly
states his preference for the sixth case-ending tatpurusa compound alone
when he explains, ",dharmaya jijnasa dharmajijnasa, sa hi tasya jhatumiccha."7
Kumarila-bhatta, the renowned commentator of the Sabara-bhasya, explains
that Sabara-svamin, the author of the Mimamsa-bhasya, favoured the sixth
case-ending tatpurusa compound, since that alone is grammatically
sustainable and that by dissolving the compound word 'dharma-jijnasa'
as 'dharmaya jijnasa', the author himself states that the ultimate sense of
'dharmaya jijnasa' (inquiry of dharma) is only 'dharmasya jijnasa'.8
'CT'fcTM.’RH.TSJTcJ
-qgfcN

6 cf.

511*11^ ^TjhTRTOt

*t*ttRifa5^1

srrai ffhfal

I 'hH^I StR trfrt 3WRJ

rjtr'rrwasaj -writ

fawn sufaffafct

^facTR: i

Also, cf. tfgifawn1^ rroa -ffriwi: spit
wfawift ^SfanitmcRT fa*wai
^
STficlilfTcWTS' ^
-TTRSkl FOTT^UT? R ^g«fhwRTTSS WW ifa SRT SH^WTOTORT
WfipfcT—spAl fa^lltu aSTfa'sITUfcTI -S^T
Also, cf.
STSSSTSR^JIST:
yffafaf.ldygUTR

stri

RTCWT SURfRT^R

SPT ffal

'fiRR:

TnUPTRt

aWid^IdU) cT|g:, 3TWWK!

I
fasrlWkwRfi.l'llft

anr fi—ar ft hr 511^^1 sfai a sts

S^yim^|i)|fskR| dWI^^l^t^ilWRldlS^TRITcTRTS:!
7 Cf. ara<33 urT^wi

at ft-hr
itA^ccii NHlwiti)
TPITWRcWI WT ‘R^Tf^ sWN fapffl ffe d^lh-Wlfl 3tR: I - WRIT

i wsii^^insiifNKFT

8 Obviously, Sabara-svamin treats the sixth case ending of 'dharmasya' in the 'residuary sense'
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2. And, Brahman is that which is going to be defined in the following
aphorism, as "from which the birth etc. of this ensues": In the first aphorism
of his treatise, the author is introducing the topic of brahma-jijnasa (desire
to know Brahman). And in order to enable us to understand what he means
by the term "'Brahman', the author himself offers in the ensuing aphorism
the definition of Brahman as the supreme Self (Paramatman) that is both the
efficient and the material cause (abhinna-nimittopadana-karana) of the entire
universe and one with the individual Self (pratyag-abhinna).9 Therefore, we
have to understand that the compound word 'brahma-jijnasa' in the first
Sutra in the sense of desire to know the supreme Self (Paramatman) alone.
3. Therefore, other senses of the term 'Brahman' like caste need not be
imagined: From the great commentaries on the Sahkara-bhasya of the
Brahma-sutra, we learn that while determining the exact meaning of the term
'Brahman' in the present aphorism, the pre-Sankara commentators on the
Brahma-sutra examined the premise that the term 'Brahman' could be taken
here in the following lexical senses: (1) brahmin caste (brahmana-jati), (2)
individual self (jlva), (3) the Scripture (Veda) and (4) the Creator (Brahma
or Hiranyagarbha).10 Yet, these commentators reject these premises by
adducing elaborate reasons for their rejection. However, the Acarya points to
the definition of Brahman, occurring in the next Sutra, and thus demolishes
all those premises and shows that the detailed exegeses of these pre-Sahkara
commentators are irrelevant and futile exercises in the present context of the
desire to know the supreme Self (brahma-jijnasa).11
(sese sasthl), since that could indirectly indicate 'the purpose', the regular sense of the fourth
or the dative case ending. These concepts will be dealt with in detail in the ensuing section.
9 This is so because the aphoristic definition of Brahman is based on the Taittinyopanisad
passage describing the Self as being identical with Brahman and as both the material and the
efficient cause of the universe.

10 Cf.
11 Cf.

m^
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Also, cf.
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Also, cf. <er
'lift CldfcfJ'bl

ftiFiai ^ ^ *ii^uMifciRi: *pit,
Jll^sRlte:, Hrt)^ l4^W*lM*i'Md, 4.Hr4

Pl<^RKf=rf§, 3 fK^RrapT, 3FT
<KTO<fa N<Tt)«
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Also, cf.
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12 A
[SASTHYARTHE SIDDHANTABHASYAM]
indicates Object

brahmana

iti

karmani

sasthi,

na

sese,

jijnasyapeksatvad

jijnasayah,

jijhasyantaranirdesacca.
12 B
IfR: §Tcf brahmanah iti - the word 'brahmanah'; 3vRM karmani - in the sense
of object; wt sasthi - the sixth case-ending; ^ na - not;
of residual relations;

sese - in the sense

jijnasyapeksatvad jijnasayah -

because the desire to know needs the intended knowable; f^l'WMhPKhld.
jijnasyantaranirdesat - because no other intended knowable being stated; ^
ca - and also
12 C
[concluding commentary on the meaning of the sixth case-ending]

The sixth case-ending in the expression 'of Brahman' (brahmanah), is in
the sense of 'object' and not in the sense of residual relations because the
desire to know needs for completing its sense the intended knowable;1
and also because no other intended knowable is stated.2
12 D
1. The sixth case-ending in the expression 'of Brahman', is in the sense of
'object'1 and not in the sense of residual relations because the desire to
know needs for completing its sense the intended knowable: In this Bhasya
1 Since the term 'Brahman' having the genitive case-ending signifies an object in consonance
with the Panini-sutra (2.3.65) "kartrkarmanoh krti," it is compounded with 'jijnasa' by the
Vartika, "krdyoga ca sasthi samasyate."
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passage, the Acarya is alluding to a general point connected with syntax
in Sanskrit grammar. The point is as follows: The word 'brahmanah' in the
vigraha-vakya2 ('string' or 'analytic sentence') - brahmanah jijnasa - is in the
genitive case. Sanskrit grammar recognises that the sixth case-ending has the
power of signifying all possible relations (sambandha-samanya) other than
the specific relations indicated by the case-endings designated as karakavibhaktis such as the object, the agent, the instrument and so on.3 Thus, the
sixth case-ending can denote all unspecified residual relations (sambandhasamanya). This function of the sixth case-ending, 'sasthi-vibhakti', is taught
in the Panini-sutra4 (2.3.50), "sasthi sese." This sixth case-ending is commonly
known as 'sese sasthi', based on the above-quoted Panini-sutra (2.3.50) or
simply as 'sesa-sasthl' or 'sambandha-samanya-sasthT.
However, the sixth case-ending assumes the role of a karaka-vibhakti in
two cases: when the base (pratipadika or prakrti) of the sixth case-ending
denotes (1) an agent (kartr) or (2) an object (karma) by being syntactically
connected with a 'krdanta', that is a word ending in a krt suffix.5 In such
instances the sixth case-ending acts as a karaka case-ending denoting
either the kartr (agent) or the karma (object). To illustrate: In the expression
2 'Vigraha-vakya' is a string which can alternate, in the present instance, with the derivative
compound word.
3 The term 'karaka' means that which does an action - “karoti iti karakam." Thus karma, karta,
karana, sampradana, apadana and adhikarana are karakas. The karaka-vibhaktis are the
following: (1) the dvitlya-vibhakti (second or objective case-ending) denoting karma (object),
(2) the trtiya-vibhakti (third or instrumental case-ending) denoting either kartr (agent) or
karana (instrument), (3) the caturthi-vibhakti (the fourth or dative case-ending) denoting the
sampradana, that is the recipient of what is given, (4) the pancami-vibhakti (the fifth or ablative
case-ending) denoting apadana, that is the fixed point from which a thing moves away and (5)
the saptami-vibhakti (the seventh or locative case-ending) denoting adhikarana (the locus).
But, why does the nominative case-ending not denote a karaka? For explanation, the reader is
advised to read the Panini-sutra (2.3.46), ‘'pr3tipadikarthalingaparimanavacanamatre prathama,"
wherein the denotations to convey the sense of the first case-ending are mentioned. It is to
be noted the Panini does not make the 'karta', even though it be a karaka, as a denotation of
the first case-ending. He rather makes the 'karta' denoted by the verbal suffixes such as 'tip'.
4 The Paninian grammar of Sanskrit, known as Astadhyayi, is a work consisting of eight
chapters, with each chapter consisting of four padas (quarters) and each pada containing
Sutras in varying numbers.
5 The 'krt' is a grammatical term denoting affixes applied to the verbal roots so as to derive the
primary derivatives like krtih, karma, karana, and so on which are derived from the verbal root 'kr'.
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"isvarasya krtih - creation of God," the sixth case-ending denotes an agent
(kartr-karaka) and in the expression "jagatah karts isvarah - God is the creator
of the universe," the sixth case-ending denotes an object (karma-karaka).
This grammatical function of the sixth case-ending is dealt with in the
Panini-sutra (2.3.65), "kartr-karmanoh krti." In Sanskrit grammar, the sixth
case-ending denoting an agent (kartr) and an object (karma) are referred to
as 'kartari sasthl' and 'karmani sasthl' respectively.
In the vigraha-vakya (string), 'brahmano jijnasa', the word 'jijnasa' is a
verbal noun (krdanta in the feminine), denoting 'the desire to know'. It is
derived from the root 'jna', 'to know', appended with the suffix 'san' which
conveys the sense of 'desire'.6 Hence, the sixth case-ending of 'brahmanah'
is treated as karmani sasthl by the Acarya. However, the opponents, in this
context the pre-Sankara commentators on the Brahma-sutra, prefer to take it
as sese sasthl. In the sequel we shall study the arguments they advanced to
support their viewpoint.
In the last section, we observed that the pre-Sankara Vrttikara interpreted
the compound word 'brahma-jijnasa' as the fourth case-ending compound.
Now, having realised the grammatical difficulty in forming the fourth case¬
ending compound since there is no prakrtivikrti-bhava between Brahman
and its jijnasa,7 the Vrttikara accepts the compound to be the sixth case-ending
compound. However, he holds that the sixth case-ending in 'brahmanah' is
only in the residuary sense (Sese). The residuary sense denotes relation in
general (sambandha-samanya) and not merely that of the object.
If this interpretation is accepted, then 'brahma-jijnasa' could denote an
inquiry8 into everything that is connected with Brahman in any manner
whatsoever. Consequently, the compound word 'brahma-jijnasa' could
6 The desiderative form 'jijnasa' is derived from the verbal derivate 'jijnasa' which in turn is
derived from the verbal root 'jna' (to know) by adding the suffix 'san' to convey the sense of
desire. To explain: The verbal root 'jna' with the suffix 'san' becomes the verbal desiderative
derivate 'jijnasa' (to desire to know). After adding the krt-suffix 'a' by the Panini-sutra (3.8.102),
“a pratyayat," and thereafter adding the feminine suffix 'tap', we arrive at the feminine krdanta
form 'jijnasa' (the desire to know). Thus, jijnasa = [jna<-san]<—a)<—tap.
7 Refer to Section 11 D, n.l.
8 We should be cognisant of the fact that the author of the early Vrtti takes 'jijnasa' in the sense
of inquiry.
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comprehend and envisage in its ambit all the inquiries about the nature
of Brahman, about the valid means of knowing Brahman, about the
logic concerned, about the means to attain the result, about the nature of
its attainment and so on. In other words, all the varied inquiries that the
Sutrakara has delved into during the course of the four chapters of this
treatise, would come to be denoted by the compound word 'brahma-jijnasa'.
On the other hand, if the sixth case-ending is taken in the sense of object
(karmani sasthl) then the word 'brahmanah' would signify 'of Brahman,
the object'. Consequent upon this, the compound would comprehend the
jijnasa of Brahman alone. However, we know that the author of the Brahmastttra undertakes inquiries into the valid means, the logic and so on. If the
first member of the compound (i.e. Brahman) is taken in the accusative
sense, that is in the sense of an object - karmani sasthl - then these inquiries
pertaining to Brahman would remain outside the scope envisaged for the
treatise by the author. Certainly, that would be a blunder. Therefore, the
Purvapaksin argues that the compound 'brahma-jijnasa' must be taken to be
in the residuary sixth case-ending compound (sesasasthl-samasa) alone.9
The passage of the Bhasya, "jijnasyapeksatvad jijnasayah - because the
desire to know needs, for completing its sense, the intended knowable,"
contains the Acarya's dismissal of the above-mentioned contention of the
earlier Vrttikara.10 To comprehend and appreciate the Acarya's rebuttal of
the Purvapaksin’s stand, let us first understand the grammatical structure
of the word 'jijnasa' (desire to know), the second member of the compound
word 'brahma-jijnasa'. This word 'jijnasa' signifies a desire, a savisayakapadartha - that has to necessarily have an object to fulfil its sense - which
9

Cf. qytewiwftiiissft M

twra.

f% g sNsasro,

3T
sBjffa TOit g
naming aaaj -araat

ifci
a ^ ww^fc? aswrwgqt areata, a*ir

Also, cf. ag.wwa Ufa w, a

a«tt ^ mum Rw^KWiMfct^iiad^i

it nft sjhwU ^

sm## g

yfasttwwra.

a

ai a*ia a utan:—asm sia

aaWtfai -aufirawRVf
10 Cf.
g 5t^on omhpmwi, ai ft<*a(a a

^ i aa IgRif—5ra i -wi^r
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object in the present case is 'to know'. 'To know', in turn, must have an object
as the expression 'to know' is also a savisayaka-padartha, that is its sense
remains incomplete, if it is not accompanied by an object (karma). Thus, the
desiderative term 'jijnasa' (desire to know) is grammatically and syntactically
tenable only when it is associated with its object (karma). In fact, even when
the object (karma) is not explicitly mentioned, the knowledge of it can be
determined only if its object is known and not otherwise.
However, there are entities like the sun, the moon, the stars and so on,
which when we observe, we do not need to know what it is related to. In
other words, on observing them we do not raise the question 'whose is it'
(kasya idam). On the other hand, when we hear the expression 'to desire',
or 'to know' and in this context the 'desire to know' (jijnasa), we invariably
want to know its object and we raise the question 'what is its object?' that is
'desire of what' and 'knowledge of what'.11 Therefore, to satisfy this primary
need. Brahman is naturally connected with the desiderative derivate verbal
base jijnasa (to desire to know) as its object and not as something related to
it in general.
Hence, the Acarya decides that the sixth case-ending of 'brahmanah' is
in the sense of an 'object' (karmani sasthl) and not in the sense of residuary
relation (samanya-sasthl).12
2. and also because no other intended knowable is stated: It has been
argued and settled that the desire to know (jijnasa) needs for its grammatical
11 It is only later that the question 'whose knowledge is it?' arises.
12 Cf. raSTCT:
^na paw Hpf3fliaf^p3p4Tla!

a H fapH! HR flat, #

'fcWRftfci BRwqjqro qqfai qqfa g
+4d4d mflunzR,aiflRfcwwiHata aa^tafiai HPaaRf&iastpash! -ara)
Also, cf. WHlHctls! tRRWffEqrtfl pSPT pa *fi4l cfPf paw sf© 3RI
*4pH flat
fl
pfa wn any, a m pq4: i - rawat
Also, cf. 'EaTiayats^: miRn (4*11*4 f4RTt>:
aw i aa aar qsf, fraj *i4u<w, Mpawi
HR
pat-M pi 351 dl&di patataiaj 3R:
apq 'facial
a aaRqaraa.1 aaar $4w-w '?4fat4: i - a-na(a«k
Also, cf.
pa, pa?a a fa as, fa flat pawiPHfaun^, pa flat a fopaiat
atflwtr^i m. yfdMrii^<didwi htptti +4*1^, a twfcw m, aa «i4fai
i - arpanppflip
Also, cf. Htpai ara? paalpti pa a ptilpij farai: a a Rt%a,i aat
htpaatq: i 283
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and syntactic tenability a direct object. But the Purvapaksin proposes
hypothetically that something else like 'the means to the Knowledge of
Brahman' may be accepted to be its object. In such a case. Brahman could still
be related to jijnasa (desire to know) by the residuary relation (sesasasthl).
To refute this point, the Acarya argues: In the present aphorism, no object
other than Brahman is given in the Sutra to fulfil the need of an object of
the desiderative derivate verbal base 'jijnasa' (to desire to know). Hence,
Brahman alone can be syntactically associated with jijnasa as the direct object
(karmatvena). Moreover, it is not befitting to supply an unstated object, like
the means for the knowledge of Brahman, to satisfy the expectancy of jijnasa
(desire to know) when it is certainly possible to fulfil the expectancy with
that which is specifically mentioned in the Sutra "athato brahmajiinasa" - that
is Brahman.13 What is stated here is that without a direct object, the need or
expectation for an object (karmakanksa) of jijnasa (desire to know) would
remain utterly unfulfilled and, as a consequence, the desire to know would
continue to remain unidentified too.
In cases like this where the nominal base with sixth case-ending denotes
an object of a verbal derivative requiring an object (savisayaka-padartha),
such a nominal base is syntactically related with the verbal derivative as
its object (karmatvena) and not as something merely related to the verbal
derivative in general (sambandha-samanyena). Hence, Brahman, the entity
which alone forms a component of the compound word 'brahma-jijnasa', is
to be syntactically connected with the desire to know (jijnasa) as its direct
object and not as a residuary (sesa) of jijnasa.

-fasIlWKKIrt I
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13

^ ^#TRn|sfq

^

wtorto

MMM1!
13 A
[AksepabhAsyam]

nanu

sesasasthlparigrahe'pi

brahmano

jijhasakarmatvam

na

viruddhyate,

sambandhasamanyasya visesanisthatvat.
13 B
^ nanu - but;

3TR sesasasthiparigrahe api - even if the sixth case¬

ending is taken in the residuary sense;
1^1511t-tI^Mrftijijnasakarmatvam

not;

brahmanah - of Brahman;

- being the object of the desire to know; ^ na - is

viruddhyate - contradicted;

- of the relationship in general;

sambandhasamanyasya
visesanisthatvat - because of being

based on particular relationships
13 C
[counterargument]

But, even if the sixth case-ending is taken in the residuary sense. Brahman
being the object of the desire to know remains uncontradicted since
relationship in general is based on particular relationships.
13 D
The grammatical rule pertaining to the sixth case-ending is that the genitive
case-ending signifies the residual relation (sese sasthl), that is the relationship
in general according to the dictum, "sambandhasamanye sasthl." However,
worldly activity (vyavahara) owes its occurrence to a particular relation1 in
1 The logical dictum states, “nirvisesam na samanyam - Without particulars there can be nothing
general (class)." In other words without referring to particulars no 'general' or 'class’ (jati) can
be determined.
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the form of a karaka.2 In other words, just because specific relations are many
and because all these specific relations cannot be simultaneously employed
in the execution of any individual activity (vyavahara), one of them needs
to be singled out in carrying out a given act. Therefore, the general relation
signified by the sixth case-ending in 'brahma nah' implies one among the
six karaka relations. This is indeed so when there is no determining factor,
like the context (prakarana) or the juxtaposed words (upapada). In all such
instances, the general relation connotes one among the six karakas, that is
one among the six relations through which a noun is related to the verb.
However, in the present context, the desiderative verbal base, 'jijnasa' (to
desire to know) in the compound word 'brahma-jijnasa', is a transitive verb.
Being thus internally conditioned - since a transitive verb naturally requires
an object to complete its sense - an objective relation (karmatva) becomes
applicable.3 Therefore, the hypothesis offered by the Purvapaksin does provide
the objective relation for Brahman (karmatva) with respect to the desire to
know (jijnasa) - indeed the very syntactic relation that the Siddhantin is keen
to establish. Therefore, the suggestion offered by the Purvapaksin does seem
quite favourable to the Siddhantin’s viewpoint and hence there seems to be
no firm basis for rejecting the Purvapaksin's hypothesis.
However, a careful perusal of the Purvapaksin's counterargument
advocating the sense of relationship in general (sesa-sasthl) as the meaning
of the sixth case-ending (brahmanah) reveals his ulterior motive. The
Purvapaksin is not really keen to establish the karmatva of Brahman as the
ultimate sense of the sixth case-ending, which could stand in syntactical
relation with the verb 'to desire to know' (jijnasa), as much as to envisage
all the different kinds of inquiries that could be related to Brahman, in one
way or the other, and thus facilitate a 'backdoor' entry of the inquiry and
2 For the definition and explanation of the term 'karaka' refer to Section 12 D, fn.3.
3 Cf.
5T3 'ialld
3ll Is fell, cTSTTSft'
31351 elMt^iissisi:, H3I353FF333:
sriciqftat:,
i
yuh'-iqmi^m<mi<
dsim WiP-hhlSi: 'h*HthKchH*3fecl*i, H3 353c3

3

Also, cf. '3# 513' (3T.1J.R.1.HO) # ftUHIdWI
H-^sesid
1 - 15PW1

Hdldfifa fifeTTOfRi
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the knowledge of Vedic rites by associating them with the Knowledge of
Brahman since they could be construed as means that are remotely associated
with the attainment of Brahman. This hidden agenda of the opponent will be
revealed when the Purvapaksin advances the next step of his argument that
we will soon be seeing in the sequel (Section 15).
Concealing this ulterior motive, the Purvapaksin presently offers this
suggestion - certainly a surreptitious one - as if he is interested in the
residual sense of the sixth case so as to accommodate the Siddhantin’s view,
by demonstrating a suitable syntactic relation of karmatva (objectness) of
Brahman through the roundabout route of sesa-sasthl by which Brahman
could be related with the desiderative verbal derivate 'jijnasa' of the
aphorism "athato brahmajijnasa. "4

4 Cf. siaasteiffi fograrcaafoifri—ag

asrfq

fsEarai
Also, cf.

sm ?fcf

aarsfo swfirp-i

wi war a

aa ftparo:

?ifa—ai^fcti a# are # urkwr afearasfa

Also, cf. 'ja:

iafcMil%fei
brw: i

ag

a$fct

ftpws a f^zra,

flftai, a^isft sqairct f^Naasjaa, aiaa*

a+Rkwu +.a+K+MU|flHM, 5ra
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snpdt afawRi - wil^+i

14

wi

^4^ ^q^rr

srf:2 q^W: FTRII
14 A
[AksepanirAkaranabhasyam]

evamapi pratyaksam brahmanah karmatvamutsrjya samanyadvarena paroksam
karmatvam kalpayato vyarthah prayasah sydt.
14 B
evam api - even then; 9cpratyaksam - direct; 91PJT: brahmanah
- of Brahman; 'bHrdH karmatvam - objectness; 3c*£Jq utsrjya - rejecting;
'Hl9l'-4&Kul samanyadvarena - through the means of relationship in general;
9WRLparoksam - indirect;

_

^

- of the one who postulates;

karmatvam - objectness; 'bvHMti: kalpayatah
_
vyarthah - vain; 99RU prayasah - labour;

FtTctsyfli - there would be
14 C
[counterargument refuted]

Even then, it would be a vain labour for the one who rejecting the direct
objectness of Brahman postulates an indirect objectness through the
means of relationship in general.
14 D
Here, the Bhasyakara brings to our attention the futile effort resorted to by
the Purvapaksin in arriving at the objectness (karmatva) of Brahman in a
1 The term 'pratyaksam' signifies 'direct', 'primary' or 'manifest', and 'paroksam' denotes
'indirect', 'non-primary' or 'non-manifest'. Vide "protyaksaparoksatabhidhanam ca prathamycipra
thamyasphutatvasphutatvabhiprayam." (Bhamati)
2Cf. sq4i-squwjq:!
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circuitous and indirect way through sesa-sasthl, which he himself is able
to achieve with ease through the direct method of karmani sasthl by dint
of the fact that the transitive verb - in this context 'jijnasa', that is 'to desire
to know', which is the base of the primary derivative 'jijnasa' - principally
stands in need of an object to fulfil its sense by virtue of the Panini-sutra
(2.3.65),"kartrkarmanoh krti."
Though the Acarya makes this observation, as though seemingly
empathetic to the Purvapaksin's viewpoint, his ultimate aim is to summarily
reject the hypothesis of the sesa-sasthi signifying the relationship in general.
This aim of the Siddhantin will become evident in the sequel (Section 16).
Yet, presently, not revealing his ultimate intention of seeking to dismiss the
Purvapaksin's argument entirely, the Acarya provisionally points out the
futility of the Purvapaksin's effort.
Thus the Bhasyakara has answered the Purvapaksin in the same vein in
which the latter has put forward his counterargument.3

3 Cf.

Also, cf.

<33 sWa—1aim

$4npi Phsikwi sw^fciPi

ffit da

faira5

—crSTRnffrT! - M*dl4l'Wkjl

Also, cf.
Pffl^fcl

rafrarafcit ’qftrr® 5*^15
'WMlW i
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ara: to:

15

^ arf:1 2,

%l
15 A
[aksfpe yuktih]

na vyarthah, brahmasritasesavicarapratijnanarthatvaditi cet.
15 B
^ na - not at all;

vyarthah - in vain;

brahmasritasesavicarapratijMnarthatvat - since it would serve the purpose of
premising the inquiries into all matters related to Brahman; ?FT %I. iti cet - if
one argues
15 C
[the logic in favour of counterargument]

If one may argue: It is not at all a vain effort for it would serve the purpose
of premising the inquiries into all matters related to Brahman.
15 D
From this statement of the Purvapaksin, we come to understand his ulterior
motive of trying to bring the inquiry into dharma also as being associated
with the inquiry into Brahman through some remote relation such as that of
the performance of Vedic rites being a means for the purification of the mind
or the point of both Brahman and dharma being related as they are both
expounded by the Veda and the like.
The logic intended by the Purvapaksin is this: If we could construe the
sixth case-ending of 'brahmanah' as a suffix denoting relation in general

1 The word 'prayasah' (effort) to be supplied (adhyahara) from the previous sentence (Section 14).
2 The term 'asesa' means leaving no residue', that is 'completely'.
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(sambandhasamanya-sasthi), then the expression 'brahmano jijnasa' (the
desire to know Brahman) could envisage in its ambit the inquires into
all matters that pertain to Brahman - both direct and indirect - without
deliberation into all of them the topic of Brahman would remain itself
incompletely expounded.3

3 Cf.
%4Pl TOlt g
drtfHl*HI

—aapi![fcH JihMSWi
'dWI f^T?: Mfciyidl aafcll
^ |cHl<: Mklslldi aafe ffct aifttik^Mi
iqdKMtrt^lld^d: IKS

dv^

i4?IWl

a=faiRlantf^atRl
a# ansliaW^a
arat ddHiltit a 5W:I 3|fR,

I -

Also, cf.

ffluw
analPi aia^as^ aaaa fasii'WkWM ?ara, qf^naasi
3R«ii
aRa: 'faaRaaiaaarasa.i aiaiaa iq9it»i>-dHiqi(4ctia: i Also, cf.
imKi wiRnraam—apfedici i ircaiMlat arar<4a aRM>f§($ and^-aPa aarJiyfoaiaarfa,
4a 4a fapRiaa f4ar an Mfm4a a aaft, aai *ia ^iw<4a af^na *maj M^id^i
aifflfcifia«ii4ai4ai^ a*at a faftre a*a*ft f4a$aa, aman awiaanak^ ara: i - afa-miw-iftwi
Also, cf. aaifa
anwaaPNR <#£: afctpa: wi?, a aar^faawa'rsnat, ^qwtaftal g aalsft
ananPaat fnfmr qraai aaalici a arnia: aarataw laai—a aainai - araaiaaan
arama raif, a*ai a iafrfWRWi raa^aa, ara^4 df-MM-daURfri aspia, ani—a aw i -wafitaa
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m H ^ii^hi^ wn^rdi

totorcRto

mm\ dtoi sto toimtofti 'qR^Ctd t: toto: to -m
^ftotodto^diR

to qto^f

w^Mf

^itow to wrcto tof, dsaj
16 A
[SIDDHANTE YUKTIH]

na,

pradhanaparigrahe

tadapeksitanam

api

arthaksiptatvat.

brahma

hi

jhanenaptumistatamatvai pradhanam. tasmin pradhane jijhasakarmani parigrhite
yaih jijhasitaih vina brahma jijhdsitam na bhavati tdni arthaksiptani eva iti
na prthak sutrayitavyani. yathd raja asau gacchati ityukte saparivarasya rajho
gamanam uktam bhavati, tadvat.
16 B
d na - no; SRTdRftsff pradhanaparigrahe - when the principal has been
accepted;

tadapeksitanam - of whatever is required by that; 3rfq api

- also; ^^fit^ia,arthdksiptatvat - since it becomes available by implication;
3PP brahma - Brahman; ft hi - indeed; ffTdd jhanena - by means of knowledge;
aptum - to attain;
desired;

istatamatvdt - because of it being the most

pradhanam - is the principal; dR+H tasmin - when that; Rdld

pradhane - the principal;

jijhasakarmani - the object of the desire

to know; '-iRq^ld parigrhite - has been accepted;

yaih - whatever things;

jijhasitaih - desired to be known; T^dT vina - without; diU brahma Brahman;

jijhdsitam - desired to be known; d na - not; ddfd bhavati

- becomes; dIR tani - those things;

Rd arthaksiptani eva - becomes

certainly available by implication; ?fd iti - hence; d na - not;
' nsp (i & ii), aa, css, ses
A A, NSP (I & n), CSS, W, ALffcT^a
1

qiS:—flct ^ 51 *RfcII
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separately;

sutrayitavyani - need to be stated in the aphorism;

yatha - just as; TRT

raja asau - that king;

gacchati - sets out; ffrl

3% iti ukte - when declared as such; WR3HFT sayarivarasya - along with his
retinue; TTff: rajnah - of the king; 'M*MH^gamanam - the act of setting out;
uktam bhavati - is taken as declared; diS^tadvat - like that
16 C
[rationale for the siddhAnta view]

Not at all;1 for, when the principal has been accepted in a statement,
then whatever it requires also becomes available by implication.2
Indeed, Brahman is the most desired object to be attained by means of
knowledge and hence it is the principal. When the principal object of
the desire to know has been accepted, all that without which Brahman,
the principal itself, remains not desired to be known, is by implication
certainly taken as a given; hence, they need not be separately set forth in
the aphorism.3 Just as when the declaration, "Here sets out the king," is
made, the king's act of setting out together with his retinue is taken as
declared. So it is here.4
16 D
1. Not at all: The Siddhantin refutes the Purvapaksin's counter objection.
In the vigraha-vakya (string), 'brahmano jijnasa - the desire to know
Brahman', Brahman has a syntactical relation (anvaya) with the desire to
know as its direct object (karma) by the Panini-sutra (2.3.65) "kartrkarmanoh
krti. ” And this relation between Brahman and jijnasa suits the context really
well. It is not at all logically tenable to lose sight of this grammatically
viable relation of Brahman being related to jijnasa as its direct object
(karma) and look for a secondary or residuary sense, that is 'sambandhasamanya' (relation in general).
Of course, there are sentences like “matuh smarati - He reminisces about
his mother" wherein one recalls something related to one’s mother such as
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the food she cooks, her love and so on. In such cases one should certainly
take the sixth case-ending in the sense of 'relation in general' (sambandhasamanya) and thereby indirectly get the sense of object (karma) also.1 But the
present string 'brahmano jijnasa' is different in nature from such sentences
in deference to Panini's grammar.
Indeed, the Purvapaksin’s argument has miserably faltered and fallen
through. He has construed - though not ignorantly, but rather wantonly the sixth case-ending of 'brahmanah' in the sesa-sasthl, thereby positing the
primary deliberation on Brahman to be of secondary importance and has
deviously posited the secondary deliberation of those inquiries pertaining
to Brahman, such as its means and the rest, as of primary importance
thereby relegating the inquiry into Brahman per se to a secondary status.
Thus, on the whole his argument smacks of wrong intention and lacks the
ring of Truth.2
2. when the principal has been accepted in a statement, then whatever
it requires becomes available by implication: This is an axiomatic
statement and is in the form of a 'vastusangraha-vakya', that is a sentence
that puts in a nutshell the matter to be elaborated in its sequel.
3. Indeed, Brahman is the most desired object to be attained by means
of knowledge and hence it is the principal. When the principal object of
the desire to know has been accepted, all that without which Brahman,
the principal itself, remains not desired to be known, is by implication
1 When we say, "He reminisces about his mother," we mean that the things related to the
mother are being remembered on account of the sixth case-ending in the residuary sense. This
act of reminiscence is possible only when the mother becomes an object of remembrance. That
is how the Purvapaksin arrives at the objectness (karmatva) of Brahman through a relation in
general (sambandha-samanya).
2 Cf.
+HedbM HWf
^
rfSJlei.
vx1U«"4:

Also, cf. ReWWW ft

fief:, IPWSJ
q rjtk

flei tf°4i(|et *J-(ldeiT'f4-lJ —

JJTjPT: 5TOWR BffTO fapsfR Hfetftltf

fPTIf RmwIdSRT^fcfl
Also, cf. 3TOHW-dKi«!i
ffqi ^diMKW-,
Also, cf. 3OTJMfiNK gW: SffeffR

e^TOTRi f^RfTR

b
qfjR: MldslW

•bc-Hd, dell «1N e3R fe^Hf—*1 ^Idld I —
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certainly taken as a given; hence, they need not be separately set forth in
the aphorism: In an earlier section we had observed that the signification
of 'brahma-jijnasa' is 'brahma jnatum iccha - the desire to know
Brahman'.3 In this vigraha-vakya (string), grammatically. Brahman figures
as subordinate; as it is a 'visesana' to knowledge (jnana), which itself, in
its turn, is subsidiary to the desire (iccha), the principal. Brahman is the
subsidiary, but merely from the standpoint of grammatical construction.
In reality. Brahman is the primary!4
To explain: Desire for Brahman depends for its emergence on knowledge
of Brahman (its existence and so on), and that knowledge, too, for its
existence depends upon Brahman, which is the object of such knowledge.
Thus, Brahman stands out as the principal - even though it is not so in the
grammatical sense - because it is the direct object (karma) of the desire to
know (jijnasa).5 The unspoken agent (kartr), whose is the 'desire to know',
spoken in the present aphorism, "athato brahmajijnasa," is a mumuksu (the
seeker longing for Liberation) who has acquired the sadhana-catustaya as
suggested by the word 'atha'. The main goal and desire of such a seeker is
to know Brahman and thereby attain Liberation. Indeed, the seeker, through
the means of knowledge, desires Brahman the most. Hence, Brahman
alone figures as the principal object of his desire. In this context, it would
be relevant to note the definition of object (karma) given by Panini in his
Astadhyayi (1.4.49), "karturipsitatamam karma - Object is that which the agent
desires the most to attain."6
All this evinces that it is Brahman that figures as karma or direct object
of the seeker's desire to know (jijnasa). Further, because such an individual
3 Vide Section 4 D, n.2.
5 Here is an example to illustrate how the principal and the subordinate could vary in the
context of grammar and the actual world of happening. We have expressions like 'rajnah
purusah' (the king's soldier). Here, in the string, grammatically, the soldier figures as principal
and the king as subordinate but as things stand in the actual world the soldier is subordinate
to the king!
6 Compare the wording of the Bhasya sentence "brahma hi jhanena aptum istaUimatvat
pradhanam" with that of the Panini-sutra cited above.
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desires intensely to attain Brahman by means of knowledge, he therefore
also desires to know such other aspects of inquiry, like the method or the
means by which he could get the right knowledge of Brahman, the varied
logical reasoning necessary to obtain such a knowledge, the result of the
knowledge of Brahman and so on. These subsidiary inquiries would have
no relevance in the absence of the desire to know Brahman which is the
principal or the most fundamental object (karma) of inquiry. Hence, it stands
to reason to conclude that as far as the seeker's desire to know (jijnasa) is
concerned. Brahman alone is the principal and all other inquiries which the
opponent has premised through the relation of sesa-sasthl are subordinate to
that principal, that is the inquiry into Brahman.
Hence, the Acarya argues: When the desire to know the principal is already
premised in the aphorism, the desire to know its subordinate aspects has to
naturally and necessarily follow on its own accord and hence these inquiries
are to be taken for granted. Therefore, the inquiries conducted into those
subordinate aspects in the Brahma-sutra need not be separately premised in
the present Sutra.7
4. Just as when the declaration, "Here sets out the king," is made, the
king's act of setting out together with his retinue is taken as declared.
So it is here: The Acarya drives home his point by an analogy of the king
and his retinue. Even now, newspapers report only about the visit of the
President of a country. They do not separately report, in that context, about
the visit of his secretaries, security personnel and his paraphernalia for it
goes without saying that the entourage accompanies the President. There
is no need to make a specific mention of his paraphernalia because they are
subordinate to the President; their visit is taken for granted and it need not
be mentioned separately.
In the same manner, the Sutrakara too introduces the desire to know
the principal direct object, that is Brahman, and by doing so he indicates
the principal status of Brahman and the subordinate status of the other
7 Cf.

rR.

awHiyfaeaHH,
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topics dealt with in the treatise. Indeed, the principal inquiry into Brahman,
naturally of its own accord, ensures that the subordinate deliberations - such
as the inquiry into nature (svarupa) of Brahman, the inquiry into the means
(pramana) of its knowledge and so on - are also brought into its purview.8
If, on the other hand, we were to accept the opponent's argument as valid,
then the Sutrakara would be deemed to be committing the error of treating
Brahman, which is most desired to be attained, on a par with its subordinates
like the definitions, the means of knowledge, the logic pertaining to it and
so on. It would certainly be wrong on our part to attribute such an error to
Badarayana, the sagacious author of the Brahma-sutra.
Therefore, it is only right that the Acarya concludes that in the compound
word 'brahma-jijnasa', the sixth case-ending of 'brahmanah' in the vigrahavakya, 'brahmanah jijnasa', signifies the object. In this way. Brahman gets
syntactically connected, as a direct object, with jijnasa (the desire to know).

8 Cf.

*h«wi wi

rrfi wi arwaa, araai jh-mmiiwwIci a
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3T 5*TTR

STRFcT (t.3X?) ^c^FJT: 3pR:

"d&fasIWTW, cH5T (3.3A?) ffcl WW2 ^FTT I^lltfl$4c3
^FJRTI clW OT^I ^Wl| ^

^rafcTI cFJ^ 'SIMMs' ^fcT

17 A
[siddhAnte yuktyantarabhasyam]

srutyanugamacca.

"yato va imam

bhutani jay ante"

(Tai.U.3.1)

ityadyah

srutayah "tadvijijMsasva, tadbrahma" (Tai.U.3.1) iti pratyaksameva brahmano
as object of enquiry | tvam

jijnasakarmatvam darsayanti. tacca karmani sasthlparigrahe siitrena anugatam
bhavati. tasmad 'brahmanah' iti karmani sasthl.
17 B
^ srutyanugamat. ca - also because of its conformity with the
Scriptures;

yatah - whence; t vai - verily; y-ilM imani - these; *iplPi bhutani

- beings; ^JPFcf jay ante - are born; $cMKil: ityadyah - beginning with;
srutayah - the Scriptural passages; cftftat - that;
desire to know; clef tat - that;
manner of this passage;
- of Brahman;

^4pji

brahma - Brahman; ?frf iti - thus in the
pratyaksam eva - explicitly;

darsayanti - present; rfcl ^ tat ca - the same

karmani - in the sense of object;

sixth case-ending is taken;
- conformed to;

brahmanah

jijnasakarmatvam - the state of being an object

of the desire to know;
also;

vijijhasasva - you

sasthlparigrahe - if the

siitrena - by the aphorism;

MH^anugatam

bhavati - becomes; dtHIcf tasmat - therefore;

brahmanah iti - of the word 'brahmanah';
object; Wf sasthl - the sixth case-ending
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17 C
[another rationale for the siddhanta]

The sixth case-ending is in the sense of object, also because it is in
conformity with the Scriptures.1 The Scriptural passages beginning with
"That whence verily these beings are born" through the passage, "Desire
to know that. That is Brahman," demonstrate explicitly that Brahman is
the direct object of the desire to know.2 And that would be in conformity
with the aphorism if the sixth case-ending herein is taken in the sense of
object.3 Therefore, the sixth case-ending of the word 'brahmanah' is in the
sense of object.4
17 D
1. The sixth case-ending is in the sense of object, also because it is in
conformity with the Scriptures: This is the 'vastusangraha-vakya', that is
the summary statement, which is to be elaborated in its sequel.

2. The Scriptural passages beginning with "That from which these beings
are born" through the passage, "Desire to know that. That is Brahman,"
demonstrate explicitly that Brahman is the direct object of the desire to
know: The passage cited in the Bhasya is meant to be a 'pratika', that is a
part or portion of a long passage, that represents the entire tract. The whole
Upanisadic passage (Tai.U.3.1) is as follows: "yato va imam bhutani jayante,

yena jatani jivanti, yatyrayantyabhisamvisanti, tad vijijMsasva, tad brahma - That
whence verily these beings are born; that by which, these that are born, live;
and that to which, when departing, these return; that you should seek to
know - that is Brahman."

3. And that would be in conformity with the aphorism if the sixth case¬
ending herein is taken in the sense of object: The above-mentioned
Upanisadic passage ending with "Desire to know that. That is Brahman,"
beyond doubt directly presents Brahman as the object (karma) of the desire to
know (jijnasa). Therefore, to fall in line with and conform with the tenor and
drift of the Upanisadic passage, the sixth case-ending of the word 'brahmanah'
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in the string 'brahmanah jijnasa' that alternates with the compound word
'brahma-jijnasa' in the aphorism, "athato brahmajijnasa,"should be taken in
the sense of object alone.3
The great expounders of Advaita-vedanta such as Prakasatman, the highly
venerated author of the Vivarana, a subcommentary on the Pancapadika of
Padmapada, opine that the present section of the Bhasya clearly indicates
that the aphorism under study is based on the Upanisadic passage cited,
"tad vijijhasasva, tad brahma ." Since Brahma-stttra's aim is to expound cogently
the salient thoughts of the Upanisads, it is imperative that the aphorism be
interpreted to fall in line with that basic Upanisadic tract (visaya-vakya)
indicating the objective relation (karmatva) of Brahman with jijnasa (desire
to know).4
4. Therefore, the sixth case-ending of the word 'brahmanah' is in the sense
of object: This sentence of the Bhasya concludes the discussion regarding
the meaning of the sixth case-ending, the discussion that was begun by the
identically worded sentence, "brahmano jijMsa brahmajijhasa," ol the Bhasya.
(Vide Section 11.)

3 Cf.

SrTO: | - 13WT

4 Cf. fel
ginfR

’TOcT! ^cWcJ<i$IT§PWc(:

m

t^ni^srRW
ffpwwj ^

tjjf

m,

wi^idtuwi

FTRU - W«R*M
Abo, cf. 'Miwhujemes
Also, cf.

W

PtK&j,

ft

m cF^lsfeTcfcmift

cm crisrafrerca,

5W: MRiJtlfccW I Also, cf. MfctHIq'h
5^1:

^ cl^'hWrtld.^Sm
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18 A
IjijnasArthavicarabhasyam]

jnatum iccha jijnasa. avagatiparyantam jnanam sanvacyayah icchayah karma,
phalavisayatvadicchayah.
brahmavagatirhi

jnanena

purusarthah,

hi

pramanendvagantumistam

brahma,

nihsesasamsarabljavidyadyanarthanibarhandt.

tasmad brahma jijnasitavyam.
18 B
9i3*tjnatum - to know;

iccha - desire (is the string); (that alternates with the

desiderative derivate) RffM jijnasa - 'jijnasa';

llclH^*i,avagatiparyantam -

culminating in Realisation; 5\\r\H.}hanam - knowledge; ■h'dMhi: sanvacyayah
- denoted by the suffix 'san'; ?^5F1T: icchayah - of the desire;
the object;

karma - is

phalavisayatvat - because fruit is the object;

icchayah - of desire; 5IMH jnanena - through knowledge; ft hi - indeed; WF)
pramanena - by the valid means to know; WFl^lavagantum - to realise; fS*f
istam - desired; 3U brahma - Brahman; d§hd’*iid: brahmavagatih - Realisation
of Brahman;

hi - verily;

purusarthah - is the human goal; R:?N-

tAWR’^'xiWWti^M^yw^nihsesasamsdrabijdvidyddyanarthanibarhandt - because it
annihilates the evils of nescience etc., the seeds of the entire transmigration;
dt-Hlcf tasmdt - therefore; 3U brahma - Brahman;

jijnasitavyam -

should be desired to be known

1 NSP (I & II), AA, CSS Pradipa fifofttaatPfc AA (fn.) htlirhr^ Vartika ftfaftlihrmStlrCTJ All
the published commentaries, excepting the Pradlpa read M^iiIwuoHn.

1frgrP?gffai|Jcr^:|
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18 C
[examining the meaning of 'jijnasa']

'Desire to know' is the string that alternates with the desiderative derivate
'jijnasa'.1 The object of the desire denoted by the suffix 'san' is the
knowledge2 that culminates in Realisation because the fruit alone is to
be the object of desire.3 Indeed, it is by knowledge, the valid means to
know, that Brahman is desired to be realised.4 The Realisation of Brahman
is verily the human goal because it annihilates the evils of nescience etc.,
that are the seeds of the entire transmigration.5 Therefore, Brahman should
be desired to be known.6
18 D
1. 'Desire to know' is the string that alternates with the desiderative
derivate 'jijnasa': The usual grammatical explanation of the term 'jijnasa' is
'jnatum iccha jijnasa'. Yet, the Acarya makes an explicit mention of it here
with the obvious purpose of countering the view of the earlier Vrttikara who
views that the term 'jijnasa' as used in the aphorism "athato brahmajijnasa" in
the secondary sense of mlmamsa (inquiry).2 The Acarya’s elucidation makes
it abundantly clear that the term 'jijnasa' is used to convey its derivative
sense and hence the main subject of the aphorism is the 'desire to know
Brahman' and not 'the inquiry into Brahman'.
2. The object of the desire denoted by the suffix 'san' is the knowledge:
According to the rules of Paninian grammar, 'san' is a desiderative suffix and
it can be added to any verbal root (dhatu) to denote the sense of 'desire' of the
individual who is the kartr (agent) of the act denoted by the verbal root.3 The
Bhasya, therefore, states that knowledge (i.e. the meaning of the verbal root
'jna') is the object (karma) of the desire (iccha) expressed by the suffix 'san'.
3. that culminates in Realisation because the fruit alone is to be the object of
desire: This observation that the Acarya makes here is obviously to ward off
the following two-pronged criticism of the Purvapaksin:
*:l -T<FWT
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(1) Our day-to-day experience establishes that it is only the fruit of human
effort that constitutes the object of the desire of man and nothing else. And,
what constitutes such a fruit is either happiness (sukha-prapti) and the
means to attain it (sukha-sadhana) or the avoidance of misery (duhkhanirakarana) and its means.4 Hence, these alone can be designated as
'purusartha': "purusaih arthyate iti purusarthah - That which is sought
after by human beings." But the Knowledge of Brahman cannot be
categorised as 'purusartha' because the knowledge that is gained through
the Vedantic study is itself never found to be of the nature of happiness or
a means to the same or of the nature of avoidance of miseries or its means.
Indeed, even after one has obtained the knowledge from the perusal of
the Vedantic texts, the individual experiences no special happiness; rather,
he continues to be afflicted with miseries as he was before he attained
knowledge.5 Therefore, the Knowledge of Brahman cannot be a purusartha
(human goal) for it fails to be an object of the individual's desire. Thus,
according to the Purvapaksin, the statement of the Sutrakara positing the
Knowledge of Brahman to be the object of human desire appears logically
incongruous and runs counter to experience.
(2) Also, if the desire to know Brahman were the only thing that was to
be introduced or premised in the introductory first aphorism, "atMto
brahmajijnasa," then the various inquiries pertaining to the Knowledge of
Brahman that are to be conducted by the Sutrakara from the very next Sutra
onwards would be left unpremised and not introduced in the preambulary
first Sutra. It would be rather unfair on the part of the Sutrakara to do so.
The Bhasyakara gives his rejoinder to the above-mentioned objections
of the Purvapaksin. It is certainly true that fruit or result (phala) alone
can be the object of human desire (purusartha) and the bare knowledge
of Brahman gained from Scriptural study cannot be the actual fruit and
hence cannot be the object of human desire. Yet, when the great sage, the
Sutrakara, Bhagavan Badarayana, unequivocally declares 'Brahma-jnana'
4 That is: sukham, sukhassdhanam ca tatM duhkhanirakaranarh tatsSdhanam ca.
5Cf.^fP#p53^R:l
3T=tT
I
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(the Knowledge of Brahman) as the object of desire, a human goal, we have
to necessarily conclude that he intends only such a Knowledge of Brahman
that can be a fruit (phala) and hence can be the object of the desire. Therefore,
we have to reason that by the Knowledge of Brahman what is meant by
the Sutrakara is the final culmination of knowledge, the very sacrosanct
Realisation (Avagati, Saksatkara or Aparoksanubhuti) of Brahman.6 That is,
the Brahma-jnana spoken of in the aphorism, "athato brahmajijnasa” is the
actual Realisation of Brahman that is declared as the goal in such Upanisadic
passages (Br. 17.2.4.5/4.5.6) as “atma va are drastavyah - It is the Self, that needs
to be realised."
Such a Realisation can certainly be the object of the aspirant's desire, for
when one realises Brahman, that very moment, he, as explicitly declared
by the Upanisadic statement (Mu.U.3.2.9), "brahma veda, brahmaiva bhavati
- The knower of Brahman becomes one with Brahman," becomes one with
the supreme Brahman and gets released from all evils and miseries as
described by the Upanisadic declaration (Isa.U.7), "tatra ko mohah kah soka
ekatvamanupasyatah - How can delusion and sorrow be there for him who
has realised the oneness of Self." Thus, the Knowledge of Brahman that the
Sutrakara indicates as the object of desire of the aspirant (mumuksu) is,
indeed, a purusartha (human goal) for it is certainly the means to attain the
fruit (phala) of supreme fulfillment and the destruction of samsara. Thus, the
jijnasa of Brahman does constitute a perfect object of human desire.
It is to be carefully noted that the Acarya states that the object of desire
is 'avagatiparyantam jnanam', that is the 'knowledge that culminates in
Realisation'; he does not state that the object of desire is 'avagatisvarupam
jnanam', that is the 'knowledge in the form of Realisation'. The idea is this:
'to culminate' signifies to reach or to achieve a result or a goal by a gradual
process - step by step progress through effort. As a result, the word 'jijnasa'
(desire to know) of the aphorism could virtually include all the various steps
that the aspirant, who is fired with the intense desire to know Brahman,
6 Cf. dWTST

3?lf—
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undertakes in his pursuit of attaining the goal of Realisation.7 These various
steps of gradual progress are: (1) taking refuge in the Guru (gurupasadana),
(2) learning from him (sravana) the knowledge of the identity of the Self and
Brahman (jlvabrahma-aikya), (3) conducting a logical inquiry (manana) into
what he has thus learnt from the Master, and finally (4) meditating constantly
(nididhyasana) on the knowledge he has thus gained.8 Indeed, it is only by
going through these stages untiringly that an intelligent aspirant can come
to attain the goal, the Realisation of the oneness of the Self (Brahmavagati,
Brahmanubhava or Brahmatma-saksatkara).
From the above discussion one may thus conclude that though the
Paninian list of grammatical roots (dhatu-patha) recognises the verbal root
'jna' in the sense of knowledge {jna avabodhane), yet on the strength of the
juxtaposition or association of the desiderative suffix 'san' meaning 'desire/9
the verbal root 'jna' in the present context is to be understood in this special
sense: knowledge that culminates in the Realisation of Brahman through the
process of gurupasadana, sravana, manana and nididhyasana.10
7Cf.
i 8 Of these four steps, the first one of gurupasadana is prescribed by the Upanisadic statement
(Mm. fl. 1.2.12) "tadvijnaniirtham sa gurumevabhigacchet - To know that Brahman, the aspirant
shall approach a Master." And the other steps of sravana, manana and nididhyasana are
advised by the Upanisadic statements (Br.li.2.4.5/4.5.6) such as "alma va are drastavyah
srotavyo mantavyo nididhyasitavyah - The Self should be realised, should be heard about,
should be cogitated upon and should be incessantly meditated upon."
9 “iccMrthakasarvpratyayasamabhivyahdrabaldt."
10 In this regard, we could find other parallels too. For example, the Paninian list of verbal
roots (dhatu-patha) recognises the root 'gam' in the simple sense of 'to go' (gaml gatau).
However, when the same root is suffixed with 'san' and used as in the illustrative sentence,
'kaslm jigamisati' (i.e. kasim gantum icchati), meaning 'he desires to go to Kail', the root
'gam' cannot be taken in the simple sense of 'going' for such a bare going does not by itself
constitute a fruit (phala) and hence the act of going alone cannot be the object of the person's
desire. Therefore, on the strength of the juxtaposition of desiderative suffix 'san' with the
root 'gam', we have to understand the denotation of the 'san' suffix in 'jigamisa' (to desire to
go) in a special sense as the act of going that culminates in the person's actual arrival at Kasi
and his direct Realisation (pratyaksanubhava) of that holy city. As a result, 'the desire to go
to Kasi', includes in its scope all the necessary steps a person may have to take for realising
the goal such as arranging for necessary resources for the journey, undertaking the actual act
of travelling and so on and so forth. Like how 'kasl-jigamisa' (the desire to go to Kasi) is an
all-inclusive desire so too is the 'brahma-jijnasa' (the desire to know Brahman) of the Sutra
under deliberation.
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Thus, in a single stroke, by construing the knowledge (jfianam) in the
desiderative derivate 'jijnasa' as "avagatiparyantam jnanam," the Acarya has
answered both the objections of the Purvapaksin: (1) that the Knowledge
of Brahman cannot be a human goal (purusartha) and (2) that the various
inquiries pertaining to the Knowledge of Brahman are not premised in the
introductory first aphorism, "athato brahmajijnasa."
The above vital point of the knowledge (jnanam) in the desiderative
derivate 'jijnasa' as 'avagatiparyantam jnanam' also meets another possible
objection of the Purvapaksin: Individuals desire that which they can effect by
their effort and desist from desiring such things which are beyond the scope
of effort according to the dictum: "icchakarmatvam krtisadhyatvavyapyam
- Objects of desire (icchakarmatva) are invariably capable of being effected
by efforts (krtisadhya)." But knowledge is not something that can be effected
by effort. To explain: it is only the knowledge about a given thing, like
gold, that generates in him a desire to have it and thereby whips him up
to undertake an activity to gain it. But, in the case of brahma-jijnasa, there
appears to be a logical anomaly for knowledge (jnana) is pointed out to be
rather the culmination of effort (krti) when logically knowledge (jnana) has
to precede effort (krti),11
The Bhasya statement under our perusal thus indicates a suitable answer
to this conundrum by explaining that the verbal root 'jna' in 'brahma-jijnasa',
because of its juxtaposition with the san-suffix and being associated with
Brahman as the object of desire signifies not a mere knowledge of Brahman
but that knowledge which emerges as a result of gurupasadana, sravana,
manana and nididhyasana and culminates in Realisation. Since, all these
have to be effected by human effort (krtisadhya), the Knowledge of Brahman
too is deemed to be effected by human effort.12
11 A person first comes to know of a certain thing, then he develops a desire for it and then
alone does he make an effort to gain it. Hence the well-known sequence of human behaviour:
"janati, icchati, yatate iti kratno lokasiddhah."
12 Vide "tatm cavabodho yadyapi na krtisfidhyah, tathil'pi vicarasadhyatvddivisistah sa vicarasya
krtisadhyatvat tadrsa iti na dosah." (Pradipa) We can illustrate this point with an example from
karma-kanda: The individual self (jlva) is never bom and never dies and it is only the adjuncts
(upadhi) like the physical body that take birth and later perish. Yet, because of the indi vidual
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4. Indeed, it is by knowledge, the valid means to know, that Brahman is
desired to be realised: In this statement of the Acarya, the expression
'jnanena pramanena' signifies the 'means of knowledge, that is the valid
means to know', and is intended to denote the means consisting in the right
knowledge, which is of the nature of a conviction that cannot be invalidated
by another cognition thus sublating it to be an error - "apramanyajndnaanaskanditena niscayatmakena yatharthajnanena."
In the earlier sections, we have seen that the aspirant who has acquired
the sadhana-catustaya (fourfold means) and who has come to know the
Upanisadic statements such as (Tai.U.2.1, Mu.li.3.2.9 & Cha.U.6.9A in
respective order) “brahmavidapnoti param - The knower of Brahman attains
the Supreme," "brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati - One who knows Brahman
becomes indeed Brahman," "tat tvam asi - That thou art," and so on develops
an intense desire for the Realisation of Brahman, by correctly ascertaining
the purport of such Scriptural statements. The Upanisads themselves declare
(Mu.U.3.2.6) that the ascertainment of the purpose of the Upanisads alone
leads to Liberation through statements such as "vedantavijnanasuniscitarthah...
parimucyanti sarve - Only those are Liberated, who, by inquiring into the
Upanisads, have ascertained their purport."
The present Bhasya statement, therefore, comes to mean that Brahman
is realised only by correctly ascertaining the purport of the Upanisadic
statements. The cause-effect relationship between the inquiry into the
Vedanta (Upanisads) and the Realisation of Brahman is recognised by the
Scripture when they prescribe the inquiry of the Upanisads - that is manana
- besides the learning of the Vedanta, for the rise of the latter.13
Thus, the present sentence of the Bhasya enables us to discover in the
aphorism itself a suggestion for answering the question raised by the
opponent that if the present aphorism were only to premise the desire for
seifs association with these upadhis, the individual self (jiva) is described in the karma-kanda,
as being born and as being dead and specific rituals too are enjoined for these occasions.
13 Vide the Brhadaranyaka enunciation (2.45/4.5.6), “atma va are drastavyah srotavyo nwntavyo
nididhyasitavyah - The Atman must be realised, must be heard, must be inquired into and
must be incessantly meditated upon."
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Knowledge of Brahman, how can it accord well with various inquiries
into Brahman that are undertaken from the very next aphorism onwards.
The answer is verily what is suggested by the Sutra: These inquiries are
undertaken because they are instruments and are sure aids to the Realisation
of Brahman which a mumuksu (seeker of Liberation) desires intensely.
5. The Realisation of Brahman is verily the human goal because it
annihilates the evils of nescience etc., that are the seeds of the entire
transmigration: The direct Realisation of Brahman (Brahmavagati) is the
human goal (purusartha) because it is sought after by human beings so that
they could become liberated from all kinds of sorrows along with their root
cause once and for all.
The raison d'etre as to why the direct Realisation of the supreme Reality
is given the designation of 'purusartha7 is explained by the Acarya in the
expression: “nihsesasamsarabijavidyadyanarthanibarhanat - Because it puts
an end to the ignorance (avidya) as well as its subtle, yet firmly ingrained
impressions (samskara or vasana), in their entirety which cause the cycle of
transmigration (saihsara)."
All wish for freedom from life's incessant pains and seek the attainment
of absolute bliss. Although the individual Self is verily the supreme Self, still
due to the influence of avidya one takes oneself to be the body, mind and so
on (adhyasa) and, consequently, suffer from all kinds of miseries. As a result
of practicing nididhyasana, that is the incessant reflection on the nature
of the Ultimate learnt from one's Guru, an individual discovers himself to
be all bliss, free of any kind of association with pain. It is only this kind
of direct Realisation that destroys ignorance as well as its impressions and
the resultant transmigration. That is why 'Brahmavagati7, that is the direct
Realisation of the oneness of the Self, is given the appellation of 'purusartha7.14
Unlike Vacaspati, the erudite author of the Bhdmati, which is the
gloss on the Brahmasutra-sankarabhasya, Anubhutisvarupacarya (author
14 Cf.
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Nyayanirnaya)

and

Govindananda (author of Ratnaprabha) interpret the compound component
'avidyadi' in a different manner. While Vacaspati-misra takes the 'firmly
ingrained impressons' (samskara) by the term 'adi' (meaning 'etcetera') in
'avidyadi', the latter commentators dissolve the compound as 'avidya adih
asya (anarthasya)' thereby construing the word 'adi' to mean 'beginning'.
With this string of the compound 'avidyadi', the expression "nihsesasamsarabijavidyadyanarthanibarhandt" would come to mean: 'since the direct
Realisation of Brahman uproots the evils which begin with avidya, the seed
of the entire transmigration' (Brahmavagati is designated as 'purusartha').15
6. Therefore, Brahman should be desired to be known: That is. Brahman
is the object of the desire to know (jijnasa) for the mumuksu, the seeker of
Liberation. This is how we render16 the present Bhasya sentence "tasmad
brahma jijnasitavyam."17
With this present statement, the Bhasyakara has concluded his exposition
on the meaning of term 'jijnasa'. We have already mentioned that the
present Jijnasa-sutra is based on the statement of the Taittinya-upanisad, "tad
vijijhasasva, tad brahma.”w This passage contains an imperative finite verb
'vijijnasasva', which has the suffix 'sva' that carries the sense of injunction, and
therefore appears to be an injunctive sentence. Therefore, it is generally held
that the Acarya has also constructed this concluding sentence of his analysis
on the term 'jijnasa' with the potential passive participle 'jijnasitavyam' so
that his statement too conforms in tenor to the Taittinya-upanisad statement.

Also, cf.

dwifoddic;iq stfarasfer ^

Old'll -

Also, cf.
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16 The meaning and implication of the present Bhasya sentence were briefly touched upon in
the Section 4 D, n.2.
'7 Cf. The Upanisadic sentence [CM. U. 7.23,1), "bhumUd veva vijijnasitavyah"
18 Refer to Section 17 D, n.3.
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into Brahman that are undertaken from the very next aphorism onwards.
The answer is verily what is suggested by the Sutra: These inquiries are
undertaken because they are instruments and are sure aids to the Realisation
of Brahman which a mumuksu (seeker of Liberation) desires intensely.
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annihilates the evils of nescience etc., that are the seeds of the entire
transmigration: The direct Realisation of Brahman (Brahmavagati) is the
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cause once and for all.
The raison d'etre as to why the direct Realisation of the supreme Reality
is given the designation of 'purusartha' is explained by the Acarya in the
expression: "nihsesasamsarabijavidyadyanarthanibarhanat - Because it puts
an end to the ignorance (avidya) as well as its subtle, yet firmly ingrained
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All wish for freedom from life’s incessant pains and seek the attainment
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on (adhyasa) and, consequently, suffer from all kinds of miseries. As a result
of practicing nididhyasana, that is the incessant reflection on the nature
of the Ultimate learnt from one’s Guru, an individual discovers himself to
be all bliss, free of any kind of association with pain. It is only this kind
of direct Realisation that destroys ignorance as well as its impressions and
the resultant transmigration. That is why 'Brahmavagati', that is the direct
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Govindananda (author of Ratnaprabha) interpret the compound component
'avidyadi' in a different manner. While Vacaspati-misra takes the 'firmly
ingrained impressons' (samskara) by the term 'adi' (meaning 'etcetera') in
'avidyadi', the latter commentators dissolve the compound as 'avidya adih
asya (anarthasya)' thereby construing the word 'adi' to mean 'beginning'.
With this string of the compound 'avidyadi', the expression "nihsesasamsarabljavidyadyanarthanibarhanUt" would come to mean: 'since the direct
Realisation of Brahman uproots the evils which begin with avidya, the seed
of the entire transmigration' (Brahmavagati is designated as 'purusartha').15
6. Therefore, Brahman should be desired to be known: That is. Brahman
is the object of the desire to know (jijnasa) for the mumuksu, the seeker of
Liberation. This is how we render16 the present Bhasya sentence "tasmad
brahma jijnasitavyam."17
With this present statement, the Bhasyakara has concluded his exposition
on the meaning of term 'jijnasa'. We have already mentioned that the
present Jijnasa-sutra is based on the statement of the Taittirlya-upanisad, "tad
vijijnasasva, tad brahma."'8 This passage contains an imperative finite verb
'vijijnasasva', which has the suffix 'sva' that carries the sense of injunction, and
therefore appears to be an injunctive sentence. Therefore, it is generally held
that the Acarya has also constructed this concluding sentence of his analysis
on the term 'jijnasa' with the potential passive participle 'jijnasitavyam' so
that his statement too conforms in tenor to the Taittirlya-upanisad statement.

Also, cf.
Also, cf. #sw8rtn ^ifc;4w awsfcq
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16 The meaning and implication of the present Bhasya sentence were briefly touched upon in
the Section 4 D, n.2.
17 Cf. The Upanisadic sentence (Cha.U. 7.23.1), "bhumad veva vijijmsitavyah."
18 Refer to Section 17 D, n.3.
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In this context, the celebrated glossators like Vacaspati-misra and
Prakasatman19 hold opposite views regarding the nature of the above-cited
Taittirlya Scriptural passage, and the present aphorism, and the Bhasya
statement thereon.
Vacaspati maintains that since the Acarya has clearly presented the
compound word 'brahma-jijfiasa' in the aphorism as signifying merely the
'desire to know Brahman' and since we find the impossibility of any element
of injunction with respect to desire per se and also if we are to presume that
the Sutrakara has based the first aphorism on the said Taittiriya-upanisad
statement, "tad vijijhdsasva, tad brahma," then we are bound to logically
conclude that this Taittiriya-upanisad sentence also would have to be assessed
in the same way as the Jijftasa-sutra has been interpreted. That is, according
to the Sutrakara, the word 'jijfiasasva' in the Upanisadie Mantra is intended
to convey nothing more than 'the desire to know Brahman' and hence the
imperative force of the suffix 'sva' remains ineffective and fails to convey the
sense of injunction.
Prakasatman, renowned as the 'Vivaranakara', approaches the problem
in a totally different way. He deems that the above-cited Taittirlya Scriptural
passage is undoubtedly an injunctive sentence enjoining an inquiry into
Brahman. The present aphorism, as it is based on that very Upanisadie
passage, has to necessarily crystallise that very thought of the Upanisadie
tract. Therefore, the term 'jijfiasa' of the aphorism, "athato brahmajijhasa"
should be understood in its secondary sense (laksyartha) of mlmamsa, that
is 'inquiry' into Brahman. Therefore, in the aphorism, the term 'brahmajijfiasa' signifies the 'desire for the Knowledge of Brahman', which in turn is
to be effected by inquiry (vicara) and not merely through knowledge which
results from the general comprehension of the Scripture from the teacher.20
Thus, inquiry (that is 'vicara' or 'mimamsa') is intrinsic and an integral part
(antarnita) of the term 'jijnasa' and not something foreign to it or something
imposed on it from outside. Hence, vicara could certainly be the laksyartha or
19 The venerated author of the famous Pancapadika-vivarana, a subcommentary on
Padmapadacarya’s Pancapadika, which is a direct commentary on the Brahmasutra-sankarabhasya.
20 Cf.
>wrl^i
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the secondary sense of jijnasa.21 Therefore, there is no question of burdening
the word with an additional denotative power (atirikta-saktikalpana) to
signify an altogether unconnected different meaning. Thus, 'brahma-vicara',
that is 'inquiry into Brahman' is, indeed, the subject of the aphorism "athato
brahmajijndsa." But, in order to complete the sense of the sentence, the
injunctive verbal form 'kartavya' (meaning 'must be undertaken') has to be
supplied (adhyahrta). This view of the author of Vivarana seems to receive
strength from the Bhasya sentence, "tasmad brahma jijnasitavyam," which has
an injunctive tone.
However, while commenting upon the Samanvaya-sutra (1.1.4), “tattu
samanvayat," the Acarya argues with force and establishes the fact that
Knowledge, the cognition of the oneness of the Self, cannot be ordained at all
and it cannot evenbe 'touched' by any injunction and, therefore, the injunctive
suffixes, like 'sva', 'tavya' and so on, remain ineffective and as such they
are meant only for turning man away from his instinctive extrovertedness.
This unequivocal firm stand taken by the Bhasyakara does seem to support
the view of Vacaspati-misra, the Bhamatlkara. It is in concurrence with this
unassailable viewpoint of the Acarya and the thoughts of Bhamatl that we
have rendered the meaning of the present sentence of the Bhasya.
However, as we have seen in the earlier sections, there were some early
pre-Sahkara traditions that treated the word 'brahma-jijnasa' of the Sutra
as a synonym of 'brahma-mlmamsa' or 'brahma-vicara' signifying 'inquiry
into Brahman' from the powerful spell cast by Sabara-svamin’s masterly
elucidation of the Purvamlmamsa-sutra (1.1.1), "athato dharmajijhasa" It was
perhaps the Acarya who was first to raise his voice against this way of
interpretation and provide a cogent explanation of the Sutra in line with the
Upanisadic message and teachings.

Sb
21 Laksyartha or secondary meaning is defined as that which is related to the primary wordsense - "sakyasambandho laksana." Here is an example to illustrate the concept: When only a part
of a village is burnt, it is often said 'the village is burnt'. Here 'village' is used in the secondary
sense to mean 'a part of the village' - “gramaikadese dagdhe gramo dagdha iti vyavaharavat."
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19 A

[brahmano jijnasyatvasambhavaksepabhAsyam]

tat punah brahma prasiddham aprasiddham va spat, yadi prasiddham na
vijijhasitavyam. atha aprasiddham, naiva sakyam jijhasitum iti.
19 B
clcUaf - that; !JR: punah - nevertheless;

- well-known;

brahma - Brahman; ^FSFiprasiddham

aprasiddham - not well-known; RT va - or; t*M<Xsyat -

must be; ^ yadi - if; mRk*iprasiddham - well-known; R na - not;
vijijhasitavyam - should be desired to be known; 31*1 atha - on the other hand;
aprasiddham - not well-known; R Wi na eva - not at all; rI4MH^sakyam possible;

jijhasitum - to be desired to be known; IRf iti - thus
19 C

[objection to the possibility of brahman being desired to be known]

Nevertheless, that Brahman must be either well-known or not wellknown. If it is well-known, then it need not be desired to be known. On
the other hand, if it is not well-known then, too, it is impossible to be
desired to be known.
19 D
While concluding his discussion on the term 'jijnasa' and its object in the
last section, the Acarya has categorically stated that Brahman is what is
desired most to be known by the mumuksu, that is the seeker who desires
' CSS Pancapadika
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to be blessed with Liberation. This implies that the Vedanta-darsana
teaches the mumuksu how to realise Brahman and become liberated.
It is at this juncture that the Purvapaksin raises an objection that the
Vedanta-darsana does not have a definite visaya (subject) to teach. In order
to appreciate fully the objections of the Purvapaksin, we have to take into
consideration the following points:
(1) According to the time-honoured tradition of Indian authors, it is
essential that every treatise must, in the very beginning, indicate the
'anubandha- catustaya', the four preambulary factors of the treatise: (a)
the visaya, that is the subject matter that the treatise proposes to teach,
(b) the prayojana, that is the ultimate goal to be attained by means of the
knowledge of the subject explicated in the treatise, (c) the sambandha or
the relation between visaya and prayojana and (d) the adhikan or the
person who is to undertake the study of the treatise. The objection of the
Purvapaksin directly pertains to the very first member of the anubandhacatustaya, that is the visaya or the subject matter.1
(2) At the very beginning of the Adhyasa-bhasya, the Purvapaksin objected to
the very commencement of the Brahma-sutra - "sastram na drabdhavyam - the
treatise ought not to be begun" - since it has neither a suitable subject to
teach, nor a proper purpose to serve. We have seen how the Bhasyakara had
effectively countered this objection.2 However, the opponent is again inclined
to raise the same objection. Perhaps he is emboldened to do so in reaction
to the Bhasyakara’s interpretation of the aphorism to yield the following
meaning: Having acquired the fourfold means, the aspirant being endowed
with the desire for the Realisation of Brahman inquires into the nature of
Brahman, the means to know it, the result of the knowledge of Brahman and
so on that are taught from the second aphorism onwards since these inquiries
are the sure aids for the mumuksu to attain the direct Realisation of Brahman.
1 If the first factor is discarded, it is only natural that the other three are bound to be automatically
discarded. Moreover, while elucidating the words 'atha' and 'atah', the Bhasyakara has shown
how the aphorism itself contains reference to the adhikarl and prayojana, the fourth and the
second of the four preambulary factors of the treatise.
2 For details see the Adhyasa-bhasya, Sections 1, 2 and 3.
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(3) The Purvapaksin's objection emanates from the observation of human
behaviour in general. An individual, through a source of knowledge, first
comes to know about the existence of a certain thing. Thereafter, he considers
whether that object is beneficial to him or not. If beneficial, he develops a
desire for attaining (ipsa) it and thereafter undertakes the effort with a view
to obtaining it.3 Thus, the order of man's behaviour is: "janati, icchati, yatate
- to know, to desire, and to act." Therefore, if an individual is not aware
about a certain thing, it goes without saying that there arises no question
of his desire for it or any effort to obtain it. Since, desire denotes invariably
the want to gain or possess, it is essential to note that the desire to gain an
object will also not arise when one is already in possession of the object and
is aware of its possession too.
From this background of common sense and the other above-mentioned
factors, the Purvapaksin endeavours to demonstrate the impossibility of
brahma-jijnasa. He argues that in the context of brahma-jijnasa there could
be two alternatives: (1) prior to the rise of brahma-jijnasa the aspirant has
already known Brahman from the Upanisadic texts or (2) he has not known
it at all.
In case the first alternative is given credence and we believe that the
aspirant has known Brahman through the Vedantic sources, then the
following conclusion would ensue: Since the Upanisads are 'apauruseya'
(i.e. not of human origin) and are therefore free from all defects that pertain
to affect human compositions4 and because their validity is self-evident
(svatah-pramanya) and uncontradicted (abadhita), the Knowledge of
Brahman gained by the mumuksu from the Upanisads, the sole authentic
source of knowledge,5 must be certainly in the form of a firm conviction
(niscayatmaka) and its averment cannot be assailed by any counter cognition
3 On the other hand, if the person finds the thing harmful to him, he develops ah aversion
(jihasa) and acts accordingly.
4 The defects that pertain to human compositions are: (1) bhrama (delusion), (2) pramanaapatava (inefficiency of the instrument of knowledge), (3) vipralipsa (deception) and (4)
pramada (inadvertence).
5 As to how the Upanisads are the sole authentic authority for the Knowledge of Brahman will
be discussed in detail by the Bhasya in the third Sutra - "sastrayonitvat."
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(apramanyajMna-anaskandita), Thus, even when the mumuksu has learnt
about Brahman from the Upanisads, at that very time itself he would have
gained the perfect knowledge of Brahman. Therefore, there cannot arise in
him the desire for gaining Brahman for no individual would seek to gain a
thing which he already possesses. Further, since the mumuksu has already
gained the firm knowledge of Brahman, it would be ridiculous to teach
him the inquiry into Brahman (brahma-vicara) from the second aphorism
onwards by way of assisting him to gain the Knowledge of Brahman!
On the other hand, in order to obviate the above predicament, if we
were to choose the second alternative and assume that the mumuksu does
not already know Brahman through the Upanisads, the sole source of the
knowledge of Brahman, then too there arises the identical problem of the
impossibility of desiring the Knowledge of Brahman, for the mumuksu
having no prior knowledge of Brahman, there cannot arise in him the desire
for attaining Brahman as it is commonsense that one can only desire that
about which one has prior knowledge.
Thus, the statement of the Acarya, "tasmad brahma jijhasitaxn/am - Therefore
the Knowledge of Brahman should be sought,"6 becomes untenable whatever
be the alternative to which one takes recourse. And, other than these two
alternatives, no third alternative is plausible. When, in this way, there can
be no brahma-jijnasa possible at all, because of the absence of Brahman, the
subject matter (visaya), there is obviously no need for the Brahma-sutra too
that intends to inquire into the Knowledge of Brahman.7
The author of Pahcapadika states that that which has not at all been
comprehended by the mind cannot be explicated, as the Scripture cannot
6 Vide Section 18 D, n.6.
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expound a topic which is unknown. Also, being unknown, it does not serve
any purpose (prayojana or phala). In case it is already known, then too it
cannot become an object of the act of expounding nor the desire to know.
This comes to mean that an object - whether known or unknown - cannot
legitimately become a subject (visaya) of exposition. As such, the subject
matter being non-existent, it can have no relation (sambandha) with the
sastra and thus ceases to be desired to be known (jijnasya).8 This is the sum
and substance of the objection contained in the present section.
<§>
In this objection of the Purvapaksin, the expression "tad brahma - that
Brahman," is noteworthy. It signifies the twofold nature of Brahman which
is taught in the Upanisads: (1) 'Saguna', that is possessing attributes like
omniscience, omnipresence, omnipotence, agency in the process of creation,
sustenance and destruction of the universe and so on and (2) 'Nirguna', that
is free of the above-mentioned attributes as they are merely the characteristics
that arise from the limiting adjuncts (aupadika).
These concepts will become clearer in the next section which contains the
answer to the present objection.
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20 A
[aksepaparihArabhAsyam]

ucyate - asti tavad brahma nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhavam sarvajham
sarvasaktisamanvitam.
brahmasabdasya hi vyutpadyamanasya nityasuddhatvUdayo dharmah pratlyante,
brhaterdhatoh arthdnugamat.
sarvasya atmatvacca brahmastitvaprasiddhih. sarvo hi atmastitvam pratyeti, 'na
naham asmi' iti. yadi hi na atmastitvaprasiddhih syat, sarvo lokah 'naham asmi' iti
pratiyat. atma ca brahma.
20 B
d-^dd ucyate - this is answered; 3TRd asti - is; dldd, tavat - certainly; 3U
brahma - Brahman;

nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhavam
c
- which is by nature eternal, pure, conscious and free; Hdpff sarvajham
- omniscient; Hd^TfrWFiFdcR^ sarvasaktisamanvitam - possessed of all
powers;

brahmasabdasya - of the word 'Brahman'; Tf hi - indeed;
vyutpadyamanasya - when grammatically analysed; Pledged l<d:

' AA, W pd^ldt:

2
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nityasuddhatvadayah - eternity, purity and so on; VhT: dharmah - properties;
pratiyante - are cognised; fid-* Wcfl: brhateh dhatoh - of the verbal root
'brh';

arthanugamat - because of conformity to the senses;

sarvasya - of all;

i^atmatvdt - since it is the self; ^ca- also; dpRxMM&lRi:

brahmastitvaprasiddhih - the existence of Brahman is well-known;

sarvah -

everybody; fkhi- indeed; $i\<w\\*x\rt*{atmastitvam - the existence of one’s own
self; MHIcl pratyeti - cognises; ^ na - not that; ^ SHH.3JK+J na aham asmi -1 do
not exist;

iti - thus; ^ yadi - if; If hi - indeed; ^ na - not; 3ilrmRrlctMhHK:

atmastitvaprasiddhih - the evident existence of the self; FTIrfsyaf - were there;
sarvah lokah - everybody; ^ na - not; 3Wiaham -1; 3iifH asmi - am;
?Td iti - as; ^M\<dpratlyat - would cognise; SflrRT atma - self; ^ ca - certainly;
brahma - Brahman
20 C
[objection rejected]

This objection is answered. There does exist Brahman1 which is by nature
eternal, pure, conscious, free,2 omniscient and possessed of all powers.3
The imports of eternity, purity and the rest are indeed perceived when
the word ''Brahman' is grammatically analysed as these conform to the
senses of the verbal root 'brh'.4
The existence of Brahman is also well-known since it is the self of all.
Indeed, all cognise the self’s existence as 'not that I do not exist'. If indeed
the evident existence of the self were not there, then everybody would
cognise himself as 'I am not'.5 The self is indeed Brahman.6
20 D
1. This objection is answered. There does exist Brahman: The verb 'asti'
means 'is', or 'exists'. Since the present sentence is meant to answer the
question as to whether Brahman is known or not known from the Vedantic
texts and not meant as a reply to the question as to whether Brahman exists
or not, the expression "vedantebhyah prasiddham - well-known from the
Vedantic texts" is added (adhyahrta) to complete the sense of the sentence.
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It is advantageous to recall the question for which this reply has been put
forward. If a thing were totally unknown, then no desire to know (jijnasa) it
would ensue and consequently undertaking an inquiry (vicara) into it would
be out of question. Indeed, no one desires to know or conduct an inquiry into
an absolutely non-existent entity like 'the hare's horn' (sasasrnga)! Since the
Sutra “athato brahmajijnasa" introduces the desire to know Brahman (brahma¬
jijnasa) as a necessary prelude to the series of inquiries pertaining to Brahman,
it is evident that the Sutra presupposes that the seeker has gained from the
Upanisads preliminary information or knowledge about Brahman. Such a
basic knowledge about Brahman is indeed feasible because an individual
would generally take up the study of the Vedanta-darsana after completing
his basic svadhyaya, that is study of one's own section of the Veda (which
includes the Upanisads too) and the methodical study of the Vedangas, like
the Vedic Etymology (nirukta). Grammar (vyakarana) and so on.
As a result of his prior study of the Veda and the Vedangas such an
individual would have certainly gained the capacity to understand the
purport of Vedic words and sentences by analysing their meanings, context,
purpose, drift and tenor. From the perusal of the many Upanisadic tracts
and passages that abound in the Vedas (Tai.U.2.1, Cha.U.6.2.1, CM.U.6.9A &
Tai. If.2.6 in respective order) such as "brahmavidapnoti param, ladesabhyukta,
satyamjhanam anantam brahma - The knower of Brahman attains the Supreme.
Brahman is Existence, Knowledge and Infinite," as well as the detailed
section that commences with “sadeva somya idamagra asld, ekamevadvitlyam
- Existence alone was all this before creation, one alone, without a second"
and concludes with “tat tvam asi - That thou art," and such passages as
“asanneva sa bhavati, asad brahmeti veda cet, asti brahmeti ced veda, santamenam
tato viduh - One oneself turns non-existent, if one deems Brahman is not; but
if one comes to know that Brahman is, then he is recognised as existent," he
is expected to have gained the basic Knowledge of Brahman.
In view of all this, it is certain that the compound word 'brahma-jijnasa'
(desire to know Brahman) of the aphorism "athato brahmajijnasa” presupposes
that even before the rise of the desire to know, the student does know about
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Brahman, in a general way from the Upanisadic sources, though not with
full clarity.4
Hence, the Bhasyakara chooses the first of the two alternatives offered by
the opponent and goes on to suggest within its ambit a suitable clarification
to dispel the difficulty that arises from accepting the first alternative.
2. which is by nature eternal, pure, conscious, free: In the Upanisads, Brahman
is taught in two aspects or modes: (1) as being unlimited (niravacchinna)
and therefore by nature eternal (nitya), pure (suddha), conscious (buddha)5
and ever free (mukta) thus delineating Brahman as being free from all the
limiting adjuncts and (2) as being qualified by attributes such as omniscience,
omnipotence and so on thus presenting Brahman from the limited standpoint
of its conditioning unlike the natural state.
When the creation of the world commences leading to the multiplicity
of names and forms, the above-mentioned attributes such as omniscience
and omnipotence can be meaningfully applied to Brahman with reference to
the pluralistic superimposed creation and not when Brahman alone is, free
of the superimposed world of plurality. This nature of Brahman as being
possessed of such qualities as omniscience and omnipotence is termed as
'sopadhikarupa' (nature of Brahman as being associated with upadhis) or
'sagunarupa' (nature of Brahman as being possessed with qualities).
On the other hand, the nature of Brahman as being free from all limiting
adjuncts pertaining to creation is described in the Upanisads in such terms
as eternal, pure, conscious and these are indeed the very essential nature
(svarupa) of Brahman and hence this nature is independent of the presence
or absence of the world of plurality. This nature of Brahman is termed
'nirupadhikarupa' (the nature devoid of adjuncts) or 'nirgunarupa' (nature
of Brahman as being devoid of qualities).
It is these two forms - the nirupadhika and the sopadhika - that have
come to have the respective appellations 'svarupa-laksana', that is definition
SjylcWtW ■

'BTrcfcr

5 Unlike the empirical knowledge, the knowledge that is devoid of the subject-object dichotomy.
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from the standpoint of its essential nature and 'tatastha-Iaksana' that is
definition per accidens or the definition through a property other than its
essential nature.6
Since the mumuksu has come to have a general knowledge of Brahman,
pertaining to both the above-mentioned aspects from his initial perusal of the
Upanisadic tracts during the course of his svadhyaya, he naturally desires to
know both these aspects of Brahman in detail and with utmost clarity so as to
have the right comprehension. It is for the purpose of satisfying this yearning
of the aspirants that the Brahma-sUtra conducts the deliberation (vicara) upon
both these sets of Scriptural passages - the passages that reveal Brahman in
the nirupadhika or nirguna aspect and those that present Brahman as the
sopadhika or saguna.
In the Bhasya passage we are studying, the terms 'nitya' (eternal),
'suddha' (pure), 'buddha' (conscious) and 'mukta' (free) explicate Brahman
in its adjunctless (nirupadhika) or attributeless aspect (nirguna). Hence, they
cannot be expected to have any empirical sense so as to signify a characteristic
mark pertaining to anything comparable to that of the world. The term
'nitya' (eternal), therefore, is taken to simply exclude the miseries that
characterise ephemerality. Likewise, 'suddha' (pure) is meant to preclude
the pains generated by the impurities of the adjuncts like the body, mind,
senses and organs of action. So also, 'buddha' (conscious) eliminates the
distress arising from the absence of thinking and the loss of consciousness.
The word 'mukta' (free) stands for being always free (sadaiva muktah) from
all sorts of miseries arising from the mutual superimposition of the Self and
the not-Self 7
6 'Svarupa-laksana' consists in defining the laksya (intended definable) by the properties
which always exist in it: “svarupdntargatatve sati yadvyavartakarh tat svarupalaksanam." 'Tatasthalaksana' consists in defining the laksya by means of such properties that do not always exist in
the laksya: "ytivallaksyakalamanavasthayitve sati yadvyavartakarh tat tatasthalaksanam."
7 Cf. Rc^fcl SiRwkW
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This very nature of the Self being eternally free from the superimposition
(adhyasa) and superimposition caused limitations explains the nature of the
Self as being naturally free from all the multifarious miseries of samsara.
3. omniscient and possessed of all powers: If the section of the Bhasya
sentence "nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhavam" presents the adjunct-free
aspect (nirupadhika or nirgunarupa) of Brahman revealed by the Upanisads,
the dual attributes of 'sarvajnam' (omniscient) and 'sarvasakti-samanvitam'
(omnipotent), occurring in the later part of the Bhasya sentence, intend to
present Brahman in its sopadhika or sagunarupa aspect, that is the nature
of Brahman as seen through the upadhis or adjuncts. We have already
mentioned how these two attributes constitute the 'tatastha-laksana'
(definition per accidens or the definition through a property that is extrinsic
to Brahman).
It should be carefully noted that these two attributes presented in the
Bhasya also suggest Brahman as being the nimitta-karana or the efficient
cause of the universe (jagat-kartrtva). Indeed, the presence or absence of
knowledge and power in a being determine the presence or absence of its
being an efficient cause. Indeed, the potter happens to be the efficient cause
(nimitta-karana) of the pot because he has the full knowledge about the pot
and is equipped with the power to create it, unlike another person who
because of the absence of the knowledge about the pot or the power to create
it fails to be its efficient cause (nimitta-karana). Therefore, being omniscient
and omnipotent. Brahman must be the nimitta-karana (efficient cause) of the
entire Universe.8 We shall be studying later as to how the second aphorism,
"janmadyasya yatah," explicates the nature of Brahman by defining Brahman
as the cause of the Universe.
4. The imports of eternity, purity and the rest are indeed perceived when
the word 'Brahman' is grammatically analysed as these conform to the
senses of the verbal root 'brh': This brief passage of the Bhasya contains
many suggestions of Vedantic import. This passage is obviously intended to
meet the Purvapaksin’s objections which are as follows: It has been claimed
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that Brahman is known from the Upanisadic passages like "satyam jnanatn
anantam brahma - Brahman is Existence, Consciousness, Infinite." But such a
claim is untenable as it is quite reasonable to doubt whether the student has
grasped any import at all from such passages, for the Upanisads themselves
offer varied viewpoints on Brahman in sentences (Cha.U.3.18.1 & 4.10.4
respectively) such as "akaso brahma - The space is Brahman," "prano brahma The life-breath is Brahman" and so on. In all these cases, the term 'Brahman'
cannot be taken to denote an entity of the above description (eternal, pure,
free, etc.) as explained by the Sutra and the Bhasya thereon. Further, in daily
vyavahara, that is in our worldly transaction, the word 'Brahman' is not seen
to be used in the sense which the Siddhantin envisages. In fact, the lexicons
recognise the neuter word 'Brahman' in the senses of 'Scripture', 'truth',
and 'penance' alone and not in the above-mentioned senses the Advaitin
explicates.9 These being the ground realities, how can the Sutra reasonably
assert that the aspirant has come to know about an entity 'Brahman' of such
unsurpassable glory and greatness from the Upanisads? In this Bhasya
statement the Acarya has provided an adequate reply to this significant
contention of the Purvapaksin.
The idea is this: When the sense of a certain word in a passage - be it
Scriptural or otherwise - is found to be doubtful or ambiguous, and when the
worldly usages (loka-vyavahara) do not assist in deciphering it, and when
the lexical meanings too are found unsuitable to the content, context and
drift of the passage, we have to take recourse to the etymology of the word
or its grammatical derivation in all such instances to get at its right meaning.10
Here too the term 'Brahman' is to be understood from its derivative sense.
Accordingly, if we analyse the derivation of the word 'Brahman', we
observe that it is derived from the verbal root 'brh', which is in the sense of
9 Cf.
- awwtei
10 For example the conventional and the lexical meaning of the word 'pita' is 'one who has
given birth' ("tatastu jamkah pita" - Amarakosa). But this sense does not suit the word 'pita'
in the context of the sentence “sa pita pitarastltsam kevalam janmahetavah" {Raghuvamsa of
Kalidasa, 1.24). Here, the context is that of King Dilipa's subjects. Hence, taking recourse to its
grammatical analysis, we arrive at the meaning of the word 'pita' as the 'one who protects' as
this word is derived from the verbal root 'pa' (to protect).
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'to grow' (brhi vrddhau) denoting excellence (atisaya). The word 'Brahman',
therefore, denotes an 'entity of excellence and greatness'.11
The Purvapaksin has cited Upanisadic passages like "akaso brahma
- The space is Brahman," "prano brahma - The life-breath is Brahman" to
buttress his stand. In these Upanisadic sentences, the word 'Brahman' is
associated through the relations of non-difference and apposition (abhedena
samanadhikaranya-sambandhena) with the words 'akasa' (space) and
'prana' (life-breath), that have a restricted and therefore a relative greatness
- apeksikam mahattvam.12
But in the Upanisadic sentences like (Tai.U.2.1), "satyam jhanam anantam
brahma," there occurs no word like 'akasa' or 'prana' that denotes an entity
of restricted excellence and relative greatness which thereby can restrict the
derivational sense of the word 'Brahman'. Hence, the sentences quoted by
the Purvapaksin are on an entirely different footing when compared with
the Upanisadic sentences like "satyam jhanam anantam brahma." That being
the case, it is only logical to conclude that the word 'Brahman' in the sentence
"satyam jhanam anantam brahma" intrinsically signifies an entity possessed
of greatness, the magnitude of which is unrestricted and unexcelled by
anything in any manner whatsoever for the words 'satyam', 'jnanam' and
'anantam' are associated with 'Brahman' through the relation of identity abheda-sambandha or samanadhikaranya-sambandha - and thus 'satyam,'
'jnanam' and 'anantam' come to denote 'absolute existence', 'ever shining
perfect consciousness', and 'supreme infinite' respectively. And, this sense
of 'Brahman' splendidly suits the total purport of the Upanisadic sentence
"satyam jhanam anantam brahma."13
Such an unrestricted

and

unparallelled

excellence

of Existence,

Consciousness and Infinite becomes evident from the context in which
the sentence occurs. The entire Upanisadic tract (Tai.U.2.1) is as follows:
11 Cf.

- w#

12 The Advaitins delineate the eternity of space and the greatness of life-breath as being
relative and limited,
13

ii.&. grab sjfepfa: srai-fwid,
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"brahmavidapnoti param. tadesabhyukta. satyam jnanamanantam brahma, yo veda
nihitam guhaydm parame vyoman. so'snute sarvan kaman saha. brahmand vipascita
iti - The knower of Brahman attains the Supreme. Here is a verse that
explains this: Existence, Consciousness and Infinite is 'Brahman'. He who
realises Brahman in the supreme space lodged within the heart enjoys all
objects of desire simultaneously by being one with the omniscient Brahman."
The context too clearly indicates that the words 'satyam', 'jnanam' and
'anantam' that are co-located (samanadhikaranya) with 'Brahman', denote
the unsurpassing excellence and the boundless nature of the word-sense
pertaining to existence, consciousness and infinity.
Thus, the word 'Brahman' signifies an entity that is changeless, eternal and
unrestricted by any factors that are known to impose limitations such as kala
(time), rupa (form), desa (space), vastu (entity), itarasesatva (subordination
to another) and avidya-kama-karma-paratantrya (dependence on nescience,
desire and action).14 In this manner when derivationally interpreted and
properly understood with reference to the context of the Upanisadic tract,
the word 'Brahman' certainly signifies an entity which in its intrinsic
nature is eternity, purity, knowledge and freedom (nitya-suddha-buddhamuktasvabhavam vastu brahma).15
14 Vide “saroato niravagrahamahattvasampannam vastu vakyarthdnvayi brahmapadad anugamyate.
tatasca kalakrtavacchedanimittasyaipatvasyabhavat sada sattvannityam kihcidvastu brahmapadat
pratlyate. tatha riipantarasadbhave tadrupavikalatvnt tadavacchedakrtamalpatvam syat, tacca
brahmapadadevapasyate. tasmad ekarasamadvaitarh vastu brahmapadat pratlyate. etena desakrto'pi
paricchedo nirUkrto veditavyah. vastvantarasadbhave hi tadapeksayaitavati sadbhavah, natah
paramasti, iti syat—etasmad vyavrtta iti, tadabhave na paricchinnabuddhirbhavati.” (Paficapadikn)
The idea is: the word 'Brahman' denotes an entity of such perfection and greatness that is
absolute in every respect because there is no reason or factor to restrict or delimit it.
15 Cf. d
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Irt exactly the same manner, the word 'Brahman' does denote the entity
being possessed also of attributes such as omniscience (sarvajnatva) and
omnipotence (sarvasaktisamanvita). It has to be so, for if certain things were
not known or were to fall beyond its power, then the excellence and greatness
of this entity would be relative and not absolute, that is Its knowledge and
potency would remain restricted to that extent. And this restriction is not
permissible in view of the derivational meaning of the term 'Brahman' as an
entity of illimitable and immeasurable excellence and greatness. The entity
denoted by the term 'Brahman' has to be thus definitely omniscient and
omnipotent too.
At this juncture, it would be of added advantage to fortify the Siddhantin's
position if we take into account another argument offered by the Siddhantin:
Only if an entity and its nature were to be known through a 'pramana'
(instrument of knowledge), then alone can relative excellence and greatness
be ascribed to that entity. But in the case of Brahman, besides the Upanisads,
there is no such means like pratyaksa (perception) or anumana (inference)
to vouchsafe Its existence or to determine Its nature. The Upanisads alone
reveal It, in terms of the nomenclature 'Brahman' and by its derivation it
points to Its nature of being infinite excellence and unrestricted greatness. In
the absence of any means (pramana) other than the Upanisads to determine
Brahman, we have no authority or means of knowledge to restrict Brahman's
nature (svabhava) of unlimited excellence, matchless greatness, unqualified
omniscience and supreme omnipotence. Indeed, the other pramanas (means
of knowledge) like anumana (inference) cannot restrict the excellence and
greatness of Brahman because they merely follow the Sruti in the sphere
of Brahma-vidya. Hence, we are logically bound to conclude that the
greatness and excellence of the entity termed 'Brahman' in the Upanisads
are unrestricted and unfettered (anavacchinna and nirahkusa).
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Therefore, the Acarya is indubitably right when he asserts that when
the Upanisadic term 'Brahman' is derivationally viewed, it points to the
nature of Brahman consisting of unlimited eternity, unrestricted purity,
unfettered consciousness, absolute freedom, supreme omniscience and
illimitable omnipotence.
5. The existence of Brahman is also well-known since it is the self of all.
Indeed, all cognise the self's existence as 'not that I do not exist'. If indeed
the evident existence of the self were not there, then everybody would
cognise himself as 'I am not': The first sentence of this passage "sarvasya
atmatvacca brahmastitvaprasiddhih - The existence of Brahman is also wellknown since it is the Self of all" is a vastusahgraha-vakya, that is a statement
summarising what is to be elaborated in the sequel.
In the previous passages of this section, we have seen that even prior to
the rise of the desire for the Knowledge of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa), the
student of the Vedanta-darsana, during the period of his svadhyaya, had
come to possess an idea about Brahman as being 'some existence' of the
inherent nature of eternity, purity and so on and possessed of such attributes
as omniscience and omnipotence. It has also been explained that for a seeker
the only source of information about Brahman are the Upanisadic passages
and his appreciation of the term 'Brahman' through its derivative signification
(laksyartha). Thus, the aspirant’s knowledge about Brahman acquired during
the course of his svadhyaya and by his personal deliberations accounts well
for the rise of his desire to know Brahman and prods him to conduct an indepth inquiry further into Brahman (brahma-vicara).
As regards the inquiry into Brahman, the Purvapaksin presently poses
a germane question. He argues: The Advaitin’s claim is that the entire
Brahma-sutra is intended to teach the student the oneness of the Self "atmaikatvavidyapratipattaye sarve vedanta arabhyante."16 Therefore, according
to the Advaitin, the expression 'brahma-jijnasa' in the aphorism stands
actually for 'brahmatmaikatva-jijnasa', that is the desire to realise the
identity of the Selfs oneness with Brahman, which subject matter is found
16 Vide Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 15 D, n.7.
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enshrined in the Mahavakyas (great declarations or great propositions)
such as (Cha.U.6.9 A) "tat tvam asi - That thou art." But from the discussions
that we have had so far, it is evident that the student has come to know
about Brahman alone in general. That is to say, what he has come to know
from the Upanisads is merely the 'tatpadartha', the meaning of the word
'tat' (denoting 'Brahman') pertaining to the Mahavakya "tat tvam asi." But
the mere knowledge of the meaning of a lone word 'tat' is of no avail for
it is always a 'paripurnam vakyam' (complete sentence) alone, and never
an isolated word, that constitutes the sabda-pramana (verbal authority)
and becomes a pramana-vakya (authoritative sentence) for establishing the
existence of a given entity. It is that knowledge which is born from such
an authoritative sentence - pramana-vakya-janyam sabdajnanam - about
the existence of the entity that can generate an intense desire which could
galvanise one to undertake a thorough inquiry into that entity for attaining
its complete knowledge. It follows therefore that the knowledge of the
meaning of word 'tat' in the Mahavakya is insufficient and incapable of
prompting any vicara (inquiry). This being the fact, how can the knowledge
of the existence of Brahman (tatpadartha-jnana), which is known during the
period of one's svadhyaya, justify the rise of the brahma-jijnasa (the desire
to know Brahman) so as to account for the composition of the Brahma-sutra,
the subject matter of which is the Knowledge of the oneness of the Self
with Brahman?
The answer of the Acarya to the above question is emphatic and
contained in the very first sentence of the passage: "sarvasya atmatvacca
brahmastitvaprasiddheh - The existence of Brahman is well-known since it is
the Self of all." The salient idea of this sentence is this: Brahman is denoted
not only by the word 'tat' ('that') of the Mahavakya, but also by the word
'tvam' ('you' or 'thou').17 The word 'tvam', in the Mahavakya "tat tvam
asi," stands for the individual self (jlva), the substrate of the T- notion
(ahamkaraspada). Everybody, with no exception whatsoever, even a totally
7 Cf. cl^l rtcH^lSJFJ

Mc^RF
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uneducated rustic or a dullard to the core, has the direct perception of his
self for all are conscious — 1 am'. None can declare themselves as 'I am not'.
True. Everybody has the direct perception of the existence of his own
self, the substrate of T- notion (ahahkara) as 'I am'. But how does this direct
perception of the self establish the existence of Brahman? And, how can the
ever-furnished direct perception of the self help us in understanding the total
sense of the Mahavakya "tat tvam asi"? The Acarya answers these questions
superbly in the sequel.
6. The self is indeed Brahman: The direct perception of oneself, the substrate
of the T notion, does by itself establish the existence of Brahman, because
the content of the T notion is Brahman alone.
T o comprehend this fact, we have to analyse the structure of the Mahavakya
(great proposition) "tat tvam asi - That thou art." Here, 'that' (tat) and 'thou'
(tvam) are in 'direct appositional relation' (saksat samanadhikaranyasambandha), also termed the 'relation of identity' (abheda-sambandha).
'Brahman', the denotation of 'tat' (tat-padartha), is revealed in the Upanisads
as an entity having the nature of eternity, purity and so on as well as
being possessed of such attributes like omniscience and omnipotence. The
'jlva', the individual self, the denotation of 'tvam' (tvam-padartha), in the
Mahavakya "tat tvam asi," is known through the intrinsic cognition 'I am'. In
this manner, the student has the comprehension of the denotations of both
'tat' (tat-padartha) and 'tvam' (tvam-padartha). And, it is a well-known fact
that the cognition of the denotations of the words contained in a sentence
(i.e. padartha-jfiana) is the direct and immediate cause for the rise of the
cognition of the sentence (i.e. vakyartha-jnana).18
It follows, therefore, that when the denotations of the words 'tat' and
'tvam' are comprehended, they give rise to the knowledge of the Mahavakya
"tat tvam asi" consisting in the fact that the jlva, the denotation of the word
'tvam', is of the nature of, and identical with. Brahman, the denotation of the
word 'tat'. In this way, the aspirant is also aware of the Upanisads declaring
the oneness of Brahman as his own self, even before there arises in him the
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desire to know Brahman (brahma-jijnasa). Therefore, the seeker does possess
the prior information - though not with clarity - about the meaning of the
entire sentence "tat tvam asi.”
Besides the Mahavakya "tat tvam asi" there are also innumerable Scriptural
passages (e.g. Br. Ii.4.4.5 & 2.5.19 respectively) like "ayam atma brahma - This
Self is Brahman" and "ayamatma sarvanubhuh - This Self, the perceiver of
everything, is Brahman" that directly teach the seeker the identity of the self
with Brahman.
It is only because this basic knowledge that he has gained from his personal
svadhyaya and his deliberations thereon does not bestow upon him the
requisite clarity which alone can engender Realisation, the aspirant desires
the clarity and experiential Knowledege of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa), which
desire prods him to take up the inquiry into Brahman (brahma-vicara or
brahma-mimamsa) for its actualisation.
This is the pregnant thought which is contained in the brief, bold and
axiomatic statement, "atma ca brahma - The self is indeed Brahman," in
the Bhasya.

21
[H^ddl$qPFTIWHJ^H]

^ cTft c5T%

m

W1 37HtT, cRTT fflcTR^ ^JRffTC^

^TOWII
21A
[purvatanAksepasmArakabhAsyam]
yadi tarhi loke brahma dtmatvena prasiddham asti, tato jnatameva ityajijhasyatvam
punardpannam.
21 B
^ yadi - if; cTTf tarhi - in that case; c§!% loke - in the world; W brahma
- Brahman;

dtmatvena - by reason of Its being the self; MRKH

prasiddham - well-known;

asti - is; 3cf: tatah - in that case;

<33

jhatam eva - It is certainly already known; |Td iti - hence;
ajijhdsyatvam - the status of not being desired to be known;

punah -

again; STNvFf\apannam - is applicable
21 C
[the earlier objection recalled]
If, then, in the world. Brahman is well-known by reason of Its being
identical with the self, in that case. It is certainly already known; therefore,
it becomes again applicable that Brahman is not desired to be known.
21 D
If, as stated above in the earlier section, everybody is quite aware of his own
self as T am/ and if this self is not really different from Brahman, it naturally
follows that Brahman is well-known to all. Therefore, none would entertain
any brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman) or take up the consequent
' AA(fn.)^E5t%
-S$q
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brahma-vicara (inquiry into Brahman). Consequently, they would not have
to study the Brahma-sutra, that is the Sanraka-siitra or the Vedanta-darsana, to
know Brahman. Hence, the Brahma-sutra does not serve any purpose at all.
This, in essence, is the objection of the Purvapaksin.2
<§>

The Bhamatl interprets this Bhasya statement "loke brahma dtmatvena
-prasiddham" to mean: "In the world. Brahman is well-known as Atman."
The Bhasyakara cannot be oblivious to the obvious fact that such a statement
will go counter to the general experience of the world. Indeed, the people in
this world (loka) are conscious of the existence of their own self as 'I am'; yet,
they are unaware of the fact that Brahman is their very self. Therefore, the
Bhamatlkara rightly construes the word 'loka' (world) in the special sense of
the 'world of successive teachers and the taught'.3 In the world of the wise
and the erudite. Brahman is well-known as the self, since these men of insight
have comprehended this truth through the study of the Upanisads. This
interpretation is in tune with the Acarya's own statement in the next section:
"dehamatram caitanyavisistamatmeti prakrta jana laukayatikasca pratipannah
- ordinary persons and the Lokayatas consider the self as the mere body
possessed of consciousness."

The Bhasya states "brahma atmatvena" that conveys the sense of "Brahman
being the self." But this poses a difficulty for the Mahavakyas, such as "tat
tvam asi,” "ayam atma brahma," "aham brahmasmi" and so on, which have
been cited so far, and which declare the self that is experienced by all as
Brahman and not the other way round. Hence, the Bhamatlkara adds this
clarificatory note: "When Atman is known as Brahman, then Brahman too is
automatically known to be the Atman.4
2 Cf. ^ Hit

Mihsuiw, aat

arfos fl ^

Also, cf.1
3 Cf.
4 Cf.

I - iwa)
"dt-wRr IFcT MI'WlilK HT awnHrSa srftrawfra

arfiss 'sfH
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The Acarya's intention is only to emphasise the identity of the self and
Brahman, the very spirit and import of the Mahavakyas like "tat tvam asi"
and so on.
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Rt^FflclMM^d, 3r4^ ^m\
22 A
IsamadhanabhAsyam]

na, tadvisesam prati vipratipatteh. dehamatram caitanyavisistam atma iti prakrtah
janah laukayatikasca pratipannah. indriyanyeva cetanani atma ityapare. manah
ityanye. vijMnamatram ksanilcam ityeke. sunyam ityapare. asti dehadivyatiriktah
samsdri, karta bhokta ityapare. bhoktaiva kevalam, na karta ityeke. asti tadvyatiriktah,
isvarah, sarvajnah sarvasaktih iti kecit. atma sa bhoktuh ityapare. evam bahavo
vipratipanndh yuktivdkyatadabhasasamdsraydh santah. tatra avicarya, yatkincit
pratipadyamanah nihsreyasdt pratihanyeta, anartham ca iyat.
22 B
^ na - no; dfs^lM srfcf tadvisesam prati - with regard to its particular nature;
mmicjHtu vipratipatteh - because of conflicting views; ^IFTT^f dehamatram
- merely the physical body;

caitanyavisistam - possessed of

sentience; ^leHl atma - the self; fTd iti - thus; Ml$dl: -ddl: prakrtah janah ordinary men; c?i'bhlIcN»l: ^ laukayatikah ca - and the Lokayata philosophers;
shIcihvh: pratipannah - conceive;

indriyani - organs; ^ eva - alone;

1 ASS, AA, NSP (I & II), KKK, CSS alWkHiia
* AA (fn.) ffefqiftl tRiaigfe
T: flH: ?fcl 4)^hi I -^Wc5)
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-'Whim cetanani - sentient; snrRT atma - self; ffc? iti - thus; spR apare - others;
RR: manah - the mind; ?TcT iti - thus; 3RJ anye - others; W5\\*mw*ivijnanamatram
- bare cognition; ^#1^iksanikam - momentary; ?Tcl iti - thus; ^ eke - some;
s'•unyam - the void; ?frf iti - thus; 3P-R apare - still others;

asti - is;

dgji^oLiidRrti: deh&divyatiriktah - distinct from the physical body, etc.; dVikl
sariisarl - transmigrating soul; 3x17 karta - agent; RfrfiT bhokta - enjoyer; ?R7 iti thus;

apare - yet others; Bitw qq bhokta eva - enjoyer alone;

Mjeevalam -

merely; Rm-no; 3xlT karta - the agent; ifcf iti - thus; ^ eke - some others;
asti - is; d^lctR-*: tadvyatiriktah - distinct from that (bhokta);

isvarah -

the Lord;

sarvajhah - omniscient; twiRh: sarvasaktih - omnipotent; ITrt

iti - thus;

kecit - some;

atma - the self; R: sah - He; Rfrf: bhoktuh

- of the enjoyer; ITH iti - thus; SFR apare - others; xW{evam - in this manner;
RfR: bahavah - many; hPTRHvFh vipratipannah - holding conflicting views;
yuktivakyatadabhasasamasrayah - basing on fallacious
reasoning and the distortions of Scriptural sentences; SRI: santah - are
prevalent; cT3 tatra - under such circumstances; 3tRHl4 avicarya - without
inquiring; 'Mlc'bRldlyatkihcit - anything; MIchKWM: pratipadyamanah - accepts;
fawtWzlnihsreyasdt - from Beatitude;

pratihanyeta - would lose; ^ ca

- and; QRWkanartham - evil; fRId. iyat - would fall a prey to
22 C
[commentary constituting the answer]

No, because there are conflicting views regarding the self's particular
nature.1 The ordinary persons and the Lokayata philosophers conceive
the self as the mere body possessed of sentience. Others think that the
sentient organs constitute the self. Some others hold that the mind is
the self.2 Others view that the mere momentary cognition is the self.3
Some others think that it is the void.4 Some others hold the view that
the transmigrating soul, distinct from the physical body etc., which is
the agent and the enjoyer, is the self.5 Some affirm that the self is a mere
enjoyer alone, and not an agent.6 Some others think that quite different
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from the enjoyer (bhokta), is the omniscient and the omnipotent Lord.7
Others view the Lord to be the self of the enjoyer.8 Thus, there are many
who hold conflicting views basing themselves on fallacious reasoning
and the distortions of Scriptural texts.9 Under such circumstances, the one
who without inquiry accepts anything among them would lose the highest
Beatitude and fall into calamity.10
22 D
1. No, because there are conflicting views regarding the self's particular
nature: The Acarya's answer to the Purvapaksin’s question2 is as follows: No
doubt, the student has acquired a prior knowledge about the existence and to
some extent about the nature of Brahman by his study of various Upanisadic
passages, and from his deliberations on the derivational meaning of the
term 'Brahman', as well as by the universal and undeniable awareness of
his own self, the Atman, which is, in fact. Brahman itself.3 However, such a
knowledge or understanding that he has acquired is rather simple in nature,
a mere intellectual appreciation and an uncertain comprehension of the
sacrosanct Scriptural Truth. Therefore, he gets shaken when he is confronted
by an array of conflicting views of different philosophical schools regarding
the real nature of Brahman and the self (jlva).
The seeker's difficulty gets particularly compounded when he realises
that all other schools counter the obvious purport of the Mahavakyas like
"tat tvam asi," which expound the identity of the self and Brahman. When
one is eager to decide upon the true nature of a thing but is confronted with
diametrically opposed views (vipratipatti), about which one is incapable
of finding a clear reasoning to either confirm or to refute, such stumbling
blocks and confusion are indeed inevitable.4
2 Vide Section 21.
3 Vide Section 20.
4 Vide Nyaya-sutra (1.1.23) offers the definition of a doubt (samsaya): "vipratipatteh upalabdhyanupalabdhyavyavasthatasca vi&sctpekso vimcirsah samsayah." Compare 'visesapeksah' of
this Nyaya aphorism with "tadvisesam prati" of this Bhasya section.
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Therefore, under such distressing and tiresome circumstances, it is quite
natural that he develops an intense desire to get at the real nature of the
identity of the self and Brahman, which is unequivocally advocated by the
Upanisads, through a thorough inquiry assisted by such treatises as the
Brahma-sutra which elaborates and exemplifies the Upanisadic message of
oneness of the self and Brahman and refutes all the diverse and divergent
opinions advocated by the other schools of philosophy.5
The Bhasya statement, "tadvisesam prati vipratipatteh - Because there
are conflicting views regarding the self's particular nature," is of immense
significance as it is suggestive of a certain essential point pertaining to logic.
In a dispute on the particular nature of a given thing, the substrate (dharmin)
- termed vivadaspada or vivadadhikarana - the very entity about which there
is the dispute or controversy, is itself sans dispute. This is so because without
admitting in general the existence of this undisputed common substrate,
there can be no argument; also no conflicting views can be entertained by
the disputing contenders.6 In this way the very controversy establishes the
presence of substrates whose existence is thus beyond dispute.
We observe that in the passages under discussion, the Acarya has
presented nine divergent views held by different schools of philosophy.
Among them, one set of views pertains to the nature of the T-experience
(ahampratyaya-visaya), that is the jlva, the denotation of the word 'tvam'
(tvam-padartha), in the Mahavakya "tat tvam asi.” The second set of views
5 Vide "avagatiparyantam jhanam sanvacyaya icchayah karma...jhanena hi pramSnena avagantum
istam brahma" of the Bhasya in Section 18 D, n.3.
6 The idea is this: The contending discussants can have a dispute as to whether the self is
eternal or non-etemal (5tma nityah, anityo va) only when the dissenting factions have agreed
upon the existence and the reality of the common substrate of their dispute, that is the self.
Without agreeing upon the self's existence, no faction can conduct an argument. Thus, it
is absolutely essential that every argument must have a common substrate that is beyond
dispute. In the absence of a common 'vivadadhikarana', it is impossible to envisage an
argument at all. Indeed, there cannot be a disputation between two factions like "alma nityah,
manah anityo va - Is the self eternal or the mind non-etemal," for there is no common basis for
the argument to proceed. Vide "vivadadhikaranam dharml sarvatantrasiddhantasiddho 'bhyupeyah,
anyatha andsraya bhinnasraya va vipratipattayo na syuh. viruddha hi pratipattayo vipratipattaydh, na
canasrayah pratipattayo bhavanti, anSlambanatvapatteh, na ca bhinnasraya viruddhah. na hi ‘anityB
buddhih’, 'nitya atma' iti pratipattivipratipattl." (Bhamatt)
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centres around the nature of Brahman, that is the denotation of the word 'tat'
(tat-padartha). The third set is on the nature of the non-difference of these
two, which is the purport of the sentence as a whole (vakyartha). In this way,
these nine differing views can be reduced to three sets or groups on the basis
of their respective common substrates: (1) the nature of jiva, (2) the nature
of Brahman and (3) the nature of their oneness. Being the vivadadhikaranas,
the acceptance of these three substrates is incontrovertible and therefore the
existence of these substrates stands substantiated.
We may further reduce even these three sets of views to two
comprehensive sets - one set comprising the Advaitin and the other
set consisting of the other eight. To explain: The above three common
substrates (vivadadhikarana) - the nature of jiva (tvam-padartha), the
nature of Brahman (tat-padartha), and the nature of their oneness (i.e. the
vakyartha)are known in general to all the nine arguing factions from
their experience and from the Scriptural authority. Therefore, all these
differing views presented by the Acarya may centre around one single
point, as to whether these three common substrates' (vivadadhikarana)
special nature (visesa-dharma) as expounded by the Upanisads is viewed
by these nine schools of philosophy to be tenable or not. The Advaitins
uphold the Upanisadic position while the rest don’t.
2. The ordinary persons and the Lokayata philosophers conceive the self
as the mere body possessed of sentience. Others think that the sentient
organs constitute the self. Some others hold that the mind is the self: The
Acarya first begins presenting the conflicting views that centre around the
nature of the jiva, that is the denotation of 'thou' (tvam-padartha) of the
Mahavakya "tat tvam asi - That thou art." He commences with the gross view
about the nature of the jiva and progressively proceeds to the subtler ones.
The expression 'prakrtah janah', that is ordinary persons, is intended to
denote those individuals who possess no Scriptural or scientific knowledge7
and whose minds therefore have no acumen to see the validity or comprehend
any subtle truth. This term denotes those who merely go by what appeals to
7 cf.
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their senses and live their life according to the whims and fancies of their
mind without any regard for a life of thought and reasoning.
The Lokayatas, a category of the Carvakas,8 on the other hand, are
materialistic philosophers, who uphold the view that the senses alone are
the means of valid cognition, and the world is just a product of four elements
- Earth, Water, Fire and Air - and hence these four elements alone are real.9
The word 'deha' (body), here refers to the physical body and denotes
the physical structure - from the head to the foot. The word 'matram',
meaning 'mere',10 and the adjectival phrase 'caitanya-visistam' (possessed
of sentience) are meant to denote that no sentient principle (caitanya) apart
from the physical body exists and therefore sentience cannot be an attribute
of anything other than the body.
These Lokayata philosophers maintain that this physical body, possessed
of the attribute of sentience is alone the self, the Atman, the substrate of the
T'-notion (ahankaraspadam). To this end, they advance their argument that
the well-known worldly experiences and the consequent verbal usages such
as "manusyah aham gacchami - I am a man and I go," are authentic for they
remain unsublated by experiences to the contrary11 and go on to establish
that the substrate of the T'-notion is the physical body alone for that alone
can constitute the content of the 'man-notion' (manusya-pratyaya) and the
'go-notion' (gamana-pratyaya).12
The other two schools presented here in the present Bhasya statement are
the 'Indriyatma-vadins', that is the 'upholders of the theory of the organs as
the self', and 'Manah-atmavadins' that is the 'upholders of the doctrine of
the mind as the self'. These are different sub-schools or categories among the
Carvaka school of materialism itself. They too advance their own particular
arguments supporting their respective theories.
MHl'-fel:

I

9 The Carvaka school of materialism accepts all the five elements, inclusive of space, to be real,
while the Lokayatas consider only the four elements (i.e. exclusive of space) to be real.
10 "deha eva, dehamatram."
” that is during the period when one is moving
12 Cf.
UwJRllb ^ d'TjdllfiWRl
^srfcti
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The Indriya-atmavadins argue that the experiences like T see', 1 hear',
'I am blind', 'I am deaf', and so on help us identify the substrate of Tnotion as being one with the seeing eye, the hearing ear, the blind eye,
the deaf ear and so on respectively. Indeed, all beings have multiple
senses. But that does not cause any problem or confusion for when one
sense is active and acts as substrate of the T'-notion, the other senses
remain inactive or act as subordinates to the active one and thus do not
become the substrates of the T'-notion. This determination and change of
chief-subordinate relation is adjudicated by the nature of the respective
individual experiences themselves.
The Manah-atmavadins posit the mind as the self. They argue that
in the dream state, when the physical body and the senses are totally
functionless and when the mind alone is active, an individual does have
such experiences as 'I go', 'I see' and so on. Hence, the substrate of the
T- notion cannot be the organs of knowledge and actions but has to be
decidedly the mind that is alone endowed with the residual impressions
(samskara) such as 'going', 'seeing' and so on. In the waking state too, the
content of the T'-notion is the mind alone; in this state, it is the mind alone
that functions as the T by wielding the physical body and the senses as
instruments according to its needs.13
3. Others view that the mere momentary cognition is the self: Here, we
meet the Buddhist Yogacara school of philosophers who are also known
as the 'Vijnana-vadins'. In the Adhyasa-bhasya,14 we saw in brief that these
Buddhists are the upholders of the Atmakhyati-vada. These Buddhists
maintain that the 'vijnana' that is the 'cognition' (or 'awareness') alone is
real and all other objects - both internal and external - are unreal. According
to them, in the experience of the 'I'-cognition (ahahkara-vijnana) there is
nothing real except that very vijnana or the cognition.
13
■

Cf.

SfetMluii

wfsi ^s^firp-rrf^ i

14 Vide Section 4 D, n.2.
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The T cognition or vijnana cognises itself as 'aham' (I); in other words/
the substrate of the T-cognition (ahankara-vijnanaspadam) is nothing but
the T-cognition (ahankara-vijnana) itself. According to the Yogacara school
of Buddhism, vijnana alone is the paramartha-sat (final or absolute) and it is
also by nature 'ksanika', that is liable to destruction at the very moment it rises
- thus, it rises and falls every moment.15 They explain the simultaneous rise
and the fall of the momentary vijnanas to be of an absolutely uninterrupted
succession, like the continuously burning flame of a lamp (dlpa-jvala).
They assert that it is because of this Vijnana', the reality, all activities of the
entire humanity proceed ceaselessly. Therefore, it is vijnana that is the sole
substratum of the whole world.16
4. Some others think that it is the void: Here come the Madhyamika
Buddhist school with its doctrine of the 'void' (sunya). These philosophers
are also called 'Sunya-vadins', that is the 'advocates of the doctrine of void'.
They oppose the stand taken by the Vijnana-vadins and argue thus: In the
state of deep sleep there remains no trace of 'vijnana', including that of the
self-cognition (ahankara-vijnana). In fact, we recognise this 'self-cognition'
(ahankara-vijnana) to be rising suddenly, as though by an accident, at the
very moment one wakes up. Such an entity, the vijnana, is not ever there but
comes about at a particular time (kadacit), by accident (akasmat), and for no
fixed reason (akarana) and therefore cannot be regarded as 'paramartha-sat'
(absolutely real). Therefore, the Sunya-vadins conclude that the ahankaravijnana (T-cognition) is a mere appearance and a projection of the sunya or
non-existence.17 Since these Madhyamika Buddhists argue that the sunya is
the ultimate reality/these philosophers have gained the title 'Nihilists'.
<#>

15 The famous dictum of the Vijnana-vadins is : “yat sat tat ksanikam - Whatever is real is
momentary." The word 'ksanika' (momentary) is intended to signify that the vijnana rises
and perishes every moment continuously.

nid^i+Kiiyi ufaqrrafhi, rafepwraa,

16

Vi I
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The upholders of all these above-mentioned five theories do not recognise the
Veda as pramana, that is an authentic means of knowledge. Hence, they are
classed as 'nastikas' (non-believers), as opposed to the 'astikas' (believers),
who accept the Veda as an authentic pramana.
Presently, the Acarya introduces the philosophical schools, which are
regarded 'astika', since they owe allegiance to the Veda-pramana,18 though
they all advocate conflicting theories on the nature of the self, the substrate
of the T-cognition.
5. Some others hold the view that the transmigrating soul, distinct from
the physical body etc., which is the agent and the enjoyer, is the self: Three
schools of philosophies - the Vaisesika, the Nyaya and also the Mlmamsa are comprehended by this Bhasya statement. The word 'asti' ('is' or 'exists')
at the very beginning of the sentence, carries the force of an assertion that
the Acarya evinces. It throws ample light on how vehemently the previous
theory of the sunya or void is argued against by these philosophers.
These philosophical systems assert that the content of the T'-cognition
(ahamanubhava-gocara) is a positive entity, does exist constantly, and is not
a 'sunya' or 'void'. The arguments of these three philosophical systems may
be summarised as follows: It is only the 'I'-experience of an individual that
gives him the capacity to enjoy (bhoktrtva) objects. Indeed, no entity bereft
of the 'I'-experience is ever known to enjoy anything. In other words, the
enjoyer is always conscious of himself as one who enjoys; he is invariably
aware, "aham bhunje bhogan - I enjoy the objects of enjoyment." This
experience establishes that the self that enjoys, which is the substrate of Tnotion, is definitely a positive entity, for anything that is void can never be
imagined to be aware of itself in the form of 'I enjoy'.19
Also, the entity that enjoys is also noticed to be a being that is fairly
permanent for the enjoyer recognises himself as, "I sowed the seeds months
back and now I am reaping the crops, the fruits of my labour," and also by
18 Cf

Hri$'*!K*Hartr§ awftfcH - T5WT1

19 It is not logical to think of 'vandhya-putra' (the barren-woman's son), an 'asadvastu' (void),
as having an experience of 1 enjoy'.
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such expressions as, "when I was a little boy, I enjoyed the love and affection
of my parents and now as an old man, I enjoy the love and affection of
my children and grandchildren." This sort of recognition (pratyabhijna) pertaining to the enjoyer-self establishes the permanance of the experiencer
T that continues to exist throughout the lifetime of an individual as an agent
of the varied activities and as an enjoyer of their fruits.20
Also, we observe that immediately after its birth, the infant is found to
be sucking the breast milk of its mother. This sucking of mother's milk is an
activity conducive to the infant (anukula-vyapara) undertaken by it on its
own volition (pravrtti-prayatna). This volition presupposes the child's prior
recollection about the activity of sucking as a means conducive to its good.21
That recollection also requires as a precondition the child's prior experience
of sucking the milk as a means to attain his good.22 And because the child is
just born, we have to postulate that the required prior experience of sucking
the milk as conducive to its good (sukhasadhana) must have taken place
before its birth, that is during its previous lifetime. This establishes a prior
lifetime of the individual. It is also certain that in the previous lifetime also,
the individual, as a new born child, had the experience of sucking the then
mother's milk, indicating the individual's yet another prior birth, and thus a
series of previous births have to be logically necessarily postulated. All this
establishes that the enjoyer-individual, the substrate of T-notion, must have
a ceaseless series of births and also deaths, since beginningless time.
In this way, the enjoyer self is proved to be a positive and eternal entity,
different from the physical body, senses, mind, momentary cognition and
the void - for these are inert and incapable of having the permanent T enjoy'experience for even if they were to be considered capable of this experience
they cannot last for more than a single life period.
20 Cf. ai&tj&wtfrqw
aeq q naifMaici.
ibroq
tNMlR'hl
21 Hence the unfailing dictum of logic: "pravrttim pratistasadhanatasmaranam (jnanam) karanam
- Conduciveness consists in remembering that it is the means of the fulfilment of desire."
22 For one cannot recollect a thing, unless one has experienced it earlier. Hence, the Logicians
define recollection as a cognition bom as a result of prior experience: "anubhavajanyam
jnanam smaranam."
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In fact, we have no proof, whatsoever, for fixing the beginning or the end
of this individual, the experiencing T entity, at a point of time and space.
On the other hand, there are many proofs - of which only a few have been
adduced above - to show that this T-experiencer is eternal (nitya) and allpervasive (vibhu).23 Thus, it is established that the object of the T-notion
(ahatikara-visaya) is a positive, eternal entity, it is an agent (karta) as well
as enjoyer (bhokta), it transmigrates (samsari), it is eternal (nitya) and allpervasive (vibhu), and is different from the matter vestures such as the
physical body, senses and so on. It is this entity or individual that is wellknown in the Scriptures by the term 'Atman'.
This is the conception of the self as held by the Vaisesika, Nyaya and the
Mlmamsa schools of Indian philosophy.
6. Some affirm that the self is a mere enjoyer alone, and not an agent: Here
we see the Sankhya and Yoga philosophers giving their view on the nature
of the self. The Acarya highlights the most striking aspect of their theory
that distinguishes it from all the other schools of philosophy by stating that
according to these two schools, the substrate of the 'I'-notion, the self, is not
an agent, but is a mere enjoyer alone. The three words 'eva' (mere), 'kevala'
(alone) and 'na' (not), all having the force of preclusion, are meant to firmly
assert the point that the self does not have any agenthood (kartrtva) at all.24
The Sankhya and Yoga philosophers argue as follows: It is the activity
of an entity, that justifies its agenthood (kartrtva). But, activity is absolutely
23 The self is proved to be eternal since otherwise one would have to reap the fruits of what
one has never done and would also be denied the opportunity of experiencing the results
of one's own actions (krtahana-akrtabhyagama). After it has been established that the self
is eternal, the question of its dimension arises. Dimension, in general, is of three kinds: (1)
Atomic (anu-parimana), (2) Medium (madhyama-parimana) and (3) All-pervasive (vibhuparimana). The entities having either an atomic dimension or an all-pervasive one are eternal
since the entities having a medium dimension are all evidenced by our experience to be
transient. So far as the other two dimensions are concerned, these philosophers declare that
we cannot say that the self is atomic as it goes against the experience of bliss in the whole
body when in the scorching heat, one has a dip in the Ganges. Now, eliminating the medium
size too for the reason that our direct experience evinces that all that which has a medium
dimension is transient, we are led to conclude that the self is all-pervasive (vibhu-parimana).
24 The Vaisesikas, Naiyayikas and the Mimamsakas had established the enjoyership
(bhoktrtva) also as pertaining to the self, (vide Section 22 D, n.5)
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incompatible with the nature of the self, the object of T-notion. It has been
already established by the philosophers25 of the Vaisesika, Nyaya and the
Mlmamsa schools that the self is eternal (nitya) and all-pervasive (vibhu)
and distinct from the body, senses, mind and so on. The body, senses, mind
and so on act and not the Atman, the self. It is not reasonable to argue that the
Atman alone acts using his body, sense, mind and so on, as his instruments
for the self cannot undertake any act as it is an all-pervading entity with no
parts. Indeed, how then can such an entity be associated with any activity,
such as moving, shaking, evolving and so on?
We do experience 'going', 'seeing' and so on and there are corresponding
verbal usages too such as 'I go', 'I see' implying the self's association with
actions. However, as explained above, since the very nature of the self does
not permit any sort of activity in it, the aforesaid experiences of 'I go', 'I see'
and so on and their corresponding verbal usages are to be assessed as merely
figurative and assumptive actuated by the transference of the activities
pertaining to the body, senses, mind and so on to the self, since it is the self
that enjoys the fruits of their activities.
The Sankhyans elucidate this concept of seeming action by the self, albeit
its true enjoyment, by an example: The king resides in the palace and is a
non-doer. It is his army that actually wages the war. Yet, the act of going to
the war is erroneously superimposed on the king. It is to be noted that even
though the king does not actually fight the war, yet the victory, that is the
enjoyment, belongs to him alone (raja jayati).
The universe, as the Sankhyans view it, is merely an evolution and
transformation (parinama) of the 'mula-prakrti' or 'primal nature', the
ultimate causal material of the entire universe. It is this mula-prakrti that
undertakes, of its own accord, the whole process of evolving this vast
complex world of variety starting from the minutest thing to the biggest
object. Hence, there can be no necessity, nay even the possibility, of the self
undertaking any activity. Indeed, the whole world is fashioned by the mulaprakrti for the enjoyment of the self.
25 Vide Section 22 D, n.5.
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7. Some others think that quite different from the enjoyer (bhokta), is the
omniscient and the omnipotent Lord: So far, the Acarya has given details as
to how the philosophers of the various schools have propounded conflicting
theories centring around the nature of the substrate of T-cognition. This
substratum of the cognition of T is the jlva, the individual self, which
constitutes the denotation of the word 'thou' (tvam-padartha) of the
Upanisadic statement "tat tvam asi - That thou art."
The Acarya now takes up the views of philosophers belonging to Patanjalayoga and Nyaya-Vaisesika schools on the nature of the Lord even though
they differ on several philosophical viewpoints. They conceive that different
from the enjoyer is the omniscient and omnipotent Isvara, the signification
of the term 'tat' of the Upanisadic proposition "tat tvam asi.”
The Mimamsakas and the Sankhyans do not recognise the existence of
Isvara. The Patahjala-yoga recognises Isvara but He is not postulated to be
the cause of the world, but only as a particular self (purusa-visesa), who is
untouched by hindrances, karmas, fruition or by latent impressions26 and
who, if meditated upon, helps the seeker in attaining samadhi, the final stage
of the Astahga-yoga.
Consequently, the Mimamsa, Sankhya and Yoga philosophers fall beyond
the purview of the point of view regarding Isvara, being the denotation of
'that' of the Upanisadic sentence "tat tvam asi” - for this sentence declares
the identity of Isvara with the jiva - because the concept of Isvara is non¬
existent in the Mimamsa and Sankhya schools. Though the Yoga school has
the concept of Isvara it does not theorise Him to be the creator of the world
at all.
We have already seen the views of the philosophers belonging to the
Nyaya-Vaisesika schools about the nature of jiva, the individual self, the
denotation of the word 'thou'.27 The Nyaya philosophers28 spell out their
view on Isvara, the denotation of 'that' as being totally different from that
26 Cf.
27 Vide Section 22 D, n.5.

i - qpiqs) (?av)

28 Later Vaisesika philosophers did accept the concept of Isvara though there is no such
mention in the Vaisesika-sutras.
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of the jiva. To establish the point that Isvara is different from jiva, these
philosophers argue as follows: All things, without exception, that consist
of parts (savayava), are invariably products (karya), created by conscious
agents (cetana-kartr) who have a comprehensive knowledge of the products
and their parts and can control them effectively.29 To illustrate: a pot consists
of parts; hence, it is a product and therefore it is the creation of an intelligent
creator, that is the potter who has a comprehensive knowledge of it and
remains in complete control while bringing it into existence. Taking a cue
from this analogy of the pot and its creator, the potter, we may infer the
following: This vast universe of the earth, the sun, the stars and so on all consists of parts; hence, this too must be a product of a single Creator,30
who has to have comprehensive knowledge of the entire world and its
innumerable constituents and also must have the capacity (sakti) to control
them, just as the potter has the knowledge and control with regard to his
product, that is the pot. That Creator of the world, who is different from the
likes of us, is called 'Isvara' (Lord).31
Thus, the syllogistic proposition presented above establishes the existence
of the omniscient and omnipotent Isvara. As such, the basic nature of Isvara,
the denotation of 'tat7 (that), is omniscience (sarvajnatva) and omnipotence
(sarvasaktimattva), which certainly distinguishes Him from the jiva, the
individual self, the denotation of the term 'tvam' (thou) as the latter has
only limited knowledge (kincijjnatva) and limited power (alpasaktimattva).
Therefore, according to the Nyaya school, the Scriptural declaration, "tat
tvam asi - That thou art," is to be interpreted in a secondary sense alone and

consequently it is not purported to teach the identity of the denotations of
'tat' (that) and 'tvam' (thou).
8. Others32 view the Lord to be the self of the enjoyer: The view cited in this
29 Cf.

30 An assumption of more than one creator would fail to explain the astonishing harmony
prevailing among the constituents of the world.
31 cf.
ydifyfcw
risn
i ^^
i 32 It is interesting to notice the wording of the Bhasya in this sentence. It is understandable that
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Bhasya sentence is the final conclusion of the Upanisads and the same is
upheld by the Brahma-sutra by conducting searching deliberations on various
aspects and problems connected with this Upanisadic doctrine.
The word 'sah' (he) occurring in this Siddhanta sentence ("atma sa
bhoktuh ityapare") is significant. Being a pronominal term, it denotes, in the
normal course, Isvara, the omniscient and omnipotent Lord described in
the preceding sentence as presenting the theory of the Yoga and the Nyaya
schools. Also, being the declensional form of 'tad', it could as well stand for
the 'tat-padartha' (the signification of the word 'tat') of the great proposition
"tat tvam asi."
The word bhoktr33 (the enjoyer), denotes the 'jlva', the individual self,
which experiencing the objects of enjoyment, remains conscious as "ahatn
bhunje bhogan -1 enjoy things." This conscious enjoyer is the tvam-padartha,
the denotation of the term 'tvam' (thou), of the above-mentioned Mahavakya
"tat tvam asi." The word 'atma' in the Bhasya sentence signifies 'svarupa',
that is 'one's own nature'.34
Thus, the intended purport of the Bhasya sentence is: Isvara, the
denotation of 'tat' is of the nature of the conscious enjoyer,35 the denotation
of 'tvam'. Conversely, to say the denotation of 'tvam' (tvam-padartha), the
jiva, is essentially not different from the signification of 'tat' (tat-padartha),
the Acarya has referred to various other schools of philosophy as 'others' ('anya' or 'apara').
But, even while referring to the Siddhanta-paksa, that is his own view, he uses the word
'apare', meaning 'others'. What could be the reason for this anomaly - the usage of the word
'apare' (others) to refer to his own viewpoint? It should be noted that the context here is that
of the student who is confronted with an array of conflicting philosophical positions. And
here it is from his standpoint that the Acarya is presenting the statement. And, therefore, from
the student's standpoint, it just feels like all these are various schools presenting their varied
theses. Hence, the use of the word 'apare' (others) even while referring to his own viewpoint.
Also, it is also probable that the Acarya, like an impartial presenter of various philosophical
theses, wishes to give an unbiased overview of all theses. And hence, he prefers not to use an
expression like 'vayam brumah' ('we say').
33 The nominal stem of the genitive 'bhoktuh' of the Bhasya sentence "atma sa bhoktuh"
34 Cf.
ft
Also, cf.
fosiPd*
1 - tfSlfadWJI
Also, cf.
H iw.
'Whdfafd
I - K5TWT
35 conscious as 'I enjoy'
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that is Isvara.36 Now, the corollary which is inevitably entailed from this
Bhasya sentence is: Both the individual selfhood (jxvatva) and the enjoyership
(bhoktrtva) that are experienced as 'I enjoy' in the locus of the denotation
of tvam (thou) are merely superimposed since they are caused by the
beginningless, indefinable nescience (anadyanirvacya avidya). Hence, the
denotation of 'tvam' (thou), that is the jlva, the individual self, is in essence
non-different from Isvara, the Lord, the creator of the universe, just as the
space conditioned by the pot (ghatakasa) is by nature non-different from the
all-pervasive space. This is the sum and substance of this deceptively simple
sentence of the Bhasya.
It is worth noticing that the Acarya has presented, in the briefest possible
way the central doctrines and conclusions of many divergent philosophical
systems, starting with the grossest doctrine of the Lokayatas and concluding
with the subtlest doctrine of the Upanisads. The Acarya’s presentation
constitutes a brief account of as many as nine philosophical systems
(sarvadarsana-sahgr aha) ?7

It is quite probable that the Acarya has also another purpose in mind while
presenting these conflicting doctrines of the rival philosophical schools in
the last lap of his long discussion on brahma-jijnasa. By way of presenting
these different philosophical systems, he probably indicates that these rival
doctrines will be adequately and logically examined and refuted in the
Brahmasutra-bhasya. Consequently, a sincere study of the Brahmasutra-bhasya
is bound to help the aspirant gain the necessary intellectual acumen to tread
the path to Liberation with conviction and dedication.
The Acarya, the most ardent adherent of the Advaita doctrine of the
Upanisads, stands alone, like a gallant generalissimo to fight the army of
opponents arrayed against him. Yet, as he himself says in his Taittirlya36 Cf.
37 This is the briefest and the earliest known prototype for the famous Sarvadarsana-sangraha
of SvamI Vidyaranya (14th century). That compendium too commences with the Carvaka
system and concludes with the Advaita-vedanta system of Sankaracarya.
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bhasya,38 he is brimming over with enthusiasm and confidence to challenge
and refute the discordant notes of the rival schools that are not consonant
with the Upanisadic symphony.
9. Thus, there are many who hold conflicting views39 basing themselves on
fallacious reasoning and the distortions of Scriptural texts: The seeker who
has an intense desire to attain Liberation (mumuksu) through the Knowledge
of Brahman has thus come to observe the prevailing philosophical maze and
endless controversies centring around the nature of the Atman, the nature of
Brahman, and the nature of their identity. The various schools of philosophy
advocate their respective doctrines of the self and Brahman and these
doctrines are divergent and diametrically opposed to one another.
Indeed, how could these contradictory views regarding the real nature
of a single entity all be right? Can an entity be by nature a 'cow' and 'noncow' simultaneously? Therefore, it is certain that only one among these
philosophies is teaching the right doctrine that enjoys the full support of
infalliable logic and authentic Scriptural declarations,40 while all others are
advocating wrong views on the basis of some pseudo-logic and misconstrued
Scriptural texts.41
38 Cf. FWiRi ^
a § wjfcfe,
b
aiar tI aRiarsT!^ ^ i<y i;
arat
4)PHaa+4l(iia|s#H!HHic«n arat sNria uarcira a

^ ail,
a Pt'iiwi#fvi 1a wciw—
- airRl-wi^ (r.c )

ai

39 Cf. RmRiMt): Pr^yidM-d: I - 5#?
40 Cf. The view of the Siddhantin, that is "alma sa bhoktuh” is based on genuine logic and
authentic Scriptural authority while the rest of the views are based on fallacious reasoning
and distorted Scriptural authorities. Vide "yuktisca vakyam ca yuktivakye, yuktivakye ca
tadabhasau ca yuktivakyatadabhasah, ta eva samyagdsrayo yathayogam vipratipattau yesam, te
yuktivakyatadabhasasamasraya ityarthah. tatra siddhantapaksino yuktivakyasamasrayatvam, itaresam
tu tadabhasasamdsrayatvamiti vibhagah."{Vartika)
41 Vide “atma sa bhokturityapare” - God is of nature of the self, that is God is non-different from the
self. This is the Siddhanta view, which alone is based on right logical reasoning and authentic
Scriptural statements. The other views are based on fallacious reasoning (yuktyabhasa)
and on the distortions wrought out of Scriptural statements (sruty5bhasa). Ratnaprabha
exemplifies lucidly the Bhasya sentence - "bahavo vipratipanna yuktiv&kyatadabhasasamasrayah
santah." This gloss adduces a proper syllogistic proposition to prove the identity of the
self with Brahman: "The self is verily Brahman because of having the state of being the
soul like Brahman," and also presents an authentic Upanisadic statement, a Mahavakya
“tat tvam asi” to the same effect. These two evidences, both yukti and Sruti, are authentic
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10. Under such circumstances, the one who without inquiry accepts
anything among them would lose the highest Beatitude and fall into
calamity: Finding himself caught in a whirlpool of philosophical arguments,
the student ardent in his inquiry to know the Truth, contemplates that under
these circumstances he cannot arrive at any right conclusion by straightaway
choosing any one of these conflicting theses without ascertaining with due
investigation as to which of the doctrines is of an authentic nature enjoying
the right logical endorsement and Scriptural sanction.
Since he has already mastered the Veda with its accessories, the Vedangas,
he knows for certain that the Liberation he longs for can be attained through
since the conclusion arrived at from them is not sublated. He explains the semblance of a
syllogism and Scriptural statement (yuktyabhasa and srutyabhasa) of the other schools as
follows: "Body etc. constitute the self since they are objects of 'I-cognition' unlike a pot." This
syllogistic proposition lacks authenticity since the probandum (sadhya) of this proposition is
controverted by the following syllogistic proposition: "Body etc. are not-self as they are the
products of physical elements as well as because they are perceptible." The other theories
which postulate the body, organs, mind, intellect, void, agent and experience^ experiencer
alone and God as the ultimate Reality are respectively based on these Scriptural statements, "sa
va esa puruso'nnarasamayah" (Tai.A.2.1.1), "(caksurddayah) te ha vacamucuh" (Br.U.1.3.2), "mana
uvaca" and “yo'yam vijhdnamayah" (Br.UAA.22) "asadevedamagra asit" (Cfef.U.6.2.1), "karta"
and "boddha" (Pra.li.4.9), "anasnannanyah" (£ve.UA.6), and "atmanamantaro yamayati." Since
all the theories mentioned above are not based on an authentic evidence and Scriptural statements,
they miserably fail to put forward incontrovertible views about the nature of ultimate Reality.
Cf. 33
ftrajFrR: "dNt srsfe, 31k+MI$
"dnP#" (3T.3XC.'s)
awfetRI: IStTOJ
affect
"H 31391
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the correct knowledge about the Truth alone, and never by untruth, and he
is also aware that if he rushes to choose a doctrine without adequate inquiry
into all aspects of these theses, there is every chance of his falling into the
clutches of a wrong philosophical doctrine and thus become a victim to
falsity. This could make him a 'nastika' too - a non-believer of the Vedic
doctrines - and thereby lead him to all sorts of evil and land him in an
irremediable catastrophe (anartha).
Having come from a prior Vedic and Upanisadic background, he
naturally develops, in the first place, a desire to know Brahman (brahmajijnasa) by the correct means of knowledge (pramana), for it has been stated
in the Upanisads that the knower of Brahman alone attains the supreme42
and gains Liberation.43 The student is also aware by virtue of his Vedic
background that the Knowledge of Brahman can be gained only by means of
a concentrated and devoted inquiry (mlmamsa) into Brahman, the Reality,
that is advocated by the Upanisads, by discarding all the other confounding
rival theses and also by his personal effort of eliminating the various doubts
pertaining to the Upanisadic Truth. Thus, the seeker’s fervent desire for the
Knowledge of Brahman (brahma-jijnasa) itself galvanises him to undertake
such a dedicated, energetic and stupendous inquiry.
There is one more reason which can explain why the seeker develops a
natural propensity or inclination towards the Upanisadic school alone and
not towards any of the other schools of thought that have been enumerated.
We had seen44 that all these nine schools of thought presented here could
be reduced to two sets or groups based on whether their theses pertaining
to the three common substrates (vivadadhikarana) of the argument - that is
the nature of the jiva (tvam-padartha), the nature of Brahman (tat-padartha),
and the nature of their oneness (vakyartha) - which he has known from his
personal reflection coupled with his prior knowledge of the Scriptures are
41

(=u)

43 Cf. The Bhasya statements: "avagatiparyantam jnanam sanvacyecchayah karma/' “jnanem hi
pramanena avagantumistarh brahma" and "brahmavagatirhi purusarthah." (Section 18)
44 Vide Section 22 D, n.l.
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falling in line with the Upanisadic thought or not. As indicated in that context,
the Vedantic school (i.e. the ninth school in the order of enumeration) alone
upholds the positive position favouring the Upanisadic thought while the
rest reject the Upanisadic message and hence his natural inclination towards
the Vedantic school.

The following is an explanation of the positions of the various schools of
philosophy enumerated here with a view to contrasting them with the
position held by Advaita. The Lokayatas and their allies (schools 1, 2 & 3)
view that the cognition of the Atman as distinct from the physical body, the
senses, or the mind, as a mere figment of imagination. Hence, the cognition
born from the Mahavakyas such as "tat tvam asi - That thou art" is according
to them only an illusion.
The Bauddhas (schools 4 & 5) do not at all recognise the Atman as a
permanent and positive entity. They do not also accept any entity such as
Isvara or the supreme Lord, that could be the signification of 'tat' (that) in the
Mahavakya "tat tvam asi." Being nastikas (atheists) they join the earlier three
schools in declaring the Veda an anathema and the verbal cognition that
arises from the Mahavakya such as "tat tvam asi - That thou art" as erroneous.
In fact, the Buddhists totally deny verbal testimony (sabda-pramana) itself
the status of being a means to valid cognition (pramanya)!
The Sankhyans (school 7) and the Mlmamsakas (one among the schools
under the 6th group) do recognise the Veda as an authoritative means of
cognition (sabda-pramana). Yet, they disapprove the existence of Isvara (the
denotation of 'tat')- And hence, in their view, the Upanisadic sentence "tat
tvam asi" is not of much significance at all since it is not meant to teach any
truth to be realised for attaining Liberation; but, it is a Mantra (incantation)
meant to be recited simply for gaining some worldly result.45
45 They view "tat tvam asi" and the other Mahavakyas to be like the sound charms 'hum',
'phat' (carrying no sense) or like the Garuda-mantra, which is an incantation addressed to
the deity 'Garuda' and meant to be recited for curing oneself from the poison of a snakebite.
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The Nyaya-Vaisesika philosophers (school 8) also recognise the authority
of the Vedas, and unlike the Sankhyan and the Mlmamsakas (the Vaisesika
included), accept the existence of Isvara, as the creator of the world and
as the denotation of the word 'tat' of the great proposition "tat tvam asi."
Yet, they consider Isvara as entirely different from the individual self,46 the
denotation of 'tvam'. Hence, they view with abhorrence the very view that
the Mahavakya “tat tvam asi” is meant to teach the identity of the jlva and
Isvara, since such an identity according to them does not exist at all and is
sacrilegious to say the least. Prompted by this notion, they endeavour to
establish that the sentence just describes the self as Brahman, in a figurative
way, that is in a metaphoric sense (gauna-prayoga) alone. The following
example will make amply clear as to how they explain "tat tvam asi" to be a
'gauna-prayoga'. In a description praising a brilliant student as a lion,47 and
in the Vedic praises of the sacrificial post as the Sun48 and of the sacrificer
as being the sacrificial animal,49 even while fully recognising the undeniable
differences of the student, the post, and the sacrificer from the lion, the sun,
and the animal respectively, one does figuratively posit their identity for the
sake of eulogy. In just the same way, the sentence "tat tvam asi - That thou
art" and the other Mahavakyas carry no real significance of identity. It is
only an encomium, mere praise!
It is only the Upanisadic philosophers, to wit, the Vedantins (school 9), who
hold the verbal cognition of the Mahavakya "tat tvam asi" - that understands
the significance of the word 'tvam' (thou), based on its appositional relation
with the word 'tat' in the Mahavakya - to signify the detached pure witness
(pratyagatman) as being identical with the all-pervasive Consciousness, the
very implication of the word 'tat'.50
46 For details, see Section 22 D, n.7.
47 siifcho manavakah
48 "adityo yupah.”
49 "yajamanahpaiuh."
50 "tvam padarthadhih asangasuddhasaksicaitanyalambana."
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Thus, we see that all these nine schools of philosophy51 actually centre
around one point - whether the verbal cognition of 'thou' in the Mahavakya
"tat tvam asi" is an error, or a figurative conception, or a right cognition.
As an intelligent person, coming from the Vedic and Upanisadic
background, the seeker would definitely take cognisance of this conspicuous
and important difference between the position of the Vedantic school and
that of the rest. And because the great propositions, like "tat tvam asi" itself,
have been the main source of his knowledge about Brahman, it is only
natural that he develops first the desire to know Brahman52 and its nature
and not the other things.53
51 The following is a bird's eye view of various Schools of Philosophy and their views:
s.
■No.

i

Isvara ■■

Jiva-brahma ■
aikya

Schools of
Philosophy

fiva

Lokayata
(Carvaka)

Body

Real

Reject

Reject

Indriya-atmavada (Carvaka)

Organs

Real

Reject

Reject

Mind

Real

Reject

Reject

Manah-atma1 vada (Carvaka)

V

2

Vijnana-vSda

Cognition

False

Reject

Reject

3

Sunya-vada

Void

False

Reject

Reject

4 '■

Vaisesika

Samsari - as karta
and bhokta

Real

Reject

Reject

5

Nyaya

Sarhsarl - as karta
and bhokta

Real

Accept as Jagatkarta

Reject

6

Mlmamsa

Samsari - as karta
and bhokta

Real

Reject

Reject

7

Sankhya

Samsari - as
bhokta alone

Real

Reject

Reject

8

Yoga

Samsari - as
bhokta alone

Real

Accept not as
Jagat-karta but as a
Purusa-visesa.

Reject

Advaitavedanta

The samsarikajiva, character¬
ised by kartrtva
and bhoktrtva,
is of the
vyavaharikasatta
alone and not
paramarthika.

The world of
names and
forms is of the
vyavaharikasatta
alone and not
paramarthika.

The Lord, possessed
of such attributes
like omniscience and
omnipotence, is of
the vyavaharikasatta
atone and not
paramarthika.

Accept

1

52 Vide “adhltavedantasya brahmajijnasopapatteh." (Section 7 D, n.2)
53 That is the physical body, the senses, the mind, the momentary cognition, the void, the
transmigrating self, the self that is the bhokta alone, and the Isvara being distinct from the jiva.
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At the same time, being a cautious person too though endowed with faith,
he is not prepared to accept straightaway the Upanisadic position without
comprehending it to his complete satisfaction. He is fully aware that the
matter at hand is a serious one and his choice in this matter could make all
the difference between bondage and Liberation. Thus, the strong desire for
Liberation and for its means consisting in the crystal clear comprehension
of the Knowledge of Brahman galvanises the student to take refuge in a
kind-hearted Guru for not only learning from him the Upanisadic Truth,
but also for beseeching his assistance in conducting the necessary inquiries
pertaining to all aspects of this sacrosanct Wisdom.

Before we conclude the section it will be of interest to compare the wording
and the tenor of the Bhasya text on brahma-jijnasa commencing with "tat
punah brahma prasiddham aprasiddham va syat" (Section 19) and concluding
with "anartharii ca iyat" (the present section) with those of the following
excerpts from the Sabara-bhasya on 'dharma-jijnasa': dharmah prasiddho va
syad aprasiddho va. sa cet prasiddho na jijhasitavyah. athaprasiddho nataram.
tadetad anarthakam dharmajijhasaprakaranam. athava arthavad dharmam prati hi
vipratipanna bahuvidah kecidanyarh dharmamahuh. kecidanyam. so'yamavicarya
pravartamanah kahcidevopMadano vihanyeta. anartham ca rcchet. tasmad dharmo
jijnasitazrya iti. sa hi juhsreyasena purusam samyunaktlti pratijammahe. The
parallelism is pleasingly striking indeed.

23

23 A
[brahmajijnasavicAkopasamharabhasyam]

tasmad

brahmajtjhasopanyasamakhena

vedantavakyamlmamsa

tadavirodhi-

tarkopakarana nihsreyasaprayojana prastiiyate.
23 B
cFFRTcl tasmat - consequently;

brahmajijhasopanyasamukhena

- by way of introducing the presentation with the 'desire to know Brahman';
vedantavakyamlmamsa - an inquiry into the Upanisadic
sentences;

tadavirodhitarkopakarana - accompanied by logical

argumentation not hostile to it;
Liberation as its aim;

nihsreyasaprayojana - which has

prastiiyate - is being commenced
23 C

[concluding commentary on the desire to know brahman]

Consequently, an inquiry into the Upanisadic enunciations is commenced
by the Sutrakara, by the way of introducing the presentation with the
'desire to know Brahman',1 which inquiry is accompanied by logical
argumentation not hostile to it2 and which has Liberation as its aim.3
23 D
1. Consequently, an inquiry into the Upanisadic enunciations is
commenced by the Sutrakara, by the way of introducing the presentation
with the 'desire to know Brahman': The seeker with a burning desire to
know Brahman (brahma-jijnasa) has taken refuge in the kind-hearted Guru
beseeching his help to gain clarity on the Upanisadic message so that his
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understanding is not hindered by the divergent views of the varied schools
of philosophy confronting him and so that he may with ease realise the
Upanisadic Truth, the very summum bonum (Brahmavagati). Observing the
student's intense love for the Knowledge and yet knowing fully well that the
Knowledge the student aspires for cannot be gained without conducting a
methodical inquiry into the subtle purport of the Upanisadic sentences, the
Guru initiates him into the study of the Brahma-sutra. This is the force of the
word 'tasmat' at the beginning of the Bhasya sentence of this section.1
The Sutrakara and following him the Bhasyakara too have made a
pertinent mention of brahma-jijnasa, for it is this brahma-jijnasa that has
enabled the student to embark on this journey to Truth, and has impelled
him to come beseeching the Guru's help. Also, it is this brahma-jijnasa alone
of the eager student that has prompted the Guru to accept the novice as his
disciple and initiate him into the Upanisadic inquiry.
The Kathopanisad.2 provides a parallel to illustrate this very idea of the
importance of brahma-jijnasa in this solemn journey. With a strong desire
for Self-knowledge, the young Naciketas approaches his Guru Yama and
requests him to teach the knowledge of the Self. It was the intense love for
the subject that urged the initially unwilling Yama to accept Naciketas as
his disciple. Here, too, the Guru Yama is found commencing the discussion
1 Govindananda, the author of Ratnapmbha, elucidates beautifully the intent of the Acarya.
That Liberation is attained by the Knowledge of the oneness of the Self and Brahman is alone
the truth. Taking recourse to views other than this one can never attain the summum bonum of
Realisation. Moreover, if one views the self as something other than Brahman and considers
it to be the body, senses and so on, then one is sure to fall into the abysmal darkness of
transmigration (samsara) by that very act of sin as declared by the Isa-upanisad: “andham tamah
pravisanti" (Ma.U. 12) and "ye ke catmahano janah" (Is'a.U.3). This is further substantiated by
this declaration: "He who conceives the existent self as something else than its real nature of
Brahman is a (self-denying) thief who has committed the greatest sin of the theft of his self.
That is why the Acarya concludes the elucidation of the aphorism, “athato brahmajijnasa,"
by exhorting mumuksus (those desiring Liberation) to undertake the deliberation upon the
Upanisads to be blessed with the Beatitude.
Cf.
*jJrtR(ct
I
cK'Hl'tlcJ BtiHlRiK: I fej,
fllcfl dcMI'-M
^

cW: nj^tTRf" (fu.T.R) 'A %
3HF:" (&T.3A) Wf
Hfcmdl T%
B fct
■MRUtlchlMfilRufl II" #
I 3RT:

2 See Kathopanisad, Vallls 1 and 2 for the entire account.
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on Atman by making a statement appreciating the unshakable and strong
desire of Naciketas for Brahma-vidya (brahma-jijnasa).3
The present statement of the Bhasya and the above discussion thereon
elucidates the following points: (1) The Acarya takes the term 'brahmajijnasa' of the aphorism, "athato brahmajijhasd," in its direct sense alone, that
is the 'desire to know Brahman' and not as 'brahma-rmmamsa', the 'inquiry
into Brahman'. (2) The Acarya views that the Sutrakara has assessed this
'brahma-jijnasa' as the basic cause for effecting the 'brahma-mlmamsa' and
hence the former 'brahma-jijnasa' (cause) is different from the latter 'brahmamimamsa' (effect). (3) The Acarya considers that the first aphorism "athato
brahmajijnasa'' on brahma-jijnasa as a formal opening statement4 by the
Sutrakara indicating the commencement of the treatise Brahma-sutra (also
known by the appellations of Sannka-mlmarhsa or Vedanta-darsana).

Here, the compound word 'brahmajijnasopanyasamukhena' literally means
hy way of introducing the presentation with the desire to know Brahman'.
The vigraha-vakya (string) is: brahmajijnasayah brahma jnatum icchayah,
upanyasah tadbodhakasabdaprayogah, sa eva mukham dvaram,5 tena. Here,
the third case-ending signifies non-difference (abheda-trtxya) and the word
'mukhena' ending with the third case-suffix is used as an adverb (kriyavisesana), that is as a modifier of the activity of commencement denoted
by the verb 'prastuyate'. Consequently, the statement about brahma-jijnasa
3 Cf.
-+dlHW^(?.^.v)
4 Vide “brahmajijnasa-upanyasamukhena" of the Bhasya statement.
5 Cf. The well-known synonyms are 'grha-dvara' and 'grha-mukha'. The ChSndogya-upanisad
narrates the story of king Janasruti learning from the sage Raikva an upasana termed
'samvarga-vidya' (Upasana in which its object (upasya) is contemplated upon as gathering
into itself other entities). The king offers rich gifts to the sage and requests him to teach this
vidya. Thereupon, the sage considered the offering of gifts itself as the 'mukha' for imparting
the knowledge to the king (vide Cha.UA.2.5). The Sankara-bMsya and the gloss of Anandagiri
pertaining to this passage takes the Upanisad word 'mukhena' as a regular synonym of
'dvarena' (by the opening or through the doorway) and interprets: "on account of the eligibility
of the disciple for receiving the besought knowledge." It is likely that in the present case
also the Bhasyakara is of the view that the Sutrakara considers the seeker's brahma-jijnasa as
constituting his eligibility for the inquiry of Brahman to be undertaken.
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- brahmajijnSsopanyasa, that is the first Sutra - is non-different (abhinna)
from the inquiry that is being undertaken. That is to say, this very first
Sutra itself constitutes and marks the commencement of the inquiry. By
way of illustrating the grammatical principle involved here, one may cite
the standard example offered by the grammarians, "visamena dhavati - He
walks unevenly," meaning "his walking is uneven" (i.e. the manner of his
gait is not balanced).
It is in keeping with these points pertaining to the compound word
'brahma-jijnasopanyasamukhena' that the Bhasya sentence has been
translated as: 'by way of introducing the presentation with the desire to
know Brahman'.
However, the reputed commentators of the Vivarana school, like
its initiator Prakasatman and others following him having interpreted
'brahma-jijnasa' in the Sutra, "athato brahmajijnasa," in the secondary
sense of brahma-mimamsa have preferred to understand the expression,
'brahmajijnasopanyasa-mukhena'

as

'brahmajijnasopanyasa-vyajena'

meaning thereby 'that under the pretext (vyaja) of the 'desire to know
Brahman' the deliberation upon Brahma has been initiated'.6
2. which inquiry is accompanied by logical argumentation not hostile to
it: On this point, the commentators raise a question: The inquiry (mlmamsa)
into the Upanisadic enunciation by itself constitutes a highly developed
form of logic and reasoning for it is conducted according to well-defined
and formulated norms. So, why should it be aided by a logic (tarka) that is
extraneous to it?
The qualifying compound 'tadavirodhitarkopakarana - accompanied by
logical arguments not hostile to it' is significant. Indeed, brahma-mimamsa
6 Cf.
Also, cf.

I - Wirier
i^Rpw dc-6d°MdN<

arrgg—I

Also, cf.
RRISI
shttl IfR aT ^TWIoMaMHl CRT
Also, cf.

I wRlK5lH-^Rh=MMH
I 1 -■
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(inquiry into Brahman), that is the vedantavakya-mlmarhsa (inquiry into
the Upanisadic enunciations) is a 'tarka' (reasoning), that is a refined form
of inferential reasoning (Nyaya) and textual exegesis7 (mlmamsa), both of
which are held in high esteem.
It is an undeniable fact that the exegetical methodology for the
Uttaramlmamsa-darsana (Vedanta) is to a considerable extent aided
and strengthened by the technique of textual exegesis (tarka), singularly
developed by the Purvamimamsa-darsana for interpreting and analysing
the various subtle points in the Vedic texts.
It is also equally true that the inferential and deductive logic adopted in
the course of inquiries in the Brahma-sutra is the same as the remarkably
refined logic (tarka) that one finds in abundance in the Nyaya-darsana. This
explains why a vast number of the aphorisms in the Brahma-sutra are in the
form of 'hetu',8 that is 'reason', in the five-limbed syllogism (pancavayavanyaya-prayoga) that has been perfected in the Nyaya-darsana. Perhaps, with
the exception of the Brahma-sutra of the Vedanta-darsana, in no other Indian
system - not even in the Nyaya-darsana - do we find its Sutra literature
with such a high proportion of aphorisms in the form of a 'hetu'. Hence, it is
certain that the Sutrakara himself is fully aware of the aid that he has received
from the Nyaya-darsana. At the same time, he is also not oblivious to the
limitations and the inconclusiveness of its tarka.9 Also, we notice that the
Bhasyakara very often declares that the Vedanta-darsana is not dependent
on logic alone, for its mainstay is the Sruti.
Yet, he does not fail to recognise in the Brahmasutra-bhasya the aid that
brahma-mimarhsa receives from the tarka (logic) - the exegetical reasoning of
the Purvamimamsa-darsana and the inferential reasoning of the Nyaya-darsana.
The adjectival compound component 'tad-avirodhi' means 'not hostile to
it'. Here, 'tad' could denote either the 'mlmamsa', that is 'textual exegesis',
7 Vide “mlmamsasamjnakastarkah" cited by Vacaspati-miSra irthis Tatparya-tika on Udyotakara's
NyayavSrtika (1.1.1).
8 The word 'hetu' denotes 'reason' and it refers to the second member of the 'five-limbs'
(paricavayava) of the syllogistic proposition (anumana-vakya) of the Nyaya-darsana.
s Vide "tarkapratisthanSt - Owing to the inconclusiveness of reasoning." (Brahma-sutra, 2.1.11)
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the later part of the preceding compound, "vedantavakyamimathsa," or
the 'vedantavakya', that is the Vedantic sentences, the first part of the
compound. But 'avirodhi' ('not hostile to it') as an adjective of the exegetical
reasoning (mlmamsa) is not tenable since the exegetical methodology of the
Advaitin, which is taken from the Purva-mimamsa, is not viewed as hostile
to any of the approaches and conclusions of the Vedanta-darsana.10 Qn the
other hand, the adjective 'avirodhi' would be abundantly meaningful if it is
applied to the inferential logic of the Nyaya-darsana for very often it is prone
to go astray and to assume an authority that counters the final conclusions
of the Sruti (Vedanta-vakya). This dangerous tendency of the inferential
logic is condemned even by the celebrated Nyaya-bhasyakara when he
declares (Nyaya-bhasya, 1.1.1), “yat punah anumanam pratyaksagamaviruddham
nyayabhasah sah - Inference is merely a pseudo-logic if it counters the facts
arrived at by perception and Scripture."
By describing logic in this manner, "tadavirodhitarkopakarana - which
inquiry is accompanied by logical argumentation not hostile to the Vedanta¬
vakya," the Acarya has not only accepted the role of reasoning in the Vedantic
inquiry but also has clearly defined and limited its role in the Vedantamlmamsa. It is important to note that unlike the karma-mimamsa (inquiry
into Vedic rituals), the brahma-mimamsa (inquiry into Brahman) does need
the assistance of logic, but only as an aid or rather like a loyal assistant in
the Upanisadic teaching and inquiry, and is therefore not allowed to assume
the status of an independent authority to decide on any matter pertaining to
the Upanisads. Of this limited, yet a very important, role of reasoning, the
Acarya reminds us, whenever necessary, in the course of Brahmasutra-bhasya.
3. and which has Liberation as its aim: This all important inquiry into the
Upanisadic enunciations, that is being commenced, is definitely of immense
help to the aspirant in his deliberation on Brahman for it fully enables him
to unambiguously and correctly ascertain the purport of the Upanisadic
sentences (vakyartha-nirnaya) which alone will help him gain the Realisation
10 But the Acarya does not hesitate to point out its wrong application in certain instances, in
the Vedantic section by his opponents, the Mimamsakas. (Vide Section 7 D, n.5.)
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of the identity between the self and Brahman (brahmatmaikya-saksatkara).
When this is gained, that very moment, the seeker becomes one with the
eternally pure, conscious, ever free Brahman (nitya-suddha-buddha-muktasvabhavam brahma) and becomes liberated from all the miseries once and
for all. Therefore, the ultimate purpose of this Vedantavakya-mimarhsa is
Liberation alone.
<§>

In the light of the detailed study of various aspects of the present aphorism,
we may summarise the meaning of the first Sutra, "athato brahmajijnasa," in
accordance with the two schools of Advaita-vedanta, the Bhamati and the
Vivarana,11 as follows:
(1) Bhamati school: After acquiring the fourfold means (atha) — because
it is possible to acquire them as the Veda itself indicates so, therefore
(atah) — there arises [bhavati or asti] in the aspirant the desire to attain the
highest purusartha (human goal) consisting in the Realisation of Brahman
(brahma-jijnasa).
The Bhamati school opines that the above is the elucidation that one gets
from the very words (srutartha) of the Sutra and that this meaning of the
Sutra suggests by implication (arthikartha) that for ascertaining the nature
of Brahman without ambiguity12 an inquiry into the Vedantic enunciations
must be undertaken (brahmanirnayaya brahmavicarah kartavyah).
(2) Vivarana school: After acquiring the fourfold means (atha) — because it
is possible to acquire them as the Veda itself indicates so, therefore (atah)
— for attaining the highest purusartha (human goal) consisting in the
Realisation of Brahman an inquiry into Brahman13 (brahma-jijnasa) is to be
undertaken [kartavya].

_

&

11 For details refer to Section 18 D, n.6.
12 According to the Bhamati school, it is this ascertainment that leads to nididhyasana
(meditation) which alone is the direct means for Realisation.
13 According to the Vivarana school, the ascertainment of the purport of the Vedantic sentences
by sravana constitutes the direct means to Realisation.

Jijnasadhikaranaracana

-

Structure of Jijnasadhikarana

An adhikarana or topical section is constituted of five aspects.1 We shall
presently see all these five aspects pertaining to Jijnasadhikarana:
(1) Visaya or Subject: The Upanisadic declarations that enjoin upon the
seeker to investigate into Brahman such as (Br.U.2A.5, Cha.U.8.7.1, Tai.U.3.1
respectively in order)/'atmavaaredrstavyah,'"'so'nvestavyah,savijijnasitavy ah,"
"tad vijijnasasva " form the subject matter of the Jijnasadhikarana.
(2) Samsaya or Doubt: Indeed, everybody is definite about his self. He
recognises himself as a limited being, such as 'I am a man/ 'I am tali' and so
on. But, when he learns from the Scripture that he is the self identical with
Brahman, he becomes doubtful about his real nature since the experience of
himself being the limited self contradicts the fact of the self being identical
with the infinite Brahman that is taught by the Scripture.
(3) Purvapaksa or Prima Facie View: The Purvapaksin holds the view that
there is no need to investigate into the Upanisadic enunciations urging
one to study the Vedantas for the following reasons: (1) There cannot be
any superimposition (adhyasa) between the self and not-self since they
are opposed to each other like light and darkness.2 (2) Because of the
impossibility of adhyasa, there cannot be any doubt about the nature of
the self as everybody knows his self. (3) Without a doubt being there, the
Vedantic inquiry pertaining to the nature of self as Brahman is rendered
infructuous. Consequently it is not at all necessary to undertake deliberation
on the nature of self.
(4) Siddhanta or the Established View: The absence of superimposition as
advocated by the Purvapaksin does not stand to reason for the T-cognition
being universally experienced, the instance of superimposition cannot
be denied. Also, the psycho-physical organism (karyakarana-sanghata)
cannot be the self for the Upanisads have described the self to be eternal
pure Consciousness devoid of any association (sahga) with the upadhis
1 For a discussion on the term 'adhikarana', refer to Jijnasadhikarana, Section 1 D.
2 Vide Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 1 D, n.l.
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(conditionings). This way, when one is confronted with the Upanisadic
statements describing the nature of self, one becomes bewildered and doubtful
about the nature of his self. Thus, it becomes categorically imperative for
one to terminate this annoying doubt for which it is essential to take upon
oneself the onerous task of deliberating upon the Upanisadic statements that
describe the nature of the self.
(5) Sangati or Connectedness: Being the very first adhikarana, sangati, that
is connectedness, with an earlier adhikarana does not arise.

Jijnasadhikaranasara

-

Essence of Jijnasadhikarana

Vaiyasika-nyayamala, a composition of Svaml Vidyaranya, consists of verses
that lucidly explain the essential constituents of each of the adhikaranas
of the Brahma-sutra. The following two verses of Vaiyasika-nyayamala
(11 & 12) present in a nutshell the philosophical issues discussed in the
Jijnasadhikarana:

avicaryam vicaryam va brahmadhyasanirupanat,
asandehaphalatvabhyam na vicaram tadarhati.
adhyaso’hambuddhisiddho'sahgam brahma srutiritam,
sandehanmuktibhavacca vicaryam brahma vedatah.
A brief exposition of these two verses would be of great help in
comprehending the topics discussed in the Bhasya of the Acarya.
Is it necessary or not to deliberate upon Brahman, the self? The
Purvapaksin emphatically denies the need of conducting any deliberation
on the self, the Brahman, since there is no possibility of superimposition of
the not-self (body, senses, etc.) upon the self as both the self and not-self are
diametrically opposed like light and darkness.1 Moreover, no one doubts
the presence of his self. Since the self is thus known, it is not at all obligatory
upon one to undertake an inquiry into the Atman-Brahman. Also, because
the self is known, the deliberation upon Atman-Brahman will not lead to
any significant consequence. This concludes the prima facie view.
The Siddhantin replies that it is evident in the T-cognition that the body,
senses and so on are superimposed on the self. Nobody would have used
the term T for body, senses and so on if there had not been any mutual
superimposition of the self and the not-self. This fact of the existence of
superimposition is further corroborated by the Upanisadic statements which
1 Vide Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 1 D, n.l.
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describe the self as being identical with Brahman, the pure Consciousness,
that is devoid of any association with the conditionings (upadhi). The Tcognition vis-a-vis the Upanisadic declaration about the purity of AtmanBrahman engenders doubt about the true nature of self. Consequently, for
the removal of this doubt, the aspirant has to embark upon deliberation on
the nature of Atman-Brahman that is presented by the Upanisads. It is this
deliberation (vicara) alone that will bestow upon one the Realisation of the
Self and the consequent Liberation. This can be illustrated with the popular
rope-snake example. The knowledge of rope, the substrate, terminates the
illusion of snake and its accompanying effects like fear, trembling and so on.
In the same way. Knowledge (direct Realisation) of self's true nature as being
identical with Brahman, puts an end to the superimposition and the miseries
that are consequent upon it. It is, therefore, incumbent upon the seeker to
conduct an investigation into the nature of the Atman-Brahman. And, it is
for this purpose that the Brahma-sutras have been composed by Badarayana.
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Topical Section:
Conglomerate Beginning with Birth

Section 1

WR^PR:Section 1 A
[avataranikabhasyam]

brahma jijhasitavyam ityuktam. kimlaksanam punah tad brahma ityata aha
bhagavan sutrakarah—

Section 1 B
3«P brahma - Brahman;

\*M#AH^jijnasitavyam - is to be desired to be known;

ffct iti - thus; drbH. uktam - it has been stated;
definition; ip: punah - then; ctcf tat - that;
to this;

atah - therefore;

aha - says;

kimlaksanam - of what
brahma - Brahman; ?Tcf iti bhagavan - the venerable;

tp'hK: sutrakarah - aphorist

Section 1C
[PREFATORIAL COMMENTARY]

Brahman, it has thus been stated, is to be desired to be known.1 What is
the definition, then, of that Brahman?2 Therefore, to this question, the
venerable aphorist says3 —
Section 1 D
1. Brahman, it has thus been stated, is to be desired to be known: Fora detailed
discussion on the significance of the expression 'brahma jijnasitavyam' of
this Bhasya sentence, see the Jijnasadhikarana.1 In this context, it will also be
advantageous to see the brief summary of the views held by the exponents of
the Bhamatl and the Vivarana schools on the meaning of the first aphorism
“athato brahmajijhasa."2
! Tel, ASS, AA (fn.) few
1 Vide Jijnasadhikarana, Section 18 D, n.6.
2 Vide Jijnasadhikarana, Section 23 D, n.3.
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2. What is the definition, then, of that Brahman? When it has been
stated that Brahman is to be inquired into, it goes without saying that
the subsidiary inquiries such as the pramana (means of knowledge) for
knowing Brahman, sadhana (practices) for realising Brahman, phala (result)
of the Realisation and so on that go along with the primary inquiry of the
nature of Brahman are also inquired into.3 Yet, because of the primacy of
the inquiry of the nature of Brahman, without which the above-mentioned
subsidiary inquiry cannot proceed, the Brahma-sutra first takes upon itself
the onus of defining Brahman.4
We have seen5 that every standard philosophical or scientific treatise in the
classical Indian tradition is expected to consist of three parts: (1) 'uddesa', that
is the enunciation of the principal subject matter of the treatise, (2) 'laksana',
that is the right definition of the subject thus enunciated through a means
of knowledge (pramana) and (3) 'pariksa', that is a thorough investigation
of the accuracy and soundness of the definition as well as the authenticity
(pramanya) and the consistency or harmony of the proofs that have been
cited (laksana-samanvaya).6
As far as the treatise Brahma-sutra is concerned, the first aphorism, "athato
brahmajijnasdoffers the uddesa by providing the enunciation of Brahman
3 Vide “pradhanaparigrahe tadapek$itanam api arthaksiptatvat. brahma hi jhanenaptumistatamatvat
pradhanam. tasmin pradhane jijmsakarmani parigrhite yaih jijnSsitaih vina brahma jijhasitaih
na bhavati tani arthaksiptani eva iti na prthak sutrayitavyani. yatha raja asau gacchati ityukte
saparivarasya rajhogamanam uktam bhavati, tadvat." (Bhasya, Jijnasadhikarana, Section 16)
4Cf.
hhurpt
sismr f^irqki^n aisira. MH(«i,(^RwKi«ri

Mvnysii*! f«MI
Also, cf. ara
Also, cf.

<3^1

SVTRW strati
WTd
ciThar^—fe^ui

TO

MlrTSIMJRJ cPT

wfa, sja

Also, cf. wt wsmi
Also, cf.

I -rfWBT
tWlft WAMHI

apwrn,
yRisi^i

MHIuii<$Rl nld^iaiPt cl*nsft WVfW

Also, cf. apnt

suanwi

5 Vide Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 3 D, n.l.
6Cf. d«Tl^3^51:
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as the very subject matter of the treatise. The second aphorism, "janmadyasya
yatah," offers the laksana or definition of Brahman, the uddesa. The third
aphorism, "sastrayonitvat,” declares that the Upanisads (sarve vedantah)
constitute the pramana or the means of knowledge for determining Brahman
(uddesa) as being an existent reality. The fourth aphorism, "tattu samanvayat,"
affirms that even while becoming the means for establishing Brahman, all
the Upanisadic enunciations harmoniously point to Brahman being their
very subject matter (uddesa). Commencing with the fifth aphorism and till
the end of the first chapter, the treatise reiterates and confirms by a series of
arguments this harmony and unanimity among the Upanisadic enunciations.
In the course of these arguments, the first chapter cogently answers
and firmly refutes the objections of all the rival philosophers who question
and endeavour to disprove this harmony within the Upanisadic corpus in
indicating the nature of Brahman as explicated by the Advaitin. Since the
first chapter is thus wholly devoted to establish the harmony within the
Upanisadic teachings, this chapter is titled the 'Samanvayadhyaya' or the
'Chapter on Harmony'.
Having thus observed the context of the second aphorism, "janmadyasya
yatah/' as being the laksana-vakya (statement of definition) of Brahman,
let us investigate the significance of the interrogative sentence used by the
Bhasyakara - "kimlaksanam punah tad brahma - What is the definition, then, of
that Brahman?" - while he introduces this second Sutra. This sentence of the
Bhasya makes it amply clear that the Acarya wants us to assess the aphorism
as a suitable answer to the question that he has raised.7
The sentence of the Bhasyakara, in fact, voices the question of the aspirant
who desires to know Brahman. We had seen8 that the aspirant through his
personal deliberations and his prior Scriptural study (svadhyaya) knows
in a general way the nature of Self, which is the denotation of 'thou' (tvampadartha), the nature of Brahman, which is the denotation of 'That' (tatpadartha), as well as the nature of the identity between these two, which is the
denotation (vakyartha) of the Mahavakya "tat tvam asi - That thou art" as a
7 Cf. *i*va: fhujfcr cbuuiidj

S5$mr«Tf

8 See the Bhasya on the Jijnasadhikarana, Sections 20 to 22.
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whole. Even after this sort of general understanding, the aspirant's brahmajijnasa (desire to know Brahman) still persists because it remains yet to be
decided as to whether the above-mentioned nature of the Self, Brahman
and their mutual identity are tenable or not, for he observes that all other
schools of philosophy other than Advaita maintain divergent views on their
nature and vehemently oppose the identity of the denotations of 'That' and
'thou' as being utterly untenable, while it is the Upanisadic thought alone
that views such an identity as perfectly tenable. Further, even within the
Upanisadic corpus, he comes across statements that seem to occasionally
support the views of other schools of philosophy. The aspirant, therefore,
seeks to determine the real nature of the self and Brahman for it is only then
that he can see the tenability of their identity. All these he endeavours to
achieve by a thorough deliberation on the Upanisads, which is what the
Brahma-sutra purports to do.
Thus, the expression 'brahmajijnasa', in the first aphorism is denotative
of the seeker's desire to know the nature of Brahman, which nature is
non-different from self (pratyagabhinnam jlvabhinnam brahma). That the
brahma-jijnasa of the seeker motivates him to take recourse to the Upanisads
is only natural, for his brahma-jijnasa had been kindled by the Upanisadic
utterances, which alone extol the Knowledge of Brahman by enunciations
such as (Tai.U.2.1, Mu.U.3.2.9, Br.U.2.4.5 & Cha.U.8.7.1 respectively in order)
"brahmavidapnoti param - The knower of Brahman attains the Supreme,"
"brahma veda brahmaiva bhavati - The knower of Brahman becomes Brahman,"
"alma va are drastavyah, srotavyah, mantavyah, nididhyasitavyah - O dear one!
The Self is to be seen, is to be heard, is to be inquired into and is to be intensely
contemplated upon" and "so'nvestavyah sa vijijnasitavyah - This Self is to be
sought, it is to be desired to be known."
The Bhasyakara could have as well introduced the second aphorism
"janmadyasya yatah" simply as,"uddistasya brahmano laksanam aha sutrakarah The Sutrakara declares the definition of Brahman that has been enunciated."
But he has preferred to introduce the aphorism by means of an interrogative
sentence, “kimlaksanam punah tad brahma - What is the definition, then, of
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that Brahman?" Obviously he wants us to pay attention to the fact that the
aphorism states the exact answer to the question raised by the aspirant arising out of his brahma-jijnasa - seeking the nature of that Brahman which
is identical with the self and the nature of which is opposed to any sort of
dichotomy between the Brahman and self.
The Bhasyakara could have also preferred this interrogative form of
introduction to the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah" as it could demonstrate the
objection which the opponent raises against the feasibility of defining
Brahman,9 the nature of which is to be known as being identical with the self
(pratyagabhinnam brahma).
<§>

In the Indian philosophical systems, definition (laksana)10 is recognised to be
of basically two types:11
9

I - WRl

10 'Laksana' or a 'definition' consists in an attribute which distinguishes the definiendum
(laksya) from the entities not intended to be defined (alaksya). This defining attribute is also
described as the 'uncommon property (asadharana-dharma) of the laksya (definiendum).
Uncommonness (asadharanata) is the fact of being co-extensive (samaniyata) with the
'distinguishing attribute of the things to be defined' (laksyatavacchedaka). If the distinguishing
entity (vyavartaka) alone were to constitute the defining attribute (laksana), then this attribute
has got to be given the qualification (viSesana) of 'being other than those which are different
from the thing intended to be defined' (tadbhinna-bhinnatva).
As such, this defining attribute should be free from the defects (dosa) of under-pervasion
(avyapti), over-pervasion (ativyapti) and absurdity (asambhava). Now, let us understand the
concept of definition by describing the above-mentioned three defects (dosa) from which a
correct logical definition must be free: (1) Under-pervasion (avyapti) is found in a definition
which consists in an attribute which is found in only some instances of the laksya (definiendum)
and not in all. To explain: The tawny colour (kapilatva) as a suggested 'defining attribute' of
'cow' suffers from the defect of under-pervasion as it is present only in some of them. Thus, it
covers only a section of the definiendum (laksya). Therefore, this definition suffers from the
defect of under-pervasion. (2) The 'state of having horns' (snigitva), as a defining attribute
of a cow, suffers from the defect of over-pervasion (ativyapti) as it is found in buffaloes, deer
and so on, which are not intended to be defined. (3) The third defect of absurdity (asambhava)
is found where the definitional statement expresses an attribute which is not found in any
instance of what is to be defined. The state of having one hoof (ekasaphatva) as a defining
attribute of a cow suffers from the defect of absurdity. Consequently, the defining attribute
should be free from all these blemishes so that it may correctly determine and demarcate the
entity intended to be defined,
11 Cf.
fefovhi-

ft
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(1) Tatastha-laksana or Upa-laksana: This is translated as 'definition per
accidens', or as 'definition by the incidental'. This is the definition of an entity
through an attribute that is incidental to it, that is by an attribute which has
arisen due to the entity's incidental association with something extraneous to it.12
An example will illustrate the concept of tatastha-laksana. When a stranger
is unable to identify the house of a particular person, say Devadatta, in a street
where all the houses look alike, a resident bystander helps him by offering
a description to identify Devadatta's house: "kakavad devadattagrham The house on which the crow is perched is the house of Devadatta." Using
this defining characteristic, the newcomer distinguishes Devadatta's house
from the rest. Here, based on its association with the crow, the laksana
(defining mark), the house (laksya) has been defined. This laksana is purely
momentary, or even accidental, since the crow might not have been there a
few moments ago and it will definitely fly away a few moments later. Yet,
the crow does serve as an 'incidental definition' of the house. This is what is
meant by 'tatastha-laksana' or 'definition per accidens'.
Another example of tatastha-laksana is "sakhagre candrah - The moon
is that which is at the tip of the tree branch." The moon of the second or the
third night is a thin semicircle and is rather difficult to spot in the western
sky. When a distant tree is pointed out, and then its branch, and thereafter
the branch's tip, and then when the slender moon is indicated, it is spotted
easily as it is positioned in the sky, so to say, just above the tip of the tree
branch. Here, we observe that the moon has been indicated through its
seeming positional and incidental relation with the tree's branch.
It is to be carefully noted that the definition of an entity by dint of its
attributes (dharma-laksana), that is advocated by the Naiyayikas, is also to
be categorised as tatastha-laksana. The definition (laksana) of earth (laksya)
by the property (dharma) of smell (gandha) suffers from the defect of
underpervasion (avyapti) in such cases as that of the effects (karya) of the
wVWyui'l HIchKM—rfSJT 'iilHfllit ^5:',

ffeI 33 t

-3^
12 "kadacitkam sad vyUvartakam tatasthalaksanam - Being transient, an attribute that differentiates
is termed 'tatastha-laksana'."
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earth such as the earthen pots at the first moment of their production. This
is so because the Naiyayikas define the cause as that which invariably exists
prior to its effect - "karyaniyatapurvavrtti karanam" (Tarka-sangraha). The clay
is the samavayi-karana (inherent cause) of a pot, which in turn is postulated
to be the samavayi-karana (inherent cause) of the property of smell (gandha).
Thus, being the samavayi-karana of this property of smell, the pot does not
have property of smell at the first moment when it is brought into existence
by dint of the very definition of the cause that is explicated by the Nyaya
philosophy. Consequently the property of smell, by which we have defined
earth, does not exist in the pot at the moment of its production.13 Hence,
this definition of earth as that which has smell (gandha) as its property is
regarded as the 'definition per accidens'.
(2) Svarupa-laksana: This is the definition of an entity through its own
essential nature and may be termed as 'intrinsic-nature definition'.14
Here is an example to illustrate svarupa-laksana: On a night of the full
moon accompanied by the twinkling stars, the moon is often defined as
"prakrstaprakasah candrah - Superior effulgence is the moon." This is a
definition of the full moon based on its essential nature. Here, the moon
(candra) and the superior effulgence (prakrsta-prakasa) are not different
from each other but rather they are both one and the same. Yet, for the
purpose of offering a definition, the superior effulgence (prakrsta-prakasa)
is imagined to be distinct from the moon (candra) and the moon is defined
as that which is of the nature of superior effulgence.

In the present context, the Purvapaksin argues, that it may be pointed out
13 According to the Nyaya philosophy cause and effect are mutually different. If the pot was
also to have always the property of smell, then the very causality fails as there would be no
difference between the earth and its effect, the pot. Hence, the Naiyayikas are forced to posit,
due to their philosophical position of cause and effect being different, that the pot does not
have the property of the smell at the first moment of its birth. Thereby, they assert that the
cause earth is different from the effect pot. The Advaitins do not agree to the philosophical
position of the Naiyayikas of the cause and effect being absolutely different from each other.
14 "svarupameva laksanam vyavartakam svarupalaksanam - When an entity's own nature, by
differentiating the entity, serves as the entity's definition, then it is termed 'svarupa-laksana'."
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that Brahman, which is desired to be known by the Advaitin as identical
with the self (pratyagabhinnam brahma) cannot be deemed to have any of
these definitions - neither svarupa-laksana nor tatastha-laksana - for the
reasons that are going to be delineated below.
All that is experienced by us in this world is invariably impure (asuddha),
limited (parimita), destructible (vidhvamsi) and lacking in consciousness
(acetana). How can these properties, which alone are comprehended,
constitute the svarupa-laksana of Brahman which is of a diametrically
opposite nature - ever pure (sada-visuddha), unlimited (aparimita), eternal
(nitya), and of the nature of consciousness (cetana)?15 Can darkness ever
become the svarupa-laksana of light?
It is futile to argue that the Upanisads themselves offer the svarupa-laksana
of the supreme Brahman in such statements as (Tai.U.2.1 & 3.6 respectively)
“sett-yam jhanam anantam brahma - Brahman is reality, knowledge, infinite,"
"anando brahma - Brahman is bliss" and so on because we have never known
or experienced in the world such entities like reality, infinite and so on. All
that we are aware of, says the Purvapaksin, is only that which is limited and
perishing in nature. Therefore, as far as we are concerned, these words of
the Upanisads are mere words which have no substance. Indeed, how can
such things, absolutely unknown, be mentally grasped as the meanings of the
words, even if they be the words of the Upanisads, and become the svarupalaksana of Brahman.16 Can the barren woman's son (vandhya-putra) ever have
the status of the svarupa-laksana of Brahman?
In view of all these arguments, the Purvapaksin asserts that there cannot
be any svarupa-laksana of Brahman, which Brahman is identical with the
self (pratyagabhinnam brahma), and which alone is spoken of as desired to
be known (jijnasyam brahma) in the first Sutra "athato brahmajijMsa.'’
Elaborating the impossibility of tatastha-laksana also for Brahman, the
Purvapaksin continues his argument. 'SmelT (gandha) is known to be an
15 Cf.

%a

aftassa

-am#
16 Cf.

a## are-MiMfa'd.yi ^ a a

a an

aama, afatanafesaar

t - am#
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attribute (dharma) of the earth17 and hence it can serve as dharma-laksana
(definition by attribute) of the earth. But no attribute could be cited to be
the definition of Brahman, the jijnasya (desired to be known). It is wrong to
argue that the Upanisads themselves cite the birth (srsti), existence (sthiti)
and destruction (laya) of the world as the definition of Brahman for these
are decidedly the attributes of the world alone. How can these properties of
the world, which are totally unconnected with Brahman, be construed as the
definitions of Brahman? In fact, what is desired to be known in the present
context is Brahman that is non-different from the Self (pratyagabhinnam
brahma) and this Brahman is said to be devoid of all attributes (nirguna
or nirdharmaka). Therefore, a definition of this attributeless Brahman by
attributes would be nothing but an oxymoron!
No doubt, the Scriptures describe attributes such as omniscience
(sarvajnatva) and omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva) as invariable attributes of
Brahman. But the omniscient, omnipotent Brahman is Tsvara, the Godhead,
who is to be worshipped (upasya) for attaining the Knowledge of the
identity of the Self with Brahman (brahmatmaikyavagati). The omniscient
Brahman, the Godhead, is different from the individual self (jivatman) that
is endowed with only limited knowledge (kincijjnatva) and limited power
(alpasaktimattva). But, here, in the context of brahma-jijhasa, what is desired
to be known is that supreme Brahman which is identical with the self
(pratyagabhinnam brahma) and which is devoid of all attributes. For this
reason too, there can be no definition of Brahman that is desired to be known
(jneyam brahma) through Its attributes (dharma-laksana).
The branch at the top of the tree helps one to identify the moon, and the
crow does the same in helping one distinguish the house of Devadatta from
other houses. Hence, they could respectively serve as tafastha-laksana or
definitions per accidens of the moon and the house of Devadatta respectivley.
But, we find no such extraneous factor that can serve as the tatastha-laksana
of Brahman that is non-different from the self (pratyagabhinnam brahma)
and which is desired to be known.
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This detailed analysis, declares the Purvapaksin, establishes that there
cannot be any definition - neither tatastha-laksana nor svarupa-laksana - of
Brahman that is identical with the inner self (pratyagabhinnam brahma), which
according to the Advaitin is what is desired to be known (jijnasyam brahma).
It is to be borne in mind that whatever exists and is real is certainly
definable. Only the son of a barren woman (vandhya-putra) is non-existant
and is unreal, and hence indefinable. Thus, being indefinable, it follows
as a logical corollary that the Advaitin’s 'pratyagabhinnam brahma' too
is unreal, like the son of a barren woman, and hence Brahman cannot be
jijnasya (desired to be known) at all. Will there be anybody, in his right
senses, desirous of knowing or conducting an inquiry about the son of a
barren woman?
Because of the reasons adduced above, brahma-jijnasa is completely a
false notion. Hence, the inevitable conclusion is: Vedanta-darsana has no
subject that is desired to be known or to be inquired into by a reasoning
man. Hence, the Brahma-sutra, a treatise of the Vedanta-darsana, need not be
commenced at all and if started its perusal may be dropped for good! This is
the vehement assertion of the Purvapaksin.
It is this serious objection that is evinced by the interrogative sentence of
the Bhasya, "kimlaksanam punah tad brahma - What is the definition, then, of
that Brahman." In this sentence, the word 'kim' (what) of the expression 'kim¬
laksanam/ signifies a strong objection and the phrase 'tad brahma' purports
that Brahman which is identical with the self (pratyagabhinnam brahma),
which, according to the Advaitins, has been enunciated in the first aphorism,
"athato brahmajijhasa," as a subject matter that is desired to be known. Thus,
this simple, yet valid, question of the humble inquiring seeker turns out to
be a formidable objection of a hostile critic whose objections on the validity
of the subject matter (visaya) of the Brahma-sutra were refuted time and time
again in the previous Adhyasa-bhasya and Jijnasadhikarana.18

18 Vide Section 1 -3 and 6 of the Adhy&sa -bhasya and Sec tion 2 and Section 14 of the Jijnasadhikarana.
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By highlighting the above objection, the Bhasya sentence suggests the
'sangati', that is the 'connectedness' of the present topic of definition of
Brahman (Janmadyadhikarana) with the previous topic of the desire to know
Brahman (Jijnasadhikarana). Since the objection (aksepa) is the connecting
link (sangati) here, this 'sangati' is termed 'aksepasahgati'.
We have already discussed in brief the structure of the Brahma-sutra,19
The treatise consists of 191 adhikaranas (topical sections), each of which is
devoted to inquire and bestow clarity on a particular Upanisadic doctrine.
These 191 adhikaranas are arranged into four adhyayas (chapters), and each
of these adhyayas is, in turn, divided into four padas (quarters). In order to
maintain cogency and continuity in the treatise, all these 191 topical sections
are arranged in a sequence following certain principles of rational and
systematic thought flow. These principles of logical thought flow are termed
as 'sangati', which can be translated as 'principles of connectedness' or 'flow'
or 'relation'.20 Thanks to these sahgatis, the whole treatise Brahma-sutra
looks like an edifice of grandeur, designed and built by the great Sutrakara
Badarayana, indeed a remarkable virtuoso.
The Advaita tradition insists that the students of the Brahma-sutra and the
Bhasya thereon, should clearly understand these sahgatis, as this would help
immensely in comprehending and appreciating the purport and conclusion
of the adhikaranas in all their aspects and enable the students to acquire a
holistic understanding of the entire Brahma-sutra.
Traditionally four broad divisions of the sahgatis are recognised in the sastra:
(1) Sastra-sangati: The relevance or connectedness of the adhikarana (topical
section) with the main theme of the treatise.
(2) Adhyaya-sahgati: The connectedness of the adhikarana with the theme of
the adhyaya (chapter) in which it occurs.
(3) Pada-sangati: The connectedness of the topic with the purport of the pada
(quarter) in the which the adhikarana is.21
19 Vide Introduction to Brahmasutra-catuhsutri and Jijnasadhikarana, Section 1 D.
20 Cf. ttftfcHw
vt w3+q Wdi
: I - qiid'fc
21 " sdstre' dhyaye tatha pade nyayasangatayastridhd." Here, the term 'nyaya' is used to mean the
logical conclusions of the adhikaranas in the treatise.
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(4) Avantara-sangati: Besides the above three sangatis, each adhikarana in
the treatise must have a good rational link with the adhikarana immediately
preceding it. This connectedness is termed 'avantara-sangati' and is meant
to be the logical link between two consecutive adhikaranas. This avantarasangati is in turn of six types. They are: (1) Upodghata (introductory), (2)
Drstanta (illustrative), (3) Prasanga (contextual), (4) Apavada (providing
exception), (5) Pratyudaharana (illustrative to the contrary) and (6) Aksepa
(objection).22
22 Cf. OTfSHiSSI
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The connectedness between the topic under discussion and that which is going to be
expounded immediately is technically known as 'sangati'. The following is a technical
discussion on 'sangati' (connectedness) based on the verse quoted in Ramarudri, a highly
scholastic commentary on Dinakari, which again is a commentary on Nyayasiddhantamuktavali
of the renowned Naiyayika Visvanatha Pancanana Bhattacarya. This discussion will throw light
on the thoughts of the Naiyayikas on the concept of sangati. The verse quoted by Ramarudri is
as follows; "sc prasanga upodghato hetuta'vasarastatha, nirvahakaikakaryaikye sodha sahgatirisyate."
According to the above-quoted verse sangati is of six types: (1) Prasahga-sangati: Not to
be oblivious to that which is relevantly recalled constitutes 'prasanga-sahgati'. To illustrate:
Annambhatta, the author of Tarkasangraha, categorises the valid cognition (pramiti) into four
types: pratyaksa (perception), anumiti (inferential cognition), upamiti (cognition arising out of
comparison) and sabda (verbal cognition) and immediately touches upon their unique causes,
that is the means for these valid cognitions respectively as: pratyaksa, anumana, upamana
and sabda. In the Tarkasangraha-dipikS, his commentary on the Tarkasangraha, Annambhatta
describes the relevance of the exposition of the four unique causes of the four kinds of valid
cognition, which being a product directs one’s thought to its instrument cause, ("yathd
yatharthanubhava-rupapramavibhajananantaram pramakaranavibhajane prasahgah sahgatih/')
(2) Upodghata-sangati: This consists in showing concern for the justification of what is
being expounded. To illustrate: When pramana (means of valid knowledge) as the unique
cause (asadharana-karana) of a valid cognition (pramiti) is to be discussed, the exposition
of the nature of the unique cause (asadharana-karanata) ensues by upodghata-sangati
("prakrtopapddakatvam upodghatah.") (3) Hetuta-sahgati: When either the cause or the effect is
known, the desire to conversely know the effect or the cause respectively thereof constitutes
this hetuta-sahgati. Both the states of being the cause and the effect are to be understood by
the hetuta-sahgati. It is on this basis, the author of Ramarudri points out, that the exposition
of anumana (the means of inferential cognition) after the treatment of anumiti (inferential
knowledge) in Cintamani, the celebrated work of Navya-nyaya by Gangesa Upadhyaya, is
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Each adhikarana in the Brahma-sutra can have one or more of these sahgatis.
This present Janmadyadhikarana, as we saw, arises as a result of the objection
(aksepa) posed by the Purvapaksin against what has been established in the
course of the preceding Jijnasadhikarana - that Brahman is the desired entity
and the one to be inquired into (jijnasya);23 therefore, it is aksepa-sangati
that forms the connecting link between the Janmadyadhikarana and the
preceding Jijnasadhikarana. Also, since the second aphorism, "janmadyasya
yatah,” defines Brahman, the subject, which has already been enunciated in
considered to be in order. ("evam ca karane kan/e va jMte kimasya karye karanam veti jijhasodayena
upajlvakatvamupajlvyatvam ca dvayamapi sahgatih. ata eva cintamanavanumitinirupananantaram
anumCtnanirupanamapi sahgacchate") (4) Avasara-sangati: This is the connectedness bom out
of a contextual opportunity. To explain: After a subject has been expounded and when there
arises the context for the exposition of two subjects as a consequence of the earlier exposition,
and when one of the ensuing subjects has been withheld because of the student's desire to know
the other widely accepted subject and when this student’s desire (jijiiasa) has been satiated
by its exposition, there immediately arises the contextual opportunity to expound the subject
that was earlier withheld. This contextual opportunity is termed 'avasara-sangati'. RUmarudn
explains it as follows: After perception has been expounded, the exposition of both inference
(anumana) and comparison (upamana) simultaneously becomes due by hetuta-sangati. As
the inferential evidence (anumana) is subscribed to by a greater number of philosophical
systems, the student desires to know it first. For this reason, the treatment of comparison
(upamana) is withheld. Now after inference (anumana) has been treated, the exposition of
comparison (upamana) becomes due by avasara-sangati ("avasarah - anantaravaktavyatvam,
yatha
pratyaksanirupananantaram
tatkaryatvena 'numanopamanayorubhayomirUpanapraptau
bahuvadisammatatvena prathamamanumana eva jijhasodayena anumamnirupanena pratibandhakajijhasanivrttavamsarasahgatya upamananirupanamiti mantavyam."). (5) Nirvahakaikya-sangati:
This refers to the contextual connectedness when more topics than one become due for
exposition as, for example, the elaboration of paramarsa and anumiti (inferential cognition)
after perception (pratyaksa) has been expounded. To explain: The exposition of paramarsa
and anumiti becomes due by nirvahakaikya-sangati since it is only perception which has
occasioned the exposition of more than one topic, ("yatha pratyaksanirupananantaram
paramarsanumityornirupane nirvahakaikyam sahgatih.") (6) K5ryaikya-sangati: This consists in
expounding more concepts than one which are conducive to a single concept, for example,
the exposition of vyapti (concomitance) and the residence of the hetu (probans) in the paksa,
that is 'paksadharmata', becomes due by this connection when inferential cognition is going
to be delineated, ("yatha anumitilaksanaikakdnianukiilatvasahgatyd paksadharmatam nirupayitum
aha ityadau vyaptipaksadharmatayoranumitilaksanakaryaikyam sahgatih") Besides these, there are
other instances of connectedness which become applicable as a consequence of an objection
(aksepa), a counter-example (udaharana) and so on. In other words, many more instances
of connectedness could be possible in a treatise other than the above-explained six sahgatis.
23 Vide “brahma jijhasitavyam ityuktam." (Bhasyam, Janmadyadhikarana, Section 1)
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the previous Jijnasadhikarana,24 the sahgati of the present adhikarana is also
that of the 'prasanga-sarigati'.25
3. Therefore, to this question, the venerable aphorist says: The term
'Bhagavan', which has been rendered as 'venerable' in Bhasya statement,
literally means the 'Lord'. Bhasyakara Acarya Sankara uses this expression
for the Sutrakara, Sri Veda Vyasa, also called Badarayana. From this usage of
the Bhasyakara, we are able to peep into his heart and observe the enormous
reverence and devotion that Acarya Sankara has for the SCitrakara.
The term 'Bhagavan' is also reflective of the capacity of the Sutrakara
Veda Vyasa to comprehend the head and the heart (asaya) of all his disciples
- all of us who are students of the Brahma-sutra - as evidenced by the
definition of the term 'Bhagavan' found in the Smrtis: "utpattim ca vipattinca
bhutanamagatim gatim, vetti vidyamavidyam ca sa vacyo bhagavan iti - The term
'Bhagavan' is denotative of Him who possesses the knowledge of the birth,
sorrows, transmigration, knowledge and ignorance of all beings." This Lordly
nature of the venerable Veda Vyasa is well-known in the Pauranic literature.
On the glory of Veda Vyasa, Sage Parasara declares thus: "krsnadvaipayano
vyasah sdksdt Mrayano hyasau, ko hyanyah pundankaksanmahabharatakrd bhaved
- Indeed Krsna Dvaipayana Vyasa is verily the Lord Narayana for who
else than lotus-eyed Lord can be the author of such a magtium opus as the
Mahabharata?"26
<§>

Before we enter into the analysis of the Sutra as explained by the Bhasyakara
it will be of added advantage if we understand in a little more detail the
nature of svarupa-laksana, how the svarupa-laksana contrasts with tatastha24 Vide "brahma ca vaksyamanalaksanam 'janmadyasya yatah’ iti.” (BhSsyam, Jijnasadhikarana,
Section 11)
Also, vide “kirhlaksanam punah tad brahma ityata aha bhagavSn sutrakdrah” in the present section.
25 Cf. foRTW!
I
I SyujdlfcT^WWi WWfijfosJMi 55$

26 cf. wnftfci
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laksana, and also how this Sutra "janmadyasya yatah" functions directly as
tatastha-laksana and from the context of the Taittinya-upanisad, on which it
is based, also graduates to the svarupa-laksana.
In contrast with the tatastha-laksana (definition per accidens), which is
based on factors extraneous to the laksya (definiendum), the svarupa-laksana
(intrinsic-nature definition) pertains to those aspects which constitute the
very being of the definiendum - "svarupameva laksanam svarupalaksanam."
Whatever is expressed in language can at best be a metaphor of what
is being defined or described, for language cannot even capture the
empirical reality much less Brahman, the transcendental supreme Reality.
Dharmarajadhvarlndra, the author of Vedanta-paribhasa, basing himself on
the Upanisads, defines Brahman in terms of Truth, Knowledge and Infinity.
These constitute the very nature of Brahman and hence Truth, Knowledge
and Infinity form the svarupa-laksana of Brahman. Ananda Jha, the author
of the gloss Bhagavati on Vedanta-paribhasa elucidates this further: Svarupalaksana of Brahman is that which, albeit imagined as a property, does not
essentially differ from Brahman, the laksya (definiendum), but which being
its very identity, constitutes the intrinsic-nature definition of Brahman.
Truth, Knowledge, Infinity, Bliss and so on are the very being of Brahman;
yet, the Upanisads press them into service, as though they are the properties
of Brahman, just in order that it may be possible to identify the supreme
Brahman for it is utterly evident that absolute Bliss, Truth, Consciousness
and Infinity are not to be found in anything empirical (vyavaharika) or
illusory (pratibhasika). So, they being the very nature of Brahman, satyam
(Truth), jnanam (Consciousness), anantam (Infinity) and anandam (Bliss)
define Brahman.27
It will be of added advantage here to comprehend how Appayya-dlksita,

17 Cf. m 55$ot nlftvj twwi
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the author of Kalpataru-parimala28 construes the definition of Brahman given
in the Sutra, "janmadyasya yatah,” as indicating the svarupa-laksana through
the means of tatastha-laksana. He calls our attention to the fact that such a
laksana (definition) has to be established as would differentiate the laksya
(definiendum) from all other entities. He then explains the difference in the
operation between tatastha-laksana and svarupa-laksana. A definition based
on the incidental factors (tatastha-laksana) distinguishes the definiendum
(laksya) from dissimilar entities (vijatlya-vastu) whereas the intrinsic-nature
definition (svarupa-laksana) differentiates the definiendum (laksya) from
similar entities (sajatiya-vastu) also. To explain: Through the tatasthalaksana 'sakhagre candrah - the moon is that which is at the tip of the tree
branch', the moon is differentiated from all the luminaries positioned in a
different quarter, that is from the vijatiya luminaries. But by this tatasthalaksana the moon is not distinguished from the luminaries existing in the
space over the tree branch where the moon has been indicated to exist. But,
after the function of tatastha-laksana in differentiating the moon from all the
luminaries of a different quarter is accomplished and then thereafter when
the svarupa-laksana of the moon 'prakrstaprakasah candrah - superior
effulgence is the moon' is employed, the moon stands differentiated even
from those luminaries that are in the vicinity of the moon, that is from the
sajatiya luminaries.
The definition of Brahman given in the aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah/'
does not exactly define Brahman per se as being the causal factor, for the
birth, the sustenance and the dissolution of the world are not such properties
as would differentiate Brahman from all other entities such as Pradhana
and Purusa as these also could fall under the purview of the defining Sutra
“janmadyasya yatah.” Therefore, Appayya-dlksita compares this definition
of "janmadyasya yatah" with the tatastha-laksana of the moon as provided
by the maxim of the moon over the tree branch (Sakhagre candrah). Thus
the tatastha-laksana of Brahman is purported to differentiate Brahman from
m Cf. The Bhamatl is the commentary on the Brahmasutra-sankarabhasya. On the Bhamati is
the gloss Kalpataru by Amalananda. The Kalpataru parimala is the famous gloss by Appayyadlksita on the Kalpataru of Amalananda.
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those causes which do not at all bear similarity to Brahman and does not
differentiate Brahman from Pradhana, Purusa and so on which are somewhat
similar to Brahman in terms of their causality. Once the tatastha-laksana
has accomplished its function of differentiating Brahman from dissimilar
entities, the svarupa-laksana of Brahman "anandam brahmeti in/ajdndt - He
knew Bliss29 as Brahman" garnered from the Taittirlya-upanisad tract (3.1)
"yato va imani bhutani"30 defines Brahman as the compact mass of Existence,
Knowledge, Infinity and Bliss and thus differentiates Brahman from even
those entities like Pradhana and Purusa that seem similar to Brahman in the
causality of the world. It is in this way that the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah,"
serves as tatastha-laksana per se and with reference to the context of the
Taittirlya-upanisad, whereupon it is based, also serves as svarupa-laksana.
Appayya-dlksita elucidates this when he remarks that the aphorist
purports to use the tatastha-laksana (definition per accidens) as a means to
determine the svarupa-laksana (intrinsic-nature definition) of Brahman
which alone differentiates Brahman from all entities as the superior
effulgence (prakrstaprakasah) is meant to distinguish the moon from all
other luminaries of the night sky.31

29 From the context of the Taittirlya-upanisad the term 'ananda' (Bliss) also implies 'satyam'
(Reality), 'jnanam' (Consciousness) and 'anantam' (Infinity).
30 For the whole Taittirlya-upanisad tract refer to Janmadyadhikarana, Section 3, n.2. fn.16.
31 Cf.
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2A
[brahmalaksanasutkam]

janmadyasya yatah. (1.1.2)
2B
janmadi - that which begins with the birth; 31FT asya - of this; *Jcb
yatah - whence
2C
[SUTRA DEFINING BRAHMAN1]

(Brahman is that) whence that which begins with the birth of this
(world) ensues.
2D
1. Sutra defining Brahman: In the earlier section, it was discussed that the
first aphorism, "athato brahmajijhasa," enunciates the subject matter (visaya)
of the treatise to be Brahman that is identical with the self (pratyagabhinnam
brahma). Thereupon, the sincere student raises a searching question about
the nature of Brahman, or we may also posit that the hostile critic has raised
a serious objection about the very possibility of Brahman being defined. It is
only natural that the teacher should answer the question of the student, who
is desirous of knowing that nature of Brahman in a direct manner, and also
meet directly the criticism advanced by the Purvapaksin who controverts the
very possibility of defining Brahman. In the present aphorism, "janmadyasya
yatah/’ the Sutrakara executes both these tasks effectively, as though in a
single stroke, by offering a splendid definition of Brahman, the nature of
which is identical with the self.
<§>
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As stated in the earlier section,

the whole of the first chapter

(Samanvayadhyaya), starting from the next, that is the third aphorism
" sastrayonitvat," is devoted to establishing that all the Upanisadic
enunciations are the means, evidence or grounds (pramana) that support
the authenticity of the definition being offered presently in the second
Sutra, "janmadyasya yatah," as all Upanisadic enunciations are only meant
to teach this nature of Brahman in the manner presented by the second
Sutra. Thus, there is a remarkable harmony and complete unanimity among
these Upanisadic enunciations, the very means which reveal the nature
of Brahman. It is because of this reason that the first chapter goes by the
name 'Samanvayadhyaya', that is the 'chapter on harmony or unanimity'
among the Upanisadic enunciations, the means of knowledge (pramana).
The present topical section Janmadyadhikarana is thus a vital part of the
entire Samanvayadhyaya.
The whole of the second chapter has been devoted to proving that
the nature of Brahman as taught in the Janmadyadhikarana is in no way
contradicted by the Smrti (traditional code of law) or by the principles of logic
(tarka) or by any other Scriptural enunciation (Veda-vakya). It is because of
this reason that the second chapter is known by the title 'Avirodhadhyaya',
that is the 'chapter establishing the absence of contradiction'.
The third chapter of the Brahma-sutra concentrates mainly on the sadhana
or the means and methodology as well as certain topics associated with
the sadhana that assist the aspirant in realising and experiencing Brahman
(Brahmavagati or Brahmanubhava) which is non-different from the Self
(pratyagabhinnam brahma) as defined in the Janmadyadhikarana. It is for
this reason that the third chapter is known as 'Sadhanadhyaya', that is the
'chapter on the means'.
The fourth, that is the last chapter of the Brahma-sutra, largely contains
topics that discuss the phala (result) gained from the Realisation of Brahman
as being identical with the Self (pratyagabhinnam brahma), which is the very
subject matter of the present Sutra "janmadyasya yatah." The fourth chapter is
therefore rightly termed 'Phaladhyaya' or the 'chapter on the fruit'.
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From the above discussion, it becomes abundantly clear that the teaching
and conclusion of the Janmadyadhikarana, which is the natural corollary of
the previous Jijnasadhikarana, form an important section of the entire Brahmasutra. Thus, the Jijnasadhikarana and the Janmadyadhikarana jointly play a
pivotal role in guiding and steering the flow and course of the subject matter
of the entire Brahma-sutra. As these two adhikaranas and their conclusions
constitute the crux of the $astra, the conclusions of all the other adhikaranas
are expected to be in conformity with the conclusions arrived at in these
two adhikaranas, so that they may enjoy the required sastra-sangati. In view
of all this, it is imperative for the student of the Brahma-sutra to correctly
understand the contents and the conclusions of these two adhikaranas.
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3A
[laksanasutrapadabhasyam]

janma utpattih adih asya iti tadgunasarhvijhd.no bahuvnhih. janmasthitibhangam
samasarthah.
janmanasca

aditvam

srutinirdesapeksam,

vastuvrttapeksam

ca.

sruti-

nirdesastavad “yato va imani bhutani jayante" (Tai.U.3.1) iti. asmin vakye janmasthitibhahganam

kramadarsanat.

vastuvrttamapi

janmand

labdhasattakasya

dharminah sthitipralayasambhavat.
asya

iti pratyaksadisannidhapitasya

dharminah

idama

nirdesah.

sasthl

janmadidharmasambandhartha. yatah iti karananirdesah.
3B
janma - birth; ^cMIri: utpattih - origination; 3flT?: adih - is the first; 3TF7
asya - of this; ?fcl iti - in this way; c^FpffTR:

tadgunasamvijnanah

bahuvnhih - the bahuvrihi compound in which the sense of the qualifying
member figures;

janmasthitibhangam - the conglomerate of

the birth, the sustenance and the destruction; ?WT^Pt: samasarthah - is the
meaning of the compound
' ASS (fn.)
1 WBrN
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janmanah - of the birth; ^ ca- indeed; zulfan^aditvam - the state of
being the first;
statement;
ca - as well as;

srutinirdesapeksam - is based on the Scriptural
vastuvrttapeksam - based on the nature of things; ^
srutinirdesah - the statement of the Scripture; cU^dl

tavat - is thus; ^cf: yatah - whence; t vai - indeed; sRTH imam - these; hdift
bhutani - beings;
this;

jayante - are born; ^TcT iff - thus;

asmin - in

vakye - passage; W^M^^^janmasthitibhanganam - among the

birth, the sustenance and the destruction;
a sequence is seen;

kramadarsanat - because

vastuvrttam - the nature of things;

janmana - through the birth;

api - also;

labdhasattakasya - that which

has come into existence; Sif^; dharminah - of a substrate;
sthitipralayasambhavdt - because the sustenance and destruction can occur
3TFT ?Tcf asya iti - the word 'asya' ('of this');
pratyaksadisannidhapitasya - of that which is presented by perception etc.;
dharminah - of the substrate;

idama - by the stem 'idam' ('this');

nirdesah - indication; qjf) sasthi - the sixth case-ending; ^i*+f I
janmadidharmasambandhartha - has the sense of relating it to the attributes
such as birth etc.;

?fcf yatah iti - the word 'yatah' ('whence');

karananirdesah - is the indication of the cause
3C
[commentary elucidating the words of the defining sutra]

The compound word 'janmadi', which alternates with the string 'that
which begins with birth', is a bahuvrihi compound in which the sense of
the qualifying member (janma) figures. The meaning of the compound
word 'janmadi' is: 'the conglomerate of the birth, the sustenance and
the destruction'.1
That the birth is mentioned at the beginning in the conglomerate is
based on the Scriptural statement, as well as on the nature of things. The
statement of the Scripture intended here is this (Tai.U.3.1): "Whence,
indeed, these beings are born." In this passage, a sequence is seen among
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the birth, the sustenance and the destruction. Also, the nature of things is
such that the sustenance and the destruction are possible only in respect
of a substrate that has come into existence through the birth.2
The stem 'idam' (This') of the word 'asya' ('of this') is indicative of
the substrate presented to us by perception etc.3 The sixth case-ending in
'asya' ('of this') has the sense of relating the substrate to the attributes such
as birth etc.4 The word 'yatah' ('whence') is the indication of the cause.5
3D
1. The compound word 'janmadi', which alternates with the string 'that
which begins with birth', is a bahuvrihi compound in which the sense of
the qualifying member (janma) figures. The meaning of the compound
word 'janmadi' is: 'the conglomerate of the birth, the sustenance and
the destruction': The present sentence touches upon certain important
grammatical points pertaining to Sanskrit compounds (samasa). Therefore,
it is good to have a preliminary knowledge of some of their salient features.
In Sanskrit, 'samasa'

(compound word) is a 'padavidhi' (rule governing

the word) in which semantically and syntactically connected case-inflected
words undergo a grammatical process to become a single unit to yield a
qualified sense.2 There are mainly four compounds (samasa) in Sanskrit
grammar: (1) Avyayibhava (2) Tatpurusa (3) Bahuvrihi and (4) Dvandva.
The Avyayibhava compound mostly has the first member as the prominent
one and the compound assumes the role of an indeclinable (avyaya) although
the second member is not an indeclinable. In the compound 'yathamati'
(matim anatikramya), meaning 'to the best of one’s intelligence', the first
member 'yatha' is an indeclinable (avyaya) and the second member 'mati' is
not an indeclinable. But after the compounding of both the words has taken
effect, the word 'mati' also behaves like an indeclinable in deference to the
nature of the prominent word 'yatha'. Since the non-indeclinable word 'mati'
has become an indeclinable, the compound is designated as 'Avyayibhava'3
2 Vide "prthagartMndm paddndm ekartktbhavah samasah - an act of integrating separate words
into one."
3
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in accordance with the Pdnini-sutra (5.4.50), "krbhvastiyoge sampadyakartari
cvih,” in association with the Vartika "abhiitatadbhava iti vaktavyam.”
The word 'Tatpurusa', having the string Tasya purusa', is itself a
Tatpurusa compound. In Tatpurusa compounds, the meaning of the final
member is mostly prominent. That is why the verb 'anaya' (bring) in the
sentence 'rajapurusam anaya' has 'purusa' (the king’s servant) as its object,
and not 'rajan', the king. Besides the six types - dvitlya-tatpurusa, trtlyatatpurusa, and so on - the Tatpurusa also has two sub-categories: (a) Dvigu
and (b) Karmadharaya. A Tatpurusa compound whose first member is a
word denoting a number is called 'Dvigu',4 for example, 'pancagavam' ('a
group of five cows'). A Tatpurusa compound which has co-referential words
(samanadhikarana) as its members is termed 'Karmadharaya', for example,
'rulotpalam' (blue lotus).
A compound which conveys the sense of the particle 'ca' (and)5 in which
all the meanings of the constitutent members are mostly prominent is
termed a 'Dvandva' compound. As such, the verb usually agrees with the
constitutent members, for example, 'ramakrsnau agacchatah - Both Rama
and Rrsna come'.
The aphorism of Panini (2.2.24), "anekamanyapadarthe," enjoins and defines
Bahuvrlhi compound. When two or more words, usually in the nominative
case, are optionally compounded to convey the sense of a word other than
the constituents of the compound, the compound thus formed is termed
'Bahuvrlhi'. For example 'pxtambarah - one who wears yellow garments'.
The Bahuvrlhi compounds, apart from their many categories, have
two important sub-categories: (1) Tadguna-samvijnana-bahuvrlhi and (2)
Atadguna-samvijnana-bahuvrlhi. The following illustration will clarify these
terms. The above-mentioned compound word 'pltambarah' is a tadgunasamvijnana-bahuvrlhi, since the person denoted by the compound word
actually wears yellow garments. This means that in a tadguna-samvijnanabahuvrlhi, the meaning of the constituent members figures in the denotation
4 Vide the PSnini-sutra (2.1.52) "sankhyapurvo dviguh."
5 Vide the Panini-sutra (2.2.29) “carthe dvandvah."
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of the compound word. In contrast, when the meaning of the constitutent
member or members of the compound does not figure in the denotation of
the compound, then it is termed 'atadguna-samvijnana-bahuvrihi'.6 In the
sentence 'drstasamudram anaya - Bring the one who has seen the ocean', the
word 'drstasamudram' is an atadguna-samvijnana-bahuvrihi as the meaning
of the constituent member 'samudra' (ocean) does not figure in the denotatum
of the compound 'drstasamudram'. To explain: When a 'drstasamudraperson' is being brought, the ocean is not brought along with him! Hence this
compound is an example of atadguna-samvijnana-bahuvrihi.7
In the context of the second aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah," the word
'janmadi' is a Bahuvrlhi compound which signifies 'a conglomerate' or
'a group' ('samuha' or 'samahara') of 'the birth, the sustenance and the
destruction'. This is conveyed by the Bhasya sentence: "janmasthitibhangam
samasarthah,"8 This compound word 'janmadi' is a 'tadguna-samvijnanabahuvrlhi' for as such the group denoted by the compound 'janmadi' also
includes the sense of the birth (janma) in it.9 If the compound word 'janmadi'
were an 'atadguna-samvijnana-bahuvrihi', the 'conglomerate' or the 'group'
would not include janma (birth) in it. But then all the three - that is the birth,
the sustenance and dissolution - are intended to be included for a logically
6 cf. cR=*t

ipirt

SPTPTI B^IcT,

Bid ft

dftsiH ww: srfcR

I -

w, h

crcjsn—sffti rhRRwrai

dft^iid m, drsa^idftfR:—- ws
8 In the expression "janmasthitibhangam samasarthah,” which is the Bhasya’s explanation for
the word 'janmadi' of the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah," the word 'janmasthitibhangam' is in
singular number and in the neuter gender implying that it is a samahara-dvandva. Being a
samahara-dvandva, this word indicates the conglomeration of more features than one and
as such the causes as described by the birth, the sustenance and the destruction are taken
collectively, and not individually, to define Brahman. This is the reason why the compound
word 'janmadi' in the aphorism "janmadyasya yatah" is purported to imply a conglomerate.
Vide "ato janmasthitibhangairnirupitani trini karanatvani militanyeva laksanamiti matva siitre
samaharo dyotita iti dhyeyam.” (Ratnaprabha)
9 Cf. cWT ^ vri'+ldi ■HdlWiM'h'vtlW jJuMh hl'ISilW
ds^Wld^lH
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tenable definition of Brahman. If the birth (janma) was not to be included
in the conglomerate (samuha) denoted by the compound word 'janmadi',
that is if this compound were to be atadguna-samvijhana-bahuvrlhi, then it
will not be possible to define Brahman as the efficient cause of the world.10
And, if Brahman was to be defined only as the material cause by the Sutra,
"janmadyasya yatah," then there will be over-pervasion (ativyapti) of the
definition of Brahman to the inert Pradhana of the Sankhyas. The Upanisads
endeavour to define Brahman as both the material and the efficient cause of
the world as we shall see in the sequel.11 It is for this reason that the Bhasyakara
states that the compound 'janmadi' is a 'tadguna-samvijnana-bahuvrlhi'.12
2. That the birth is mentioned at the beginning in the conglomerate is
based on the Scriptural statement, as well as on the nature of things. The
statement of the Scripture intended here is this (Tai.U.3.1): "Whence,
indeed, these beings are bom." In this passage, a sequence is seen among
the birth, the sustenance and the destruction. Also, the nature of things
is such that the sustenance and the destruction are possible only in
respect of a substrate that has come into existence through the birth: The
compound word 'janmadi' in the aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah," presents
birth in the first position among the triad of the birth, the sustenance and the
destruction. All Astika schools of Indian philosophy hold that these occur
one after another in a never-ending cycle. This would mean that the birth of
the world must have been preceded by its destruction and that destruction
too preceded by sustenance, which sustenance again preceded by birth.
10 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 5 D, n.4.
11 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 5 D, n.4 and Section 3 D, n.5.
Cf.
W:l -SWftw

Also, cf.

IS, iw

|

dc+^cW-

rRdTd.dgTdT*t CfFRSI^ ifiaaj,
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and the birth preceded again by destruction and thus the unending cycle
of the birth, the sustenance and the destruction. That being the case, the
Purvapaksin argues that to describe birth as the first member of the triad is
arbitary and misleading.
It is by way pf meeting this objection of the Purvapaksin that the Acarya
makes the statement: "janmanasca aditvam srutinirdesapeksam vastuvrttapeksam
ca" The thought conveyed by this Bhasya statement is that the Sutrakara
can mention only one of the members of the triad as the first. Suppose, he
has chosen the sustenance or the destruction as the first member of the
triad, that is 'sthityadi' or 'bhangadi' respectively, the same question as to
why sustenance (sthiti) and destruction (bhanga) have been chosen as the
first member of the triad would certainly arise.13 This being the case, the
Sutrakara has preferred to mention birth as the first member of the triad since
it is in line with the Upanisadic enunciation: "yato va imam bhutani jayante,
yena jatani jivanti yatprayantyabhisamvisanti. tad vijijnasasva. tad brahma - That
whence verily these beings are born; that by which, these that are born, live;
and that to which, when departing, these return; that you should seek to
know - that is Brahman." Indeed, the Upanisadic passage on the basis of
which the Sutrakara is presenting the definition of Brahman describes the
members of the triad in a definite sequence of the birth, the sustenance and
the destruction. Therefore, the Bhasyakara argues that the Sutrakara is welljustified in describing birth to be the first member of the triad.
Even then a question could arise: Is not the sequence delineated by the
Upanisadic passage an arbitrary one? To answer this question, the Acarya
cites the nature of the things (vastuvrtta) as the deciding factor in determining
the order of the members of the triad of the birth, the sustenance and the
dissolution.14 Indeed, both the Upanisads and the Sutrakara have followed
only that sequence which is universally observable in the nature of all things
13 Even if the Sutrakara were to mention all the members of the triad by their individual names,
then too he will have to choose one sequence or the other. Even then questions could arise: Why
'janmasthitibhahgam'? Why not 'sthitibhangajanma'? And, why not 'bhangajanmasthiti'?
14 Cf.
'JCTR:
—h'hhSJTrfl
^Stilled ffRqT
Silf^qThfhrNq: I - VrlMh!
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and beings - being born, they are found to exist and then later perish.ls
Hence, there is no question of any arbitrariness at all on the part of either the
Sruti or the Sutrakara.
The extract of the Taittinya-upanisad, cited in the Bhasya, which refers
to the above-mentioned sequence of the birth, the sustenance and the
destruction, is indicative of the whole of the first six sections of the third
chapter of the Taittirlya-upanisad.,16 This, the Acarya himself makes it clear
in the final section of his commentary of this Sutra by citing the range of
the Upanisadic tract and thereby bringing to our attention the extent of the
Taittinya-upanisad that is to be taken for consideration and deliberation in
this Sutra "janmadyasya yatah”
3. The stem 'idarn' ('this') of the word 'asya' ('of this') is indicative of the
substrate presented to us by perception etc.: Having explained the term
'janmadi' of the aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah,” the Acarya takes up the
next word 'asya' for elucidation. This word consists of two parts: (a) the
undeclined stem 'idam' and (b) the sixth or the possessive case-ending 'sya'.
The Bhasya gives their denotations sequentially.
15 Cf. 'll? HcCla IciyfclI 1^1313T aWdl WIN

MAtWd,

3tai JlMNl Tr&lN! yrtt-MI

rrwmK<Ji im: i - wafcpa
Also, cf. WjjrafilftMi'W
16

I

wn?t, wrra

IMdfWpWdKI

axsfcnat

fa araiarsft stfiferr ftaan srstaa laaafH:,

d&lld I d^rHI 'iaail'MN I 3t?I

aaaiwtw alaPa 1
H aWMI

11

? II

aig: 53Tft W*ll cHNINIcl I

dfei^iawi a^a^rai

5T«WlS^En5f:: 11

s^aiiiiaiaHidj
atwaidiPt'HkPdi ^w^PWfaswlfdi afefra 1
gata aw Nd<ywyi<i arotft wt a^fat ax ftarai aw as ftraiwat aal asicti a aarsawi
aaawani ?ii # fisMsgataj: 11
MWll *t$(id oM'dldlctl

HctiM uiI’MtI I Mwm 'xiiciii«i
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aidin ahim 1 aa: aa^raprofei^aha 1 atsurai
fw w ftaagwTrci
wat a^fai ax ftarai aw a® fafSr$iR*w 1 aat astai a aatsawi

a awfani 111 # agafsgaro 11
fw§iw asra 'Naiwiai latfnatf'saa xtfcNHiM qctiPi aid-rt 1
«nana ariaRa 1 fatna aaaafilaftai'aha 1
dia^twi fata aa°i fadifsemi atutfl aaai asfcti ax sarai a*w as fahiintwi aai astfcii
aavtsawi aawtFjni ? 11 # aswlsfai'b: it
'Wa5^ aiaa sraraia.i
ni<nhih ywiPi Miw*a i atia-fw ataiM Ad Pa 1 3aa*aaaaaiaaiaaTaftiai
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The expression 'idama7 of the Bhasya means 'idam iti prakrtya - by
the stem idam7 and it denotes 'this world7, that is the world which we all
experience as an object of our cognition. It is to be noted that the word
'idam7 (this) is a pronoun and wherever it occurs, its denotation depends
on such external factors (bahirahga-hetu) like the context (prakarana), the
words juxtaposed (samabhivyahara) and so on. It is through these external
factors (bahirahga-hetu) that it connotes a particular entity or a set of limited
entities. But when those external factors (bahirahga-hetu) are absent - as we
observe in the present case - the word, 'idam7 ('this7) by its very nature,
connotes the totality of all that we are experiencing as 'this7. This explains
why the Bhasyakara describes the denotation of 'idam' as indicative of the
substrate (dharmin) that is presented to us by the means of knowledge such
as perception.17 Therefore, the word 'idam7 (this) denotes all that is knowable
(prameya), through all the means of knowledge (pramana) - perception
(pratyaksa), inference (anumana), comparison (upamana), verbal authority
(sabda), presumption (arthapatti) and non-apprehension (anupalabdhi).18
The Acarya prefers to refer to the denotation of 'idam' (this) as the 'substrate'
(dharmin) - and not as 'world7 (jagat) - since the denotation of 'idam7 (this)
is purported to constitute the substratum (dharmin) of all our experiences of
attributes (dharma) of every description in this world,19 including the very
attributes of the birth, the sustenance and the destruction of the whole world
in its entirety as expressed by the compound 'janmadi7.
4. The sixth case-ending in 'asya' ('of this') has the sense of relating the
substrate to the attributes such as birth etc.: The main purpose of the sixth
17 Cf. "3TC=H" flH ’TTWTT
- MsWlfybl

Also, cf.

ft

51%: I

dd!tW'hy4qV«ra,

18 Cf.

m

3S5IT3

—nAidiRii - rswi

Also, cf. 13*?: UfaftcHlfiMId.

Sra)Rwi4 U&faftM

-jqrqftoiq
Also, cf.

’Jpcl

I

!9 Such as 'This is cow'. This is white', 'This runs' and so on
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or the genitive case-ending is to refer to a suitable relation by which the
denotation of its stem may be related to the denotation of the juxtaposed
word.20 In the present context, the sixth case-ending is to be taken only in
the sense of relation in general and not in the sense of any particular relation
because no single relation can connect the complete world of names and
forms, which is the meaning of the stem 'idam', having the denotation
of 'janmadi', which is the conglomerate of the birth, the sustenance and
the destruction.21
From the above discussion an important point on the nature of Brahman
becomes evident as a corollary. By employing the word 'asya', in the
aphorism "janmadyasya yatah," and thereby specifying that the world, that is
the effect (karya-prapanca), is the denotation of the stem 'idam', it becomes
emphasised that this world of names and forms alone is related to the
'janmadi' (birth etc.), and not Brahman, the cause (karana) of this world.
Brahman thus ever remains unconnected with 'janmadi', that is the birth, the
sustenance and the destruction. Based on this observation, we can conclude
that the Sutrakara does not advocate the 'brahmaparinama-vada', that is the
theory that Brahman transforms itself into its effect, the world. For, according
to this theory, the cause also, in the process of transforming itself into the
effect,22 gets related to the 'janmadi' (birth, sustenance and destruction).
5. The word 'yatah' ('whence') is the indication of the cause: The word
'yatah' occurring in the aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah," is virtually the same
as has been used in the Upanisadic passage (Tai.U.3.1), "yato va imani bhutani

21 Birth (janma) signifies the relation of the entity with the first moment of its existence
(adyaksanasambandha); sustenance (sthiti) denotes the entity remaining in existence or its
continuing to be alive (sthayitvam avicchinnajivitvam va); and destruction (bhahga), the
entity's relation with annihilation (nasa) at its last moment of its existence. The world is
thus related with these three features of the birth, the existence and the destruction by three
different relations and not by a single relation.
Cf.
rr^p-h.?
m tp
'rotten -wsqqironrero
22 That is like the milk that transforms itself into curd. This transformation theory (parinamavada) seems to have been advocated by some early pre-Sankara Advaita teachers, obviously
under the influence of the Sahkhya system and is also propounded by the Visistadvaitins of
the post-Sankara era.
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jayante," which has already been cited above.23 The word 'yatah' is derived
by adding the secondary suffix 'tasil' (tas) to the pronominal stem 'yad'. The
suffix 'tasil' carries the sense of the ablative case-ending24 which indicates the
causal source by the Paninian rule (1.4.30) “janikartuh prakrtih.” The causal
source of the agent of the verbal root 'jan' ('to be born') is the 'apadana' or
'the ablative'. To express this, the fifth case-ending is added to the word in
order that the causal source becomes denoted.
The word 'yatah', occurring in the Sutra, "janmMyasya yatah," is also meant
to convey the sense of causality indicated by the instrumental (third) and the
accusative (second) case-endings in 'yena' and 'yat' found in the following
two consecutive Upanisadic passages, "yena jatani jivanti, yat prayanti
abhisamvisanti," of the same Taittinya-upanisad (3.1) passage quoted above.
Here, in the Jarunadi-sutra, the suffix 'tas' in 'yatah' is thus the substitute for
the second case ending, third case ending, fifth case ending and the seventh
case ending (i.e. yat, yena, yasmat and yasmin respectively) as prescribed by
the Paninian rule (5.3.14) "itarabhyo'pi drsyante."
In this manner the word 'yatah' in the aphorism is meant to comprehend
the entire range of causality: yat, yena, yasmat and yasmin. This is the actual
deeper import of the Bhasya sentence: "yatah iti karananirdesah."

The stem of 'yatah', that is 'yad', is a relative pronoun and is a correlate of
'tad', denoting Brahman. Consequently, the pronoun 'tad', conveying the
sense of Brahman, is to be mentioned in the correlative sentence containing
the pronoun 'yad' so that the argument may be concluded. The Bhasya takes
up this task in the very next section25 that sums up the thoughts presented by
the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah."
The Acarya’s statement, "yatah iti karananirdesah - The word 'yatah'
('whence') is the indication of the cause," deserves close examination. The
23 Refer to n.2, fn.16 of the present Section.
24 Vide "pancamyastasil.” (Panini-satra, 5.3.7)
25 "dc[ 317" ifct A'tAiN: I
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Indian philosophical systems, by and large, classify causes (karana) into two
categories: the upadana-karana (the material cause) and the nimitta-karana
(efficient cause). The clay is the material cause of a pot and the potter is its
efficient cause. It is in this context that a valid query about the nature of
Brahman's causality with regard to the world could arise: Does Brahman
constitute the material cause of the world or its efficient cause or both? Later,
when towards the end of the first chapter (samanvayadhyaya), in a set of five
aphorisms (1.4.23-27) beginning with "prakrtisca pratijnadrstantanuparodMt,"
the Sutrakara concludes his discussion on the samanvaya (harmony) of the
Upanisadic enunciations he, so to say, recalls the purport of the present
aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah," and establishes in that section that Brahman
constitutes simultaneously the material as well as the efficient cause of the
world. In other words, the causality is comprised of both the materiality
(upadanatva) and the operativeness (nimittatva), a unique 'two-in-one7.
This, the philosophers have termed as 'abhinna-nimittopadana-karana7 (the
causalities of material and operative blended into one).
Anticipating this important prospective conclusion by the aphorist, now
in the present aphorism itself, the Acarya uses the expression "yatah iti
karananirdesah" and thereby indicates that the word 7yatah7 in the aphorism,
"janmadyasya yatah," is purported to mean both the above-mentioned
causalities - upadana-karana (material cause) and nimitta-karana (efficient
cause) - both blended into one.

4
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4A
[laksanavakyabhAsyam]

flsyfl jagatah namarupabhyam vyakrtasya, anekakartrbhoktrsamyuktasya, pratimyatadesakalanimittakriyaphalasrayasya

manasa

api

acintyaracanarupasya

janmasthitibhangam yatah sarvajnat sarvasakteh kdranad bhavati 'tad brahma’ iti
vakyasesah.
4B
3FlcT: asya jagatah - of this world; dlHVHT-Ml-4, namarupabhyam - by
name and form; ^TTficTPr vyakrtasya - differentiated;
anekakartrbhoktrsamyuktasya - containing many agents and enjoyers; MWM-Mdpratiniyatadesa1<ialanimittakriyB.phalasrayasya - which
is the abode of well-defined places, times, causes, actions and fruits; H«tdl
3#[ manasa api - even by the mind;

acintyaracanarupasya - the

nature of whose design is inconceivable;

janmasthitibhangam -

the conglomerate of the birth, the sustenance and the destruction;
- whence;

sarvajnat - from the omniscient;

yatah

sarvasakteh - from

the omnipotent; 'bii^UKikarandt - from the cause; ddirl bhavati - happens; cRf
tat - that is;

brahma - Brahman; §Jcf iti - this;

vakyasesah - is the

complementary part of the sentence
4C
[the commentary elucidating the statement of definition1]

Of this world - which is differentiated by name and form,2 containing
1 3FR ^ fNcfSI

ifoi

R: I
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many agents and enjoyers,3 the abode of well-defined places, times, causes,
actions and fruits,4 the nature of whose design is inconceivable even by
the mind5 - of this very world whence ensues the conglomerate of the
birth, the sustenance and the destruction, that omniscient and omnipotent
cause - 'That is Brahman'. This is the complementary part of the aphoristic
statement so as to complete its sense.6
4D
1. The commentary elucidating the statement of definition: While writing
the Bhasya for this section, it is evident that the Acarya has kept in mind
the ancient philosophical disputation that is echoed in the Upanisadic
literature (£ve.U.1.1-2): "kirii karanam brahma kutah smajdtdjmama kena kva ca
sampratisthah, adhisthitah kena sukhetaresu vartamahe brahmavido vyavastham.
kalah svabhavo niyatiryadrccha bhutani yonih purusa iti cintya, samyoga esam
na tvatmabhavad atmapyanisah sukhaduhkhahetoh - Students of the Vedas
deliberate among themselves: What is the cause? Is it Brahman? Whence are
we born? By what are we sustained? Where is our final rest? Under whose
dispensation, we, who know the Vedas, are subjected to joy and sorrow?
Time, Nature, Law of Karma, Yadrccha (chance), Elements, the Prakrti
(primary material), Atman (individual) - neither these nor a combination of
all these can be the cause on examination since all these are under the control
of the conscious Self. The individual too cannot be the cause as it is also
under the grip of joy and sorrow which are the results of actions and hence
the individual too is not a master of itself."
It will become evident from the sequel that the four adjectives used by
the Bhasya passage to describe the world, that is the effect, justifies the
causality of Brahman alone and rejects that of others.2

#
The Bhasya text of this Section 4 is closely associated with that of the Section 6
of the Janmadyadhikarana for both are devoted to establish the causality of
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Brahman with reference to the world as delineated in the second aphorism
"janmadyasya yatah." The discussion in the intermediate Section 5 is only to
remove a possible error in understanding the meaning of 'janmadi' that is
elaborated in the present section.
In this Bhasya passage, four detailed and purportful adjectives are used
for describing the world. These adjectives are meant to justify the two
attributes of omniscience (sarvajnatva) and omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva)3
that are shown as belonging to Brahman, the cause of the world, which cause
is denoted by the term 'yatah' ('whence') in the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah,"

The following is the structural analysis of the Bhasya passage of this section.
The compound 'janmasthitibhangam', that is the 'conglomerate of the birth,
the sustenance and the destruction' that the Bhasyakara refers to in this section
constitutes the final sense of the compound 'janmadi' as already explained in
the earlier section. In the complementary part,"tad brahma - That is Brahman"
that has been supplied (adhyahrta) by the Bhasyakara to complete the
sentence-sense (vakyartha), the word 'tad' (that) is to correlate the relative
pronoun 'yatah' ('whence' or 'from which') of the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah."
Likewise, the verb 'bhavati' ('happens' or 'ensues') is also added (adhyahrta)
to complete the sentence-sense (vakyartha). The noun 'Brahman' (brahma)
is drawn (anuvrtta) from the preceding first aphorism on brahma-jijnasa "athato brahmajijhdsd" for it is as a consequence of the brahma-jijnasa (desire
to know Brahman) that there arises the second Sutra in order to answer the
question: "kim tad brahma - What is that Brahman?"
2. Of this world - which is differentiated by name and form: This description
of the universe, the effect, postulates the special causality (asadharanakaranatva) of a sentient entity with regard to the creation of the world as
the efficient cause (nimitta-karana) and thereby rejects the causality of nonsentient beings like the Time, Nature, Pradhana and so on. This is so because
the things that are differentiated by name and form, such as a pot and a
3 Refer to the expression "sarvajnat sarvasakteh karanat" of the Bhasya sentence in this section.
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cloth, are found to be invariably created by sentient (cetana) entities alone
like a potter and a weaver respectively.
It is the sentient being alone that can conceive forms and thereafter create
them as external entities possessing definite forms with specific names, such
as a pot, a cloth and so on. Therefore, the creatorship with regard to a pot let alone the universe - cannot belong to any insentient entity.4
3. containing many agents and enjoyers: This description of the world is
meant to preclude the causality of the world originating from intelligent
deities like Indra, Lokapala (guardian deities), Graha (planetary deities) and
so on for these deities themselves happen to be the agents and enjoyers of their
actions and their respective results. Hence, they also fall under the category
of the world (jagatkoti) with regard to which the causality is presently being
investigated. Therefore, it is certain that these intelligent beings too cannot
be the efficient cause of the universe.5
<§>
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arwa uz sfa arer wi ^

^ uot
^I|-.

a 3^" IRfl as?T -MMddl

^NHlfoRflci 'hTldlld 3
Also, cf. WW

W. I -OTat
OTat
q«TI
SOT
fofifcqd
cRJlcaai f»i =WIM afe M+dafd cf«4T WRvROTR WT%a OTPtlOTT
ajHHlM $c*J.j4dd ITcl q^ISS5 OT^WlPiWI ScOTfia
^mi'4
W-fell'a

Also, cf. afiwOTi«i
Also, cf. uziti
Also, cf.

UZ#

it aaafiOTav waiaaa
anitwa da wad'uaaai -wmtaa
aafean aroasa, awr

a

WHiK^PKitw d&t^d wiaftg +i4imsj
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_fN

C

; I _ ri||C||r(U|t(
5Cf.=

stc! I — ^1^4)
Also, cf.
Also, cf. aft aaaT
aw 3TTI

JTfi

abasia aT #aT
f% sr^wfci
^OThjiOTIH HIHV-HcM+r^ld, *T4aVMRf'4aftfa ^f%OTf4

Also, cf. ait 4aat wara araa^ aiavi ^aiaiw^
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In this expression "anekakartrbhoktrsamyuktasyawe can observe that the
Bhasyakara has made a mention of both the karta (the agent of action) and the
bhokta (the enjoyer of the fruits of the action). Such a mention is meaningful
for we can notice that the karta and the bhokta could be different in certain
actions and their respective results. The cook cooks food for his master who
is its enjoyer. So, too, the priest (rtvik) performs the rituals for the yajamana
(host of the ritual) who alone is the enjoyer of the results of those rites. In the
case of the Sraddha ritual, the son performs the annual ceremonies for the
departed ancestors who become their enjoyers. Here, the son is the karta,
and not the bhokta. So, too, in the Vaisvanara-istl, which is performed by
the father at the birth of the son for his welfare, the father is merely the
karta while the son is the bhokta. Thus, the purpose is well-served when
the Bhasyakara includes both the karta and bhokta in the compound word
'‘anekakartrbhoktrsamyuktasya. "6
4. the abode of well-defined places, times, causes, actions and fruits:
Anandagiri, the author of Nyayanirnaya and Govindananda, the author
of

Ratnaprabha

explain

the

compound

"pratiniyatadesakalanimitta-

kriyaphalasrayasya" of the Bhasya statement as: “pratiniyatani vyavasthitani
desakalanimiltani yesath kriyaphalanam tadasrayasya - which is the abode of
actions whose fruits are well-defined by definite places, occasions and causes."7
Vacaspati-misra, the author of Bhamatl resorts to a different explanation:
"(desah kalah nimittam kriya phalam

ca)

desakdlanimittakriydphalani iti

itaretaradvandvah. desadlni ca tctni pratiniyatani ceti vigrahah. tadZsrayah jagat,
tasya." According to this interpretation the world is the abode of definite
places, definite times, definite causes, definite acts and definite fruits. To
explain: Certain creatures like the black antelope is seen only in the upper
ranges of the Himalayas (pratiniy a ta-desa) and nowhere else; the cuckoo calls

, aa Wm
dirtiK:-1I

6 Cf.

7 Cf. g>T<oR*i

TTOTCv

MfaPwdkn afctfrofft arafkaria

5WI1 a*n a
Also, cf.
Also, cf.

stra

aai
1 1 - wnf^i
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only during the spring time (pratiniyata-kala) of the year; the impregnation
of the storks (balaka) is by definite causes (pratiniyata-nimitta) as that of the
thunder clap of the early clouds of the rainy season; some sacrificial acts are
restricted (pratiniyata-kriya) for the brahmana, some for the ksatriya and so
on; some enjoy definite fruits (pratiniyata-phala) of joy, some sorrow, and
the very persons who were happy become miserable and the miserable turn
happy too.
Indeed this universe is a cosmos - not chaos! Such a universe of such
definite regulated happenings cannot be effected by accident or by an
insentient entity. No entity that is short of omniscience and omnipotence can
be postulated as the Creator of this exceptionally well-regulated and welldesigned cosmos.8
5. the nature of whose design is inconceivable even by the mind: This
description emphasises the above-mentioned point of the Creator being
omniscient (sarvajna) and omnipotent (sarvasakti) more forcefully.9 The
nature of the design and function of even a physical body pertaining to one
single individual is beyond the range of comprehension of our mind. Then,
far more remote, indeed, should be the chance of any person comprehending
the design, nature, function and so on of all the countless and wonderful
varieties of objects and beings that populate this wondrous, magnificent and
variegated universe, let alone the more complicated task of creating them all!10

8 Cf.

^dldtiS,^: I i

MfrlPwd<4ilcMKI:

1

W

I

*WT

«kAI+H1 ^fawfdPwdfetls ^Tdl^TWMMdK^: flEWRJ

Also, cf. Rri!icchl4.,.i^’4'-d ddl Also, cf.

ax a ^Rifd aia: i - ^hw wISw

9 The above interpretation follows the Bhamati. But, according to Ratnaprabha of Govindananda
and Nyayanirnaya of Anandagiri the earlier description of "pratiniyatadesakalanimittakriyaphalasrayasya" indicates the omniscience (sarvajnatva) while the present one indicates
the omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva) of the Creator. Vide Ratnaprabha: "karanasya sarvajhatvarii
sambhavayati - pratiniyateti" and "sarvasaktitvam sambhavayati - manasn'plti."
10 Cf. w sift ft wrawi
tpm a
sipla ^ iswwt:,
i - *twat
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One may observe and enjoy the beauty of the measured presentation of the
points pertaining to the nature of Brahman as presented in the Bhasya: The
first description “namarupabhyam vyakrtasya - differentiated by name and
form" is meant to deny the non-sentient entities being the Creator; the second
description of "anekakartrbhoktrsamynktasya - containing many agents and
enjoyers" denies sentient but finite deities being the Creator; and the third
"pratiniyatadesakalanimittakriyaphalasrayasya - the abode of well-defined
places, times, causes, actions and fruits" is expressive of the omniscience and
omnipotence of the Creator. The fourth one "manasa api acintyaracanarupasya
- the nature of whose design is inconceivable even by the mind" goes on to
confirm unequivocally this omniscience and omnipotence of the Creator.
6. of this very world whence ensues the conglomerate of the birth, the
sustenance and the destruction, that omniscient and omnipotent cause 'That is Brahman'. This is the complementary part of the aphoristic statement
so as to complete its sense: After describing the world by four descriptions
which go to show that the Creator of the world has to be omniscient (sarvajna)
and omnipotent (sarvasakti), the Bhasya says that such a world as this cannot
but have a cause that is omniscient and omnipotentThat omniscient and
omnipotent cause whence ensues the conglomerate of the birth, the sustenance
and destruction of the above-described world is Brahman.
By thus defining Brahman through its imagined incidental causality of
the world, tatastha-laksana establishes the nature of Brahman, the Creator,
to be omniscient (sarvajna) and omnipotent (sarvasakti), which nature in
turn is indicative of the real nature (svarupa) of Brahman - that is non¬
dual (advitlyatva), of the nature of pure Existence and Consciousness
(satyacidatmatva) and unsurpassed Bliss (atisayasukhatva), for this nature
of omniscience (sarvajnatva) and omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva) is utterly
non-dependent (svatantra) on anything whatsoever.11
<§>

Rjfciafe Wstli^cFI

CRfcRW'yyd
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The etymology of the word 'Sutra' (aphorism) signifies "an utterance of a
portion, suggestive of the whole."12 In this aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah”
the word 'yatah' is a part of an Upanisadic tract and thereby suggestive of
the entire Upanisadic tract “yato va imani bhutani jayante."13 In the same vein,
this aphorism of the Janmadyadhikarana, "janmadyasya yatah/' mentions
only a part of the sentence that defines Brahman, and leaves to us the onus
of completing the rest of the sentence. Therefore, the Bhasya completes the
aphorism by supplying the complementing part of the sentence, "tad brahma
- That is Brahman," so as to complete the entire sentence-sense (vakyartha).14
In fact, this expression "tad brahma" constitutes the complementary part of
the Upanisadic tract (Tai.U.3.1) that defines Brahman as being the cause of
the world.15

13 That is, the first six sections of the third chapter of the Taittiriya-upanisad. Refer to
Janmadyadhikarana, Section 3 D, n.2, fn.16.
14 Cf.
4^ in dSsPTcl tiwit: I - BWdl
,s “yato va imani bhutani jayante, yena jatani jlvanti yatprayantyabhisamvisanti. tad vijijnasasva. tad
brahma - That whence verily these beings are born; that by which, these that are born, live; and
that to which, when departing, these return; that you should seek to know - that is Brahman."
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qT^KMiidlHi 1 "srratf ^TRtT" ^i^Trt Ilfut
^FHlaMHM^I^

^f: felkT^rf

^frrfMcRT^I: ^FTcff 3 *I^cTf:

^TT ?3I%, ffcl ^ ^TfrT: X^T: ^RTO, c^ T^TcH

5A
[bhavavikaravicarabhAsyam]

anyesamapi

bhavavikaranam

trisvevantarbhava

iti

janmasthitindsandmiha

grahanam. ydskaparipathitdnam tu "jayate asti" ityadmdm grahane tesarh jagatah
sthitikale sambhavyamanatvad, mulakaranad utpattisthitinasah jagato na grhltdh
syuh itydsahkyeta. tanma sahki, iti yd utpattih brahmanah kdranat, tatraiva sthitih
pralayasca, ta eva grhyante.
5B
3FWH. anyesdm - of all other; 3lfq api - also; hMRl'bKi'Jii<t bhavavikaranam modifications of being; f^Tf ^ trisu eva - in these three themselves;
antarbhavah - inclusion; fEt iti - hence;

V&FWZKWkjanmasthitindsdnam -

of the birth, of the sustenance and of the destruction; W. iha - here;
grahanam - mention is made; 'Hi'WisR'-tQxiMiH. ydskaparipathitdnam - cited by
Yaska; 1 fw - but; didd jayate - is born; -^Rrl asti - exists;

ityadlnam

- and so on; J44ul grahane - if it were to be taken; dNIH. tesdm - of them; hJld:
jagatah - of the world; f^lfd'fclei sthitikdle - during the period of existence;
^FdlodHMrdlcl. sambhavyamanatvat - since they occur;

mulakaranat

- from the primal cause; drMWR^icHlitl!: utpattisthitinasah - the birth, the
'Tel, ASS^I^B
' Could the orginal reading have been ^TcR instead of *1T?
' aa, ass, nsp (i & ii), css, kkk, ses
rm
“Tel, ASSa*I§Rl
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sustenance and the destruction; 'JFIcb jagatah - of the world; ^ ^di: Pg: na
grhitah syuh - would not be apprehended; ITct iti - thus;
- it could be doubted; cfcf tat - in that way; BT
not entertain a doubt; ?Trf iti

-

asankyeta

ma sanki - one should

thus; -TT 'dcHprf: ya utpattih - that birth;

brahmanah - from Brahman; ^R^TR\karanftt - from the cause; cf5f ^ tatra eva there itself; T^rfcf: sthitih - sustenance; MtW pralayah - dissolution; ^ca- also;
d te - those; ^ eva - alone;

grhyante - are to be apprehended
5C

[commentary deliberating on the modifications of being1]

Since all other modifications are included in these three themselves, here
mention is made of the birth, the sustenance and the destruction.2 But, if
the modifications of being cited by Yaska - "is born, exists and so on" were to be taken here, since these modifications occur during the period
of existence of the world - the birth, the sustenance and the destruction of
the world from its primal cause would not be apprehended: thus it may be
doubted! Lest one should doubt so,3 the birth is verily from Brahman, the
cause, there itself is its sustenance and also is its dissolution. These alone
are apprehended in the aphorism.1
5D
1. Commentary deliberating on the modifications of being: The term
'bhavavikara', which has been used for the first time by Yaska in his
Nirukta, needs explanation. The constituent word Ibhava' of the compound
'bhavavikara' is interpreted to be the meaning of a verbal root by the
commentators on the Nirukta/ Panini’s Grammar2 and Vakyapadlya.
However, Acarya Sankara uses the term 'bhavavikara' in the sense of the
'modifications of being' or 'modification of the existent things' because the
very structure of the aphorism bears out this fact. The pronominal term 'asya'
refers to the visible world and the three modifications of janma (birth), sthiti
1 Cf. ^
2Cf.

-fRSr&ftw (UA)
hRuI+M
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(sustenance) and laya (dissolution) evidently refer to this visible existent
entity known as the world. So, it is not pertinent to construe the compound
hhavavikara' as meaning the modifications of 'to be' or 'to become'3 in the
present context of the Janmadi-sutra “janmadyasya yatah." The commentaries
on Sankara-bhdsya namely Bhdsya-ratnaprabha, Nydyanirnaya, Vedantakalpataruparimala unequivocally interpret the compound word 'bhavavikara' to mean
the 'modifications of being' alone.4
2. Since all other modifications are included in these three themselves,
here mention is made of the birth, the sustenance and the destruction:
It has been declared that the birth, the sustenance and the destruction of
the world, that is the three bhavavikaras, out of the six enumerated in Yaska's
Nirukta,5 ensue from Brahman, the cause. Now arises a question: Then what
about the remaining three bhavavikaras of the world enumerated by Yaska
- transformation (viparinama), growth (vrddhi) and decay (apaksaya)?
Do these take place for the world from something other than Brahman?
It is this question that the Acarya answers in the statement: "anyesamapi
bhavavikaranam trisvevdntarbhdva iti janmasthitindsdnamiha grahanam - Since
all other modifications are included in these three itself, here mention is
made of the birth, the sustenance and the destruction." Herein, we observe
that the Acarya follows the very same technique adopted by Yaska, the
Niruktakara. In the context of the sadbhavavikaras, Yaska states that
though the bhavavikaras are beyond number yet they could be included in
the comprehensive list of six, the very sadbhavavikaras. Taking this lead,
the Bhasyakara simply points out that these three bhavavikaras - that is
the birth (janma), the sustenance (sthiti) and the dissolution (nasa) - are
comprehensive enough to include within themselves all the remaining three
3 Monier Williams has given in his Sanskrit dictionary the meaning of 'bhavavikara' as
modification of 'to be' or 'to become'.
4 Cf.
Also, cf.

ffi strcvn,

ffcfl -

sfcta ifi-T FRR:,

fNcqri^prraj arat

5 The sadbhavavikaras enumerated by Yaska in his Nirukta are as follows: janma (birth), asti
(existence), vrddhi (growth), viparinama (modification), ksaya (decay) and vinaSa (death).
Vide "deho jayate-asti-varddhate-viparinamate-apaksiyate-nasyati." (Nirukta-nighantu, 1.1.1)
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bhavavikaras, that is transformation (viparinama), growth (vrddhi) and
decay (apaksaya).
Though the Bhasyakara does not explain how these three bhavavikaras,
could be included among the three bhavavikaras of the birth (janma), the
sustenance (sthiti) and the dissolution (nasa), which he has specified as the
meaning of the compound word 'janmadi', the glossators on the Bhasya have
thrown ample light on this point. They explain that since transformation
(viparinama) and growth (vrddhi) are only various forms of birth they get
included in janma, and decay (apaksaya) gets incorporated within nasa or
bhahga (destruction) as it is in a way nothing but a form of destruction.6
3. But, if the modifications of being cited by Yaska - "is bom, exists and
so on" - were to be taken here, since these modifications occur during
the period of existence of the world - the birth, the sustenance and the
destruction of the world from its primal cause would not be apprehended:
thus it may be doubted! A question could be posed: By taking recourse to the
grammatical technique of the 'tadguna-samvijnana-bahuvrihi',7 the Acarya
has explained the expression 'janmadi' of the aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah,"
in such a way that it yields the three bhavavikaras of the birth, the sustenance
and the destruction - "janmasthitibhangam samasarthah." However, making
use of the same technique, the Acarya could have as well explained the
compound word 'janmadi' to mean all the six bhavavikaras enumerated
by Yaska, the Niruktacarya, by stating that the compound word 'janmadi'
means 'janmasthitiparinamavrddhyapaksayabhahgam samasarthah'. Such
a broad-based interpretation could also enjoy the high authority of Yaska's
Nirukta, which is the venerated source for the Vedic exegesis.
Further, as the Nirukta affirms, the hexad of the bhavavikaras could
comprise within itself all the possible manifestations or forms of being

:*l« ksrirsi

Also, cf. -4f«qRu|w4Mr^P), 3TO33333131S^W13

313:1 - 33W3T

7 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 3 D, n.l for elaboration on tadguna-samvijnana-bahuvrihi.
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(bhavavikaran sarvan api). As a result, the aphorism, if interpreted in this
suggested manner, could establish that whatever 'bhavavikara' comes into
existence in the world, all ensue from Brahman alone, the cause of the world.
It is this serious objection of the Purvapaksin that the Acarya answers
in the Bhasya sentence under deliberation. Before we proceed further, we
may take cognisance of the fact that in Yaska's Nirukta, it is only a certain
earlier author and teacher, Varsyayani, who figures as the advocate of the
sadbhavavikara doctrine. Again, in Patanjali’s Vyakarana-mahabhasya too,
the same author, Varsyayani, is mentioned with reverence as the upholder
of the sadbhavavikara doctrine.8 Therefore, we have to understand that the
appellation 'Yaska' in Brahmasutra-bhasya is obviously in the sense of 'Yaska's
Nirukta', that cites the theory of the sadbhavavikaras of Varsyayani.
Interpreting the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah" in the light of Nirukta's
sadbhavavikara thesis would not lead us to the definition of Brahman for the
context in which the doctrine of sadbhavavikaras is discussed in the Nirukta is
not that of the causality of the world as deliberated in the Sutra "janmadyasya
yatah" but that of enumerating the modifications that entail for objects made
of the five elements, that is the 'bhautika-padarthas'. Hence the Nirukta theory
of the sadbhavavikaras pertaining to the context of bhautika-padarthas does
not suit the present context of the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah" that is entirely
meant to meet the demand for arriving at the definition of Brahman.9
Indeed, the doctrine of sadbhavavikaras is intended to classify and
organise into a system, all the multifarious modifications that belong to the
bhautika-padarthas of the universe of today, that is the world that has already
come to existence and continues to be vibrant with various activities since
beginningless time. Therefore, the birth, the existence and the dissolution
of the universe as such seem to fall far beyond the purview of the context
of the sadbhavavikara doctrine. If the present Janmadi-sutra "janmadyasya
yatah" were to be based on, and to be explained in the light of, the context
of such a Nirukta doctrine, then it would not serve the purpose of defining
9 Vide "brahma jijnasitavyam ityuktam. kimlaksanam punah tad brahma ityata aha bhagavan
sutrakarah." (Jartmadyadhikarana-bhasya, Section 1)
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Brahman at all and hence would certainly not help the seeker comprehend
Brahman as the prime cause of the birth, the sustenance and the dissolution
of the universe. This being the case, if the sadbhavavikaras of the Nirukta
were to be presented as the denotation of 'janmadi' in the Sutra "janmadyasya
yatah," it is likely to confound the seeker as to whether this Janmadi-sutra
pertains to defining the five elements by deliberating on their causal nature
in producing the objects of the world even though they themselves have
sprung forth from Brahman.
Therefore, the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah" needs to be rightly based on
such passages like the Taittirlya-upanisad (3.1) that pertain to the birth, the
sustenance and the dissolution of the entire world, including that of the
five elements, from Brahman. This Scriptural passage occurs exactly in the
context of defining Brahman as the material-cum-efficient cause (abhinnanimittopadana-karana) of the entire world.10
Though in this Taittirlya passage only three bhavavikaras of the world that is the birth, the existence and the destruction - have been mentioned yet,
as discussed earlier these three could very well include within themselves
all other remaining manifestations of existent beings - vrddhi (growth),
viparinama (modification) and ksaya (decay) also. Thus, the elucidation of
the aphorism given by the Bhasyakara based on the Taittirlya-upanisad is
quite appropriate, and is exactly to the point.
Further, we are studying the Brahma-sutra and as the Acarya himself
declares a little later these Sutras are exclusively meant to elucidate and

10 Cf. swa,
a
sarft yarft" ffo Igai*}
aatfaMig4> %rRgigg
ala, a^ a

aar nra ft awRimgi "gal gr
ygfcn g^yar 3 Riga area aaa w<rai afl
agraargvg ftgfiforasft asrggtfgaRi waigtat

Also, cf.
ffe aiapargaraiai ferial
rc^-gigy =ggat,
a^fai gwriggpiOTtg 3^!
q^fat aiwn g a^aaLft^g aiapai
5i^t *gry, ar aT yrc# a %c^v>i
gg qsna i<yy: t gig
^fci%5iyirt
ai? ai ^fcRg
feraag^ai f^s%afh ara; 1 ail; Raat yimihfhB gat°i tgia. agi

qptan -wwi
Also, cf. grcgargg*g % IAw-r tp y^y sp-g^aa g^cgyi

alfhgyyi

ypfilynmtyt aaw-yaxl qy*y yawl- g#fh silia emigia aw^FaiAsiilgimyswiqg 1 gray
sTfafirarf; 1 - gg^rgi^gaoT
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discuss only what the Upanisads teach and not what Nirukta or any other
authority, however great it may be, teaches. All this lies at the heart of this
assertion of the Bhasya that we have discussed.
4. the birth verily from Brahman, the cause, there itself is its sustenance
and also is its dissolution. These alone are apprehended in the aphorism:
This sentence is meant to remove some wrong notions that could arise from
the erroneous understanding of the definition of Brahman that is voiced
in the aphorism "janmadyasya yatah." These possible wrong notions are
explained below:
(1) One may feel that the Sutra has given three independent, full-fledged
and complete definitions of Brahman here: the first definition, being the
causality of the birth of the world, the second definition being the causality
of the sustenance of the world and the third definition being the causality of
destruction of the world.
(2) One may be inclined to conceive that Brahman is only the material cause
of the world just as the clay is the material cause (upadana-karana) of the pot
but with respect to the efficient cause (nimitta-karana) of the world it should
be something else other than Brahman, just as the potter who is different
from the clay, the material cause, is the efficient cause of the pot.
(3) Again, let some entity other than Brahman be the cause of the sustenance
of the world, just as the housewife is with regard to the pot by causing its
maintenance by meticulously taking care of it. Also, let yet another entity be
the cause of the destruction of the world, just as a child, which is other than
the mother, could be the cause of the destruction of the pot by its carelessness.
All these wrong notions are dispelled by the above-mentioned statement
of the Bhasya. It asserts that the aphorism gives only one and not three
independent definitions of Brahman. Indeed, Brahman is the single locus or
substratum in which the world takes its birth, in which it exists and, finally,
into which it gets dissolved too.
The potter creates the pot thereby becoming its nimitta-karana (efficient
cause of the pot). Distinct from the potter is the clay which is the material
cause (upadana-karana) of the pot which alone sustains (sthiti-karana) the
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pot and into which alone the pot finally gets dissolved (laya-karana). But this
kind of difference of nimitta-karana and upadana-karana does not exist in
the case of the causality of the world. Brahman alone, the Bhasya statement
avers, is both efficient cause and the material of the world.
If Brahman were defined as merely the cause of the origination (janmakarana) of the world, then Brahman would be merely defined as nimittakarana (efficient cause) of the world. If Brahman was described as the sthitikarana and laya-karana alone, bereft of being the janma-karana, Brahman
would just be only the upadana-karana. The present Bhasya statement
clarifies the intent of the Sutra "janmadyasya yatah" by stating that Brahman
is both the nimitta-karana and the upadana-karana. In other words, a single
causality with regard to the birth, the sustenance and the destruction of the
world is the definition of Brahman, offered in the aphorism.11 This unique
causality, technically called 'abhinna-nimittopadana-karanatva' (a single
causality of the efficient-cum-material cause) with reference to the universe
is the attributive definition (dharma-laksana) of Isvara and constitutes
the definition per accidens (tatastha-laksana) of the 'non-dual' Brahman of
the Advaita-vedanta and paves the way for the intrinsic-nature definition
(svarupa-laksana) of Brahman.12
What follows as a corollary from the above is this: The concept
consisting in single causality of the efficient-cum-material cause is the
core of the Janmadi-sutra and the same does not come within the scope of
the Nirukta thesis of sadbhavavikaras. Hence, one should be vigilant and
avoid the sadbhavavikaras of the Nirukta while interpreting the aphorism
"janmadyasya yatah."

11 Cf.
Also, cf.

5 INcWsf
tjarai

am:

3^113 sfat
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12 Vide janmadyadhikarana. Section 1 D concluding portion and Section 4 D, n.6.
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6A
[laksanaghaiakayuktih]

na yathoktavisesanasya jagatah yathoktavisesanam isvararh muktva, anyatah
pradhanad

acetanad,

anubhyo

va,

abhavadva,

samsarino

va

utpattyadi

sambhavayitum sakyam. na ca svabhavatah, visistadesakalanimittanam iha
upadanat. etadeva anumanam samsarivyatiriktesvarastitvadisadhanam manyante
Isvarakaramvadinah.
6B
3 na - it is not; 3#rfPRWIFT yathoktavisesanasya - possessing the abovementioned qualities; '■rtdd : jagatah - of the world; W4\mf^i\H'oh:yathoktavisesanam
- possessing the above-described qualities;

isvaram - the Isvara; IJcPT

muktva - other than; 3F33: anyatah - from anything else; SRHRXpradhanat from the Pradhana; 3HcHld acetanat - the non-sentient; Sfnjvq: off anubhyah
va - or from the Atoms; 3WNI<i WT abhavad va - or from the Non-being; 3TOTT3T:
samsarinah va - or from the transmigrating one;

utpattyadi - birth

and so on; TFH l^fk^H. sambhavayitum - to postulate;

akyam - possible; 3

3naca - nor can; tdHMd: svabhavatah - of its own accord;
visistadesakalanimittanam - of specific places, times, and means; If iha - here;
upadanat - because of the acceptance; ’33? P3 etad eva - this itself;
' NSP (I & n), AA, CSS, KKK, SES 3F3«[: aWRlcttWTM n

' Tel IwfckuwiM *k*RTI W, AL

fw.KtUH:
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sirjiTRH anumanam - as syllogism;

samsari-

vyatiriktesvarastitv&disadhanam - capable of establishing the existence and so
on of Isvara, distinct from the transmigratory being;

many ante - regard;

|JM't«hKuNiR'i: isvarakaraiiavadinah - those who hold Is vara as the cause
6C
[argument contained in the definition]

It is not possible to postulate the birth and so on of the world possessing
the above-mentioned qualities, from anything other than Isvara of the
above-described qualities - neither from the Pradhana, the insentient, nor
from the Atoms, nor from the Non-being,1 nor from the transmigrating
one.2 Nor can it come about of its own accord because of the acceptance
of specific places, times and means here (for the production of results).3
Those who maintain that Isvara is the (efficient) cause (alone) of the world
regard the above argument itself as the syllogism capable of establishing
the existence and so on of Isvara, distinct from the transmigrating being.4
6D
1. It is not possible to postulate the birth and so on of the world possessing
the above-mentioned qualities, from anything other than Isvara of the
above-described qualities - neither from the Pradhana, the insentient,2 nor
from the Atoms, nor from the Non-being: In Section 4, we saw the Acarya
describing the world with four meaningful epithets, thereby establishing
Isvara,3 the sentient being that is all-knowing (sarvajna) and all-powerful
(sarvasakti), to be the cause of the world and thus implicitly rejecting the
2 The Bhasyakara has juxtaposed the qualifier 'acetanat' between 'pradhanat' and 'anubhyah'
thereby enabling 'acetanat' to qualify both 'pradhanat' and 'anubhyah' by means of the
'dehalldipanyaya', that is the maxim (nyaya) of the lamp (dxpa) placed over the threshold
(dehall). To explain: Just as the lamp hanging over the threshold of a house, because of its
unique position, serves to light the rooms on both sides, so too the term 'acetanat' (insentient)
serves to qualify both 'pradhanat' and 'anubhyah'.
3 The term 'ISvara' is intended to signify here the sentient primal efficient-cum-material cause
of the world.
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world's causality from non-sentient factors like the Pradhana,4 Atoms,5
Time, Non-being and so on.6 We observe that this very same idea, which the
Acarya has presented in the last section, has been explicitly reiterated in the
present section.
2. nor from the transmigrating one: Having rejected the well-known theories
of the non-sentient entities being the source of the world, the Bhasyakara
presently sets aside the theory of a sentient source other than Brahman,
namely, the samsarin (jiva, the transmigrating self) such as the deities (Agni,
Vayu, etc.) as being the source of the world. The Acarya states that just as
the non-sentient entities, like the Pradhana and the Atoms cannot be the
cause of the world, the transmigratory self too cannot be even though it is
sentient in nature. Because it is transmigratory, it cannot be omniscient and
omnipotent, possessing which nature alone can the transmigratory self be
posited as the source of the world of the description seen in Section 4 of the
present Janmadyadhikarana.
<§>

At this juncture, a question is bound to arise: The word 'samsarin' is indicative
of the individual self. The Upanisadic declarations such as "tat tvam asi - That
thou art" present the individual self as being non-different from Brahman.
As a result of this identity between the individual self and Brahman, when
Brahman is recognised as the cause of the world, the individual self too, it goes
without saying, becomes the cause of the world. That being the case, how can
one logically deny the individual self being the causal factor of the world?
It is true that the conclusion of the Upanisads is that the individual
self is not different from the supreme Brahman. But, we should bear in
mind the important fact that Brahman is pure sentience or consciousness
4 The Sankhya philosophers postulate Pradhana which

is non-sentient as the material cause

of the world.
5 'Anu', translated as 'atoms', are considered to be material cause of the world by the NyayaVaisesika philosophers.
Cf.
ajifdPteiRitai ^it MPiteAiwMi

6

^vna:i
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(suddha-caitanya) having no attribute whatsoever (Nirguna-brahman).
Isvara too is the same sentience but conditioned (upahita) by the adjuncts
such as omnipotence (sarvasakti) and omniscience (sarvajna). The jlva
is also basically the same pure sentience but is conditioned by (upahita)
or delimited (avacchinna) by limited knowledge (kincijjnatva) and a very
restricted potence (alpasakti). The jlva is identical with Brahman only as
far as its pure sentience aspect (suddha-caitanyarupena) is concerned but
its above-mentioned limiting attributes (paricchinnena jaivena rupena)
are not identical with those of Brahman. Similarly, Isvara and jiva are one
as pure sentience but they are different as sentience conditioned by their
respective contrary limiting attributes.7 Again, just as jiva as pure sentience
is one with Brahman so, too, is Isvara identical with Brahman. Yet, as being
endowed with the attributes of omniscience and omnipotence and of the
consequential creatorship with regard to the world (jagat-kartrtva), Isvara
is not identical with Brahman. It is because of this difference between Isvara
and Brahman that the creatorship of the world becomes the distinguishing
attribute (vyavartaka-laksana) of Isvara and thus the definition per accidens
(tatastha-laksana) of Brahman.

#
The Pancapadika specifically identifies the 'samsari', mentioned in the
Bhasya, with 'Hiranyagarbha'.8 Hiranyagarbha is the first born being having
attributes such as omniscience, omnipotence and the creatorship of the world
but all these are through the grace of the supreme Isvara (Paramesvara or
Mahesvara). The Sankhya and Yoga systems identify Hiranyagarbha with
Kapila, the founder of the Sankhya school of philosophy, who is again
identified with an avatara or incarnation of Visnu of the same name.9
7 This is just as the golden bracelet and necklace are one as gold but are different as ornaments
with differentiating forms and names.
8 Cf.
ftrirqrwratl - w#
9 Vide the Yoga-tattvavaisaradi (1.25) of Vacaspati-misra: "kapilo ndma visnoravataravisesah
prasiddhah svayambhurhiranyagarbhastasydpi sankhyayogapraptirvede iruyate, sa evesvam adividvan
kapilo visnu svayambhuriti bhavah."
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In the Brahmasutra-bhasya we observe that the Acarya identifies this
Hiranyagarbha withPrajapati, whose body is all the three worlds put together
(trailokya-sarira) and describes Him to be the great Lord (Isvara) through
the grace of supreme Isvara (paramesvaranugrhlta) and who is the totality
of all organs (sarva-karanatman) of all individual selves and as being subject
to birth and dissolution. Also, the Acarya refutes the tradition of identifying
the Sankhya Kapila with the omniscient first bom Hiranyagarbha.10
This Hiranyagarbha is also in the realm of creation. He owes all His great
might and knowledge to the grace of the supreme Isvara. Hence, being
within the ambit of the created, Hiranyagarbha too belongs to the worldcategory (jagat-koti) and hence He cannot be the de facto and de jure Creator
of the world.
3. Nor can it come about of its own accord because of the acceptance of
specific places, times and means here (for the production of results): In
other words, the creation of the world cannot be accidental or without any
external cause. The term 'svabhava' here in the Bhasya statement signifies the
non-requirement of any other external cause.11 This Svabhava-vada, which is
rank materialism,12 denies the existence of any over-ruling cause like Isvara
and goes on to deny even the existence of the Aarlraka', that is 'the indweller
of the physical body', the individual self. According to this school, all things
are born, exist and perish of their own accord without any reason or any
causal factor involved in their origination, sustenance or destruction. This
idea, which they hold for the objects of the world, they extend to the world
also and go on to assert that there is no cause behind the world either. Totally
causeless is thus the creation of the world according to the Svabhava-vada.
10

Vide

Brahmasutra-bhasya

(1,2.23):

srutismrtyoica

trailokyasarirasya

prajapaterjanmadi

nirdisyamanamupalabhamahe—"hiranyagarbhah samavartatagre bhutasya jdtah patireka asit.
sa dadhara prthivim dyamutemam kasmai devaya havisa vidhema" (Rk-smiihita, 10.121.1) iti.
samavartatetyajayatetyarthah. tatha "sa vai sarin prathamah sa vai purusa ucyate. adikarta sa
bhutdnam brahmagre samavartata" iti ca. vikarapurusasyapi sarvabhutantarUtmatvam sambhavati
pranatmana sarvabhutanamadhyatmamavasthanfit. asmin pakse "purusa evedam visvam karma"
ityadisarvarupopanyasah paramesvarapratipattiheturiti vyakhyeyam. Also refer to Brahmasutrabhasya, 1.3.13,1.3.30 and 2.1.1.
11 Cf.
am
I
12 Cf.

I - 15PWF
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The Acarya's refutation of this Svabhava-vada is as follows: Whatever is
bom in this world is never observed to be self-born. All effects are invariably
found to take birth, or to exist, or to perish depending upon specific factors
like suitable or unsuitable locality, conducive or adverse time, favourable
or unfavourable climate and so on and so forth. If this is so for each of the
objects of the world, the world too as such must have necessarily some cause
other than itself for its origination, existence and destruction thus making
the Svabhava-vada logically untenable.
Ratnaprabha, the commentary on the Bhasya by Govindananda, elaborates
this concept of 'svabhava' when it queries and analyses it: What does the
term 'svabhava' signify? Does it consist in being the cause of itself or does
it signify the state of not requiring any cause for itself? The first conception
of svabhava does not hold good as it suffers from the defect of atmasraya.13
The second conception is also not tenable as the effect does not come into
existence without the aid of causes. We observe in our day-to-day life that
those who have a desire for certain results take recourse to specific places,
time and means for the specific result to be effected. In case it is still insisted
that the absence of dependence on causes constitutes svabhava, then those
agriculturalists who have a longing to obtain food grains would not feel
prompted to look for a specific piece of land, for the rainy season and the
requisite seeds. Thus the Ratnaprabha argues that the Svabhavakarana-vada
is utterly erroneous.14
4. Those who maintain that Isvara is the (efficient) cause (alone) of the world
regard the above argument itself as the syllogism capable of establishing
the existence and so on15 of Kvara, distinct from the transmigrating being:
When the topic of brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman) was introduced
13 'AtmaSraya-dosa' is one of the logical fallacies and can be translated as the defect of selfdependence. To explain with an example, if the defining attribute of 'one’s knowledge' is
dependent on 'one’s knowledge', then this constitutes the logical fallacy of self-dependence
(atmasraya).
14 Cf. ft

15 Cf.

RWh, 3H
I cRt*

R1SSU:,

* fefch,
I cbkuIHlt^f a '^Ttsi: -'Rt: I
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in the first Sutra, "athato brahmajijnasa," it led to the need for a definition of
Brahman. Hence, the second aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah," proceeded to
define Brahman basing itself on the Upanisadic definition (laksana) of it. It
is to be noted that the function of the definition is merely to distinguish the
defined one (laksya) from the rest (alaksya) and that the definition (laksana)
by itself does not establish the actual existence of the entity that is defined.
On the basis of the existence of the effect, that is the observed world, one
can certainly offer a proposition that there must be a single external cause or
many causes for this world of names and forms.16 But doubts do arise as to
whether the cause of this world should be sentient or non-sentient, whether
the cause should be one or many and so on. And only if the cause is decided
to be one, and that too sentient, then alone it would follow as a corollary that
this single sentient cause of the universe must be omniscient (sarvajna) and
omnipotent (sarvasakti).
When such many-pronged doubts arise, a careful investigator is expected
to examine and analyse from various angles the feasibility and the pros and
cons of each of these varied and divergent options and eliminate them one
by one by his logical reasoning. Finally, the astute investigator would reach
a postulation, a working hypothesis, favouring just one option of the many,
which postulation awaits to be confirmed subsequently by an accepted
pramana (means of right knowledge).17 It is thus evident that a postulation
(sambhavana) first of all needs to be backed by a good logical argument
(yukti). It is such an essential yukti (reasoning or syllogism) for arriving
at the postulation that is stated by the Bhasyakara, an adept in the subtle
art of logical investigation in this sentence: “na yathoktavisesanasya jagatah
yathoktavisesanam isvaram muktva, anyatah pradhanad acetanad, anubhyo va,
abhavadva, samsarino va utpattyadi sambhavayitum sala/am. na ca svabhavatah,
visistadesakalanimittanam iha upadanat."
This yukti (reasoning) built by the Vedantin in favour of the proposition

or postulation of a single cause is mistaken by the Isvarakarana-vadins as
16 Cf.
3tF:I

^

m

i

T Cf. 3^1 SisPfc? 3
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an inference which they allege to be independently capable of establishing,
without the aid of Scripture, the existence of Isvara and His nature of
omniscience, omnipotence and so on. This is the idea contained in the present
statement of the Bhasya.18 As to how their view is faulty, the Bhasya gives
incisive arguments in the sequel.

Whom does the Acarya refer to by the term isvarakaranavadinah'? As the
context suggests, the term signifies those who maintain that Isvara is merely
the efficient cause of the world.19 The traditional commentators identify these
philosophers with Vaisesikas and the like (vaisesikadayah).20 The Bhasya
of the Mahesvara-pasupatadhikarana of the Brahma-sutra, also known as
Tatyadhikarana' (2.2.37-41), also speaks of the Mahesvara-Pasupatas as
being the foremost of the Isvarakarana-vadins and describes the Vaisesikas
to be mere adapters of the above Isvarakarana-vada of the Mahesvaras by
modifying it a little to suit their own doctrine of Atomism. Also, Bana-bhatta
(CE 600-650) in his well-known Harsacarita refers to these Isvarakaranavadins and mentions them quite separately from the Vaisesikas. Therefore
it is highly probable that by 'Isvarakaranavadinah', the Acarya here means
the Mahesvara-Pasupatas as well as the philosophies of the Nyaya-Vaisesika
school and such other schools of thought which have posited Isvara as
merely the efficient cause of the world. Though the Vasesika-sutras do not
mention Isvara, the later Vasesikas have accepted the existence of Isvara in
their philosophical theses.

30 Cf.
Also, cf.

f'awi

i
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[3TT^FfMH]

^ ^ifq ^

I
7A
[aksepabhasyam]

nanu ihapi tadeva upanyastam janmadistttre.
7B
^ nam/ - is not;

3JN iha api - here too; cf^ ^ tad eva - that same thing;

upanyastam - has been presented; 'd'+ilh^i janmddisutre - in the
aphorism "Brahman is that whence that which begins with the birth of this
world ensues"
7C
[commentary raising the objection]

Is not, here too, that same thing has been presented in the aphorism,
"Brahman is that whence that which begins with the birth of this
world ensues."
7D
This Bhasya statement is the encapsulation of the serious objection of the
Isvarakarana-vadins, who seek to absolutely deny the conclusion that the
Vedantin has stated in the last section.1 In this sentence, the expression 'ihapi'
(here too) is meant to signify 'in the Brahma-sutra also', that is 'in the Janmadisiitra'. The expression 'tadeva' (that same thing) denotes 'inference alone'.
By 'eva' (alone) is excluded the Upanisadic passages such as "yato va imani
bhutani," which the Vedantin decrees to be the sole authority in establishing
Isvara as the source of the world.2
1 This query could as well be that of a sincere student who has raised this doubt based on the
statement made by the Bhasyakara in the last section.
2 Cf. si wfwwkwqi
m.” iri qyi
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This is the idea contained in the Purvapaksin’s objection: Since the Sutra
itself brings forward the inference that establishes Isvara as the cause of the
world (Isvaranumana), the Bhasya has the bounden duty of elucidating
that very inference contained in the Sutra. It is this duty that has been
discharged in the last sentence of the Bhasya: "na yathoktavisesanasya jagatah
yathoktavisesanam isvaram muktva, anyatah pradhanad acetanad, anubhyo va,
abhavadva, samsdrino va utpattyadi sambhavayitum sakyam - It is not possible to
postulate the birth and so on of the world possessing the above-mentioned
qualities, from anything other than Isvara of the above-described qualities
- neither from the Pradhana, the insentient, nor from the Atoms, nor from
the Non-being." When considered this way, the Isvarakarana-vadins do not
seem to be wrong in assessing the above-quoted sentence of the Bhasya of
the earlier section as an enunciation of the Isvaranumana itself.3
According to the Purvapaksin, the Isvarakarana-vadin, it is futile to argue
that the Janmadi-sutra is wholly based on the Upanisadic passages, such as
(Tai. 11.3.1) "yato va imdni bhutani jayante," which declare Isvara to be the sole
cause of the world based on the idea that the Scripture is the sole authority for
establishing the existence of Isvara as the source of the universe. It has been
accepted by all philosophers that Scripture carries independent and absolute
validity only on matters that fall beyond the purview of perception and
inference. Hence, on matters like (Tai.Sam.7A.18.2) "agnih himasya bhesajam
- the fire is the remedy for cold," the Scripture is not held as an authority
or means of knowledge (pramana) but only as a restatement (anuvada) of
what has already been well-established by other means of knowledge like
perception, inference and so on.
In just the same way, Isvara being the source of the universe is also wellestablished by inference, without the aid of any Scripture. Here too, the
Scriptural passages such as "yato va imdni bhutdni jdyante" are to be viewed
only as an anuvada (restatement) of what has already been established
*n3:i
Also, cf.
3 Cf. ag
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by inference.4 In other words, the Isvarartumana, that is the inferential
knowledge of Isvara being the cause of the world, that is suggested by the
Isvarakarana-vadins, is a 'svarthanumana' (inference for oneself) and being
a restatement, the Scriptural passages like “yato va imani bhutani" could
be accommodated merely as 'pararthanumana' (an inferential construct
for explaining the inferential knowledge for others).5 Consequently, the
Janmadi-sutra may also be treated as the pararthanumana alone.6 This is the
idea of the Purvapaksin’s objection presented in this section.
However, the ultimate aim of the Purvapaksin is to forestall the Vedantin's
move in the next Sutra, wherein he will establish that the Scripture is the sole
source of knowledge (pramana) about Brahman-Isvara being the cause of
the world.

4 Cf.

i - MssmifywPwJi

5 According to the Logicians, inference is of two kinds: (1) svarthanumana and (2)
pararthanumana. The first one is intended for oneself while the second one is meant
for convincing others. Svarthanumana enables one's own inferential knowledge while
pararthanumana, induces another person to have a similar inferential knowledge. It is
the pararthanumana that is employed by the disputants in the philosophical argument
(vada) in order to win over the other to his own point of view. For achieving this
purpose, pararthanumana employs all the five syllogistic limbs (panca-nyayavayavah)
by which process the other disputant becomes convinced of the invariable concomitance
(avyabhicarini vyapti) between the probans (hetu) and probandum (sadhya). The
pararthanumana is itself often called 'anumana' (inference) since the same is the sure
and direct means for inferential knowledge. For further details on svarthanumana and
pararthanumana one may refer to the anumana section of Annambhatta's Tarkasangrahah
and his auto-commentary (svopajna) Dipika.
6 Cf.
3TWF1 "'qcft 5TT IFTR
3^:1 dMiflbl

- wirier
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I 5'^w4N^KU||^cf^THlt4^| f| s^FFTM:, ^ ST^TRTf^WJIRRRfrni
8A
[niraicaranabhasyam]

na, vedantavakyakusumagrathanarthatvat sutrandm. vedantavakyani hi siitraih
udahrtya vicaryante. vdkyarthavicdranddhyavasdnanirvrtta hi brahmavagatih, na
anumanddipramandntaranirvrtta.
8B
B na - no; 4ql*Ti«i

vedantavakyakusiimagrathanarthatvdt -

because of the purpose of stringing together the flowers of the Upanisadic
passages;

sutrandm - of the aphorisms;

- the Upanisadic passages; % hi - indeed;

vedantavakyani

sutraih - by the aphorisms;

^<<4^4 udahrtya - having cited; |sNl4*rf vicaryante - are inquired into; 4l<=Wl4(4^Kuu^M^ldW<jTil vdkydrthavicdranddhyavasananirvrttd - is accomplished
consequent to the determination of the purport of the passages through an
inquiry into them; ft hi - indeed;

brahmavagatih - the Realisation of

Brahman; B na - not; ^HMiTqMqi'JllTHM^Til anumanddipramandntaranirvrtta accomplished as a result of inference and other means of knowledge
8C
[the commentary refuting the objection]

No; because the aphorisms have the purpose of stringing together the
flowers of the Upanisadic passages. In reality, it is the Upanisadic
passages alone that are cited and inquired into by the aphorisms.1 This is

'

’TO:—
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so because the Realisation of Brahman is indeed accomplished consequent
to the determination of the purport of the passages through an inquiry
into them and not accomplished as a result of inference and other means
of knowledge.2
8D
1. No; because the aphorisms have the purpose of stringing together
the flowers of the Upanisadic passages. In reality, it is the Upanisadic
passages alone that are cited and inquired into by the aphorisms: The
Acarya's answer here to the Purvapaksin’s objection presented in the last
section1 consists of three sentences. Of these three sentences, the first one
"vedantavakyakusumagrathanarthatvat sutranam ~ Because the aphorisms have
the purpose of stringing together the flowers of the Upanisadic passages"
is in the form of a 'sahgrahavakya', that is a summary statement. The idea
encapsulated in the sahgrahavakya is expanded in the second sentence:
"vedantavakyani hi sutraih udahrtya vicdryante - In reality, it is the Upanisadic
passages alone that are cited and inquired into by the aphorisms." The
third

sentence2

"vakyartha-vicaranadhyavasana-nirvrtta

hi

brahmavagatih,

na anumanadipramanantaranirvrtta - This is so because the Realisation of
Brahman is indeed accomplished consequent to the determination of the
purport of the passages through an inquiry into them and not accomplished
as a result of inference and other means of knowledge" substantiates the
idea that has been explained in the second statement.3
The plural expressions 'sutranam' (of the aphorisms) and 'sutraih' (by the
aphorisms) are meant to suggest that all the aphorisms of the Brahma-sutra
have the sole purpose of discussing the purport of the Upanisadic passages.
Hence, the present Sutra cannot be an exception to this general rule and
therefore it cannot discuss a syllogism or any inferential reasoning.

#
1 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 7.
2 This is explained in detail in n,2.
3 Cf.
wm, wi#ii,
ft
cilia—A

arfa,

rm, wiTf^ra: i

£Ni4*ti fieri ag
: sfpipiid:,
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The term 'yatah' (from which), occurring in the aphorism as well as in the
Taittirlya-upanisad passage “yato vd imdni bhutdni jayante," which forms the
basis of the aphorism may appear to present an inference indicating the
source of the world. But the Upanisadic sentence does so only by depending
on its own inherent authority as Scripture (srutitvena), that is the verbal
authority (sabda-pramanatvena), and not by appropriating or assuming the
extraneous authority of inference (na anumana-pramanatvena).
As an independent means of knowledge, verbal testimony, through the
Upanisadic passage "yato va imdni bhutdni," gives rise to an inference-like
verbal cognition (anumitisadrsa-sabdabodha) of Isvara-Brahman, that is
different from the transmigratory self (samsarin), as being the source of the
world. It is true that inference too, as an independent means of valid cognition
(anumana-pramanatvena), generates an inferential cognition (anumiti) about
Isvara being the source of the world. Yet, there is a discernible difference
between these two cognitions.
To explain: The above-mentioned anumiti, that is the inferential cognition
that has been produced by a full-fledged anumana-pramana, becomes an
end in itself (paryavasita-jnana). Therefore, this cognition does not become
a means of another inferential experience. On the other hand, the abovementioned verbal cognition (sabdabodha) is born from the intermediary
verbal authority (avantara-vakya), consisting of the passage "yato vd imdni
bhutdni jayante yenajatani jlvanti. yatprayantyabhisamvisanti. tadvijijhdsasva. tad
brahma." Hence this verbal cognition of Brahman being the cause of the world
is not an end in itself but is only an avantara-vakyarthabodha, that is an
intermediary verbal cognition. To explain: The sentence "yato vd imdni bhutdni
jayante...tad brahma" is only intended to be an elucidation of tatpadartha of
the Mahavakya "tat tvam asi - That thou art." Therefore, the verbal cognition
of Brahman being the cause of the world is only an intermediary verbal
cognition (avantara-vakyarthabodha) and has its culmination and fruition
only in the final verbal cognition (sabdabodha) of tire identity of the inner
self with Brahman that is to be bom as a result of the logical ascertainment of
the whole purport of that Mahavakya.
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The aim of the Upanisads and the Vedanta-darsana is not merely
to impart the knowledge of Brahman as being the source of the world
because such a knowledge could be garnered by other means of knowledge
(pramana) such as inference, as rightly claimed by the Logicians. The sole
aim of the Upanisads is this: to impart the knowledge of Isvara-Brahman,
the connotation of Tat' (tatpadartha) as the source of the world and by
that means, that is through this definition of Brahman by tatastha-laksana
(definition per accidens), to lead the seeker to the knowledge of the intrinsicnature of Brahman through its svarupa-laksana of (Tai.U.2.1) "satyam
jhanamanantam brahma - Brahman is Existence, Consciousness and Infinity"
and thus to enable the Realisation of the identity of self with Brahman
(brahmatmaikya-bodhah or pratyagabhinna-brahmavagatih), which alone
is the sole purpose of the Mahavakyas.4
This unique Knowledge (Brahmavagati), an immediate experience
(Aparoksanubhuti), cannot arise from any means of knowledge other than
that of the Upanisads. Hence the Acarya's assertion: "vedantavakyani hi
sutraih udahrtya vicaryante - In reality, it is the Upanisadic passages alone that
are cited and inquired into by the aphorisms." It is the Upanisadic passages
alone that are cited and discussed in the present Janmadi-sutra as well as in
all the other aphorisms of the Brahma-sutra.
But, the Logicians are obviously of the view that the word 'yatah' in the
Sutra "janmadyasya yatah" is suggestive (pratlka) only of the four sentences of
the first anuvaka of the Bhrguvalli, the third chapter of the Taittinya-upanisad:
"yato va imam bhutani jayante yena jatani jivanti. yatprayantyabhisamvisanti.
tadvijijhasasva. tad brahmaHence they construe that the Sutra indicates the
Isvaranumana alone. But this is a faulty premise. The word 'yatah' in the
Sutra, the Vedantin avers, is meant to suggest the entire tract which starts
from "yato va imani bhutani jayante" and ends with "saisa bhargavl varum
vidya," that is from the first anuvaka to the sixth anuvaka of the Bhrguvalli.
In other words 'yatah' of the Sutra stands (pratika) for the entire 'Bhargavl
Varuni Vidya', that is the knowledge of the Self's identity with Brahman
4 Vide "brahmatmaikyapratipattaye sarve vedUnta arabhyante(Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 15 D, n.7)
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that is taught by Varuna to his son Bhrgu. This Vidya (Knowledge), as
the Upanisad itself delcares, is well-grounded in the highest Space, that is
Brahman, the supreme Bliss which admits of no duality.5
It is a well-known fact that the Isvaranumana of the opponent has nothing
to do with this Bhargavi Varuni Vidya of the Upanisads which delineates
the knowledge of the self's identity with Brahman. Conversely, it is also
an evident fact that the Sutra is not concerned with Isvaranumana that is
constructed by Isvarakarana-vadins, the opponents, since the Sutra's sole
purpose is to explain the Upanisadic thought of jlvabrahmaikya. Hence the
Acarya's bold assertion: "vedantasUtrakusumagrathanarthatvat sutranam."6
2. This is so because the Realisation of Brahman is accomplished consequent
to the determination of the purport7 of the passages through inquiry into
them and it is not accomplished as a result of inference and other means
of knowledge: This sentence substantiates the previous statement of the
Bhasya: "vedantavakyani hi siitraih udahrtya vicaryante - In reality, it is the
Upanisadic passages alone that are cited and inquired into by the aphorisms."
We have seen that the aim of the Upanisads and the Brahma-sutra is to impart
knowledge of the Self as being not distinct from Brahman and not merely to
teach us the knowledge of Brahman-Isvara being the creator of the world for
such a knowledge can be arrived at even from inferential logic.8
5 Vide "saisa bhargavi varum vidya parame vycmxan pratisthita" (Tai.U.3.6) and the Scihkarabhasya thereon: "parame anande advaite pratisthita."
6 cf.
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It is on this ground that the next Sutra "sastrayonitvat" proclaims that
the source of the Knowledge of the identity between Brahman and the Self
(brahmatmaikya-jnanam) is the Upanisads alone. The Upanisads themselves
unequivocally declare that they alone are the sole means to attain the
Knowledge of self’s identity with Brahman by statements such as (Br. U.3.9.26
& Mu.U.2.2.3 respectively) “tarn tvaupanisadam purusam prcchami - I ask you
about that Purusa who is taught in the Upanisads alone" and "dhanurgrhttva
aupanisadam mahastram saram hyupclsanisitam sandadhlta...lak$yam tadevaksaram
viddhi - One needs to realise (strike at) that imperishable Self, the goal, by
means of the mighty Upanisad (the bow) with intellect (the arrow) sharpened
by deep contemplation (i.e. manana)."
In the previous Jijnasa-sutra "athato brahmajijfiasa" itself, it was explained
that what is desired to be known is only the Brahman as being not distinct
from the self.9 Therefore, it is only logical to conclude that the present
Janmadi-sutra too, which is in between the Jijnasa-sutra and Sastrayonitvasutra, must be defining that very Brahman alone which is not different
from the Self and hence which can and must be known from the Scripture
alone. Such a Brahman that is one with the self is not inferable, but has
to be realised (drastavya or saksatkartavya). And it would be certainly a
contradiction to state that the Brahman which is to be only realised is to
be inferred for Realisation is immediate and direct (aparoksa), whereas the
knowledge gained by inference is mediate that is indirect (paroksa). This
Realisation of Brahman arises, as the Acarya explains, only when the seeker
ascertains, leaving no room for any doubt, the ultimate purport (tatparya) of
the Upanisadic declarations like "tat tvam asi - That thou art." And, in this
Realisation, there is no room for inference.10
9 Vide JijnasadMkararia, Section 20 D, n.6.

10 Cf.
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It is only natural at this juncture to pose the query: Why should the
Sutrakara present a definition of Brahman in the Sutra, "janmadyasya yatah/'
with 'yatah' indicating an inference of Brahman as the cause of the universe?
One answer to this question has already been given: The word 'yatah'
in the Sutra is intended not to indicate any inference but only to suggest
(pratika) the passages of the Taittirlya-upanisad that detail the entire Bhargavl
VarunI Vidya. An alternative second answer can also be suggested: Even
if one accepts the hypothesis of inference being suggested in the present
Janmadi-sutra, since the first Jijnasa-sutra suggests that what is desired to
be known by the seeker is none but Brahman as being identical with the
self, and because the third Sastrayonitva-sutra declares that the source of
knowledge of this Brahman is Scripture alone, therefore the present Janmadisutra, which is juxtaposed between the first Jijnasa-sutra and the third
Sastrayonitva-sutra, is not expected to say anything that is not in tune with
the preceding and succeeding Sutras. Therefore, we have to conclude that by
suggesting in the present Sutra an inference of Isvara as being the cause of
the world and thereby stating a definition of Brahman by the definition per
accidens (tatastha-laksana), the Sutrakara obviously indicates that inference
(anumana) can yield only a tatastha-laksana (definition per accidens) of
Brahman and that inference is ineffective independently by itself to grant
us the svarupa-laksana of Brahman (intrinsic-nature definition) which alone
is desired to be known, and which nature being not different from the self
(pratyagabhinnam brahma), only the Scripture can provide us this svarupalaksana of Brahman.11

&
11 The creatorship of the world is the distinguishing definition (vyavartaka-laksana) of
Isvara and it is a definition per accidens (tatastha-laksana) of Brahman. Existence (satyam).
Consciousness (jnanam), Infinity (anantam). Bliss (anandam) and non-difference from self
(pratyagabhinnam) are the svarupa-laksana of Brahman that is desired to be known and these
are to be known from Upanisadic statements like "satyam jhanamanantam brahma" (Tai.U.2.1),
“ay am atma brahma" (Ma.U. 2) and so on.
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9A
[VEDANTADAR$ANE TARKASYA STHANAPARIKSABHASYAm]

satsu ca vedantavakyesu jagato janmadikaranavadisu tadarthagrahanadardhyaya
anumanamapi vedantavakyavirodhi pramamm bhavad na nivaryate, srutyaiva ca
sahayatvena tarkasya abkyupetatvdt. tatha hi - "srotavyo mantavyah" (Br.U.2.4.5)
iti srutih, "pandito medhavJ gandharaneva upasampadyeta evameva iha acaryavan
puruso veda" (Cha.U.6.14.2) iti ca purusabuddhisahayyam atmano darsayati.
9B
WQ satsu - while there are; ^ ca - however; 4<t-ddl'N^ vedantavakyesu
- Upanisadic passages;

let: jagatah - of the world; ^i'+tlKebl<°NI^

janmadikaranavadisu - advocating the- cause of origination and so on;
tadarthagrahanadardhyaya - for the strengthening of the
comprehension of what is ascertained as their purport; ^hmh^TR anumanam
api - inference also; «Kl*rMbwiM'uRT vedantavakyavirodhi - such as is not
opposed to the Upanisadic passages; Wlul*ipramanam - means of knowledge;
W&kbhavat - becomes; «T Pidi4ct na nivaryate - is not rejected;
eva ca - by the Scripture itself;

^ srutya

sahayatvena - as an auxiliary; cf$Fl

tarkasya - of logic; W^d^t^.abhyupetatvdt - because it has been accepted; cM
ft tatha hi - for example; 4lr1«i: srotavyah - it is to be heard;

mantavyah -

to be reflected upon; ffid iti - thus; sjfcf: srutih - Scriptural text; Mivscb panditah
- being informed;

’

medhavi - being able to judge;

MIS:—«[?% di^iw^dcdld; AA (fn.)

gandharan - the

^a^FIlTel., ASS, A A (fn.)
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Gandhara country; OTFFTSfcf ^ upasampadyeta eva - would surely reach; Wl
^ evam eva - in the same manner; W iha - here; 3TF3FfTH. acanjavan - one
who has a Teacher;

purusah - a person;

veda - knows; ffcl ^ iti ca -

and thus; ^^WJis.MH^purusabuddhisahayyam - human reasoning as an aid;
31icHd: atmanah - for themselves;

darsayati - show
9C

[the commentary determining the place of reason in vedanta-darsana]

While, however, there are Upanisadic passages primarily advocating
Brahman as the cause of the origination and so on of the world, in that very
context for the strengthening of the comprehension of what is ascertained as
their purport,1 inference too, such as what is not opposed to the Upanisadic
passages becomes the means for knowledge2 and is not rejected because
logic has been accepted by the Scripture itself as an auxiliary.3 For example,
the Scriptural passages (Br.U.2A.5 & Cha.U.6.14.2 resepctively),4 "It is to be
heard, to be reflected upon,"5 and "as a man, having been informed and
being able to judge for himself, would surely reach the Gandhara country,
in the same manner, here also, a person who has a Teacher knows the Self"
indicate that human reasoning is an aid for themselves (i.e. the Scriptures).6
9D
1. While, however, there are Upanisadic passages primarily advocating
Brahman as the cause of the origination and so on of the world, in that very
context for the strengthening of the comprehension of what is ascertained
as their purport: In Section 8, it has been emphasised that the Brahmasutras are not meant to discuss any inferential logic but are only intended
to analyse the purport of the Upanisadic passages. But an impartial analysis
of the structure of the Brahma-sutras reveals that the Sutrakara gives a high
regard to inferential logic. In fact, of all the Sutra literature of the various
schools of Indian philosophy, it is the Vedanta aphorisms of Badarayana,
the Brahma-sutra, that are most logical in their form and content. Almost all
the Sutras here are conspicuous with their ablative case-endings indicating
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reason (hetu-pahcarru). The structure of the Sutras is that of a 'hetu-vakya',
that is the sentence citing the probans of the pararthanumana1 syllogism of
the Naiyayikas. The force and thrust of each one of the Sutras are exactly
those of the inferential logic (anumana) that has been nurtured and refined
by the Naiyayikas. Hence, it is hardly convincing when the Bhasyakara states
that the Sutrakara rejects inferential logic as a means for accomplishing the
Realisation of Brahman, the aim of the Vedanta-darsana.
In this context, it may also be noted that immediately after introducing
brahma-jijMsa (desire to know Brahman) in the first Sutra, “athato
brahmajijnasa," the Sutrakara cites an inference to suggest a definition of
Brahman as being the source of the world and then alone does he proceed to
declare that Scripture is the source of this knowledge of Brahman. This itself
is a sure indication that in the Brahma-sutra the Sutrakara places inferential
logic over and above the Scripture.
It is for answering questions like these, in this section, that the Acarya lays
down the crucial Vedantic norm defining the sphere of the functioning of the
inferential logic and reasoning in the Vedanta-darsana. There are Upanisadic
passages explicating the following doctrines: (1) Brahman is the source of
the world.2 (2) The immutable Existence itself created the world.3 (3) Space
(akasa) is the creator of the universe that is full of name and forms.4 (4) This
individual self is the Brahman itself5 and so on. Even the most intelligent and
devoted student of the Upanisads would find it difficult to grasp entirely
the ideas of these Upanisadic passages and appreciate logically their spirit
and significance since the human mind down the ages engrossed in worldly
affairs gets clouded with innumerable doubts. This confusion becomes
further confounded when the intellect is stormed by a multitude of rival
doctrines. In such a situation, the seekers are in need of the assistance
1 Refer to Janmadyadhikarana, Section 7 D, n.l, fn.5.
2 Vide Upanisadic statements like (Mu.Lf.2.1.3) "etasmdjjayate prano manah sarvendriyani ca.
kham vdyurjyotirdpah prthivl visvasya dharini."
3 Vide the Chandogya-upanisad, Sixth Chapter, beginning with the statement "sadeva
somyedamagra asit"
* Cf. aro# t
^
asm 5 Vide the Mahavakyas such as "ayam dtma brahma."
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that logical reasoning alone can provide so that the doubts are dispelled
and the seeker steers clear of the influence of contrary and rival doctrines
in order that he may truly comprehend the Upanisadic teachings in their
entirety and gain the right perspective and become intellectually convinced
of the truth and the rationale of the thoughts presented in the Upanisadic
passages that has been revealed to him by his revered teacher and which
he has gained from his own perusal of the sacred Scripture. This process
of cogitating, understanding and appreciating the Scriptural doctrines
and their significance intellectually by using logic and reasoning is termed
'manana' (reflection). Logic and reasoning (that is tarka, yukti or anumana)
are necessary instruments in this process of manana and the students of
Vedanta may make use of them with great advantage for understanding the
Upanisadic teachings they have learnt from the Master.
Indeed, the form, the content, and the force of the Brahma-sutra are those of
the probans (hetu) of the pararthanumana (syllogism) of the Naiyayikas. But this
feature need not be taken to proclaim the superiority of inferential logic. Rather,
being based exclusively on Upanisadic passages, the aphoristic sentences having
the above feature dearly demonstrate how logic plays an important and rigorous
role in the Vedanta-darsana and how it could reign victorious and supreme but
only within the boundaries that are well-defined by the Scripture.
In the Bhasya passage under consideration, the expression "satsu ca
vedantavakyesu jagato janmadikaranavadisu - While, however, there are
Upanisadic passages primarily advocating Brahman as the cause of the
origination and so on of the world" is very significant. This expression
suggests that the present Sutra is no exception to the general norm that the
Brahma-sutras are meant to deal with the Upanisadic declarations alone. True,
the word 'yatah' in the Janmadi-sutra may suggest an Isvaranumana, that is
an inference of Brahman-Isvara as the source of the world; but, this inference
is not meant to establish, independently of the Scripture, the existence of
Brahman-Isvara as the source of the world. In that case, this aphorism
would stand contradicted and annulled by the very next Sastrayonitva-sutra
that declares the Scripture as the only means for the knowledge of Brahman.
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Therefore, it is certain that in the second aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah,"
the Sutrakara suggests Isvaranumana as a means to comprehend only the
tatastha-laksana of Brahman. This he does, since the knowledge of the
tatastha-laksana is the first step to arrive at the svarupa-laksana of Brahman,
expressed by such. Upanisadic passages as (Tai.U.2.1 & Ma.U.2 respectively)
"satyam jnanam anantam brahma," “ayam dtma brahma" and so on. In fact it
is only Brahman of the nature of Existence, Consciousness and Bliss, that
is - Brahman as defined by its svarupa-laksana - and not the Brahman as
defined by its tatastha-laksana that is identical with self and, indeed, it is this
Brahman that is identical with the self as defined by its svarupa-laksana that
is desired to be known (jijnasyam brahma).
2. inference too, such as what is not opposed to the Upanisadic passages
becomes the means for knowledge: The purpose of inferential logic in the
Vedanta-darsana has already been specified as consisting in the strengthening
of one’s understanding of the Scriptural teaching during the process of the
Vedantic student's reflection (manana) thereby becoming an indispensable aid
in the Vedantic pursuit. On the other hand, if logic is allowed to go astray or
counter to the Upanisadic teaching, then it ceases to be a means of knowledge.
The idea is this: The Scripture is the means of knowledge of paramount
significance on matters of dharma and Brahman just as the sense organs are
the undisputed and authoritative means for perceptual cognition of entities
like pot, fire and so on that are objects of perception. An inferential logic
cannot be an authentic means of valid cognition if it contradicts the Scriptural
teachings pertaining to dharma and Brahman just as the Scriptural teaching
ceases to be authentic if it were to go counter to the sense organs and try to
establish that 'fire is not hot' (agniranusnah). In fact, even the Naiyayikas,
the proverbial advocates of the supremacy of inferential logic, emphasise
that the logic should follow perception and Scripture and that logic would
be fallacious if it were to contradict perception (pratyaksa) or the Scripture
(agama) in their respective exclusive fields.6
6 Cf.

hi sraftsjn,
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From the above discussion it is evident that Isvaranumana - that is the
inferential knowledge that Isvara, omniscient and omnipotent, is the cause
of the world - of the Isvarakarana-vadins is not found contradicting the
Upanisadic doctrine of Isvara as being the source of the world. As a result,
one must be delighted to have two independent means of valid knowledge
(pramana), that is inferential logic as well as Scripture, each one independent
of the other, that could establish the existence of Isvara as the cause of the
universe. This being the case, why should the Vedantin summarily set
aside the Isvaranumana in the analysis of the Jarunadi-sutra? The Acarya
is strongly of the view that it is by far better to accept the existence of
Isvara as the cause of the world primarily on the basis of the Scripture as an
independent authority. He will be explaining the reason in the sequel in this
very Janmadyadhikarana that this path of Scripture is quite safe and free
from the difficulties that could be encountered when recourse is taken to
mere inferential logic.
Also, in the Mahesvara-pasupatddhikarana (also called Patyadhikarana, 2.2.3741) occurring in the second chapter of the Brahma-sutra, the Acarya details this
point further by exposing the impossibility of the hypothesis of establishing
the existence of Isvara as the source of the world by Isvaranumana alone.7
7 The theory that Isvara is the efficient cause (nimitta-karana) alone of the world, which can
be derived by Isvaranumana, lacks tenability on the basis of the following incongruences:
(1) The Upanisadic declaration "by virtue of the Knowledge of Brahman everything else
becomes known" is controverted. Such a Knowledge is possible only when Brahman
is accepted as the efficient-cum-material cause (abhinna-nimittopadana-karana) of the
universe. Vide the Acarya's comments on the Brahma-sutra (2.2.37) "patyurasdmahjasyat
‘"prakrtisca pratijhadrstantanuparodhat', 'abhidhyopadeSacca’ (Brahma-sutra, 1.4.23-24) ityatra
prakrtibhavenadhisthatrbhavena cobhayasvabhavasyesvarasya svayamevacaryena pratisthUpitatvSt."
(2) The view of Isvara being the nimitta-karana alone of the world incurs the undesirable
contingency of Isvara becoming subject to raga (likes) and dvesa (dislikes) and consequently
liable to be divested of the status of being Isvara as any activity emanates only because of one's
own interest. Vide the Bhasya statements: "kirn punarasamahjasyam? hlnamadhyamottamabhavena
hi pranibhedan vidadhata tsvarasya ragadvesadidosaprasakterasmadadivadanisvaratvam prasajyeta"
and also "svarthaprayukta eva ca sarvo jatiah pararthe'pi pravartata ityevamapyasamafijasyam,
svarthavattvad tsvarasyamsvaratvaprasahgat" on the Brahma-sutra (2.2.37) “patyurasamanjasyat."
(3) If at all Isvara is considered to control purusa and pradhana that have been postulated
by the Sankhyans, then the relation of Isvara with purusa and pradhana cannot logically
be conceived as purusa and pradhana are both all-pervading and impartite. The relation of
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3. is not rejected because logic has been accepted by the Scripture itself as
an auxiliary: The Acarya has carefully worded his statement that inferential
logic is "not rejected" ("na nivaryate"). He does state that logic 'must be
made use of' (prayoktavya) by the seekers for rightly comprehending the
ultimate purport of the Upanisadic teachings for it is likely that there could
be extraordinary personalities like Vamadeva and Suka of the Upanisadic
and Pauranic fame, who did not need any inferential logic for understanding
or realising the oneness of the Self with Brahman, the material-cumefficient cause of the world taught in the Upanisads. However, if a seeker
of average intelligence needs the assistance of logic in his inquiry for
clearing his doubts and misunderstandings and for arriving at the correct
purport of the Upanisadic passages, he need not shy away from making
use of that powerful tool because the Scriptures themselves sanction it.
In this context it is of advantage to recall an earlier significant statement
of the Acarya: "tasmad brahmajijnasopanydsamukhena vedantavakyamimdmsa
tadavirodhitarkopakarana nihsreyasaprayojana prastiiyate - Consequently, an
inquiry into the Upanisadic enunciations is commenced by the Sutrakara,
by way of introducing the presentation with the 'desire to know Brahman',
which inquiry is accompanied by logical argumentation not hostile to it and
which has Liberation as its aim."8
conjunction (samyoga) is possible only when the relata (sambandhin) have parts and are also
limited. But according to the Sahkhyans both purusa and pradhana are impartite and allpervading. Other relations like samavaya are also not possible. Vide the Bhasya statements on
the Brahma-siitra (2.2.38)"sambandhanupapattesca"na hi pradhanapurusavyatirikta isvaro'ntarena
sambandham pradhanapurusayorlsitd. na tavat samyogalaksanah sambandhah sambhavati,
pradhanapurusesvardnarh sarvagatatvanniravayavatvdcca." (4) The postulation of such an Isvara
as mentioned above (vide point 3) would render Isvara himself bereft of omniscience and
eternality. Further, pradhana and purusa would also be subject to impermanence as their being
limited renders both of them impermanent. To explain: If Isvara were to know all the purusas,
then the number of purusas would become limited. And, if Isvara were not to know all the
purusas then Isvara's omniscience is compromised. Refer to the Bhasya on the Sutra (2.2.41)
"antavativamasarvajnata va": “tatra sarvajnenesvarena pradhanasya purusdnamatmanasceyatta
paricchidyeta va, na va paricchidyeta. ubhayathapi doso'nusakta eva." Arguments such as these
render untenable the theory derived from Isvaranumana that Isvara is the efficient cause alone,
and not the material cause. For further details on the above arguments refer to the Sankara-bhasya
on the Brahma-sutras (2.2.37-41).
8 Vide Jijnasadhikarana-bhasya, Section 23.
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4. For example, the Scriptural passages: The Acarya cites these Scriptural
passages for two purposes: Firstly, to dismiss the wrong notion among
a section of Vedantins that he is giving undue importance to logic on
matters concerned with Brahman, which, like dharma, according to these
philosophers, is the subject matter of Scripture alone. Secondly, the Acarya
seeks to set aside the criticism of other schools of philosophy that the Vedantadarsana is nothing but a bundle of dogmas disallowing logical inquiry into
the study of the Upanisadic teachings.
5. "It is to be heard, to be reflected upon": This well-known Brhadaranyakaupanisad (2.4.5) passage is cited by the Acarya to establish by illustration
the importance of logic in the Vedanta inquiry. In this passage, the disciple
is advised that for realising the Self, the Self needs to be learnt from the
Preceptor and thereafter one needs to, with the aid of logic, reflect upon
the teachings of the Self that have been learnt from the Master. It is this
reflection on what has been learnt from the Master that is termed 'manana'
in the Vedantic literature.9 In this passage, the expression 'manta vyah'
stipulates that 'manana' or logical analysis on the subject of the Self ought to
be undertaken.10
6. "as a man, having been informed and being able to judge for himself,
would surely reach the Gandhara country, in the same manner, here also,
a person who has a Teacher knows the Self" (C/id.lT.6.14.2) indicate that
human reasoning is an aid for themselves (i.e. the Scriptures):11 This is the
second Scriptural passage cited by the Bhasyakara to point out the Upanisadic
sanction for logic in the Vedantic inquiry. This sentence is a part of the
Chandogya-upanisad passage wherein the Upanisad cites an allegory (rupakakalpana) of an intelligent man, who is a native of Gandhara country (present
day Afghanistan) whom the thieves have abducted and then blindfolding,
and after tying his hands with ropes, they abandon him in a thick forest far
9 Cf.

^

iftoj

10 Cf.
ffcl spTsfethn HWtFTCta
Also, cf. "sfasqt rRtai:"
Also, cf.
11 Cf. ailcRa:—I -

sjfcRa d'OTSlt
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away from his homeland. The poor man runs hither and thither in the forest
crying piteously for help. At last a passer-by taking pity upon him, removes
his blindfold and the bonds from his hands and comforts him. Thereafter,
he shows him the correct direction towards his home country of Gandhara.
Having thus learnt the direction from that kindhearted traveller, the man
proceeds in the direction that has been indicated to him; this he does also by
making use of his own reasoning and judgement and making inquiries on
the way. Finally, he reaches the Gandhara country.
The Chandogya-upanisad has by this allegory (rupaka-kalpana) of the
Gandhara-native's returning home illustrated how a spiritual seeker lost in
the forest of samsara, because of the bandits of ignorance, desire and action
(avidya-kama-karma), learns from the good-hearted Preceptor about the
way to realise the Upanisadic truth of oneness of Self and how he too must
make use of his own reasoning and logic in order to come to realise his self
as being identical with the supreme Brahman (pratyagabhinnam brahma).12
Thus we observe that the Upanisad itself stresses the need for both: a
Preceptor for gaining the teaching (sravana) and for a methodical logical
inquiry (manana) that is based on the Preceptor's teaching for the pursuit of
Self-realisation.13

12 Cf.

' ^fci

Fllsimdl dcF: '

*?R:I - M'hdl4Rwjl
13 Cf.

^
T^I TWTCf:' sfcf SHpI

WRlTri

qfcq STORf qftSHl

jf&RSRt <#33:

m

rRrn^MK'^.K'f^lriaj 41

Also, cf. W—TpuR^TWT:

<#ga:

3R5J3T SRTrq

SHJTtfa
K'ftcHcvd 44)4 HIClSl^Md,

^ cSRS:

vrtspa,
55
arr^i4q '^ts% <4
feq "aw#" (^ssa.c.*)
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10 A
[dharmabrahmajijnasayoh pramAnabhedopanyasabhasyam]

na

dharmajijhasayam

kintu

srutyadayah

iva srutyadayah eva pramanam
anubhavadayasca

anubhavavascinatvad

yathasambhavam

bhutavastuvisayatvat

ca

brahmajijhasayam.
iha

pramanam,

brahmajhanasya.

kartavye

hi visaye na anubhavapeksa asti iti srutyadinam eva pramanyam syat,
purusadhinatmalabhatvat ca kartavyasya.
10 B
^ na - not;

dharmajijhasayam iva - as in the case of the desire

to know dharma; %c4i<^i: srutyadayah - Scripture etc.; ^ eva - alone; M^IUIH
pramanam - the means of knowledge;

brahmajijhasayam - in the

case of the desire to know Brahman;
srutyadayah - Scripture etc.;

kintu - on the contrary;

anubhavadayah - experience etc.; ^ ca -

also; WNR&Wtyathasambhavam - as and when applicable;
pramanam - means of knowledge;

d1

iha - here; MHIulH

1 cf a n ubhavavasanatvat

it culminates in immediate experience;

- since

bhutavastuvisayatvat

- since it has an existing entity as its content; ^ ca - and also;
brahmajhanasya - of the knowledge of Brahman; 3RM kartavye - with respect
' Bhamatl, ASS, AA (fn.), CSS
' AA (fn.)

J y4f^'flBRRi
3

I
anrRSTfil:

d-AWW
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to that which needs to be accomplished;

hi - indeed; TWJ visaye - with

regard to the object; «? 31 Ret na asti - there is no;
dependence on experience;
Scripture etc.;

iti - hence;

eva - exclusively;

syat - should be;

anubhavapeksa srutyadlnam - of the

pramanyam - as authority; FTRi
purusadhlnatmalabhatvat - because its

accomplishment depends on a person; ^ ca - also;

kartavyasya - of

what ought to be accomplished
IOC
[delineating the difference in pramAnas between
dharmajijnasA and brahmajijnAsA]

The Scripture etc. are not the only means of knowledge in the case of the
desire to know Brahman, just as it is in the case of the desire to know
dharma.1 On the contrary, the Scripture etc. and also experience etc., as
and when applicable, constitute here the means of knowledge since
the knowledge of Brahman culminates in the immediate Experience of
Brahman, and also because this knowledge has an existing entity as its
content.2 Indeed, since there is no dependence on experience with respect
to what is to be accomplished, the Scripture etc. alone are considered as
authority;3 it is also so because what needs to be accomplished is dependent
on the person even for its own coming into existence.4
10 D
1. The Scripture etc. are not the only means of knowledge in the case of
the desire to know Brahman, just as it is in the case of the desire to know
dharma: In the last section, we have seen that the Acarya has given logic
(tarka) a respectable status of being a necessary aid for the inquiry into the
purport of the Upanisadic teachings. He has thus refuted the criticism that
the Vedanta-darsana is dogmatic and that it does not have any place for logic
in its philosophical system.
However, this answer does lead the traditional Vedists, the Mimamsakas,
to raise an objection. In the inquiry of dharma, the Sruti (Scripture) and the
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Smrti (Traditional Code) have been accepted by all persons grounded in the
tradition (sista) as the only source of knowledge for dharma and no credence
is given to logic, which is inherently based on the human intellect. Manu,
the greatest of the Smrti-kartas (authors of Smrtis), clearly lays down the
rule prohibiting an all-out logical inquiry (mlmamsa) into what is taught
by the Srutis and Smrtis.4 Also in the Brahma-sutra itself, the very next Sutra
specifically declares that Scripture alone is the source of the knowledge
about Brahman. This declaration naturally means that logic is excluded as
the source of the knowledge of Brahman. Thus, being taught exclusively by
Scripture, both dharma and Brahman are on a par with each another and
hence they do not admit the use of logic. This being the established fact, the
above-cited Scriptures allowing logic in the case of brahma-jijnasa may have
to be construed as eulogistic statements (arthavada) meant merely to praise
the Knowledge of Brahman.5
The present section contains a convincing reply to the above question of
the traditional Vedist.6 In the earlier Jijnasadhikarana (vide Section 7) the
Acarya has drawn our attention to a fundamental factor that differentiates
dharma and Brahman, even though both of them happen to be the exclusive
purports of the Scripture. The Bhasyakara had stated that dharma, the
object of dharma-jijnasa, is yet to come into existence at the moment when
it is desired to be known. So also, it has yet to come into existence even
while it is being taught by the Scripture. This has to be naturally so because
dharma, for its very existence, depends on the activity of the person. On
the other hand. Brahman, the object of brahma-jijnasa, even though is
like dharma - in the aspect of being revealed by the Scripture alone - yet.
Brahman being ever existent (nityasiddha-vastu), it does not depend on any
activity whatsoever of the person for coming into existence.7 Basing himself
4Cf.

5 cf.

6 cf. *wr uff 3

cUKtfvnqft|fohftn

qq

qq gprqft

an*

Wtera sng—q

*m

ifat - sprat

7 Vide "bhavyasca dharmo jijhasyo najnanakale asti, purusavyaparatantratvat. iha tu bhutam brahma
jijnasyam, nityanirvrttatvad, na purusavyaparanirvrttam." (Jijriasadhikarana-bhasya, Section 7)
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on this well-established distinguishing feature of dharma and Brahman, the
Acarya answers the question that has been posed by the traditional Vedist,
the Mxmamsakas.
Dharma, such as the Vedic rite of Jyotistoma, is not existent when it is
taught as its coming into existence is dependent on the activity of the person
who has to perform it. Basing themselves on this unique feature of dharma,
the great Mlmamsa teachers like Jaimini and Sabara-svamin declare that
since dharma does not exist prior to its actual performance, and because
perception (pratyaksa) is the product of the sense-contact with an already
existing object, perception cannot be the means for the knowledge (pramana)
of dharma; so also, inference (anumana), analogy (upamana), presumption
(arthapatti) and the non-cognition (anupalabdhi)8 cannot be the means of
knowledge of dharma, because these means of knowledge (pramana) have
perception as their pre-requisite (pratyaksapurvakatvat). Hence, Scripture
is the sole means for comprehending dharma.9 Therefore, it stands to reason
that in the case of dharma-jijnasa, one has to depend exclusively on the
authority of the Scripture (vedapramanya) for one's knowledge of dharma.10
The above assertion does not preclude the indirect contribution of
perception, inference and so on to the knowledge of dharma with regard
to the accessories (angas) of dharma such as ghee, rice and so on that are
required in the performance of the sacrificial rite. Also, the assertion that
Scripture alone is the source of the knowledge of dharma does not stand in
the way of applying various norms and logical principles (nyayas) of the
Purvamlmamsa-darsana to decide varied aspects of dharma. Therefore, by
stating that Scripture alone is the authority in the case of dharma what is
meant is that perception (pratyaksa), inference (anumana) and the other
9 The term 'anupalabdhi' is also referred to in the ancient treatises as 'abhava' (negation), that
is 'upalambhabhava' (absence of cognition).
9 Vide "satsamprayoge purusasya indriyanam buddhijanma, tat pratyaksam animittam,
vidyamdnopalambhanatvSt" (Purvarmmdmsa-sUtra 1.1.4) and the Sabara-bhdsya thereon: "sati
tu indriyarthasambandhe purusasya buddhih jdyate, tat pratyaksam; bhavisyamsca esah arthah
dharmah na jndnakale asti satascaitad upalambhanam, na asatah tatah pratyaksam animittam...
pratyaksapurvakatvat ca anumdnopamdnarthdpattyabhdvdnamapi akaranatvam iti."
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means of knowledge (pramana) cannot be the direct and primary means of
cognition of dharma.11
But Manu's prohibition of logic does not also mean a total taboo on
reasoning. It actually intends to advise us that on the subject of dharma,
the Sruti (Scripture) and the Smrti (Code of Law) are the only available
primary means of knowledge and hence the authenticity and utility of such
fundamental authorities should not be subjected to any hostile logic, lest
it should lead to the collapse of dharma and law. Only Scripture-friendly
reasoning (srutyanukulah tarkah) is welcome. Manu himself emphasises
the necessity of such reasoning to understand clearly the nature and details
of dharma that one has learnt from the Scripture.12 Thus, we see that the
highly valued Vaidika-darsana, termed Turva-mlmamsa', became entirely
devoted to the inquiry into the various aspects of dharma by employing
one thousand principles or nyayas (sahasradhikarana) for the complete
comprehension of dharma.
While concluding the analysis on the present statement of the Bhasya,
we should also take into consideration that while the Scripture enjoins us
to practise dharma by injunctions such as "dharmam earn," "jyotistomena
svargakdmo yajeta" and so on, the very injunctions themselves recognise that
the dharma which they enjoin is non-existent at the very time of their upadesa
(enunciation) and that it has to be brought into existence only by performing
it. On the other hand, when the Scripture teaches us that Atman needs to
be seen through statements such as “atma va are drastavyah" (Bn U.2.4.5), it
admits, in principle, that the Brahman-Atman is already in existence, which
fact the Acarya takes up for analysis in the sequel.13
2. On the contrary, the Scripture etc. and also experience etc. as and when
applicable, constitute here the means of knowledge since the knowledge
of Brahman culminates in the immediate Experience of Brahman, and

12Cf.

aann

13 Vide Jartmadyadhikarana, Section 12.
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also because this knowledge has an existing entity as its content: We have
seen that dharma is not existent at the time when it is desired to be known,
nor when it is taught by the Scripture, nor even when it is understood. As
a result, perception (pratyaksa) and other means of knowledge (pramana)
like inference (anumana), analogy (upamana) and so on have no role to play
when one is desirous of knowing dharma. Consequently, the only means or
source of the knowledge of dharma is the Scripture.14
With regard to existing entities, besides the Scripture, perception could also
be a means of knowledge. And, if perception (pratyaksa) happens to have an
entry, then the retinue of other means of knowledge like inference, analogy
and so on would also ensue since all these basically depend on perception.
Hence, the Acarya declares that, unlike dharma-jijnasa, in the present context
of brahma-jijnasa, since Brahman is an existent entity, the Scripture etc.
(srutyadayah) as well as direct realisation etc. (anubhavadayah), that is even
the other means of knowledge (pramana) like anumana and so on, constitute
the pramana (means of knowledge) for the Realisation of Brahman.
<$>

In the present Bhasya sentence, there are two important expressions that
require elaboration: "srutyadayah" (Scripture etc.) and ",anubhavadayah"
(experience etc.).
According to the Bhamati, the expression “srutyadayah" signifies Sruti
(Scripture), Itihasa (Epics), Purana (Legend) and Smrti (Traditional Codes).
All these constitute the means of knowledge of dharma and Brahman.15 The
Pahcapadika and its sub-commentaries (like the Pancapadika-vivarana) explain
the word 'srutyadayah' in the technical sense in which the Mlmamsakas
employ it, and thus 'Srutyadayah' comes to mean the six factors known
collectively as 'angata-bodhaka-pramana', that is the 'factors deciding the
14 It should be so since the Veda alone has the power of teaching us about things of the past,
of the present and of the future and things that are subtle, hidden or distant and so on. Vide
“codana hi bhutath, bhavantam, bhavisyantam, suksmam viprakrstam, ityevanjatiyalcamartham
saknoti avagamayitum." (Sabara-bhasya, 1.1.2)

15 Cf. p^i

- wrat
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accessorial relations'. These six are: (1) sruti (the direct statement), (2) lihga
(potency of word), (3) vakya (syntactical relation), (4) prakarana (context),
(5) sthana (place of occurrence) and (6) samakhya (name).16 These six means
are extensively made use of in both the Dharma- and Brahma-mlmamsas for
comprehending correctly the angangibhava (i.e. the accessorial relation of
the subsidiaries with the main act of dharma) and for logically interpreting
the complex Scriptural texts on dharma and Brahman. Hence, these six are
viewed as the means of knowledge of dharma and Brahman.17
16 Cf. ^fct:

5^:

Also, cf.
4<fl-cKPlW- 5K:I few
WWtfWatpfofeqq SWCJiq.l itWW-i'r
-Wtlf^EIT^JT
Also, cf. pitfl!

4I45R.I 4TO54I-

fTRW: 5F0FWJ

feW^W^WTOrn^

'fch'ifckfl

?jfcl

5I^i| feW

H*1R°4I I

17 'Virtiyogovidhi', which is one of the four kinds of vidhi (injunctive statement), determines
the connection of a subsidiary (anga) with the principal (angi) through the six means of
determination (pramana). These six pramanas as mentioned above are: (1) Sruti (direct
statement), (2) lihga (the power of word), (3) vakya (connected utterance - samabhivyahara),
(4) prakarana (context), (5) sthana (commonness of place, or position or order) and (6)
samakhya (name or a word understood in its literal sense). The following is a brief explanation
of these six pramanas:
(1) Sruti: This is a direct Scriptural statement which independently indicates the relation of a
subsidiary (anga) with the principal rite (angi). The Vedic sentence "vrihibhiryajeta" illustrates
the case of Sruti since the instrumental case-ending in the term 'vrlhibhih' indicates directly
that rice-grains (vrihi) are the means with which the sacrificial rite is to be performed.
Consequently rice-grains become subservient (anga) to the sacrificial rite (angi).
(2) Lihga: The lihga-pramana consists in the conventional meaning of a word, which meaning
is expressed by the denotative power of words (abhidha-sakti). Kumarila-bhatta explains
this in his Tantravartika when he says: "sdmarthyam sarvasabdanarh lingamityabhidhiyate It is the potency of all words, which is described as lihga." To illustrate: The sentence,
"barhirdevasadanam dami -1 cut the grass, the seat of the gods." The power of the word 'dami'
(I cut) shows that this Mantra is to be used while cutting. Further, the word 'barhis' primarily
denotes 'kusa-grass' by means of lihga, that is the 'convention' or the 'denotative faculty',
although 'barhis' does connote other types of grass also. It is the denotation of 'barhis' which
indicates the cutting of kusa-grass alone and not the other kinds of grass. As such this Mantra
becomes subservient (anga) to the act of cutting the kusa-grass (angi).
(3) Vakya: This is a syntactically connected utterance. "Samabhivydharo vakyam - Vakya
consists in pronouncing two words together." Vakya determines the relation of subsidiary
(anga) with the principal (angi) even in the absence of case-endings such as the accusative
which denotes the thing to be accomplished, or instrumental which denotes the means to
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accomplish the rite and so on. To illustrate: "yasya parnamayi juhurbhavati na sa papam slokarit
srnoti - whose ladle is made of pama-wood, he hears no evil report about himself (i.e. he
becomes famous)." Here, from the connected utterance of being-made-of-parna-wood and
ladle (juhu), the being-made-of-parna-wood (parnata) becomes subservient (anga) to the
ladle (juhu), the principal (angl).
(4) Prakarana: Translated as 'context', this consists in mutual expectany (parasparapeksa).
Prakarana as the means for determination (pramana) can be illustrated in the case of the
Prayaja-yagas (fore-sacrifices) and Darsapurnamasa-yaga. When two sentences are found
to be complementing each other, they constitute 'prakarana'. The sentence beginning with
“samidho yajati" without mentioning the fruit, lays down the five prayajas (fore-sacrifices).
On hearing this, the expectancy as to what is that which is going to be the fruit accomplished
by the Prayaja-yagas (fore-sacrifices) such as the Samidh-sacrifice. The injunctive sentence
“darsapurnamasabhyam svargakamo yajeta” gives the sense that heaven (svarga) is to be attained
by Darsapumamasa sacrifice. In this case, the expectancy as to how exactly one may perform
the Darsapurnamasa-yaga for attaining heaven remains unsatisfied by any term in the abovementioned injunctive sentence "darsapurnamasabhyam svargakamo yajeta." It is evident that
these two sentences, one beginning with "samidho yajati" and the other "darsapurnamasabhyam
svargakamo yajeta" are mutually expectant. The sentence "samidho yajati" requires a fruit
(phalakanksa) which is supplied by "darsapurnamasabhyam svargakamo yajeta" by indicating
that the fruit of Samidh-yaga is svarga (heaven). In the same way the injunctive sentence
"darsapurnamasabhyam svargakamo yajeta" requires how exactly (itikartavyatakahksa) the
Darsapumamasa sacrifice is to be performed so that heaven may be attained. That very
expectancy is fulfilled by the sentences mentioning the Prayaja-yagas (fore-sacrifices)
beginning with the statement "samidho yajati” which when performed become subservient
(anga) to the principal sacrifices (angl) of Darsapurnamasa-yaga. In this way the mutual
expectancy of the two sentences constitutes 'prakarana' and helps us to determine the
principal rite (angl) and the subsidiary rite (anga).
(5) Sthana: This is the fifth pramana, and means 'commonness of place, position or order'.
'Sthana' becomes the means to determine when two things are found together in a common
place and on that basis become related to each other as principal (angl) and subordinate
(anga). In the Maitrayam-samhita, two sacrificial rites, one in honour of both Indra and
Agni and the other in honour of VaiWanara are enjoined respectively by the sentences
"aindragnamekadasakapalam nirvapet - One should offer the purodasa (cake) prepared in eleven
potsherds in honour of Indra and Agni" and "vaisvanaram dvadaiakapUlarh nirvapet - One
should offer the purodasa (cake) prepared in twelve potsherds in honour of VaiSvanara."
Later on, in the same Samhita, two pairs of anuvakya (Mantras for involving the deities)
and yajya (Mantras offering oblations) occur. One pair commences with “indragnl rocana
divah - Indra and Agni are illuminators of heaven" and the other with "vaisvanaro'jijanat Vaisvanara created" in the same order. Here, the question arises which pair of Mantras is
subordinate to which rite. From 'sthana', that is the 'commonness of place, position or order',
we thus determine that the first pair of anuvakya- and yajya-mantras becomes subservient
(anga) to the first enjoined sacrificial rite (angl) and the pair of anuvakya- and yajya-mantras
mentioned second becomes subordinate to the sacrificial rite enjoined second.
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'Anubhava' is the other word in the Bhasya, occurring in the expression
"anubhavadayah" (experience etc.) that needs a detailed explanation. The
word 'anubhava' is usually rendered as ’experience1, a kind of cognition
(jnana). In fact, the Indian philosophical tradition recognises two kinds of
cognition, namely 'smrti' (recollection) and 'anubhava' (experience). Under
the second category come all experiences - the perceptual (pratyaksa),
inferential (anumiti), analogical (upamiti), presumption (arthapatti) and
non-cognitional (anupalabdhi) cognitions.
In the present Bhasya section, the word 'anubhava' occurs twice: first
in “anubhavadayasca yathasambhavam iha pramariam - experience etc. as and
when applicable, constitute here the means of knowledge" and thereafter in
"anubhavdvasdnatvat - since it culminates in the direct experience." The tenor of
these sentences reveals that the term 'anubhava' in the first sentence is meant
to denote a means of knowledge (pramana), while in the second expression it
signifies the Realisation (avagati) resulting from the first 'anubhava', which
has been given the status of the means of knowledge (pramana). It is certain
that the first 'anubhava' is not used in the broad sense of the term whereby it
can include all the varied experiences mentioned above such as perceptional
(pratyaksa), inferential (anumiti), analogical (upamiti) and so on, for if it
were so the word 'adayah' (etc.) in the expression "anubhavadayah" would
be meaningless and also because pramanas such as perception (pratyaksa),
inference (anumana) and so on are not the means of knowledge with regard
to the second 'anubhava', occurring in the expression "anubhavavasanatvat,"
which is, in fact, the direct Realisation (Saksatkara or Brahmanubhuti) of the
identity of the self with Brahman.
(6) Samakhya: This is the last of the six pramanas which determines the relation of the
subordinate (anga) to the principal (angi). 'Samakhya' actually means 'a word understood
in its literal sense in accordance with its grammatical derivation'. This literal sense of a
word serves to indicate the relation of the principal sacrificial act and the subordinate one.
Let us take the Vedic expression "hotuscamasah - The cup from which the Hotr drinks the
Soma juice." It denotes two things: the Hotr (sacrificial priest) and his drinking from the cup
(camasa-patra). Out of these, drinking, being an action, is naturally the principal and Hotr in
that way by samakhya becomes subservient (ahga) to the act of drinking (angi).
For more details of these six pramanas one may make a perusal of the Arthasangraha of
Laugaksi-bhaskara.
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Therefore, the first 'anubhava', which is spoken of as pramana (means
of knowledge), will have to be taken in the sense of the cognition of Self
gained by the seeker from his sravana, that is listening to the Scriptures
from his Guru and imbibing their purport. This cognition or seeing or
experience (anubhava) is a modification or operation of the internal
organ (antahkaranavrtti).18 Indeed, this intellectual operation is a direct
cognition (saksatkara) arising from the words of the Guru and the Sastra
and is the direct means for Realisation as it enables the aspirant (sadhaka)
to attain the final goal of realising the identity of Brahman and Atman
(brahmatmaikya-prapti), the supreme Bliss, uncontaminated by any misery
and is the supreme goal of the Vedantic inquiry.19 This final Realisation is
an immmediate experience (Aparoksanubhuti) of the identity of the self
and Brahman and it is that in the expression "anubhavavasanatvat" wherein
we see the word 'anubhava' occurring that is voiced for the second time in
the Bhasya.
Thus,

'anubhavadayah'

(experience

etc.)

in

"anubhavadayasca

yathasambhavam iha pramanam - experience etc. as and when applicable,
constitute here the means of knowledge" stands for the cognitive experience
(anubhava - darsana) that one attains from the Teacher (darsana) as well
as the seeker's repeated efforts at manana and nididhyasana referred
to by 'adayah' (i.e. etcetera) while the term 'anubhava' (experience) in
"anubhavavasanatvat - since it culminates in the direct experience" refers to
the direct Realisation (Aparoksanubhuti), the final Experience of the identity
of the self with Brahman (Brahmatmaikya) which alone puts an end to
samsara. The above explanation of the Bhasya is based on Bhamatl.
Ratnaprabha and Nyayanirnaya give a slightly different explanation. The
term 'anubhava' in the expression "anubhavadayasca yathasambhavam iha
pramanam," according to Govindananda, the author of Ratnaprabha, refers to
the Experience of the Wise, the 'vidvadanubhuti', and by 'adayah' (etcetera)
18 Cf.

WBT^R:,
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is meant the means for the knowledge, the manana and nididhyasana,20 and
the meaning of 'anubhava' in the expression “anubhavavasanatvat," is just
as explained in Bhamati, and stands for the final culminating Experience
(Aparoksanubhuti) of the identity of the self with Brahman which puts an
end to the entire realm of samsara.
<§>

The expressions "srutyadayah" and “anubhavadayah" can also be construed
a little differently by comprehending the deeper significance of the Bhasya
sentence of this section “na dharmajijhasayam iva srutyadayah eva pramanam
brahmajijhasayam - The Scripture etc. are not the only means of knowledge in
the case of the desire to know Brahman, just as it is in the case of the desire
to know dharma."
'Dharma-jijnasa', the desire to know dharma, culminates in the correct
performance of the Vedic rite (dharma), the content of dharma-jijnasa.
This performance is meant for attaining heaven and worldly prosperity
(abhyudaya), both of which are viewed as a purusartha (human goal). Here,
the inquiry that precedes the performance of dharma, that is the Vedic rite,
can only be into the Sruti (Veda) and the various Srauta-sutras.21 These two Sruti and Srauta-sutra - are what is comprehended by the Bhasya expression
"srutyadayah eva - the Sruti etc. alone."
On the other hand, brahma-jijnasa, the desire to know Brahman,
culminates in the unhindered (apratibaddha) Realisation (cf. the Bhasya
expression "anubhavavasanatvat") of the identity of Brahman and Atman and
this Realisation of the oneness is the object of the brahma-jijnasa22 that is
20Cf.3Tg>T?:

I

I

Also, cf.
i
One need not wonder at the absence of sravana in the meaning given for the word 'adi' (etc.) in
the Bhasya expression "anubhavadayah" Sravana is included in the expression "srutyadayah'’
itself and hence manana and nididhyasana alone are intended by the word 'adi' in the
expression "anubhavadayah
21 The aphorisms which briefly expound the injunctions laid down in the Vedic Sarhhitas and
brahmanas for the performance of yagas are termed 'Srauta-sutras'.
22 Cf. vrffanrar H
asMsiwi g
otw
Wl:
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referred to in the above-quoted Bhasya statement and is meant for attaining
the purusartha (human goal) of Liberation (Moksa), the freedom from the
realm of samsara.
In order to gain this unhindered Realisation of the identity of Brahman
and Atman, the aspirant has to pass necessarily through the stage of
manana, that is the logical inquiry into the passages of the Sruti (Scripture)
and Smrti (traditional code), which are referred to by the expression
"srutyadayah," and also into one’s varied experiences, which are referred to
by the expression "anubhavadayah," which comprises of many experiences
of joy and sorrow due to the mutual superimposition of self and non¬
self, the observation of the life-pattern of the Men of Realisation and the
experience of their teachings and so on, all of which are gained through
perception (pratyaksa), inference (anumana) and other means of knowledge
(pramana) as well as the recollection of the past experiences (smrti). Here,
by the term 'adayah' (etcetera) in the expression "anubhavadayah," is
included recollection (smrti). In case the aspirant fails to pass through the
stage of manana of the above description, the attainment of the Realisation
of the identity of Brahman and Atman, the content of the brahma-jijnasa,
would be hampered (pratibaddha).
Thus, it is through manana (reflection) which one effects through the Sruti
and Smrti, declarations and enunciations that are referred to by the Bhasya
expression "srutyadayah"73 and the manifold experiences (anubhava) and
recollection (smrti) that are referred to by the expression "anubhavadayasca
These constitute the necessary means (pramana) for giving rise to the direct
Realisation (Saksatkara or Brahmanubhuti) in the case of brahma-jijnasa
unlike the case of dharma-jijnasa wherein the Sruti and the Srauta-sutras
(srutyadayah) alone constitute the means with no requirement whatsoever
for the above-mentioned "anubhavadayah "2i
Also, cf. “avagatiparyantam jnanam sanvacyecchayah karma." 0ijnasadhikarana-bha$ya, Section 18)
23

Cf.

('tx’WWfc

ff

24 The following is an overview of various meanings of the Bhasya expressions "Srutyadayah”
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This Bhasya portion is significant as it recognises that in the process of
Vedantic reflection (manana), a Brahma-jijnasu, that is the one who desires to
know Brahman, may make use of all the means of knowledge (pramana) in
and "anubhavUdayah" as seen in various commentaries:
Interpretation

Srutyadayah (Sruti etc.) in the
context of dharma-jijhasa and ■ ■
brahma-jijnSstl

Anubhavddayah (anubhava etc.) in the
context of brahma-jtjhdsd

Bhtimati

Sruti, Itihasa, Purana &, Smrti

By 'anubhava' is meant a pramana, a vrtti
having Brahman as its content, the 'brahmasaksatkara', which arises during sravana. By
'adi' is meant other cognitions arising from
anumana, upamana, arthapatti &
anupalabdhi.

Pancapadikd

The six angata-bodhaka-pramanas:
sruti, lihga, vakya, prakarana, sthana
& samakhya

Does not explain this expression

Tattvadipana

The six angata-bodhaka-pramanas:
3ruti, lihga, vakya, prakarana, sthana
& samakhya

Does not explain this expression

Ratnaprabhd

The six angata-bodhaka-pramanas:
sruti, lihga, vakya, prakarana, sthana
& samakhya

By 'anubhava' is meant 'vidvadanubhava'.
By 'adi' is meant manana and nididhyasana.

Bhdsyabhavaprakdsika •

Gives two optional meanings:
1. The six angata-bodhaka-pramanas:
sruti, lihga, vakya, prakarana, sthana
& samakhya
2. Sruti, Itihasa, Purana & Smrti

By 'anubhava' is meant a pramana, a vrtti
having Brahman as its content, the 'brahmasaksatkara', which arises during sravana.
The text does not explain the word 'adi'.

Nyayanirnaya

The six adgata-bodhaka-pramanas:
sruti, lihga, vakya, prakarana, sthana
& samakhya

By 'anubhava' is meant 'vidvadanubhava'.
By 'adi' (etc.) is meant other cognitions aris¬
ing from anumana, upamana, arthapatti &
anupalabdhi.

Vartika

The six angata-bodhaka-pramanas:
sruti, lihga, vakya, prakarana, sthana
& samakhya

By 'anubhava' is meant direct experience
(pratyaksa). By 'adi' is meant other
cognitions arising from anumana, upamana,
arthapatti & anupalabdhi.

PrakatarthaThe six angata-bodhaka-pramanas:
vivara^a
' sruti, lihga, vakya, prakarana, sthana
& samakhya

By 'anubhava' is meant 'vidvadanubhava'.
By 'adi' (etc.) is meant other cognitions aris¬
ing from anumana, upamana, arthapatti &
anupalabdhi.

mm
Other
alternate
meanings

Does not explain this expression

By 'anubhava' is meant 'saksatkara'. The
text does not explain the word 'adi'.

Does not explain this expression

Does not explain this expression

1. Sruti & various Srauta-sutras (in
the, case of dharma-jijnasa)
2. Sruti & various Smrtis (traditional
codes)

By 'anubhava' is meant reflection on the
many experiences of joy and sorrow due to
adhyasa, observation of the life-pattern of
the Men of Realisation, experience of their
teachings, as well as the experiences gained
by the pramanas - pratyaksa, anumana,
upamana, arthapatti, & anupalabdhi. By
'adi' is meant smrti (recollection).
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his inquiry. This allowance has become possible because of the indisputable
fact of Brahman being an ever existing Reality (bhuta-vastu)25 as evinced by
the Bhasya expression: "bhutavastuvisayatvflt,"26
We shall now investigate how a seeker can make use of all the six means
of knowledge (sat-pramana) during his manana or logical reflection upon
the knowledge of the self's identity with Brahman that he has grasped
from the teachings of the Guru and the Sastra. We have already seen how
the direct experience (pratyaksanubhava) constitutes the means of the
Brahmanubhava, the final goal of his spiritual pursuit.27
The Scriptural passage "yato va imani bhutani jayante...tad brahma”
('Tai.U.3.1) suggests how one could make use of anumana-pramana
(inference) for knowing Brahman as the source of the world. By making
use of this kind of inference, a seeker of Liberation, like Bhrgu-Varuni,
can arrive at the tatastha-laksana (definition per accidens) of Brahman, and
thereafter proceed further and come to know from the Sruti the svarupalaksana (intrinsic-nature definition) of Brahman. It is only basing themselves
on the pattern of the above Upanisadie inference, that the Logicians have
constructed their Isvaranumana, though claiming it to be their original
contribution to philosophical thought.
The doctrine of identity of Brahman and the world, that is the identity
between the cause and its effect, is taught by the Upanisad by taking recourse
to the upamana-pramana (analogy) of the clay and earthen-wares, metal and
metal-wares.28
25 Cf.

26 Cf. H*»r ^
%c[t^Sc3(h

qaaf-yai?, ■ereaf^fci
t - ^<{ih

27 Vide "anubhavadayasca yathasambhavam iha pramanam."
25 Vide “yatha somyaikena mrtpindena sarvam mrnmayam vijnatam syadvacarambhanam vikaro
narnadheyam mrttiketyeva satyam. yatha somyaikena lohamanina sarvam lohamayaih vijnatam
syadvttctirambhamrii vikaro nctmadheyam lohamityeva satyam. yatha somyaikena nakhanikrntanena
sarvam karsnayasam vijnatam syadvacarambhanam vikaro narnadheyam krsnayasamityeva
satyamevam somya sa adeso bhavattti - O pleasant one, as by knowing a lump of clay, all things
made of clay become comprehended: All transformation has speech as its foundation and is
thus verbal appellation alone. It is clay alone which is real. O pleasant one, as by knowing
a lump of gold all things made of gold become comprehended: All transformation has
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By means of sabda-pramana (verbal testimony), such as the Upanisadic
passages (Cha.U.6.8.7 & Ma.U.2 respectively) "tat tvam asi," “ayam atmci
brahma" and so on the seeker learns and realises the identity of Brahman
and Atman.
When from his revered Guru and Scripture, that is by sabda-pramana
(verbal testimony), the seeker learns about 'Brahmatmaikya', the identity
between Brahman and Atman, he finds this Scriptural teaching to be at
variance with pratyaksa-pramana, that is his direct experience which
accentuates the mutual difference between Brahman and his self. However,
because of his total faith (sraddha) in his Master and in the Scripture, he does
not set aside their teachings but seeks to know the real purport and truth of
the teachings that he has been graced with. Taking recourse to the arthapattipramana, that is presumption as the means of cognition, he presumes and
decides that the perceptual difference between the omniscient Isvara and the
limited self is based on the empirical (laukika) means of knowledge alone
and that this difference therefore is only vyavaharika (empirical) and hence
must be only illusory (adhyasika or kalpita) from the ultimate point of view
(paramarthika). On the other hand, the identity of Brahman and Atman
that is taught by the Scripture and the Guru is supersensory and remains
uncomprehended by any means of knowledge other than sabda (Scripture)
and is, therefore, the higher and transcendental truth (paramarthikasatya). If not for this presumption (arthapatti), there will be no satisfactory
way to arrive at a resolution of the contradiction between the two means
of knowledge in question - that is perception (pratyaksa-pramana) and
Scripture (sabda-pramana).
When the seeker is reflecting deeply (manana) on the Upanisadic doctrine
of Brahman as the sole cause of the world (Brahmakarana-vada), he is
confronted by many formidable rival views like the doctrine of the inert
Pradhana as the sole cause of the world (Pradhanakarana-vada), the doctrine
speech as its foundation and is thus verbal appellation alone. It is gold alone which is real.
O pleasant one, as by knowing a nail-cutter all things made of iron become comprehended:
AH transformation has speech as its foundation and is thus verbal appellation alone. It is iron
alone which is real. O pleasant one, thus is that teaching." (Chandogya-upanisad, 6.1.4-6)
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of Atoms as the ultimate material cause of the world (Paramanukarana-vada)
of the Vaisesikas and so on. The seeker should reject all these rival doctrines
by means of anupalabdhi-pramana (non-perception); in other words, he
rejects all these rival and contradictory doctrines because in the Scripture he
does not come across any reference to support these doctrines.
It is in view of all this, the Acarya declares that in the context of brahmajijnasa, one may make use of, besides the Scripture, all other means of
knowledge (pramana), as and when the need arises and wherever they are
applicable - "yathasambhavam."
It may also be noted that in the context of brahma-jijhasa, with reference
to the Realisation of identity of the self with Brahman, both direct experience
(pratyaksanubhava or saksatkara) and Scripture constitute the direct
means of knowledge while the other four - anumana (inference), upamana
(analogy), arthapatti (presumption) and anupalabdhi (non-perception)
- are only indirect means of cognition.29 But in the context of dharmajijnasa. Scripture alone is the direct means, while all the other five means of
knowledge (pramana) are indirect means of knowledge.
3. Indeed, since there is no dependence on experience with respect to
what is to be accomplished, the Scriptures etc. alone are considered as
authority: The word 'anubhava' is generally rendered as 'experience'. If that
sense is to be adhered to here, the present statement of the Acarya is likely
to be misunderstood for experience is always sought after accomplishing an
action or in the creation of an object, even if it be an insignificant object of
this world such as a pot or a cloth let alone the attainment of heaven and the
other worlds.
We have already explained in this section (vide n.3) that 'anubhava'
(experience) is meant to denote an individual’s mental mode (antahkaranavrtti) corresponding to an object that is already in existence. When the
Scripture enjoins that a sacrifice, like Jyotistoma, or a worldly act, like
bringing a cow, needs to be accomplished, that particular sacrifice or thing
29 Cf.

sisifa hwiiktr,
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By means of sabda-pramana (verbal testimony), such as the Upanisadic
passages (Cha.U.6.8.7 & Ma.U.2 respectively) "tat tvam asi," "ayam atma
brahma" and so on the seeker learns and realises the identity of Brahman
and Atman.
When from his revered Guru and Scripture, that is by sabda-pramana
(verbal testimony), the seeker learns about 'Brahmatmaikya', the identity
between Brahman and Atman, he finds this Scriptural teaching to be at
variance with pratyaksa-pramana, that is his direct experience which
accentuates the mutual difference between Brahman and his self. However,
because of his total faith (sraddha) in his Master and in the Scripture, he does
not set aside their teachings but seeks to know the real purport and truth of
the teachings that he has been graced with. Taking recourse to the arthapattipramana, that is presumption as the means of cognition, he presumes and
decides that the perceptual difference between the omniscient Isvara and the
limited self is based on the empirical (laukika) means of knowledge alone
and that this difference therefore is only vyavaharika (empirical) and hence
must be only illusory (adhyasika or kalpita) from the ultimate point of view
(paramarthika). On the other hand, the identity of Brahman and Atman
that is taught by the Scripture and the Guru is supersensory and remains
uncomprehended by any means of knowledge other than sabda (Scripture)
and is, therefore, the higher and transcendental truth (paramarthikasatya). If not for this presumption (arthapatti), there will be no satisfactory
way to arrive at a resolution of the contradiction between the two means
of knowledge in question - that is perception (pratyaksa-pramana) and
Scripture (sabda-pramana).
When the seeker is reflecting deeply (manana) on the Upanisadic doctrine
of Brahman as the sole cause of the world (Brahmakarana-vada), he is
confronted by many formidable rival views like the doctrine of the inert
Pradhana as the sole cause of the world (Pradhanakarana-vada), the doctrine
speech as its foundation and is thus verbal appellation alone. It is gold alone which is real.
O pleasant one, as by knowing a nail-cutter all things made of iron become comprehended:
All transformation has speech as its foundation and is thus verbal appellation alone. It is iron
alone which is real. O pleasant one, thus is that teaching." (Chartdogya-upanisad, 6.1.4-6)
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of Atoms as the ultimate material cause of the world (Paramanukarana-vada)
of the Vaisesikas and so on. The seeker should reject all these rival doctrines
by means of anupalabdhi-pramana (non-perception); in other words, he
rejects all these rival and contradictory doctrines because in the Scripture he
does not come across any reference to support these doctrines.
It is in view of all this, the Acarya declares that in the context of brahmajijnasa, one may make use of, besides the Scripture, all other means of
knowledge (pramana), as and when the need arises and wherever they are
applicable - "yathasambhavam."
It may also be noted that in the context of brahma-jijnasa, with reference
to the Realisation of identity of the self with Brahman, both direct experience
(pratyaksanubhava or saksatkara) and Scripture constitute the direct
means of knowledge while the other four - anumana (inference), upamana
(analogy), arthapatti (presumption) and anupalabdhi (non-perception)
- are only indirect means of cognition.29 But in the context of dharmajijnasa, Scripture alone is the direct means, while all the other five means of
knowledge (pramana) are indirect means of knowledge.
3. Indeed, since there is no dependence on experience with respect to
what is to be accomplished, the Scriptures etc. alone are considered as
authority: The word 'anubhava' is generally rendered as 'experience'. If that
sense is to be adhered to here, the present statement of the Acarya is likely
to be misunderstood for experience is always sought after accomplishing an
action or in the creation of an object, even if it be an insignificant object of
this world such as a pot or a cloth let alone the attainment of heaven and the
other worlds.
We have already explained in this section (vide n.3) that 'anubhava'
(experience) is meant to denote an individual's mental mode (antahkaranavrtti) corresponding to an object that is already in existence. When the
Scripture enjoins that a sacrifice, like Jyotistoma, or a worldly act, like
bringing a cow, needs to be accomplished, that particular sacrifice or thing
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cannot be the content of any experience, as these cannot be perceived by
the mind at the moment of their enunciation. A Yajnika (one who is an
adept in performing Vedic sacrifices) might have performed Jyotistoma, the
sacrificial rite, more than once. But, when he is again desirous of performing
the Jyotistoma, he does not presently have the perceptual experience
(anubhava) of that rite which he is about to perform for the Jyotistoma rite
has not yet been performed by him. However, he has only the recollection
(smrti) of past performance of the Jyotistoma sacrifice and possesses the
Jyotistoma-samskara, that is the mental impression (samskara) generated by
the performance of the rite, which alone has brought about the recollection
(smrti), all of which point to the Yajnika’s skill and expertise in the sacrificial
rite that is albeit yet to be commenced.
4. it is also so because what needs to be accomplished is dependent on the
person even for its own coming into existence. The Bhasya has explained
that there is no dependence on experience with respect to the rites that
need to be accomplished. It must be so because only by its performance,
dharma, the sacrifice, comes into existence and not before its performance.
Actually, if it were already in existence, then there would be no necessity for
its performance.30 Indeed, no one finds it necessary to create and bring into
existence a pot that is already existent!

30 Cf. ^
fat: WOK—(f
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[dharmapramAnavisaye yuktih]

kartum akartum anyatha va kartum ca sakyam laukikam vaidikam ca karma, yatha
asvena gacchati, padbhyam, anyatha va, na va gacchati iti. tatha "atiratre sodasinam
grhnati" (Mai.Sam.4.7.6), "na atiratre sodasinam grhnati" "uditejuhoti," "anudite
juhoti" iti vidhipratisedhasca atra arthavantah syuh, vikalpotsargapavadasca.
11 B
?

r

dvlfl kartum - to perform;
va - or in a different way;

akartum - not to perform; 3P7«IT

Khartum - to perform; ^ ca - and;

anyatha
sakyam

- it is possible; tfif'fc'tiH laukikam - worldly; dfyfc-H, vaidikam - Scriptural; ^ ca
- also; ^4 karma - action; <7^ yatha - for example; 3TOR asvena - by horse;
JKiid gacchati - one goes; '-hyiH.padbhyam - on foot; SPIRIT 3T anyatha va - or
otherwise; B WT n-°Oirl na va gacchati - or one does not travel at all; 5FcI iti thus; ct^TI tatha - likewise; SHicRN atiratre - in the Atiratra sacrifice; WfeRRPf
sodasinam - the sixteenth cup; 3IfTFc! grhnati - one should take up; stTcRT^f
atiratre - in the Atiratra sacrifice; ‘il'S&MH. sodasinam - the sixteenth cup; ^
JMiicl na grhnati - one should not take up;
- one should offer oblation;

udite - at sunrise; ^itfd juhoti

anudite - before sunrise;

juhoti - one

should offer oblation; ffcf iti - thus; RWcTOT: vidhipratisedhah - injunctions
and prohibitions; ^ ca - also;

atra - here; WMwb 7^: arthavantah syuh -

! AA (fn.) at^«IT ^#1.
' Tel, ASS a ^T^lcl
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would be purportful;

^ vikalpotsargapavadah ca - and also

options, general rules and exceptions
11C
[logic governing the means of valid cognition
PERTAINING TO DHARMA]

It is possible to perform, or not to perform, or to perform in a different
way, an act - worldly or Scriptural.1 For example, one may go on horse¬
back, or on foot, or otherwise, or may not go at all.2 Likewise, in the case
of the Vedic rituals also, the Scripture itself orders, (Mai.SamA.7.6) "In the
Atiratra sacrifice, one should take up the Sixteenth Cup," "In the Atiratra
sacrifice, one should not take up the Sixteenth Cup," "One should offer the
Agnihotra oblation at sunrise," "One should offer the Agnihotra oblation
before sunrise."3 In these cases injunctions and prohibitions would be
purportful, as options or general rules and their exceptions.4
11 D
1. It is possible to perform, or not to perform, or to perform in a different
way, an act - worldly or Scriptural: The present discussion started with
two axiomatic statements that were presented in the last section:2 (1) In the
matter of dharma-jijnasa, the means of knowledge are Scripture and the
like (srutyadayah) and (2) in the matter of brahma-jijnasa, both Scripture
and the like (srutyadayah) and the direct perceptual experience and the like
(anubhavadayasca) are the means of knowledge (pramana).
To substantiate the above first statement, it has been pointed out by the
Bhasyakara that being a thing to be accomplished, dharma, as an activity, has
to depend for its existence on the person who undertakes the performance of
the act of dharma. In the present section, the logical basis for this is provided.
In order to bring out this logical basis, the Acarya analyses the basic
nature of dharma as an activity. To begin with, he draws our attention to
the fact that as endeavours to be accomplished, both the worldly (laukika)
activity and Scripture-based dharma (vaidika) are alike in nature without
2 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 10.
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any pertinent differences between them. In both these cases, for instance,
it is possible to perform, it is also possible not to perform, and again, it is
also possible to perform in a different fashion or manner. A thing of such
description cannot have an existence independent of its performer, for its
very being is dependent and dictated by the person who gives birth to it, that
is the one who performs the act.3
2. For example, one may go on horse-back, or on foot, or otherwise, or may
not go at all: This sentence illustrates how one may perform a particular
worldly activity (laukika), or may choose not to perform it, or may even
perform it in an altogether different manner. "Asvena gacchati - One may go
on horse-back" and "na va gacchati - One may not travel at all" illustrate how
it is possible to perform a worldly act and also how one may choose not to
perform it at all. "Padbhyam anyatha va gacchati- (One goes) on foot or in a
different way" exemplifies how the same act can be performed in a manner
other than what has been indicated.
3. Likewise, in the case of the Vedic rituals also, the Scripture itself orders,
(Mai.SarhA.7.6) "In the Atiratra sacrifice, one should take up the Sixteenth
Cup," "In the Atiratra sacrifice, one should not take up the Sixteenth Cup,"
"One should offer the Agnihotra oblation at sunrise," "One should offer
the Agnihotra oblation before sunrise": Just as in the case of a worldly act
(laukikam karma), so too in the case of the Scriptural act (vaidikam karma),
a person has the choice of performing the act or not performing it.
To illustrate this fact, the Acarya cites four Vedic sentences. Of them, the
passages, "atiratre sodasinam grhnati - In the Atiratra sacrifice one should
take up the Sixteenth Cup" and "na atiratre sodasinam grhnati - In the Atiratra
sacrifice one should not take up the Sixteenth Cup,"4 illustrate how one has a
3Cf.
4 After the Soma-juice has been extracted from the Soma-lata, that is the Soma-creeper, it is
collected in cups termed 'graha'. In the Veda, for the performance of Atiratra sacrifice, sixteen
grahas are prescribed. Elsewhere, in the Veda, there is the prohibition about the use of the
sixteenth graha during the Atiratra sacrifice. Thus, when there is a contradiction between two
injunctive statements (vidhi), it is construed that there is an option (vikalpa) for the sacrificer
in the Atiratra sacrifice as to whether to use the sixteenth graha or not.
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choice with respect to performing a prescribed act in a particular fashion. So
also, the other two examples given by the Acarya: "udite juhoti - One should
offer the Agnihotra oblation at sunrise/' and "anudite juhoti - One should
offer the Agnihotra oblation before sunrise" illustrate how it is possible to
perform the act prescribed by the Scripture in alternate ways.5
While such a choice is indeed possible in the case of the Scripture-based
dharma, just as it is in the case of worldly acts, there is no such choice in the
case of the Knowledge of Brahman, for Brahman being an ever-existent entity
(parinisthita- or bhuta-vastu) it cannot be effected by any action whatsoever.6
Hence, it is only natural that the inquiry of dharma and Brahman are of a
totally different nature.
4. In these cases injunctions and prohibitions would be purportful, as
options or general rules and their exceptions: At this juncture, there arises
a question: If a person has such enormous freedom to perform or not to
perform and so on, are not then the very Scriptural injunctions (vidhi),7
their prohibitions (pratisedha),8 options (vikalpa)9 as well as general rules
(utsarga)10 and their exceptions (apavada)11 entirely purposeless? Certainly
not! The very existence of injunctions, prohibitions, general rules as well as
exceptions is itself proof enough for establishing that a person does not enjoy
5 cf. ^=rrfcRra

vfiRkw

spira # anwflw ^
Also, cf.
6 Cf. 'wm'McMoMdiswn,

qwfj&q
m^

^
i
I _ i?rol
am awn epfa, wr

trfa

7 "Ajmtarthajnapako vedabhago vidhih - The portion of the Veda that enjoins an act not known
before by any other means of knowledge is 'vidhi' (injunction)." For example: “jyotistomena
svargdkamo yajeta - The one desirous of heaven should perform the Jyotistoma-yaga."
8 "Purusasya nivartakam vakyam pmtisedhah - A sentence which stops a person from carrying
out an act is termed 'pratisedha' or 'nisedha' (prohibition)." For example: "na suram pibeta Drink not liquor."
9 "Avantarabodhakah sabdah vikalpah - A sentence which informs about another alternative is
termed 'vikalpa' (option)." For example: "vrlhibhiryavairva yajeta - Perform the sacrifice by
offering rice or barley-corn."
10 “Utsargah samanyasastram - A sentence which lays down a general instruction is 'utsarga'
(general rule)." (For example see the subsequent paragraphs of the above n.4.)
11 "Badhanasadhanam apavadah - A sentence which restricts the application of a general rule is
termed 'apavada/ (exception)." (For example see the subsequent paragraphs of the above n.4.)
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complete freedom with regard to the dharma, the rites prescribed by the
Scriptures.12
When we find a contradiction between vidhi (injunction) and pratisedha
(prohibition), this contradiction is resolved by interpreting them as vikalpa
(option), or utsarga (general rule) and its apavada (exception). Such
contrivances are possible with regard to things that are yet to be accomplished
and are to be brought into existence in future. But when an entity is already
in existence, such contrivances are out of place.
Illustrating this, the Acarya has given examples from the Vedic corpus:
"Atiratre sodasinam grhnati - In the Atiratra sacrifice, one should take up the
Sixteenth Cup" is a vidhi (injunction)."Na atiratre sodasinam grhnati - In the
Atiratra sacrifice one should not take up the Sixteenth Cup," is a pratisedha
(prohibition).13 “Udite juhoti - one should offer the Agnihotra oblation at
sunrise," and "anudite juhoti - One should offer the Agnihotra oblation
before sunrise" are vikalpas (options).14 We may add an example for utsarga
(general rule): "ma himsyat sarva bhutani-One should not injure any creature."
This utsarga (general rule) has an apavada (exception) in "agnlsomlyam
pagumalabheta - One should offer a goat to the deity Agnl-Soma."
All these - injunctions (vidhi), prohibitions (pratisedha) and the rest have a purpose in the course of action because they are concerned with an
action that is yet to be accomplished. When an individual has the freedom
of performing or not performing, the above injunctions (vidhi), prohibitions
(pratisedha), general rules (utsarga) and exceptions (apavada) have the
definite purpose of permitting the person the freedom and also indicating
that his freedom lies in choosing the manner of performance so that his
action in no way violates the Vedic declaration and causes papa (sins).
In other words, in the context of karma- or dharma-jijnasa, the notion that
the performance of Atiratra with the Sixteenth Cup is the right thing to do.
12

Cf.

gwwid'tffld.

fcSR
I - rfTOt

13 Cf.

a

I -

iq'twrH: I - dWdl
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and the notion that the performance of Atiratra without the Sixteenth Cup
is the right thing to do; and in the context of the Agnihotra, the notion that
to offer Agnihotra oblation at sunrise is the right thing to do, and also the
notion that to offer Agnihotra oblation before sunrise is the right thing to do
- all these notions are equally valid and authentic. This is so because of the
presence of injunctions (vidhi), prohibitions (pratisedha), options (vikalpa),
general rules (utsarga), exceptions (apavada) and so on prescribing one or
the other action that is yet to come about. But such is not the case in the
context of brahma-jijnasa, for Brahman is already existent15 - in fact, it is a
'nityasiddha-vastu', an ever existent entity. This truth, the Bhasya explains
in the sequel.

15 Cf.

isprfct—raTOHicW# 3 are#
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d3

"3^," "BT^d" ^ dT H^c^dd11 TddlPRr^
I d 1 dBJdTdlcHsIH

ddl d ft BPli

f% dff I dBp^ddd2

^Pf:, 3Fd! dT" # dT^flW* ddTdI dd

"gjCT: 3R[ dT" # Td^MHJ "BPJBT ?fd dddflld, d^d-dcdfdj
d<d ^#WTt3 $PPd d^rKHJ ddd Bid4

d^PRd

HdcK^RmdHId5!
12 A
[brahmapramAnavisaye yuktih]
na tu vastu "evam," “naivam," "asti," "nasti" iti va vikalpyate. vikalpanastu
purusabuddhyapeksah.

na tu vastuyathatmyajnanam purusabuddhyapeksam.

kirn tarhi. vastutantrameva tat. na hi sthanau ekasmin "sthanurva, purusah,
anyo va" iti tattvajhanam bhavati. tatra “purusah anyo va” iti mithyajhanam.
“sthanureva” iti tattvajhanam, vastutantratvat. evam bhUtavastuvisayanam
pramanyarh vastutantram. tatraivarh sati brahmajhanamapi vastutantrameva
bhutavastuvisayatvat.
12 B
^ d na tu - but not;

vastu - an entity; Wl evam - it is like this; d xWl.na evam

- it is not like this; ^Krl asti - is;d SfRrf na asti - is not; ffrf iti - as such; dT vaor;

vikalpyate - admits of options;

- in fact;

vikalpanah - options; d tu

purusabuddhyapeksah - are dependent on human intellect;

d <J na tu - not at all;

vastuyathatmyajnanam - the knowledge

of the real nature of an existing entity;
1q

^ ^ "3#a,

purusabuddhyapeksam sfe dtadri-

J: | _
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is dependent on human intellect; 1% crit kirn tarhi - what then?;

Pd

vastutantram eva - is dependent on the entity itself; dcffaf - that; d na - not;
ft hi - certainly;
post;

ekasmin sthanau - with reference to a particular

dl sthanuh va - this is either post;

purusah - (or) a person; 3Fd:

dT any ah va - or something else; ifd Hi - this;
cognition; ddfci bhavati - is; dd tatra - there;

tattvajhanam - valid
purusah - this is a person;

3Fd: dT any ah va - or something else; fTcf iti - this; FdSdTfTFR mithyajhanam
- false cognition;

Pd sthanuh eva - this is nothing but a post;

this; nmslMH tattvajhanam - is a valid cognition;

iti -

vastutantratvat

- since it is dependent on the entity; PdR evam - thus; ■fTddRpPPdFTTH.
bhutavastuvisayanam - of the cognitions that have existing entities for their
contents;

pramanyam - the authenticity; dd^RR. vastutantram - is

dependent on the entity itself; dd tatra - there; Pd dfd evam sati - this being the
case; dlpffFRsrfp brahmajhanam api - the Knowledge of Brahman too; d?(pRR
Pd vastutantram eva - is indeed dependent on the entity alone; ^ddPtlfdddrdTd
bhutavastuvisayatvat - because its content is an existing entity
12 C
[the logic on the means of valid cognition
PERTAINING TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF BRAHMAN]

However, an existing entity is not referred to in an optional manner, such as
"It is like this," "It is not like this" or "It is," "It is not."1 In fact, such options
are dependent on human intellect alone. The knowledge of the real nature
of an existing entity is not dependent on human intellect. What then? That
is dependent on the entity itself. With reference to a particular post, the
cognition, "this is a post, or a person, or something else," is certainly not
a valid cognition. There, the cognition, "This is a person, or something
else," is a false cognition. The cognition, "This is a post alone," is a valid
cognition, since it is dependent on the entity. Thus, the authenticity of
the cognitions that have existing entities as their contents, depends on the
entity itself.2 This being the case, the Knowledge of Brahman too is indeed
dependent on the entity alone because its content is an existing entity.3
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12 D
1. However, an existing entity is not referred to in an optional manner, such
as "It is like this," "It is not like this" or "It is," "It is not": Having explained
the logic that forms the basis for the means of knowledge (pramana) in the
context of dharma-jijnasa, the Acarya now analyses the logic that forms the
basis for the means of knowledge (pramana) in the context of brahma-jijnasa.
It has been stated that dharma, that is the Vedic rite, constitutes the object
of the various references of option such as vidhi (injunction), pratisedha
(prohibition), vikalpa (option), utsarga (general rule) and apavada
(exception) and this factor is the indicator of the fact that even for its existence,
dharma is dependent on the person who undertakes to perform it. But this
contention is defective, argues the Purvapaksin, because an accomplished
or existing entity (siddha-vastu), like a post, also admits of such options as,
"Is it a post, or a man, or something else?" - similar to what is observed in
the case of dharma-jijnasa.6
This objection is invalid for we have already observed that in the
performance of a Vedic rite (dharma), like Atiratra sacrifice, though it is
referable in such manners of option as "atiratre sodasinam grhndti - In the
Atiratra sacrifice one should take up the Sixteenth Cup" and "na atiratre
sodasinam grhnati - In the Atiratra sacrifice one should not take up the
Sixteenth Cup" - both the above-mentioned options are valid cognitions
(abadhita-pratiti). On the other hand, a 'vastu', that is an already existent
entity, is not simultaneously referable in such an optional manner as "It is
red," "It is not red," and so on. This is rightly so because both the alternatives
cannot be valid cognitions. Indeed, only one of the alternatives can be valid
and the other alternative has to be certainly erroneous.7 This basic difference
explains as to why for its existence, dharma is dependent on its performer,
while Brahman, an already existent entity, is not dependent for its existence
on the person.
6 Cf. ^sjq <^h R+Al vi-,
Also, cf. ag?W?i

aassj a ^

scqa an?—i -aiaal

ifa,

ft afiji 1h*it ^ a^ja ^F^kai^fnaaa swi,
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In this Bhasya-passage, the rejection of the alternatives by the expression
"na tu vastu "evam," "naivam,"...iti va vikalpyate - An existing entity is not
referred to in an optional manner, such as "It is this," "It is not this," is
meant to point out the impossibility of options pertaining to the 'prakara',
that is the mode or details, pertaining to the entity while the rejection of
the alternatives in the Bhasya expression "na tu vastu"..."asti” "nasti” iti va
vikalpyate - An existing entity is not referred to in an optional manner, such
as..."It is," "It is not," states the impossibility of options with regard to the
'prakarin' itself, that is the entity itself, which alone possesses the modes and
the details (prakara).8
2. In fact, such options are dependent on human intellect alone. The
knowledge of the real nature of an existing entity is not dependent on
human intellect. What then? That is dependent on the entity itself. With
reference to a particular post, the cognition, "this is a post, or a person, or
something else," is certainly not a valid cognition. There, the cognition,
"This is a person, or something else," is a false cognition. The cognition,
"This is a post alone," is a valid cognition, since it is dependent on the entity.
Thus, the authenticity of the cognitions that have existing entities as their
contents, depends on the entity itself: In order to illustrate the untenability
of the objection raised by the Purvapaksin (vide n.l) the Acarya explains the
nature of the alternative references pertaining to the existing entity.
He explains the nature of the alternative references with an example.
During the fading light of dusk, a person comes across what is really a post.
But because he has not clearly comprehended it, he starts doubting whether
the object he has apprehended is a post, or a person, or even a ghost. Indeed,
an existing entity alone is being referred to in such optional modes by these
multifarious alternatives. Yet, it must be admitted that all these options that
pertain to the real entity, the post, are verily the imaginations of the human
intellect and have no true reference to the post, the actual and true entity.
Therefore, it is only common sense that all these optional references pertaining
to one and the same entity must be of the nature of doubt (samsaya) or error
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(viparyaya). Indeed, it is the very nature of error to imagine an object that is
not there by superimposing it on the substratum, in this case, the post.9
The optional references about the post - such as, "It is a man," "It is a
ghost," and so on - are, therefore, only creations of human mind. Indeed,
these erroneous cognitions arise without depending on real man or the real
ghost existing actually outside but are projected by the mind itself. This
projection of the false (mithya) occurs due to the person's latent mental
impression (samskara) of a man or a ghost, which impression has been
activated by the individual's perception of some common features of
a man or a ghost in the substratum, the post, which alone is actual and
true, unlike the man or the ghost which is just a mental projection. Hence,
these cognitional options, such as "whether it is a man or a ghost," have no
true basis on reality. Only the cognition, "This is a post alone," is a valid
cognition as it is dependent on the reality, the post, and is not at all based
on the person's fancies and mental imaginations.10
Of course, every cognition - whether valid or erroneous - is a modification
of human intellect (antahkarana-vrtti). Yet, in the case of doubt, error,
hallucination, dream and so on, the mental modification is generated by the
mental impressions (samskara), and hence are not based on fact or reality.
Their contents, that is the man, the ghost and so on, as explained above,
are mere mental images, created by the earlier samskaras or impressions
in the intellect, but in the case of valid cognitions, the mental modifications
(antahkarana-vrtti) depend on the actual objects, those that are not imaginary,
but are real existing objects, such as a post in the present case.11 This is the
difference between a valid cognition and a false mental projection, though
both are similar in being antahkarana-vrttis.12
9 This phenomenon is what is termed 'adhyasa' and has been defined in the Bhasya as,
"adhyaso ndma atasmin tadbuddhih." Refer to Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 14.
10 Cf.
foSeTHI: WWfe'WtaT: I
3T rpqr
3T *?«JT

IqdicrH'l! d

11 Cf.
12 Cf.

^

^ ^ ifcl ^ fwfa:,

WtOTRH?Ft

efc?pj: | _

I * ifeH i% i srep’arc.t - br#
arioRT sifta r a r
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The following conclusion emerges: In the context of dharma-jijnasa, the
inherent nature of the dharma allows Scripture alone, that is only sabdapramana (verbal testimony), as the means of knowledge. On the other hand,
in the context of brahma-jijnasa, Brahman - it being a real and existing
entity - permits Scripture (sabda-pramana) as well as direct experience
(pratyaksanubhava) as the means of knowledge.13
3. This being the case, the Knowledge of Brahman too is indeed dependent
on the entity alone because its content is an existing entity: Pancapadika
captures the essence of the Bhasya thoughts of these Sections 10,11 and 12.
Dharma, that is enjoined by the Scripture, and which ought to be performed,
is of the nature of being yet unaccomplished, that is it has not yet come
into being. Thus, not having come into existence, though waiting to be
accomplished by the actual performance, it cannot be an object of direct
experience. As a result, there can be no desire for the saksadanubhava (direct
realisation) of dharma. This is the status and position of dharma and its
knowledge with regard to dharma-jijnasa.14
But in the context of brahma-jijnasa, the situation is radically different.
Here, the entity, Brahman-Atman, is taught to be directly realised, for this
entity is an already existing entity and an accomplished fact. Indeed, this
Brahman-Atman is alone found to be already the object of the immediate
illusory cognition (pratyaksa-viparyaya) that takes many forms like, "I see,"
"I am happy," "I am miserable" and so on. These cognitions mistakenly
cognise the attributes of the inert objects, the upadhis (conditionings), such as
body, senses, mind, intellect and so on, as those of the Self, the subject, which
is of the nature of pure Consciousness. It is these wrong notions that lead a
man to samsara (realm of transmigration) and bring about the consequent
unending misery. The rise of these notions that are based on ignorance

14 In fact, ‘dharma-jijnasa' is ‘dharmanusthana-jijnasa/ that is the desire to know the method
of performance to bring dharma into existence.
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cannot be averted and will not cease until and unless there is a direct valid
Experience of the pure Atman-Brahman. Therefore, Self-knowledge is taught
by the Scripture as something to be realised as is evident in statements of the
Upanisads such as (Br. U.2.4.5) "atma vd are drastavyah - The Self ought to
be realised." Hence, in the context of brahma-jijnasa, the desire to directly
realise (Saksadanubhava) Brahman-Atman is indeed not only valid but a
must too.
The above analysis leads us to this conclusion: The karma-kanda of the
Veda enjoins the dharma (Vedic rites) to be accomplished while the jfianakanda (Upanisads or Vedanta) of the Veda seeks to enable us to clearly realise
an already existing entity (Brahman-Atman). Even though these two kandas
(sections) are alike as far as their inherent validity (pramanatva-samya) in
their respective fields of dharma and Brahman is concerned, yet the method
and technique of the exposition of the jnana-kanda (Upanisads or Vedanta)
vastly differ from those of the karma-kanda. It has to be so, for otherwise
Brahman too would be reduced to the status of an act to be accomplished
and like a Vedic rite, it would also become subject to vidhi (injunctions),
pratisedha (prohibitions), vikalpa (options), utsarga (general rules), apavada
(exceptions) and so on. It would be totally inappropriate and unjustifiable to
posit such a status with regard to an existing and already established entity
and this would amount to complete negation of the very basic nature itself
(nihsvabhavatva-prasahgat) of an existing entity.15
Also, with regard to an existing entity, as discussed before, the optional
notions, like "sthanurva purusah anyo vd - whether it is a post or man or
something else" are not valid cognitions.16 On the other hand, with regard
to karma, the alternative notions are indeed valid cognitions.17 It could be
added here that the knowledge of dharma (dharma-jnana or karma-jnana),
Firaj ciat

17 Refer to the portion, “atiratre sodasinam grhnati," “na atiratre sodasinam grhndti," and so on in
the Janmadyadhikarana, Section 11.
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that is yet to be accomplished, derives its validity only if it connects the
dharma or karma, a Vedic rite that is yet to be accomplished, in some way
with a 'vastu', that is a really existing entity, like the material (dravya), that
is to be offered and the deity (devata) associated with the sacrifice.18

18 That is why we have injunctions such as, “pasund rudram yajate - One should offer a sacrificial
animal to Rudra" while there can be no injunctions like, "gaganapankajam vandhyayah putraya
dadyat - One should offer sky-lotus to the son of a barren woman!"
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SRffcl RTHT1
13 A
[VEDANTA VAKYARTHAVICARANARTHAKYASaNKABHASYAM]

nanu bhutavastuvisayatve, brahmanah pramanantaravisayatvameva iti vedantavakyavicarana anarthikaiva prapta.
13 B
nanw - but;

bhutavastuvisayatve - having the existing

entity as an object; 3^1: brahmanah - of Brahman; WiraWCTl, ^
pramanantaravisayatvam eva - certainly being the object of other means of
knowledge; ifcf iti - hence; d^i<Ti=)wRHHuii vedixntavakyavicarana - the inquiry
into the Vedantic sentences; SRI^faiT ^ anarthika eva - certainly purposeless;
siTflT prapta - it would follow
13 C
[commentary on the doubt about the purposelessness
OF THE INQUIRY INTO VEDANTIC SENTENCES]

But if the Vedantic passages have an existing entity as their object, then
Brahman certainly becomes the object of other means of knowledge.
Hence, it would certainly follow that the inquiry into Vedantic sentences
is purposeless.
13 D
In the earlier sections,2 it has been discussed that in the context of dharma' AA, NSP (I & n), CSS, KKK, SES
I qctlPl qtrjpt FRHI: HR <

IT HR HR:,

2 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Sections 10,11 and 12.
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jijnasa, the Scripture etc. (srutyadayah) alone canbe the means of knowledge
(pramana) since dharma is something which is yet to be accomplished at
the time of its jijnasa (desire to know) as well as its mlmamsa (inquiry).
However, in the context of brahma-jijnasa, both Scripture etc. (srutyadayah)
and direct experience etc. (anubhavadayah) constitute the means of
knowledge (pramana), for here the subject matter (visaya) is an already
existing and real entity (bhuta-vastu). This basic difference pertaining to
their individual subjects (visaya) fundamentally distinguishes karmakanda and the jnana-kanda (Vedanta) from each other.
At this juncture, the Purvapaksin raises an objection: If the Vedantic
sentences are meant to teach an already existing entity, then their visaya,
that is their subject, must be comprehensible also by some means of
knowledge (pramana) other than Vedanta. Let us take for example an
ordinary worldly sentence (laukika-vakya): "Paddy is growing aplenty in
the Gangetic delta." This statement informs us about an existing substance
(bhuta-vastu), that is 'the growing of paddy in abundance', which fact is
already known through a means of knowledge (pramana) other than this
sentence (sabda-pramana), obviously in this case by perception (pratyaksa).
Moreover, it is only common sense that sentences pertaining to existing
things are constructed invariably after knowing those things through some
other means of knowledge (artham buddhva vakyaracana).
All these factors point to the fact that the Vedantic sentences that expound
Brahman, which is an existing entity, as being the source of the world, must
have already been established by some other means of knowledge (pramana)
such as inference (anumana). In the context of the Knowledge of Brahman,
we have to naturally rule out perception (pratyaksa), because Brahman,
the cause of the world, is devoid of colour, form, smell and so on which
alone can be perceived by the senses and is, therefore, beyond the scope of
pratyaksa-pramana (perception). Yet, every existing thing does become an
object of reasoning and inference. Therefore, it must be accepted that the
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Upanisads are merely the secondary or subsidiary means of knowledge in
the context of brahma-jijnasa. The primary means is Isvaranumana alone,
that is inference of Brahman as being the source of the world.3
The Purvapaksin claims that it is for this inference (anumana), the
probans (hetu) has been presented in the Janmadi-sutra, "janmadyasya yatah
- Brahman is that whence that which begins with the birth of this world
ensues/' When thus inference (anumana) becomes the primary means of
knowledge of Brahman and not the Vedantic sentences, Isvaranumana alone
needs to be studied and investigated to gain the Knowledge of Brahman.
Indeed, when the primary means does the job well of revealing Brahman, is
there any need to study the secondary means consisting of the Upanisads?
Certainly not, indeed the Upanisads serve no purpose at all!4
The reasons adduced above, says the Purvapaksin, explain why in
the Janmadi-sutra, the Sutrakara himself indicates merely an inference
to establish Brahman as the source of the world without referring to the
Upanisads. The expression "yatah" used in the aphorism signifies "from
which Brahman" and is not to be construed as a suggestion (pratika)
for any Vedantic passage, such as the Taittirlya-upanisad (3.1), "yato va
imdni bhutani jayante, yena jatani jlvanti yatprayantyabhisamvisanti. tad
vijijnasasva. tad brahma - That whence verily these beings are born; that
by which, these that are born, live; and that to which, when departing,
these return; that you should seek to know - that is Brahman," as the
Upanisads are only a secondary source for the knowledge of Brahman.
Hence, it is only an empty claim of the Vedantin that the Brahma-sutras
are intended to string together the Upanisadic passages and present a
garland of the Vedantic teachings.5
3 Cf.
4 Cf.

ffoifateirfffii #01

b rmi:
f%

i qrniftwwwd;, am aag

5 Refer to the Bhasya statement (Janmadyadhikarana, Sections 8): "vedantavakyakusumagrathanarthatvat sutrdnam, vedantavakyani hi sutraih udshrtya vicaryante."
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Thus, this becomes the Purvapaksin's conclusion: The inquiry into the
Upanisads serves no real purpose. Therefore, one must rather concentrate on
and pay attention to Isvaranumana alone. This then is the contention of the
Purvapaksin when he raises the present objection.6

6 Cf. *#£55
area aawiuiMiaMtiaaaigaT?#
aar—awaT<
aar =a
aw? ^aaai
i aa; =a astfa
wnRTtH.1 aa a
a^a
aga^atHwaialftar4^r-aai+jyaamaiqaiunwa-ta-.i -ara#
Also, cf.
qa^RiN^id. taftaanwaaraafei swmRroasai aai a qatak'araargfwaa
wa: q^a:, a wa^r wftwminia^a#RW: t yaarewiasia. «p<aa a?m:
Also, cf. s?raf ai#7 MaiurRtAW^ a^if^a-jawlM^K-irawAi^adiara aria—af^arai ftraaa?

aaaataasft ataiannwtra^aiarfa^arf fear di'kiai^RHiils^ja;:, asryjaaaaw&^iaraj aia:

io-wa£r°k
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14 A
[AsaSjkAnirakaranabhAsyam]

na,

indriyavisayatvena

sambandhagrahanat.

svabhdvato

visayavisayani

indriyani, na brahmavisayani. sati hi indriyavisayatve brahmanah idam
brahmana sambaddham karyam iti grhyeta. karyamatram eva tu grhyamdnam
kim brahmana sambaddham kim anyena kenacidva sambaddham iti na sakyam
niscetum.

tasmcld janmadisutram

na anumanopanyasartham.

kim

tarhi,

vedantavakyapradarsanartham.
14 B
na - no;
of sense organs;

indriyavisayatvena - because of not being the object
sambandhagrahanat - since the relation is not

comprehended; ^HNrl: svabhdvatah - by nature;
- have external things as their objects;
na - not; s^RN’MiRm brahmavisayani
hi - only if;

-

visayavisayani

indriyani - sense organs; 3

have Brahman as their object; ^TTrT

sati

indriyavisayatve brahmanah - Brahman were

the object of sense organs; ^Hjdam - this; 3?RT brahmana - with Brahman;
W^SH sambaddham - is related; +|4H^kdryam - the effect; ?Tcf iti - in this way;
}l^d grhyeta - could be comprehended; 3TRBT3FH *53 karyamatram eva - the
mere effect alone; Q tu ~ but;

grhyamanam - being the object of

' Tel, ASS
* Tel, ASS
1 Tel, ASS
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comprehension; Hh*ikim - whether;

brahmana - with Brahman;

sambaddham - it is related; 1%^ kim - whether;

anyena kenacit -

with something else; 3T vd - or; WWSR^sambaddham - it is related; fTc( iti - thus;
B 5FRBLna §akyam - not possible; fHWtflniscetum - to ascertain; cTFRIc\tasmat therefore; ^^\\d^H janmadisutram - the aphorism "that which begins with
birth"; B na - not;

ribmihIanumanopcinyasartham - has the purpose

of suggesting a syllogism;

dft kim tarhi - what then;

vedantavakyapradarsanartham - it has the purpose of expounding the
Vedantic passages
14 C
[commentary dispelling the doubt]

This is not so as the relation is not comprehended because of Brahman
not being an object of the senses.1 By nature, sense organs have external
things alone as their objects and do not have Brahman as their object.
Only if Brahman were the object of sense organs, then alone could it be
comprehended that this world, the effect, is related with Brahman. But,
when the mere effect, that is the world, alone is the ob j ect of comprehension,
it is not possible to ascertain whether this world, the effect, is related
to Brahman or whether it is related to something else.2 Therefore, the
aphorism, "that which begins with birth," does not have the purpose of
suggesting a syllogism to infer Brahman. What then? It has the purpose of
expounding the Vedantic passages.3
14 D
1. This is not so as the relation is not comprehended because of Brahman
not being an object of the senses: This is the answer to the point raised by
Logicians, in the last section.1 As the point at issue pertains to the Logicians
(Naiyayika), the Acarya analyses this in a logical manner. The technical
intricacies contained in the reply may be understood by the illustrations
given in the sequel.
1 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 12.
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We infer fire, the sadhya or probandum, on the hill by means of the
smoke that we perceive on the same hill (parvato vahniman, dhumat). We
should note that this inference is possible because we have earlier closely
observed the relation of invariable concomitance (sahacarya-niyama) that
prevails between the smoke, the hetu or probans, and the fire, the sadhya or
probandum, which relation we have taken note of in numerous instances like
the kitchen, the blacksmith's workshop and so on. This invariable relation in
the form of concomitance of the hetu (probans) with sadhya (probandum)
is technically designated as 'vyapti' or 'invariable concomitance' by the
Logicians. This relation we come to know only because both the smoke and
the fire and their relation of togetherness (sahacarya) are comprehended by
the senses (indriya-visaya).
Similarly, by taking the pot’s being a product (karyatva) as hetu, the
probans, we can infer the potter, the sadhya or probandum, as being the cause
of the pot. This syllogism has become possible since both the production of
pot and the existence of potter and their mutual relation are objects of the
perceptual cognition, generated by the sense organs.
In the present context, the Logician would prefer to establish Brahman as
the cause of the world by virtue of a syllogistic proposition. However, the
Acarya points out averring that such a syllogism is not possible, because of the
non-availability of the causal apparatus (karana-samagri) of such a syllogism.2
We do observe the world to be a product or effect (karya) like any other
effect.3 The effect is invariably related to its cause, for example, the smoke has
invariable concomitance with fire and the pot, being an effect, is invariably
related to the potter. But, the invariable concomitance between the world
(product) and its cause Brahman is not an object of perceptual cognition.4
The reason is not far to seek: Brahman is identical with the inner Self
(pratyag-atman), and this Self is always the seer and knower and never
becomes an object of the senses. The senses are by nature externally oriented
3 All that which is constituted of parts is a product similar to a pot. The form of the intended
syllogism is: yadyat savayavam tattat karyam, yatha ghatah.
4 Cf. sipn
id strewn
^
i 33
ife sqrlilHdisi
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and hence they do not help in comprehending the inner Self. Because of this
chasm between the imperceptible Brahman-Atman and the world, an object
of perceptual cognition, it is not possible to comprehend the relation of
invariable concomitance of the world with Brahman, the concomitance that
has to be known to make the syllogism that is put forward by the Logician, a
viable proposition.
<#>

The Logicians undoubtedly have a different syllogism to infer entities that
are beyond the reach of the senses. This inferential proposition is technically
termed 'samanyato drstanumana'.5 This is an inference by analogy. For
5 The Logicians subscribe to three kinds of syllogism:
(1) Purvavadanumana: An inferential proposition by which an effect is inferred from a cause
is termed 'purvavat'. This is illustrated by the inference of the incidence of rain at a distant
place on the basis on the perception of a cluster of dense clouds in the sky there.
(2) Sesavadanumana: When a cause is inferred from the effect then it is termed
'Sesavatanumana'. That it had rained heavily upstream as inferred from the swift current of
water in a river exemplifies the instance of sesavat syllogism.
(3) Samanyato drstanumana: Here, it is the inference of a certain entity or fact that is beyond
the reach of the senses. Such an inference is based on an analogy (upamana). To explain:
The position of the sun in a place different from an earlier one leads to the inference of its
imperceptible movement just as Caitra's movement is inferred when he is seen at a different
place from his home where he was seen earlier. When such an analogy forms the basis
(udaharana) of the syllogism, it is termed 'samanyato drstanumana'. And, this the Logicians
invoke to infer an imperceptible entity, the probandum (sadhya).
Vide "purvavaditi—yatra kdranena kdryamanumlyate yathd meghonnatya bhavisyati vrstiriti, desavat
tad yatra karyena karanamanumiyate—purvodakaviparltamudakarh nadyah purnatvam slghratvam ca
drstva srotaso’numiyate bhutd vrstiriti sdmanyato drstam vrajyapilrvakamanyatra drstasydnyatm
darsanamiti. tatha cadityasya tasmadastyapratyaksapyadityasya vrajyeti." (Vidvattosim on
Sankhyatattvakaumudi of Vacaspati-misra)
<§>

It will be of added advantage to study what the Nyaya-bhasyakara, Vatsyayana, has explained
about samanyato drstanumana while commenting upon the Nyaya-sutra (1.1.5): "sdmanyato
drstam nama yatra pratyakse lingalinginoh sambandhe kenacidarthena lihgasya samanyad apratyakso
lingt gamy ate." This statement means that in the samanyato drsta syllogism, the relation of the
probans (linga or hetu or sadhana) with the probandum (lihgi or sadhya) is not perceptually
cognised. But the probans (linga or hetu) itself on the analogy of a means that is perceived
as being related to its effect, helps one infer the imperceptible probandum (sadhya). The
inference of the visual sense organ (caksurindriya), from visual perception (caksusa-pratyaksa)
illustrates this instance. To explain: In the case of cutting wood, we observe the particular
means in the form of an axe. But in the case of visual cognition (caksusa-pratyaksa), we do not
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example, the movement of the sun is not observable. Yet, using the sun's
noticeable change of position as the probans (hetu), one could infer the
sun’s movement, the probandum (sadhya) which is not perceived. Such an
inference of the sun’s movement is made possible by drawing the analogy of
the change of Caitra's position being known to be the result of his movement.6
By making use of this technique of 'samanyato drstanumana' and by the
analogy of the pot and the potter, a product and its cause, the Logician tries
to infer Isvara as the cause of the world, the product.7 However, this does not
serve any purpose8 for such a syllogism based on the given analogy could as
well be used to infer the inert Pradhana, the ultimate causal material, which
the Sahkhyans, who do not subscribe to view of Isvara, believe to be the
ultimate cause of the world. Even if one tries to make use of the inference
based on the analogy of the pot and its sentient creator, the potter,9 one could
infer, on that analogy the cause of the world to be a human being alone and
not the omniscient Isvara. The reason is that prior to the present inferential
proposition one has never come across any instance of a product connected
with the omniscient Creator.
observe the means as being the senses in particular though we are able to infer its existence
by reason of the general comprehension of means (karanatva-samanya) because of such
instances (upamana) as the cutting of wood by an axe where one has already comprehended
the concomitance of the means, that is the axe, in effecting the result, that is cutting the wood.
This general comprehension of the means (karanatva-samanya) is what is termed 'samanyato
drsta' and is derived from an analogy (upamana). And, when this 'samanyato dirsta' is used to
construct a syllogism (anumana), then such a syllogism is termed 'samanyato drstanumana'.
6 The inferential proposition in this context is formed as follows: "bhanuh gatiman, ekada
ekatra drstasyasya anyada aparatra darsanat. yo yah ekatra ekada drstah san aparatra
anyada drsyate, sa gatiman jnatah, yatha pratah svagrhe drstah caitrah, madhyahne nadltire
drsyamano gatiman jnatah. evameva ekatra drstasyanyatra darsanad, bhanurgatimaniti
nisclyate iti."
7 The intended syllogistic proposition is: "jagat kartrjanyam, karyatvat. yadyat karyam tat
tat kartrjanyam drstam, yatha ghatadikam karyam kartrjanyam. tasmat karyabhutam sad
jagadapi kartrjanyam. sa ca karta Isvara iti."

*cf. w ^ qmiWcft ggqmffiw' 5nfoi 3

-wral

Also, cf. «WMdl
^
wftll 9 The form of the intended syllogism is: "jagat cetanakartrjanyam, karyatvat. yadyat karyam
tat tat cetanakartrkam drstam, yatha ghatadikaryam cetanakulalakartrkam. tatha cedam jagat
karyam cetanakartrjanyam. sa ca cetano jagatkarta Isvara ityabhyupagamyate."
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Even the creation of this world of unfathomable nature could point, at
best, to an extraordinary human being as its cause. Moreover, the ordinary
product like a pot is created by a potter alone. But extraordinary products
like the temples, palaces, dams, bridges, cities and so on are the creations of
a large number of intelligent artisans. So, on this analogy of an extraordinary
creation, one could infer only a huge number of highly intelligent human
beings as the operative cause of this extraordinary world.
Thus, in spite of these repeated attempts, and even the application of the
extraordinary 'samanyato drstanumana', inference (anumana) miserably
fails to establish the existence of a single omniscient and omnipotent Isvara
as the cause of this world. Moreover, the Scriptural passages like, “yato va
imani bhutani jayante" (Tai.U.3.1) and the Janmadi-sutra, which is based
on this Upanisadic passage alone, clearly indicate that Brahman-Isvara is
the efficient-cum-material (abhinna-nimittopadana) cause of the world.
Therefore, inference cannot convince us about Brahman being the efficientcum-material cause of the world.
It is no use arguing that the Scripture too cannot teach such a causality
of Isvara with reference to the world, since the same is not confirmed by
any other means of cognition, such as perception, inference, analogy and so
on. It is of advantage in this context that the Logicians should bear in mind
an important point that each means of knowledge (pramana)10 has its own
exclusive field of objects - "svasvavisayaparani pramanani.” For example, the
ear, the eyes and so on have their respective exclusive objects like sound,
colour and the like. The fact that the eyes do not testify to the existence of
sound does not in any way affect the authority or the viability of the ear as
the means for the valid cognition of sound.11
10 The

six means of knowledge (pramana) are: pratyaksa (perception), anumana (inference),
upamana (analogy), sabda (verbal authority), arthapatti (presumption) and anupalabdhi
(non-cognition).

11 This assertion does not deny the fact that these means of knowledge do converge on certain
common fields (pramana-samavaya or 'conglomerate of the means of knowledge'). For
example, things like pot and cloth are the objects of both the visual and the tactile senses. Fire
is well-known as an object of perception, inference and so on. Moreover, the concern here is
only with the pramanas (means of valid cognition) and not 'pramanabhasas' (fallacious means
of cognition) like that of "surabhih candanam - the sandal, that is being seen, is fragrant."
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Likewise dharma, Brahman, the creation and dissolution of the world
and such matters are the exclusive spheres governed by the verbal authority
(sabda-pramana), that is the Scripture. Therefore, what the Scripture teaches
about these subjects is to be taken as authentic and the authenticity of what
the Scripture instructs is in no way affected by the non-confirmation of its
subjects by other means of knowledge (pramana) like analogy, inference,
perception and so on. Moreover, one should not lose sight of the fact that
on the authority of the Scripture alone, we accept the efficacy of dharma
(performance of sacrifice etc.), the undesirablility of adharma (killing
creatures and the like), the existence of merit and demerit (punya & papa),
heaven and hell (svarga & naraka) and so on, even though the existence of
these subjects is not authenticated by other means of knowledge.
Therefore, it is certain that to define Brahman as the source of the world,
the Sutrakara depends exclusively on the unflinching authority of Scripture
and not on the infirm grounds of inference. This is essentially the idea the
present section of the Bhasya seeks to convey.
2. By nature, sense organs have external things alone as their objects and
do not have Brahman as their object. Only if Brahman were the object of
sense organs, then alone could it be comprehended that this world, the
effect, is related with Brahman.12 But, when the mere effect, that is the
world, alone is the object of comprehension, it is not possible to ascertain
whether this world, the effect, is related to Brahman or whether it is related
to something else: This Bhasya sentence is indicative of the well-known
Upanisadic passage (Ka.U.2.1.1), "parafici khani vyatrnat svayambhuh tasmat
parah pasyati nantaralman - The Creator forcibly made the senses outward
going. Hence by nature one is extrovert and seeks not the inner Self." Being
suggestive of this Upanisadic passage, the Bhasya instructs that it is only
Brahman that is identical with the Self (pratyagabhinnam brahma) that is
desired to be known (jijnasya), and this Brahman-Atman cannot be known
as the source of the world by means of inference.13
12 Cf. sPsMifcl Hsswm
13 cf.
yrM4|R)vtlM<^(M
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3. Therefore, the aphorism, "that which begins with birth," does not have
the purpose of suggesting a syllogism to infer Brahman. What then? It
has the purpose of expounding the Vedantic passages: Brahman is taught
in the Upanisads in two modes. Firstly, Brahman with attributes (sagunam
brahma), which is also termed Tsvara', and which is possessed of such
attributes as omniscience and omnipotence. This Brahman constitutes only the
intermediary purpose of the Vedantas - "vedantanam avantaratatparyavisayah. ”
Secondly, the Upanisads also impart instruction about Brahman having no
distinguishing attributes (nirvisesam nirgunam brahma), which Brahman is
identical with the Self (pratyagabhinnam brahma). It is this Brahman that
constitutes the main and ultimate purport of the Upanisadic teachings "vedantanam mukhyatatparyavisayah. ”
The Upanisads commence by teaching the Saguna-brahman and by
doing so they help the seeker embark on the path ultimately leading to the
Realisation of the 'Nirvisesa-pratyagabhinna-brahma'.14 It has been already
observed that it is this attributeless Brahman that is being desired to be known
(jijnasyam brahma).15 Since, this attributeless Brahman that is identical with
the Self and which is the ultimate purport of the Upanisads (Vedanta) cannot
come within the ambit of a syllogism, the Acarya has purposefully chosen
the Upanisadic passage alone as the basis of this definition of Brahman.16
Even if it be inferred that the world has a cause, it cannot be definitely
known without the help of Scriptures that the cause is Brahman. It is
therefore essential that the Scripture should primarily be deliberated upon
so as to determine that Brahman is the source of the world. So far as the
syllogistic proposition (anumana) is concerned, it is to be considered - though
not primarily - to corroborate the possibility of Scriptural signification
that Brahman is the cause of this world. This is the intended meaning of

aftg wfaymFci:,aa
15 Vide Jijnasadhikarana, Section 20, n.6.
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the Acarya's statement when he concludes stating that the aphorism

("janmadyasya yatah") is not purported to present a syllogistic formulation
but to expound the Upanisadic passage.17
<§>

A superficial reading of the following two tracts of the Bhasya pertaining
to the Janmadyadhikarana would create a doubt as to whether the Bhasya
contradicts itself: (1) “satsu ca vedantavakyesu jagato janmadikaranavadisu

tadarthagrahanadardhyaya

anumanamapi

vedantavakyavirodhi

pramanam

bhavad, na nivaryate - While, however, there are Upanisadic passages
primarily advocating Brahman as the cause of the origination and so on of
the world, in that very context for the strengthening of the comprehension
of what is ascertained as their purport, inference too, such as what is hot
opposed to the Upanisadic passages, becomes the means for knowledge
and is not rejected."18 (2) "indriyavisayatvena sambandhagrahanat. svabhavato

visayavisayani indriyani, na brahmavisayani. sati hi indriyavisayatve brahmanah
idam brahmana sambaddham kdryam iti grhyeta. karyamatram eva tu grhyamanam
kim brahmana sambaddham kirn anyena kenacidva sambaddham iti na sakyath
niscetum. tasmad janmddisutram na anumanopanyasartham - This is not so as
the relation is not comprehended because of Brahman not being an object
of the senses. By nature, sense organs have external things alone as their
objects and do not have Brahman as their object. Only if Brahman were the
object of sense organs, then alone could it be comprehended that this world,
the effect, is related with Brahman. But, when the mere effect, that is the
world, alone is the object of comprehension, it is not possible to ascertain
whether this world, the effect, is related to Brahman or whether it is related
to something else. Therefore, the aphorism, "that which begins with birth,"
does not have the purpose of suggesting a syllogism to infer Brahman."19

17

Cf. wuifflwfq wur*?
it*if+>Kui aipla

spa raaT
sjfcFfa iwmw

18 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 9.
w Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 14.
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In the first cited Bhasya passage, we observe that the Bhasyakara has
accepted that logic does help in inferring Brahman-Isvara as the cause
of the world while in the Bhasya passage cited next there is a very clear
rejection of the idea that inference can help one establish Brahman's
causality of the world.
Anantakrishna Shastri in his commentary Pradipa helps us resolve this
seeming dissonance between the Bhasya passages. He states the fact that
the earth etc. and sprout etc. (ksityankuradika) that have not been created
by the jlva, yet because of the reason that they come within the category
of the created helps us to infer that these must have been created by some
conscious agent. In the absence of the jlva being that conscious agent, we
can legitimately conclude that their causality lies in Isvara for only that
which is omniscient and omnipotent can be considered to be the Creator of
this whole world.20
It is worth noticing that anumana (inference) can only help us to infer
the omniscient and omnipotent Isvara as being the cause of the world; but,
it can in no way help us comprehend that Isvara-Brahman is the efficientcum-material cause (abhinna-nimittopadana-karana) of the world or that
Reality is one with this inner Self which fact is the final purport of the
Scripture for indeed it is by realising this identity that one becomes free
from the realm of samsara.21

20

This thought is also evinced in the Bhasya passage: "na yathoktavisesanasya jagatah
yathoktavisesanam Isvaram muktva, anyatah pradhanM aceianad, anubhyo va, abhavSdva, samsUrino
va utpattyadi sambhavayitum sakyam - It is not possible to postulate the birth and so on of

the world possessing the above-mentioned qualities, from anything other than Isvara of the
above-described qualities - neither from the Pradhana, the insentient, nor from the Atoms,
nor from the Non-being." (Janmadyadhikarana, Section 6)

21 It is the Scripture alone which establishes that Isvara-Brahman is the abhinna-nimittopadanakarana by repeatedly emphasising that by the Knowledge of Brahman, one comes to know
everything else. The fact of knowing all by merely knowing the one Brahman is possible only
if Brahman is the material cause of the entire created world. One may refer to the various
illustrations given in the Chandogya-upanisad (6.1.4-6) pertaining to clay, gold and iron and
their respective products, the clay-utensils, the gold ornaments and the iron-instruments.
Also, it is the Scripture that declares the identity of Brahman with the inner Self through
Mahavakyas such as "tat tvam asi,” “ayam atma brahma" and so on.
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Hence, the Acarya's exposition that one can make use of inference
(anumana) aided by logical arguments that are not antagonistic to Scripture
to infer Brahman-Isvara as the cause of the world does not at all suffer any
contradiction.22
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15 A

[sOtravisayavAkyanirnayakabhasyam]

kirii punastadvedantavakyam yat sutrena iha lilaksayisitam. "bhrgurvai varunih.
varunam pitaramupasasara. adhihi bhagavo brahmeti." ityupakramya aha "yato va imani bhutani jdyante. yena jatani jwanti. yatprayantyabhisamvisanti.
tadvijijhasasva.

tad

brahma"

(Tai.U.3.1)

iti.

tasya

ca

nirnayakavakyam

"anandaddhyeva khalvimani bhutani jayante. anandena jatani jwanti. anandam
prayantyabhisamvisanti iti" (Tai.U.3.6). anyani api evahjatlyakani vakyani nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhdvasarvajhasvarupakaranavisayani udahartavyani.
15 B
kim punah - what then; cfd tat - that;
Upanisadic passage;
- here;

vedantavakyam -

- which; t^i sutrena - by the aphorism;

lilaksayisitam - is intended to be indicated;

iha

bhrguh -

Bhrgu; t vai - well-known; 31^1: varunih - son of Varuna; lt>'mpvarunam - to
Varuna; ftcWijpitaram - the father; dMw-lK upasasara - approached;

adhihi

- teach; Wmhhagavah - Venerable Sir; ^ brahma - Brahman; ?fcf iti - thus;
'

’TO:—

1 ASS (fn.)

1 snJtfh mtm

i - wwi
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ffcl

iti upakramya - commencing thus; 3TTf aha - said;

I vai - verily; fBlft imani - these;

bhutani - beings;

: yatah - whence;
jay ante - are bom;

yena - by which; dldlPi jatani - these that are bom; 'dldKl jlvanti - they live;
itfkyat - that to which; M'MPti prayanti - departing;
they return to; Be\tat - that;

abhisamvisanti -

vijijfiasasva - you should seek to know;

rt^tat - that; BtP brahma ~ Brahman; 5TB iti - in this way; BFT B tasya ca - of this
alone; M'JibHdl'biH. nirnayakavakyam - the determinative statement;
anandat - from Bliss; T5 hi - indeed ^ eva - alone; ^ khalu - indeed;
imani - these; ^jTITB bhutani - beings;

jayante - are bom; 3TFRJB anandena

- by Bliss; BldlM jatani - being born; BhPtl jlvanti - they live; ^H^Hjlnandam into Bliss; 5RFB prayanti - departing; srf^R-iwtPrt abhisamvisanti - they return to;
fid iti - thus;

anyani - other;

api - also;

evahjatlyakani - of

this nature; WIR vakyani - statements;
nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhavasarvajhasvarupakaranavisayani - of which the
subject is the Cause which is omniscient in character and is by nature eternally
pure, conscious and free;

udahartavyani - are to be cited as examples

15 C
[the commentary determining the scriptural passage
THAT IS THE SUBJECT OF THE APHORISM]

What then is that Upanisadic passage that is intended to be indicated
by the aphorism here?1 The intended passage is as follows: "Bhrgu, the
well-known son of Varuna, approached his father and said, "Teach me
Brahman, Venerable Sir." Commencing thus, the Upanisad said, "That
whence verily these beings are bom; that by which, these that are bom,
live; and that to which, when departing, these return; that you should
seek to know - that is Brahman."2 Of this passage, the determinative
statement is:3 "Indeed from Bliss alone these beings are born; being born,
by Bliss alone they live; and when departing, into Bliss they enter."4 Other
Scriptural statements, of this nature, of which the subject is the Cause,
which is omniscient in character and is by nature, eternally pure, conscious
and free are to be cited as examples.5
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15 D
1. What then is that Upanisadic passage that is intended to be indicated by
the aphorism here? Though the present section may appear to be plain and
simple, it is imbued with subtle Vedantic content. It has been shown in the
earlier section that the ultimate purpose of the aphorism, "janmadyasya yatah
- Brahman is that whence that which begins with the birth of this world
ensues," is to expound the Upanisadic message that instructs us about the
'Nirvisesa-brahrnan', which is Brahman with no distinguishing attributes or
properties, which Brahman is one with the inner Self (pratyagatman). It has
been indicated in the first aphorism itself that it is this Brahman alone that is
desired to be realised by the seeker.2
At this juncture, it seems quite natural to question: What is the
Upanisadic passage which is intended by the aphorism as the subject of
inquiry?3 The question looks naive, but, the Purvapaksin does have an
ulterior motive in raising this question and discomforting the Siddhantin.
While explaining the meaning of the words (padartha) of the aphorism4 and
again while elucidating the sentence meaning (vakyartha) of the aphorism,5
the Bhasyakara had indicated that the Scripture intended by the present
aphorism is, "yato va imani bhutani jdyante. tad brahma - That whence verily
these beings are born. That is Brahman." It is evident that the Brahman that
is described here as the source of the world is only Brahman with attributes,
that is Tsvara' or 'Saguna-brahman', which alone is endowed with attributes
such as omniscience (sarvajnatva) and omnipotence (sarvesvaratva). This
being the case, how can the Siddhantin assert that the ultimate purport of
the aphorism is the attributeless Brahman - nirgunam nirvisesam brahma?
This is the vehement objection raised by the Purvapaksin.6
? Vide Jijnasadhikarana, Section 20, n.6.
3 Cf. tcwyw tewMi'W ’jssfri—f% jpftfhi Also, cf.

iw,i%ft

Also, cf.
4 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 3.
5 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 4.
6 Cf.
^QRTT 3T l^TTR rpiJh 5Tr! vpq
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2. The intended passage is as follows: "Bhrgu, the well-known son of
Varuna, approached his father and said, "Teach me Brahman, Venerable
Sir." Commencing thus, the Upanisad said, "That whence verily these
beings are bom; that by which, these that are bom, live; and that to which,
when departing^ these return;7 that you should seek to know - that is
Brahman": It is true that on the earlier two occasions,8 as pointed out by the
opponent, the abridged passage, “yato va imani bhutani jayante. tad brahma
- That whence verily these beings are born. That is Brahman," alone was
taken into consideration, since that much sufficed to meet the need and the
requirement of the context. But this does not in any way mean that the ultimate
purport (parama-tatparya) of the aphorism is based only on this much of that
one short passage of a particular section occurring in the Taittinya-upanisad
for that would fail to meet the need of the student who is desirous of realising
Brahman as being identical with the Self (pratyagabhirmam brahma).
Therefore, the Acarya presently cites in this section the entire Scriptural
passage, dealing with the Bhargavi VarunI Vidya, which forms the basis
of the ultimate purport of the aphorism. This is a long passage of which
the earlier quoted portion by the Bhasya, “yato va imani bhutani jayante. tad
brahmaconstitutes just a mere fraction.

It will be of added advantage to undertake an analysis of the general context
of the cited Upanisadic tract as well as the Upanisadic text itself so that we
can understand better and appreciate the Acarya’s thoughts.
This passage occurs in the first part (anuvaka) of the third chapter of
the Taittiriya-upanisad, titled the 'Bhrguvalll'. The passage cited commences
with (Tai.U.3.1), "bhrgurvai varunih," and concludes with (Tai.U.3.6),
'fl'lPrt,

del SWullcIHlel sfifteRJ el5f q rRpwq
del

7 Cf. ^iera qat qi del

Slfet—&

del *WdNpl rfcRJ "del ^ ^
lei I

qa 'jimim dtefca del dW ftqfa, ddwPn—del eftq esqqj - ^TBefl

8 Refer to the Bhasya statements, " §rutinirde£astavad yato va imani bhutani jayante iti" and "tad
brahma iti vaicyasesah," in Section 3 and 4 respectively of the Janmadyadhikarana.
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“saisa bhargavl varunl vidya parame vyoman pratisthita."9 The manner in which
the Acarya cites the Upanisadic text indicates that the passage by itself falls
into two clear-cut sections.
The first section (Tai.U.3.1), “bhrgurvai varunih. varunam pitaramupasasara.
adhlhi bhagavo brahmeti - Bhrgu, the well-known son of Varuna, approached
his father and said. Teach me Brahman, Venerable Sir/" tells us how
Varunl Bhrgu approached his father Varuna and requested him to teach the
knowledge of Brahman. Thus, the first section depicts Bhrgu as a brahmajijnasu, an ardent aspirant with a burning desire to realise Brahman (brahmajijnasa). We can observe that the context of the Bhargavl Varum Vidya is aptly
pertinent to the first Jijfiasa-sutra itself.10 Yet, the Acarya cites this passage
only in the context of the second Janmadi-sutra for he wishes us to take note
of the essential background that brahma-jijnasa provides for the definition of
Brahman stated in the Janmadi-sutra.
The second section of the very same Bhrguvalll passage (Tai.U.3.1),
"yato va imdni bhutani jayante. yena jatani jlvanti. yatprayantyabhisamvisanti.
tadvijijnasasva. tad brahma," indicates in retrospect the context for the present
9 The following is the entire Bhargavl Varum Vidya:

*j#arefehi aan fTdt'fwyRi
aaar a^fai ann naairarai
aia aal arafafoi
atflarai a^arsaTTagprftnrnai aa aiaiia
i aaw.rafaaMi-iPdi aRifasiiatai a^a^fai
aaatsa<aHi aamaHiii ?ii ^ aaatsgam: n

sra ana araraiai aar^^^nPiipftniaah naaniaifantaRTi nawaftafeiHlIdi aisfiai
gaai aan ffoaftaam anStft wt apai at #aai aam an ftfafiaan art aniai a aaisa<aai
adMwwin til iraisaWsgaRR:ii
MIUH
oH'dWia.l HIUII^WH,:I fllcrtSIM
W «ll4*n I Hiww 'JlldlH vHlaPd I M|u| HM'rHpldW^I'dllrll rlfddlS I
gara asn faaigHaaiti
wt aiifrii a*: ftarai aaar an iafa^rwai art anfai a ansnaai
a dHfawi ii t n ifa gahftsgain: u
twi anw^widi aaalnatafewPigaiPi ap-Wi aaai aiaila ak Pa i aa= aaaaftaia^fai afgpai
gara wa iaargqaaRi srotfe ann awn at #nmi aro an fafafna<ai an a^fei a aatsnaai
a cnwwi ii t ii

agafsgna:

11

iapa anfci amRiaj Piiim^'na wsaana g$afa rnnai Ta^naa mam nlai-ai fafman'rafiTafaaFatfai

aii^iai gara aN fea^nwRi najfl anal awn at wrai an® an
an an%i
a ansa^ai a aa^atarn ? 11 lia namsgam; 11
e(§jici c>-iMiiHiai ma-amia ^afvanrfa gjnft mam i mmga maiPi ntaPai maa^anaajpTaianaftfcn
an ®nat arcnt iann na ^wwifean a a nt a? aPrfimPu araaiaain naPn aiwaia nam
n#i%aa^Ri ain,nbn n ? 11 ifa ailsgam-. n
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Janmadi-sutra.11 To explain: Bhrgu’s brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman)
reveals the fact that Bhrgu must have got some idea about Brahman and
about the great benefit that such a Knowledge of Brahman confers. From
where could Bhrgu have got this inkling? In the Jijnasadhikarana,12 we had
seen that brahma-jijnasa could arise in the students of the Veda too during
their svadhyaya (Vedie study) when they come to know of Upanisadic
declarations such as "brahmavidapnoti param - The knower of Brahman attains
the Supreme." They then waken to the fact that the supreme goal (paramapurusartha) ensues from the Realisation of Brahman alone.
This sentence, "brahmavidapnoti param," is indeed the grand opening
statement of Brahmavalli, also known as Brahmanandavalll, which is the
second Chapter of the Taittirlya-upanisad that just precedes the Bhrguvalll,
the third Chapter. Therefore, it is certain that it is this Brahmavalli statement13
that has given rise to Bhrgu's brahma-jijnasa.14 Also, this opening statement
of the Brahmavalli, "brahmavidapnoti param,” is immediately followed by an
enunciation of the svarupa-laksana (intrinsic-nature definition) of Brahman:
"satyarh jhanamanantam brahma - Brahman is Reality, Consciousness,
Infinite."15 Bhrgu thus had also come to know of the above definition of
Brahman. But he could not clearly grasp this definition of Brahman for
immediately after this definition, the Brahmavalli has this to teach: "From
that Brahman, that is this Atman, the individual self, are born in order, the

u Vide Jijnasadhikarana, Section 10.
13 The Acarya assesses the statement (Tai.U.2.1), "brahmavidapnoti param," as an aphorism
condensing the purport of the entire second chapter of the Taittiriya-upanisad:“brahmavidapnoti
param iti vakyam sutrabhutam, sarvasya vallyarthasya."
14 In the Chandogya-upanisad, we find two similar instances: The learned Narada had heard that
the knower of the Self crosses over all sorrow. Hence, he developed a burning desire to know
the Self and approached the sage Sanatkumara and requested him to teach the knowledge of
Brahman (Cha.U.7.l.l-3). Similarly, Indra and Virocana came to know that the knower of the
Self becomes free from all evils and attains all worlds. They too developed brahma-jijnasa and
approached Prajapati to gain Self-knowledge (Cka.li.8.7.1).
15 In this definition, the term "anantam" obviously stands for 'anantam Snandam - Infinite
Bliss'. Cf. "vijhanamamndath brahma” (Br.U.3.9.28). The svarupa-laksana of Brahman
given in the Brahmavalli can be considered as the basis for the later Vedantic description
"saccidanandasvarupam brahma" and "saccidanandasvarupah atma."
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Space, the Air, the Fire, the Water, the Earth, the Vegetation, the Food and
the Person.16 This confounding statement of the infinite Brahman being one
with the inner self along with the declaration that it is from this Brahman
that is identical with the Atman that the whole world has sprung must have
further fanned the flames of the already burning brahma-jijnasa in Bhrgu.
Thus, the first section of the Bhrguvallx passage (Tai.U.3.1), "bhrgurvai
varunih. varunam pitaramupasasara. adhihi bhagavo brahmeti - Bhrgu, the wellknown son of Varuna, approached his father and said. Teach me Brahman,
Venerable Sir/" that contains ample indications for the factors that have led
to Bhrgu's brahma-jijnasa sets up the required context for the Bhrguvalll's
second section that begins with "yato va imdni bhutam." This second section
contains the Bhargavl VarunI Vidya as well as the basic contours of the
Janmadi-sutra, for the Janmadi-sutra is based on the Bhargavl VarunI Vidya.
In this second section of the Bhrguvalll, commencing with “yato va imani
bhutani jay ante" and containing the Bhargavl VarunI Vidya proper, Varuna,
the Preceptor teaches Bhrgu the definition of Brahman. This definition of
Brahman is indeed what has been stated before in the Brahmavalll as being
identical with the self and also as being the efficient-cum-material cause
(abhinna-nimittopadana-karana) of the world. This fact of Brahman being
the abhinna-nimittopadana-karana of the world - the Guru Varuna points
out particularly to Bhrgu because he could see Bhrgu doubting as to how
Brahman, which has been presented as being identical with the Atman,
could become the source of Space, Air, Fire, Water, Earth and the world also
as a whole.
The Guru, although he instructs exactly that very thought which was
presented in the Brahmavalll, presents to Bhrgu a defintion of Brahman,
that is logical no doubt, but which has to be grasped by reflective cogitation
(vicara) alone. The Guru's vision is that by intelligently making use of the
16 Vide "tasmadva etasmadatmana dkaSah sambhutah. akasMvayuh. vayoragnih. agnerapah.
adbhyah prthivi. prthivya osadhayah. osadhlbhyo'nnam. annat purusah (Tai.U.2.1)." Also, vide
the Safikam-bhasya statements on this Taittinya-upanisad Mantra: "tasmadva etasmadatmana
iti brahmanyevdtmaiabdaprayogad vedituratmaiva brahma," and "yacca satyarh jMnamanantamiti
laksitam, tasmadetasmad brahmanah atmanah atmasabdavUcyM atm5 xja hi tat sarvasya “tat satyam
sa atma" (Cha.U.6.8-16) iti srutyantarat."
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methodology of logical contemplation that he has provided, Bhrgu, will
come to realise the Truth taught in the Brahmavalll, that is Brahman, the
efficient-cum-material cause as being one with the Atman, the Self.
This is Varuna's teaching to Bhrgu (Tai.U.3.1): "yato va imani bhutani
jay ante, yena jatani jivanti. yatprayantyabhisamvisanti. tadvijijMsasva. tad brahma
- That whence verily these beings are bom; that by which, these that are
born, live; and that to which, when departing, these return; that you should
seek to know - that is Brahman." Having received from the Preceptor the
above instruction on Brahman, Bhrgu started observing a protracted process
of 'tapas', which in this context means here a 'contemplative logical analysis17
imbued with penance'.18 By this process of contemplation on the Teacher's
instruction, Bhrgu comprehended the food ('anna', i.e. the five elements), the
vital breath ('prana'), the internal organ ('manas'), i.e. the faculty of will and
knowledge ('vijnana', i.e. the faculty of determination and perseverance)19
- each one of these, one after another, in the order of their occurrence as
Brahman, the cause of the world. Bhrgu reported his findings to Varuna,
his father and Guru, and everytime he came to the conclusion that anna is
Brahman, or prana is Brahman, or manas is Brahman, or vijnana is Brahman
- on all these occasions he was instructed by Varuna to further continue the
tapas for he had not yet discovered the ultimate Truth. Bhrgu finally realised
that the definition given by his father Varuna (Tai.U.3.1), "yato va imani
bhutani jayante. yena jatani jivanti. yatprayantyabhisamvisanti. tadvijijMsasva.
tad brahma," points at the source of the world, that is Brahman, as nothing
but Ananda, the pure Bliss, which is the very Self that is lodged in the cave of
one's heart. This section of the Bhrguvalll then concludes with an appropriate
note: This is the Bhargavi Varuru Vidya, the Truth found and practised by
17 Logical analysis is a well-known means to arrive at the truth and spirit of the teachings
of the Vedanta and the Preceptor. Vide “ anvayavyatirekadicintanam va tapo bhaved aham
brahmdsmiti val<yarthabodhayalamidam yatah." (Suresvaracarya's Taittiriya-vartika, 3.1.19)
18 Manu recommends penance (tapas) as the best aid in attaining that which is impossible
to achieve otherwise. Vide “yaddustararh durapam yad durgam yacca suduskaram sarvam ca
tapasd sadhyam tapo hi duratikramam." (Manusmrti, 11.238)
19 'Anna' here stands for the Virat. Prana, manas and vijnana are collectively tire
Hiranyagarbha. These terms are rendered in the light of the Acarya's Taittirlya-bhssya.
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Bhrgu, and taught by Varuna and this Vidya is established in the supreme
Space, that is in Ananda, the Bliss, the Non-dual: “saisa bhargavl varum vidya
parame vyoman pratisthita."20
The above analysis of the Scriptural passage, the very passage cited by the
Acarya, indicates this: (1) The teacher Varuna had given his disciple Bhrgu a
definition of Brahman about which Bhrgu had already gained some amount of
information in the Brahmavalli. (2) The methodology of contemplative logical
inquiry suggested in the definition given to him by his Guru, induced Bhrgu to
conduct tapas - a series of contemplative logical analyses. (3) By that tapas, the
disciple was able to directly realise what he had earlier in theory comprehended
from the Brahmavalli, albeit with an element of doubt as to how Brahman that
is identical with the Atman could ever be the cause of the world.
In other words, this analysis of the Taittiriya-upanisad Vallis reveals that
the Brahmavalli contains the theoretical part of Brahma-vidya, a theory that
expounds that Brahman is identical with the Atman and is also the efficientcum-material cause (abhinna-nimittopadana-karana) of the world while the
Bhrguvalll expounds the practical part of enabling one to actually realise
that Brahman, the efficient-cum-material cause of the world (abhinnanimittopadana-karana) as being, indeed, identical with the Atman.
As discussed already, the fact of Brahman, the Ananda, that is identical
with the Self, as being the Source, that is the efficient-cum-material cause
of the world, cannot be established by inference. Hence, it is certain that
the Sutrakara had based the Janmadi-sutra on the entire Upanisadic tract
pertaining to the Bhargavl VarunI Vidya. Again, the above detailed study of
the subject also reveals that the Acarya’s manner of elucidating the aphorism
on the basis of the entire text pertaining to the Bhargavl VarunI Vidya is
quite appropriate and reflects the spirit of the Sutra very well.21
<§>

20 Vide the Bankara-bhasya on this portion of Taittiriya-upanisad: "parame vyoman, parame anande
advaite pratisthita."
21 The points discussed in the present Janmadisutra-bh5sya are taken up for further detailed
exposition by the Bhasyakara in the Prakrtyadhikarana (B.S. 1.4.23-27),
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We have seen how Bhrgu had received from his Guru a definition of
Brahman that was steeped in logic. Basing himself on that definition, Bhrgu
had conducted protracted logical analysis that was imbued with penance so
that he could realise Brahman. He made, in all, five attempts to comprehend
the Truth. In the first four attempts, the mere application of logic had only
led him to err. He had concluded that each of four factors - anna, prana,
manas, and vijnana - was worthy of being Brahman, the source of the world.
Why did he commit such an error?
The obvious reason is that by perception (pratyaksa), inference (anumana)
and by other means of knowledge (pramana) one can only comprehend the
relation of the world, the effect, with causes such as the anna, prana, manas,
and vijnana, albeit each later one, a deeper cause than the former one, but
one cannot by perception (pratyaksa) or even by means of logic (anumana),
however subtle it may be, come to ascertain whether this effect, that is the
world, is connected, by a relation such as that of the cause and effect relation,
with Brahman or whether it is connected with something else.22
However, in his fifth and final attempt, Bhrgu succeeded in rightly
comprehending Ananda, the Blissful-Self as Brahman, the cause of the world.
Indeed, his deep contemplative reflection that was imbued with tapas had
purified his mind enabling him to view the definition of Brahman that he
received from his Guru (Tai.U.3.1), "yato va imani bhutani jayante. yena jatani
jlvanti. yatprayantyabhisamvisanti. tadvijijhdsasva. tad brahma - That whence
verily these beings are born; that by which, these that are born, live; and
that to which, when departing, these return; that you should seek to know
- that is Brahman/' from a different angle and viewpoint. All the while his
understanding had been that Brahman is that which the above-cited logical
definition points out as the source of the world; hence, his repeated failure.
He comes to discover the nature of Brahman, the efficient-cum-material cause
of the world, as being one with the inner Self, only when his understanding
of the definition transformed into that which the logic, given to him by his
22 Hence the Bhasyakara’s statement in the earlier section: "karyameva (jagadeva) grhyamanam
kith brahmans sambaddham, kimanyena kenacidvS sambaddham iti na sakyath niscetum."
(Janmadyadhikarana, Section 14)
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Guru, merely indicates as the probable and possible cause of the world,23 that
verily is what the Brahmavalll teaches as "satyam jnanamanantam brahma"
and as "tasmad va etasmadatmana akdsah sambhutah."
This explains why in the definition of Brahman given by the Preceptor
Varuna, the first three units (1) "yato va imani bhutani jayante," (2) "yenajdtdni
jlvanti" and (3) "yatprayantyabhisamvisanti” indicating the probable cause of
the world, figure as uddesya (subject) and the conclusion, "(tad) brahma,"
figures as the last unit, that is as vidheya (predicate).24 Now as a result of his
transformed view of the definition brought about by his deep contemplative
inquiry imbued with tapas, Bhrgu was able to conclude that the source of the
world. Brahman, is Ananda, the Bliss itself that is the very Self that shines at
the core of one's personality. He had obviously realised that this Ananda is
that Brahman about which the Brahmavalll had given the svarupa-laksana
as "satyam jnanamanantam brahma," and later on went to describe this as
being identical with the Self and as being the source of the Space, Air and the
rest and the whole world.
3. Of this passage, the determinative statement is:

As we saw above,

Bhrgu could not come to a conclusion as to whether the effect, the world
that is comprehended, is related with Brahman or the Pradhana (proposed
by Sahkhyans) or the Anu (proposed by the Logicians) or with something
else. The reason for his plight was that he was depending on logic alone
and hence could not be sure about the actual causal relation of the world
with Brahman.25 But thanks to his repeatedly continued tapas, he could re¬
assess the definition and this enabled him to determine that the cause of the
world that is indicated by logic is verily the Ananda (Bliss), the Brahman that
was taught in the Brahmavalll as being of the nature of Satyam (Existence),
23 'Probable and possible' because the necessary relation of invariable concomitance (vyapti) of
the cause. Brahman, and the effect, the world, is not known, and therefore, inference indicates
a causality that is probable and not exactly as it is.
24 Cf. The Bhasya passage: "asyajagato namarupabhyam vydkrtasya, anekakartrbhoktrsarhyuktasya,
pratiniyatadesakalanimittakriyaphaldsrayasya manasa api acintyaracandrupasya janmasthitibhangam
yatah sarvajndt sarvasakteh kfiranad bhavati tad brahma iti vdkyasesah" (Jarunadyadhikarana,
Section 4). Here too, “tad brahma" figures as predicate.
25 Cf. ara ^
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Jnanam (Consciousness), and Anantam (Infinite) and as being identical with
the Self (Atman).
4. "Indeed from Bliss alone these beings are born; being born, by Bliss
alone they live; and when departing, into Bliss they enter": From the
Bhrguvalll's narration, we learn this: After each of his first four attempts,
Bhrgu thought it is wise to approach the Preceptor and report to him the
findings of his investigation, obviously for his approval. But each time
Varuna, the Guru, directed Bhrgu to further continue his tapas. Evidently,
Varuna did not approve of the conclusion arrived at by Bhrgu which fact
only prodded Bhrgu to further contemplate thus enabling him to discover
the ultimate Truth. In his fifth and last attempt, Bhrgu realised that the
cause of the world is none but Ananda-Brahman, which, as the Brahmavalll
had taught him, is the very inner Self. Thereafter, the Upanisad does not
depict Bhrgu as approaching Varuna, his Preceptor, for verifying whether
his finding is true or otherwise. Here, the evident suggestion is that Bhrgu
had realised the Truth, the supreme Reality and there was no necessity
for him to get it confirmed for the Scripture itself declares that all doubts
are dispelled of their own accord at the dawn of Realisation {Mu.U.2.2.9):
"chidyante sarvasamsayah...tasmin drste paravare- All doubts are cut asunder...
the very moment the supreme Self constituted of the higher and the lower
is realised."

At this juncture, a question is bound to rise: What is desired to be known is
the attributeless Brahman alone, that is one with the inner Self - 'Nirvisesapratyagabhinna-brahma,. But the Upanisadic passage (Tai.U.3.1), “yato
va imani bhutani jayante. yena jatclni jlvanti. yatprayantyabhisamvisanti.
tadvijijMsasva. tad brahma,” defines Brahman as the efficient-cum-material
cause of the world. This definition indeed is merely of the Saguna-brahman,
that is Isvara possessed of attributes such as omniscience and omnipotence.
The Upanisads also abound in passages attesting the creatorship of Isvara,
the Saguna-brahman, and explicate His nature of omniscience. His wish to
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become many, and the fact that it is He alone who has created the entire
world.26 Thus, the attributeless Brahman, the one that is desired to be known
(jijnasya), yet remains undefined by the Janmadi-sutra as well as by the
Bhargavi VarunI Vidya tract of the Upanisad.
Of course, the term 'Ananda' of the Bhargavi Varum Vidya passage is to
be taken as 'nirvisesarn brahma' and as indicative of "satyam jMnamanantam
brahma," the svarupa-laksana (intrinsic-nature definition) of Brahman given
in the Brahmavalli. But this Brahman, the Sat-Cid-Ananda, is not the cause
of the world. This being the case, how does one comprehend the veracity
of the Upanisadic declaration (Tai. IZ.3.6): "anandaddhyeva khalvimani bhutani
jayante, anandena jatani jivanti, anandam prayantyabhisamvisantiti - From
Ananda alone these beings are bom; it is Ananda by which, these that are
born, live; and, it is into Ananda that when departing, these return"? Is there
not a palpable contradiction?
The following is the reply to this well-founded query: The Vedantin
accepts the entire corpus of the Upanisadic teachings as an authority on
matters pertaining to Brahman, Atman, the creation of the world, the
means for realising the Reality and so on. His endeavour, therefore, is to
understand the entire Upanisadic teaching in such a manner that there are
no contradictions amongst the Upanisadic statements.
Within the corpus of the Upanisadic teachings, there are many passages
that expound that the supreme Brahman is changeless (kutastha). The
following are a few statements that corroborate this fact (Ka.U.2.1.11 &
Br. 17.4.3.15 respectively): "neha nanasti kihcana, mrtyoh sa mrtyumapnoti
ya iha naneva pasyati - It admits no plurality; he dies over and again who
perceives plurality here," "asahgo hyayam purusah - This Self remains ever
unconnected with all things," and so on. It is certain that this attributeless
Sat-Cid-Ananda, the Kutastha-asanga-brahman cannot in any way be the
26 Vide "yah sarvajfiah sarvavid yasya jMnamayam tapah, tasmM etad brahma nama rupamannam
ca jayate - He is the all-knowing and the all-wise. His tapas is wisdom, from Him was bom
this Brahma (Hiranyagarbha), the names, the forms, and food (i.e. the Earth)," (Mu.U. 1.1.9)
"so 'kamayata bahu syarh prajayeyeti...idam sarvamasrjata - He, the Kvara, desired, "let me become
many"...He created all this," (Tai.U.2.6) "tan mano'kuruta - He created the mind." (Br.li.1.2.1)
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cause of the world. Therefore, the plain meaning of this sentence (Tai.U.3.6),
"anandaddhyeva khalvimani bhutani jayante, anandena jdtani jlvanti, anandam
prayantyabhisamvisantiti - From Ananda alone these beings are born, it is
Ananda by which, these that are bom, live; and it is into Ananda that when
departing, these return," that the pure attributeless Brahman, the Ananda,
is the cause of the world cannot be its actual intended sense and hence this
sentence-sense (vakyartha) has to be only apparent.
What then can be the actual sense of this statement? This subtle point can
be explained with an example. When a person mistakes a rope for a snake
(rajju-sarpa-bhrama), the rope, the substratum remains totally unconnected
(asanga) with the superimposed snake.27 Yet, the superimposed snake has
that very rope in conjunction with the ignorance of the erring person as its
material cause; that is to say, the snake is bom from the rope occasioned by
the perceiving person’s ignorance and continues to exist, because of the rope.
Finally, it gets absorbed in the rope itself, so to say, when the ignorance of
the rope (rajju-ajnana) ends on the cognition of the rope.28 On realising the
rope as the rope, the person comes to his senses, and avers that the snake is
indeed the rope itself: "yah sarpah sa iyam rajjuh."
In such sentences, we note that the person identifies the sublated snake
with the substrate rope even while he is fully aware of their non-identity
- indeed, one is false and the other real. The true spirit of his declaration,
"yah sarpah sa iyam rajjuh - That which I had imagined to be a snake is
this rope itself," when we analyse is that it denotes the incompatibility of
the rope-serpent identity. In the philosophical context, such usages are
termed 'badhayam samanadhikaranyam'. This technical expression is
rendered as: 'The superimposed object being sublated becomes identified
with the substrate'.
27 Vide Adhyasa-bhasya, Section 9: "tatraivam sati yatra yadadhyasah, tatkrtena dosena gunena
va anumatrenapi sa na sambadhyate - Such being the case, where there is superimposition of
an entity on a substratum, the latter remains absolutely unassociated with the bad or good
property brought about by that superimposed entity."
28 Cf. yagrfc ’wa—qra xm
vsitita =3
'ddc: agl'HraTfel d^d ^ cfhlrlffcl twHl - 'Hl'HcTl
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The sentence, "anandaddhyeva khalvimani bhutani jayante," belongs to the
category of 'badhayam samanadhikarany am'. To explain: Realising the
attributeless Ananda-Brahman, the svarupa-laksana of which is "satyam
jnanamanantam brahma," Bhrgu declares, "anandaddhyeva khalvimani bhutani
jayante, anandena jatani jivanti, anandam prayantyabhisamvisantlti,” indicating
the unfeasibility of the non-dual Ananda-Brahman being the actual cause of
the world but apparently It alone is the cause of the world. The Upanisads have
often taken recourse to this technique of 'badhayam samanadhikaranyam'
while describing the non-dual, changeless nature of Brahman. Some of the
well-known instances are (CM. U. 3.14.1, Br.U.2.4.6, Tai.U.3.10.5 respectively
in order)"sarvam khalvidam brahma - All this is Brahman itself," "imani bhutani
sarvam yadayamatma - All these beings and all this are this Self," "aham annam
aham annadah -1 am food; I am the food-eater" and so on.29
<§>

In the light of the above discussions on the Janmadi-sutra, "janmadyasya
yatah - Brahman is that whence that which begins with the birth of this
world ensues," it is clear that the Sutrakara has chosen the entire Upanisadic
passage of the Bhargavl VarunI Vidya as the 'visaya-vakya' (statement
containing the subject-matter) of the present Sutra. On this basis, we may
conclude the following:
(1) 'Jagat-karanatva', that is the causality of the creation, sustenance and
dissolution of the world, constitutes the svarupa-laksana (intrinsic-nature
definition) of Isvara, the Saguna-brahman.
(2) This jagat-karanatva serves as tatastha-laksana (definition per accidens) of
the Nirguna-brahman, that is the attributeless Brahman which is identical
with the Self, of which the svarupa-laksana (intrinsic-nature definition),
"satyam jnanamanantam brahma," has been given in the Brahmavalll of the
Taittinya-upanisad.30
29 The concept of 'badhayam samanadhikaranyam' is at the very heart of the 'Vivarta-vada'
(the doctrine of appearance) and 'Satkarana-vada' (the doctrine of cause alone being real)
both of which are vital doctrines in Advaita-vedanta. The Acarya himself discusses many
intricate points pertaining to this doctrine at different places in the Brahmasutra-bhasya,
particularly in the Arambhanadhikarana (2.1.14-20).
30 Cf. SOT!
W^4p)UimHlH-c(c4[4yiRl POTJ S3:
tSW5IR^RlSR^3^fnt
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(3) The ultimate aim of the Janmadi-sutra is to suggest that the Ananda
Brahman of the above-mentioned svarupa-laksana is itself the vivartaupadana-karana (substratum) of the phenomenal world just as the rope is
itself the vivarta-upadana-karana of the illusory snake based on the principle
of 'badhayam samanadhikaranyam'.31
Indeed, if the Sutrakara had intended to exclusively give the svarupalaksana of the Saguna-brahman, that is Isvara, alone, he would have chosen
for the purpose of illustration other Scriptural passages such as (Mu. 10.1.9)
"yah sarvajnah sarvavit" that are quite specific on that point.
The Bhasya has ably established all these concepts in the present section
by comprehending the Sutrakara's definition of Brahman in the Janmadisutra both in letter and spirit. Therefore, the criticism that the Bhasya does
not reflect the purport of the aphorism as opined by the other schools of
Vedanta like the Dvaita school stands completely rejected.32
5. Other Scriptural statements, of this nature, of which the subject is the
Cause, which is omniscient in character and is by nature, eternally pure,
conscious and free are to be cited as examples: Some of the Scriptural
passages that come under this category are:
(1) The Chandogya tract (6.2.1-3) commencing with, “sadeva somyedamagra
asidekamevadvitlyam - In the beginning, this world was one Being that is
without a second," " ...tadaiksata bahu syam prajayeyeti tattejo'srjata - It thought,
'Let me become many. Let me generate'. So it gave birth to fire...," and
concluding with "aitadaimyamidam sarvam, tat satyarh, sa atma, tat tvam asi All the universe has this for its Self. This is real. This is the Self. That thou art."
(2) The Mundaka-upanisad tract (1.1.6) that commencing with, "yattadadresyamagrahyamagotramavarnamacaksuhsrotmm

tadapanipadam,

nityam

vibhum

saroagatam susuksmam tadavyayam yad bhutayonim paripasyanti dhtrah - This
is invisible, ungraspable, pedigreeless, colourless, eyeless, earless, armless,
ftofg SWfarMSJ: I ;rrR^TliHwa4'i+Ki'i,q4<wwdl
32 For the objections of the Dvaita school of Vedanta one may refer to the Pradlpa commentary
on the Bhasya.
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footless, eternal, omnipresent, all pervading, very subtle, unchanging. The
wise see this as the source of beings" and concluding with (Mu.U. 1.1.9)
"yah sarvajnah sarvavid yasya jhanamayam tapah tasmadetad brahma nama
rupamannam ca jayate - This omniscient and the all-wise is the one whose
tap as consists of knowledge. From Him are bom Brahman (Saguna-brahman,
the Hiranyagarbha), the name, the form and also food (the earth)."
The Taittirlya passage quoted by the Acarya as well as all the above-cited
Upanisadic tracts and other such numerous Upanisadic passages similar
to the above33 form a class by themselves, for taking recourse to the wellknown methodology of 'badhayam samanadhikaranyam', these passages
describe the very Nirguna-pratyagabhinna-brahman as apparently being
Saguna-brahman and thus being the source of the world. Therefore,
the ultimate purport of these statements is the changeless (kutastha),
attributeless (nirguna), Existence-Consciousness-Infinite-Bliss Brahman
(satyam jnanam anantam anandam brahman), that is identical with the Self
(pratyag-abhinna).34
It is the Knowledge of this Brahman that paves the way for Liberation.35

33 cf. n
‘

-

m aiwnra a aro*' (3.3.?.?a),

rraf;'

a#srsifliaafr£ni—
Also, cf. tfrrffcupfta
34 Cf. ^

amftfcfcr

ftca
Also, cf.

ifpiTt 55f$mw$Pi airlift 'a;

'fawrrc^H.'

awa

waifefraftfci ffeftaftaasrcr

afareaRj vfkt ?ir) area
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Janmadyadhikaranaracana - Structure of Janmadyadhikarana
An adhikarana or topical section is constituted of five aspects.1 We shall
presently see all these five aspects pertaining to Janmadyadhikarana:
(1) Visaya or Subject: The Upanisadic passages taken for deliberation here
are "yato va imani bhutani jayante..." and others that present Brahman as the
source of the world.
(2) Samsaya or Doubt: Whether the causality pertaining to the birth, existence
and dissolution of the world, described in the above passage, can be or
cannot be the definition of the Nirvisesa-brahman (attributeless Brahman)
that is desired to be known.
(3) Purvapaksa or Prima Facie View: The said causality of birth etc.
(janmadi) of the world is an attribute of the Savisesa-brahman (Isvara or
Brahman with attributes) and, therefore, it cannot be a deflation of the
Nirvisesa-brahman, the attributeless Brahman, that is desired to be known.
Consequently, the nature of Brahman remains undefined by the Scripture.
And, no inquiry about such an undefined entity is possible. For this reason,
the inquiry into Sastra, that proposes to undertake the deliberation into
Brahman, cannot be and need not be undertaken. Again, since the real nature
of Brahman is itself unknown, the Realisation of Brahman and the Liberation
that ensues from the Realisation are also impossible.
(4) Siddhanta or the Established View: The said causality of Brahman with
regard to the world can be the definition per accidens (tatastha-laksana) of
Brahman. And, this definition points to "satyam jnanam anantam,” “anandam
brahma” and so on which are the svarupa-laksana (intrinsic-nature definition)
of attributeless Brahman (Nirvisesa-brahman) that is desired to be known.
Therefore, the definition of Brahman is indeed possible and the nature of
Brahman can certainly be ascertained. Hence, there is no impediment in
commencing the study and the inquiry of the Sastra as it does help the
seeker ascertain the nature of Brahman as being identical with the inner Self
1 For a discussion on the term 'adhikarana', refer to Jijnasadhikarana, Section 1 D.
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(pratyagabhinna-brahman) which in turn becomes the means for Liberation.
(5) Sangati or Connectedness: The present topic is well-connected with the
previous topic on jijnasa (desire to know) by 'aksepa-sangati'. The other
sahgatis, like sastra-, adhyaya- and pada-sangatis follow of their own accord.2

2 For a discussion on these various sahgatis refer to Janmadyadhikarana, Section 1 D, n.2.
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Essence of Janmddyadhikarana

The following two verses of the Vaiyas ika-nyOyamala (13 & 14) present in a
nutshell the philosophical issues discussed in the Janmadyadhikarana:
<$$14 SfiJPJTT Wlltrl

*111 N't!cl I

stijlPM ebKufc4 'RT§J?F!
'

If II

laksanam brahmano ndsti kim va’sti nahi vidyate,
janmaderanyanisthatvat satyadescaprasiddhitah.
brahmanistham karanatvam syallaksma sragbhujangavat,
laukikanyeva satyadlnyakhandam laksayanti hi.
A brief exposition of these two verses would be a great help in
comprehending the topics discussed in the Bhasya of the Acarya.
The Purvapaksin claims that there is no definition of Brahman in the
Scripture. He further queries: Can there ever be a definition of Brahman?
The Purvapaksin also opines that there cannot be any defining characteristic
of Brahman in the form of birth etc. (janmadi) of the world as these do not
inhere in the Nirvisesa-brahman (attributeless Brahman) that is sought to
be defined for indeed the property or attribute of one cannot become the
defining characteristic of another. Here, birth etc. (janmadi) indeed belong to
the world and therefore how can they ever become the defining attribute of
Brahman? The impossibility of a definition of Brahman is all the more so since
the import of terms 'satyam' (Truth), 'jnanam' (Knowledge) and 'anantam'
(Infinity) are not well-known (prasiddha) in the world and consequently
these unknown concepts cannot be used to define Brahman.1 Thus far is the
position of the Purvapaksin.
The Siddhantin dismisses the tenability of Purvapaksin’s objection and
explains that even though the birth etc. (janmadi) of the world do not
inhere in Brahman, yet their causality can be attributed to Brahman. In
this way, birth etc. (janmadi) can be effectively used to indicate Brahman.
'It is the nature of a definition to indicate the unknown in terms of the known alone.
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Moreover, even an illusory superimposed object (adhyasta) can become
a defining property (laksana) of the substratum (acLhisthana). To explain
with an illustration: In the case of garland-snake illusion - wherein one
mistakes a garland for a snake - the snake does serve as the identifying mark
(laksana or laksma) of the garland, the substrate.2 Likewise, the birth etc. of
world can be made to play the role of a defining characteristic of Brahman.
Further, the words Truth (satyam). Knowledge (jnanam) and Infinity
(anantam) that are known in the world do indicate the impartite Brahman,
albeit indirectly, through laksana-vrtti.3

2 The garland can certainly be defined as that which is the substrate of the snake. Thus the
illusory snake becomes the identifying mark (laksana) for the substrate garland.
3 The function of the word signifying a referent that is different from its primary signification
(mukhyartha) on account of some incompatibility (manantaravirodha) but related to its
primary signification (mukhyartha) is termed 'laksana-vrtti'. Vide "manantaravirodhe tu
mukhy&rthasya parigrahe, mukhyRrthenavinabhute pratttirlaksanocyate." (Vakyavrtti, 47)
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Thus Concludes the Topical Section:
Conglomerate Beginning with Birth.
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#
Topical Section:
Scripture Being the Sourced/Source

Prathamavarnakam

First Explanation:
Scripture Being the Sourced

Section 1

1A
[avataranikabhasyam]

jagatkaranatvapradarsanena sarvajfiarii brahma iti upaksiptam. tadeva dradhayan aha—
IB
jagatkaranatvapradarsanena - through the exposition of
<>

causality pertaining to the world; ^$1*1 sarvajnam - omniscient; 313 brahma Brahman; ?fci iti - thus;

upaksiptam - has been indicated;

- that itself; 4.<iM*idradhayan - strengthening;

^ tad eva

aha - says

1C
[PREFATORIAL COMMENTARY]

The fact that Brahman is omniscient has been indicated through the
exposition of Its causality pertaining to the world. Strengthening that very
point, the Sutrakara says—
ID
The first Sutra, "athato brahmajijhasd - Then, therefore, the desire to
know Brahman," introduces the desire to know (jijnasa) the 'Nirvisesapratyagabhinna-brahma', that is the attributeless Brahman identical with the
inner Self.
The second Sutra, "janmZdyasya yatah - Brahman is that whence that
which begins with the birth of this world ensues," offers a twofold definition
of Brahman: (1) The first definition of Brahman offered is that of Brahman
being the efficient-cum-material cause (abhinna-nimittopadana-karana)
of the world. This is the svarupa-laksana (intrinsic nature definition)
1
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of 'Savisesa-brahman/ that is Isvara, the Brahman with attributes. This
definition that states that Brahman is the cause of the world (jagatkarana) also becomes the 'tatastha-laksana' (definition per accidens) of the
'Nirvisesa-brahman', that is the Brahman devoid of attributes. (2) The
second definition offered by the Janmadi-sutra is the svarupa-laksana of
the attributeless Brahman (Nirvisesa-brahman) as "anandam brahma" and
"satyam jnanamanantam brahma."
In this way, by offering two definitions on Brahman that are not
mutually compatible in a single Sutra, the Sutrakara emphasises an
important point pertaining to the Vedantic methodology. As the
attributeless Brahman, the pure Consciousness (caitanya-svarupamatra)
that is indicated in the above-mentioned second definition, is made the
object (visaya) or definiendum (laksya) of the first definition that defines
Brahman as the source of the world (jagat-karana), it becomes indicative of
the Vedantic methodology of deliberate superimposition and subsequent
negation (adhyaropapavada-prakriya). To explain: The efficient-cummaterial causality (abhinna-nimittopadanatva) with regard to the world,
is first deliberately attributed to Brahman (adhyaropa) and the same is
subsequently negated (apavada) thus enabling the seeker to realise the
attributeless Brahman (Nirvisesa-brahman).

The above-mentioned fact of the application of the adhyaropapavada
methodology in the Janmadi-sutra will also answer the following question
that may rise in the student's mind: If the first Sutra establishes the context
as being that of Brahman with no attributes (nirvisesa-brahma-prakarana)
- as this alone is the jijnasya (desired to be known) - what is the necessity
for the Sutrakara in the second Janmadi-sutra to offer first a definition of
Brahman with attributes (Savisesa-brahman)?
The answer is this: The seeker, when he commences his Vedantic inquiry,
being firmly rooted in the empirical standpoint (vyavaharika-drsti), the
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Scripture and the Guru have to point out to him that the cause of the world
(jagatkarana) is Brahman thereby lifting his mind from the world of objects
to Brahman. It is the Nirvisesa-brahman (attributeless Brahman) that the
Upanisads ultimately seek to lead the seeker to and it is for this purpose
alone that the Scripture deliberately superimposes the world and its
causality (jagat-karanatva) on the Nirvisesa-brahman. But, this deliberate
superimposition on the Nirvisesa-brahman is only done to reveal the
Nirvisesa-brahman. In the illustration of rope-snake illusion, the rope is
indicated as the substratum (cause) of the snake only to lift the deluded
person's mind from the frightening snake to the harmless rope. And, upon
the realisation of the rope, the observer himself avers: "yah sarpah sa iyam
rajjuh - That which I had imagined to be a snake is this rope itself."
In just the same manner, the Janmadi-sutra intends to convey the fact
that the Brahman with attributes (Savisesa-brahman), that is Tsvara, is the
cause of the world. But, only initially. Later, it is shown that this Savisesabrahman is itself the Nirvisesa-brahman thereby revealing to the aspirant
the Nirvisesa-brahman, that is the Brahman without attributes. Thus, by
deliberately superimposing the property of jagat-karanatva (causality of the
world) on the Nirvisesa-brahman and thereafter denying both the world
(jagat) and the consequent causality of the world (jagat-karanatva) which
were deliberately superimposed on Brahman, the true nature of Brahman
as being one and non-dual (ekam advitlyam) is revealed by Vedanta.
It will be clear from the above discussion that this deliberate
superimposition of jagat-karanatva (causality of the world) on Brahman is
for the purpose of the Vedantic instruction (upadesa) alone. It is by this
process of adhyaropa (deliberate superimposition) and apavada (subsequent
negation) that the falsity of the world is established and the pure Nirvisesabrahman, the non-dual Principle, is revealed.2 If not for this method of
2 Cf. wrrar
icw^i H;
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deliberate superimposition and subsequent negation (adhyaropapavadaprakriya) the student will find it difficult to arrive at the non-dual Nirvisesabrahman.3 The adhyaropapavada-prakriya is the methodology adopted
by Vedanta to gradually guide the seeker from the known world to the
unknown pure Nirvisesa-brahman.
Thus, though the context is that of the attributeless Brahman (nirvisesabrahma), there is the necessity for first defining Brahman as the cause of the
world, in a savisesa manner, and then later to deny that very causality of the
world in the attributeless Brahman (Nirvisesa-brahman).4

As discussed earlier in the Janmadi-sutra, "janmadyasya yatah," the definition
of the Brahman with attributes (savisesa-brahma) boils down to this:
"Brahman is the efficient-cum-material cause of the world." Thus, Brahman
is described in the Janmadi-sutra as the creator of the world. When an entity
- such as a potter - is presented as the creator of a product - like a pot - it
is indirectly established that the creator has the knowledge of that which he
has created. By this analogy, the definition of Brahman as the Creator of the
entire world should itself suggest indirectly an inference that establishes the
attribute of omniscience (sarvajnatva) in Brahman for the very reason that
Brahman has created all (sarva).5
The Acarya avers that this fact of the omniscience of Brahman indicated
in the Janmadi-sutra is further strengthened and thus confirmed by the
3 This teaching methodology of Advaita-vedanta is delineated in this traditional verse:
"adhyaropapavadabhyam nisprapaficam prapancyate, iisyanam bodhasiddhyartham tattvajfiaih
kalpitah kramah - It is by the methodology of deliberate superimposition and the subsequent
negation that Brahman, which is inherently free of the world, is expounded. This methodology
has been evolved by the knowers of the Truth in order that the disciples may also comprehend
the Knowledge of the Reality." We observe this technique of adhyaropa-apavada aptly
demonstrated in the Upanisads too when they describe the Self as (Br.U.3.9.26) "sa esa neti
neti atma - This Self is that which has been described as 'not this' (gross), 'not this' (subtle)."
4 It may be noted that the very term 'nirvisesa' itself signifies an entity in which the visesa or
attribute - obviously superimposed - is denied.
5 The intended anumana-prayoga (syllogism) is: brahma sarvajnam, sarvakartrtvad, yo
yatkarta, sa tajjnah, yatha ghatakarta kulalah ghatajnah.
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Sastrayonitva-sutra, "sastrayonitvat," which presents a syllogism that
Brahman is omniscient because It has authored the all-knowing Scripture.6
In contrast, PradTpa imparts distinct nuances to the Janmadi- and
Sastrayonitva-sutras. The author opines that only Brahman's knowledge
of the material cause (upadana-karana) is conveyed by the Janmadisutra and the act of strengthening (drdhl-karana) consists in signifying
Brahman's knowledge of entities that are yet to come into existence7 which
fact is established by the Sastrayonitva-sutra. Brahman is described in this
aphorism as the source of the Sastra that is omniscient. Since the Sastra is
described as being omniscient, it is understood that it is also the knower of
entities that are yet to come into existence.8 And Brahman being the 'yoni'
or karana (creator) of such a Sastra, it is evident that Brahman possesses the
knowledge also of entities that are yet to come into being.
We shall see in detail, in the sequel, as to how the Bhasyakara develops
and establishes the inference presented by the Sutrakara in the Sastrayonitvasutra.

6 Cf.

^ dTR($WildlWld—:I

*gp£<TT,
TO?R RyiHIKkRiyra
Also, cf.
Also, cf. S[ %TO5
7 Cf.
WKId
8 Cf.

UlrlWci

^ m to?,

to?=, w

ifa kro,

1 - WTO
^
sill’ll:

TOFTO to??t.
TOfR3

3FITOK°TfTO %TO5
iHt?
13 qiTOt TOTH
ffWIN TOTO<5 eclwnPitd ’TO: I tor,
torRq-pq,^s(3iidlM<f>w5raiTfasi^wRi^i
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1 ij ?R a TOW

2

2A
[sOtram]

sastrayonitvat. (1.1.3)

2B
^nWTTRc^TcI. sastrayonitvat - Because of Its being the source of the Scripture.
(And) because of the Scripture being the means for the Knowledge of
Brahman

2C
[aphorism]

From Its being the source of the Scripture. (And) because the Scripture is
the means for the Knowledge of Brahman.
2D
The present adhikarana (topical section), termed Sastrayonitvadhikarana,
consists of a single aphorism. This aphorism again consists of one single
compound word 'sastrayonitvat'. This word may be taken either as a
Tatpurusa compound or as a Bahuvrihi compound.1
Accordingly, the term 'sastrayonitvat' can be dissolved in two alternate
ways: (1) When taken to be a Tatpurusa compound, its string (vigraha) is:
sastrasya yonih sastrayonih, tasya bhavah sastrayonitvam, tasmat, sastrayonitvat.
The meaning then is: Because of Brahman being the source of the Scripture.
(2) When viewed as Bahuvrihi compound, the string (vigraha) would then
be: sastram yonih, karanam, pramanam yasya sah sastrayonih, tasya bhavah
1 For a detailed explanation of these grammatical terms refer to Janmadyadhikarana,
Section 3 D, n.l.
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sastrayonitvam, tasmat sastrayonitvat. The meaning here is: Because the
Scripture is the means for the knowledge of Brahman.
Taking into account this salient fact of the Sutra yielding two valid
meanings, the Acarya elucidates the aphorism too in both these ways and
points out the deeper and inner significances of each of these expositions.
The objection as to how a single Sutra can have such varied meanings
does not hold water. Indeed, the term 'Sutra' itself is defined as that which
consists of minimal words (svalpaksara), enshrines in itself the essence
of the entire subject (saravat), is free of ambiguity (asandigdha), bereft of
unnecessary words (astobha) and erroneous terms (anavadya) and which
gives scope to multiple valid meanings (visvatomukha). Hence, having more
than one valid meaning only adds to the beauty of this Sutra.2
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3

Wf:

SITSFR1

#^I,2

^TfR: OTt ^Ul
3A
[prathamavarnakabhasyam]

mahatah

rgvedadeh

sastrasya

anekavidyasthanopabrmhitasya

pradipavat

sarvarthavadyotinah sarvajnakalpasya yonih karanam brahma.
3B
mahatah - of the great;
veda

etc.;

3TIW5} sastrasya

-

rgvedadeh - comprising the Rgof

the

Scripture;

anekavidyasthanopabrmhitasya - supplemented by innumerable branches
of knowledge;

pradipavat - like an effulgent lamp; ^M^NdifciW:

sarvarthavadyotinah - which illumines all things;

sarvajnakalpasya

- which is omniscient as it were; 41M: yonih - source; ^AVMHjcaranam - cause;
3U brahma - Brahman
3C
[the commentary elucidating the first explanation]1

Brahman is the source, that is the cause,2 of the great body of the Scripture
comprising the Rg-veda etc.3 supplemented by innumerable branches
of knowledge,4 which, like an effulgent lamp, illumines all things5 and
which is omniscient as it were.6

3D
1. The commentary elucidating the first explanation: The Acarya presently
I*}: ficl *It3T 3tTf I -TffPWT
Rifl'd 3iitwi<L5ircsR.i
2 M'jifei

1
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takes the Sutra, "sastrayonitvat," as a Tatpurusa compound and offers the
first explanation of the Sutra.3
2. Brahman is the source, that is the cause: Brahman, being the material
(upadana-karana) and efficient cause (nimitta-karana) of Rg-veda etc.,4 is
omniscient in the real sense of the term. This fact, the Bhasyakara explains
and proves in the sequel.
3. of the great body of the Scripture comprising the Rg-veda etc.: Not only
does Brahman's causality of this gigantically varied universe, as described in
the Janmadi-sutra, prove Its omniscience, but Brahman's authorship of the
great corpus of sacred literature, the Scripture, comprising the Rg-veda etc.,
also strengthens the fact of Brahman's omniscience. The greatness (mahattva)
of the Scriptures such as the Rg-veda lies in their teaching the pupils (sisya)
the Great Truth, Brahman, along with the ways of performing all obligatory
duties (nitya-karma), occasion-prompted duties (naimittika-karma) and
desire-prompted sacrificial rites (kamya-karma) that are prescribed for all
the four castes (caturvarnya) and all the four states of life (caturasramya)
from impregnation (niseka) to obsequies (smasana) and all the other activities
one performs from dawn to dusk. It is the vastness of these topical contents
(mahavisayatva) which imparts greatness to the corpus of the Scripture such
as Rg-veda.5
This greatness can also be conceived in terms of the volume of the
Scripture (granthatah), their purport (arthatah) as well as the extent of
elaborate expositional texts consisting of the Puranas, Nyaya (Logic),
Mrmamsa (Hermeneutical Principles), Dharma-sastra (Codes of Conduct),
Siksa (Phonetics), Kalpa (Rules of Sacrificial Performance), Vyakarana
(Grammar),

Nirukta

(Etymology),

Chandas

(Prosody)

and

Jyotisa

(Astrology) which throw ample light on the intricacies of the corpus of the
Scripture comprising Rg-veda etc.6
3 Refer to Sastrayonitvadhikarana, Section 2, for the two possible explanations (varnaka) of
the Sastrayonitva-sutra.
4 Cf.
5

-tfPWl

Cf.
sf^dT^ ^

6 Cf. cm

Rfvf, flcmwra. tiiibMRi

^

Vecft -RFTcft

iRm am;—«R%icn

Section 3

4. supplemented by innumerable branches of knowledge: The Yajnavalkyasmrti (1.3) enumerates the fourteen branches of knowledge:7 (1) Purana,
(2) Nyaya, (3) Mimarhsa, (4) Dharma-sastra, (5-8) Four Vedas {Rg-, Yajur-,
Sama- and Atharva-veda) and (9-14) Six Vedangas (subsidiaries of the Vedas).8
The Brahmapurana adds to this list (15) Vedanta (Philosophy), and (16)
Danda-vidya (Political Science)9 while the Visnupurana further adds (17)
Ayur-veda (Science of Medicine), (18) Dhanur-veda (Science of Weapons)
and (19) Gandharva (Musicology) to this list.10 The Acarya refers to these
branches of knowledge (vidyasthana) in the expression 'anekavidyasthanaupabrmhitasya'.11
5. which, like an effulgent lamp, illumines all things: The expression
"pradipavat sarvarthavadyotinah" means that the corpus comprising Rg-veda
etc. illumines all things like an effulgent lamp leaving nothing that can lead
to incomprehension (anavabodha) and confusion (aspastabodha). In other
feN4>trq^l4Ruyfe^Tj4^i,jaife|(u|

?Trl 33T ferrc«iRtft

Also, cf. aia fta rpnaisaaai
laafei
fetal Rife ^fect—fe(%Td I - «f{|fejW.,n
7
’i'tiut

tpaal q^fe'cinq.—-aka^Ridi

1
Rqiaift fejIRt WR % ^5T1I '-Ml4!: Rd4>: I 41dihl 4<(dl'hll':rqi<: I
H*-«aHc^<-*jicT: I
: I M.C1IM

(? A)
'Hlitdl^kdKl aat

StHIdi MWTtiw, W R 5llH4K''lI - 3im.l'h+HQH, aisidtr'Wtdikt (?.4)

8 The six Vedangas are: (1) Siksa (Phonetics - the science of articulation and pronunciation),
(2) Vyakarana (Grammar), (3) Chandas (Prosody), (4) Nirukta (Etymology), (5) Jyotisa
(Astrology) and (6) Kalpa (Science of Ritual). Vide "siksS vyakaranam chando niruktam jyotisam
tathn, kalpasceti sadangani vedasydhurmanisinah."
9 fe
fetfRJFnft RRaa I %c(Rt:
fen Mlaftl+I ^11 - asd»i<|U|
alawfetfekai afewaafawtawiifeiaH... i

sfeka.Ri fen

- amfemR,

(?a)

10 srpa agrafe! fefei ^r-qfecTC: i gmnaferrei ^fenaakaffei
afefeaqaaferrareolaat; ii -fejgtnn
11 cf. fetal afra fevilid-~fe%fe
^4wai4; i fen afet anafe fean

anufena a aa: t

i fee. ?«naifa fenai afea a aqqsr
feifefafd m^ihi aqiffenajcaKl aqro aa qwnrRi,

tiytifeid4i<4iai'WiPi q^q^juajaq^qraiaaTfen qiufefefeafei

Ra^KddRPt aarapi fefeqfei

fe5?(pnfefefa qqrak.Tafen pq^feafai ^nanfara q arapjfefenj aqfeta
aT fafena aqqiafai fen q ^^naaRfeqfeR'Wi ^atvznqTsataa? ^tafeaaqqqpriai
i4 aqga;: i Hna,?ui q stfeaa
qq atfeRt qqrak safetfai feat; q aq aq qqq
. i 3^^ia^aara,rnapa[ifei^3^ngfefer^i ^qifegfekiwfekrFn
araa awiaiwiaiwiaRaai feta lanfetqra asrafefq saattamfe a«n a dtife.fei'RwvtRra a^at maa:
(i<iuiii^Ha«adMuidi<i aa afar: aaa

?-qferafd ata: i -anwiw
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words a good comprehension of the Scripture comprising Rg-veda etc. equips
one with commendable clarity about all that is worth knowing.12
6. and which is omniscient as it were: The word 'sarvajnakalpa' consists
of two parts: the substantive 'sarvajna' (omniscient), and the affix 'kalpa'
meaning 'slightly less' or 'almost complete' ("Isadasamaptau").13 In the
Bhasya passage under consideration, this word is added as an adjective to
the Scripture. Just as the knowledge of Isvara extends to all things so, too,
the subject matter taught by the Sastra extends to all things.14 There is no
subject or field of knowledge that is not touched by the Rg-vedadi-sastras
which are supplemented by the various Vidyasthanas. Yet, because the
Scripture lacks sentience, it falls a little short of perfection, so to say, in the
matter of omniscience.15
Pradlpa interprets the term 'sarvajnakalpa' in the following manner:
Brahman being the indwelling Consciousness (antaryamin) and all-pervasive
Existence, It knows the entities that are at present, also those that are yet to
come into existence directly like a cowrie that is placed within one's palm.
But the Veda, being essentially insentient, cannot know these entities in the
manner Brahman knows. As such, the omniscience of the Veda thus falls a
little short of being perfect.16

12 Cf. tnwsfeflH

HRERITO

Also, cf. qfowiffii 3TO

ScW: I - HTOft
iWyriqi

^

-

13 This word is derived according to the Panini grammar rule (5.3.67): “Isadasamaptau
kalpabdesyadeslyarah."
— Hindi
-TelWT
Also, cf.
Also, cf. dcHi5(Wfcl

I HatreStamiwsutaHi dwrM^dWlSHddrtidil

-

16 Cf.

^

him ^

Hisf: i
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ttd a

del

wm-.

3 % fe* IfM 3TTWI
3#cTI

>EnsciEc.iBFirsai’< :

!IEnL4!illE4!m!iE2IRKE'E^llt>UluMa

c5t%i fog

hi

*m-

tcft: ^T^rcm^R,
*m\ ^TT^ 4ft: w^: - “zm TTlft

ft: Weft^

4A
[vabnakasiddharthavivaranabhasyam]

na hi rdrsasya sastrasya rgvedadilaksanasya sarvajhagunanvitasya sarvajnad
anyatah sambhavah asti. yadyadvistarartham sastram yasmat purusavisesat
sambhavati, yatha vyakaranadi paninyadeh jneyaikadesarthamapi, sa tato'pi
adhikataravijMna iti prasiddham loke. kimu vaktavyam anekasakhabhedabhinnasya, devatiryahmanusya varnasramadipravibhagahetoh rgvedadyakhyasya,
sarvajnanakarasya ayatnenaiva lilanyayena purusanihsvasavad yasmad mahato
1 AA (fn.) 3^...rn5TP? asq
4 Vartika, AA (fn.)

*

qrs= -

v Tel
H AA (fn.) PafcHf[q*Wi«MR

1

31®?lfawy -T35RU

2q-ufewiiqrcfcftsftsnfcwrcKfasiiH:

3 fog qr&aj RRJ RI3T vppj sfa
4 q^?q

qMHIl - Rl*-ldl
3$ni
d^fn om+^ltlcv

-qroft

|

rr: rwiw:, cR=q ri^t

spiw) Pi<£ttiq

qw§ 'iwra.RwrrfH r

twiRtvri q ftg cM>°4w!ct

w # srffrt, q«u ^kri^iR; f^+^iisqf
qiRrMl4*t[4

l^c)4wCTg.dlsMRf^j5«5 ^pcfRcqi? qft: wrcrri

rwr:,cRqRqfRqRqqirajRrqqifcif^qTB^ift^i -wtri
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bhutad yoneh sambhavah - "asya mahato bhutasya nihsvasitametad yadrgvedah"
(Br.UA5.ll) ityadisruteh tasya mahato bhutasya niratisayam sarvajhatvam
sarvasaktimattvam ca iti.
46
B nfl - not; fl hi - indeed;
Scripture;

Idrsasya - of such;

sastrasya - of the

rgvedadilaksanasya - of that which comprises the Rg-

veda etc.;

sarvajhagunanvitasya - of that which is endowed with

the quality of omniscience;

sarvajnat - except the omniscient Being;

3rMd: anyatah - from other;

sambhavah - origination; 31Fd asti - is; Bd

Wlyad yat - whatever; NtdilBB. vistarartham - with an extensive theme; bknh,
i&stram - treatise; BfHId,

yasmat purusavisesat - from a particular

person; B+BBld sambhavati - originates; BBT yatha - for instance; aT?3dBTri^
vyakaranadi - the Grammar etc.; BIFFBT^: paninyadeh - from Panini etc.;
iBq; arfh jneyaikadesartham api - even though its content is only a part
of what is to be known; B: sah - that person; cTcT:

tatah api - than that;

adhikataravijhanah - possesses much more extensive knowledge;
?Td iti - in this way;

prasiddham - well-known;

ioke - in the world;

KiH. d MtHomh. kirn u vaktavyam - is it necessary to state;
anekasakhabhedabhinnasya - of that which is differentiated into various
branches;

devatiryahmanusyavarnasramSdi-

pravibhagahetoh - of that which is the cause of such distinctions as gods,
animals, men, castes and stages of life; BBBBIITHf'TBB rgvedadyakhyasya - of
that which is termed the 'Rg-veda' etc.;

sarvajhanakarasya - of

that which is a repository of all knowledge; 3TBWB BB ayatnena eva - with
no effort whatsoever; cSWii*BIBW Itlanyayena - in sport as it were;
purusanihsvasavat - like the breath of a person; Benld, yasmat - from which;
Bid: *JdTct mahatah bhtttat - from great Being; Bid: yoneh - from the source;
B*BB: sambhavah - origination; 3IFJ asya - of this; Bid: BdBT mahatah bhutasya
- of the great Being; Td^lBdH. nihsvasitam - the breath; Bdd, etat - this; Bel
yat - which; BPBd: rgvedah - the Rg-veda; IcBTR^: ityadisruteh - from such
Scriptural passages; cPB tasya - of that; Bid: *JdBI mahatah bhutasya - great
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Being; iHiki'kmHjiiratisayam - unexcelled; w^i<^*i_sarvajnatvam - omniscience;
^ sarvasaktimattvam ca - and omnipotence; ?Td iti - thus
4C
[commentary delineating the point arrived at in the explanation]

Indeed, of such Scripture, comprising the Rg-veda etc., which is endowed
with the quality of omniscience, the origin can be from nothing other
than an omniscient Being.1 In the world, it is well-known that2 whatever
treatise with an extensive theme originates from a particular person, for
instance the Grammar etc. that have originated from Panini etc., even
though its content forms only a part of what is to be known,3 that author
possesses much more extensive knowledge than what is reflected in that
treatise.4 This being the case, is it even necessary to mention about the
unsurpassed omniscience and omnipotence of that great Being, the source,
from whom is the origination5 of what is called the Rg-veda etc. - which
is differentiated into various individual branches, which is the cause of
the knowledge about the distinctions as gods, animals, men, castes, stages
of life and so on, and which is the very ocean of all knowledge - with no
effort whatsoever, in sport as it were, and like the breath of a person6 - as
evidenced from the Scriptural passage (Br.ll.4.5.11) "of that great Being,
this is the breath, which is the Rg-vedal"7
4D
1. Indeed, of such Scripture, comprising the Rg-veda etc., which is endowed
with the quality of omniscience, the origin can be from nothing other than
an omniscient Being: The quality of omniscience belongs to the omniscient
and cannot pertain to something other than it. Basing himself on this fact,
the Purvapaksin queries: It is true that the Veda is omniscient. Even so, why
should its source, that is Brahman, be omniscient?
The Siddhantin replies to this question: Brahman is both the material and
efficient cause of the Veda and, as such, without Brahman, that is the cause.
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being omniscient, there is no way. Its effect, the Veda, can ever be omniscient.
And, since the Veda is omniscient (sarvajnakalpa), it does therefore prove
that Brahman is omniscient. The syllogistic proposition to this effect has
already been demonstrated in the Janmadyadhikarana.5
In case this conclusion incurs the contingence of ignorance (i.e. maya or
avidya) also becoming omniscient because maya is accepted by the Advaitin
as the upadana-karana (material cause) of the world, it can be warded off by
pointing out that though maya is considered as the upadana-karana of the
entire world, which world includes even the Veda, and is thus omniscient in
a way (sarvajnakalpa), it cannot be termed omniscient in the true sense of the
term for maya (avidya or ignorance) is not sentient per se.b
The commentary Bhamatl delineates thus on the present section: In the
earlier section of the Bhasya7 it was stated that Brahman, the author of
the Veda, has to be omniscient (sarvajna) because the Veda, its creation, is
omniscient as it were (sarvajnakalpa). Such concomitance of the positives is
termed 'anvaya-vyapti'. After thus comparing the similarity of the omniscient
Brahman's knowledge of all entities with that of the Veda's capacity to expound
all, the vyatireka-vyapti (concomitance of negatives) is now being presented
to prove the same. In substance, this passage means that in the absence of
Brahman's capacity to know all, the Veda cannot have the capacity to illumine
all entities. Since the Veda enlightens us on everything, the material cause
(upadana-karana) of the Veda, that is Brahman, is consequently established
to be omniscient (sarvajna) in the true sense of the term.8
2. In the world, it is well-known that: Here, by analogy and logic, the Acarya
substantiates the above conclusion.
5 Vide Janmadyadhikarana, Section 6: "na yathoktavisesanasya jagatah yathoktavisesamm isvararh
muktva, anyatah pradhanad acetandd, anubhyo va, abhavadva, sathsarino va utpattyadi sambhavayitum
sakyam. na ca svabhdvatah, vi&stadesakalanimittanam iha upSdanSt. etadeva anumSmm samsarivyatiriktesvarSstitvadisadhanam many ante Isvarakaranavadinah."

6 Cf. ^
d’sgrirj; ^RT W

d^d^sfo adfo difcf
1
^^

31^313

7 Vide Sastrayonitvadhikarana, Section 3.
8 Cf. d<A=W'W*j,Tfdl chiciWm—3
?fcf! -’ITR#
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3. whatever treatise with an extensive theme originates from a particular
person, for instance the Grammar etc. that have originated from PSnini
etc., even though its content forms only a part of what is to he known:
The Astadhyayl is a treatise on Sanskrit grammar authored by the renowned
Indian grammarian Panini. It is the greatest work on grammar and language
that has ever been produced by a human being. Yet, it cannot be denied
that the content of this treatise too is only a small part of many things one
has to observe, learn and practise during one’s lifetime. Again, even in its
limited field of Sanskrit grammar, the Astadhyayl cannot be considered to
have presented all the ideas of its author Panini, an intellectual genius and
a master of the Sanskrit language, who must have known each and every
minute and intricate detail of the language.9
In a manner, the Acarya establishes here an indisputable general maxim
that the knowledge of the author of a given treatise is more comprehensive
than what is reflected in a treatise itself that he has authored.10
Also, the Acarya's citation of Panini and his work Astadhyayl, as an
example in the present context, reveals the high esteem in which he and the
Indian elite of his times held the grammarian and his treatise.11
4. that author possesses much more extensive knowledge than what is
reflected in that treatise: The general maxim, referred to above, is established
here. These authors of surpassing intelligence and excellence do experience
and would be certainly aware of distinct attributes and subtle nuances of
many facts, both great and small pertaining to their field of knowledge as
well as the many aspects of life. Yet, they cannot give expression to all of
them exhaustively in their treatises. All of us experience clearly the subtle
differences in sweetness of sugarcane, milk, jaggery and so on. But even the

10 Cf.

*rafcr, ^

stn ol

Also, cf. M- wfaw?fct

Ms I Pilci
m

11 The Indian tradition considers the grammarians as the foremost among scholars. Vide
"prathame hi vidvUmso vaiyakaranah vyakaranamulatvat sarvavidyanam" (Dhvanyaloka, Uddyota 1)
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most gifted author and eloquent speaker amongst us cannot exactly describe
in words these differences.12
Basing on this maxim arrived at with the help of the analogy, a syllogism
on the omniscience of Brahman can be constructed as follows: Brahman
possesses knowledge which is more extensive than the knowledge contained
in the great body of the Rg-veda etc., the ocean of all knowledge, since It has
produced the Rg-veda etc., for the person who produces a treatise possesses
more extensive knowledge than the knowledge which the treatise presents,
just as Panini, Vyasa, etc. had knowledge more extensive than what is
found in their respective works, that is the AstSdhyayi, the Mahabharata, etc.
Therefore, being the producer of the all-knowing Rg-veda etc.. Brahman has
to be omniscient par excellence.13
5. This being the case, is it even necessary to mention about the
unsurpassed omniscience and omnipotence of that great Being, the source,
from whom is the origination: As described above, the Astadhyayx contains
Sanskrit grammar, a subject matter that constitutes only a small fraction
of what one should know, learn and practise in one's lifetime. It is to be
noted that the author of Astadhyayl is viewed to be omniscient (sarvajna)
only in a comparative way (satisaya). On the other hand, the large body
of the Scripture, namely the Rg-veda etc., is an ocean of all knowledge
(sarvajnanakara) and is sarvajnakalpa (all-knowing as it were). There is
actually no field of knowledge which is not touched upon by the Rgvedadisastra. Therefore, it goes without saying that Brahman, the author of this
great body of the Sastra, is 'sarvajna' (omniscient) in the real and the full
sense of the term. Here, the Acarya argues this point by what is known as
12 Cf.

^

argvjyqHT:»

13 The intended anumana-prayoga is thus: brahma sarvajnan5karasarvajnakalpargvedadisastravisayapeksaya adhikavisayajnanavat; tatpranetrtvat; yo yadgranthakarta
sa tadgranthavisayapeksaya adhikavisayajnanavan; yatha astadhyayipraneta paninih,
mahabharata-karta vySsasca
svasvagranthavisayapeksaya
adhikavisayajnanavantau.
anenanumanena sarvajnakalpasastrayonih brahma niratisayasarvajnamiti siddhyati.
This kind of inference that is constructed with the aid of an analogy is termed 'samanyato
drstanumana'. For an explanation on samanyato drstanumana refer to Janmadyadhikarana,
Section 14 D, n.l, fn.5.
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'kaimutika-nyaya', that is 'arguing a fortiori' which is nothing but arguing
with yet another stronger reason than what was presented earlier.14
6. of what is called the Rg-veda etc. - which is differentiated into various
individual branches, which is the cause of the knowledge about the
distinctions as gods, animals, men, castes, stages of life and so on, and
which is the very ocean of all knowledge15 - with no effort whatsoever, in
sport as it were, and like the breath of a person: This statement signifies that
the Rg-veda etc., the Scripture, originated from this great Being (Brahman)
as effortlessly or with no special effort16 just as the breath emanates from a
human being.17 The commentators of the Bhasya state that the wording of the
Bhasya in this section, which mentions that the Rg-veda etc. as being the breath
(nihsvasita) of the great Being (Brahman), is based on the description found
in Brhadaranyaka-upanisad which tract the Acarya himself will presently cite.
This entire passage is construed by Vacaspati-misra, the author of Bhamatl,
as an upanaya-vakya (i.e. the penultimate member of the five-membered
syllogism) and the concluding statement of the section: "tasya mahato bhiitasya
niratisayam sarvajfiatvam sarvasaktimattvam ca" as constituting the nigamana.18
14 Cf. aifaSMifesIM:

15 Cf. spsat
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18 The entire five-membered syllogism is as follows:
(1) Pratijna: Brahma sarvajnam - Brahman is omniscient.
(2) Hetu: Sarvajnakalpavedakartrtvat - Because Brahman is the author of the omniscient Veda.
(3) Udaharana: “Yadyadvistarartham sastram yasmal purusavisesat sambhavati, yathn vyakaranadi
paninysdeh jneyaikadesarthamapi, sa tato'pi adhikataravijnanah." One who authors a treatise
has more extensive knowledge than that which is contained in the treatise. For example:
Panini, Vyasa and so on have more extensive knowledge than that what is contained in thenrespective treatises Astadhyayt, Mahabharata and so on.
(4) Upanaya: Sarvajnatvavyapya-sarvajnakalpavedakartrtvavad brahma - Brahman is
possessed of the creatorship of the omniscient Veda (sarvajnakalpa-vedakartrtvavat) which
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The Bhasyakara has given the analogy of authors such as Panini and their
is pervaded by omniscience (sarvajnatva-vyapya). The following Bhasya statement in the
upanaya-vakya is composed in a fortiori manner, “kimu vaktavyam anekasakhabhedabhinnasya,
devatiryahmamisyavarnasramadipravibhSgahetoh rgvedadyakhyasya, sarvajnanakarasya ayatnenaiva
lllanyayena purusanihsvasavad yasmad mahato bhutad yoneh sambhavah." In this upanaya
statement, the omniscience of Brahman (mahad-bhuta) is the probandum (sadhya) and the
probans (hetu) is constituted by the whole Bhasya sentence presented in a fortiori manner:
"kimu vaktavyam anekasakhabhedabhinnasya, devatiryafimanusyavarnasramadipravibhagahetoh
rgvedadyakhyasya, sarvajnanakarasya...yasmad mahato bhutad yoneh sambhavah."
(5) Nigamana: The Bhasya statement "tasya mahato bhutasya niratisayam sarvajhatvam
sarvasaktimattvam ceti - Therefore, Brahman (mahad-bhuta) has unexcelled omniscience
(sarvajnatva) and omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva)" is the nigamana.

In the context of the above-presented syllogism, it is worth taking note that this syllogism has
been construed in two different ways to establish the omniscience of Brahman:
(1) Paksadharmatabalat - By the force of the probans (hetu) existing in the subject (paksa):
In the syllogistic proposition, "brahma sarvajnam sarvajhakalpavedakartrtvat - Brahman is
omniscient since It is the creator of the omniscient (sarvajnakalpa) Veda," Brahman is
the paksa (subject). The omniscience of Brahman is the sadhya (probandum) and the
creatorship of the omniscient Veda (sarvajnakalpa-vedakartrtvat) is the hetu (probans). On
the force of the hetu (probans), that is the authorship of the Veda (vedakartrtva) - which
has the capacity of expounding gigantically multifarious entities and the principles of social
organisations existing in the paksa (Brahman) - Brahman's omniscience (sarvajnatva), the
sadhya (probandum), is established and all the more strengthened. This view, in a nutshell,
is sought to be presented by the Bhasyabhavaprakasika of Citsukhacarya in this expression:
"paksadharmatabalat sarvajhata sidhyati - The omniscience of Brahman is established from the
force of the probans existing in the paksa." Vide "evamvidhasya vedasya yasmanmahato bhutad
yoneh sambhavah tasya mahato bhutasya brahmano niratisayam sarvajhatvam sarvaSaktitvam ca kimu
vaktavyamiti yojanat paksadharmatabalat sastrakaranasya brahmanah sarvajhata sidhyatxti bhavah."
Also, vide "sastrahetorbrahmanah sarvajhata paksadharmatabaladiti vakturh sastrasya granthato
mahattvamaha aneketi." (Nyayanirnaya)
(2) Vyaptibalat - By the force of concomitance: The other view, that is the upanaya
(penultimate member of the five-membered syllogism) view, regarding Brahman's omniscience
is attributed to Bhamati. This view relates to the establishment of omniscience of Brahman
(sadhya or probandum) on the force of the vyapti (concomitance) of the vedakartrtva, the
hetu (probans) and the omniscience of Brahman, the sadhya (probandum). This is expressed
by Bhamati when it states succinctly: "sopanayam nigamanam aha - The nigamana (conclusion)
is presented along with the upanaya." In the Bhasya passage, the upanaya-vakya that is
referred to is this: "anekasakhabhedabhinnasya, devatiryahmanusyavarnasramadipravibhagahetoh
rgvedadyakhyasya, sarvajnanakarasya ayatnenaiva lilanyayena purusanihsvasavad yasmad mahato
bhutad yoneh sambhavah." The nigamana or concluding sentence is: "tasya mahato bhutasya
niratisayam sarvajhatvam sarvasaktimattvam ca." Citsukhacarya in his Bhasyabhavaprakasika
refers to this view of Bhamati when he states: "anye tu—anekasakhabhedabhinnasya vedasyetyadi
sambhavah ityantamupanayah tasyetyadi sarvasaktitvam cetyantam nigamanamiti varnayanti.”
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treatises like the Astadhyayl to establish the fact that just as Panini would
possess more extensive knowledge than what the treatise that he has authored
would reflect, so too the great Being, Brahman, would certainly possess more
extensive knowledge than what is taught in the Rgvedadi-sastra.
But, there is indeed a world of difference between human authors such as
Panini and the supreme Lord, the Isvara or the Saguna-brahman. To explain:
Panini, though exceptionally gifted with the power of intelligence and the
capacity to articulate, must have taken pains to learn, to understand and
to master many topics and nuances pertaining to the knowledge-domain
of grammar, through other means of knowledge (pramanantara) to author
the Astadhyayl. Thus, it is evident that in the instances of human authors
like Panini, the prior attainment of knowledge pertaining to their fields
of knowledge through an extraneous means of knowledge constitutes the
necessary prerequisite for their authorship. Brahman, on the other hand, has
produced the mammoth Scripture, Rg-veda etc., not by any prior effort of
knowing the various aspects of the knowledge pertaining to the Scripture
through an extraneous means of knowledge (pramanantara) but rather
effortlessly like how a person would breathe or wink effortlessly.19 It is also
to be noted that the knowledge of the Scripture which Brahman possesses,
is itself considered to constitute His authorship of the Veda. This fact will
become clear in the sequel.
The teacher of the Veda in the Vedapathasala (Vedic school) has also
doubtlessly a good grasp of the Veda. Yet, on that account, the teacher cannot
be viewed as the author of the Veda! Indeed, there are striking differences
between Vedapathasala teacher's knowledge of the Vedas and that of the
supremely omniscient Brahman. For attaining his knowledge of the Veda,
the teacher in the Patha§ala had to depend on his own teacher from whom
alone he had learnt the text. Also, he comes to know the meaning of the
Veda by an effort specially directed for this purpose. On the other hand,
the omniscient Brahman, with no effort at all, knows the Veda naturally
with no dependence on anyone else. Again, since Brahman's wisdom is
yrPTRU'ui awsriwyaifi to
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unimpeded (anavrta-jnana). Brahman also knows the meaning of the Veda
simultaneously (saha) and also inevitably (avarjaniyataya).20
In this manner, the Bhasya accommodates and accepts the view of the
Indian orthodox tradition that declares the Veda as 'apauruseya' (not being
a creation). If not understood this way, the description of Brahman as 'vedakartr' (the creator of the Veda) would certainly go counter to the Indian
orthodox tradition. The Advaitins maintain that for a treatise to be viewed
as a creation (pauruseya), it would have to be produced by its author by dint
of effort (prayatnena) by gaining the knowledge for authoring the treatise
through another means of valid knowledge (pramanantarena visayan
buddhva) and by depending on some one other than himself (paratantryena)
for gaining it. But, the omniscient and omnipotent Brahman, does not require
any effort for producing the Veda. In the context of the creation of the Veda,
the independent and natural knowledge of the Veda of Brahman, by itself,
constitutes the authorship of Brahman.21
8. as evidenced from the Scriptural passage (fir. 11.4.5.11) "of that great
Being, this is the breath, which is the Rg-vedaThe Upanisadic passage
is cited here to establish that Brahman created the great body of the
Scripture, the Rg-veda etc., as effortlessly as a person would breathe. This
citation of the Acarya is only the beginning part of the passage and serves
as a pratika (indicator) for the following entire tract of the Brhadaranyakaupanisad (4.5.11): "asya mahato bhutasya nihsvasitametad yadrgvedah yajurvedah
20 Cf. 3PJ 31-flWa
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samavedo'tharvahgirasah itihasah puranam vidya upanisadah slokah sutrani
anuvyakhyanani vyakhyanani, istam hutam a&tam payitam, ayam ca lokah parasca
lokah, sarvani ca bhutani, asyaiva etani sarvani nih.svasitS.ni - Of this great Being
is this the Rg-veda, the Yajur-veda, the Sama-veda, the Atharva-veda, the Epic,
the Legend, the Science, the Upanisads, the Verses, the Aphorisms, the
Explanations, the Commentaries, the Sacrifice, the Oblation, the Food, the
Drink, this World, the other World and all beings are all Its breath alone.
They are all the breath of this supreme Self alone." The Acarya cites this
passage here to bring home the fact that the entire lore of the Scripture as
well as the whole world along with all beings therein are created by Brahman
as effortlessly as a man breathes.
The following facts are established by this Brhadaranyaka-upanisad
citation (4.5.11): (1) Brahman has effortlessly produced the great body of the
Scripture, an ocean of knowledge, which fact goes to prove that Brahman
possesses unsurpassed omniscience (niratisaya-sarvajhatva).

(2) With

equal ease. Brahman has created the entire world along with all beings
therein, which fact establishes that Brahman also possesses unsurpassed
omnipotence (niratisaya-sarvasaktimattva). That the Acarya wishes to bring
out both these aspects - omniscience (sarvajnatva) as well as omnipotence
(sarvasaktimattva) of Brahman - is borne out by the manner in which the
Acarya concludes the present section of the Bhasya: "tasya mahato bhutasya
niratisayam sarvajhatvam sarvasaktimattvam ceti - Unsurpassed are the
omniscience and omnipotence of this great Being, Brahman."
By citing this Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage (4.5.11) as the visaya-vakya
(Upanisadic passage for deliberation) for the Sastrayonitvadhikarana and by
stating the above-mentioned conclusion, the Bhasyakara avers the following:
(1) The Sastrayonitva-sutra is meant to strengthen the aspect of sarvajnatva
(omniscience) of Brahman that has been indirectly suggested by the previous
Janmadi-sutra. (2) In addition to this, the Sastrayonitva-sutra intends, by
implication (upalaksana-vidhaya), to reinforce also the sarvasaktimattva
(omnipotence) of Brahman which fact also has been indirectly suggested by
the previous Janmadi-sutra itself.
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This being the case, there is no necessity for a separate Sutra to
strengthen the fact of the omnipotence (sarvasaktitva) of Brahman.
That the exact visaya-vakya (Upanisadic passage for deliberation) of the
Sastrayonitvadhikarana being the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad tract of 4.5.11 and
not 2.4.1022 needs certainly special attention for the critics of the Bhasya have
mistakenly construed that the Bhasyakara has cited Brhadaranyaka-upanisad
tract 2.4.10 as the visaya-vakya of the Sastrayonitva-sutra. This confusion
has arisen because the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage 2.4.10 resembles the
above-cited Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage 4.5.11 that describes the Rgveda, Sama-veda and so on as the breath of the great Being, Brahman. But in
this Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage 2.4.10, there is no mention of the entire
world and all beings also as being the breath of Brahman, that is the portion
"ayam ca lokah parasca lokah saroani ca bhutani" of the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad
passage 4.5.11 is not there.
Without comprehending this fact of the visaya-vakya presented by
the Bhasyakara for the Sastrayonitva-sutra as being the Brhadaranyakaupanisad passage 4.5.11, the critics have mistakenly imputed the charge
that the Bhasyakara's presentation of the purpose of the Sastrayonitvasutra as strengthening the argument for establishing both the omniscience
(sarvajnatva) and omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva) as being erroneous.
Indeed, if understood in the light of the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad tract 2.4.10,
as the critics of the Bhasyakara have done, the Sastrayonitva-sutra does not
confirm and strengthen the second aspect of omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva)
which fact also is equal in importance to that of the omniscience (sarvajnatva)
of Brahman for both these aspects of omniscience and omnipotence have
been indirectly suggested in the Janmadi-sutra. But because the visayavakya for the Sastrayonitva-sutra is the Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage
4.5.11 and not 2.4.10, the criticism of the Bhasya is false and baseless. For
21 The section of the BrhadCiranyaka-upanisad tract 2.4.10 that pertains to the present discussion is
as follows: "asxja mahato bhutasya nihsvasitametad yadrgvedah yajurvedah samavedo'tharvangirasah
itihasah ;puramm vidya upanisadah slokdh sutrani anuvyakhyanani vySkhyanani, asycdva etani
nihsvasitani - Of this great Being is this the Rg-veda, the Yajur-veda, the Sama-veda, the Atharvaveda, the Epic, the Legend, the Science, the Upanisads, the Verses, the Aphorisms, the
Explanations and the Commentaries - are all Its breath alone. They are all the breath of this
supreme Self alone."
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this reason, too, the argument of the critic that if the third aphorism were
to strengthen the point of omniscience (sarvajnatva) of Brahman, then there
would arise the necessity of another aphorism to strengthen the omnipotence
(sarvasaktimattva) of Brahman does not also hold any credibility.23

<s»
On the objection of the Veda losing its status of being beginningless (anadi)
and eternal (nitya)24 if it were to be created by Isvara raised by the Purvapaksin
(i.e. the Mlmamsaka), the following points need to be noted for clarity and
reconciliation: All sentences that we observe in the world are known to
consist of words arranged in a sequence as desired by the agent. The Vedic
text too comprises sentences that are constituted of words occurring in a
sequence. Even if one gives assent to the eternity of the words (pada-nityatva)
of the Veda, that is propounded by the Mimamsakas, one will have to accept
that the words constituting the Vedic sentences (vedavakya) are arranged in
that particular sequence as occurring in the Veda by an agency, which agent
can be none but Isvara. But, the Advaitin avers that Isvara never takes the
liberty of altering the sequence of words, sentences, svaras (intonation) and
so on of the Veda. Isvara, the Saguna-brahman, that is the Consciousness
conditioned by Maya which is of inexplicable might (anirvacanlya-saktikamayopahita), is endowed with unexcelled omniscience and hence can
never ever be without the knowledge of the Veda and therefore Isvara can
have no ignorance or any forgetfulness of the Veda. Also, Isvara does not
take the liberty of changing the sequence of the Vedic text from age to age
(pratikalpa), lest such a change harm mankind. Rather, in every age, Isvara
reveals the Veda in exactly the same sequence in which He Himself had
revealed it in every previous age.25 In this sense, the Veda, in its present
sequence, is beginningless (anadi) and eternal (nitya).
22 One may refer to the Parimala and the Pradlpa commentaries for a further detailed discussion
on these points.
24 Vide the Vedic statement: "tasmai nunamabhidyave vaca virupa nityaya (vrsne codasva sustutim)
- O Virupa! I satiate Him through the eternal words (of the Vedas)." (R. Ve.8.75.6)
25 “dhata yathapumamakalpayat - The Lord created the worlds in the same manner as he had
created in the earlier cycles." {Mahanarayanopanisad, 6.3)
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Also, there is no comparison between Isvara and the mahopadhyaya
(expert teacher) in the Vedapathasala, for there are some very basic
differences between the two. The latter knows and repeats the Vedic text
in a particular way, sequence, intonation and so on which he has inherited
from his teacher, who too, in his turn, had inherited the Veda in the same
manner from his own teacher and thus the beginningless tradition (anadi
adhyayana-parampara) of the Vedic knowledge. But in the case of Isvara, it
is totally different, for He has not inherited the Veda from any individual. As
stated before, in every age (pratikalpa), it is Isvara Himself who reveals the
Veda in exactly the same way and in the same sequence in which He Himself
had revealed it in every earlier age (purvakalpa).26
Further, the Upanisadic description of the Veda being the breath
of Brahman has an added significance. Just as for men breathing is
spontaneous and coeval with their being so too is the Veda with regard
to Brahman. Thus, being coeval with Brahman, the Veda too is without
a beginning and is unalterably constant. In this way, the Siddhantin
maintains the authorship of Brahman with reference to the Veda (brahmano
vedakartrtvam) even while ascribing to the traditional Mimamsaka position
of the beginninglessness (anaditva), eternity (nityatva) and uncreatedness
(apauruseyatva) of the Veda.27
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It has been already mentioned that Isvara knows the Veda and also
its meaning simultaneously (saha) and inevitably (avarjaniyataya). That
He possesses this knowledge since eternity is itself considered to be His
effortless and natural authorship. Thus, it is evident that Brahman has not
created the Veda as an author of the world would pen a treatise by first
coming to know the knowledge from some other source material through a
means of cognition (pramanantara) and later on compose it. If this were the
case, then the Veda would become pauruseya (human creation). But such is
definitely not the case. In this way, the Siddhantin maintains that Brahman is
the author of the Veda even while he asserts the 'nirapeksa-pramanya' of the
Veda, that is the status of the Veda being an indisputable and independent
authority of knowledge on non-worldly matters (alaukika-visaya) of dharma
and Brahman.
<§>

The intent or purpose of the Purvapaksin's view is to maintain that Brahman
is not the author of the Veda and therefore cannot be omniscient. As against
this, the purpose of the Siddhanta view is to establish that Brahman is the
creator of the Veda and is thus possessed of unsurpassed omniscience. The
Siddhantin has established this view to strengthen the fact of the omniscience
of Brahman that was indicated in the Janmadi-sutra. The Siddhanta view has
an additional intent (phala) of asserting by implication (upalaksana-vidhaya)
the omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva) of Brahman, which point has also been
indicated in the Janmadi-sutra.
But, why should the Sutrakara be concerned essentially with directly
justifying the idea of the omniscience (sarvajnatva) of Brahman and give only
secondary importance to the other aspect of omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva)
of Brahman by upholding it by merely through implication? Could he not
reverse the order of importance of these two and give primary importance to
the omnipotence of Brahman and secondary importance to Its omniscience?
Are not both these points of omniscience and omnipotence of Brahman
equally important since both of them are indicated by the Janmadi-sutra?
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To this question, there can be the following plausible answers: (1) If the
Sutrakara were to reverse the order of importance of these two aspects
of omniscience and omnipotence, he may perhaps have to construct an
aphorism such as "lokayonitvat - because He is true source of the worlds"
or "bhutayonitvat. - because He is the source of the beings." But that would
be virtually a repetition of what has been already stated and established
in the Janmadi-sutra. In fact, an aphorism which reads as "sastrayomtvdt
- because He is the source of the Scripture" alone could admit the second
interpretation (dvitlya-varnaka) which establishes another vital point of
the Vedanta-darsana - that is the Scripture alone is the primary source for
the knowledge of Brahman ("sastrapramanakam brahma”). (2) Further, the
Purvapaksin, the Mlmamsaka, is essentially concerned with the fact of vedaapauruseyatva (Veda being uncreated) and hence his interest is only in
raising an objection, on that basis, about the omniscience of Brahman. Hence,
the Siddhantin, the Sutrakara, has to give primary importance to the aspect
of Brahman's omniscience (sarvajnatva) in order that he may satisfactorily
answer the Purvapaksin's objection. (3) Besides, as mentioned before, the

Brhadaranyaka-upanisad describes twice that the great body of the Rgvedadisastra is the breath of the great Being, Brahman, implying thereby that it is an
effortless creation, once in 2.4.10 and then for the second time in 4.5.11. And,
it is only in the second instance that the Upanisad adds, that too at the end
of the passage, a few words to the effect that the worlds and their beings are
also the breath of Brahman. This feature itself is perhaps suggestive that the
Scripture too attaches primary importance to the omniscience of Brahman
which fact must have prompted the Sutrakara also to formulate the Sutra in
this fashion.

Sastrayonitvadhikaranaracana Structure of
S astray onitvadhikarana
(Prathama-varnaka First Explanation)
-

-

The following is the construction of the Sastrayonitvadhikarana in the light
of the first explanation (prathama-varnaka):
(1) Visaya or Subject: The Upanisad passage taken for deliberation here
is (Br. IT. 4.5.11) "asya mahato bhiltasya nihsvasitametad yadrgvedah yajurvedah
samavedo'tharvangirasah itihasah puranam vidya upanisadah slokdh siitrani
anuvydkhyanani vyakhyanani istam hutam asitam payitam, ayam ca lokah parasca
lokah sarvani ca bhutani asyaiva etani sarvdni nihsvasitani - Of this great Being
is this the Rg-veda, the Yajur-veda, the Sama-veda, the Atharva-veda, the Epic,
the Legend, the Science, the Upanisads, the Verses, the Aphorisms, the
Explanations, the Commentaries, the Sacrifice, the Oblation, the Food, the
Drink, this World, the other World and all beings are all Its breath alone.
They are all the breath of this supreme Self alone."
(2) Samsaya or Doubt: The point of doubt here is whether the above
passage establishes or not the creatorship of Brahman with regard to the
Rgvedadi-sastra. Only if Brahman is established to be the creator (i.e. the
source) of the Veda, the omniscience of Brahman, that is pointed out in the
Janmadyadhikarana, can be strengthened.
(3) Purvapaksa or Prima Facie View: The Sruti presents the Veda as
beginningless and eternal (nitya) in statements such as (R. W.8.75.6) "tasyai
nunamabhidyave vaca virupa nityaya - O Virupa! I satiate Him through the
eternal words (of the Vedas)." For the Veda to be eternal, it has to be uncreated;
for, anything that is created (pauruseya) cannot be nitya (eternal). Also, if
the Veda is a creation of Brahman, then it too would be similar in nature
to the Astadhyayl, the renowned treatise on grammar authored by Panini,
and its authority would depend on the authority of some extraneous source
material (mulapramana-sapeksa) basing on which Panini had authored it.
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If that were the case, the Veda would forego its well-recognised status of
being an indisputable independent authority and means of valid knowledge
(nirapeksam pramanyam). This conclusion cannot be accepted by any
astika (i.e. believer in the authority of the Veda). Therefore, the above-cited
Upanisadic passage does not intend to describe Brahman as the creator of
the Veda; rather, it intends to merely state that Brahman knows the eternal
Veda with great ease, that is with far greater ease than even the best among
the expert teachers (mahopadhyaya) of the Veda. As a consequence, the
above-cited Upanisad passage does not establish the authorship of Brahman
with regard to the Veda which fact alone would have, in turn, established
the omniscience of Brahman.
(4) Siddhanta or the Established View: The Brhadaranyaka-upanisad passage
(4.5.11) clearly delineates the entire great body of the Sastra, the Rg-veda
etc., as being effortlessly created by Brahman. A passage of such clear and
evident purport should not be understood in a figurative sense as explained
by the Purvapaksin but in the non-figurative actual sense that the Upanisad
has presented. Taken thus, it can be asserted that because the Sastra,
comprising the Rg-veda etc., is the ocean of all knowledge and is omniscient
(sarvajnakalpa), its author. Brahman, is, as a natural consequence, established
to be endowed with unsurpassed omniscience (niratisaya-sarvajnatva).1
(5) Sangati or Connectedness: The sangati that connects the present first
Sastrayonitvadhikarana with the previous Janmadyadhikarana, is 'samanavisayakatva', that is 'having the same subject matter'. Besides this sangati,
since the Sastrayonitvadhikarana arises to answer the aksepa (objection)
raised by the Purvapaksin against the conclusion of the omniscience
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(sarvajnatva) of Brahman presented in the previous Janmadyadhikarana,
there is also the connectedness in the form of 'aksepa-sahgati' between the
Sastrayonitvadhikarana and Janmadyadhikarana.2

2 Cf.
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Sastrayonitvadhikaranasdra - Essence of
S astray onitvadhikar ana
(Prathama-varnaka - First Explanation)
SvamI Vidyaranya, in his work Vaiyasika-nydyamelia (verses 15 & 16), presents
succinctly the essence of the first explanation (prathama-varnaka) pertaining
to the Sastrayonitvadhikarana.

na kartr brahma vedasya kith va kartr na kartr tat,
virttpa nityaya vdcetyevam nityatvavarnanat.
kartrnihsvasitddyukternityatvam purvasdmyatah,
sarvavabhasivedasya kartrtvatsarvavidbhavet.
The following is a brief explanation of these two verses: Brahman had
been defined as the efficient-cum-material cause (abhinna-nimittopad&nakarana) of the world in the Janmadyadhikarana. Being the Creator, Brahman
possesses the knowledge of the whole creation and hence Brahman is
omniscient (sarvajna). It is to strengthen this view that the Sutrakara has
authored the Sastrayonifva-sutra.
The second ground for the composition of the Sastrayonitva-sutra refers
to the Mlmamsaka's objection that the Veda being eternal (nitya) as is evident
from the Vedic statement (R.Ve.8.75.6) "tasyai nunamabhidyave vaca virupa

nityaya - O Virupa! I satiate Him through the eternal words (of the Vedas),"
Brahman, as such, cannot be the author of the Veda. This standpoint of the
Mimamsakas, is also being refuted by the Sastrayonifva-sutra.1
The Siddhantin invokes the Upanisadic declaration (Br.H.4.5.11) "asya

mahato bhutasya nihsvasitametad yadrgvedah yajurvedah samavedo'tharvahgirasah
W.RUMid,
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itihasah puranam vidya upanisadah slokah sutrani anuvyakhyanam vyakhyanani
istam hutam asitam payitam, ayam ca lokah parasca lokah sarvani ca bhutani asyaiva
etani sarvani nihsvasitani - Of this great Being is this the Rg-veda, the Yajurveda, the Sama-veda, the Atharva-veda, the Epic, the Legend, the Science, the
Upanisads, the Verses, the Aphorisms, the Explanations, the Commentaries,
the Sacrifice, the Oblation, the Food, the Drink, this World, the other World
and all beings are all Its breath alone. They are all the breath of this supreme
Self alone." From this Upanisadic passage it becomes clear that the Scripture,
comprising the Rg-veda and so on, comes into existence from Brahman, as
effortlessly as the breath is exhaled, thus establishing Brahman to be the
source of the Veda.
Also, the Veda illumines all entities and it is therefore termed omniscient
as it were (sarvajnakalpa) and being the author of the Veda, that is the
repository of the knowledge of the whole multifarious world. Brahman is
established to be omniscient (sarvajna).
In this way the Sastrayonitvadhikarana establishes that Brahman is
sarvajna (omniscient).
The incompatibility of the view that the Veda is eternal (nitya) with the
view that Brahman is the author of the Veda is reconciled in the following
way: Ordinarily an author of a work gathers information from other
sources (pramanantara) and then invests effort to produce a treatise. This
kind of authorship involves effort but Brahman's authorship of the Veda
(vedakartrtva) does not involve any such intervention. Its authorship
consists in merely revealing the already existing Veda at the beginning of
each creation (sarga) as well as Brahman's natural and complete knowledge
of the Veda.2

2 Vide "dhata yathapurvamakalpayat - The Lord created the worlds in the same manner as he
had created in the earlier cycles." (Mahanarayanopanisad, 6.3)
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Thus Concludes the First Explanation:
Scripture Being the Sourced.
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Second Explanation:
Scripture Being the Source
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[dvitIyavarnakabhAsyam]

athava yathoktam rgvedadisastram yonih karanam pramanam asya brahmanah
yathavatsvarupadhigame. sastradeva pramanad jagato janmadikaranam brahma
adhigamyate ityabhiprayah. sastram udahrtam purvasutre "yato va imani bhutani
jayante” (Tai.U.3.1) ityadi.

5B
3TO3T athava - or else; ^IrbH. yathoktam - as described above;

rgvedadisastram - the corpus of the Scripture comprising the Rg-veda etc.;
^TTR: yonih - source; «hKgW, karanam - the cause; WIR pramanam - means
of knowledge; SIFT

asya brahmanah - of this Brahman;

- rightly; FtVHtfahA svarupadhigame - to comprehend the nature;

yathavat
^

sastrad eva - through the Scripture alone; WTUWipramanat - through the means
of knowledge; SFlch jagatah - of the world; ^^[{kgrMmHjanmadikaranam - the
cause of birth etc.,

brahma - Brahman; 3TRlJ I^Mrl adhigamyate - is known;

ffrf iti - this; srf^TFT: abhiprayah - is the intended sense; SHhlH. sastram - the
Scripture;

udahrtam -has been cited;

aphorism;

t yatah vai - from which alone;

- beings;

jayante - are born;

purvasutre - in the preceding
imani - these;

ityadi - commencing thus

' Tel
* Tel, ASS dWUMH.
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5C
[commentary on the second explanation]

Or else, we may explain the aphorism as1 the corpus of the Scripture
comprising the Rg-veda etc., as described above, is the source,2 that is the
cause or the means of knowledge to rightly comprehend the nature of
this Brahman.3 It is only through the Scripture, the means of knowledge,
that Brahman is known to be the cause of birth etc. of the world - this
is the intended sense.4 The relevant passage of the Scripture (Tai.U.3.1),
commencing with "That whence verily these beings are bom etc." has
been cited in the context of the preceding aphorism.5
5D
1. Or else, we may explain the aphorism as: The second explanation (dvitlyavarnaka) of the aphorism becomes necessary on the following grounds:
(1) In the Janmadyadhikarana, the possibility of defining the nature of
Brahman was questioned by the Purvapaksin. Then, by offering the per accidens
(tatastha-laksana) and the intrinsic-nature definitions (svarupa-laksana) of
Brahman, the question was suitably answered. The first definition, that is
the definition per accidens, defines Brahman as the cause of the world and
thereby the omniscience (sarvajnatva) and omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva)
of Brahman was implied.
This brings forth an important point at issue. Certain philosophers, the
Mlmamsakas, who owe allegiance to the Veda and its being of non-human
origin (apauruseya), propound that the Veda being anadi (beginningless)
and eternal (nitya) cannot be created by any agent, including Brahman. Thus,
all the more a confirmation on the omniscience of Brahman is required which
can be established by showing that the Vedas have their source in Brahman.
This need is amply fulfilled by the first explanation (prathama-varnaka)
of the 6astrayonitva-sutra which explains that Brahman is the cause of the
all-knowing Sastra (Scripture) and is therefore omniscient (sarvajria). Once
this is accomplished, a valid means (pramana) for the existence of Brahman
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of such attributes is a desideratum and this need is fulfilled by the second
explanation (dvitiya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra.2
(2) The Janmadyadhikarana describes Brahman as the efficient-cum-material
cause (abhinna-nimittopadana-karana) of the world which fact implies the
absolute omniscience (sarvajna) and also omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva)
of Brahman. And, the authenticity of the Janmadyadhikarana mainly rests
on the confirmation of these implications of omniscience (sarvajnatva) and
omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva). This is so because the Janmadyadhikarana’s
'adhikarana-siddhanta' ('topical theme' or 'the view established of an
adhikarana') presents Brahman as the cause of the world which fact
proves the contextually implied sub-topics of Brahman’s omniscience
(sarvajnatva) and omnipotence (sarvasaktimattva). And, when these two
are corroborated, they in turn affirm the Janmadyadhikarana's adhikaranasiddhanta of Brahman being the cause of the world.3 To explain: The view
that Brahman is the cause of the world's birth, sustenance and dissolution
(janmadi) is established in Janmadyadhikarana which view logically entails
the implication that Brahman is both omniscient (sarvajna) and omnipotent
(sarvasakti). The omniscience and omnipotence of Brahman when established
in turn substantiate that Brahman can justifiably be the cause of this world.
This first explanation of the Sastrayonitva-sutra throws light on
the omniscience of Brahman which has already been established in
the Janmadyadhikarana. But then, the very adhikarana-siddhanta of
Janmadyadhikarana renders the first explanation (prathama-varnaka) of the
Sastrayonitva-sutra irrelevant for it only repeats the omniscience of Brahman
that has been already established by implication in the Janmadyadhikarana.
2 Cf.
Also, cf.
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We come across a parallel in Mlmamsa-darSana wherein the first aphorism introduces dharmajijnasa and the second Sutra offers definition of dharma and identifies the means of knowledge
(pramana) for dharma. Vide "codanalaksano'rtho dharmah itivad laksanapramanobhayasucanaparametat sutramityabhipretya varnakantaramaha—athavetyadina." (Vartika)
3 cf.
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This is exactly the justificatory ground as to why the Acarya offers the
second explanation (dvitiya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra so as to
present a valid proof or means of knowledge (pramana) for the existence of
the omniscient and omnipotent Brahman.
This is endorsed by Govindananda, the author of Bhasyaratnaprabha, who
opines that after the definition of Brahman has been finally determined by
the second Janmadi-sutra, the need for the means of knowledge (pramana)
of Brahman is logically entailed, which need is fulfilled by the second
explanation (dvitiya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra.4 It is a universally
acknowledged fact that the establishment of an entity entirely depends
on both its definition (laksana) and the means of knowledge (pramana) to
know it.5
(3) Later, in the very first chapter of the Brahma-sUtra, the aphorism "ata
eva ca nityatvam” (1.3.29) lays down that the Veda is eternal (nitya). Here,
in view of the eternity of the Veda, the Purvapaksin's view that Brahman
cannot author the Veda can legitimately be possible, which view paves the
way for the Siddhanta view that Brahman is the author of the Veda and,
as such, is omniscient. But, this also forms the gist of the first explanation
(prathama-varnaka) of Sastrayonitva-sutra and thus there is an obvious
overlapping of the same concept of the Brahman's authorship of the Veda
between the first explanation (prathama-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitvasutra and the Brahma-sutra 1.3.29.
(4) However, it should not be lost sight of in the present context that
the Brahman desired to be known is identical with the Self (jijnasyam
pratyagabhinnam brahma). Keeping this in view, the tenability of the
definition of Brahman as the cause of the world presented in the Janmadi-sutra
can be sustained only when the principle of the deliberate superimposition
and subsequent denial (the adhyaropa and apavada methodology) is taken
cognisance of. Hence, the purpose of the first explanation (prathama-varnaka)
of the Sastrayonitva-sutra cannot be more than that of reminding us of the
-SWiicIl —
5 ?5yu|Wiuti«|T
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fact that both the Sastra and its authorship (Sastrakartrtva) fall within the
ambit of creation (karyakoti), that is within the world (prapancantargata).
The Scripture (Sastra) and its authorship (Sastrakartrtva) of Brahman are
therefore to be first superimposed and later on denied in the substratum, the
Advaita-brahman. This view of deliberate superimposition (adhyaropa) and
its consequent denial (apavada) discounts the possibility of any room for the
Purvapaksa and Siddhanta views which form the subject matter of the first
explanation (prathama-varnaka) of Sastrayonitva-sutra.
In other words, both the views of Purvapaksa and Siddhanta, that is
Brahman is not the source of the Veda and Brahman is the source of the Veda
respectively, are made on the assumption that the Sastra and Sastrakartrtva
are eternal and real like Brahman. But, this assumption goes against the
fundamental doctrine of Advaita-brahman.6
For all the afore-mentioned reasons, the first explanation (prathamavarnaka) appears not to accord that well with the context of the Brahma-sutra
and the essential Siddhanta (established view) of Advaita.7 Besides, when
the seeker has intellectually comprehended the essential nature of Brahman
through the definition provided by the Janmadi-sutra, he wants to be sure
and hence seeks to know the absolute means of knowledge (pramana) for the
veracity of Brahman per se and not that of Brahman's omniscience.
All these facts justify the Acarya's second explanation (dvitlya-varnaka)
of the Sastrayonitva-sutra wherein he construes the compound word
'sastrayoni' as a Bahuvrihi: "sastram yonih yasya - That which has the
Scripture as its means of knowledge."
6 The idea is this: If the Veda were to be viewed as real and eternal as Brahman, the
Supreme, then there would be two ultimate realities: the Veda and Brahman. This
proposition goes counter to the doctrine of Advaita-brahman that is identical with the
Self. The later aphorism (B.S. 1.3.29) "ata eva ca nityatvam" speaks merely of the empirical
reality (vyavaharika-satta) of the Veda that is superimposed and denied in Brahman, the
Supreme, the non-dual ultimate Reality.
7 Cf.
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2. the corpus of the Scripture comprising the Rg-veda etc., as described
above, is the source: While concluding the Janmadyadhikarana, the
Bhasya had specifically stated that the Scriptural passages that form the
subject of discussion are those Upanisadic statements which describe
Brahman as the cause of the world.8 But, the Acarya in the beginning of
the first explanation (prathama-varnaka) makes it clear by averring that
the entire corpus of the Scripture comprising the Rg-veda etc. is the means
of knowing (pramana) Brahman.9
A question does arise at this juncture: How can the entire gamut of the
Scripture be described to be a means of comprehending Brahman when
the major portions of the Veda are liturgical (karma-kanda) and devoted
to the sacrificial injunctions? The standpoint that the Scripture is a means
of knowing Brahman can be salvaged by viewing that the liturgical portion
(karma-kanda) of the Veda indirectly helps (parampara-sadhana) the seeker
comprehend the supreme Reality by purifying his mind (cittasuddhi)
through the selfless performance of the rites (niskama-karma) which in turn
enables him to undertake the practices of sravana and manana. The upasana
portion of the Veda too indirectly helps (parampara-sadhana) the seeker
in the process of nididhyasana (meditation) by conferring upon the seeker
the ability to concentrate (cittaikagrata). Also, the passages on the Sagunabrahman (Brahman with attributes) equip the seeker with the ability to
realise the Nirguna-brahman (attributeless Brahman) through the process
of adhyaropa and apavada (deliberate superimposition and the consequent
denial). But, it cannot be denied that the passages on the Nirguna-brahman
serve as the direct means (saksat-sadhana) to realise the real nature of
Brahman as being identical with Self (pratyag-abhinna-brahman).
All this is suggested by the Bhasyakara when he states, "rgvedadisastram
pramanam brahmanah yathavat svarupadhigame.” This statement of the Bhasya
derives authority from such Scriptural passages as the following (Br. U.3.9.26,
8 Vide “anyani api evanjatlyakani vakyani nityasuddhabuddhamuktasvabhavasarvajnasvarupakaramvisayani udahartavyani." (Janmadyadhikarana, Section 15)
9 Refer to the expression "pradipavat sarvarthavadyotinah” in Sastrayonitvadhikarana,
Section 3 D, n.5.
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Ka.U. 1.2.15 & Br.UAA.22 respectively in order): "tam tvaupanisadam
purusam prcchdmi - I ask you of that Being who is known only from the
Upanisads," “sarve veda yatpadamamananti - All the Vedas declare this Abode
(Brahman)/' and "tametam vedanuvacanena brahmana vividisanti yajfiena danena
tapasandsakena - The brahmanas desire to know Brahman by the study of the
Vedas, by sacrifice, by charity and by desireless penance."10
3. that is the cause or the means of knowledge to rightly comprehend the
nature of this Brahman: The lexicons in general recognise the word 'yoni' as
a synonym of the term 'karana' (source or cause) although it can also denote
the female generative organ and water, meanings which obviously do not
apply in the present context.* 11
In the Bahuvrlhi compound 'sastra-yoni', the word 'yoni' is attributely
used with the word 'Sastra'. Hence in the compound 'sastra-yoni', the Sastra
(Scripture) should be taken as the cause of Brahman. But would this not be
an anomalous statement since Brahman has been already presented as the
cause of the Sastra in the foregoing explanation (prathama-varnaka)? Is this
not an obvious self-contradiction to present the other way round? It is this
anomaly and contradiction that lead the Bhasyakara to interpret the word
'yoni' as 'karana' (the cause), which again has to be understood as the cause
or a means of knowledge (pramana). Accordingly, the compound word
'sastra-yoni' would appropriately convey this sense: The Sastra is the means
of the Knowledge of Brahman.12
We may take cognisance of an interesting parallel. The word 'hetu' is a
synonym of 'karana' and signifies 'cause'. When we say "vahnih dhumahetuh -
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11 Vide “yonih karane bhagatoyayoh - The word 'yoni' signifies 'cause' (karana), 'female organ
of generation' (bhaga) and 'water' (toya).'' (Haimakosa)

12 cf.
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Fire is the cause of smoke," we mean to say that smoke leads to the knowledge
of fire on the hill. To put it differently, the smoke is the 'jnapaka-hetu', that
is a means of the knowledge of the probandum and not the 'karaka-hetu' or
the 'generative means' like how the clay, potter and so on are the generative
causes of a pot. It is in the former sense of 'jnapaka-hetu' that the word 'yoni'
has been used in the Bahuvrlhi compound 'sastra-yoni'.13
But, why should the Sutrakara employ the word 'yoni', imbuing it with
a special sense of 'jnapaka-hetu', to denote 'karana', when such words
as 'karana' and 'hetu' are there which by their very general sense means
the 'cause'? He could have as well directly stated "sastfakaranatvat" or
"sastrahetutvat." Indeed, these expressions too could be taken to be both the
Tatpurusa and Bahuvrlhi type compounds.
The Sutrakara is justified in the choice of the word 'yoni' in the sense of
cause ('karana' or 'hetu') for in the Upanisad itself we see such instances
where the word 'yoni' is used in this sense of cause. One may refer to the
expression 'indra-yoni' in the Taittiriya-upanisad (1.6) wherein the expression
has been interpreted by the Acarya Sankara himself in the sense of the 'means
of knowing' the nature of Indra (Brahman).14 And, we have observed that so
far the Sutrakara has been making ample use of the Taittinya passages as the
visaya-vakyas (statement for deliberation) in the preceding Adhikaranas.
4. It is only through the Scripture, the means of valid knowledge, that
Brahman is known to be the cause of birth etc. of the world - this is the
intended sense: This sentence gives in a nutshell the point that is sought to be
established by the second explanation (dvitlya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitvasutra. The use of particle 'eva' in the phrase “sastradeva" amply demonstrates
that the Sastrayonitva-sutra is primarily meant to discount the possible view
that a syllogistic proposition can be the source of knowing Brahman by
virtue of what is indicated in the Jarunadi-sutra.15
13 Vide "sadhyavisayakajMnakaranatvam hetutvam - That which leads to the knowledge of the
probandum (sadhya) is termed 'hetu'."
14 Cf. sK'ilPl:
slpH:
I - dFd(l'-WM (?.$)
15 Cf. wf&i
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5. The relevant passage of the Scripture (TfW.lT.3.1), commencing with
"That whence verily these beings are born etc." has been cited in the
context of the preceding aphorism: In the opening statement of the present
section, the Bhasyakara has stated that the entire corpus comprising the
Scriptures, such as Rg-veda, constitutes the means of knowing Brahman.
We noticed therein how the karma-kanda, the upasana-kanda and the
passages which expound the Saguna-brahman (Brahman with attributes)
all constitute the indirect means (parampara-sadhana) and thereby help
the aspirant to come to have the Knowledge of Brahman through sravana,
manana and nididhyasana.
The Acarya now cites the Sastra, that is the Upanisadic passage, which
is the direct means of knowing Brahman: “yato va imani bhutani jayante.”
The same passage has already been cited as the visaya-vakya in the
Janmadyadhikarana. The Acarya had indicated there that this passage
stands for the entire Bhargavi Varum Vidya, that commences as ''yato va
imani bhutani jayante” and concludes as "anandam prayantyabhisamvisanti.”]h

16 Vide "sastramudahrtam purvasutre—yato va ityaditi. anandavakyantamiti sesah." (Pradlpa)
Refer to Janmadyadhikarana, Sections 7,8,14 and 15.
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crft ^

^RcfT ?44^U|cj H<=l^ld1^4i

WTf^feq,!
6A
[AksepabhAsyam]

kimariham tarhi idam sutram, ydvata purvasUtrenaiva evanjatiyakam sastram
udaharata sastrayonitvam brahmano darsitam.
6B
kimartham - of what purpose; 3fif tarhi - then; 33*1 idam - this;
sutram - aphorism; ■Middi yavata - in as much as;
the previous aphorism itself;

^ purvasutrena eva-by

evanjatiyakam - of this nature;

sastram - the Scripture; ^iSAdt udaharata - that cites;

I'bNIl^H^sastrayonitvam

- the Scripture being the source of knowledge; sfifW: brahmanah - of Brahman;
<lfi\<mdarsitam - it has been shown
6C
[commentary raising the objection]

Of what purpose then is this aphorism, in as much as by the previous
aphorism itself, that cites the Scriptural passage of this nature, it has been
shown that the Scripture is the means of knowledge of Brahman?
6D
The Purvapaksin raises an objection stating that if the Sastrayonitva-sutra
is interpreted in such a way that the Sastra (Scripture) alone is the means
of knowing Brahman (i.e. sastra-pramanakam brahma), then the very
Sastrayonitva-sutra stands divested of any true purpose. This is so because
( ASS, AA, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK

^
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the above-mentioned sense of the Sastrayonitva-sutra, as expounded in the
dvitiya-varnaka (second explanation), has already been conveyed by the
Upanisadic passage quoted under the preceding Janmadi-sutra.5
In other words, the Purvapaksin rejects the tenability of the Sastrayonitvasutra as it has nothing unique to offer.2

1 "yato va imfini bhutani jnyante...tad brahma...anandam prayantyabhisamvisanti iti." (Tai.U.3.1-6)
Also, cf.

3i=a#rfci
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7

^

SFRT%£fal %^5H

3’T^cR sk^l&jd, cfTRL ^TfT PWdR»l*i ^ ^ '^pf,
ITd II
7A
[samAdhAnabhasyam]

ucyate—tatra sutraksarena spastarh sdstrasya anupS.dan.ad janmadisutrena kevalam
anumanam upanyastam ityasahkyeta, tam asankam nivartayitum idam sutram
pravavrte sastrayonitvad iti.
7B
ucyate - it is replied; cR tatra

-

there;

sutraksarena - by the text

of the aphorism; VW^spastam - explicitly; 5WF7 sastrasya - of the Scriptures;
3-t>j-iKMici anupadanat - since it has not been stated;
- by the Janmadi aphorism;
inference;

janmadisutrena

kevalam - alone; W-pTFR. anumanam -

upanyastam - has been presented; s[fcf iti - thus; ^TRTidrt

asankyeta - may be doubted; rTR tam - that;
nivartayitum - to obviate;

asankam - doubt;

idam - this; ffRf sutram - aphorism; Hdr4ci

pravavrte - has set out;

sastrayonitvat - because the Scripture is

the means for the Knowledge of Brahman; ITcf iti - thus
7C
[commentary dismissing the objection]

To this, it is replied: There, since the Scripture has not been explicitly
! AA, NSP (I & II), CSS, KKK m
’ Tel, ASS RwreH
5 Tel TFTTi a^TT3.^
ASS TPraJ

AA, NSP (I & II), CSS TRSKRTT

8Tel^%q.
^ AA (fn.) 5RB3
1 M.drtJjtWrl Mlddldid—flcll - '-m-MpM’M
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stated by the very text of the aphorism, it may be doubted as to whether
inference alone has been presented by the Janmadi aphorism. To obviate
such a doubt, this aphorism has set out thus: Because the Scripture is the
means for the Knowledge of Brahman."
7D
When brahma-jijnasa (desire to know Brahman) was introduced by the first
Jijnasa-sutra, “athato brahmajijfiasa - Then, therefore, the desire to know
Brahman," the student would, as a natural consequence of this aphorism,
desire to know the definition of Brahman in order that he can comprehend
the true nature of Brahman. Hence, the next Janmadi-sutra, “janmadyasya
yatah - Brahman is that whence that which begins with the birth of this
world ensues," offers the definition of Brahman as being the world's cause,
sustenance and dissolution.
But reading the text of the Janmadi-sutra, one may mistakenly construe that
this Sutra instead of defining Brahman, is merely adducing an inference, that is
independent of the Scripture, to prove the existence of Brahman as the cause of the
world on the basis of the analogy that products (karya) in the world necessarily
subsume the existence of their creators. Since Brahman is beyond the ambit of
perceptual experience (pratyaksa), one might be led to the presumption that the
Sutrakara has found it appropriate to first prove the existence of Brahman by
anumana-pramana (inference as a means of knowledge).
In the Bhasya section under deliberation, the two expressions "dsankyeta"
and “tarn asahkam nivartayitum" can also be respectively rendered as "it
might be objected to" and "in order to dismiss that objection."2 The objection
in this context is this: When the student actually needs to know a definition
of Brahman, is it not inappropriate on the part of the Sutrakara to adduce an
anumana (inference) to prove the existence of Brahman?
We observe that the Bhasyakara replies to this objection in this section
by stating that it is to avoid such a suspicion or an objection of this nature
that the present aphorism states explicitly that Sastra (Scripture) is the sole
2 The word 'asarika' can denote both 'doubt' (samsaya) and 'objection' (aksepa).
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pramana (means of knowledge) for comprehending Brahman as being the
cause of the world.3 In the light of this understanding, we can see that the
second Janmadi-sutra only contains the Scriptural definition of Brahman
which was already expounded in the first Jijhasa-sutra as that which is
desired to be known (jijnasya).
At this juncture, an objection could be raised: The Bhasyakara states this
possible suspicion or objection in the SastrayonitvacLhikarana because the word
'yatah' of the Janmadi-aphorism ("janmadyasya yatah"), per se does not clearly
indicate any Scriptural statement. But, did not the Bhasyakara himself while
commenting on the Janmadi-sutra emphatically assert that the purpose of the
Brahma-sutra is to string together the flowers of the Upanisadic statements for
deliberation so that one can arrive at their true purport?4 And, in consonance
with this fact, the purpose of the Janmadi-sutra, evidently, is not to adduce
any inference as a proof for the existence of Brahman but rather to offer the
Scriptural definition of Brahman by expounding the Upanisadic passage
commencing as "yato va imani bhutani jayante" and concluding as "anandam
prayantyabhisamvisanti" (Tai.U.3.1-6).5 Thus, since the Acarya himself has
clearly established in the Janmadi-sutra that the Scripture alone is the source
of knowledge (sastrayonitva) of Brahman, the second explanation (dvitiyavarnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra does not serve any meaningful purpose at
all. Indeed, the objection raised by the Purvapaksin in the preceding section
(Section 6)6 for the afore-mentioned reasons only stands vindicated.
sift RnhgiiR gywfg
Also, cf.
Also, cf.
Also,

fBI srrei minoi^—* 11ifhfA t -

g

cf.

gum smsi sRirngtRi - wrcft
Also, cf.
^
.ifeI - rSWRf
4 Vide "vedSntavakyakusumagrathanarihatvat sutranam. vedantavakyani hi sutraih udahrtya
vicaryante." (Janmadyadhikarana, Section 8 D, n.l)
5 Refer to the Janmadyadhikarana, Sections 7, 8,14 and 15.
6 "kimartham tarhi idam sutrarii, yclvata purvasiitrenaiva evanjdtiyakam sastram udahamta
sastrayonitvarh brahmano darsitam - Of what purpose then is this aphorism, in as much as by
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Also, under these circumstances, one may also be led to the suspicion as
to whether the Acarya is contradicting himself when he states here in the
Sastrayonitvadhikarana that the Janmadi-sutra may lead to a doubt as to
whether it merely presents an inference - and not a Scriptural statement when he himself has already established in the Janmadyadhikarana that it is
Sastra alone that is being deliberated in the Brahma-sutra.
All these above-mentioned objections do not stand the test of reason.
A careful analysis of the Bhasyakara's statements in the Janmadyadhikarana
and Sastrayonitvadhikarana would reveal that there is no real contradiction
at all in the Bhasyakara's statements occurring in these two adhikaranas.
It may be noted that the Acarya's statement about the Janmadi-sutra
presenting the Scripture as the means for the Knowledge of Brahman - that
has been cited in the objection above - is found only in the section of the
Bhasya wherein the Acarya has concluded that the Sastra (Scripture) alone
is the means for the Knowledge of Brahman which he does in order to
bring home to the student that the ultimate purport (tatparyartha) of the
Janmadi-aphorism is not to treat it as an inference to establish the existence
of Brahman but is rather to be taken as the Scriptural statement presenting
the definition of Brahman. Indeed, he makes this emphatic declaration only
by drawing strength from this second explanation (dvitiya-varnaka) of the
Sastrayonitva-sutra. But this conclusion which the Acarya voices here in
the Sastrayonitvadhikarana does not in any way mean that the preceding
Janmadi-sutra, by itself, contains a definite reference to the Sastra (Scripture)
being the means for the Knowledge of Brahman.
This explains why, to begin with, in the Janmadisiitra-bhasya, the Acarya
gives guardedly the bare sense of the word (padartha) 'yatah' of the
Janmadi-sutra ("janmadyasya yatah'') - the only word that could be construed
to refer to the Taittirlya-upanisad passage "yato va imani bhutani jayante" and the sentence sense (vakyartha) of the Janmadi-sutra, without referring
to the import of the Sastrayonitva-sutra or the influence of its import on
the previous aphorism itself that cites the Scriptural passage of this nature, it has been shown
that the Scripture is the means of knowledge of Brahman?"
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the Janmadi-sutra. To explain: The Bhasya giving the word meaning reads
"yatah - whence (or 'from which')" as merely indicative of cause in general7
and the Bhasya giving the sentence meaning of the Sutra goes to merely
state "whence ensues the conglomerate of the birth, the sustenance and the
destruction of the world"8 without expounding or asserting right there,
in that very context, that this Janmadi-sutra is just the Taittiriya-upanisad
section pertaining to the Bhargavl Varuni Vidya. Thus, when we compare
what the Bhasyakara has stated earlier in the Janmadyadhikarana by way of
explaining the bare meaning of the second Janmadi-sutra with this second
explanation (dvitiya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitvadhikarana, it is amply
clear that he does not at all contradict himself.
What he is stating here in the second explanation (dvitiya-varnaka)
is merely that the Sastra is not explicitly presented by the words of the
Janmadi-sutra. Verily, it is because of this ambiguity, that the Janmadi-sutra
comes to have a semblance of a regular inference, which the philosophers of
other schools like Nyaya employ to establish the existence of the Creator of
the world, the Isvara, the Lord as being distinct from transmigrating beings.
This fact, the Acarya himself has taken special care to draw our attention to.9
The second explanation (dvitiya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra
lays down the fundamental principle of Vedanta that the Sastra alone is
the means to know Brahman ("sdstrapramanakam brahma”). And, basing on
this maxim alone, the Bhasyakara avers that the Janmadi-sutra gives the
Scriptural definition of Brahman being the cause of the world by indicating
the Sastra pertinent to this context (Tai.U.3.1-6): “yato va imani...anandam
prayantyabhisamvisanti.” Without taking recourse to the import of this second
7 Vide “yatah iti karananirdesah - The word 'yatah' ('whence') is the indication of the cause."
(Janmadyadhikarana, Section 3)
8 Vide “asya jagatah...janma$thitibhahgam yatah sarvajhat saroasakteh karanad bhavati - Of this
world...whence ensues the conglomerate of the birth, the sustenance and the destruction, that
omniscient and omnipotent cause." (Janmadyadhikarana, Section 4)
9 Vide “etadeva anumanam samsarivyatiriktesvarastitvadisadhanam manyante isvarakaranavadinah
- Those, who maintain that Isvara is the (efficient) cause (alone) of the world regard the above
argument itself as the syllogism capable of establishing the existence and so on of Isvara,
distinct from the transmigrating being." (Janmadyadhikarana, Section 6)
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explanation (dvitiya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra, the purport and
purpose of Janmadi-sutra would remain unclear and ambiguous.
<#>

In the light of the commentary presented by the Bhasyakara on the
Sastrayonitva-sutra, it becomes crystal clear that the Sastrayonitva-sutra
understood in accordance with the first explanation (prathama-varnaka)10 as
well the second explanation (dvitiya-varnaka)11 is very closely interlinked
with the preceding Janmadi-sutra.

Yet,

strictly from philosophical

considerations, the Sastrayonitva-sutra, as explained in the second manner
(dvitiya-varnaka), it may be said is perhaps more intimately related to the
Janmadi-sutra. It seems so because, while defining Brahman as the cause of
the world, the Janmadi-sutra is made to conform to the maxim laid down
by the second explanation (dvitiya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra that
the Sastra (Scripture) is the sole pramana for the knowledge of Brahman as
being the cause, sustenance and dissolution of the world.
This is obviously the reason why the PancapRdika commentary remarks
thus: "atah 'janmadyasya yatah sastrapramanakam' ityetavad idarn sutram
sad asandigdham anumanasankanivrtteh. prthakkaranam prapancantahpatinah
sastrasyapi hetutvena brahmanah sarvajnatvasampadanam iti vySkhyanantarena
kathayitum - The second Sutra itself might take the form 'Brahman is that
whence that which begins with the birth of this world ensues which fact is
known from the Sastra'." This would certainly remove the doubt that by
inference alone can Brahman be understood as the cause of the world. Yet,
the single Sutra of the above-suggested form is carved out into two Sutras in
order that we may also have the conclusion that Brahman is omniscient as It
is the cause of the Veda; indeed Veda is a part of the world for the Veda too
is created by Brahman alone."

,0 Because of Brahman being the source of the Scripture. (Sastrayonitvadhikarana, Section 2)
11 Because the Scripture is the means for the Knowledge of Brahman. (Sastrayonitvadhikarana,
Section 2)

Sastrayonitvadhikaranaracand - Structure of
S astray onitvadhikarana
(Dvitiya-varnaka - Second Explanation)
The Sastrayonitvadhikarana consists of a single aphorism, " sdstrayonitvat Because of the Scripture being the means for the Knowledge of Brahman/'
(1) Visaya or Subject: The Upanisad passages such as (Br. U3.9.26) "tam
tvaupanisadam purusam prcchami -1 ask you of that Being who is known only
from the Upanisads," which point out that the Sastra (Scripture) is the means
of knowledge (pramana) of Brahman are taken up for deliberation in this
adhikarana (topical section).
(2) Samsaya or Doubt: The doubt that is sought to be dispelled by the present
topical limb (adhikarananga-samsaya) is whether such Upanisadic passages
describe Brahman as an entity which is to be known from the Upanisad alone
or can be known by other means of knowledge (pramana), like perception
(pratyaksa), inference (anumana) and so on.
(3) Purvapaksa or Prima Facie View: It is an accepted fact that Brahman is an
existing entity (parinisthita- or bhuta-vastu). Such an entity, that is already
existent, is capable of being known primarily through the non-Scriptural
means of knowledge (pramana) such as perception (pratyaksa), inference
(anumana) and so on. Verily, there can be no entity in this world which is not
comprehended through inference. Therefore, it is erroneous to conclude that
the Scriptural passage under deliberation describes Brahman as an entity
that is to be known from the Upanisads alone.
The intent or purpose of the Purvapaksa is to maintain that inferential
logic (anumana) alone must be studied in detail as Brahman is to be known
primarily by means of inference. Hence, according to the Purvapaksin, the
Vedanta-darsana, that is the Brahma-sutra, need not be commenced at all.
4. Siddhanta or the Established View: It is true that Brahman is an existing
entity (parinisthita-vastu). But, Brahman has no qualities, such as colour,
taste and so on (rupa-rasadi). Therefore, Brahman cannot become an object
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of pratyaksa-pramana (sense perception). Again, Brahman is totally free
from attributes (nirdharmaka) and has no relation with anything (asanga)
whatsoever. It is to be noted that inference as a means of knowledge functions
only by depending upon the attributes (dharma) and the connections of
the things which the inferable (sadhya) possesses such as the invariable
concomitance (vyapti) between the probans (hetu) and probandum (sadhya).
But, Brahman possesses no such attributes or relation. Hence, inference too
cannot be the means for knowing Brahman. Therefore, the real nature of
Brahman can be known by means of the Scripture alone ("sastrapramanakam
brahma"). From the above discussion, it must be accepted that the Upanisadic
passage under deliberation is to be understood as describing Brahman as an
entity that is to be known from the Upanisads alone (upanisatsu eva vijneyah)
and that it cannot be known through any other means of knowledge (na
any apramanagamy ah).
The intent or purpose of the Siddhanta view is to establish that a complete
and detailed investigation of the Sastra, that is the Upanisads (Vedanta),
must be undertaken earnestly, because Brahman is known by means of the
Sastra alone.
(5) Sangati or Connectedness: A subject can be clearly comprehended if it is
perfectly defined (laksana) and the means for knowing it (pramana) is also
clearly delineated.1 With regard to the subject matter of Brahman, these two
requisites are presented respectively by the second Janmadyadhikarana and
the third Sastrayonitvadhikarana. Hence, the Janmadyadhikarana and the
Sastrayonitvadhikarana are interconnected by the connectedness in the form
of a common purpose (samana-phalakatvam sangatih).

1 Vide "laksanapramanabhyam vastusiddhih."
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Essence of

Sastrayonitvadhikarana
(Dvitlya-varnaka - Second Explanation)
The following two verses of the Vaiyasika-nyayamala (17 & 18) of Svaml
Vidyaranya present succinctly the essence of the second explanation (dvitlyavarnaka) of the Sastrayonitvadhikarana.

II

'dlA

m*rWNdl |
astyanyameyatapyasya kith va vedaikameyata,
ghatavatsiddhavastutvad brahmdnyenapi mlyate.
rupalihgadirahityannasya mantarayogyata,
tam tvanpanisadetyadau prokta vedaikameyata.
The first explanation of the Sastrayonitva-sutra has shown that the aphorism
is meant to strengthen the view that Brahman is omniscient (sarvajna) since
Brahman is the author of the omniscient Veda (sarvajnakalpa-veda). But,
since it has already been established in the Janmadi-sutra that Brahman,
being the creator of the entire world - the all-knowing Veda too being a part
of the world - Brahman is undoubtedly omniscient. Since the Veda comes in
the ambit of the world alone, there is no cogent ground for the very being of
the Sastrayonitva-sutra.
It is in this background that the Acarya presents the second explanation
(dvitlya-varnaka) of the Sastrayonitva-sutra. He puts forward here
that the Sastrayonitva-sutra is meant to propound that the Scripture is
the means of the knowledge of Brahman ("sastrapramanakahi brahma").
Upon this, the Purvapaksin raises a doubt as to whether Brahman can be
known through the Veda alone or if there are other means of knowing It too.
He further justifies his doubt by declaring that any existent entity (bhuta- or
parinisthita-vastu) in the world can be known by more than one means of
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knowledge just as pot is amenable to more than one means of knowledge.
The Siddhantin retorts saying that since Brahman does not have any form
(rupa), indicator (linga) and so on. It cannot be known by any other means
such as perception (pratyaksa), inference (anumana) and so on. On the other
hand, it has been declared in the Scriptural statements such as (Br.U.3.9.26)
“tath tvaupanisadam purusam prcchami -1 ask you of that Being who is known
only from the Upartisads," that Brahman can be known only through the
Scripture as it can be expounded by the Scripture alone.
In a nutshell, it can be stated that there are two grounds for the composition
of the Sastrayonitva-sutra's second explanation (dvitlya-varnaka): (1) To set
aside the hypothetical view that the Janmadi-sutra is meant to present a
syllogism to prove the existence of Brahman and (2) to establish that it is the
Scripture alone that can serve as the means of knowing Brahman.

iti dvitiyavarnakam samaptam
<§>

Thus Concludes the Second Explanation:
Scripture Being the Source.

wmn}\

IIffe

iti sastrayonitvadhikaranam samaptam
<§>

Here Concludes the Topical Section:
Scripture Being the Sourced/Source.

